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MARYLAND: JUVENILE JUSTICE

Implementation of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act (Public Law 93-415) In Maryland - 1976

TUESDAY, JUNE 22, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Annapolis, Md.

The subcommittee, composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick, Ken-
nedy, Mathias, Hruska, and Fong, met, pursuant to notice at 9 a.m.,
in Thomas Hunter Lowe House of Delegates Building, Annapolis,
Md., Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., presiding.

Present: Senator Mathias.
Also present: John M. Rector, staff director and chief counsel;

Mary Kaaren Jolly, editorial director and chief clerk; Robert Kelley,
minority counsel and Alan Dessoff, minority press secro'ary.

Senator MATHIAS. We will convene our hearing this morning.
The subcommittee's enabling resolution, Senate Resolution 375, sec-

tion 12, 94th Congress, is hereby noted for the record.
It is a personal pleasure for me to return to the House of Delegates

judiciary committee where I began. I want to express my appreciation
to the House committee for allowing us to use these facilities. It
is an important contribution to the work of this U.S. Senate subcom-
mittee.

Unfortunately, the chairman of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee To
Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Senator Birch Bayh, is unable to
be present this morning; but, we have his opening statement for inclu-
sion in the record at this point, and members of the subcommittee
staff, including Mr. John Rector, chief counsel, are here. Also, these
subcommittee proceedings will be transmitted to the full Senate Judici-
ary Committee and to its chairman, Senator James Eastland.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BIRCH BAYH, CHAIRMAN
Senator BAYH. It is with great distress that I must note that the

Ford administration, which has stifled congressional and citizens' ef-
forts to make juvenile crime prevention a national priority, now
threatens to reduce current efforts by an additional $ 112 million.

The failure of this President, like his predecessor, to place a priority
on the serious threat of juvenile crime and his administration's insistent
stifling of an act designed to curb this escalating phenomenon is
the Achilles' heel of the administration's crime program.

How many more of our citizens must be terrorized before the ad-
ministration gets serious about juvenile crime?

(I)
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Next year the State of Maryland, alone, will lose more than $3
million in Federal delinquency dollars if the Ford crime budget policy
prevails. Juvenile crime moneys would be reduced in the State of
Virginia by, at least, a comparable amount and the District of Colum-
bia will lose more than half a million dollars.

Although youngsters from ages 10 to 17 account for only 16 percent
of our population they account for nearly 50 percent of all persons
arrested for serious crime.

During hearings held by this subcommittee on April 29, 1975, re-
garding the implementation of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act, Comptroller General Elmer Staats concluded that:"since juveniles account for almost half the arrests for serious crimes
in the Nation, it appears that adequate funding of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 would be an essential step
in any strategy to reduce crime in the Nation."

Some youthful offenders must be removed from their communities
for society's sake as well as their own. But the incarceration of
youthful offenders should be reserved for those dangerous youths who
cannot be handled by other alternatives. But, today, because the ju-
venile justice system often fails to differentiate between criminal and
noncriminal conduct, many youngsters are wrongly introduced to our
penal schools of crime, while others remain free to terrorize our
citizens.

I can understand the President's concern that some spending pro-
grams must be curtailed to help the country get back on its feet.
But, I also believe that when it can be demonstrated that such Federal
spending is an investment-which can result in savings to the taxpayer
far beyond the cost of the program in question-the investment must
be made.

In addition to the billions of dollars in annual loss from juvenile
crime, there is the incalculable cost of the lost of human life, the
fear of lack of personal security, and the tremendous waste of human
resources.

I must emphasize, however, that I do not believe that those of
us in Washington have all the answers. There is no Federal solution,
no magic wand nor panacea, to the serious problems of crime and
delinquency. More money alone will not get the job done; but, putting
billions of dollars into old and counterproductive approaches-$15
billion last year, while witnessing a record 17-percept increase in
crime-must stop.

The Juvenile Justice Act was the result of a bipartisan effort; and
I especially wish to commend Senator Mathias, who is presiding this
hearing today, for his unwavering efforts to help assure that Federal
assistance is available in Maryland, and throughout the Nation, com-
mensurate with the scandalous levels of juvenile crime.

I am sure that the citizens of Maryland will respond to do all
that is possible to persuade the administration to reconsider its crime
program.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MATHIAS, PRESIDING
Senator MATHIAS. When Congrem passed the Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, I noted that our criminal justice
system does not prevent juvenile offenders, it merely processes kids
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who are in trouble. The emphasis I intended at that time was on
the word "processes," and I outlined my reasons for the act in these
words, "The focal point of action of the proposed new program is
to reach the problem youth before he is led to crime. While our
efforts toward rehabilitation would be vastly improved by community
based service, the key to success lies in prevention."

Now we are at the time when we must see whether these were
vain hopes. We must ask ourselves how much processing is still going
on, and whether prevention and rehabilitation have any more meaning
today than they did 2 years ago.

We are meeting here at Annapolis, which was once the Capitol
of thl- United States. Since we are less than 2 weeks away from
the Bicentennial celebration on July 4, it seems appropriate to take
a moment to think about the relationship between government and
people, and between people and their government.

The Declaration of Independence states that governments derive
their just powers from the consent of the governed. In the Constitu-
tion, the founders listed six fundamental purposes for government,
and one of them was to insure domestic tranquility.

With crime up 25 percent in th&e Baltimore area alone, it is clear
that Americans are not getting as much domestic tranquility as they
should from government. Statistics show that although youngsters from
ages 10 to 17 make up only 16 percent of the total population,
they account for 45 percent of those arrested for serious crimes.
If government cannot do better than this, it surely is just a matter
of time before the governed will reconsider the consent for the
proposition and system of government.

Reform is urgently needed, but attempts at real reform are never
easy. Recently I read an indictment of juvenile reformatories, which
listed these deficiencies: First, the temptation the system offers to
parents and guardians to throw off their most sacred responsibility;
second, the contaminating influence of association; third, the enduring
stigma which the fact of having been committed to such an institution
fastens upon a child; fourth, such a system renders impossible the
study and treatment of each child as an individual, and fifth, the
great dissimilarity between life in an institution and life outside. These
words are very contemporary and seem to reflect our current con-
cerns, but they were written 85 years ago by Homer Folks of the
Children's Aid Society of Pennsylvania. They could have been written
yesterday. I don't think we can afford to wait for another 85 years
to see what the juvenile justice system and the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 has accomplished.

Through these field hearings, I want to ascertain the current state
of the juvenile justice system in Maryland. I want to see how effective
the Federal Government has been in helping Maryland cope with
the problem of juvenile crime. To that end, I know all of you will
be relieved to know that I am going to stop talking now, so that
we can listen to the experts who are here.

Before I introduce our first witness, I want to put in the record
a newspaper article which appeared in the Washington Post yesterday.
This article reflects so directly on today's hearing that its appearance
almost seems programed. Quoting briefly from the article which is
written by Martha Hamilton, it notes that homicide cases jumped
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two-thirds in 1975 from the previous year; armed robbery cases ex-
actly doubled in number; and more and more juveniles went to trial
for mugging, robbery, and aggravated assault. All of these figures
refer to cases in the juvenile category, so without objection, that
article will appear in the record.

[EXHIBrr No. I]
(From the Washington Post, June 21, 19761

VIOLENT CRIMES BY JUVENILES RISING

(By Martha M. Hamilton)
Every day they're there-an increasing number of juveniles, usually youngsters 15

years old or younger, on trial for violent crimes, including rising numbers of murders
and armed robberies.

The figures on the number of serious crimes handled by the juvenile division of
the corporation counsel's office begin to tell the story. Homicide cases jumped by
two-thirds in 1975 from the previous year. Armed robbery cases exactly doubled in
number, and more and more juveniles went on trial for mugging, robbery and aggravated
assault.

"The way things are looking now, you can make a safe assumption they're going
to increase again," said Nan Huhn, assistant chief of the juvenile division. The division,
a small band of chronically over worked attorneys by Huhn's description, handles
most juvenile criminal cases for the city, with some seven attorneys usually dealing
with 45 to 50 trials a day. Juveniles who are tried as adults are tried by the U.S.
attorney's office.

In addition to an increase in serious and violent crimes that Huhn and others who
deal with juvenile justice say they see, "the violent criminal element is getting younger,"
and the crimes they commit more horrible and with less meaning, she said.

The question Huhn and others find difficult to answer is why.
Al Zintz, chief forensic psychiatrist for the Department of Human Resources Youth

Services Division, blames a deterioration of the family structure. "There's a greater
degree of freedom on the streets. A lot of the kids I see have been out on the
street since age 6 or 7. It's like putting a baby in the jungle," he said. The peer
group on the streets helps build the value system in which "to possess is really impor-
tant-more than how you got it," he said.

"The families they come from are so full of violence. So many of the families
will have youngsters or a father in jail," he said. The families are large and the
children frequently unsupervised or supervised by other children according to Zintz.
"The values are-get what you can to survive."

"These boys on the streets-the more audacious the offense the greater the esteem
of their peers," said R. Rimsky Atkinson, who oversees Oak Hill, the city's detention
center for more serious youthful offenders.

"They don't have what the community in general calls a conscience," he said.
"They will shoot you without batting an eye and even rationalize that the victim
did something to deserve it." They are the youngsters for whom no limits have been
set, who develop a value system that revolves around getting. what they want when
they want it," he said.

Juveniles charged with serious and violent crimes frequently have long records of
contacts with the law, in many cases beginning with minor offenses and increasing
in seriousness. Charges filed against the youngsters this year include the slaying of
a 6-year-old girl in Southeast Washington, the shooting of a government economist
and Advisory Neighborhood Commission member in an apparent hold-up attempt, and
the murder of a Washington society matron who died from injuries in a fall suffered
during an attempted purse-snatching. All the youngsters had previous juvenile records.

"The typical delinquent kid starts off being truant. Then he gets picked up for
ripping something off from a department store," said Huhn. "More than likely, since
it s the first time and he has no record, the police are going to talk to his parents.
The kid goes home and nothing happens."

With some youngsters, it stops there. Sobered either by the experience, or their
parents' reactions, they will never be back.

But there are others. "The typical kid who ends up in the system says, 'Hey, I
got away with it,' " said Huhn. He may repeat the offense and be rearrested. The
social worker who sees the arrest record is not aware of the previous police contact
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and will frequently recommend that the youth not be prosecuted, Huhn said. "We're
going to get the case and see he's a first offender. We've got a heavy caseload,
and the chances are we're not going to prosecute," Huhn said.

"The next time out the offense may be more serious (for instance breaking into
an unoccupied building)," Huhn said. 'The juvenile may be prosecuted, but because
it appears as a first offense, and because the attorneys in the corporation counsel's
office are already overloaded with cases to try, they may accept a consent decree,
which leads to a six-month probation," she said.

"He's beaten the system again," said Huhn. "All he did was agree to go to school
every day, but when he didn't nothing happened," she said. Overworked probation
officers find it hard to keep up with their charges in more than a cursory fashion,
according to Huhn.

"So this time, he commits robbery . Now the system's going to pay attention,"
she said. The youth may be detained for the first time, and will go to trial, but
even so, he may get probation again. "You don't lock up a kid on a first conviction."

"With some juveniles, the chain of circumstances that leads to committing serious,
violent crimes might be broken if the youths received more attention at the outset,"
Huhn and others said.

"If nothing happens to you, the whole system becomes a joke," said Huhn. "I'm
not saying you should lock them up and throw away the key,' she said, but it might
help to deal with the youths in a fashion fitting the offense. "If a kid throws rocks
at a guy's car and breaks the window, maybe he should help the guy fix the car
and wash it." With kids, at the beginning, "if you take some action, they might
be helped," she said.

But it doesn't happen. "If you have to decide between prosecuting a truant and
an armed robber, the decision makes itself," said Huhn. The system's resources are
stretched too thin to do both, she said.

"If anyone is rehabilitable, I'd rather take a chance on the 14-year-old," Huhn
said. "if you take as a given fact that the criminal justice system has limited resources,
then somebody has got to say what is most important. I really think you can't come
up with any other conclusion than we ought to put the resources with the kids." -

Zintz said that the system sometimes creates problems by treating children as adult
criminals rather than recognizing their special needs and motives. But he said that
shortage of resources for early evaluation and identification of problems is a handicap.

"I can see a lot of reasons why kids commit crimes," said Huhn, who says many
of the youths in the criminal justice system come from poor, disorganized families
with relatively little education.

"I'm sympathetic. You've got to do something for the kids. On the other hand,
as Police Chief Maurice Cullinane said, it's about time for people who have been
living under virtual house arrest to be allowed to walk the streets again."

Senator MATHIAS. I am now going to call on the first- witness.
As I do, I want to note that the schedule for this morning is very
tightly drawn because of the time limitations of the subcommittee.
I do not want to cut any witness short, but I do hope that all of
the witnesses will understand and adhere to the time schedule which
has been published.

Our first witness is the distinguished State's Attorney from Anne
Arundel County, Mr. Warren Duckett.

STATEMENT OF WARREN DUCKETT, STATE'S ATTORNEY, ANNE
ARUNDEL COUNTY, STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. DUCKETT. Senator Mathias, on behalf of the citizens of An-
napolis and of Anne Arundel County, I want to welcome you here
today. It is nice to have you home, so to speak, in your old quarters
in the house judiciary committee. I am sure you are the first to
reflect and comment that the quarters have improved substantially
since you served. I hope that the legislation has progressed ac-
cordingly, although sometimes we who deal daily over here in the
session sometimes wonder.
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I want to talk to you this morning about some grassroots juvenile
justice. I know the main focus, from your standpoint, is the effect
Federal legislation has had on the local level, and hopefully before
my time expires, I will be able to explain to you a little bit about
a program we have in effect in this county, which is the direct result
of the grants which have come from the LEAA and the legislation
that has been sponsored by this subcommittee and committee.

I think to start my portion of the session off, I want to read to
you a letter that I received just yesterday, that I think probably better
than anything else I can say to you, establishes the problem that
we are having in the local level involving juvenile justice.

This is a letter written to Chief Ashley Vick, who is the chief
of our county police department, with copies to me as the State's
attorney, to our county executive, as well as other elected officials,
and I am going to purposely leave out the area of the county this
letter refers to, and I am also going to leave out the names of in-
dividuals, for obvious reasons, but I think this letter represents the
frustrations being experienced locally as it pertains to juvenile justice.

Dear Chief Vick: I am writing to request assistance from your department against
activities in our neighborhood which have apparently continued for several years, and
which still create a nightly disturbance, frequently lasting past midnight.

My wife and I moved into [a certain area of Anne Arundel County] last fall.
Shortly after we took possession of our house, neighbors told us that our location
at the corner of [two major sections], was notorious for being used by teenagers
and older individuals as a nightly parking spot and general hangout. I understand
that the county was finally forced to place an 8-foot high fence, topped with barbed
wire, around the pump house on this corner to protect it from just such nuisance
caused by these people, or their predecessors.

Across the Parkway from our house, is a large vacant lot upon which a real estate
developer has recently begun erecting duplex houses. The young people park their
cars on either the vacant lot, which is across the street from our house, or in the
driveways of the as-yet unoccupied new duplex. Frequently, there are 6 to 10 cars
parked there, with several vans gathered as well.

Once a crowd has gathered, the radios are turned up so loud that they may be
heard more than two blocks away. These people have staged drag races down [a
certain parkway], or have simply burned rubber when leaving their parking spot. They
have left piles of trash, chiefly beer bottles and cans, and junk food containers strewn
bout the vacant lot and the front of the new duplex. Our yard has also been the

dumping ground for their beer bottles. Many evenings, after we have retired, the
noise indicates that the group is purposefully throwing the bottles and breaking them
into as many pieces as possible.

Without question, this situation should be stopped. In fact, it should have been
stopped in the past. Unfortunately, reasoning with these people directly has proved
counterproductive, and I am told neighbors have requested continued police assistance
to no avail.

One neighbor apparently tried to reason with the young people, but claims to have
been rewarded for his good efforts by having his roof so damaged by raw eggs,
and his front window and other windows broken so frequently, that he now speaks
of these young people with the same fear which would normally be reserved for
the Mafia. Fie says it is not worth it to him to pursue the matter. Another neighbor
has had her house's white exterior defaced with green paint, and its interior actually
entered at Chrisimastime, Christmas *ifts removed from under the tree and then scat-
tered throughout the vacant lot. Again, fear and resignation led to her doing nothing
about it.

Most recently, the group has taken to setting large firecrackers off at night, frequently
after I I p.m. They are loud enough to wake my wife and I, despite our having
our bedroom air-conditioner up to full speed, to shield us from the noise directly
across the street. I have on several occasions telephone to request a police vehicle
to come to the scene. On at least one occasion, within a few minutes of my call,
the young people dispersed upon signal from one of the group, who apparently has
a police radio monitor. They reappeared within a few minutes of the departure of
the police vehicle.
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In light of this pattern of abusive and destructive conduct, by persons who have
no a parent relationship with the neighborhood, I request that my neighborhood be
checked at least two or three times nightly, with particular attention paid to the
penod after 10:30 p.m., until these young people are persuaded to cease their nuisance.
I am told by other neighbors that similar tactics were successful several years ago
in forcing the same people, or at least the same type of group, to move their destructive
activities elsewhere.

Senator Mathias, this is but the first of many letters that I know
I will receive this summer, as we get into the summer season, with
the many beaches we have in this county, and these are the kinds
of frustrations that the citizens of this county, and I think throughout
the State and probably the country arc experiencing as it pertains
to juvenile justice, and quite frankly, I am the first to aimit the
police department and my office, and indeed the Department of Ju-
venile Services, is practically powerless to combat problems of this
type. We have insufficient police personnel, we have insufficient
prosecutors, and certainly insufficient people with the department of
juvenile services, to ever be able to combat problems like this, but
until we do get a handle, and until we can address those kinds of
situations, we simply are going to have to continue to have many,
many of our constituents and neighbors totally frustrated, and feeling
absolutely nothing is being done to protect them.

To focus once again on the problem that we have in this county
in the area of juvenile crime, I would like to present to you some
statistics on how juvenile offenses have increased since the year 1971,
and I am now talking about this county and the city of Annapolis.

In 1971, a total of 2,646 juveniles were taken into custody for
any of a number of offenses. The total gamut, excluding capital offen-
ses and also armed robbery, for those above the age of 17 who
are immediately handled within our adult system, the figure was 2,646.

In 1975, that figure had raised to 5,384; more than double in
that short period of time.

The city of Annapolis probably screams out louder than anybody.
Their figure in 1971 was 399 juveniles taken into custody, where
in 1975 over i,000 juveniles were taken into custody. These could
be any crime from robbery to assault, right down to shoplifting; any
type of crime possible.

The recidivism rate in this county has been isolated. We have 219
juveniles that we have isolated with more than 5 arrests. And when
you look at this list of juveniles, you even see some with as many
as 32 or 40 arrests over a short period of time. All this tells me
is that we quite frankly are failing in our responsibilities to our con-
stituents in the area of juvenile law.

When I became State's attorney in July of 1973, my background,
quite frankly as an assistant prosecutor, had been in juvenile law,
having first received my job as a result of the Gault decision which
established the procedure that juveniles should be treated evidentially
and procedurally the same as an adult, and I was quite frustrated
upon realizing, as an assistant prosecutor, that we were in fact paper
processors; that all we were doing was moving kids through the ju-
venile system with very little bit in the way of substantive alternative
positions available to either masters or judges to try to combat the
juvenile crime. When I took the job as State's attorney, I soon met
with David Larom, who is our local director of juvenile services,
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who is here today, and he shared with me the same frustrations,
our past failures.

The biggest failure we seem to have is it took us as long as 6
to 8 weeks to get juveniles from the date of incident into a courtroom
to finally get some type of disposition as to whether they were in
fact delinquent, and what type of rehabilitative program we should
try to establish for them; 6 to 8 weeks where a juvenile was sitting
back at home, not knowing what was to be done, not knowing if
he was even goilg to have to go to court, not knowing anything
about his situation. This frustration was coupled, as a matter of fact
more than coupled, amplified almost tenfold by the feelings of the
constitutents, the feelings of the complainants out in the community,
who had no idea what if anything was being done pertaining to the
offense that involved them; either a broken window to their house,
house burglarized or something to that effect.

We established a program here in this county which we have been
promoting statewide, which we think, to a certain extent, is a tremen-
dous answer to our problem of expeditious and fair juvenile justice
on a local level, and that is the community arbitrator program which
has been funded by moneys that are directly attributable to the legisla-
tion passed by this subcommittee.

What the community arbitrator system does is it takes a youngster
who commits an offense, and within 7 days of that offense, it places
him in a courtroom in a judicial setting before an individual whom
we have earmarked as a community arbitrator, and this is an individual
with legal training, who handles these cases on a quasi-judicial basis,
and he works based upon police reports that are provided to him.
It is at the intake procedure of juvenile justice, which means that
the youngster who is involved in the program, does not get a juvenile
record, and he indeed has to submit voluntarily to the program before
he can qualify for it, but the main attribute of the program is that
the victim, for the first time, is included within the system; the victim,
who in the past, was never told what the disposition of his case
was, is now given the opportunity to appear before the community
arbitrator, tell his side of the story, and be present as he watches
the offender, who has destroyed his property, or somehow violated
one of his property or personal rights, to watch that offender be
handled by the system.

The community arbitrator's main purpose, as is our total purpose,
is the treatment, care and rehabilitation of the youngster, and as
a result of which he takes this youngster, after making a determination
that the boy or the girl in fact did do the offense alleged, and he
renders them to one of many local agencies, which are enjoined
in this program, for approximately a 45- to a 60-day period, where
this youngster will work in this agency for the purpose of trying
to establish his responsibility, and to realize he is at a crossroads
of his life, and hopefully in the future not involve himself in any
more serious offenses which might cause him to be brought before
the juvenile judge or the juvenile master.

The recidivism rate for this program has been under 10 percent.
The program has worked beautifully. It has now been adopted by
Baltimore County, and for the first time this year will be placed
in effect in Baltimore County.
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For the past several years, we in this county, have appeared in
this room before the house judiciary committee, as well as before
the Senate judicial proceedings committee, to have it established on
a statewide basis, which I believe will occur.

I serve on the Governor's Committee for Juvenile Justice, which
was established last year, and they have shown a tremendous interest
in the community arbitration program, as well as many other innova-
tive ideas to revamp the entire face of juvenile law in this State.

I think for the first time, our legislators are now realizing what
judges, masters, prosecutors, and indeed police officers, have been
saying for quite some time, that we simply have to address the problem
of juvenile crime; we have to address the problem of restitution.

n this county presently, our judges and masters have ordered a
sum of $94,227 in restitution for victims in juvenile cases. To date,
the amount. of money collected is a paltry $11,214. That means we
have due and owing from juveniles and/or their parents the sum
of $83,013, and my phone jumps off the hook on a weekly basis,
as do my assistants and the department of juvenile services, hearing
day in and day out from these people who have sat in court and
heard a judge or masters say I order restitution in x amount, only
to have nothing happen thereafter. As a lawyer and as an officer
of the court, to have to tell a victim, when she calls, that the order
of the court establishing restitution is practically a meaningless doc-
trine or document, is a very horrible thing to have to confront. This
is a major problem we have on a local level in the area of restitution.

We here in the county I think have a county executive and a
county council that recognizes the problems of juvenile justice. They
have isolated $25,000 in planning money to try to go forward to
establish a juvenile rehabilitation facility in this county. I know that
once we get this thing planned, the county will come to the Governor's
Commission on Law Enforcement, as well as their local regional
planning council, with the hope of getting Federal money. The hue-
and cry today is in connection with the community correctional facili-
ty, which I must say I am a staunch advocate of. I think we also
need community correctional facilities and rehabilitation services for
our juveniles. The juveniles have a right to stay within their communi-
ty, when we do find there is a necessity for detention.

We found last year there were 300 detentions, 300 children, for
the most part, sent out of the county for one reason or another.
We in this county at least hope, within the next several years, we
will have our own imaginative, innovative system of detention for
juveniles, which will encompass programs in vocational training, edu-
cational training, as well as recreational pursuits, and we are moving
forward, hopefully.

Probably my 15 minutes are up, and I will submit to any discussions
or questions on behalf of the staff, you or the staff members.

Senator MAmIAS. I think I can bring a message of hope on the
last point you made regarding the development of.programs within
communities- programs which will leave young people with an end
product. The chairman of this subcommittee, Senator Bayh, has been
one of its strongest advocates, and together, he and I have formed
a team to get this done. We have had a disappointing history in
this though. Former HEW Secretary and Attorney General Elliot
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Richardson was one of the few people in the Federal Government
who had a concept of both sides of this problem-about the
precriminal and the postcriminal. While he was Attorney General,
we were hopeful we could merge these two concepts and launch
a national program.

1I--- Senator Bayh and I pushed very hard for it; but then
the Saturday Night Massacre occurred. That particular effort went
off the track, but we are going to continue to press for it. I
feel we can get much stronger support for both phases of reha-
bilitation programs than we have had-not simply for the judicial
correctional aspect. I am encouraged that you are working with
your community arbitrator in a prejudicial phase.

Mr. DUCKETT. Let me say one thing, Senator. I think all of us
in this room recognize that juvenile justice and juvenile crime is
primarily a local problem, one that we have to confront, one that
we have to be able to handle, but I want to get the point across,
not so much to you, but to other elected Federal officials, indeed
the Congressman, who serves this district, that in order for us to
do these things, that we have in mind, we are so dependent upon
the moneys that do come from Washington, the moneys that are
being made available to our Governor's commission, the LEAA, and
through the juvenile bill that was recently passed by your committee,
and I know today economy is a very vital thing. I think so often
in Washington, people vote against legislation merely because of the
dollar sign. The money that is being provided to us by Federal sources,
I can tell you without a doubt, is being well spent. Sometimes we
on a local level, who administer these moneys, get very frustrated
by the redtape and bureaucracy and paperwork we have to comply
with, but we recognize in dealing with the Governor's commission
and staff members of the Governor's commission, this is a requirement
that we have to meet.

Senator MATHIAS. This has been extremely important testimony for
us because the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, in pressing for
greater support for these programs, needs to shed light on personal
experience such as yours.

Now, you said a few minutes ago that you had reduced the recidiv-
ism rate among the subjects who had gone through the community
arbitration procedure 8 to 10 percent.

Mr. DUCKETT. It is down beneath 10 percent now.
Senator MATHIAs. For the record, can you supply the subcommittee

with statistics which would support that conclusion?
Mr. DUCKETT. In the audience today is David Larom, who, as

director of our local department of juvenile services, has, on a quar-
terly basis, submitted the reports to our Governor's commission, which
sets forth the total nuts and bolts of this program, as far as number
of children handled, the recidivism rate, the number of agencies in-
volved, and I am sure he can make all those available to you.

Senator MATHIAS. If Mr. Larom will make these reports available,
we will incorporate them as part of the record at this point.
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[EXHIBIT No. 2]

DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE SERVICES,
JUVENILE COURT SERVICES DIVISION,

Annapolis, Md., June 25, 1976.
Senator CHARLES McC. MATHIAS,
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIAS: We are forwarding some information from our Program
to be included in the record of the Juvenile Justice Hearings at which you presided
in Annapolis on June 22, 1976. Included is the latest quarterly report with our recidiv-
ism statistics and an office memo from our research consultant with a preliminary
analysis of our recidivism statistics. The full report will be ready at the end of August
1976 at which time we will send your staff a copy.

Thank you for your interest.
Sincerely,

KAY PEACOCK,
Project Director.

DAVID LAROM,
County Supervisor.

Memorandum

Re: Tentative Research Findings.
To: Kay Peacock, Project Director.
From: Merry Morash.
Date: June 21, 1976.

In response to your request that I let you know what the findings for the preliminary
recidivism study look like, here are some tentative figures. Of course, they are based
on only parts of the samples. Six months of recidivism were checked for the entire
year ol 1973 (all processed through Intake), for the months May to September 1975
for youth processed through Arbitration, and for the months May to September 1975
for the youth processed through the Intake Control Group. Recidivism was a simple
count of every return to DJS or to adult Probation and Parole, as reflected by official
records, during the six months after the Intake or Arbitration appearance.

COMPARISON OF 1973 (INTAKE) AND 1975 (ARBITRATION) GROUPS

Youth processed by Arbitration in 1975 had a lower rate of recidivism than youth
processed by Intake in 1973. The average number of recidivistic offenses committed
by misdemeanant youth in 1974 was .28; the average number of recidivistic offenses
committed by misdemeanant youth in 1975 was .21. This would mean-that about
70 fewer offenses are committed by 1,000 youth who are in the Arbitration Program
than by 1,000 youth in the 1973 Intake Program-during a 6 month period after
their arrest.

The correlation between Arbitration experience and the lower recidivism rate (.05 13)
is statistically significant at the .011 level. (This means that the odds are II to 100
that relationship occurred by chance.)

It was necessary to rule out the possibility that the decline in recidivism rate wa
due to differences in the type of youth arrested for misdemeanors in 1973 and 1975.
This was done by obtaining a partial correlation between the type of intake program
and the recidivism rate, controlling for the youths' prior record, type of offense, age
and race. In effect, the procedure is to explain the differences in recidivism due
to prior record, age, race and offense type, and then to see if there is still some
difference in recidivism that can be explained by the type of program. The partial
correlation obtained is .0876, which is significant at the .02 level. This suggests that
when type of youth arrested for misdemeanors is taken into account, the relationship
between Arbitration experience and low recidivism is even greater. This is consistent
with our prior discovery that in 1975, more youth with serious offenses were arrested
than in 1973.

QUARTERLY PROJECT NARRATIVE PROJECT

(This Form to be Completed and Signed by Project Director)
A. Title of project: Community Arbitration Program in Anne Arundel County.

78-406 0 - 76 - 2
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B. Report covers period: January 1, 1976 to March 31, 1976.
C. In the space below (add additional sheets, if required), provide a comprehensive

narrative indicating the progress that has been made in implementing this project.
If the probject has been fully implemented, explain the project's achievements in com-
parison to the goals, as outlined in the grant application on Pages 13 and 14 (Section
IV, Paragraph D-2 and Paragraphs E and F).

In the last three months 476 youths were seen in Arbitration. Dispositions during
this quarter were as follows: 114 or 24 percent denied for insufficient evidence; of
the remaining 362 cases, 134 or 37 percent were closed at intake with warnings;
16 or 4 percent were referred to the State's Attorney's Office; 14 or 4 percent were
referred to regular Juvenile Services intake or probation; and 194 or 55 percent were
placed on informal supervision for assignment to either volunteer work, counselling,
restitution, re-education programs, or a combination of these options.

The cumulative totals since the beginning of the program on June 6, 1974 are
as follows: total youths seen: 4373; cases denied for insufficient evidence: 933 or
21 percent. Of the remaining 3440 cases, 1298 or 38 percent were closed at intake
with warnings; 282 or 8 percent were referred to the State's Attorney's Office; 108
or 3 percent were continued; 102 or 3 percent were referred to regular Juvenile
Services intake or probation; and 1645 or 48 percent were placed on informal supervi-
sion.

As of March 31, 1976, 1387 youths were placed on informal supervision and
completed their assignments. Of these 1387 youths, 1225 or 89 percent completed
their assignments successfully. Fifty one or 4 percent completed their assignments
unsuccessfully for reasons beyond their control (illness, planned activity not carried
through, agency failure to contact youth). Ninety-nine or 7 percent completed their
assignments unsuccessfully.

A total of 5651 hours of volunteer work has been contributed toward the strenghten-
ing of the community since the program's inception. A total of $6367.89 has been
collected in restitution through this program.

Other significant statistical breakdowns for this quarter include the percentages of
minorities, complainants, and no shows. 85 or 15 percent of the youths seen were
black and 487 or 85 percent were white. 120 or 25 percent of the youths seen
are female and 367 or 75 percent are male. 40 or 8 percent of the total youths
seen (476) did not show for their first appointment. Of these 40 youths, 34 (85
percent) were seen during their re-scheduled appointments for an overall no-show
percentage for this quarter of 1.3 percent. During this quarter 159 or 54 percent
of the pnvate citizen complainants attended Arbitration.

Recidivism statistics continue to be kept for the program on a total of 4246 cases.
Of this total number of cases, 68.5 percent were offenses committed by youths with
no prior contacts with JSA. 17 percent were committed by youths with previous offenses
handled informally. 6 percent of these offenses were committed by youths actively
on probation and 2 percent by youths formerly on probation. 4 percent were committed
by youths with CINS priors and 2.5 percent by youths presently or formerly on con-
tinued status. Of the youths with no previous contact, only 8.7 percent have returned
to Arbitration one or more times. Of the youths in other categories, 28.5 percent
of youths with informalled priors have returned; 36.6 percent of youths actively on
probation and 25 percent of youths formerly on probation have returned; 22 percent
of youths with CINS priors and 32 percent of youths presently or formerly on con-
tinuance have returned. Of the total number of cases, 454 have returned which is
an overall program recidivism rate of 12.61 percent.

During this quarter, the part-time social worker-researcher presented her first findings
regarding the impact of the program on the various police departments in the County.
It was found that the program saved the police departments time and money which
was re-allocated for crime prevention activities. She and a county worker assigned
to the staff are presently interviewing a sample of complainants and youths for the
next series of studies.

Since August 1975 when the social worker-researcher joined the staff, a total of
13 cases or 27 families have been referred to her for inter-family feud counselling.
Only one of these families has returned to Arbitration for further action. Referrals
to other helping agencies resulted after contacts with five families. Approximately
41 home visits have been made.

A new community resource was developed this quarter with the help of the Annapolis
Senior Citizen's Center: Youths would collect canned goods in their community to
donate to the Center. During this quarter nine youths have collected 232 cans of
food.
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Work on a brochure for the program has begun and the staff expects to have

1000 copies printed by mid-summer 1976. A professional photographer and layout
artist have donated their time to assist with the project.

The goals of this program (to increase the speed of handling misdemeanors, to
involve youths quickly in positive experiences in the community, and to allow the
complainant to participate in Arbitration) continue to be achieved. Cases, with the
exception of a small percentage of re-sets and no shows, are heard on the date of
referral. The youths placed on informal supervision continue to complete their assign-
ments successfully with the help of many community groups. A large percentage of
private citizen complainants attend the hearings and only 0.7 percent of the total
cases heard have been appealed. With the two field supervisors freed from the daily
docket and with the addition of a county worker to help lower their caseloads, a
greater depth of work is done with the youths. Work continues to be done on improving
the quality of our relationship with both youths and the community and to maintain
the level of achievement already attained by the program.

Senator MATHIAS. I am shocked by the figures you have provided
on the rise of juvenile delinquency, which as you note, has more
than doubled in the past 5 years. That tracks almost to the letter
the article which I put in the record at the outset, showing it is
double in the Washington metropolitan area alone. This simply under-
scores that delinquency is not a local problem, it is a national one
which Congress must deal with. We must lend support to imaginative
and creative local programs such as yours because the old system
just has not worked. In the past we saw a dramatic and shocking
rise in delinquency statistics under the old system. It is now time
to address the results and take corrective action.

Mr. Duckett, unfortunately we have run out of time. I am very
grateful for your leading off this morning. We thank you for being
here and bringing us the message that something really can be done,
and outlining the kind of support you need. Thank you very much.

Our next witness is Mr. Ted Lucas, assistant secretary, Juvenile
Services and Mental Retardation, and Mr. Robert Hilson, director
of Youth Services Administration. Mr. Hilson and Mr. Lucas, we
are pleased to welcome you here. We have received written statements
from each of you and without objection, those statements will be
included, in full, in the record. If you wish to summarize your remarks,
it might be useful.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE G. LUCAS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR SPECIAL PROGRAMS, MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND MENTAL HYGIENE
Mr. LUCAS. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee on

Juvenile Delinquency, my name is Theodore G. Lucas. I am assistant
secretary for special programs with the Maryland State Department
of Health and Mental Hygiene. In my present position, the Juvenile
Services Administration, the Mental Retardation Administration, and
Developmental Disabilities come under my supervision.

I have reviewed the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974 and am somewhat disappointed in the degree to which
Maryland has been allowed to participate in this act. This is not
due to our lack of interest or lack of support for the concepts con-
tained within the legislation; rather, it is because of the severe fiscal
constraints as applied by the Federal Government, and I would assume
that many other States share this feeling and sentiment.
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My experience over the past 30 years in the field of developmental
disabilities has proven that many of these persons also manifest
delinquent and other behavioral characteristics similar to and com-

arable to the problems of juvenile delinquency. There is no question
but that the juvenile delinquency problem is one of the greatest
problems facing our society today. Throughout the years, many
somewhat isolated efforts have been made on Federal, State, and
local levels. These efforts have been sincere but have failed to get
at the root of the problem.

My experience has left me most concerned because of the lack
of a we I-orchestrated approach to the needs of troubled youth and
the fragmentation of a system of services. Youth-serving agencies have
been shunted from one bureaucracy to another. These agencies have
been expected to operate in relative isolation which is illogical think-
ing. They cannot operate in a vacuum but must- interface to varying
degrees with all other human service programs. To meet the needs
of the young offender, the clinical and legal systems must engage
in a cooperative and coordinated effort. We must all become involved
in the gestalt. A higher priority must be given and greater implementa-
tion of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
by the Federal Government.

The absence of a single agency on Federal and/or State levels
has caused fragmentation, duplication, expenditure of unnecessary
funds, and most import, has thwarted the efforts being made because
of the lack of coordination and centralized direction. Youth in this
country constitute a considerable portion of this Nation's resources
as well as its problems. Something must be done to preserve these
resources, and I am suggesting that due consideration be given to
the establishment of a Federal agency whose primary, if not only
interest, would be that of serving youth. This is, indeed, perhaps
one of the greatest issues that those concerned with delinquency con-
trol must face.

Insofar as the Juvenile Justice Act's impact upon Maryland is con-
cerned, I must say that the impact has been minimal at best. Not
only is the inadequate funding a factor, but also the time-consuming
maze of bureaucracy necessary to obtain and implement projects.
In addition, guidelines developed for the receipt of juvenile justice
funds too often effectively block their attainment and do not consider
the needs of the State.

In spite of what might be considered as a substantial investment
of funds in this area, much more needs to be done on Federal,
State, and local levels. We cannot continue to pay lip service to
the problem and expect it to be resolved. The Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act marks the first step which has been taken.
Now it is up to all of us to translate this legislation into action
programs.

Thank you so much.
Senator MATIHAS. Thank you very much. Mr. Hilson, please

proceed.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. HILSON, DIRECTOR, JUVENILE

SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, STATE OF MARYLAND
Mr. HILSON. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to have the opportu-

nity this morning to talk about Maryland's program and also talk
about the impact of the Juvenile Justice Act upon the system.

Maryland is somewhat unique in its method of service delivery
to delinquent and troubled youth. In 1966, the General Assembly
of Maryland created the department of juvenile services as the central
administrative agency for the delivery of services to delinquent and
other youth. The department became operational on July 1, 1967,
and is responsible for the operation of the court services functions
such as intake, probation, and aftercare; the management and supervi-
sion of the institutional programs which include two training schools,
four forestry camps, two detention centers, and a diagnostic facility;
and for the operation of a myriad of community-based programs,
including group homes, foster homes, shelter care homes, day pro-
grams, diversion programs, and youth service bureaus. Although many
of the aforementioned programs are directly operated by the State,
many others are indirectly operated through contractural arrangements
with private community organizations and/or local units of govern-
ment. Thus, through a statewide system-unique, as only a few of
the States have such a system-a diverse array of services to troubled
youths are available. Because our system is a statewide one, greater
coordination of services is possible, as well as greater assurance of
equality of services to youths irrespective of their geographic locale
and the relative affluence of their local political subdivision.

In 1969, when the agencies of the State government were reor-
ganized into cabinet-level departments, juvenile services was placed
under the department of health and mental hygiene. Our primary
focus in attempting to prevent, control and treat delinquent or deviant
behavior is on the child and/or his family. At the same time, these
efforts must be consistent with the interests and the protection of
the public.

Whereas Maryland may be considered as unique in terms of its
organizational and administrative structure, it is far from being unique
in terms of the increasing juvenile delinquency problem. As has been
true across the country, both the rate and incidents of juvenile
delinquency have been increasing. The rate per thousand juveniles
committing delinquent offenses has increased from 30 per 1,000 in
1973 to 47 per 1,000 in 1975. The number of delinquency cases
served by the juvenile services increased from 30,824 in 1973 to
48,360 in 1975. In fact juvenile services experienced an increase
of 19.3 percent in total number of cases handled in 1975 over the
total number in 1974. The Maryland experience has been mirrored
by most other States in the country.

When one tries to analyze the causes for this continuously increasing
rise in delinquency, we find the entire spectrum of causative factors
which have been well enunciated by practitioners and academicians
for many years. Causation runs the gamut from family disintegration,
unemployment, drugs, inadequate medical care, poor housing, lack
of parental controls, to unfulfilling educational programs. It would
be both foolish and futile to attempt to isolate one causative factor
as being directly responsible for the result. More often than not,
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it is several factors interacting with each other, which have caused
the problems facing uS today. One common thread, however, appears
to be constant and that is, while nearly everyone in our larger society
recognizes and verbalizes that juvenile delinquency is a major and
serious social and economic problem, there has been relatively small
evidence of these concerns going beyond intellectualizations. To becompletely frank, we have been applying band aids to a cancer. The
pint bottle into which we have been pouring quarts of water over-
flowed long ago, and the inevitable resulting flood is now with us.

When the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act was
being heard and debated in Congress, we became excitedly optimistic
that at last some major effort would be applied to the task of confront-
ing and resolving the juvenile delinquency problem. When the act
was passed, we took on even added optimism, when Congress
authorized $75 million for fiscal year 1975, $125 million for fiscal
year 1976, and $150 million for fiscal year 1977. Our dreams, hopes,
and illusions were crushed when an appropriation of $40 million was
made for this fiscal year, and with an appropriation, as recommended
by the President, of only $10 million for the fiscal year beginning
October 1, 1976. Again, it would appear that the problem is not
being addressed to the dimensions which it deserves. It is incredible
to think that $40 million, not to consider the $10 million, for an
entire country will even begin to reverse the current juvenile problems.

Little, if any, quarrel can be found with the meaning and intent
of the Act itself. The objectives of the legislation as enumerated
in the "purposes" of the act are in complete accord with the direction
and focus of juvenile services in Maryland. We strongly endorse and
support the declared policy of Congress of developing programs in
delinquency prevention, diversion from the juvenile justice system,
and providing alternatives to institutionalization. It is imperative, how-
ever, that adequate and sufficient funding of the act be made to
make implementation as feasible and as meaningful as its wording.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has had little,
if any, impact upon Maryland's delinquency program. In part,\this
is because of its limited funding and in part due to the guidelines
for administering the act as set by the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration. I have the enviable position of sitting as a commis-
sioner on the Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justice-the State Planning Agency; a member of
the advisory committee to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act; and as director of the State administration providing
services to juveniles. From these perspectives, a total and clear picture
can be had of efforts made to reduce delinquency in Maryland. More
specifically, from 1975, Juvenile Justice Act funds, $179,237 was
made available to Maryland. $36,366 was made available to Juvenile
Services Administration for the implementation of a small project
in diversion. This grant is now in process and should be operational
very shortly. A second grant of $132,571 was made available to Bal-
timore City to implement a public employment program for Baltimoie
City youths, and this grant should also be operational in the very
near future.

From 1976 funds, it is anticipated that Maryland will receive
$504,000, and I might add that these funds will be available as a
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result of a similar reduction in block grant funds from the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration to Maryland.

A maximum, this means that a total of $683,000 was made -availa-
ble over a 2-year period. Obviously, this comparatively minuscule
amount can only be the be ginning of attacking the problem, and
the results can only be as good as the investment made.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. HILSON
Mr. Chairman and other distinguished members of the Subcommittee on Juvenile

Delinquency, I am Robert C. Hilson, director of the Juvenile Services Administration
of the Maryland State Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. We are pleased
to have the opportunity to appear before this committee to discuss Maryland's program
in juvenile delinquency. More specifically, we welcome the opportunity to discuss the
impact of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 upon Maryland's
juvenile justice system.

Maryland is somewhat unique in its method of service delivery to delinquent and
troubled youth. In 1966, the General Assembly of Maryland created the Department
of Juvenile Services as the central administrative agency for the delivery of services
to delinquent and other youth. The department became operational on July 1, 1967,
and is responsible for the operation of the court services functions such as intake,
probation, and after care; the management and supervision of the institutional programs
which include two training schools, four forestry camps, two detention centers, and
a diagnostic facility; and for the operation of a myriad of community-based programs
including group homes, foster homes, shelter care homes, day programs, diversion
programs, and youth service bureaus. Although many of the aforementioned programs
are directly operated by the State, many others are indirectly operated through contrac-
tual arrangements with private community organizations and/or local units of govern-
ment. Thus, through a statewide system-unique, as only a few of the states have
such a system-a diverse array of services to troubled youth are available. Because
our system is a statewide one, greater coordination of services is possible as well
as greater atesurance of equality of services to youth irrespective of their geographic
locale and the relative affluence of their local political subdivision.

In 1969, when the agencies of State government were reorganized into cabinet-
level departments, juvenile services was placed under the Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene.

[he philosophy of juvenile services in treating children and youth is in consonance
with the juvenile causes statute as contained in section 3-802 of the courts and judicial
proceedings article of the annotated code of Maryland which states:

(1) To provide for the care, protection, and wholesome mental and physical develop-
ment of children coming within the provisions of this subtitle; and to provide for
a program of treatment, training, and rehabilitation consistent with the child's best
interests and the protection of the public interest;

(2) To remove from children committing delinquent acts the taint of criminality
and the consequences of criminal behavior;

(3) To conserve and strengthen the child's family ties and to separate a child from
his parents only when necessary for his welfare or in the interest of public safety;

(4) If necessary to remove a child from his home, to secure for him custody,
care, and discipline as nearly as possible equivalent to that which should have been
given by his parents.

Therefore, our primary focus in attempting to prevent, control, and treat delinquent
or deviant behavior is on the child and/or his family. At the same time, these efforts
must be consistent with the interests and the protection of the public.

Whereas Maryland may be considered as unique in terms of its organizational and
administrative structure, it is far from being unique in terms of the increasing juvenile
delinquency problem. As has been true across the country, both the rate and the
incidents of juvenile delinquency have been increasing. The rate per thousand juveniles
committing delinquent offenses has increased from 30 per 1,000 in 1973 to 47 per
1,000 in 1975. The number of delinquency cases served by juvenile services increased
from 30,824 in 1973, to 48,360 in 1975. In fact, juvenile services experienced an
increase of 19.3 percent in total number of cases handled in 1975 over the total
number in 1974. The Maryland experience has been mirrored by most other States
in the country.

When one tries to analyze the causes for this continuously increasing rise in
delinquency, we find the entire spectrum of causative factors which have been well
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enunciated by practitioners and academicians for many years. Causation runs the gamut
from family disintegration, unemployment, drugs, inadequate medical care, poor hous-
ing, lack of parental controls, to unfulilling education programs. It would be both
foolish and futile to attempt to isolate one causative factor as being directly responsible
for the result. More often than not, it is several factors interacting with each other
which have caused the problems facing us today. One common thread, however, appears
to be constant and that is, while nearly everyone in our larger society recognizes
and verbalizes that juvenile delinquency is a major and serious social and economic
problem, there has been relative y small evidence of these concerns going beyond
intellectualizations. To be completely frank, we have been applying band-aids to a
cancer. The pint bottle into which we have been pouring quarts of water overflowed
long ago and the inevitable resulting flood is now with us.

Maryland certainly has all of the planning and program ingredients necessary for
a viable delinquency prevention, control, and treatment program. New programs have
been developed over the past few years and, on a relatively limited basis, these programs
are proving themselves to be effective. However, because of the relatively limited
approach, we are not making much of a dent in the total delinquency picture although
one would shudder to think of what this picture might be without these programs.
Our progress in meeting this problem is almost entirely dependent upon the resources
made available, and fiscal constraints have dictated our ability to develop new programs
and to expand effective older ones.

When the Juvenile Justice and Deliquency Prevention Act was being heard and
debated in Congress, we became excitedly optimistic that at last, some major effort
would be applied to the task of confronting and resolving the juvenile delinquency
problem. When the act was passed, we took on even added optimism when Congress
authorized appropriations of $75,000,000 for fiscal year 1975, $125,000,000 for fiscal
year 1976, and $150,000,000 for fiscal year 1977. Our dreams, hopes, and illusions
were crushed when an appropriation of $40 million was made for this fiscal year
and with an appropriation, as recommended by the president, of only $10 million
for the fiscal year beginning October I, 1976. Again, it would appear that the problem
is not being addressed to the dimensions which it deserves. It is incredible to think
that $40 million, not to consider the $10 million, for an entire country will even
begin to reverse the current juvenile problem.

Little, if any, quarrel can be found with the meaning and intent of the act itself,
the objectives of the legislation as enumerated in the "purposes" of the act are in
complete accord with the direction and focus of juvenile services in Maryland. We
strongly endorse and support the declared policy of Congress of developing programs
in delinquency prevention, diversion from the juvenile justice system, and of providing
alternatives to institutionalization. It is imperative, however, that adequate and sufficient
funding of the act be made to make implementation as feasible and as meaningful
as its wording.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has had little, if any, impact
upon Maryland's delinquency program. In part, this is because of its limited funding
and in part, due to the guidelines for administering the act as set by the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration. I have the enviable position of sitting as a commissioner
on the Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice-the State Planning Agency; a member of the advisory committee to the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act; and as director of the State administration
providing services to juveniles. From these perspectives, a total and clear picture can
be had of efforts made to reduce delinquency in Maryland. More specifically, from
1975 Juvenile Justice Act funds, $179,237 was made available to Maryland. $36,666
was made available to Juvenile Services Administration for the implementation of a
small project in diversion. This grant is now in process and should be operational
within a few months. A second grant of $132,571 was made available to Baltimore
City to implement a public employment program for Baltimore City youths. This grant
was awarded in May, 1976, and should be operational shortly.

From 1976 funds, it is anticipated that Maryland anticipates receiving $504,000,
and I might add that these funds will be aailable as a result of a similar reduction
in block grant funds from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration to Maryland.

At maximum, this means that a total of $683,000 is made available over a two-
year period. Obviously, this comparatively minuscule amount can only be the beginning
of attacking the problem, and the results can only be as good as the investment
made. It would be more than generous to say that the impact, at this point in time,
of the act on juvenile services in Maryland has been negligible.

Of equal concern has been certain policies of the law enforcement assistance adminis-
tration in regards to funding of State projects. The first major effort of the juvenile
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ustice office was to embark upon a program to deinstitutionalize status offenders.

aryland, following legislation enacted in 1973, deinstitutionalized status offenders
by January 1, 1974. This process was accomplished despite the fact that an adequate
array of services in the community to serve this group of youngsters were not in
place. To date, there still remains many gaps in services, both in quantity and quality
to appropriately serve the status offender. Certainly, deinstitutionalizing status offenders
per se is only part of the process. The other part, and perhaps more important,
is in providing services for them. It was with this hope that we applied for funds.
To our dismay we were advised that we were not eligible because we had the foresight
and initiative to do something which was now just being encouraged at the Federal
level. The second major effort on the part of the juvenile justice office was to encourage
the development of diversion programs. Again, the Juvenile Services Administration
was excluded from participation as agencies with a direct involvement with the court
system were being excluded. We have supported this phase of the program by encourag-
ing groups throughout the State to apply for such funds. To my knowledge, none
have received notification of their application acceptance. It would appear that a
statewide agency has the capability of reaching and impacting upon a larger segment
of the State's population; but for all practical purposes, we have been effectively
eliminated from the grant process.

In conclusion and in summary, we feel that the mechanism for effectively combating
the juvenile delinquency problem is present through the act. This is good legislation
which can have both short-term and long-range impact in reducing delinquency. It
certainly allows for innovative and creative approaches towards the resolution of an
age old problem. While it may appear that I have stressed the inadequate funding
of the act as the major problem, I do not see money as the only answer. Good
monitoring and good evaluation also needs to be present as well as a mechanism
for sharing the results of effective programs with all of the States. For the most
part, this can be accomplished with the present provisions of the act. Although money
is not the sole answer, it is an inexcapable necessity. Current limitations on funding
greatly restricts many States, including Maryland, from being an integral part of this
problem-solving process. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
is a refreshing approach; it is not seen as a panacea but certainly one in the right
direction and certainly worthy of full exploration in an effort to seek viable answers.

Senator MATHIAS. If I might interrupt you with a small bit of good
news. Mr. Rector has called my attention to the fact that just yesterday
the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee, which deals with this par-
ticular aspect of the budget, approved $100 million for the Juvenile
Delinquency Act for fiscal year 1977. Now, in my judgment, that
is still a very inadequate sum to deal with a problem as major as
this one, and it is one that Senator Bayh and I hope to see increased.
Nevertheless, this is the largest sum ever approved by the Appropria-
tions Committee for this purpose. This is considerably below the $150
million authorization, but in terms of cash, it does represent an ad-
vance. This increase was realized only because of the constant pressure
brought to bear by persons such as yourself and other witnesses here
today, who have constantly brought the problem to the attention
of Congress and the country.

Mr. HILSON. That is indeed good news, Senator, and I am an eternal
optimist, but I will be enthusiastic when the full Congress will act
on that.

Of equal concern has been certain policies of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration in regard to funding of State projects. The
first major effort of the juvenile justice office was to embark upon
a program to deinstitutionalize status offenders. Maryland, following
legislation enacted in 1973, deinstitutionalized status offenders by
January 1, 1974. This process was accomplished despite the fact that
an adequate array of services in the community to serve this group
were not in place. To date, there still remains many gaps in services,
both in quantity and quality, to appropriately serve the status offender.
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To our dismay we were advised that we were not eligible for funding,
under this part of the act, because we had the foresight and initiative
to do something about this problem, which is now just being done
at the Federal level.

In other words, what I am saying, Senator, because we had done
this, although the services were not there, we were not eligible to
apply for funding.

Senator MATHIAS. I understand. Let me ask both of you a question
at this point. Suppose we had some sort of a magic wand, and we
could get you $5 million extra this year, what would you do with
it? What do you think are the most acute needs to which you would
devote a substantial amount?

Mr. HILSON. I think -we need to make a long-term investment in
trying to do something about the delinquency prevention. I say long
term, because these results may not be seen for several years, but
until we begin to attack the problem at its very early age in the
youngster's life we will always be in the business of rehabilitating.

Senator MATHIAS. If you consider the figures Mr. Duckett just gave
us for Anne Arundel County which reflects the nationwide trend,
it appears we have done a terrible job of prevention in the last
5 years.

Mr. HILSON. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. We have let the figures double on us. Instead

of preventing, we have let the figures double, which is a pretty
shocking thing.

Mr. LUCAS. We would take some of those funds, too, and cooperate
with other agents who have impact on other segments which are
affecting the individual who is a juvenile.

Senator MATHIAS. What about the necessity for investment? What
are we hoping for here? If we could prevent we could eliminate
much institutionalization. Unfortunately there are already thousands
of juveniles who have been institutionalized. What about the state
of accomodation and overcrowding? Are institutions able to handle
the problem at present?

Mr. HILSON. All of our State facilities are overcrowded. That in
itself creates a rather vicious circle in that with the limited funding
made available, we can at the same time develop alternatives to in-
stitutionalization and care for the youngster while institutionalized.
Therefore, I suggest that we need to follow parallel tracks to develop
alternatives and at the same time make our institutional programs
truly rehabilitative.

Mr. LUCAS. You constantly have a human cry in our society, when
it comes to residential facilities, where we keep a person. It takes
a great deal to maintain that physical plant. We have Federal standards
we must meet and so forth. Therefore, in many of your States, like
Maryland, pours money into one direction, institutions. We ignore
the community. If we poured all into the community, we would have
institutions which are not adequate. Here again, as Bob has indicated,
there must be parallel tracks. They must go simultaneous if we truly
are going to displace individuals in our residential centers to go back
into the community and rehabilitate them.

Senator MATHIAS. Do you think that a community based center
is, No. 1, more expensive, and No. 2, any less acceptable than a
large remote institution?
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Mr. LUCAS. I think a community based center is somewhat less
expensive if it is structured properly, by virtue of utilizing the
resources in the immediate vicinity. I think here again, in most in-
stances, the large isolated institution is more expensive because it
is almost self-contained, and not an intricate part of the community
or an intricate part of the systems of service, but it becomes a total
system of service.

Senator MATHIAS. Of course, it separates the inmate from any of
the influences of family, community, and church. We forget sometimes
the horrible experience when the Federal Government built a huge
juvenile facility at Chillicothe, Ohio. The theory was that it would
be the greatest reform school in the history of the world. But it
was such an abysmal failure, the Federal Government had to give
it up to the State of Ohio a few years later, because it simply did
not work. That is a pretty graphic example.

Mr. HILSON. In the interest of time, my statement' is before you,
so in conclusion I will say that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 is a refreshing approach. It is not seen as
a panacea, but certainly one in the right direction and worthy of
full exploration in an effort to seek viable answers.

Senator MATHIAS. Thank you very much. I would like to ask you
one additional question. There have been some questions raised re-
garding the Juvenile Services Administration and if it is properly posi-
tioned under the auspices of a super agency, such as the department
of health and mental hygiene. Would you want to comment on that?

Mr. LucAs. Briefly, it is my own personal feeling that if we are
going to truly address ourselves to individuals who are juvenile offen-
ders who are developmentally disabled, we can't continue to make
it a part of a different kind of systems of service. We are a part
of the existing system only because of the lack of needed resources.
We are hoping that as a part of this particular system of services,
developmental disabilities, local health services can be drawn and
drawn quickly. That was one of the reasons that the Juvenile Services
Administration became a part of the health department, but if we
are truly going to move in the facets necessary, the treatment modali-
ties for the juvenile, there must be an individual agent that addresses
itself both on a State and Federal level.

Senator MATHIAS. I agree. You would be able to draw upon services
which HEW provides as well as those of the Department of Justice.

Mr. LUCAS. Right.
Senator MATHIAS. Because all of these are components in the pro-

gram, there should not be a sharp dichotomy between them as exists
now. I will hold the record open for any additional information you
can provide on the condition of juvenile institutions and the effect
this has on the chance of success for rehabilitation, and its relationship
to recidivism.

Mr. LucAs. We would be very happy to. Mr. Hilson has an excellent
unit plan for juvenile services for 1977-1981, and we would like
very much for that unit plan to be a part of the record.

Senator MATHIAS. Our next witness is Mr. Peter Smith, an old
friend of this subcommittee, and one who has testified before. Mr.
Smith is from the University of Maryland Law School, and will be
accompanied by Mr. Allan Stamper.

Se p. 17.
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Mr. SMITh. Good morning.
Senator MATHiAS. Mr. Smith, do you want to make a statement

and then introduce Mr. Stamper?

STATEMENT OF PETER SMITH, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND LAW
SCHOOL; ACCOMPANIED BY ALLAN STAMPER

Mr. SMIrrH. Let me make a very brief statement. First of all, when
I was asked by Ed O'Connell of your staff, to come down here
and testify, I agreed, but I agreed with a special amount of enthusiasm
because of the subject matter area and also because it is a pleasure
to have a chance to speak in front of a subcommittee that is being
chaired by such a decent person, and I mean that very sincerely,
because one of the problems of what is going on it this country
today is there aren't enough decent people like you.

Just for the record, let me say that I am a professor of law, I
specialize in juvenile delinquency, and I am director of the program
called Maryland juvenile law clinic, which represents juveniles in the
juvenile courts in this State, and which does ongoing research in
litigation and legislative work in the juvenile justice field.

The person on my left is Allan Stamper, whom Ed O'Connell has
already met. Allan was a client of mine 2 or 3 years ago.

By way of preliminary remarks, Senator, I just want to be very
brief and say that I think this system is a failure. I was reading
last night a speech that wa-, delivered by the chief judge of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia to the annual
convention last year of the National Legal Aid Defenders Association.
I just want to read you one sentence. He says, "You are in the
grim and grimy front line trenches of the criminal courts, where
the battle for equal justice is being fought and lost."

I subscribe to that and for the purposes of the hearing today,
we can simply take the word criminal and remove it and put the
word juvenile. The battle for equal justice is being lost. The battle
for any meaningful rehabilitation is being lost.

The problem is very deep and it goes to the failure on the part
of this society to develop the kinds of resources and the talents
that these kinds of problems need.

We spent, and I will just end with this sentence or two, we spent
I think more on one of those-what do they call them, B-2 bombers
than we do on Mr. Hilson's entire annual budget, and it is a total
absurdity, and until we are willing to make a commitment to the
more important things in life, you can go on holding these hearings
from now until the cows come home; and it is not going to do
any good.

Senator MATHIAS. The Chair is very grateful for your personal
references and I must say they are all the more welcome in the
particular climate in which public servants are not the great heroes
in America today. Unhappily, the Chair must concur in your other
sentiments. We aren't winning any victories in this parcicular battle.

I announced as a sort of minor victory, on the part of Senator
Bayh and myself, that we are going to get $100 million to fund
the Juvenile Delinquency Act in the coming fiscal year. Since you
have raised the question of the cost of one bomber, I would submit
that in terms of national security, domestic tranquillity, and the com-
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mon defense, the question of the status of young people in America
seems to be more in jeopardy than national security.

Mr. SMITH. I think I misspoke when I said a B-2 bomber. I can
just imagine what that one is going to cost.

Senator MATHIAS. Well, you are looking ahead. Talking about losing
the battle, several years ago I went to Ocean City and looked at
the police blotter. As a resort community, Ocean City has special
problems. But 8 out of 10 names that appeared on the police blotter
at that particular time were juveniles-8 out of 10. That number
represents 80 percent of all the arrests being made down there, -which
is a pretty shocking thing.

Mr. Stamper is with you, and perhaps you could describe his ex-
perience to the subcommittee. Perhaps he would like to say a few
words for himself.

Mr. SMITH. Perhaps, Allan, you ought to do it yourself.
Mr. STAMPER. K, I think it is three things wrong with the Juvenile

Prevention Act, and No. 1 is not enough professionals in the communi-
ty helping out the juveniles before they commit the crime.

Senator MATmIAS. Allan, may I ask you a couple of questions?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. You have been in trouble; haven't you?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. What kind of trouble?
Mr. STAMPER. From top to bottom.
Senator MATHIAS. Top to bottom?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes.
Senator MATHIAS. Well, what was the bottom?
Mr. STAMPER. Well, the bottom was rogue and vagabond charge,

and the top was two attempted murders.
Senator MATHIAS. Two attempted murders?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATmIAS. Well now, when were you first arrested and for

what charge?
Mr. STAMPER. In 1971 for possession of narcotics.
Senator MATHIAS. How long were you held when you were busted

for narcotics?
Mr. STAMPER. Four days.
Senator MATHIAS. And then what happened?
Mr. STAMPER. I was released.
Senator MATHIAS. You were released?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. How long were you pending trial on the narcotics

charge?
Mr. S rAMPER. Close to a year.
Senator MATHIAS. What was happening to you during that year's

time? Were you seeing any probation officer or did you have any
kind of supervision? Were you getting help of any sort during that
year?

Mr. STAMPER. Well, the court didn't tell me to go to the drug
program. I went on my own, and that was about it.

Senator MATHIAS. How old were you at that time?
Mr. STAMPER. I believe, 15.
Senator MATHIAS. While you were out awaiting trial during this

period of nearly a year, did you get into any other trouble?
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Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. What kind of trouble?
Mr. STAMPER. Well, I had a burglary charge, shoplifting, about

five assaults, and a burglary.
Senator MATHIAS. And all this happened during the time you were

awaiting trial on the narcotics charge?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. Was this the period in which these assaults took

place, including the two attempted murder charges?
Mr. STAMPER. No, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. They came later?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. Now, what about your present situation? What

is yourpresent status?
Mr. STAMPER. Well, I now work at the Maryland Training School

for Boys in the kitchen, and I have my own apartment, and I am
doing pretty well for myself.

Senator MATHIAS. As you look back over your experience, and
you think of other kids who get into the same kind of fix, how
do you view what happened to you? What would have made the
difference, what would have prevented you from doing the things
you did? What were the things that helped you?

Mr. STAMPER. Well, the first thing is at the time the recreation
didn't even stay open long enough, and after the recs are closed,
it is nothing to do, and I come from a pretty high crime area anyway,
and there is just nobody there to talk to. You know, you don't
have a father or anything, they don't have no big brother programs
in the community or anything like that.

Senator MATHIAS. So one of the first things would be to have
some sort of recreation area. How about the counselors within those
areas? Is that useful or do the kids just turn off as far as counselors
are concerned?

Mr. STAMPER.- I don't consider anyone in the Cherry Hill area a
counselor.

Senator MATHIAS. You say you don't see anybody there?
Mr. STAMPER. No.
Senator MATHIAS. If the right kind of people were there, do you

think they would be helpful?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. You don't think the kids would turn off on them?
Mr. STAMPER. No, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. What about the people who helped you get

straightened out? What sort of people were they; what sort of people
would you like to see in that program for other kids?
-Mr-STAMPER. Well, they was really dedicated people, really.

Senator MATHIAS. Where were they?
Mr. STAMPER. At the Maryland Training School, Mr. Smith and

Mr. Michael Elliott.
Senator MATHIAS. And what sort of program did you have there

at the training school? What did you learn, what sort of training
did you go through?

Mr. STAMPER. Well, they called it the help care assigned program,
and you learned to help one another to bring out your problems,
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to discuss your problems, and try to get help with your problems
from your own group, and how to cope with your problems.

Senator MATHIAS. Did you have a feeling that you were an inmate
or did you have a feeling that you were a person?

Mr. STAMPER. Well, at first I started off as a inmate. Then I, you
know, later became a person.

Senator MATHIAS. How did you make that change?
Mr. STAMPER. Well, see at first, you just play along with the pro-

gram, and what they call fronting. You are just going along with
the program, but if you stay there long enough, you seem to really
get the care, you know, really concerned about the rest of the people
that is in the program, so that it is really a big concern at the
program.

Senator MATHIAS. You began to feel somebody cared for you. Is
that what you are telling me?

Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. As you began to feel somebody cared - about

you, did you begin to think about the people with whom you had
come in contact? Did you think about the people you had assaulted?
Did you have some concern for them?

Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir, and during the day, everytime I see them,
I talk to them, you know, and--

Senator MATHIAS. Did you ever tell them you were sorry?
Mr. STAMPER. Sorry for what?
Senator MATHIAS. The assault we were talking about?
Mr. STAMPER. No, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. You haven't. The people that--
Mr. STAMPER. Were assaulted?
Senator MATHIAS. Yes.
Mr. STAMPER. No, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. You haven't seen them?
Mr. STAMPER. No, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. But how do you feel about them? I mean, do

you understand their problems too?
Mr. STAMPER. Yes, sir, I understand it very much. I just wish I

didn't have to go through it; that's all I really wish.
Senator MATHIAS. I would like to ask Mr. Smith to comment at

this point, since Allan has named him as one of the strong influences
in the process. I would like to know how you view this, Mr. Smith.

Mr. SMITH. How I view--
Senator MATHIAS. I am interested in the success that Allan has

-had. How do you feel the program at the Maryland Training School
has helped bring about the success which Allan feels he has achieved?

Mr. SMITH. Well, let me give you a couple of views on that, and
to some extent obviously they are guesses.

I think that one good thing that happened with Allan, when I
represented him, which was for the assault with intent to murder,
was that Allan, although he was found guilty of those offenses, I
think felt for the first time that somebody really took an interest
in him and fought for his interests.

I have hanging in my office, you may have seen those, Ed, a
couple of letters that we received from the parents of the kids we
have represented, saying some pretty nice things, and in each case
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we lost the cases, the -boys were found guilty, but that really is not
the point. The point is that I think when Allan went to the training
school this time, he went there with a more decent feeling about
the system that he was being insinuated into, because somebody really
sought to take an interest in him and fight for his interest.

Initially, as Allan indicated when he was there, he played with
the system, and I am sure he realized that most people are at the
training school for only a brief period of time. How long a person
is at the training school really has nothing to do with the rehabilitative
need. It has to do with various and sundry judges around the State
are doing each day by sending people there. Who goes in one door
determines who goes out the other door. Allan remained for a long
period of time and eventually developed a very good relationship
with the superintendent of the institution, and he brought him along,
he gave him responsibility, and finally when his commitment was
rescinded, actually gave him a job on the campus.

You are seeing a very lucky one. The tragedy, I think, is for every
Allan Stamper you see, you know, there are about 50 or 100 who
don't get the attention, who don't get the care, and who don't get
the opportunity, who don't even get the job.

We train people at the training school for jobs, and then they
are discriminated against by unions when they leave, and when they
go back into the community, so they can't get a job in the community,
and each little piece of success that you see in a way should make
you even more discouraged, because---

Senator MATHIAS. Because there is so little of it?
Mr. SMITH. It is such a small part of the whole picture. I would

be very glad to answer any questions, Senator, that you want to
direct. The field is large and the time is small.

I am going to let you select it.
Senator MATHIAS. I do have one specific question for you. You

are currently involved with a pending litigation in the U.S. courts
on the State of Maryland's master system. Within the professional
limits that are imposed upon you, would you comment briefly on
that problem as it relates to our total concern?

Mr. SMITH. Yes; actually that case is now submitted to the court,
so I feel that it is more appropriate to make a brief comment about
it.

That case concerns narrowly the issue of whether or not a child
can be tried before a juvenile court master and found not guilty,
and then be tried again for the same offense by a juvenile court
judge, something which most people in this room would say isn't
that prevented by the U.S. Constitution, but this is the question that
is being litigated.

There is a narrow issue involved, but it is really part of a much
broader question. The reason the question comes about at all is
because our juveniles, who are out committing more than half of
the crime in the country, we have chosen what I refer to last year
and which got a lot of headlines at the time and a lot of condemna-
tion, as a secondhand system. I will repeat those words and also
add the words second rate.

We have been unwilling to give juveniles judges. This is how ridicu-
lous our whole approach to the juvenile justice system is. We wanted
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ing to the Court of Appeals of Maryland, have no judicial authority
whatever, and then because the State's attorneys can become as
equally dissatisfied with some of the actions of masters as can defense
counsel, they insist on having the right to take an appeal and seek
a new trial, and so although the issue of the case is narrow, the
real issue in the case is much broader. It has to do with whether
or not we are going to have one kind of justice for adults and an
inferior system for juveniles.

Would you suppose, Senator, that if I cut your salary in half, you
would be as inclined to want to remain in the U.S. Senate? Well,
maybe if you were independently wealthy you would, but if you
weren't, you would be less inclined to. If I gave you a job description,
and sometimes you probably think that you have it, which made
your position seem as if it had no power, as if it was very low
in prestige, do you think you would be as willing to be a U.S. Senator?
You might even want to run for the House of Representatives in
that event. This is what we do with the people whom we are putting
in charge of hearing cases for juveniles.

Now, this is not uniformally the case in the State. In many more
jurisdictions than not, judges hear cases, but on the other hand, in
those jurisdictions which have the most cases, they are being heard
mostly by masters, and the bulk of the cases in the State, as a
consequence, are being heard by masters, even though the bulk of
judicial officers, who in one way or another are involved with ju-
veniles, are judges.

I might say, you can take this point and run with it in 50 different
directions; that this is simply symptomatic of how the juvenile justice
system gets the short end of everything, even at the same time that
the criminal justice system is getting the short end compared to most
of the other things of society, so you can imagine how short the
juvenile justice system is. It gets the least in the way of judicial
resources, it gets the least in the way of court and prosecutorial
and defense resources. It gets the short end of money for treatment
facilities; just on and on.

Senator MATHIAS. These are the points that Senator Bayh and I
have made repeatedly-and I must say with much less success than
we wished. We have a juvenile crime problem which comprises ap-
roximately half of the total crime problem-and the most important
alf in terms of recividism. These are the kids who, unless they have

some innate quality like Allan which helped him crawl back from
the brink, are going to become desperate criminal cases the rest
of their lives. This exerts a toll on society. Yet we still shortchange
this whole area. The total effort is inadequate.

Mr. SMITH. Senator, Allan may or may not have an innate quality.
We all have innate qualities. Some kids can't be saved, and have
to say that very frankly and honestly, because we don't know enough
about how the human mind operates, but an awful lot of kids who
aren't being saved can be, and they don't have any unique innate
quality other than just being human, who want somebody to care
about them.

Senator MATHIAS. When you say that these kids are not being
saved, I think society must realize the impact of your statement.

78.406 0 - 76 * S
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Mr. SMITH. Let me tell you what I mean. I mean that we have
a society in which from birth kids ingest lead. paint because the
housing codes aren't enforced, and as a consequence, suffer mental
retardation. Families are not given adequate assistance when there
is no ability in the family to get a job. We scream about the welfare
mess, but when we cut all the emotion out of it, we know that
at most there are 10 percent of the people who could even work,
so that is the kind of environment we create.

We allow our school system to deteriorate, and as long as the
upper middle class had the opportunity for good schools, the pressure
is off, and then after we run somebody through a kind of life of
that kind, where it is a one parent family,*where there is inadequate
heat, where there is inadequate food, and on, and on, and on, and
he has nothing to do but commit crimes and rob people. What do
you suppose, Senator, a kid 17 years old would do, if he had the
choice of either gaining money, either to eat, if you want to make
it less noble just because he wants to be a big spender, to do that
by going and knocking off a little old lady who is carrying a purse,
or to do it by cleverly embezzling some money from a bank? Which
course do you think he would take if both were open to him? Obvi-
ously, the latter.

No. 1, it would be easier. No. 2, he would get less of a chance
of getting caught, and No. 3, it wouldn't be as messy. But the Allan
Stampers of the world don't have that opportunity, such as you and
I do, to commit crimes in that way-so we -put a person in that
sort of environment and he commits street crime. That is the only
kind of crime that people really want to talk about. Then he is
brought to the juvenile court and there may be a delay or there
may not be a delay, and he is brought into the waiting room, and
a lawyer, not even a lawyer, a nonawyer, comes up and says all
persons in the room who have got these pink forms, come forward,
and parents come forward from a dingy waiting room, that I invite
you to examine in Baltimore City. I might say I was in the one
in Montgomery County yesterday and that is exactly the opposite.
It gives me food for a new lawsuit. The individuals have a certain
amount of information taken from them as to financial eligibility,
and somehow magically, a lawyer client relationship forms, not the
way that you would form one, and then a few minutes later there
is some discussion back and forth with the public defender or the
State's attorney, and a few minutes thereafter he is in a courtroom,
and a few minutes thereafter he admits the offense.

Now, I will assume for the purpose of this discussion right now,
that he really is guilty. Fifteen minutes later, he is out of the cour-
troom, once again having been placed on probation. It all looks very
efficient, doesn't it. It is all a big facade. The system is designed
to serve the system, the defense counsel, the prosecuting attorneys,
the judges, on and on, and on, and I can just feel the hot knife
in the back of the room now that Judge Raisin is sticking in my
back. You know, of course, there are exceptions, but generally speak-
ing, the people in the system are serving the system. They are not
serving the victims. They are not serving the defendants, they are
not serving all the hurt in society, and things are just run through.
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Now, this wouldn't happen if this was one of my kids, and it
would happen if it was one of your kids. The system would slow
down. There would be patience, there would be care, but there is
not that in this system.

Senator MATHIAS. You have painted us a very grim picture indeed.
I wish I could dispute you by quoting enough statistics to prove
you wrong, but unhappily those statistics don't exist.

Mr. SMiTH. Well, I invite you, Senator, and anyone else in this
room, as I read from the quote at the beginning, to come into the
grimy frontline trenches, come down to the court in Baltimore City,
and sit there and watch and see what goes on in the community,
the once a month meetings for 15 minutes in the probation officer's
office, because there is no time.

Senator MATHIAS. This subcommittee will address itself to that chal-
lenge. We will accept your invitation and your challenge, and we
wil make those investigations. Incidentally, I would like to point out
that the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee will hold another session
in Baltimore on Thursday, June 24. We talk of the rule of law of
this country, due process of law, and the equality of men and women
under the law. I think that is what the majesty of the law is all
about. But it has to be given some reality. It can't be just a theory,
and it should not be rhetoric. The end product of that rhetoric is
fear in our society, and a great deal of insecurity on the part of
people in our society-the cost of that is very high.

Allan, in closing, I want to say a word to you. You certainly have
responded. You are making it. This is good for you and it is good
for all the people you will come into contact with for the rest of
your life. Perhaps it was luck or perhaps it was fate that brought
you and Mr. Smith together. But, in any event, you got his help,
and that was a big thing for you in your life. I think all of us
should consider the things that Peter Smith has said, particularly those
of us who have had breaks in life of one kind or another. We should
consider that the breaks we received as individuals growing up are
the things that now place a responsibility on us to help pass that
knowledge to someone else. I am sure you are going to do that
in your own career. I am sure you are doing it now, and I hope
you keep on. Thank you both very much.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much.
Mr. STAMPFR. Thank you.
Senator MATHIAS. Our next witness is Jerry Klarsfeld, the director

of Lighthouse, Inc.
Mr. KLARSFELD. Senator, I would like to thank yourself and the

subcommittee for inviting me here today, and if I could, I would
like to concur with Mr. Smith's remarks about yourself and my per-
sonal feelings toward you and toward your good work, based on
a couple of our previous encounters.

Senator MATHIAS. Thank you very much.
Mr. KLARSFELD. And may I also say that for your staff, too, who

I have enjoyed working with in the intervening time.
Senator MATHIAS. I can enthusiastically agree with that.
Mr. KLARSFELD. Also, I would like to correct the record here,

if I could. I am here representing the Maryland Association of Youth
Services Bureaus, of which I serve as vice chairman, and on my
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left is Carolyn Rogers, my cochairman, who will testify briefly regard-
ing the services.

STATEMENT OF JERRY KLARSFELD, VICE CHAIRMAN, ACCOM-
PANIED BY CAROLYN ROGERS, COCHAIRPERSON, MARYLAND
ASSOCIATION OF YOUTH SERVICES BUREAUS
Mr. KLARSFELD. We are a statewide nonprofit organization consisting

of 16 service bureaus located throughout the State of Maryland, and
our purpose is basically for the development of youth bureaus and
development of programs working with youth and working with their
families. We also serve as a statewide advocate for youth needs.

I guess I would have to say that our perspective today is from
the perspective of prevention program, I think from the perspective
of alternative programs in Maryland.

What I would first like to do is go on record to say that cur
State group concurs and endorses the Federal legislative intent and
philosophy of the JJDP Act, which is basically making prevention
of delinquency a national priority of the Federal Government, and
thus, more constructively working with young people.

We also concur with the procedure of providing block grants to
States that submit comprehensive juvenile justice plans.

We feel, however, that we must admit that the intent of this legisla-
tion is sometimes thwarted, as it moves down through the Federal
level down through the State and local levels. I will make my remarks
brief in that we have a more comprehensive statement that we have
submitted to the subcommittee.

Senator MATHIAs. Let me state at this time, the full statement I will
be inserted as a part of the record.

Mr. KLARSFELD. I guess in terms of recommendations again, the
philosophy of the Federal legislation, we definitely concur with the
State and local control of programing, and of use of Federal resources.
However, we make the following recommendations in that process,
because it is our feeling that sometimes the intent of the legislation
is thwarted as it moves down the linkages to the State and local
level.

We recommend specifically that there be more technical assistance
in monitoring of programs, and especially in the area of delinquency
prevention. It is a new area, new procedures, new guidelines, and
we ask for more in terms of technical assistance and help in that
area.

We also ask for more closer adherence to regional recommendations
that are made to our State planning agency for implementation. What
I would like to do next, the third area we would really like to stress,
is we are asking that in Maryland that the doors be opened to the
development of true prevention programing, which we feel has not
been encouraged enough nor allowed with the Federal funds that
have come through Maryland before the act.

There is a strong need for diversion in community bs treatment
programs, and we need Federal funds for that purpose. Yes, it is
a new area, and guidelines need to be developed, evaluation
procedures need to be developed.

'See p. 31.
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However, we feel that in Maryland the stress has been too much
after the fact, the police courts, a lot of money for prevention of
root causes of delinquency go into after the fact services.

Our association feels we must back tip, we must look at the root
causes, what is causing the problems today. This means resources,
it means commitments, and it means a willingness to pursue primary
prevention programs. And, may I say, that the Federal legislation,
our own Maryland comprehensive plan concurs with this. However,
to my dismay, the money allocation of Maryland does not for the
promoting of true prevention programs.

I must say, I was also glad in terms of hearing about the $100
million appropriation and I hope it makes it all through the process.

Finally, we would like to make a recommendation that the JJDP
Act be extended for at least a 3-year period, so programs can get
moving and have a chance of showing success, instead of just extended
for the i-year period recommended by the LEAA.

In conclusion, just very basically, I would like to move toward
increasing the alternatives that we have to deal with in the juvenile
problem today. It is obvious, as has been stated in testimony before,
we must increase our priorities in that area and must show a real
commitment to dealing with juveniles.

My last point is that we often look at the delinquency problem
from very negative terms. Let's turn around. Let's look at it in terms
of juvenile development and let's have a positive orientation. Maybe
it might do us well to ask the question, why do most youths make
it in our system, instead of those who don't. Ask the question why
do most youths make it, and maybe let's model some of the strategies
for dealing with delinquency by that. Thank you.

[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JERRY KLARSFELD AND CAROLYN ROGERS

THE IMPACT OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT OF 1974,
PUBLIC LAW 93-415, IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND

The Maryland Association of Youth Services Bureaus, Inc. is a statewide, non-profit
organization consisting of 16 Youth Services Bureaus located throughout the State.
Its purpose is to further the development of Youth Services Bureaus and to improve
the effective delivery of services to troubled youth and their families. The Association
also serves as a statewide advocate for youth needs.

Originally, these 16 Bureaus were each funded independently by the Maryland Gover-
nor's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice to work
in the area of juvenile delinquency prevention. These independent Bureaus discovered
common needs and problems and the Maryland Association of Youth Services Bureaus,
Inc. was formed, in order that Bureaus could share their experiences and work together
towards a comprehensive Youth Services Bureau system.

The Maryland Association of Youth Services Bureaus, Inc. would like to go on
record endorsing the Federal legislative intent of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act's goal mandating that prevention of delinquency be a national priority
of the federal #ovemment. It has been our experience that only through massive
federal intervention such as the JJDPA can there be impact on the problems inherent
in the juvenile justice system and on the youth who often become victimized by
the system.

The initiators of this Act had those goals in mind when they developed the Act.
However, strong legislative oversight is needed in assuring proper implementation by
the assigned agency. In Maryland, this agency is the Maryland Governor's Commission
on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice. For example, what is the
role of the Maryland Governor's Commission staff? We recommend that it be strongly
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oriented toward monitoring programs and providing adequate technical assistance in
developing comprehensive evaluation and data collection systems-so necessary in as-
sessing effectiveness. Proven effectiveness is a pre-requisite to community support.
The technical assistance function could be better implemented if staff were redirected
from its strong involvement in influencing policy and in exerting controls beyond its
designated power. We are speaking from the perspective of 16 formerly LEAA funded
programs which sought technical assistance that was minimally available. We mention
this as an area to oversee to assure that all of the assistance possible is given to
newly funded programs to enhance their possibility of success.

We feel that monitoring also needs to be provided to assure that the intent of
the legislation is maintained, since it is often mis-directed as mandates are passed
from Federal to State to local levels and from local levels to the State. One good
example of this is the role of the Region Boards to the State Planning Agency. Specifi-
cally in Maryland, our members attend a number of Regional LEAA meetings, and
have observed that the recommendations of these Boards are not always considered
by the LEAA staff, who have the power to select and edit the information submitted
by Regional Boards. One instance of this occurred last summer with the Region IV
Board, consisting of representatives from Montgomery and Prince George's Counties.
P.G. County recommended the funding of a crisis-intervention program as their No.
I priority for the FY '76 Comprehensive Plan the Region IV Board adopted it as
their No. 2 priority. When the regional report was given to the full Governor's Commis-
sion, this item was eliminated and was restored only through heated discussion between
one member of the Commission and the Chairman and staff. To all of those present,
it appeared that the Commission staff was not interested in funding such a program
and exerted much Influence in attempting to defer its funding. We question the strong
policy-making role of the staff and again reiterate the need for local oversight.

The last example also illustrates the minimal impact of citizens on the local LEAA
level even when those citizens are duly appointed representatives. Another Illustration
of the lack of adequate citizen participation has been the Advisory Committees to
the JJDPA. We question tho criteria used for selection of the participants. Were
they selected to represent themselves or a specific constituency? And even more impor-
tant, will their recommendations be incorporated and utilized by the Governor's Com-
mission staff? And, is this Committee the primary means of citizen input into this
Act? If so, communication channels need to be clarified. Public information regarding
the Act and the communication channels on a statewide level need to be well publicized.
In the past, information in this regard has been limited to publicizing the time and
place of meetings. This situation demands immediate correction. Without broad

nowledge and support of individuals and local communities, the mandate of the Act
cannot be carried out. Juvenile delinquency prevention and intervention, in order to
be successful, requires community involvement and commitment, and adequate provision
for such must -be made. It is most inconsistent with the concept of community-based
juvenile delinquency prevention activities to exclude the general community from par-
ticipating in the development of such activities.

To assure the probability for success of the JJDPA, we recommend a continued
Federal role in funding State-run programs as well as letting Federal standards serve
as a worthy example for improved procedures in the states. One particular area where
we are looking to Washington is the area of developing services to prevent juvenile
delinquency. In the past, we in Maryland, have observed resistance on the part of
our SPA to develop or encourage anything other than diversion services.

One example of this is the Maryland Youth Services Bureau experience. After con-
cluding three years of funding, our State Planning Agency produced much after-the-
fact criticism regarding Youth Services Bureaus and a moratorium, placed two years
ago, on funding on new Youth Services Bureaus. Mr. Richard Wertz, Executive Director
of the Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice,
testified before the Maryland Legislative Council that the Commission did not feel
that the State should assume the fiscal responsibility for prevention of juvenile
delinquency. While this was in regard to Youth Services Bureaus, will this orientation
transfer to the implementation of the JJDPA? We hope not!

We, in Maryland, are asking that doors be truly opened to the development of
true delinquency prevention programming which has not been encouraged, nor allowed,
with Federal funds through Maryland LEAA. The need for diversion and community-
based treatment services is evident, but Maryland programs have not been encouraged
to use Federal funds for primary prevention service development. Yes, it is a new
area'and yes, evaluation criteria still needs to be more adequately developed, but
innovative prevention programming must be funded in Maryland if the intent of the
JJDPA is to be carried out. After-the-fact is not enough, if we are to gain insight
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into the problem. We must back-up and look at the root causes. This means resources,
commitment and a willingness to pursue primary prevention programming. The Federal
legislation concurs with this; the Maryland Comprehensive Plan concurs with this;
the money allocation in Maryland does not.

JJDPA ON A NATIONAL BASIS

While we have stressed the need for monitoring of the Maryland LEAA, such words
are also advised in speaking of the Federal LEAA. There also appears to be problems
concerning the flow of information from LEAA to the general public. For example,
for the past year the Maryland Association of Youth Services Bureaus, Inc. has beenrequesting, both through verbal and written correspondence., a copy of the "Youth

Srie ureau: National Evaluation Program Phase !Study". in which we participated.
While we understand that there have been many problems with the prepartion of
this study, we were requesting a draft copy only to assist us in internal studies which
we as an Association had undertaken. We ra.'ned access to this report only through
the National Youth Alternatives Project which made a Freedom of Information Act
request of LEAA for this study. If we, who are professionals in the field participating
in integral parts of the juvenile justice system, cannot obtain copies of a report which
potentially M a reat impact on our existence and our funding, then it might follow
that the public-at-large would find it even more difficult to obtain necessary information.
We suggest that some better mechanism for information dissemination and communica-
tion between LEAA and local communities be implemented.

The Maryland Association recommends that the $50,000,000 recommended by
LEAA, for the continuation of the JJDPA be increased from $50,000,000 to
$100,000,000. We have been advised that at the $50,000,000 level, the Act would
be negatively affected, resulting in serious cutbacks and that a minimum of $75,000,000
would maintain the program at its present activity level. With an allocation of
$100,000,000 the program would be able to expand to provide some additional youth
services, encouraging more states to participate.

It is recommended that the JJDPA be extended for at least three years, rather
than one year as suggested by LEAA. In this way, there would be time for full
implementation of the Act and adequte time for it to prove itself.

he Maryland Association recommends that measures be taken to return the main-
tenance of effort requirement to a dollar basis rather than to a percentage formula
as is now being proposed. We feel that the juvenile justice programs funded under
the Crime Control Act should be given top priority, since they are aimed at the
prevention of juvenile delinquency and intervention into juvenile crime patterns,
forestalling more serious offenses. Activities aimed at juvenile delinquency prevention
are truly crime control measures and thus, should be funded under the original LEAA
legislation.

Our member Bureaus are also most concerned about the discussion to amend the
de-institutionalization mandate, replacing it with a two-year deadline for achievement
of that objective, with only a vague implementation policy. While we understand that
states which have not been complying with the standard need some time to begin
implementation, we fear that radically changing the two-year compliance may provide
a loophole for states not to begin necessary action, nor to pass necessary implementation
legislation. We have heard that a 75% de-institutionalization proposal is being discussed,
however, conformance using this method would be most difficult to measure. Therefore,
we caution you in taking this approach. Such percentages would also encourage states
not to pass laws which would prohibit status offenders from being placed in institutions
for delinquents. Even though this not a problem in Maryland, with the passage of
Senate Bill 1064 mandating de-institutionalization of status offenders by July I, 1974,
as youth advocates, we must ask for such intervention. Rather than allowing states
to accept money without complying with the requirements, we would suggest increased
funding and adequate technical assistance be awarded to states to assist them in this
implementation. The de-institutionalization of status offenders is one of the most com-
mendable portions of the JJDPA and program implementation should be given a top

- priority.
Thank you very much for considering our comments and concerns in your delibera-

tions. We would be happy to provide any additional information which would be
helpful to you.

Miss ROGERS. I would like to make one or two comments in addition
to that. One of the things that we think may be needed to be watched
by the committee is the implementation of the act in Maryland. As
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an individual program originally funded by the LEAA, we have an
idea of how that agency works. All of the Youth Service Bureaus
in Maryland have had some problems in terms of not receiving enough
technical assistance while they were funded, and the Commission's
not wanting to continue our funding after the 3-year cycle, giving
very little support to encourage additional funding, and we hope that
this will not be the case with new moneys coming in.

We hope that the LEAA staff, especially, will be helpful and will
be responsible and be encouraged to work with the communities.
The emphasis of the staff and the commission has definitely not been
towards prevention. There has been a moratorium placed on funding
Youth Services Bureaus which was encouraged by Commission staff.
I think we are probably the only genuine juvenile delinquency preven-
tion program that has ever been funded in Maryland and we question
why this has been in the past. Hopefully maybe it was a money
priority, maybe this new act will do some things, but there needs
to be some strong oversight in seeing how the act is implemented.
Is the State really going to follow the mandate of the legislation?
We advise taking a cautious look.

Senator MATHIAS. You spoke of prevention programs. Do you have
any models in mind?

Miss ROGERS. Obviously, one of the models we feel is important
is the Youth Services Bureaus. I think there are other viable communi-
ty services models. MAYSB, Inc. believes programs must begin in
the local community receiving sponsorship on local levels. Ideally,
these programs would be aimed at tying families together, with multi-
ple services, not fragmenting here and there, but applying total service
for the total family.

Mr. KLARSFELD. Senator, can I add to that the intent of it is to
provide for innovative programing in the area of prevention, an area
a lot of established agencies are very scared of, because evaluating
criteria are still being developed. It is a new area. It is something
we have not worked with in the past, and the legislation addresses
that in terms of innovative programs, I think both of us could go
on giving you prevention theory, but I think that the fact is we
need to try to get some of this theory into fact, which is where
we see the Federal role.

Senator MATHIAS. I asked Mr. Hilson and Mr. Lucas what they
would do if they received $5 million. When Allan Stamper was here,
he told us the thing that made the greatest difference to him was
finding that somebody had some personal concern about him as a
human being. Now, even if you received $5 million-10 times what
you really expect to get-is that going to create the kind of leadership
and the kind of human investment and human resource that is
required? How does funding alone create thb-people you need to
make the system work?

Mr. KLARSFELD. I guess my strongest feeling is we have to look
at that in perspective. In the past you had all the service agencies-the
professionals-going out to save the community, and solve all the
communities' problems. I think we have to move from that model
into a model of a more system approach, where we deal with the
community agencies, we deal with the local political structures we
-are working in, and we deal with the people in the community. So,
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using the resources we input from all those three elements, I think
we would have a chance to have impact with that $5 million you
are going to give us next year.

Senator MATHIAS. I would like to be able to give it to you.
Mr. KLARSFELD. I think we have a lot of resources in the community.

I think we do not have to have Ph. D. counseling. We are finding
people in the community can be trained to provide services, and
volunteers, which I think in the relationship Pete Smith had with
Allan, I think he also did things on a volunteer basis. This is the
kind of thing.

Miss ROGERS. A lot of times, we start looking at the credentials,
not the people. Efforts are misguided, with priorities set on what
degrees are held by the staff. Men funding sources dictate exact
restricting simulations. For example, conselors should have a Masters
degree or a BA with 4 years experience.

Senator MATHIAS. You are talking about exclusionary kinds of regu-
lations and redtape?

Miss ROGERS. Yes; a tremendous number of those regulations in
the existing program from the State.

Mr. KLARSFELD. But rules and regulations matter, but the original
intentions of the program, and we feel we have survived in spite
of it in terms of the Youth Services programs, which is surviving
the remedial approaches of the past which haven't worked. We have
all kinds of. statistics showing they haven't worked. I think this is
one of our points, the fact that we feel delinquency is a community
problem, the roots and causes are in the community and the communi-
ty must come alive to deal with it. Maybe in conjunction with some
of the political and professional structures, coordinated together,
possibly impacting. Again, there is a need for resources. The communi-
ty should look, I think, to the Federal and State government as a
resource, although not coming in to solve their problem.

Senator MATHIAS. And you feel that the adequate funding of pro-
grams would act as a stimulus for developing some personal interest?

Mr. KLARSFELD. I fear we would get back to the 1960's method
of solving problems with money. Then it wouldn't work. As long
as it is seen as a stiumulus and not as the Federal Government
coming in to solve the problem, then I think we have a chance
of impact.

Miss ROGERS. Communities need technical systems too. It is' not
fair to give it to a community group and say do your thing. They
need guidelines and some direction, but help them implement the
program they have developed. Let them come in with the program.
If they need assistance in implementing it, fine; but neither the State
nor the Federal Government should impose itself on the community
and run a particular program. I these cases, the program is just as
detrimental as not providing any assistance and then blaming the
program when it fails to fulfill the unwritten expectations.

Mr. KLARSFELD. For instance, we had a vandalism grant proposal
with the Law Enforcement Administration down in our part of
southwestern Baltimore County. The planners of this grant-which
was just an agency, people, some citizens, and educators-got together
and picked a certain area based on the fact of community resources.
It is a community thing that is somewhat mobilized, and we were
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going to combine it with the community arbitration that Mr. Duckett
talked about before. So, putting all this together, we felt we might
have a chance to show success with this pilot program. However,
our police statistics were only second instead of first in the county,
and the program is not going to be allowed to go. It is going to
have to go to another area where, I think because of the rules and

__, regulations, it isn't going to show success. It could be a good pilot
program. I think we could go on for 30 minutes where rules and
regulations interfere with the implementation of the theory.

senator MATHIAS. Let me add that if you have some specifics we
would appreciate seeing them.

Mr. KLARSPELD. We have outlined some in our statement.
Senator MATHIAS. Fine. We often hear that the juvenile justice

system is a nonsystem. One of the frequent complaints is that instead
of using a system approach of coordination with schools, recreation
centers and job opportunities, there is a total lack of coordination.
What comment would you have?

Mr. KLARSFELD. I think I already made my statement on that; just
the fact that the theory is there right now. There needs to be a
coordination between political, local, and professional.

Senator MATHIAS. How about your own program approach; do you
feel you have an adequate kind of coordination?

Miss ROGERS. Currently, there are 16 Youth Service Bureaus in
the State, and one of our goals is to expand the number of these
programs. We would like to suggest that for every 100,000 people
in the community, that there be a Youth Service Bureau to serve
that population. Currently, there is no systematic approach to youth
services and those of us in the field try to provide coordination on
an informal basis. Obviously, our effectiveness in this regard is limited,
since there are only 16 programs that have a total combined budget
of $1,065,000. With these limited funds, there is no opportunity to
have an impact on the problem of juvenile delinquency and to affect
any change in overall delinquency rates. There is a lack of funds
not only for prevention programs, but for youth services in general
and this has had a major impact on the youth service system. For
example, a bill that was signed during the last legislative session ex-
tended detaining juveniles in jail-because communities didn't have
the detention facilities, nor transportation to send them to such. That
law is regressive since the previous statute did not allow for such
detention. Even while the previous statute was in effect, the law
was being violated, since juveniles were being jailed. This happened
because there was no enforcement of the law and no alternatives
for young people. We see the JJDPA as an opportunity to provide
alternatives. Judges in many communities have been criticized for
the placements they have made for youth. Where are they going
to put kids if they don't want to put them in jail? The community
has no place for them, the parents didn't want them-where were
they going to go? It is our responsibility to develop options.

Mr. KLARSFELD. These options aren't all in the professional sector.
It is in the combined community and political community.

Senator MATIAS. Following that line, one of the most important
institutions we have in many communities today is the public school
system. Almost every family has some relationship with the public
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school-every community as one. It it the one almost universal institu-
tion in our society. How well do you think the public school system
cooperates in this whole area? Are they playing as big a role as
the could? Are they maximizing resources? Is society asking enough
of tle school system or are we letting the system off too easily?

Mr. KLARSFELD. There is a lot of talk these days about the basics
and, especially in Maryland, that the kids are coming through and
they are not getting the basic skills they need. Also statistics say
93 percent of the juvenile delinquents have some kind of basic skill
learning deficiency. So I think that correlation-I know it has been
sort of reversing my feeling about it-in terms the schools definitely
do have to deal with the basic elemental subjects, not that that would
cure delinquency, however. The schools are a vital part. Who can
deny it. One of our clients refers to it as "cheapest babysitting service
I could get for 6 hours a day, 9 months a year."

Senator MATHIAS. My question is, are they doing enough? I think
we agree they do a vital job. But could they do more within their
capabilities? Should we encourage schools to do more?

Mr. KLARS'ELD. There again, I wish the system would open, like
the Board of Education to me is, many times, the monster. I wish
we could open them to more community input, alternative pervention
input; instead of, as is in Mr. Smith's remarks about the court system,
all too often the educational system is for the educational system,
the administrators and the treatment. It is not for the young people
of the community. Changing that orientation, to be honest, I haven't
come up with the alternative. Do you have any thoughts on that?

Miss ROGERS. Most programs have been receiving referrals from
the schools, who reach out to the community resources, but often
in some of our counties the local Boards of Education have. act policies
that do not incorporate the community; and, in fact, many would
exclude the community from the schools. If that philosophy isn't
changed, it will be very difficult for programs to coordinate with
the schools. Maybe, hopefully again, educating the teachers and coun-
selors to the resources to the community, they can reach out to
those resources even if the resources cannot come to them. For in-
stance, in Prince Georges County, the school counselors are mandated
to only handle school-related problems and are not allowed to work
with other social problems the youth is having that are nonschool
related. Such a policy puts limitations on the school and services;
but, again, they have the option of referring the youth out to agen-
cies-that is, if the school is lucky enough to have them available
in their community.

Mr. KLARSFELD. If I can throw in an example that came up this
week. We work in a local middle school and our counselor there
has a group of about 9 teachers that have approached him in giving
them skilled training in dealing with groups of kids. This he is now
doing. So he has changed his orientation from going in and dealing
with 25 cases to working with the teachers and administrators, who
are showing a great willingness to work with him, which is unusual,
enabling them to go in their own system and deal adequately with
it. This is a much better use of resources; and the kind of thing
of not having the Federal Government just handing down the money
to make a lot of programs. It is with us, going out and making
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more resources, I think, in terms of prevention programs. This is
the area we have to move in. Not just individual cases, but impacting
some of the causes by teaching nine teachers how to better deal
with groups is an ideal way.

Senator MAIms. Thank you both very much for being here.
Miss RopERS. Be glad to give you any additional information we

have.

(EXHisrr No. 3J
MARYLAND ASSOCIATION OF YOUTH SERVICES BUREAUS, INC.,

September 17, 1976.
Re JJDPA- 1974
Hon. BIRCH BAYH,
U.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquen-

cy, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SeNATOR BAYH: The Maryland Association of Youth Services Bureaus, Inc.

which consists of 16 Youth Services Bureaus located throughout the State, is a
non-profit organization whose purpose is to further the development of Youth Services
Bureaus and to improve the effective delivery of services to troubled youth and their
families.

The members of the Association have reviewed the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 and offer the following comments for your consideration.
In addition to these comments, we refer you to the transcript of our testimony and
the Maryland Association of Youth Services Bureaus, Inc. position paper which were
presented before the Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency on June 22,
1976, at Annapolis, Maryland.

The Maryland Association's position has not changed since that date. The main
theme of our testimony offers caution as to the implementationof the JJDPA by the
designated State agency. In the past, our programs in Maryland have had negative
experience with the Maryland Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad-
mnistration otlutice, and we feel that no matter what the content of the Bill,
if its spirit is not embodied by the implementing agency, then the rhetoric is superfluous.

With regard to grantees, we would like to suggest that, in addition to the large
number of grants given to runaway projects, that there be a provision for mini grants
to be awarded to programs whose services extend to a-broad youth population which
includes running away behavior as well as other acts of assertiveness. We also suggest
that funding be provided for those programs who are working with pre-runaways,
i.e., those young people who come to an agency announcing that they are about
to-lug.-away, but who are willing to discuss alternatives and are willing to live at
home and involve themselves (and hopefully their families) in counseling in lieu of
running away.

Similarly, we recommend that the torm prevention be defined, since to many preven-
tion means official identification by juvenile authorities. We, therefore, suggest that
the definition be clearly stated to include the philosophy that prevention is aimed
at assisting youth who are in conflict and in enhancing their problem solving ability.
Prevention, in this sense, occurs prior to any official intervention by the juvenile
justice system. We feel that additional funds should be delegated to programs working
in that area, since at present the majority of resources are aimed at those youth
already involved. Thus, the focus is on rehabilitation rather than prevention. If we
are to impact on the problem cycle, then additional funds need to be allocated, and
specific percentages designated, for prevention activities.

In addition, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 can be
strengthened by the expansion of those programs which would receive direct Federal
funding, i.e., the grants would go directly from the Federal Government to programs.
Such programs should be viewed as pilot programs, innovative in nature, which would
then be closely monitored to discern their effectiveness and applicability to other
states.

We also suggest that, if prevention services are to be provided, they need to be
included in a state plan which would be approved by those agencies on whom the
plan would impact so that prevention programs would be assured a percentage of
the funding.

We feel that the above would be the most important items to be stressed In consider-
ing improvements in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974,
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but, most important is to continue, and hopefully to increase, the current level of
funding, so that on-goi'g and additional runaway programs can be funded. Even with
the current inadequkies, the Act has been instrumental in providin funds to begin
programs which would not be funded otherwise, and has raised c consciousness
of decision makers to the need for additional services for troubled youth.

The Maryland Association of Youth Services Bureaus, Inc. thanks you very much
for all of your efforts in the development and promotion of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act and for your sincere interest in youth.

Yours in mutual human concerns,
CAROLYN RoofRS, Chairpeon.

Senator MATHIAS. Our next witness is Mr. Richard C. Wertz, who
is executive director of the Governor's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and the Administration of Justice. He is a familiar witness to
the Senate Judiciary Committee.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD C. WERZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECT,
GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Mr. WERTZ. Thank you Mr. Chairman. For the record, my name

is Richard Wertz. I am executive director of the Governor's Commis-
sion on Law Enforcement and the- Administration of Justice, which
is the Criminal Justice and Crime Reducation Planning Agency for
the State of Maryland. I am also a member of the National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, which is attempt-
ing to develop objectives and goals for the reform of the Juvenile
Justice System to be recommended to the 50 States of the Union.
We hope to have that report done this fall.

I have prepared a statement which I submit for the record. I won't
go over it.

Senator MATHIAS. Your statement will be included in full in the
record, at this point.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD C. WERTZ

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss
the impact thus far in Maryland of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974.

As you know, the Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administra.
tion of Justice is the State Agency charged with comprehensive criminal justice planning
and for administering the Federal Crime Control Act program in Maryland. In addition,
the Commission has the legislatively mandated responsibility for administering the Ju-
venile Delinquency Act.

We are all too well aware that juvenile crime is a serious and ever-increasing problem
both nationally and here in Maryland. and while the Juvenile Delinquency Act has
served to focus additional attention on the problem, the Governor'& Commiion has
historically, placed considerable emphasis in the juvenile area. As part of our yearly
comprehensive planning process, the Commission has become acutely aware thit a
great deal of effort and money must go toward finding prevention and treatment
alternatives for the growing number of young people who are committing serious crimes.

While we recognize that many of the root causes of juvenile crime cannot be effec-
tively addressed by the juvenile justice system, the Oovernor's Commission has sought,
through its block grant funding programs, to improve the system's ability to handle
juvenile offenders and to provide the impetus for innovative ways to handle juveniles
who have not yet become delinquents.

Over the years, the Commission has allocated approximately 25 percent of Its availa-
ble block grant funds tO uvenie program

Providing community-based treatment for adjudicated delinquents in lieu of institu-
tionalization has been the Commission's major priority in the juvenile area. During
the last five years, the Commission has fun a total of 23 new group homes with
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a total capacity of 248 youths. In addition to group homes, fund have supported
youth service bureaus and various other innovative community-bed programs. Exam-
ples of thea. are delinquency prevention specialists in urban areas, volunteer coordina-
tors throughout the State, a community arbitration program in Anne Arundel County,
and youth diversion programs in Prince George's County and the Town of Seat Pleasant.
Additionally, the Commission has funded a special school and counseling program
for youths referred by Juvenile Services staff in Washington County.

Efforts aimed at reducing the number of juveniles held in existing detention facilities
have resulted in a number of Commission grants for shelter and foster care programs.
Emphasis has been placed in Baltimore City, where, for example, an innovative "House
Detention" project has recently been operating. Under this project, youngsters who
are awaiting court proceeding are placed in their own or surrogate homes under
intensive supervision. During its first year of operation (1973), serves were provided
to 228 yo= with approximately 93 percent being available for their scheduled court
hearing. A similar program is now being implemented in Price George's County.

Data compiled by the Commission indicates that the agregate number of youths
detained in State institutions has increased every year since 1968; however, the rate
of increase has been decreasing since 1972. The data also shows that there has been
a steady decrease in the percentage of cases in which a youth is detained.

Drug abuse prevention and treatment programs for juveniles have also been a Com-
mission priority. One such projt, implemented by the Juvenile Services Adm station,
is designed to provide drug information to youths under supervMon in State Ittutions.
A second project, funded in Baltimore City, provides non-rdeental school and family
counseling for youths whie. drug problems are so serious that the students' needs
can no longer be met exclusively by the school system, A third project has been
funded in Baltimore County and is designed to provide individual and family counseling,
an outreach program, and a crisis intervention services to youths involved in drug
abuse.

In Maryland, there is no lack of regard for juvenile delinquency problems, only
the lack of resources to repond to them. Since the Clommission's charge under the
Crime Control Act is to deal with the entire criminal justice system, we must therefore,
apply our limited block grant resources across the board so as to be responsive,
not only to juvenile delinquency, but to each of the system's functional parts.

When Congress passed the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974,
we looked upon it as a valuable additional resource to supplement over juvenile pro-
gramming efforts. The State of Maryland was one of the first states to move ahead
to implement the Act's administrative provisions by appointing a special juvenile justice
board and developing initial plans for Juvenile Delinquency Act programming.

But to date, we have often been frustrated in our attempts to mount a concentrated
attack on juvenile delinquency. This frustration is born of a funding dilemma.

As you no doubt are aware, funding for the Juvenile Delinquency Act has remained
at levels substantially below those authorized by Congress. That situation alone is
cause for serious concern. The problem is compounded, however, by Congresional
cutbacks in the overall block grant program administered by the States. If we am
to have a real impact on juvenile delinquency, Juvenile Delinquency Act funds must
be coordinated with the State's block grant programming, and funds must be sufficient
in both areas. But this Is not happening.

In Fiscal Year 1976, for example, the Conresional Juvenile Delinquency Act ap-
propriation for Maryland was $510,000. But ht the same time these new funds were
being made available, Congress was cutting back on the State's block grahtappropria.
tion. The end result of this action was to disupate the effect the Juvenile DelinquencI
Act could have had in increasing the pace of reaching the goals of the Governor s
Commission ift Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice kd Congress.
Simply put, because -of reductions in the planned federal allocation in the Crime
Control Act funds that can be used for juvenile delinquency, we are no farther ahead
today in terms of juvenile funding than we were prior to pasge of the Juvenile
Delinquency Act.

Now, there is talk of even greater cuts in the block"rant fogram. as much as
30 percent, acording- to some estmat. This is' absolutely intolerable. I cannot
emp- ',strongly enough that Juvenile Delinquency Act funds and block grant funds
go hand-in-hand, and that both must be maintained at reasonable levels if we are
to begin reducing juvenile crime. -

Irk closing, let me re-iterate that Maryland supports the Juvenile Justice Act, that
we are anxious to expand out juvenile programming, and that we are committed
to our continuing efforts aimed at the prevention of juvenile delinquency.
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Mr. WpmrL. The preliminary part is the usual about what a good

job the Governor's Commission is doing and what a fine fellow I
am.

Senator MATIUAS. The subcommittee will accept all of that as stipu-
lated.

Mr. WERTZ. I have about five major points that I would like to
very quickly make for the subcommittee, and then try to answer
any questions you might have.

First, ve~ simply, is a reiteration of what has already been said
by a number of other witnesses this morning. There is no doubt,
I think, in anybody's mind that juvenile delinquency and our inability
to prevent juvenile delinquency are two of our State's major criminal
justice problems. In fact I very quickly say that it is not only the
State's major criminal justice problem, but it is our State's major
problem bar none.

Senator MATIAS. I am not sure you were in the room when Mr.
Warren Duckett was testifying. He provided us with very disturbing
figures that in 1971 there were 2,646 juvenile arrests in Anne Arundel
County and in 1975 there were 5,384-more than doubled in a 5-yearperiod.

Mr. WERTZ. I was in the room, and those statistics are very typical
throughout the State of Maryland.

Senator MATHIAS. Do you feel that is really a true profile of the
growth of the juvenile delinquency problem throughout the State of
Maryland?

Mr. WERTZ. I do, sir. The problem is not confined to Anne Arundel
County nor the urban corridor, but it is statewide, including some
of the more rural areas of the State.

Senator MATHIAS. So we do not get any inferiority complex in
Maryland, let me say that the subcommittee is cognizant that this
is a nationwide problem.

Mr. WERTZ. That's correct, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. That is what gives me such a personal sense

of urgency in dealing with the problem-that we are going backwards
instead of forwards.

Mr. WERTZ. I believe you are right, and I think that there is another
important facet of this problem that I would like to relate to you.

Every 2 years, the Governor's Commission conducts a public
opinion poll of selected groups of - approximately 1,000 people
throughout the State to collect their views in terms of current
problems with particular reference to the criminal justice system. We
are currently in the process of collecting data for our second poll.
We have very preliminary data at this point. We don't intend to
publish it for another month or so; but the preliminary data indicates
that juvenile justice reform is one of the few areas of governmental
services that the people, that were interviewed by our pollsters, would
ask that substantially additional money be spent. In most areas of
concern, the people are saying that Government should spend less
money for services, given e anti-Government trend today. This in
itself speaks to both the extent of the juvenile justice problem and
the concern that, I think, our people have for trying to do something
about this problem. Very simply put, juvenile justice is a major
problem within our State and something needs to be done about
it very quickly.
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The Governor's Commission, as I pointed out in my statement,
has long been concerned about these issues. Juvenile justice has been
included in our mandate for planning; and even prior to the passage
of the Juvenile Justice Act, we established a 5 year objective aimed
at the institutionalization and separation of adults and juvenile offen-
ders in our correctional institutions.

Historically, more than 25 percent of our total block grant
resources, which have averaged approximately $10 million a year from
the LEAA program, have gone into pure juvenile delinquency type
rograms-tfat is treatment programs or prevention programs. That
gure does not include, for example, police programs that would

serve both juveniles and adults.
We made a very heavy commitment both in terms of dollars and

resources to this area of concern traditionally, and I would like to
emphasize this point because it will come up later. Out of our block
grant resources alone from the Crime Control Act, we are putting
approximately $3 million a year into juvenile delinquency programs;
this aside from the Juvenile Justice Act resources of 1974.

In all honesty, when the Juvenile Justice Act was passed by Congress
in 1974, we saw this as an opportunity to rapidly expedite our activity
in the juvenile justice area. It was a very promising piece of legislation,
and the legislative history and the mandate of Congress, as has been
indicated earlier, is broad, and really gave us the opportunity to ad-
dress a number of issues that we were not able to address in the
previous legislation that we had administered.

We found very quickly, in all candor, that there were major
problems associated with the act, and the most important problem
related primarily to appropriations.

As you pointed out, the appropriations for this act have never
equalled the amounts authorized by Congress, and even the amounts
authorized, if fully appropriated, would not even begin to scratchthe surface of the needs we have here within the State of Maryland.

Let me give you an example. A $40 million appropriation for the
Nation in 1976 netted Maryland $510,000 for the implementation
of the Juvenile Justice Act. Assuming $10,000 a year cost per bed
for a-group home, which Is what our projects have tended to average
over the last few years, you are talking about enough money to
house 51 children in group homes for 1 year. And our needs, gent-
lemen, far exceed that, as you are well aware.

Senator MATHIAS. Please review that again, because it is a dramatic
figure.

Mr. WERTZ. The $40 million national appropriation for the imple-
mentation of the Juvenile Justice Act by Congress in 1976, meant
that Maryland's per capita allocation, amounted to $510,000. Our
experience for example, with group homes we have funded in the
last 5 years has been that it costs approximately $10,000 a year
to maintain one bed in a group home. Several children might be
through that bed, but let's say--

Senator MATHiAs. Let's say if you had one inmate who stayed
for 12 months?

Mr. WERTZ. For I year.
Senator MATHIAS. It would be $10,000?
Mr. WERTZ. That's correct.
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Senator MATHIAS. Approximately the same that it would cost to

go to Harvard, with all the trimmings.
Mr. WERTZ. That's right, and approximately what it cost to maintain

a person in a secure juvenile institution. The point is very simply
that the $510,000 allocation for the entire State of Maryland in 1976,
from the Juvenile Justice Act, would allow us to pay for 51 beds
in group homes. There are other types of programing, but that 51
beds, compared to what we need is--

Senator MATMAS. Fifty-one to one in terms of a real product?
Mr. WERTZ. That is approximately correct. I point out this problem

because the amount available in terms of appropriations is just grossly
insufficient.

The other problem that I would like to point to is the inseparability
of the resources available under the Crime Control Act from the
resources available under the Juvenile Justice Act.

Senator, under the provisions of the Crime Control Act, the State
of Maryland receives $10 million a year. Approximately 30 percent
of that-in round figures, $3 million a year-goes to pure juvenile
types of projects-preventicn and control sort of projects. Other
moneys go into combined projects; but let's just talk about that $3
million a year going into juvenile programing under the resources
available in our Crime Control Grant program.

That $3 million a year is 6 times the amount we had available
in 1976 under the Juvenile Justice Act. Congress, in providing that
$40 million for the implementation of the Juvenile Justice Act na-
tionally, took part of it out of the block grant program. You robbed
Peter to pay Paul. Not you personally, because I know yodir position
in this area, but Congress collectively robbed Peter to pay Paul. We
got $510,000 under the Juvenile Justice Act, but we had to cut
our block program by almost an equal amount, slightly over $500,000.

It was the decision of our commission, based on the recommenda-
tion from our Juvenile Justice Advisory Committee, that the cuts
that we had to take out of our block grant program, come equally
across the board from all areas of concern. Juvenile justice was about
a third of our program and suffered about a third of the cuts. There-
fore, instead of $510,000 of new funds for new juvenile delinquency
programing, we had only about two-thirds of that amount.

Senator MATHIAS. In other words, what would be presumed to
moneys for prevention came out of the moneys for control?

Mr. WERTZ. Well, not quite as simple as that. The moneys from
the juvenile justice, for the implementation of the Juvenile Justice
Act in part came out of general crime control moneys, which in
Maryland are very heavily oriented for juvenile justice, because
criminal control category moneys are far greater than the Juvenile
Justice Act category of money. A cut there is much more meaningful
and has much more of an impact. What I am saying, very simply,
is that increasing the appropriations for the Juvenile Justice Act at
the expense of appropriations for the Criminal Control Act, will end
up hurting us in our overall efforts in juvenile delinquency more
than helping us.

Now, you have indicated the ood news in terms of the Senate
action on the Juvenile Justice Act for the coming year.

Senator MATMAS. I want to enter a note of caution regarding our
subcommittee action.

I-446 0 - 76 - 4
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Mr. WERTZ. I was about to enter the same note of caution.
Senator MATMAS. We still face the hurdle of full committee action

in the Senate, and then, of course, the requirement of concurrent
action with the House of Representatives. If there is any divergent
view between the two Houses, we face the additional hurdle of a
Conference Committee between the two Houses. So there is a long
way to go.

Mr. WERTZ. Let me say that I think through. your efforts, and
those of Senator Bayh, and through the efforts of people who have
supported the juvenile program in the House, that the appropriations
for the Crime Control Act and the Juvenile Justice Act are a bit
more reasonable than they started out to be.

The administration's proposal. I think, was inadequate. But as you
are aware, the preliminary action of the House Appropriations Sub-
committee would have cut the LEAA appropriation to $600 million
from approximately $800 million. At the same time, they earmarked
$40 million for juvenile delinquency.

We had a situation, coming out of the House Committee on Ap-
propriations, where they would give us $500,000 for the implementa-
tion of the juvenile delinquency program in 1977 but would require
us to cut $I million out of the juvenile programin; in our block

grant program for the same year. The point very simply, Senator,
is that there is no difference as far as we are concerned between
the Juvenile Delinquency Act and the Crime Control Act in terms
of the need, to use the money to move ahead broadly for juvenile
justice reform.

Senator MATHIAS. You say you cannot cut one without hurting
the other, from your point of view?

Mr. WERTZ. Well, if you cut one at the expense of the other,
the end result is that we don't have the new money that we need
to implement the needed programs that have been talked about here
this morning.

Senator MATHIAS. One of my great frustrations, which I do not
hesitate to express, is that among members of congress who participate
in making these decisions, some of those who make the loudest
speeches on law and order, crime in the streets, and fear in the
cities, are among those who are the toughest to deal with in terms
of adequately funding the programs which might make an impact.

Mr. WERTZ. I would like to make one other comment, generally.
It has been indicated several times this morning that the Governor's
Commission is fairly tough in terms of review of projects, and that
we have some redtape. A lot of that is true. We very carefully control
our programs, and we very carefully work with our grantees to develop
information that is used in the evaluation of these activities. Many
of the programs, particularly in the juvenile delinquency area, are
new, experimental, and have the impact if they are successful, or
the potential, if they are successful, to radically change the way in
which we deal with juveniles who come in contact with our system.

A good example is the program that Warren Duckett told you
about earlier today. The Community Arbitration program is a new
concept for the State of Maryland. The data that has been collected
has allowed us to thoroughly evaluate the impact of that program,
and to prove both to our Commission and, I think, the public officials
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in Anne Arundel County and the general public, the worth of this
totally new approach towards dealing with these first-time minor offen-
ders. I think that sort of evaluation is absolutely essential if we are
going to institutionalize reform, and it is absolutely essential to sellingthe individuals in Congress that you were talking about earlier.

We have data available on virtually every project that we have
funded; and, if you have any need for any of those evaluation reports,
they are available and we would be happy to provide them.

Senator MATHIAS. The subcommittee staff will be in touch with
you on that. As you know, under the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

revention Act of 1974, there is a requirement that there be a main-
tenance of effort on juvenile programs of normal LEAA funds as
of the fiscal year 1973.

Mr. WERTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. Could you submit to the subcommittee the fund-

ing on juvenile programs for the intervening years?
Mr. WERTZ. Yes. I would be happy to. The LEAA decision was

to spread out that maintenance of effort requirement for all thc States.
They arrived at a per capita figure times the number of juveniles
to determine how much your maintenance of effort would be. I am
very happy to say that our actual allocation to juver-ile delinquency
from our block grant program exceeded by about two times our
maintenance of effort target figure-and has consistently.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Wertz, I want to thank you very much for
being here, for your statement, and for the material you will provide.
Thank you very much.

Mr. WERTZ. I thank you, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. Our final witness this morning is Ms. Marion

Mattingly. She is a former chairperson of the Montgomery County
Juvenile Court Committee, and is a distinguished member of various
other organizations in the State of Maryland. She has had extensive
experience statewide, and we are glad to welcome her again to this
subcommittee. •

STATEMENT OF MARION MATTINGLY, MONTGOMERY COUNTY
JUVENILE COURT COMMITTEE, BETHESDA, MD.

Mrs. MATTINGLY. Thank you very much. As you have mentioned,
I am the former chairman of the Montgomery County Juvenile Court
Committee. I am also a member of the Governor's Commission on
Juvenile Justice and the Montgomery County Criminal Justice Coor-
dinating Commission. I have been a speaker at arid participated in
many conferences on the national, State and local levels.

I am delighted that you are holding these hearings. I think it gives
us a whole lot of hope. Juvenile delinquency has not been getting
nearly enough attention. Juvenile problems have not been getting
enough attention.

I am especially delighted because inviting me here as a citizen
hopefully demonstrates your recognition of the need for effective and
informed citizen support. It is the citizens who, as parents, taxpayers
and property owners, business people, as your constituents, have the
greatest stake in there outcome of any programs that result in the
improvement of Government, in this case the juvenile justice system.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me say, at this point, your full statement
will be included in the record.
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Mrs. MATTINGLY. I thank you.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARION MATTINGLY, MONTGOMERY COUNTY

JUVENILE COURT COMMITTEE
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am Marion Mattingly of Bethesda,

Maryland. I am a member and immediate past Chairperson of Montgomery County's
Juvenile Court Committee. This is a citizen committee created approximately forty
years ago by an act of the Maryland legislature and which serves as an advisory
body to the Government and Juvenile Court of Montoomery County. I am also an
appointed member of the Maryland Governor's Commission on Juvenile Justice and
the Montgomery County criminal Justde Coordinating Commission. I am involved
in a number of other committees that work in the Juvenile Justice field and, in
addition, I have participated in a number of National, State and local conferences.
My activities have also included P.T.As, church, Red Cross and other community
projects.

I am delighted that you have requested me to testify before this subcommittee.
I am especially delighted because inviting me here as a citizen clearly demonstrates
your recognition of the need for effective and informed citizen support. It is the
citizen who, as parents, taxpayers and roperty owners, business people-as our
constituents-have the greatest stake in the outcome of any programs that ret in
the improvement of Government, In this case, the Juvenile Justice system.

My presentation is from the viewpoint of a citizen concerned about the alarming
rise in the incidence of crime. As you know, juveniles comprise approximately thirty
er cent of our population, yet they commit over one-half of the criminal offenses.
mst of the adults who commit serious crimes have a history of earlier involvement
with the juvenile court system. Statistics prove that the deeper one goes into the
criminal justice system the less likely he or she is able to emerge whole and productive,
and the more often a child is involved in the system, the more likely he or she
is to return. It is true that some children need the social control of the juvenile
justice system and for those children it must be the best system posible-with adequate
funds-programs and services-for the great majority of children the system has proved
counter-productive. It is in most cases (perhaps 80 percent) only because of failure
on the part of other service agencies that the child is thrown into the system. It
seems to me that those agencies must be held responsible. They must no longer
be allowed to dump all their failures into the juvenile justice system.

I rind it outrageous that the human service professions are allowed to simply work
with tiose children with whom they can succeed. For most of these children, the
juvenile justice system, because of the training of those who work In it, is the worst
possible place. Crime is an event, children need services before the event, as well
as after. They are the same services found in the community. Social Services, Health,
Mental Health, Vocational training and education receive enormous funds to deal
with problems. These service providers must be held accountable. It is, therefore,
my firm belief that reformation and reallocation of resources must be our number
one priority.

It is only logical to concentrate on prevention and early intervention. We were
thus greatly encouraged when the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 became law. One xsitive result of this Act has been the creation of juvenile
advisory committees to the state planning agencies. Also, some funds have been pro-
vided to Maryland which hopefully will result in new programs. But, it seems to
me totally unrealistic to expect the sum of $500,000 the amount allocated to Maryland
under this Act, to come anywhere near accomplishing the stated objectives of the
Act. If the President and the Congress really intend to adhere to the purposes of
this Act then more adequate funding must be provided and maintained.

In FY 1976 the appropriation level fot this program was $40 million. The President's
budget for FY 77 is $10 million. I cannot take the President's budget figure seriously
and must also say that the Congress must not only equal the FY 76 figure of $40
million, but must increase the figure manifold if it wishes to be serious and responsible
about reducing and preventing Juvenile Delinquency. In my judgement a budget of
at least $100 million Is necessary for FY 77 and that figure be co~ldered a minimum
to be Increae each succeeding year. Children and public safety are far too important
with which to pla the politic 1r false economy.

Even when Marylad had some funds provided to it an inordinate dely in the approval
the Regional Offke in Philadelphia of the State plan caused theme funds to lie

le tor many months.
I suggest to you that one answer to the problems that I have referred to lies in

citizen awareness and involvement. Citizens can lobby for needed legislative, regulatory
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and administrative changes. Citizens can demand where agency representatives can
only request. Citizens can represent you to the community and the community to
you.

Elected and appointed officials should not only encourage but actively sponsor or-
ganized citizens' groups who can in turn, stimulate, involve and educate the community
as a whole. Citizens to be really effective must be an integral part of the planning
process and not called in after the fact.

As an example of what organized citizens can do, for over forty years, in Montgomery
County, we have had a Juvenile Court Committee operating under authority of a
state statute. This Committee consists of twenty citizens of the County appointed
for three year terms by the local governing body. Its role is, in broad terms, to
advise and consult with the judges of the Juvenile Court and with other local and
State officials and related agencies in all areas of the juvenile justice system, its needs,
problems and programs of prevention and rehabilitation. This has been an active work-
ing Committee with an extensive record of accomplishments, its more significant being

in lobbying before the State Legislature for an additional judge for the Juvenile
Court, for deletion of certain unacceptable provisions in a proposed juvenile law revision
and organized and stimulated statewide citizen groups to participate therein for defeat
of certain juvenile measures and support of others, especially in the area of confidentiali-
ty of juvenile records; (2) in persuading the Governor to budget funds for a long-
advocated regional detention diagnostic center in the County and to revise the plans
therefore, to be more in keeping with modern juvenile institutional concepts; (3)
brought before the County Government the need for community resources which
resulted in the local establishment of and payments to shelter and group homes, in-
creased payments for foster care, the creation of youth service centers, drug programs,
and a court attached diagnotic team; (4) facilitated the first government and private
interagency meeting and discussion on juvenile problems; (5) worked with existing
and helped organize new citizen groups to achieve community awareness of the needs
of the juvenile justice system, and involved the press, conducting educational programs
for these citizens and providing for volunteer services to children and families. Represen-
tatives of the Committee have been participants in several national conferences on
juvenile justice and, conferences and meetings of local and State committees and
agencies in this field. A current and major task of the Committee is studying the
need for prevention programs in this community, including any new concepts in this
very vital area being proposed or undertaken in other communities. As a further
example of what organized citizen groups can accomplish I refer you to the copy
of our recent Annual Report which accompanies this statement.

But not withstanding what citizens can do and are accomplishing there is an apparent
lack of sufficient and informed citizen representation on State Planning Agencies Super-
visory Boards. It is of course essential to have professional and agency representation,
but without a proper balance these representatives are often self-serving. Citizens,
on the other hand, do not have the prejudices of a particular department or agency.
Citizens are not trying to build empires, to obtain more employees, to acquire more
power and funds for their own agency. What citizens want is what will work best-what
will improve their community.

Informed citizens will insist that the system work and where they perceive problems
they will try to help solve them.
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AUAL WORT OF THE MOKTGOHRY COUNTY JUVENILE COURT COMITTE

(for Kay 1974 through April 1975)

I. INTRODUCTION

The Montgomery County Juvenile Court Committee has had a long
history of studying Juvenile needs and commnicating our concerns to
local and state officials. This history was due, in part, to the way
our former Juvenile Code--the Code before May 1975--defined the functions
of the Committee. The Code defined our functions as: "to advise the
judges for Juvenile causes regarding policies and procedures on all
matters within the jurisdiction of the court; to study and recommend to
the Judges and the county council legislation relating to child welfare
and the prevention and control of Juvenile delinquency." In order to
carry out these functions, we try to examine every service for juveniles
in the county. Subcoumittees are formed, on the recomendation of the
Executive Comittee, to make reports and recommendations regarding
particular topics needing continuous study. The subcomittees for this
past year were Prevention; Intake; Court Procedures; Facilities and
Programs; Legislation; and Juvenile Court Com ttee History. Monthly
meetings were held at which the Juvenile court judges; sub-committee
chairpersons; representatives of the Department of Juvenile Services,
Office of Human Resource, Juvenile Section of the county police, and the
Department of Social Services; and other invited speakers

reported on current Juvenile needs in the county. 1

The main activities of the Committee this past year were:

A. Studying and responding to the numerous bills introduced in
the state legislature and a court order affecting juveniles;

B. Learning about existing and needed prevention and treatment
programs and facilities for juveniles and working for the
development of needed programs and facilities;

C. Reviewing the functioning of the Juvenile Court and the Juvenile
section of the county police and working to increase their
effectiveness.

See Appendix A for a list of the officers, chairpersons, and members

of subcommittees.

I
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II. STATE LEGISLATION AND A COURT ORDER AFFECTING JUVENILES

A. State Legislation Affecting Juveniles

Much of the legislative work of the Committee as a whole, and Its
Legislative subcommittee, dealt with H.B. 483 and S.D. 291, the Governor's
new Juvenile Code. We learned about the provisions of these bills and
their meaning by meeting with various legal experts and then held metings
with county and other delegates to acquaint them with our reasons for a
highly unfavorable position. Members of the Legislative subcommittee
contacted interested persons Lu' several counties to acquaint them with
our position. Testimony was given before the House Judiciary and
Senate Judicial Proceedings Committees and letters were sent to the
Chairmen of these committees, our delegates, and the Governor. Amendments
to the bills were drawn up by the Legislative subcommittee and were
given to the House and the Senate when the bills seemed likely to be
approved. The Committee took an unfavorable position on these bills
because the bills dealt almost exclusively with delinquents with little
attention given to the needs of children in need of supervision and
neglected and emotionally disturbed children; the bills took away
features of the Montgomery County Juvenile Code which the Committee felt
should have remained; and the bills continued use of the masters system
with no mention of gradual phasing out of this system. H.B. 483 and
S.B. 291 were revised and, when passed, reflected some of the changes
the committee had advocated. One change that Was not made that we
advocate involves the advisory role of Juvenile Court Committees; we
urge our county delegation to amend Section 3-833 Local Juvenile Court
Committees of the 'Courts and Judicial Proceedings Article of the Annotated
Code of Maryland 1974 so that the advisory role of a Juvenile Court
Committee is described as advising the local governing body of its
county and its county delegation, as well as its Juvenile court.

Outcomes of H.S. 483 and S.D. 291 and the other bills we became
Involved with are charted in Appendix B.

Many bills pertaining to Juveniles, in addition to H.B. 483 and
S.B. 291, were introduced In the 1975 legislative session. The Legisla-
tive subcommittee communicated to the legislature via testimony and/or
letters our favorable views regarding the following bills:

S.D. 17 Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act
S.B. 18 Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children
S.B. 126 Juvenile Causes--Confinement cf Delinquents
S.B. 193 Juvenile Waiver--Direct Appeal
H.S. 334 Licensure and Regulation of Children's Camps
H.B. 791 Income Tax Exemptions--Mentally Retarded or

Physically Handicapped
H.S. 902 Parents' Liability for Acts of Child

2
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B. 895 Mandatory Cost of Living'Increase for AMDC,
Group, and Foster Hoses

B.3. 1654 Juvenile Causes-Waiver of Jurisdiction
HB.. 1655 Juvenile Causes-Testimony of Professional Persons

U.B. 334 and H.B. 895 were two of the bills introduced which we favored,
did not pass, and which we feel are urgently needed to safeguard the
physical and emotional well-being of the children affected. We urge our
county delegation to support sound bills in these areas in the next
legislative session.

The Legislative subcommittee communicated to the legislature via
testimony and/or letvers our unfavorable views regarding the following
bills:

S.k. 149 Juvenile Causes--Runaway Children
H.S.' 188, Juvenile Causes-Lowering Age to 16

313, 497
H.B. 220 Admissibility of Proceedings
H.B. 249 Reporting of Information
H.B. 494 Review by State's Attorney
H.B. 495 Termination of Juvenile Jurisdiction
H.B. 733 Detention of Delinquent Children
H.B. 800 Juvenile Records--Disclosure

Telegrams were sent to the President of the Senate, Governor Handel,
and the Chairman of the House, opposing the maximum security facility
for delinquents. The Committee favored the concepts of H.B. 586:
Licensing of Juvenile Care Facilities; H.B. 1320: Neglected Children;
and H.S. 869: Minors or Dependent Children: Guardian ad Litem, but had
doubts regarding their specific wording and applicability. We comuni-
cated our doubts and concerns to the drafters of H.S.'s 586 and 1320 and
to the House Judiciary Committee. None of these bills passed. The
Committee would like to see sound legislation passed in the 1976 session
in these areas since we believe mechanisms are needed to secure competent
care and treatment of children placed in Department of Juvenile Services
facilities; identification and provision of help to neglected children;
and rights of parental support and cere for children in need of assistance
(dependent, neglected, mentally handicapped) and children in need of
supervision. We urge our county delegation to introduce and/or support
such legislation.

The Committee approved the general intent of H.J.R. 50, which set
up a Juvenile Justice Commission, but recommended to the drafters that
more attention be given to the needs of the non-delinquent children that
the Juvenile Court handles in defining the role of the Commission, and
that certain changes be made in the makeup of the Commission (such as
increasing the number of members from the general public and members who
are Juvenile Court judges).

3
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RZCGOICE ATIONS FOR M COIU DELEGATION REGARDING LEGISLATION:

I. MEND SECTION 3-833 OF THE COURTS AND JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
ARTICLE OF THE ANNOTATED CODE SO THAT JUVENILE COURT COMMITTEES
WILL BE DESCRIBED AS ADVISING THEIR LOCAL GOVERNING BODIES AND
COUNTY DELEGATIONS, AS WELL AS THEIR JUVENILE COURTS.

2. PROVIDE FOR LICENSING AND PERIODIC EVALUATION BY TIE DEPARTMENT
O JUVENILE SERVICES OF ITS JUVENILE CARE FACILITIES.

.3. PROVIDE FOR LICENSING AND REGULATION OF CHILDREN'S CAMPS.-

4. PROVIDE COST OF LIVING INCREASES IN PAYM4EITS TO AFDC, GR1UP,
AND FOSTER HOMES.

5. PROVIDE FOR THE DETECTION OF NEGLECTED CHILDREN AND PROVISION
Of HELP TO SUCH CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES SO THAT THEY MAY
FUN CTION ADEQUATELY, WHILE OBSERVING THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
OF FAMILIES NOT TO BZ SUBJECT TO UNREASONABLE SEARCH OR LIBEL
WITHOUT CIVIL RE NEDES.

6. PROVIDE GUARDIANS AD LZITE IN JUVENILE COURT FOR THOSE CHILDREN
IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE AND CHILDREN IN NEED OF SUPERVISION WHO
NEED INDEPENDENT LEGAL REPRESENTATION.

B. A Court Order Affecting Juveniles

In the spring of 1974, the Committee was informed by Judge Moore of
a Baltinore Circuit Court ruling, made in response to a motion by the
Attorney General, that Maryland Children's Center records of juveniles
studied at the Cqnter must be furnished to Patuxent Institute.when
requested. Judge Moore described the efforts of himself and Mr. Nilson
to find a solution to the problems of confidentiality and conflict with
the existing Juvenile Code raised by the ruling. Mr. Hilson was not
able to get the Attorney General to reconsider his motion or to seek
modification of the order. The Juvenile Court Committee then wrote to
the Attorney General expressing our concern about Maryland Children's
Center records of Montgomery County juveniles being sent to Patuxent and
requesting a meeting with the Attorney General or his opinion as to-
whether the order could be, modified so that only the court of original
jurisdiction would have control over access to juvenile records. The
Comittee received a reply from the Attorney General stating that
representatives fro* the Attorney General's Office and Kr. Nilson would
meet regarding possible modification of the Patuxent ruling.

4
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Ill. PMTION AND TREATMOT PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES

A. General

The Prevention subcommittee found, in studying prevention and
treatment programs, that it could not draw a clear-cut distinction
between prevention and treatment since prevention strategies often aim
not only to prevent juveniles from first comitting offenses but also to
prevent juveniles who have committed offenses from comitting more;
prevention in the latter instance often involves early treatment of the
offender. (Thus, prevention and treatment needs are discussed together
in this section.)

Three Prevention subcommittee members attended a conference on
"Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and the National Interest" in Baltimore,
with funds provided by the County Executive. They found a variety of
approaches and problems described; pre-trtal intervention; alternatives
to traditional education; reform of Juvenile Jstice statutes and courts;
and information systems and the computer were a few.-

Tke Prevention subcommittee held five meetings during the year at
which they learned about local needs from-peopl, involved in county
prevention programs or plans. Speakers at these meetings were Lorna
Puts, Resource Consultant, Department of Juvenile Services; William
Myers, Pupil Personnel Supervisor; Charles Short, Youth Services, Office
of Human Resources; Alan Beason, head of planning for Region 4 of the
Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement; and Richard Ferrara, head of
Youth Services, Office of Human Resources.

At several of the monthly Juvenile Court Committee meetings,
prevention and treatment needs were discussed by Betty Gibson, Chief of
Child Welfare Services, Department of Social Services; Rosemarie Moulton,
Supervisor of Child Welfare Intake and Institutions, Department of
Social Services; Bennett Connelly, Director of Caithness Shelter; Charles
Brambilla, Dirctor of Family Services; Jeffery Winter and Robert Brager,
youth counselors; Richard Ferrara, Youth Services Coordinator of the
Office of Human Resources, and Captain Gabriel La~astra, Juvenile Section
of the county police. From our subcommittee and Committee discussions
with these speakers, we have gained impressions of some of the needs for
prevention and treatment programs and facilities for juveniles in the
county. In presenting our recommendations, we want to point out that we
have not been able to obtain substantive data for some of the recommend-
ations partly because we. lack staff to do the necessary research and
because comprehensive, objective data on what is needed for juveniles
and how well existing programs and facilities are accomplishing their
goals often do not exist. Thus, we cannot give a comprehensive picture
of Juvenile needs or priorities. We agree with Youth Services' recommend-
ation and the Montgomery County Criminal Justice Annual Action Plan for
1976 that the county urgently needs to establish an office with the
capability to gather comprehensive, objective data and the capability to
plan, coordinate, and evaluate program and facilities for juveniles.

5
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IREC(ENDATION FOR THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL
REGARDING PLANNING, COORDINATION, AND

EVALUATION OF JUVENILE PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES:

ESTABLISH AN OFFICE WITH THE CAPABILITY TO GATHER COMPREHISIVE,
OBJECTIVE DATA REGARDING JUVENILE NEEDS AND THE FUNCTIONING OF
EXISTING PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES AND WHOSE RECOGNIZED FUNCTIONS AM
TO PLAN, COORDINATE, EVALUATE, AND APPROVE FUNDS FOR SUCH PROGRAMS
AND FACILITIES.

Regarding particular program areas, we conclude from our meetings
that prevention and treatment approaches are needed in Montgomery County
which help schools and families deal with their troubled or troubling
juveniles.

S. Schools

Many Juveniles appearing in our juvenile court have had marked
learning problems and/or lack motivation or ability for academic achieve-
ment. Early diagnosis and effective treatment of learning, motivational,
and behavioral problems and provision of vocational education without
stigma sem needed. Now only thirteen of our 143 elementary schools
have guidance counselors to help children with learning and other problems
and the vocational education courses offered in our junior and senior
high schools are sparse. Intensive help for pro-adolescents and adoles-
cents who develop chronic school problems (like truancy, marked under-
achievement, disruptive behavior, extreme withdrawal) seems needed also,
perhaps in the form of alternative programs or schools. The recently
established alternative schools, Chautauqua School, and The Other Way
might serve as models if they are shown to be effective in accomplishing
their goals.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL
REGARDING COUNTY SCHOOLS:

ASK THE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO EXAMINE THE DESIRABILITY AND
FEASIBILITY OF:

1. PROVIDING TRAINED GUIDANCE COUNSELORS IN EVERY ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL WHO CAN DIAGNOSE AND HELP THE CHILD, HIS TEACHER, AND
FAMILY, IF NECESSARY, DEAL WITH LEARNING, MOTIVATIONAL, OR
BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS;

2. PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR EVERY JUNIOR
AND HIGH SCHOOL AREA;

3. ESTABLISHING MORE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS AND SCHOOLS FOR PRE-
ADOLESCENTS AND ADOLESCENTS WHO HAVE MARKED DIFFICULTIES IN
COPING WITH TRADITIONAL PROGRAMS OR SCHOOLS.

6
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C. Families

Speakers from various agencies stressed that they are seeing more
seriously disturbed juveniles and families now-especially juveniles who
have long-term problems and alcoholic parents. Sow rug away from home
when faced with intolerable situations; some become involved in delin-
quency. It was emphasized that there is a critical need for sore out-
patient treatment services for disturbed juveniles and their families,
especially those with low incomes, and a secure residential treatment
center (like RICA I, the proposed Regional Institute for Children and
Adolescents) for disturbed juveniles who cannot live at home. It was
also suggest by the juvenile court judges that family counseling is
needed at Juvenile Court, especially for low income families; efforts of
the judges and the DJS staff to secure timely family counseling for
their cases are often frustrated because of the cost and/or long waiting
lists of existing counseling programs.

Guest speakers emphasized that the problems of children-in-need-of-
supervision, whether runaways or children seen as out of control, are
family problems, and for a successful outcome the family needs to be
treated. The Juvenile Section of the police and the Juvenile Court,
burdened with increasig delinquency cases, lack the time and resources
to deal with CINS family problems. Youth Services, of the Office of
Human Resources, has proposed a coimendable project to the Governor's
Comission on Law Enforcement which would provide special Intake workers
and Youth Counselors to work intensively with children in need of super-
vision and their families.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL REGARDING
SERVICES FOR FAMILIES WITH TROUSLED JUVENILES:

1. PROVIDE INCREASED OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES FOR EMOTIONALLY

DISTURBED JUVENILES FROM LOW INCOME FAMILIES.

2. PROVIDE FAMILY COUNSELING AT JUVENILE COURT.

3. APPROVE AND ASSIST IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF YOUTH SERVICES'
PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH SPECIAL INTAKE WORKERS AND YOUTH COUNSELORS
TO WORK WITH Chi-DREN IN NEED OF SUPERVISION AND THEIR FAMILIES.

D. Facilities

From our discussions with various speakers, we conclude that the
facilities described below need to be built and/or monitored and evaluated
as to functioning.

The need for a third shelter home in the county was brought out by
several speakers. Bennett Connelly, for example, past director of
Caithness shelter, informed us that Caithness had to refuse placement of
125 juveniles over the past year because of lack of bed space.

In September 1977, the Committee was shocked to learn of the suicide
of a juvenile at the holding facility of the Juvenile Court. Steps were
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taken subsequently by the Court to reduce the likelihood of more suicides
In the holding facility by changing the partitions and removing the
vertical bare and by having an Intake Officer talk to each juvenile
brought into the holding facility and assess whether the Juvenile seemed
a suicide risk. We are not confident, however, that substantial progress
has been made in another area which seems to have been a critical factor
in the boy's suicide, namely, the lack of emergency and long-term medical
and psychiatric treatment for juveniles with serious drug problems. The
boy's history shoved that repeated attempts to secure treatment for mis,
whether at a private psychiatric facility or the emergency rooms of
local hospitals, had failed. The Juvenile Court Committee sent a letter
to the county Comprehensive Health Planning Board and Mental Health
Advisory committee outlining the boy's history and requesting those organi-
zations to establish criteria for required emergency and long-term service
by our medical and psychiatric facilities for drug-abusing juveniles.
We received no replies to our letters. We feel data should be gathered
as to whether our hospitals and psychiatric facilities are providing
adequate emergency, inpatient, and outpatient care to juveniles with
serious drug problems (including alcohol) and, if they are not, to see
that they do. Also, if there had been a secure residential treatment
center, like RICA II, this boy, and the many other disturbed juveniles
who have needed secure psychiatric care, might have received the help
they needed. According to figures sent by Judge Moore in November 1974
to the Office of Comprehensive Health Planning, the Department of Social
Services reported having 57 children needing placement in a residential
treatment facility and the Department of Juvenile Services reported
having 45 juveniles needing such care. About one-third of these children
vere placed in out-of-state residential settings (many of which could
not be described as treatment facilities), one-third were contained in
their own or foster homes because of the lack of an appropriate facility
or funds, and one-third were sent to training or military schools,
forestry camps, or group hoses. RICA I is sorely needed.

The Committee has continued its efforts to stimulate architectural
and program plans for RICA 11 that would be therapeutic. The Chairman
and another member of the Facilities and Programs subcommittee testified
regardin, RICA It at meetings of the Comprehensive Health Planning
Advisory Board stressing the great need for a residential treatment
center for emotionally disturbed juveniles and for a center which has
comprehensive programs and services. A member of the Facilities and
Programs subcommittee set up a meeting at which state, county, Juvenile
Court Committee, and mental health representatives discussed the archi-
tectural plans for RICA II wth the state's head architect. She kept
the Committee informed periodically about the building plans of RICA II
and the detention center.

The Committee has also continued its efforts to obtain a liveable
facility and beneficial programs for the new juvenile detention center.
The Chairman and another member of the Facilities and Programs subcommittee
attended seeings arranged by Youth Services to discuss the budget and
program plans for the detention center. We were told by the Governorts
Office that air conditioning would be provided initially only in the
special areas requiring it (administrative areas and classrooms) and
that additional air conditioning could be installed later. The Committee
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Chairperson sent a letter to the Governor pointing out that putting air
conditioning in the administrative areas and not in the dormitories was
putting the cart before the horse.

We hope that once the buildings are constructed for RICA II and the
detention center that the County Executive and Council will keep informed,
hopefully via an office for planning and evaluation, regarding the
operation and functioning of both facilities so that they do not become
warehouses or revolving doors for problem juveniles.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL

REGARDING FACILITIES:

1. CONTINUE YOUR SUPPORT FOR A THIRD SHELTER FOR JUVENILES.

2. ASK THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO REPORT, PUBLICLY, ON WHETHER
LOCAL HOSPITALS AND PSYCHIATRIC FACILITIES ARE PROVIDING
PROMPT AND ADEQUATE EMERGENCY, INPATIENT, AND OUTPATIENT
TREATMENT TO JUVENILES WITH SERIOUS DRUG PROBLEMS, INCLUDING
ALCOHOL, AND TO MAKE RECO04ENDATIONS TO CORRECT THE SITUATION,
IF NEEDED.

3. KEEP INFORMED, AND COMMUNICATE YOUR CONCERNS TO THE RESPONSIBLE
STATE AGENCIES, REGARDING THE ARCHITECTURAL AND PROGRAM PLANS,
AND FUNCTIONING, WHEN OPERATIONAL, OF RICA II AND THE JUVENILE
DETENTION CENTER.

IV. FUN CTIONING OF THE JUVENILE COURT AND JUVENILE SECTION OF THE
POLICE

Our main "informants" regarding the functioning of the Juvenile
Court and the Juvenile Section of the police were Juvenile Court Judges
Douglas Moore and John Tracey; John Manley, head of the Department of
Juvenile Services for Montgomery and Frederick Counties; Captain LaMastra,
head of the Juvenile Section of the Montgomery County Police; and our
Court Procedures and Intake subcommittees.

A. Functioning of the Juvenile Court

Intake officers of the Juvenile Court still lack adequate space and
privacy to condiet their jobs of fact-finding, counseling, and supervision.
Eleven DJS and two county employees in Intake-now occupy 697 square feet
in cramped, unenclosed offices at the District Court. In order to
perform their jobs properly, DJS estimates IntAke should have 1560 square
feet. Judge Moore kept the Committee up to date on the outcome of
efforts to find suitable quarters for the whole Juvenile Court. A new
location or building for the entire Juvenile Court does not seem attainable
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in the near future. We urge the County Executive and Council to continue
their aid in finding sufficient'space for Intake now while trying to aid
state planners in obtaining or building a new facility for the whole
Juvenile Court.

Judge Moore also kept the committee informed as to the status of
the Director of Court Services for the Juvenile Court. This position
was approved by the Chief Judge of the District Court but has not been
filled because of lack of funds. The position involves such needed
functions as helping to formulate efficient and equitable policy and
procedures in the court; hiring, training, directing, and evaluating
staff personnel; coordinating staff and services; monitoring and evalua ing
programs and court services; preparing the court budget: planning for
future court services; organizing volunteers: and conducting community
relations efforts. We believe having a Director of Court Serices could
substantially improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our Juvenile
Court and we urge the County Executive and Council to support and aid
the Court's efforts to secure a Director of Court Services.

Periodically during the year, Juvenile Court clerical or secretarial
positions needed to be filled or kept; the Comittee sent letters to the
responsible agencies requesting their aid in fulfillment of proper
staffing.

Judge Tracey and the Chairman of the Court Procedures subcommittee
kept the Comittee informed about the status of guardians ad litem for
non-delinquents. In the spring of 1974 there were about 100 attorneys
who had been appointed guardians ad item for non-delinquent juveniles
and who had not been paid for their services. Judge Tracey described
his unsuccessful attempts to obtain compensation for these attorneys
through the Attorney General and Maryland Legal Aid. Attempts are now
being made through hearings and briefs to seek funding from the Department
of Social Services, the court, and the Department of Mental Health and
Hygiene.

The benefits and likelihood of having a Family Court system in
Maryland were discussed by the Committee. The Chairman of the Court
Procedures subcommittee talked with other interested lawyers, including
the bar Association's Committee on Family Courts, and presented his
findings to Interested County Council members.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL
REGARDING JUVENILE COURT:

1. CONTINUE AIDING THE STATE TO MAKE APPROPRIATE ARRA.:EMENTS FOR
HOUSING THE JUVENILE COURT IN AN ADEQUATE FACILITY;

2. CONTINUE AIDING THE JUVENILE COURT IN FINDIN; ADEQUATE SPACE
FOR INTAKE OFFICERS IN THE INTERIM;

3. SUPPORT AND AID EFFORTj TO SECURE A DIRECTOR OF COURT SERVICES
FOR JUVENILE COURT.

10
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3, Functioning of the Juvenile Section of the
M t'omery County Police

In the winter of 1975 the Comm ttee was asked by the County Council
to give them our views on a proposal to raise the legal drinking age in
Mongomery County to 21 years. We asked Captain LaMastTa to give us
Information on the extent of the problem of drinking Juveniles and his
views as to what should be done. He told us there had been a dramatic
increase in arrests of juveniles for the use of alcohol in 1974, after
the legal drinking age had been lowered, and an increase in arrests for
vandalim which he attributed to alcohol use. Since the majority of the
Committee could not reach consensus at that tine, the Chairman of the
Intake subcommittee volunteered to talk with Captain LaMastra further as
well as the board of Education. He reported his finditigs to the Committee.
A motion was made for the Committee to recommend lowering the legal
drinking age to 18 and was defeated. Judge Moore suggested we find
alternative ways to deal with the problem such as examining whether
there was laxity in enforcing the laws regarding selling or supplying
liquor to Juveniles and contributing to delinquency. A member of the
Court Procedures subcommittee suggested that the Department of Motor
Vehicles could take more interest in sanctioning juveniles found drinking
in their cars. A fact-finding commission was formed to make inquiries
into the enforcement practices regarding drinking juveniles and contri-
buting adults of the Department of Motor Vehicles, Department of Licenses,
the Liquor Control Board, the police, and the State's Attorney's Office.

V. FUNCTIONING OF THE MONTGOMRY COUNTY JUVENILE COURT COMMITTEE

In order that our advisory role to the County Executive, Council,
and delegation, as well as to the Juvenile Court, be explicitly stated
in law, we request the County Executive and Council to pass legislation
so defining our role.

We found over the past year that sharing information with each
other and with other citizens, and communicating with the delegation and
appropriate legislative committees, was hampered by the lack of an
office with regular secretarial help, a filing cabinet, and a telephone.
We request that the aforementioned be provided for Committee use.

A high absenteeism rate on the part of some of bur members still
hampers the Committee's capability to function efficiently. We request
that when the County Executive notifies the public of vacancies on the
Committee he describe the functions of the Committee and stress that
regular attendance and commitment to do the work of the Committee are
expected.
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RECOMM0DATIONS TO THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL
REGAING THE JUVENILE COURT COMMITTEE

1 PASS LEGISLATION DEFINING THE COMMITTEE'S FUNCTIONS AS ADVISING
THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE, COUNCIL, AND DEMGATION AS WELL-AS THE
JUVENZLE COURT.

2. PROVIDE OFFICE SPACE WITH REGULAR SECRETARIAL HELP, A FILING
CABINET, AND A TELEPHONE FOR USE OF THE COMMITTEE.

3. WHEN NOTIFYING THE PUBLIC OF VACANCIES ON THE COMMITTEE,
DESCRIBE THE FUNCTIONS OF THE COIIITTEE AND STRESS THAT REGULAR
ATTENDANCE AND COI@0.TKENT TO DO THE WORK OF THE COHITTEE ARE
EXPECTED.

VI. GOALS OF THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY JUVENILE COURT COMMITTEE
FOR MAY 1975 THROUGH APRIL 1976

1. Respond to crises in the county's juvenile justice system and
to new legislation affecting juveniles;

2. Monitor and foster development of the detention center and
RICA I;

3. foster the development of programs and facilities for children
in need of supervision, children in need of assistance, and
delinquents;

4. Establish better communication with the County Executive and
Council;

5 Help other interested counties form Juvenile Court Committees.
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VII. SUWSARY OF THE COt@ITTEE'S RCOMNATIONS

RECOIONDATIONS FOR THE COUNTY DELEGATION REGARDING LEGISLATION:

1. AMEND SECTION 3-833 OF THE COURTS AND JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
ARTICLE OF THE ANNOTATED CODE SO THAT JUVENILE COURT COMITTEES
WILL BE DESCRIBED AS ADVISING THEIR LOCAL GOVERNING BODIES AND
COUNTY DELEGATIONS, AS WELL AS THEIR JUVENILE COURTS.

2. PROVIDE FOR LICENSING AND PERIODIC EVALUATION BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF JUVENILE SERVICES OF ITS JUVENILE CARE FACILITIES.

3. PROVIDE FOR LICENSING AND REGULATION OF CHILDREN'S CAMPS.

4. PROVIDE COST OF LIVING INCREASES IN PAYMENTS TO AFDC, GROUP,
AND FOSTER HOMES.

5. PROVIDE FOR THE DETECTION OF NEGLECTED CHILDREN AND PROVISION
OF HELP TO SUCH CK!LDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES SO THAT THEY MAY
,,FUNCTION ADEQUATELY, .-.HILE OBSERVING THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
OF FAMILIES NOT TO BE SUBJECT TO UNREASONABLE SEARCH OR LIBEL
WITHOUT CIVIL REMEDIES.

6. PROVIDE GUARDIANS AD LITE 4 IN JUVENILE COURT FOR THOSE CHILDREN
IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE AND CHILDREN IN NEED OF SUPERVISION WHO
NEED INDEPENDENT LEGAL REPRESENTATION.

R.CO9MENDATIONS FOR THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE AND COUNCIL:

I. ESTABLISH AN OFFICE WITH THE CAPABILITY TO GATHER COMPREHENSIVE,
OBJECTIVE DATA REGARDING JUVENILE NEEDS AND THE FUNCTIONING OF
EXISTING PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES AND WHOSE RECOGNIZED FUNCTIONS
ARE TO PLAN, COORDINATE, EVALUATE, AND APPROVE FUNDS FOR SUCH
PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES.

2. ASK THE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO EXAMINE THE DESIRABILITY AND
FEASIBILITY OF:

a. PROVIDING TRAINED GUIDANCE COUNSELORS IN EVERY ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL WHO CAN DIAGNOSE AND HELP THE CHILD, HIS TEACHER,
AND FAMILY, IF NECESSARY, DEAL WITH LEARNING, MOTIVATIONAL,
OR BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS;

b. PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR EVERY
JUNIOR AND HIGH SCHOOL AREA;

€. ESTABLISHING MORE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS AND SCHOOLS FOR
PRE-ADOLESCENTS AND ADOLESCENTS WHO HAVE MARKED
DIFFICULTIES IN COPING WITH TRADITIONAL PROGRAMS OR
SCHOOLS.
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3. PROVIDE INCREASED OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES FOR Dh)TIONALLY
DISTURBED JUVENILES FROM LOW INCOME FAMILIES.

4. PROVIDE FAMILY COUNSELING AT JUVENILE COURT.

5. APPROVE AND ASSIST IN THE IPLDIENTATION OF YOUTH SERVICES'
PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH SPECIAL INTAKE WORKERS AND YOUlI COUNSELORS
TO WORK WITH CHiLDREN IN NEED OF SUPERVISION AND THEIR FAMILIES.

6. CONTINUE YOUR SUPPORT FOR A THIRD SHELTER FOR JUVENILES.

7. ASK THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO REPORT, PUBLICLY, ON WHETHER
LOCAL HOSPITALS AND PSYCHIATRIC FACILITIES ARE PROVIDING
PROMPT AND ADEQUATE EMERGENCY, INPATIENT, AND OUTPATIENT
TREATMENT TO JUVENILES WITH SERIOUS DRUG PROBLEMS, INCLUDING
ALCOHOL, AND 1O MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO CORRECT THE SITUATION,
17 NEEDED.

8. KEEP INFORMED, AND COtMJNICATE YOUR CONCERNS TO THE RESPONSIBLE
STATE AGENCIES, REGARDING THE ARCHITECTURAL AND PROGRAM PLANS,
AND FUNCTIONING, WHEN OPERATIONAL, OF RICA 1I AND THE JUVENILE
DETENTION CENTER.

9. CONTINUE AIDING THE STATE TO MAKE APPROPRIATE ARRANGEMENTS FOR
HOUSING THE JUVENILE COURT IN AN ADEQUATE FACILITY.

10. CONTINUE AIDING THE JUVENILE COURT IN FINDING ADEQUATE SPACE
FOR INTAKE OFFICES IN THE INTERIM.

11. SUPPORT ANI) AID EFFORTS TO SECURE A DIRECTOR OF COURT SERVICES
FOR JUVENILE COURT.

12. PASS LEGISLATION DEFINING THE COMMITTEE'S FUNCTIONS AS ADVISING
THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE, COUNCIL, AND DELEGATION AS WELL AS THE
JUVENILE COURT.

13. PROVIDE OFFICE SPACE WITH REGULAR SECRETARIAL HELP, A FILING
CABINET, AD A TELEPHONE FOR USE OF THE COIITTEE.

14. WHEN NOTIFYING THE PUBLIC OF VACANCIES ON THE COMMITTEE,
DESCRIBE THE FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE AND STRESS THAT REGULAR
ATTENDANCE AND COMMITMENT TO DO THE W= OF THE COMMITTEE ARE
EXPECTED.
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APP?=X A:

BIS Or TIE N0o OrG0 N1 cwrr JUVENILE COVrT COMITrrU
(May 1974 through April 1975) -

Mattingly, Marion
8801 Fallen Oak Drive
Bethesda, Md. 20034

Fisher, Dr. Kenneth D.
17815 Mill Creek Drive
Rockville, Md. 20855

Cuthbert. Dr. Adele
12026 Coldstream Drive
Potomac, Md. 20854

Mams, Willard J.
15324 Delphinium Lane
Rockville, Md. 20853

Cramer, M. Michael, Esquire
4 Whiapervood Court
Rockville, Nd.

Drury, Mary
9250 Persiwon Tree Road
Potomac, Mi. 20854

Dunn, Dr. Frederick L., Jr.,
10230 Parkman Road
Silver Spring, Md.

Fortune, Joe W.
7218 Wisconsin Avenue
Bathesda, Md.

Goeden, James P.
1623 Marshall Avenue
Rockville, Md. 20851

Jagoe, A. L.
9519 East Stanhope Road
Kensington, Md. 20795

Lamb, Rev. Herbert W., Jr.
3228 Ludham Drive
Silver Spring, Md. 20906

COMITEE CUAIRPISOh
Legislation committee-member
Prevention comiittee--ember

VICE-CHAIMAN
Prevention committee-4umber

SECIETARY-TREASURER
Prevention comittee--member
Legislation coimittee--member

Prevention coiittee--mmber

Court Procedure cimmttee--ember

Prevention coe ittee--chairperson
Facilities and Programs comittee-ember
Legislation comittee--mber

Facilities and Programs committee-
chairperson

Intake comit tee--mmber
Legislation comittee--member

Prevention comit tee--member

Legislation counittee--member

Intake comittee--chairperson
Prevention comittee--menber
Legislation comittee--nember

Facilties and Programs co mittee--menber
Committee History committee--member
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McShalley, Betty
10910 Jolly Way
Kensington, Md. 20795

Morehouse, Elizabeth S.
2005 Glen Ross Road
Silver Spring, Md.

O'Bryon, David
4228 Leland Street
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015

Royer, William
4 Columbia Court
Rockville, Md. 20850

Russell,'LaVerne M.
12 Bentana Way
Rockville, Md. 20850

Tietz, Gilbert, Esquire
3313 Oberon Street
Kensington, Md.

Turem, Dr. Jerry
5510 Charles Street
Bethesda, Md. 20014

Walker, Larry E., Esquire
13 Wade Court
Gaithersburg, Md. 20760

Noyes, Hon. Alfred
Barnesville, Md.

Moore, Hon. Douglas
Judge in Charge
Juvenile Division
District Court

Tracey, lion. John
Judge
Juvenile Division
District Court

Legislation committee--chairperson
Prevention committee--member

Committee History committee--
chairperson

Intake committee--member
Legislation committee--member

Court Procedures committee--
member

Legislation committee--member

Prevention committee--member

Legislation committee--member
Intake committee--member

Prevention committee--member

Court Procedures committee--
chairperson

Legislation committee--member

Honorary Member

Member Ex Officio

Member Ex Officio
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APPEDIX 5:

OC71COHES OF BILLS PMTlAINING TO JUVENILES
INTRODUCED IN THE 1975 SESSION OF THE MARYLAND LEGISLATURE

I. Senate Bills

Description

Uniform Child Custody
Jurisdiction Act

Interstate Compact
the Placement of
Children

Juvenile Court
Comittee Position

Favorable

on

Juvenile Causes--
Confinement Uf
Delinquents

Juvenile Causes--
Runaway Children

Juvenile Waiver--
Direct Appeal

Mandatory Cost of Livin$
Increases for FY77 for
AFDC, Group, and Foster
Parents

Parents Liability for Acts.
of Child

Favorable

Favorable if funds
and facilities_
are provided

Unfavorable

Favorable
(2nd. draft)

Favorable

Favorable

17

Number

SB. 17

S.B. 18

S.1. 126

S.B. 149

S.B. 193

S.D. 689

S.5. 600

Legislative
Action

Passed

Passed

Failed

Failed

Failed

Failed

Failed
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APPENDIX 5:
(Continued)

OUTCOMES OF SILLS PERTAINING TO JUVENILES
WRWEIN THE 1975 SESS ION OF THE KARYhAXD LEGISLATURE

It. House Bills

Description
Juvenile Court

Committee Position
Legislative

Action

Juvenile Causes- Highly Passed with amnd-
Juvenile Code Unfavorable monts, some of which

approximate changes
recmoended by the

Comitcee: Allowing the Juvenile Court in Montgomery County to
remain at the District Court level with appeals going to the Court
of Special Appeals; deleting wilful violations of court orders from
the definition of delinquent acts; raising the age of discretionary
waiver from 14 to 15 years; defining a waiver order as immediately
appealable; providing for the creation of local Juvenile Court

Committees.

Number

B.S. 483
(and S.D.
291)

H.a. 188
313
497

U.S. 220

.B 244

U.S. 334

H.S. 494

H.S. 495

U.S. 726

Unfavorable

Unfavorable

Unfavorable

Favorable

Unfavorable

Unfavorable

Better bill than H.S.
483; both should be
referred to the Legis-
lative Council.

Faled

Failed

Failed

Failed (in Senate
Finance Committee;
passed House Environ-
mental matters
Committee)

Failed

failed

Failed

18

Lowerin Age
to 16

Juvenile Causes-
Admissibility of
Proceedings

Juvenile Records-
Reporting of
Information

Children's Caaps--
Licensure and
Regulations

Tu'enile Causes-
1k.-xvc by State's
Att.ey

Juvenile Causes-
Termination of Juvenile
Jurisdiction

Juvenile Causes--
Revising Juvenile Code
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t. Rouse Bill. (Continued)

Description

Delinquent Children-
Detent ion

Juvenile Records--
Disclosure

Mlnors or Dependent
Children--Guardian
ad Lit..

Parents Liability for
Acts of Child

Social Worker--
Standards of Qualification

Juveniles--Licensing
of Juvenile Care Facilities

N.5. 1320 Neglected Children 0

Juvenile Court
Committee Position

Unfavorable

Ufavorable

N.3. 733

a.a. 800

B.1. 869

N.D. 902

U.S. 931

R.I. 586

unreasonable search and blanket Linanity raised.
Committee requested Attorney General's opinion
before coming out of Judiciary Comittee.

Income Tax Exemption-
Mentally Retarded or
Physically Handicapped
Children

Juvenile Causes-
Waiver of Jurisdiction

Juvenile Causes-
Testimony of Professional-
Person

Favored concept

Favorable

Favorable

19

favorable
(vith suggested
medmeuts)

favorable

No position
taken

Favored concept,
but felt there were
so many exemptions
listed, bill lost
its i pact

Favored concept, but
constitutional
issues of possible

Legislative
Action

Passed

failed

Failed

Failed

Failed

Tailed

Referred
to
L8islative
Council

N.D. 791

N.D. 1654

N.D. 1655

Failed

Passed

Failed
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Description

Courts.-Jurisdiation
of the District Court

Mandatory Cost of
Living Increase for
VY77 for AFDC, Group,
and Foster Parents

Comesion on Juvenile
Justice

Juvenile Court
Committee Position

Favorable

favorable

Favorable vith
qualificatioca on
Comiss ion mkeup
ad more attention
to CINS, neglected,
etc.

Legislative

Failed

Failed

Pased, with
ame ent
changing date
from July 1977
to Jan. 1, 1977

20

N.D. 299

U.S. 895

3s150

It. MM-Bills (Continue)
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Senator MkTHtS. We should point out that it is also the citizens
who pay the cost and bear the burden. It is shocking to realize,
as the Washington Post reported yesterday, and as Warren Duckett
reported earlier in this hearing, that the rate of juvenile crime has
doubled in the past 5 years. The price of that crime is exacted from
people on the street, from householders, from everyone who comes
in contact with the problem.

Mrs. MATINOLY. You might be interested to know then that in
Montgomery County, crime, juvenile crime, is very slightly down,
and we feel that that might have something to do with the heavy
involvement of citizens in the county, and demands for programs
and so on.

Senator MAThIAS. I think it is very important for the subcommittee
to hear those statistics. May we hear your thoughts on how this
came about? The subcommittee is looking hard for answers nation-
wide.

Mr. MATTINGLY. First of all, they are very slightly down. The ju-
venile offenses for last year were slightly down over the year before.
I was very, interested, naturally, in this, and checked with our people
who are experts in population, and how many people in which age
group and so on and so forth, and they said there was not the
change there, so we feel that perhaps some of the programs in the
county are working.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me act as devil's advocate. You say there
is no change in the statistical base which could have brought about
the change?

Mrs. MATTINGLY. Right.
Senator MATHIAS. Was there any change in the accounting method?
Mrs. MATTINGLY. No; I don't think so.
Senator MATHIAS. We sometimes find-in dealing with statistics in

Government that there has been a change for the better. But you
later find out a particular agency has gone to a different system
of accounting, and that makes the difference.

Mrs. MATTINGLY. No. We have no new system of accounting that
anyone in the county knows of anyway. I think that that certainly
is always worth studying, because you can do anything you want
with statistics. At least that is what I was told. I don't know very
much about statistics, but I was very happy because I have been
watching the statistics for a number of years. I think the great concern
is that juveniles comprise only 30 percent of the population and
yet as you said, they were commiting over half the offenses. I think
that there is the truth, that children need the social control of the
juvenile justice system, some children, and for these children it must
be the best system possible. Every part of that system must work,
and we must have the best judges, best State's Attorneys,- defense
attorneys, police and so on and so forth.

I think that for the great majority of children though, this system
has proved counterproductive. I think in most cases, perhaps even
80 percent of the cases, it is only because of failures in other agencies
that children are landing in the juvenile justice system. It has become
a dumping ground. These agencies must no longer be allowed to
dump all their failures into the juvenile justice system. I think it
is completely outrageous that the human service professionals are
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allowed to simply work with those children with, whom they can
succeed. For most of of these children, the juvenile justice system,
because of the training of those who work in it, is the worst possible
place.

Crime is an event. Children need services before that event as
well as after. Those children aren't really any different. They are
the same children. They are the same services which are found within
the community, social service, health, mental health, vocational train-
in , education, all receive enormous amounts of money.

It is my firm belief that reformation and reallocation of these funds
and of these resources must be our number one priority. No one
really seeems to be holding these agencies responsible.

It is logical to concentrate on prevention and early intervention,
and we were very encouraged by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974, but we were very disturbed at the amount
of money appropriated, and it is very interesting, in my statement,
I say that I think we need at least $100 million, so I am delighted
to hear that your subcommittee feels that that is true too.

Children and public safety are far too important to play the politics
of false economy. I think that one answer to the problem, as I said,
lies in citizen awareness and involvement. If citizens are not aware,
are not involved, then they just can't see spending money in these
fields. They don't understand the problems. There must be greater
encouragement of that citizen participation. Elected and appointed
officials should not only encourage but actively sponsor citizen groups
who can in turn stimulate and involve and educate the whole commu-
nity. Citizens, to be really effective, must be an integral part of the

lanning process, not called in after the fact. So often, everything
has been done and someone goes out and says, "OK, now you support
this." Well, if you haven't been on the planning, why should you
support it. You need a whole lot of education.

As I have said, in Montgomery County, juvenile offenses are down,
and in Montgomery County there is a Juvenile Court Committee,
which was created by State statute originally over 40 years ago. This
committee advises the judges of the Juvenile Court, the County
government, the State government, and anyone who works in the
juvenile area.

Senator MATHIAS. What is the composition of this?
Mrs. MATTINGLY. Twenty citizens appointed by the County Execu-

tive, approved by the County Council. Because they are appointed
by the local governing body, the local governing body will indeed
listen to them, and I think that is very valuable. Obviously, the com-
mittee is only as good as the members, and what they bring to the
committee, and we have all types of people on that committee. We
are, of course, very lucky to be in a county where they will listen
to citizens, but I think in any county citizens can be effective. After
all, they are the people that elected the leaders of the county.

in Montgomery County, the Juvenile Court Committee was very
effective in lobbying for another judge for the Juvenile Court. It
was a difficult thing to do, but we were successful. After many years,
the Governor was persuaded to put funds in his budget for juvenile
detention facilities to be built in the county. We have done a lot
of lobbying on the State and local level and some Federal.
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Senator MATHIAS. What about the question that Peter Smith raised
regarding the status of the juvenile judges in relation to other members
of the court?

Mrs. MATTINGLY. You are talking about whether or not the juvenile
judge is thought to be the most important judge in the system?

Senator MATHAS. Not necessarily the most important.
Mrs. MATTINGLY. As important qs anyone else?
Senator MATHIAS. Is he thought to have the same importance and

same prerogatives as other members of. the court or is the status
one of stepchild of the court?

Mrs. MATTINGLY. I think it is neglected. I think that children have
the right to have their cases heard before a judge. They are more
important than anyone else. I think that in Maryland, there has not
been the leadership I would like to see as far as the Juvenile Court
Judges are concerned. I think that obviously, with the figures the
way they are, with the facts, the deeper you get into the system,
the more likely you are to return to that system. Juveniles must
have the most attention, they must have the best judges and those
judges must be given everything they need to work with.

Senator MATHIAS. How does that affect the ability to recruit the
right kind of people to be Juvenile Judges?

Mrs. MATTINOLY. Well, in Maryland, of course, we only have three
full-time juvenile court judges, and I think that is a shame. I believe
that juvenile court judges should be full time and I believe they
should work on a nonrotating basis, so that they will know what
is available for children and understand them. I do not think judges
should be social workers, psychiatrists. I think they should be like
any other judge, intelligent, sensible, and concerned about what hap-
pens and what will be best.

I have submitted with my statement a copy of the annual report'
of the Juvenile Court Committee. Another thing that we managed
to do in the county was pet everyone together that worked in the
juvenile area. Until that time, they had never gotten together. We
had county council members, some members of the delegations, social
service, health, police, judges, State's Attorney, everyone in the same
room, and they said it was the first time it had ever happened. It
seemed rather extraordinary at the time. It was 7 years ago, something
like that. They are now meeting quite regularly. Also, when there
was no space at the courthouse for a diagnostic evaluation team,
which we had something- to do with, the landlord did not want to
rent space to a juvenile program upstairs in the building, and we
went and met with the landlord, and they agreed as a result of our
meeting with them, that they would indeed rent space, and they have
had no big problems.

Notwithstanding what citizens can do and are accomplishing, there
is an apparent lack of sufficient and informed citizen representation
on the State planning agencies, supervisory boards. That bothers me.
On our own Criminal Coordination Justice Commission, I see it as
sort of you vote for my program, I will vote for yours, and what
Federal funds are available, rather than taking a whole look at the
system and see what the needs are, and if there is one in that area
going after the finding, anytime it is an ounce of money available

'See pp. 48-69.
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in the area, everybody suddenly decides that is the need. I am not
sure that is always the need. I think there needs to be more citizens
on State Planning Advisory boards, in order to keep them honest,
not just concerned about their own problems. Citizens don't have
the prejudices of particular departments or agencies. Citizens are not
trying to build empires to obtain more employees, to acquire more
power and funds for their own agencies, but what citizens want is
what will work best, what will improve their community. Citizens
will insist that the system work, and where they perceive, problems
they will try to help solve them. I think citizens are concerned about
tax dollars and I think we are all concerned about them. I think
it is necessary to see that programs are evaluated and that good
programs are funded, but ,hie programs that aren't working aren't
funded. There really isn't enough money in the area of evaluation.

Senator MATHIAS. I know you have been .personally critical of some
of the specific programs which are ongoing in Maryland. Do you
want to comment on your feelings regarding that aspect?

Mrs. MATTINOLY. I am not quite sure which program. Well, for
instance, there are some programs I think it is not necessary to
legislate. For instance, I think this Community Arbitration program
is a great program, but I think that should be an intake function,
and I would like to see intake offices throughout the State handling
this. I really think that is what intake is all about. I think that perhaps
we could talk about maximum security facilities for juveniles. I think
that is absolutely the wrong way to go. Enormous amounts of money
are required and then the money is never there for funding of proper
pro grams.

If you are going to use your tax dollars wisely and have your
programs be successful, it is much better to do things on a local
or regional level.

Senator MATHIAS. Am I correct in assuming that you are reflecting
on what Dick Wertz said a moment ago about the 51 -to-I ratio.

Mrs. MATTINOLY. Right. I think in our present facilities it would
be much more sensible to have a secure area in that or to have
small facilities on a regional or county basis.

Senator MATHIAS. What about the Children In Need of Supervision
program?

Mrs. MATTINOLY. Children In Need of Supervision? I think we get
back to my feelings about all these other agencies that aren't doing
their jobs. I think that the schools are pitiful. It is a very sad thing
when you look at schools today and hear them talk about well, don't
bother sending that child to school, it is all right if he stays home.
He is causing some problems at school, it might be better for you
to keep that child at home. Usually there is no one at home to
stay with that child. It is very sad to see the junior high school
near my house. I talked to the guidance counselor and the guidance
counselor told me it was perfectly true, what I had heard, that the
boys were smoking pot in the boys' bathroom, and therefore they
had the door taken off the bathroom and the boys were apparently
standing in the doorway exposing themselves to people as they walked
by; so the next move was that the boys moved into the girls' bathroom
and smoked pot there, and they told the girls don't worry about
us, we are just smoking pot. I told this story to the guidance counselor.
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He said it is perfectly true, so I said I think it is outrageous. He
said it is simply what the community will accept. I don't think the
community will accept it. I don't think the community knows about
it. To me it is absolutely--

Senator MATHIAS. There was no corrective effort at all being made?
Mrs. MATTINGLY. Well, they took the door off the bathroom.
Senator MATHIAS. Was there disciplinary action taken?
Mrs. MATTINGLY. No. I mentioned something to him about the

importance of police being involved with children at the junior high
level. We have a fantastic juvenile aide section with the police, and
they go to some schools and sit around and rap with the children,
and it is really great. I suggested this might be a good thing to
do at that particular junior high school. He said, "Oh, you know,
that sort of thing is for Project Headstart." Well, it is needed at
Project Headstart, but it is needed at very level, but if you have
respect for them, you have have hope for them, hopefully.

Senator MATHIAS. Do you have the statistics on the Montgomery
County situation in your statement?

Mrs. MATTINGLY. I don't have them in my statement. I will be
glad to supply them to you.

Senator MATHIAS. Would you supply them to the subcommittee?
Mrs. MATTINGLY. I would be delighted to do that.

EXHIBITI No. 41

MONTGOMERY COUNTY. MARYLAND,
RockviLfe. Md., June 28, 1976.

Memorandum
To: Hon. Charles Mathias, Judiciary Committee on Sub-committee on Juvenile

Delinquency.
From: Mrs. Marion Mattingly, Juvenile Court Committee.
Subject: Statistical Reports- Montgomery County Police, Juvenile Section.

As per your request, attached please rind the Montgomery County Police Juvenile
Section's statistics for 1974 and 1975, together with the report of January through
April for 1975 and 1976.

Please note that there is a slight decrease in Montgomery County in juvenile arrests.
We feel this is due, among other things, to the involvement of the citizens' group.

Enclosures.



JUVENILE SECTION-OFFENSE/ARREST REPORT

DUmicr-MoNrGoETY COUNT CUmULATIVE

Mouth-January-December 1974

Under 11 11-12 13-14 15 16 17 Race

Offenses CLSD Total

reported JS M F M F M F M F M F M F White Other arrests

M urder ................................................................................. I ............................................................................................... I ......... 4 ......... 5 ................ 5,

R a e ............................................ 
0 ........................................................................................................ 

. ....-...............

RO Z ery .......................... ............ 75 1 3 ....... 3 1.33 2;14 213 .15 ....... 21 4 59 39 98
Aggravated assault .............................................................. 74 4 2 3. 13 1 10 3 12 1 14 2 so 61

Assault-not aggravated ................................................... 283 31 8 ......... 16 3 36 19 33 7 62 5 81 5 222 53 275

Burglar-statutory ......................................................... 675 4 14 2 51 2 155 10 149 7 138 3 110 3 546 98 644

B uglary ............................................................................... 67 2 1 ......... 5 ......... 10 1 11 1 12 ......... 16 51 6 57

Larceny--over $100 ............. .............................................. 171 4 6 ......... 4 1 25 4 ,13 3 20 4 34 1 84 31 115

Theft S5-Sloo .................................................................... 248 6 7 ......... 21 1 45 13 32 19 48 14 52 18 1,54 116 270

Theft Sl-$50 ........................................................................ 999 12 39 3 99 26 242 123 164 68 198 83 157 59 915 346 1,261

Auto theft ............................................................................ 202 4 1 ......... I ......... 49 3 54 11 59 6 39 4 197 30 227

Total part I offenses ............................................. 2.800 68 81 5 203 34 608 176 4 480 121 565 116 528 96 22*3 730 3.01"3 ,,

Out of control ...................................................................... 121 44 1 ......... 2 4 8 10 17 9 19 13 12 10 90 15 105

Juvenile runaway ................................................................. 1.673 959 5 ......... 16 17 65 126 70 126 69 74 38 38 592 52 644

at em pt ..................................................................... 13 4 ..................................................................................................

M i lla eous calls ............................................................... 102 31 ........................................................................................................................................................................

Total other calls ....................................................... 1,909 1.038 6 ........ 18 21 73 136 87 135 88 87 51 48 683 67 750

Conauti to delinquency of minor ............................... 1 2 .2 . .
A arson .................................................................................... 46 2 10 9 3 11 9 8 ......... 4 60 2 62

Forgery-counterfeitung .................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 1 1 7 2 2
Fraud ..................................................................................... 56 ...................................... .............. ............. 2 ......... I5 ......... 42 20 42

Stolen property .................................................................... 46 . . . . I0
Vandalism ............................................................................. 501 9 44 ......... 66 1 141 8 69 5 77 7 60 6 454 30 44

Wep n .. . . . . . 105. . . I 3 1 14 2 13 3 22 1 24 ..... 73 11 84
Wes;"=s .... .......................................................................... 15................ I..... 3 1 33 n 1 24 ...... 73 114

Sex ........................................................................................ 95 13 3 ......... 3 ......... 13 1 12 ......... 20 10 1 58 6 64

N arcotics-opium -cocaine .................................................. 9 1 ............................................................................... 2 ......... 5 2 9 ................ 9

Narcocs-marijuana ... . . . . . . . .. 178 21 1 ......... 4 ......... 26 10 51 11 45 9 69 9 222 13 235
N arcotics-synthetic ............................................................ I I ....................................... 33 14 54 14 52 15 86 12 .............................................. .

Narcotics-other .............. 54 10 ................... 1 2 7 4 3 3 5 6 12 1 44 ................ 44

Gambi ................ I ............................................................................................... 
.......

Family fenes ... ............. 421 2 ....... . ........................................... 2 2

t.1
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JUVENILE SECTION-OFFENSE/ARREST REPORT -Continued
Darnacr--MoroomhEy Courry CuMut.ArvE-Continued

Month-January-December 1974-Continued

Under 11 11-12 13-14 15 16 17 Race
Offenses CLSD Total
reported JS M F M F M F M F M F M F White Other arrests

Loitng...............................................................................9 6 2 11 1 22 ......... 45 6 51
Eadoe dsummoms ............................ 134 8..........2 4 1 8 2 7 3 10 3 36 4 40
Liquorlaws.....................................................271 2 ........... 2 1 31 4 51 27 133 34 150 26 453 6 459
Disorderlycoduct ............................197 ................. 17 10 38 2 60 7 87 5 221 6 227 u,

All ot roff es ................................................................. 470 42 10 3 19 17 112 48 94 21 96 29 108 21 517 61 578 C

Total pt offeaes ............................................... 2592 484 70 3 112 25 392 98 369 77 504 99 581 75 2247 158 2.405
Total pa (forward) ............................................. 2,80 68 81 5 203 34 608 176 480 121 565 116 S2 96 2,23 730 3,013
Total ohercals(tor wd) .................. 1. 1909 t.038 6 ....... 18 21 73 136 86 135 8 87 51 47 681 67 748

Grad total ................................................................ 7,301 1.590 157 8 333 80 1,073 410 935 333 1,157 302 1.160 218 5,211 955 6,166

*Rape-Ufeounded (3)
RapL-Aftmpt (2)

Ar
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juvENILE SECTION-OFFENSE/ARREST REPORT
DIsruICr-MoTOoSIIY cOUNT CUMULATIV

Moth-anary-Deetber 1975

Under 11 11-12 13-14 15 16 17 Race
Offenses CLSD Total
reported JS M F M F M F M F M F M F White Other wres

6 ...................................................................... . 2 . ........... 2 1 ......... 3
murder ........................................ ............... 4........... 3 . I ....... .... 1 ...............R avq~e ... ,... o°.................°...................................... .............................................. 2 2......... ° D 4 1 D 3 2 ......... 4

S................................................................................ 2 2 4 20 4 8 20 3 20 49
Ag ravated anault ............................................................... 51 4 1 2 1 4 9 3
AaUlt--o aggravate .......................... 292 19 8 1 8 & 62 11 40 8 49 13 81 8 236
Burglaryst...tutr ............................ 607 6 20 144 7 142 11 117 6 101 3 103 5 464

ur lary ....... 6 ... 1 .................................................... 2... ... 65 2 ................... I I 11 2 10 12 1 11 2 48L zx y-o e ............ ............................................................ 1971 3 ................... 4 ......... 10 5 13 ......... 23 3 22 4 54

Lurceny-over $0 ........................ ...................... 19 3......41693.2 2 4 5
Theft S51-SI00 ..................................................................... 234 4 3 1 31 2 44 14 35 17 46 14 46 22 169

Theft S 4 0 ........................................................................ i006 12 37 12 87 36 205 130 1 ) 88 164 79 134 79 819

Auto theft ............................................................................ 184 4 1 ......... 8 4 51 10 60 4 52 2 44 1 209

Total pert I offenses ...................... 2730 55 77 17 191 63 557 *190 452 126 473 122 475 122 2,085

2 5,6 6
44 93
14 48
64 30D
96 50
-3 51
30 84,

III 28D
382 1,201

28 237

730 2.8S 4

Ouofo, otrw .. ................................................................. 138 52 ........... 6 2 24 14 17 10 23 14 12 8 12D 10 130
Juvenile ruaway ................................................................. 1.787 941 13 2 21 8 101 131 84 115 79 100 57 35 675 71 746

.ucd-................- ................................................................................................. 
..................................................

Suicid2 6..........................................................................2. . . . . . ................... I ..... ... . ....... ..... ..... ....... .. ... . . .....
il eo calls ........................................................ 125 30 ..................................................................................................................................... ............... ..... .......

ToWdother calls ........................ 2,075 1,029 13 2 27 10 125 145 101 125 102 114 69 43 795 81 76

Cout into deinquency o mim" .......................................................................
o ......................... ....................................... 2 I 2 2 7

For........................................ .................. 3 ..... .............................. . .. . .... 2...... .... 2 ........... 4 4
V3u..I. .................................................... 303 836....... 6 ........ 8 2 61 5..56 2 51 2 351 36 337

a.................................. 107 2 3 3 .. 18 ......... 942 3 39 127 12 139
St le o ....................................... ............. ...... 10 ......... 6 2 7......1 1 o1 4 1sn a .. ...... ...................................................................... 7. . 3 3 ......... .. . . .. . ......... .3 39 1 17 12 .

w ea~~~po~ ....................... .................... 3 4......... ................ Im214 4:
104 IS 5eaa p~.........6 2 17......... 23 2..........4 152 66 8 1104335..................... ..... .. 3 3. 4 ..... . ..... 7 ........""./......0. 3 "

Narcotics-oq~hm..c~.................. ...... ............... 0 3........ 44 48 10 63 35 25 23272
N afcot*K s --- U U W ~ ua m .3........................................... .. . ......... .. I ........... I............................. ...................... .3 1.......................................... ......... 4. . 6 3 8 2 29 ................ 29

3 ............... . ...................... ..oo. .............,-o oo . ......... ....... ............ 3* . ......... "I °* * ...... °*..........

I _ .IZ Z Z IIII 456 335 .......... ........ I ............... ......................................................................... I ................ I

I



JUVENILE SETON-OFFENSE/ARREST REPORT-Continued

DisraI-MmTGOM-JY Coud-TV CUMULATIVE -Continued

Momth-Jauay-Dmfmber 1975-Confued

UAda r11 11-12 13-14 15 16 17 Rce

Offenes CLSD 
Total

reported JS M F M F M F M F MI F M F White Other arrests
Lo t ing .............................................................................. 30 ................. ....................................... -T 1 5 ......... ..... 1 2 27 2 3 45 13s 46

Edored m ....... .............................. 138 74 . .................... 2 2 3 4 512 3 23 8 31

U q law ....................................................................... 2 10 ................... ......... 35 10 43 15 102 28 121 23 375 3 37

DiAordey conduct ............................................................ 179 ............................. 2 3 16 5 33 g 39 7 81 5 176 23 199

All other offem.e .................. . . .. 420 23 4 1 23 10 89 43 89 28 86 31 102 12 464 54 s

Total pert U offe s ............... . 2,366 56 50 1 115 17 351 88 359 68 454 105 577 76 2,067 194 2,261

Total part l (forward) ............................................. 2,720 55 77 17 191 63 557 190 452 126 473 122 47s 122 2,085 780 2,66

Total other call( reward) ............ 2,084 1,029 13 2 27 10 125 145 101 125 102 114 69 43 795 81 876

Gvav_4 -. ............................................................. 7.170 1,590 140 20 333 90 1,033 423 912 319 1,029 341 1121 241 4,947 1,055 6,002

4



JUVENILE SECTION=-OFFENSE/ARREST REPORT

DuIrT-MONTOmmY COUNT CUMULATME

Mouth--Jauary-April 1975

Under It 11-12 13-14 15 16 17 Race

Offenses CLSD 
Total

Reported JS M F M F M F M F M F M F White Other Arres

u .......................... .. ........ I I
S.......... ............... 1 . ".. "9".-Z Z Z Z ... Z ZZ Z ..Z 6 22...................

.Sq t,,,, l2 ...... 132...................................................... 24 2 1 2 1 4 4 1 3 2 2 1 5 1 17 10 27
S. ....... 2 a. 1 1 2 2 11 2 15 1 14 4 27 2 68 21 89

mry- stat Yk ............................................ 225 1 1 ......... 4 1 46 5 47 1 24 2 34 ......... 146 19 165

... .. . " ...... .... . . . . . . 33 ........................................... . 2 ....... 7 ......... s ......... 3 ......... 17 ................ 17
"8 arce.y-ovr$0.................... . 1 .. ... .. 2 1 5 ......... 6 1 8 ......... 16 9 25

ThcftS5Iloo ..... . ...................... 59 3 1 ..... S 11 Is a 3 15 5 11 7 47 34 St

Theft $5-S$ .......................................................... 350 9 11 3 39 10 79 41 52 27 53 30 49 25 320 99 419

A h IB $1-ft .. ............ . ............................................... 5 1 .................. 3 ......... 16 ......... 22 2 16 1 11 ......... 62 9 71

Twputioffenses.............816 
27 17 6 56 19 I8 5S 162 38 144 46 156 35 712 213 925

Ott of C rol .............................................................. .. 39 16 . ....... . . 1 10 3 5 1 ' 2 2 5 3 28 4 32

Jsei r nw y ------------- - --I........... 601 322 2 .... It 4 23 24 31 41 28 26 17 6 191 22 213

S e ... ............................................ . . .............. . . . . ....................................................................................................... . . ."..... -. .

acd e pt.................................................... ................ to 4 ........................................................................................................................................................
.iBc Cab ............ ................. 35 12 ............... .. .........

Total a"............ ..................... 65 354 2 ......... 11 5 33 27 36 42 30 28 22 9 219 26 245

C tiluot r t ..... ......................................................................
Ar .. ... ... . . ............................... . 14 4 1 6......... ...... ... ..... .... ................ .................. .17 1 i

F o r e r y --C o m e t... .. .. ................................... ................ 5 1 " . I 1... .... .. I.. ... . I . I ......... I '... .. . 4 . .... .. 4

S . . ............ .. . . . ..................... 
.. .1... .5 22 ......... 4 ................

bIN ..................... . ........... . . ...... ... ......6 2 16 ......... 49 2

sex..................... .. .. ........ . . 45.2.2.7...161............................. . . ......... 4 ......... 4 ......... 
- ............. ....................... ............... 13 4 1

4..................... I ......... s 1. 223 4 3 93 10 103
. ......................... .......... .....................s a c dm t .............. ........................... I ..... 2..................................................... .......................................... f "I"'i ........i".............. ........... ....."i s 9301 3

Na' .............................................I31I I 4 4........

S.............................................................. it ................... I ......... 4 ................ 4
II 3..................................... .... "........ .. . . .

oniiffi .. -...... .-. ........................ ........ ..................... ............................................................................................
Fa iy fi - ........ ............................... 6 to ........ ....................................................... 4 ........................................................................



JUVENILE SECIION-OFFENSE/ARREST REPORT- Continued
DmT icr--M 0 y CLI.U A11vE-Continued

Me -Janimiy-Apnil 1975-Cootinued

Under It 11-12 13-14 15 16 17 Race
Offomu CL_" Total
RIPoIod JS M F M F M FM F M F M F White Other Ahe

Lakeriag....... ...............................9........................... I ............................. 0 1 12 . .. 12
E mdad r d - =; ........................................................ 56 29. .......................... 1 2 ......... 2 2 4 ......... 6 5 11
Liquor s . ........ ............ ..... ....... ... .. . .... 99 1 ................... I ......... 13 4 18 3 50 9 51 7 5 1 156
Diordw to u ...................................................... 58 ..................... 1 4 1 13 4 16 1 26 ......... 57 9 66
AM ooi.m .... .. ..................... . ISO 9 1 ......... 10 4 36 it0 30 7 26 8 21 1 137 7 154

Tot put UIo &iems ......................... ..... 571 181 24 ......... 43 7 130 19 126 21 165 29 186 14 701 63 764

Totlptl(frwwd .......................................... 876 27 17 6 56 19 158 58 162 38 144 46 156 35 712 213 925

Tac d ad cal (forwwd) .... .. .. 68 354 2 .. 1. 5 5 33 27 36 42 30 28 22 9 219 26 245

Grmtod ....... .............................. .... 2432 562 43 6 110 31 351 104 324 101 339 103 364 58 1,632 302 1,934
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JUVENILE SECTION--OFFENSE/ARREST REPORT
DmTcr-Mooumy COupTy CUwUtATmv

IN

Moutb-January-Apnl 1976

Under II 11-12 13-14 15 16 17
OfFaues CLSD Total

Rqmscd iS M F M F M F M F M F M F White Other Arress

i "........................ .............. . ...... ............. ................................................................. ". .. . . .._" ................ ".

S. ......... ...............-m a rvm

D yr---4egh0 y . ....... ..............
hey-Ser . ..... ........ ........

T theft 1- 0 ........ .....................................................Auto theft ... ...... ....... ..... ..................... .... .... ........ ...........

18 ................................... ....6 1 3 1 7 2

10 1 I .......................... 4 ........ I ......... I .......
74 1 2 ......... 4 ......... 13 5 9 2 15 3 19 3

136 4 ......... I S ......... 63 3 42 2 34 ......... 23 2
13 1 ......................... 2 ....... 3 ....... 5 ....... 5 .........
23 ....................................................... 3 1 6 2 7 2 2 .........
73 ................ 3 I 8 3 17 6 12 6 11 6 12 3

236 2 12 2 27 9 47 27 39 17 46 19 31 16
66 2 ......... . . 2 ... 16 2 31 4 20 3 12 .........

Total pwt I o .......... ...... ............. 651 10 17 4 51 12 167 44 153 34 142 34 112 26 617 179 796 00

Out ofooautl ................ . . . . ........ 71 29 ........... 8 14 6 10 10 2 6 4 52 to 62
Juvende ruaway . ......... . .............. 607 301 2 ......... 4 2 26 53 26 42 30 34 23 16 231 27 258
sw d c . .-..... .............................................................................................................................................................................-.--.-... .......... .............................
Sv c estum p ............................. .................................... 6 3 ..............................................................................................................................................................
M s lm eo cal ........................................................ 51 9 ......................................................................................................................................................................

Tot other cab .. ...... .......... 735 342 2 ......... 5 3 34 67 32 52 40 36 29 20 283 37 320

Cmnrib g to dedequency of minor ...............................
Arm . ... . ....... ... . ,.... ........ ,,. . . ...... ,..., .,.....

F. d . ...............................................Fhmm d rop. .* . .. . . . . ............ ..... .. ........ ... . ..... ......

Va daian . .. ..... ... . o.o o......o.... ..... ...... ,. ...... .. o....

. .. .................. **"
V. ... ............................ .............. ......

f .. ...................**.........................

N sr....dcm __..'__ . . ......... .''- '' "''" .................'

mlf offdmm ............. _'.... ..... ............... .............

14 ............... 4 ........ 4 ....... 4 ......... I ......... I ......... 2 ......... I

10 ................. .... 1 3 3 3 1 7 4 11
3 ........................... 3.................... 1 3 1 4
5 .................................... I...............I I 2 ......... 3 2 5

76 ................ 9 2 17 ......... 44 3 17 3 21 ......... 17 ......... 127 6 133
1 29 1 ..................................... 6 1 7 ........ 9 1 11 ......... 31 4 35

21 2 2 I 6......... 5 ........ 3 ......... I ......... 12 6 18
3 ................................................................. 2....... ........... ............ 2 ................ 2

112 5 ................... S ......... 16 20 36 5 34 6 42 4 160 8 168
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Senator MATHAS. We thank you very much for being here.
Mrs. MATTINGLY. Thank you.
Senator MATMAS. I also thank you for your continuing interest.
At this time, the subcommittee wants to thank all the witnesses

who appeared today. We have an unhappy picture to confront. As
I said at the opening of these hearings, crime is up 25 percent in
the Baltimore area alone. The testimony today indicates that, over
a 5-year period, juvenile crime is up 100 percent in the Annapolis
area. The purposes for which the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee
has sponsored leIlation have not been served as fully as we had
initially hoped. We must find out why, and do something about it.
In further pursuit of this subject, this subcommittee will hold a hearing
on Thursday morning, June 24, 1976, at 9 a.m. in the Federal Building
in Baltimore. The opening witness on that day will be Dr. Milton
Eisenhower, the President Emeritus of Johns Hopkins University, and
the Chairman of the National Commission on the Causes and Preven-
tion of Violence. The subcommittee will stand in recess until that
hour.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed until
9 a.m., June 24, 1976, Federal Building, Baltimore, Md.]
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MARYLAND: JUVENILE JUSTICE

Implementation of the Juvenile Justice ,and Delinquency
Prevention Act (Public Law 93-415) In Maryland- 1976

THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Baltimore, Md.

The subcommittee, composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick, Ken-
nedy, Mathias, Hruska, and Fong, met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m.,
in the Federal Office Building, Baltimore, Md., Senator Charles McC.
Mathias, Jr., presiding.

Present: Senator Mathias.
Also present, John M. Rector, staff director and chief counsel;

Mary Kaaren Jolly, editorial director and chief clerk; Robert Kelley,
minority counsel; Alan Dessoff, minority press secretary and Dan
Zaccagnini, minority assistant.

Senator MATHIAS. We will reconvene our hearing this morning.
Ladies and gentlemen, the subcommittee will come to order. As

you know, this is a hearing of the Subcommittee To Investigate Ju-
venile Delinquency of the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
We are meeting today under the authority of the subcommittee chair-
man, Senator Birch Bayh of Indiana. Senator Bayh has made a notable
record as a result of his interest in the problems of young people
and juveniles. Unfortunately, Senator Bayh is unable to be present
today, but has delegated me to preside over this hearing.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MATHIAS, PRESIDING
Senator MATHIAS. We have a distinguished list of witnesses today.

I want tu begin hearing from them without delay; but by way of
a brief introduction, I would like to read two short poems written
by boys who have "done time" in our so-called juvenile justice system.

The first of these poems was written by a young man in a youth
center in Arizona. It ends this way:

"My life was wasted the day I was born.
My life, my heart, it was all torn.
Why did everything go wrong?"

The second of these poems was scratched on the shatterproof glass
window of a solitary confinement cell-by a boy who killed himself
very soon afterwards. It's very short. He said:

"As you are, I was once.
As f am, you shall be."

(85)
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No matter what these boys had done, the wasting of their lives
sits very heavily on the conscience of a civilized society.

In 1974 Congress took one short step toward saving young people
like- these when we passed the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. Act. Today I hope to explore the condition of the
juvenile system in Maryland, and find out how influential that act
has been on the system.

Senator Bayh and I, along with the other members of the subcom-
mittee want to know if the act has mitigated the tragedy of juvenile
justice. If not, we want to ascertain what more can be done to restore
hope and purpose to the lives of young people in trouble.

We are very fortunate that Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower has agreed
to be our leadoff witness today. He really needs no introduction
anywhere in the United States. Dr. Eisenhower is president emeritus
of Johns Hopkins University. But far beyond that, Dr. Einsehower
has headed the President's Commission on Violence, and for years,
he has taken an interest in education and in the lives of young people
as the head of a number of academic institutions. And he's a great
American.

Dr. Eisenhower, would you come forward?
- STATEMENT OF DR. MILTON S. EISENHOWER, PRESIDENT

EMERITUS, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE, MD.
Dr. EISENHOWER. Senator Mathias, gentlemen, I'm first going to

make a formal statement, then Ill make a few extemporaneous re-
marks.

Since I'm not a specialist on juvenile delinquency, the only justifica-
tion for my accepting your invitation to meet with you this morning
is that total criminal activity in the United States, a problem which
1 have studied in depth, includes a disturbing number of young people.

The 1:eport of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for 1974 analyzed
10.2 million crimes. We may confidently assume that the actual
number of crimes was about 15 million, since many are not reported
to the police or the FBI.

The problem centers in the large cities where the rate of crime
is I 1 times that of rural areas, 8 times the average rate for all areas
outside major cities.

In the cities, the most criminogenic group is 15 to 24 years of
age. These young people commit three times as many illegal offenses
as any other age group. But the 10-to-14-year age group is becoming
a serious threat. Criminal activities by these youngsters increased 300
percent in the 1960's and each subsequent year the problem has
become more pronounced.

A high percentage of young offenders live in the ghettos,- but I
emphasize that one race is no more criminogenic than another. This
has been substantiated by research over a long period of years.

Before I suggest causes, let me point out that the rate of crime
in this country, after declining from 1900 to about 1950, increased
slightly during the 1950's, suddenly doubled in the 1960's and in-
creased another 50 percent in the 1970's. - •

Specifically, from 1960 to 1974, the murder rate increased 90 per-
cent, rape 175 percent, armed robbery 248 percent, and the national
average of all so-called index crimes 157 percent.
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Why are we suddenly faced with criminal activity that threatens
the very character and quality of-American life? Why are juveniles
prominent in this tragic development?

The answers are fund in no single circumstance but in interrelated
developments too numerous for me to discuss this morning. I shall
mention only a few highlights.

We are now an urbanized society. Including their suburbs, major
cities contain more than 70 percent of the total population. Since
the highest rate of crime is in the cities, the shift of people from
the countryside and small towns to urban environments is relevant
to the problem you are considering.

The welfare system must accept some of the blame. In 1960, 50
percent of ghetto families had fathers as well as mothers. By the
end of the decade, only 20 percent had fathers. Many fathers, includ-
ing those with jobs, left home and the mother and children went
on relief. Mothers worked as much as possible without impairing
relief payments. This left children with little home supervision. The
children spent more time before television screens, mainly watching
programs of violence, than they spent in school. The life of the street
and the life of television were strikingly similar. Children did not
distinguish between fact and fiction. Psychiatrists insist that the at-
titudes and behavior of young persons are powerfully affected by.
television. We now have a television generation and criminal activity
of this group is high.

The spirit of lawlessness which is abroad in the land is prevalent
among the young. When juveniles learn that Governors defy court
orders, that fraud is widespread in local, State and Federal Govern-
ments, that even a President and a Vice President violated the public
trust, that crime pays, and this knowledge blends with other condition-
I am mentioning, it is little wonder that they are stimulated to steal
handbags, then cars and next join peers in armed robberies in which
violence may result.

I said crime pays. At the end of the decade of the 1960's, when
there were more than 10 million crimes in 1 year, only 12 percent
resulted in arrests, 6 percent in convictions or confessions, often at
reduced charges, and only 1.5 percent in incarcerations. As the distin-
guished lawyer, Lloyd Cutler, executive director of the President's
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, of which
I served as chairman, said: "The criminal justice system does not
detect, does not convict, and does not correct." The last word in
this phrase is based on the fact that 65 percent of all crimes are
committed by recidivists, a fact which applies to both juveniles and
adults.

Still another cause of the increased rate of crime in the 1960-74
period, including criminal activity by the young, was the intense disap-
pointment by minorities that followed a spectacular rise of expecta-
tions. Political leaders and others, beginning in the mid-1950 s and
reaching a height in the early 1960's, promised justice for minorities
in our country, promises which could be achieved even under the
best of circumstances only over a considerable period of time. Tem-
porarily, these promises brought hope, even elation to vast numbers.
The bitter disappointment which followed, guaranteed an increased
rate of crime, as all research by sociologists, criminologists and
psychologists proves.
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The flight nf many city residents to the suburbs was another cause.
Many who could afford to do so moved to Me su'u.b. w'hih ohem
selves became armed camps and electronic sanctuaries. This decreased
city tax bases and threatened the solvency of cities, thus reducing
the volume and quality of essential services.

The developments which caused increased crime also led to a
greatly increased use of drugs, especially among the young. Drugs
themselves are not a direct criminogenic influence. It is the cost
of the drugs that drives users to lives of crime.

Finally in this abbreviated list of causes, I must mention the un-
precendented increase in the inventory of concealable

andguns-handguns available to all, including juveniles. More than
46 million concealable handguns are in the hands of the American
people, and at least 3 niillion are added to the inventory each year.

handguns are used in 54 percent of murders, a higher percentage
in other crimes, such as robbery and assault.

In a few moments I have sketched a dismal picture. What should
we do? I must emphasize again that I cannot suggest what must
be done about all phases of juvenile delinquency. I can speak only
about what needs to be done about total crime, including crime by
juveniles.

First, we must expand and improve the criminal justice system so
that it does detect, convict, and correct.

Second, we must overcome the social causes of crime. This requires,
among many other things, eliminating ethnic and racial concentrations,
providing better schools and better education, reforming the welfare
system, equal job and promotion opportunities, finding an acceptable
way to check the glorification of crime by television, and gradually
eliminating white racism and the responding black racism.

These two attacks will cost a great deal, probably $4 billion a
year for the expansion and improvement of the criminal justice system,
and as much as $20 billion a year to eliminate as quickly as possible
the social causes of crime. A good deal of the social causes can
be met by changing present laws and programs and appropriations
under them. But the total cost will be feasible only if we have the
courage to insist upon austerity in government and to reorder national
priorities, for if we merely add costs such as these to what we now
spend, we shall face a national bankruptcy and gain chaos, not 4.
peaceful society.

But the third thing we can do would involve only modest cost
and could be done quickly. We should eliminate by purchase the
entire inventory of concealable handguns, save those in the possession
of persons - who could prove the need for licenses to have such
weapons.I now all the blatant objections which fill the mails and legislative

halls when this point is made. But as the commissioner of police
of Boston said last year to a Senate committee:

I do not understand why we work for universe arms reduction on the theory that
this wW promote wIversa peace but stubbornly refuse to do anything about domestic
disarmament on the theory that such action wW not promote domesatc peace.

Opponents say that the Constitution guarantees the rights of in-
dividuals to possess guns, including concealable handguns. This is
not true and those who say it know it is not true. The Supreme
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Court settled that question 100 years ago and State courts have upheld
most gun-control laws.

It is said that handgun are essential in the home for family'protec-
tion. In only three-tenths of 1 percent of all intrusions into homes
is a protective weapon used to injure or frighten away the intruder.
Yet these very guns are responsible for 80 percent of all murders,
a high percentage of assaults, and it is usually these guns that are
taken by juveniles to school where a classmate may be shot, not
an uncommon occurence in our disturbed society.

Opponents to the control of concealable handguns say that a law
to eliminate them would be obeyed by good people, not by the
criminally prone. Here it is important to remember that the police
know the criminal recidivists, but normally they can act only after
a crime has been committed or is being committed, and then a convic-
tion can be obtained only with convincing evidence. The Supreme
Court has ruled that police may frisk suspects. A recidivist with an
unlicensed handgun could be arrested and convicted on the physical
evidence alone. Thus, we would soon see a remarkable improvement.
Certainly the murder and assault rate would drop precipitately.

We are the only advanced, civilized nation without gun control.
Our rate of crime is 5 times that of Canada, 30 times that of the
United Kingdom and 90 times that of the low countries and Japan.

Nothing I have said applies to shotguns, rifles and other sporting
weapons.

Juvenile delinquency, total crime, persistent inflation, a fluctuating
economy, unemployment, massive Federal deficits which remove from
the money markets funds that ought to be used by private enterprise
for production and jobs, a pervasive spirit of lawlessness and cynicism
about democracy and representative government, threaten our future.
It is imperative that we establish priorities so as to begin now to
correct what we know is destroying our social fabric.

I congratulate you, Senator, and your subcommittee and thank you
for giving real attention to this major project.

Now, a problem: I would like very informally to tell you that for
some years I have been one of the modest supporters of a correctional
system in California which has a remarkable success, and I therefore,
from what I know about this field, believe that rehabilitation of the
young is perfectly possible.

Senator MATHIAS. I think the subcommittee would be most in-
terested in hearing about that system because it points in the direction
of action we might be able to take nationally.

Dr. EISENHOWER. Boys Republic, located south of Claremont, Calif.
has been in existence since 1902. It has a large acreage. Assigned
to it are youngsters at about the beginning of high school age or
a little younger. The courts offer Boys Republic 10 times as many
as it can take with its facilities.

'The young people work in producing meats and vegetables. As
a matter of fact, they are almost self-sufficient so far as food is
concerned. They produce what is pretty well known in this country,
the Del Robbia Christmas wreaths. They work all year lon4. in gather-
ing the weed pods which they paint, in building the wire frames,
and putting the perishable material on only at the last minute. This
activity produces nearly 50 percent of the income. State help is a
small traction of Boys Republic total cost.
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Well, the record is that from 1902 to 1975, 80 percent of those
who went through this program-getting a high school education,
too, took i should -mp-%6i7P-never again had any trouble with the
law, and there are some very distinquished graduates from this ieha-
bilitation center.

One of the most famous movie stars, whose name I won't mention,4is a graduate of this school and one of its greatest supporters.
Now, I know about a few others such as the one in Nebraska

and elsewhere, but here's something done at modest public cost and,
believe me, -if-you can have 80-percent rehabilitation, what a joy
it is for those young people and what a great thing for our society.

Senator MATHIAS. That is an example we should examine very care-
fully.

Dr. EISENHOWER. I hope it's getting some aid under the Safe Streets
Act, but I'm not sure. I haven't inquired.

Senator MATHIAS. I suspect that whatever the amount, it isn't as
much as could be used to expand activities. The subcommittee will
take a look at Boys' Republic because examples of success in this
realm are scarce.

I was impressed with the last paragraph of your statement, because
it sets up in all its starkness the problems that are before ihis country.
I don't think there has been any period since the Civil War in which
there have been so many problems confronting the fabric of govern-
ment at one time. Clearly, there have been many serious problems
in the last 100 years. But, again I cannot think of a time when
so many problems confront and test the whole fabric of government
as are contained in the list you have given us in that last paragraph.

Dr. EISENHOWER. You know, Senator, Lincoln said in 1863 that
if we ever lose our freedom, our democratic system, it will not be
because of influences from abroad, but from our own failures at

-home, and how tragically true this is this very day. I am convinced
that the domestic threat to the future of our free society, with all
its risks, is greater than any possible threat from abroad.

Senator MATHIAS. It seems to me there is an interrelation between
the problems we face. It is not the problem of housing alone, or
the lack of job opportunities. They are all related problems and must
be viewed in a systematic way.

Dr. EISENHOWER. I note you have some excellent witnesses coming,
such as Judge Hammerman, Commissioner Pomerleau and others who
know much more about the problems of juvenile delinquency than
I do. -

Senator MATHIAS. You are far too modest. In support of your very
helpful, although not very optimistic, statement I want to put in the
record at this time a series of articles which appeared recently in
the Baltimore Sun. These articles deal with the juvenile justice system.
Even your sternest warnings are confirmed by the facts which are
reported in this series of articles. I feel these articles should be part
of the record because they bear so directly on what you have already
told the subcommittee. So, this series of articles' will be placed in
the record following your testimony.

Dr. EISENHOWER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Eisenhower.
See .xhb S. pp. 91-102.
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Also, at this time, the subcommittee wishes to place into the record
a statement from Betty K. Thompson, president of Citizens Concerned
for Juvenile Justice in Baltimore. Betty Thompson is well know to
the subcommittee and we are extremely happy to have the benefit
of her statement on behalf of Citizens Concerned.

I also have a statement on behalf of the members of the Baltimore
low City Council and the members of the Committee on Juvenile Crime,

which has been submitted to the subcommittee by Walter S. Orlinsky,
president of the city council. The subcommittee will include the state-
ment of the city council at this time. In addition, I have a copy
of the interim report of the City Council Committee to Study Coor-
dination of Youth Services, submitted by Councilwoman Barbara A.
Mikulski of Baltimore. We're happy to have Councilwoman Mikulski's
statement, which will go into the record at this point.'

(Testimony of witnesses continues on p. 123.1

1 EXHIBIT No. 51
(From the Baltimore Sun]

FROM EVERY VIEWPOINT, JUVENILE JUSTICE FALLS SHORT

(By Michael Wentzel and Joan Jacobson)
Maryland's juvenile justice system is a system in trouble. As seen through the eyes

of police, prosecutors and juvenile workers in the Baltimore suburbs, the system suffers
from a nightmare caused by a lack of funds, an overworked staff and the steadily
expanding role of youths in crime.

High-ranking administrators as well as street-level counselors say the system is blunted
further by a lack of coordination among the agencies that handle family problems
and by a lack of knowledge on just how to best handle troubled and delinquent
youths.

The juvenile justice system as it operates in the suburbs shows the same stark
symptoms that clog and almost neutralize the system in Baltimore city.

These symptoms-from bureaucratic inefficency to the swelling numbers of youths
in trouble-erode juvenile justice across the state and the nation.

It is not simply an urban problem or a suburban crisis. It is seen by critics as
the failure of every phase and step within the maze that makes up the the state's
juvenile justice system to reverse the darkening shadow of juvenile crime.

Each facet of the system has a philosophy and a set of problem that contribute
to reducing the system's effectiveness:

Police and prosecutors, who each day must face both the juveniles on the street
and the victims of crime, argue that the system lets the youth go too easily without
punishment or actual treatment.

"The law clearly states that the first responsibility of the state is to the youngster,"
says Robert 0. Mathews, Jr., Howard county police chief, "and the second one is
to public safety. We've got to reverse that or at least make it equal."

The administrators of the Department of Juvenile Services, the office that attempts
to diagnose and rehabilitate juvenile offenders, complain that theirs is not a system
that has failed but one that never has been allowed to operate on an effective level.

The DJS budget for next year has no funds for additional counselors, for example,
yet the caseload has increased 19 per cent. This is like asking the same staff to
do a sixth day of work in the same five day work week..

Juvenile counselors, those who interview the youth and his parents after he has
been charged with an offense, live in a crowded world that frequently demands they
diagnose in 30 minutes problems that have been developing for 15 years.

Probation counselors throughout the metropolitan area must deal with caseloads
of between 30 and 7S juveniles, a situation that an Anne Arundel county counselor
says means that counselors deal only with emergencies and not with each youth who
needs help to keep him from another burglary or shoplifting.

"We put our fires," Mildred B. WRayhart says. "And we just go from one fire
the next."I §;-c, MNi ., pp. 102-12 3.
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The juvenile masters, who administrate part of the system and hear cases, act with
a weak, second-hand judicial power and characterize themselves as personifications
of the low priority of the juvenile justice system in the state.

Most masters, along with judges and juvenile experts, believe that the master system
should be abolished.

Judges in the state, while calling for a full-fledged court to handle juvenile and
family cases, have heavy caseloads and avoid juvenile cases, perhaps for lack of glamour,
and because, as Judge James L. Wray, of the Anne Arundel County Circuit Court,
says, "There is just an endless parade of depressing, hopeless cases."

And, one common, insistent complaint comes from many quarters: There are not
enough competent training camps, rehabilitation centers, foster homes, diagnostic facili-
ties, psychologists and counselors.

Increases in crime by juveniles in surburban Baltimore counties are reflections of
trends throughout the country.

The cases handled by the state Department of Juvenile Services have shown steady
growth in recent years. And the department's figures don't include cases handled
and cleared by police.

In Anne Arundel county 5,296 cases involving some offense by a juvenile were
handled in fiscal 1975, an increase of 42.9 per cent over the 1974 figure. In Mont-
gomery county, there was a 48.7 percent increase in juvenile cases.

Baltimore county handled 6,838 juvenile cases, a 23.6 per cent increase. Harford
county experienced a 9.1 per cent increase in juvenile cases while Carroll county
figures show a 21.9 per cent increase and Howard county a 19.4 per cent increase.

Baltimore city with 20,690 cases in 1975 still led the state, but the percentage
shift is to the suburbs. In 1973, Baltimore city accounted for 42.2 per cent of the
cases in the state involving juveniles. Last year, the city had 36.2 per cent of the
cases.

The number of youngsters under 18 arrested in the United States in 1973 increased
144 per cent over the total arrested in 1960. The increase for those over 18 was
only 16.8 per cent.

Of the 316,000 people arrested for burglary in the country in 1974, 54 per cent
were under 18. At least a million youngsters under 18 were involved with the nation's
juvenile courts during 1975. \

The recidivism rate of juvenile offenders, a topic of great debate but one difficult
to study accurately, also is a growing concern to Maryland officials.

The Department of Juvenile Services conducted a study of cases between 1968
to 1973 which showed a 24.5 per cent rate of juveniles in the state who are repeat
offenders.

This means, a departmental study says, one out of every four get in trouble again
while a juvenile.

A study by the Maryland Bar Association showed a 25.5 per cent recidivism rate
statewide, but an intensive study by the bar group of a smaller group of cases in
Baltimore city and six counties found a 45.5 per cent rate of recidivism.

Critics say this high rate show that the system is not working, while juvenile officials
say a "750 batting average in any league is damned good."

Much of the controversy surrounding the juvenile justice system involves the
philosophy of Maryland's "progressive" juvenile law, which say basically that juvenile
should not be punished for their crimes.

The purposes of the law, outlined in the law itself, are: "To provide for the care,
protection and wholesome mental development of children . . . and to provide for
a program of treatment, training and rehabilitation consistent with the child's best
interests and the protection of the public interest."

The law also lists as a goal the removal from children committing delinquent acts
the taint of criminality and the consequences of criminal behavior.

The police, the Department of Juvenile Services and the courts administer the law's
philosophy with input from a number of other agencies, including the Department
of Social Services.

Yet, officials in all of the them admit there is little of no coordination and each
of the agencies may be providing services to the same family and never contact each
other.

While the size of police forces has increased the size of the police departments'
juvenile divisions probably has not. The beat patrolman handling troubled youths and
delinquents frequently has little training and little respect for "the social workers"
he feels are easy on the kids.

The Department of Juvenile Services experienced a 19.3 per cent increase in cases
across the state in 1975. The department's budget, which has remained at about 1.5
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per cent of the state's total budget for the last five years, increased only 1.6 percent
1or-fiscal 1977 with no increases in staff except for federally financed programs.

Robert C. Hilson, DJS director, says a major change in the low state commitment
to juvenile justice will be needed to begin to turn the problem around.

"We have one of the best laws in the United States and not enough service to
back it up," Mr. Hilson says.

This means that the 15-year-old arrested for a second or third time by police probably
will survive a short interview by a juvenile counselor with a heavy schedule and
be back to freedom. If he is placed on probation, the counselor will have little time
for him unless it is an emergency or the youth is in serious trouble.

The result often is the 15-year-old feels he has beaten the system. And the police
and the frightened community agree.

The obvious answers are more money, more staff and more services, things the
state has been reluctant to fund. But the first answer, most critics agree, is coordina-
tion-perhaps the establishment of a family court to organize and administer all fami-
ly-connected services, including juvenile delinquency.

Many experts feel that money isn't the only ingredient. These experts call for involve-
ment on the community level.

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards wrote: "If this
country is to reduce crime, there must be a willingness on the part of every citizen
to give of himself, his time, his energy and his imagination."

Still, there seem to be real limits on how much anyone can understand or accomplish
in the complex and often bleak world of troubled youth and juvenile crime.

(From the Baltimore Sunl

JUVENILE DELINQUENT SYSTEM FRUSTRATES POLICE

(By Joan Jacobson and Michael Wentzel)
Day after day police arrest juveniles for burglary, auto theft and other adult crimes.

The law says the police must treat them as children.
Chronic juvenile delinquents know the juvenile justice system will keep them on

the streets even after they are caught a few times burglarizing or vandalizing a neighbor-
hood.

The Maryland juvenile delinquency law emphasized rehabilitation, not incarceration.
Delinquents today are starting out younger and committing more serious crimes.

And police in once quiet suburbs of Baltimore are facing a delinquency problem
that has overwhelmed their city counterparts for years.

With the changes, most police have become extremely critical of the juvenile justice
system.

One of those critics, Robert 0. Mathews Jr., Howard county police chief, cites
county crime statistics:

"Here's a youngster born in 1961," says Chief Mathews, thumbing through a pile
of riles. "Two counts of burglary and one peeping tom, trespassing, runaway, rogue
and vagabond, vandalism, burglary, trespassing-and this is all between September,
1974, to August, 1975. This youngster never served a day in training school. He
never even went to juvenile court."

"I think more cases ought to come to us," says Howard Merker, deputy state's
attorney for Baltimore county. "Kids today know their records have to be pretty
bad before they'll be taken to court. But I think they ought to get that traumatic
experience in court."

Police officers who cruise the streets day after day express outrage when they con-
tinually see the same youngsters they have arrested, sometimes more than once, for
stealing, destroying property and breaking into homes and stores.

We've got to face the fact that there are bad boys but there are also animals
at the age of 16, like there are animals at the age of 35. We cannot continually
patronize and placate these kids," says Chief Mathews.

Anyone under 18 is considered a juvenile and cannot be put in jail after arrest.
Exceptions to the age cutoff are 16 for armed robbery and 15 for murder and forcible
rape.

Instead, when a juvenile is apprehended, the police officer, after reading the youngster
his rights and writing a routine report, must call the youth's parents to take the
child home to await a call from the Department of Juvenile Services.

From here, a juvenile services intake counselor will decide if the case will go to
juvenile court, will be handled informally without court action or will be dropped
altogether.
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Many police officers and prosecutors argue that the intake officer is not trained
legally for the decisions he makes in dropping cases or sending them to juvenile
court.

"You see what happens now, you arrest the youngster, and within 30 days an
intake counselor decides to adjudicate the case on an informal basis," Chief Mathews
says. "Then you see the continual offenders. Our police officers become frustrated
with the system because they keep arresting the same face over and over again for
the same basic offense.

"And they have no idea why the person hasn't been confined."
Police and juvenile services have opposing definitions of juvenile delinquency. Police

who are confronted daily by juveniles are looking for punishment as an answer to
the crimes.

Juvenile services counselors, on the other hand, accuse police of ignoring the
youngster' behavioral problems which are often the root of the crimes.

They criticize prosecutors for being too hasty in asking judges to waive juveniles
into the adult system when the resources of the juvenile system-repeated probation
and training school-have not been exhausted.

But the number of cases sent from the police to the juvenile services administration
is climbing and exceeds both the manpower of juvenile services and the suburban
police departments.

The system's malfunction, some police say, begins in the home and is only deteri-
orated further by the law "Once the family breaks down the system will not work,"
says Lt. John E. Koontz, of the State Police in Westminster.

Maj. Patricia A. Hanges, head of Baltimore County Police Department's youth bureau,
says she worries the system does not make juveniles and parents accountable for
crimes.

"It takes a week or two before Department of Juvenile Services even talks to the
child after he is apprehended by police," Major Hanges says. "The juvenile justice
system is so overcrowded it's becoming totally ineffective.

"Here's little Johnny Jones who gets picked up for stealing Joey Smith's $70 bike.
Police bring him in. They have a little interview with him. Jones is back out in
the neighborhood that night and he's telling everybody, 'Man, I stole that bike and
here I am out on the street."'

Major Hanges' blunt arguments are repeated by police throughout Baltimore's sub-
urbs.

Because of the frustration with the state juvenile law and with the overcrowded
Department of Juvenile Services, the larger suburban jurisdictions, like Baltimore and
Montgomery counties have turned to a program they call diversion.

-Diversion applies to first-time offenders and is an alternative to sending a case
to the intake counselors at the Department of Juvenile Services.

The police department takes the first-time offender, the teen-ager who smashes a
neighbor's windows or shoplifts some lipsticks from a drug store.

The youngster is counseled by police department staff who try to find the root
of the youngster's problem before he or she gets Into more serious trouble. Police
often urge the child and parents pay the victim either with money or services.

But Major Hanges cautions: We don't coddle these kids. If they come in here
and they have a bad attitude, and they're arrogant . . . then the kids go to juvenile
court."

Anne Arundel county does not use diversion because it has a community arbitration
system, a quasi-judicial hearing that deals with misdemeanor offenses. An arbitrator
meets with the young offender, his parents and the victim to find a way to deal
with the problem, such as restitution by working in the community.

Diversion is not practiced in the smaller jurisdictions where all cases are sent to
Department of Juvenile Services.

In the five counties that surround the city-Baltimore, Anne Arundel, Carroll, Harford
and Howard-the number of cases sent from the police department to DJS between
1974 and 1975 has grown by 32 per cent-from 9,530 in 1974 to 12,593 in 1975.

Large percentages of the total arrests in the suburbs are juveniles, with burglary,
assault and auto theft the most frequently committed crimes by juveniles. In 1975,
44 percent of the arrests in Baltimore county were juveniles; 25 per cent in Harford
county; 25 per cent in Carroll county; 24 per cent in Anne Arundel county, and
21 per cent in Howard county. -

However, despite the large percentage of juvenile arrests; suburban police departments
utilize few if any of their officers to deal specifically with youth.

In Baltimore s five suburban counties, only two have youth bureaus in their police
departments. Baltimore county has a staff of 19-detectives, officers and one counselor
for the diversion program. Anne Arundel has three detectives.
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I From the Baltimore Sun)

FUNDS, STAFF LACK Givasl DJS FEELINGS OF FUTILITY

(By Michael WentzeI and Joan Jacobson)
"The utter futility of articulating the chronic staff shortage and attendant problems

ob has become obvious. Nothing will happen, no one who has the authority to correct
the situation will respond."

MEMO TO STATE FROM DAVID W. LAROM, ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY SUPERVISOR OF
DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE SERVICES

Dave Larom is a juvenile delinquent from New York who made good.
He remembers being arrested and going to court, but most of all he remembers

his probation officer.
"Iwas only one of a few cases he had," he recalls. "It's no wonder hc was able

to help me."
Mr. Larom now heads a county department that will handle more than 7,000 cases

this year, nearly a 20 per cent increase over the last. The state did not fund any
increase in staff.

Many of his probation officers will have 70 cases each, while the demand for the
time of his intake counselors will be so much that they sometimes can spend only
15 minutes with each case.

The only new people he can get he obtains through what he calls "the creative
art of writing federal grants."'

But, federal grants run out. So there never are enough people.
"We don't have enough people to accurately diagnose and plan treatment for

delinquents," he says. "We lose track of them, and they are out in the community
and will finally come back in to us after they've done something else and will have
to be put away because they haven't had the treatment the law says they deserve
to have."

"Ultimately. our judgment is a subjective judgment based on a feeling for the kid
and the family and for the personality of the child. We are a bureaucracy dealing with
an imperfect science.

LAURENS CARNER, ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY INTAKE SUPERVISOR

The intake counselor has a great deal of power in the juvenile justice system. This
counselor decides if there is a case against the juvenile and if the case should go
to court.

In fiscal 1975 in Maryland. only 36.9 per cent of the 57,162 cases handled by
the Department of Juvenile Services went to court.

Intake counselors across the state last year disapproved or closed 50.1 per cent
of the cases. This means the counselors decided the legal case was insufficient or
could be dismissed after a warning and without further supervision.

This crucial decision, because of staff problems in most of the metropolitan counties,
is made after only a short interview.

"i regret saying this," says Ann E. Sentman, intake counselor in Anne Arundel
county, but the number of bodies out in the hallway determines the amount of time
I take. I try to take as much time as I can."

The-hallways often are crowded with children and parents. On her first day at
work in the county, Ann Sentman had 50 interviews.

"1 try to find out what the act-a burglary or whatever-meant to the kid," she
says. "I try to find out what is in his head, what his attitudes are, what kind of
supervision he gets at home. I look at the attitude of his parents during the interview.
I check prior records if I can. I try to make the interview AW therapeutic as I can.
I explain what the alternatives are and what might happen if he continues. I admit
that what I decide is almost a gut reaction."

This is done in about 45 minutes.
The intake counselor also can put a youth on informal supervision and, if the

counselor has time, work with the child and his family.
Intake counselors handled 13 per cent of their 57,162 cases this way in fiscal 1975.

This is in additional to the 50. 1 per cent closed or disapproved by the counselors.
It is this visible 63.1 per cent of 57,162 cases that intake counselors kept out

of court that draws fire from police, prosecutors and communities.



"We are trained to work with kids and to know what is the best course of action
and best treatment for kids," Dave Larom, the DJS supervisor in Anne Arundel,
says. "Law enforcement officials have no business in treatment."

"I would have a horrible time here and I would be terribly overworked if it were
not for the great agencies in the county."

JOSEPH E. WALTER, INTAKE COUNSELOR IN CARROLL COUNTY

Joe Walter is the only intake counselor in Carroll county. Last year he handled
more than 800 referrals.

Since he is the only intake counselor, he also must handle night calls that roust
him out of bed about twice a week.

"The Youth Services Bureau here is one of the very best agencies I have ever
known," Mr. Walter says. "Junction, the agency that handles drug cases in the county
is tremendous, Without them, I'd be lost."

Joe Walter knows the pressures of the job. He has worked in Flagstaff, Ariz., and
Baltimore city as an intake counselor. In the 2 years he has been in Carroll county,
he has watched the rate of referrals increased.

"I get along great with about half the lice and the other half hate me for not
sending everything into court," he says. "We have a good state's attorney here and
the police and the victim have the right to petition my decision to the state's attorney.
He has reversed me more than previous state's attorneys but I trust his discretion..'

"We only stamp out fires. If a kid isn't a fire, you don't do anything."

MILDRED B. W. RAYHART, SUPERVISOR OF PROBATION IN ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY

There are four probation counselors in Anne Arundel county who carry more than
70 cases. The other probation counselors have less but only because they are on
grants and cannot go above a certain level.

The probation counselor gets a juvenile who has been through court. The juvenile
knows the system and has had to be involved in a number of crimes before he
reached the probation stage.

By the time probation gets involved, the youths are streetwise and the families
are in trouble. The job asks for the probation counselor to handle both.

Charles Ford, who handles the southern part of Anne Arundel county, has a case
load of more than 60 juveniles each month, He travels hundreds of miles every week.

Charles Pettibone handles the heart of thecounty. His caseload peaked at 67 in
December, 1975. But, a federal employment program enabled him to split his territory.
He now has 35 youths on his list.

"I aim to see everyone," Chip Pettibone says. "But, I never can. Some I see often.
Others, I don't %ee at all. It makes a big difference having fewer cases. I can spend
time with the kid and his family and I can spend more time with more people.
If I can't spend time with them, they just go back with the friends they got in trouble
with."

Chip Pettibone, who inherited a caseload of 25 on his first day at work and never
received any training until the fourth month on the job, knows he can't do it all.

"We need more foster homes, group homes, vocational training, schools for re-
education," he says.

"There are definitely some kids who take to rehabilitation. But when a kid comes
to court over and over and he is sent to a counseling agency 10 time, I don't think
it's been terribly successful.

"We have to rehabilitate, but at times you'd think the kid has no right to punishment.
I can't see where it does any good to force $10,000 worth of psychiatry down his
throat if it doesn't help him."

GREG D. CORBIN, JUVENILE COUNSELOR, BALTIMORE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
JUVENILE SERVICES

As long as the Maryland law calls for reforming delinquents instead of punishing
them, juvenile counselors will keep referring them to tutors and family counselors
with state money.

Only as a last resort are delinquents sent to training schools.
Most youths, who come to juvenile services by way of the police department or

the school system, never come back after their first visit.
But sometimes a youth is referred one, two or maybe five times before juvenile

services will send him to court. Then the court might put him on probation.
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"So, the next day, he goes out and commits the same offense. He wasn't punished
so he tried it again," says Rudolph J. Hoied, a probation supervisor for Baltimore
county.

"As long as we have a law that says they're delinquent (rather than criminal)
we must help them."

"CINS cases are almost impossible to deal with because we have no hammer, no
alternative when dealing with these kids."

ROBERT T. JACOBS, JUVENILE COUNSELOR IN BALTIMORE COUNTY
CINS, or Children in Need of Supervision, are youths who run away from home,

are truant from school, or whose parents can no longer control them. In January
1974, a law was passed preventing courts from sending CINS to training school.

If a youth refuses to go to school, or continually runs away from home, it is an
educational or a family problem. An outside counselor can do little to help if the
family or school won't cooperate with the counselor.

"Maybe the kid is heavily involved in drug use, but he's never been caught for
druF use, only for running away," says Mr. Jacobs.'A man came in here one day with his son. The man had two or three marriages.
He's had 16 kids and he's tired now. He has trouble with his teen-age son. He doesn't
want the responsibility anymore."

JAMES L. SCAGO, SUPERVISOR FOR HARFORD COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE
SERVICES

Mr. Scagg countinues the story.
"He says, 'I've had this kid for 16 years and I'm tired of him.' Little does he

know that for 16 years he's screwed the kid's mind up.
"Parents want to leave their kids here with us. They start walking out the door

and we have to say," Hey, wait a minute, come back here, this is your responsibility.
"We're dealing with human nature, not with cogs and wheels you can put back

together again."
Today's troubled teen-agers often are the products of irresponsible parents. Mr.

Scagg says the Department of Juvenile Services has become a last resort for parents
who have lost control of their children.

He argues that juvenile services also-has become the dumping ground, not only
for unwanted teen-agers, but for the Board of Education's acute truancy cases and
for the Department of Social Services family cases that develop into juvenile delinquen-
cy cases.

"Not much is being done to make parents responsible. We've become a babysitting
service. The Department of Juvenile Services is often thought of as a second-class
citizen. We don't carry the clout that social services and the board of education
carry."

"My job is prevention. I go everywhere to talk to people-to schools, communities-I
try to reach as many people as possible. We have to start early to prevent juvenile
problems. We have to start in the schools, to teach kids how to be responsible parents
when they grow up, and how to decide whether or not to be parents at all.

"We have people coming in here with their kids. They say, 'We had no idea it
would be this difficult to bring up a child. We don't want him anymore."

HARRY LANGMEAD, PREVENTION SPECIALIST, BALTIMORE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
JUVENILE SERVICES

Mr. Langmead is paid as a prevention specialist through a federal grant. The money
will run out this fall and his position will be eliminated.

His job is to go into the communities, to explain to people they can't ran away
from neighborhood youth problems. They must let rehabilitation agencies like group
homes and Youth Service Bureaus come into their backyards.

"But communities don't want to deal with prevention," he says.
Mr. Langmead, the only prevention specialist in the county, says he is overwhelmed

by the scope of his job.
"Yes, I guess my job is to change society," he says.
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(From the Baltimore Sun]

STATUS, POWER SOMEWHAT LEss-MASTER'S DEMANDS FIRST-CLASS

(By Joan Jacobson and Michael Wentuzel)
The juvenile master's courtroom looks like any other courtroom except that it is

smaller, barely formal and less ornate.
In many ways, the courtroom is symbolic of the master's status in the justice system.
For although many serious cases will be heard by a master, the master's official

power, like his courtroom, is not first-class.
However, the master's work has all the demands of a trial before a judge.
The scene is descriptive of a typical Prince Georges County hearing but it could

be in Baltimore city or any county of suburban Baltimore.
There is a prosecutor preparing his case. Outside, on a narrow bench are several

witnesses and a few policemen.
At the defense table are two young boys and their public defender. The charge

is the theft of dozens of CB radios.
The atmosphere is not stiff but the musty air of legality has settled in.
The master sits behind the bench where a judge would sit. He will play the judge's

role but the master is not a judge.
In the city and some of the counties, he may even wear a judge's robes.
Durng the hearings for the two boys, he makes the step-by-step decisions on legality

th3at falf to a judge in a trial. He conducts each hearing with the demeanor and
one of a judge.

But, he is a juvenile master and in the technical eyes of the law, he is more
of a referee than a judge.

It is this stepchild status and second-class judgeship that many see as a weak link
in the juvenile justice system.

In the city and the suburban counties, the masters handle the majority of the juvenile
cases because of the heavy caseloads of judges.

But, a master does not have the power to make his orders final. He is part of
a judicial system rich in delays. Even the master's authority is deferred.

When the hearin* for the two boys charged with stealing the CB radios is complete,
the master will wnte up a full report, make his decision on the case and forward
it to a judge for review and approval.

If the defense or the prosecution objects to the master's findings, another hearing
is required-this time before a judge.

In any case, the master's decision is not final until the judge gives his written
approval.

This reliance on masters in the city and eight counties in the state draws increased
criticism each year.

Citing the duplication of work, delays in adjudication of cases and the appearance
of incomplete justice in the masters system, a committee of judges from across the
state recommended the elimination of masters and the appointment of full-time juvenile
judges in a report that indicts the "second-class status of juvenile justice."

In the report of the Committee of Juvenile and Family Law and Procedure to
the Judicial Conference of Maryland, the judges wrote:

"Do children in our society and the victims of crime committed by children deserve
a level of juice below that of an adult? Are juvenile problems so insignificant that
they do not require the full consideration of a judge, yet an ordinary contract or
tort case does? Has the legislature made a policy determination that it will provide
sufficient judicial resources to handle all cases except those dealing with juveniles?

"The very existence of juvenile masters is illustrative of the low priority that is
attached to the juvenile justice system."

The statewide judges conference adopted the commitee's report and endorsed the
abolition of masters in April.

The masters in chancery originally were officers in the court studying and making
recommendations on problems growing out of the administration of trusts and estates.
They were meant to hear equity cases, not cases of juvenile law.

When magistrates and justices of the peace stopped hearing juvenile cases, the circuit
court judges appointed masters to act as aides in juvenile courts.

The system started with one master in Baltimore city but grew with the mushrooming
workloads until 7 full-time masters worked in the city and I I others were spread
throughout eight counties.

There is one full-time master in Anne Arundel, Howard and Carroll counties. Bal-
timore county has one full-time and a part-time master while Prince George's county
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has two full-time and a part-time master. Charles, Harford and St. Marys county
each have a part-time master.

The total number of cases handled by the Juvenile Services Administration has
increased steadily from the 19,782 cases disposed of in fiscal 1968 to the 57,162
cases during fiscal 1975, a 189 per cent increase.

The load on the courts and the masters also has increased, despite the emphasis
in the state juvenile delinquency law on keeping juveniles out of the courts.

The courts in the state received 16,043 cases in 1968 and 21,079 in 1975, a 31.4
per cent increase since 1968 and a 12.5 per cent increase since 1974.

This increased workload has created a subtle change that many judges and masters
in the metropolitan area agree is a major problem.

"The judge handling juvenile cases cannot, in light of the volume of his caseload,
conscientiously review and make an adequate decision on an order adopting the master's
recommendation," said Judge Rober L. Karwacki, the city's juvenile court judge. "So
the master, in reality is the final authority unless there is an appeal."

Several masters in the metropolitan counties agreed, saying that they have "judicial
power by default."

Judge Karwacki praises the masters in the city as highly competent and says that
in 6,000 cases, he has had only 86 requests for review and has disagreed with a
master only 7 times.

The situation in the counties is similary, though statistically difficult to trace. All
the masters are attorneys, except the master in Carroll county, who is a retired engineer.
They appear to know the law and the judges rely on the knowledge of the master
rather than their power to review a case.

To a number of national juvenile justice study groups, this means the juvenile is
denied his constitutional rights because he is not being heard in a true court.

"What's wrong with the system is the system's image," Judge Karwacki said. "The
idea is given that this can t be an important case if no judge deigns to hear it.
There really is not a lack of justice, but there is an appearance of the lack of justice
and that is just as important. The parents sense this and many of the juveniles certainly
do. It is an impression of second class justice.

"How can we demand respect for the law unless you can show that the law respects
the person hearing this case?'

The masters themselves complain their second-class power sets the status for the
system.

"The prosecutor is almost always the youngest and most-inexperienced on the staff
and the public defender is sometimes only a law clerk," said Master J. Edwin Hutchin-
son, of Prince Georges county. "I am not questioning the competence of these people
but things happen before me than no lawyers would allow to happen before a judge.

"If juvenile crime is such a problem, why aren't full-times professionals, judges
and attorneys, handling the problem?"

The U.S. District Court in Baltimore has questioned the structure of the masters
system, saying the right of a judge to review a master's decision and conduct a new
hearing could place the juvenile in double jeopardy, a violation of his constitutional
rights.

The problem is compounded by the continual administrative duties of a juvenile
master and heavy paperwork. At least one study of masters in the state suggested
that paperwork, depending on the caseload, consumes between 10 to 50 per cent
of a master's time.

The judges' family law committee said a full-time master is "only 50 to 75 per
cent as functional as a full-time judge."

The Governor's Justice Commission said the fact that 5 or the 18 masters in the
state are part-time can create other problems.

"They not only fail to gain the necessary experience on the bench," the commission's
study said, "but risk potential conflict of interest if their business dealings and judicial
pathes should crQs."

The juvenile master system raises serious questions with regard to justice in individual
cases and justice in an efficient manner, the judges' family law committee said.

The weaknesses of the master system and the appearance of insufficient justice,
the committee suggested, has helped to create fear in the minds of citizens and to
shatter the credibility of the juvenile justice system.
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[From the Baltimore Sun I

JUVENILE SERVICES CHIEF WANTS HIGHER PRIORITY, MORE MONEY

Robert C. Hilson has that quiet look a man who has learned to weather the storms
of government.

He heads the Department of Juvenile Services, a state Health Department agency
under attack and blamed for the increase in juvenile crime.

He faces a department that he feels is understaffed and often troubled with morale
problems.

And each year he must go to the state almost begging for funds.
"The needs of the troubled youth and the youth in trouble, in Maryland must

receive a higher priority within state government if we are to have any impact upon
reducing the ever increasing incidents of juvenile crime and thereby make our society
a safer place in which to live," Mr. Hilson wrote in a cover letter to his 1975 annual
report to Dr. Neil Solomon, state health secretary.

tris a letter he has written many, many times.
"Our services are grossly inadequate," Mr. Hilson says. "Every aspect of the depart-

ment is underfunded. We have not kept pace with the demands made by increasing
juvenile crime or changing philosophies of treatment.

"The law we have is a very good law if we had the tools to implement it. There
is no increase in our budget for fiscal 1977 for intake counselors, yet referrals to
intake are up 19 per cent. That's like adding another day's work.

"Something has to give. Unfortunately, it's the quality of work that goes. An intake
counselor can't spend a half hour with a family and get the job done."

On his desk he has a thick report with rumpled edges. It is a recently completed
five-year plan for the department.

He describes it as "conservative, realistic and definitely not the ideal budget."
"This plan will only meet our minimum program needs," Mr. Hilson says. "it will

not keep pace with the increasing workload. It is a realistic approach to money,
not our needs."

Yet, this proposed five-year plan calls for budget increases the department has not
seen in years.

For fiscal 1977, the department received a state-funded increase of 1.6 per cent.
The department's budget has been 1.5 per cent of the total state budget for years.

The plan includes three budgetary option levels-a 5 per cent increase, an 8 per
cent increase and a 10 per cent increase for each of the 5 years.

The 10 per cent budget alternative for fiscal 1978 calls for a total departmental
budget of $32,627,652 providing 124 new positions to the statewide staff of 1,462.

This is up from the current budget of $29,436,390.
The 10 per cent alternative budget of $35,940,448 providing 130 new positions.
The director predicts that with proper case load levels, the recidivism rate could

be cut by as much as 10 per cent, down from a level that varies in the metropolitan
area from 25 per cent to 45 per cent.

Mr. Hilson says the 10 per cent budget is the minimum increase the department
must have to handle the expanding workload.

"Actually, we need to double our staff to do the job," Mr. Hilson says. "There
must be a major turnaround in commitment of state funds if we are to do our job.
If the state is concerned, they must stop paying only lip service to the problem.
It's been a long time since we received a 10 per cent budget increase, but I'm op-
timistic."

On an equal plane with money in Mr. Hilson's eyes is coordination.
"We have a nonsystem," he says. "Everyone in the juvenile justice system, every

component, has a responsibility and an interdependence upon the other. This implies
coordination. And I don't see any.

"There is a real fragmentation of duties and duplication of duties. And I don't
see anyone doing anything about it. I support anything that will end fragmentation
and bring about coordination."

He will not say outright that his department should be separated from Dr. Solomon's
far-flung Health Department. But he does support a family court concept and a reor-
ganization of his department.

"I don't consider myself a health official," Mr. Hilson says. "Dr. Solomon knows
that. A better answer might be a department of youth affairs."

He says the state must place juvenile problems higher in its list of priorities, but
adds that communities must do the same.

"The tough test for the juveniles comes in living in the community not in living
in institutions," he says. "We must have programs that show the troubled youth how
to live in the community. And the community must accept these programs and become
involved in them."
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(From the Baltimore Sun)

JOB DEMANDS TIME, COMPASSION, TOLERANCE FOR PROBLEMS

Francis T. Peach is 70 years old, a former Baltimore county state's attorney and
county solicitor.

Bess B. Levine is 43, an atttorney and former chief judge of the Prince George's
county orphans court.

Robert Speaks is 58, a former Army colonel and veteran of 30 years of military
service and a retired engineer.

All three also carry the term "Honorable" before their names-a title given to
18 masters in the state as well as judges.

The master conducts hearings for juveniles alleged to be delinquent. He makes
a full record of the case, decides legal arguments during the hear hearing, writes
up a report on the hearing, makes a decision on what to do with the juvenile and
forwards it to a judge for approval.

It is a job that demands time, compasssion and a tolerance for complex problems
and paperwork.

Master Peach came to the position in 1958 after 28 years as an attorney.
Like most masters, he is damned by some police and prosecutors and praised by

defense attorneys and juvenile counselors.
"They criticize criminal court judges too" he says. "I try to follow the philosophy

of the law as best I can, I don't think about criticism."
After 18 years of watching a growing parade of delinquent children fill his courtroom,

he says he believes in Maryland's juvenile delinquency law, which de-emphasizes punish-
ment and prescribes treatment of delinquents.

"The law works and would work better if we had more facilities," Master Peach
says. "No one will tell you we don't need more facilities. I suppose the children
are getting younger than those that came before me 10 to 12 years ago. Of course,
we never saw drug cases when I began..'

Another change Master Peach has seen develop is the increasing procedures to
protect the legal rights of juveniles that have come through United States Supreme
Court rulings.

"These criminal procedures are totally unlike the informal hearings we had," he
says. "If the philosophy is that the delinquent should not be viewed as a criminal,
we shouldn't have criminal proceedings."

Even though five years past the customary retirement age, Master Peach says he
is not thinking about retiring.

"I don't have any less sense now than I ever had and I enjoy my work," he says.
Master Peach and Master Levine both feel that full-time judges should replace masters

to hear juvenile cases.
However, Master Levine is adamant about the need for judges.
"I don't care what you would call the position-judge or master," she says. "But

the master can control the juvenile justice system. The master needs authority to
deal with juvenile cases and provide the services necessary for rehabilitation.

"If a judge says he wants such-and-such done, it happens. A judge has authority.
That's what the system needs. Authority. A master can't provide the same impetus
as a judge."

Master Levine takes a visitor to the crowded room where delinquent juveniles await
hearings. She complains about the small courtrooms and the poorly equipped attorneys.

As a juvenile judge, Master Levine says she would be an activist.
"I decry the state of the juvenile justice and juvenile services in the state," she

says. "Perhaps, it will take a judge to turn things around. The heart of the system
is the disposition of cases. We need professional judges and better services to strengthen
the heart."

Master Speaks in the only master in the state who is not an attorney.
"I worked with young people and families in the Army," he says. "I knew the

judge here and he asked me if I was interested in the job. Obviously, I was."
ae is unique in other ways, too.
Master Speaks says he believes the master system is solid and workable.
"Any juvenile has the right of appeal," he says. "We do everything to protect

the juvenile's rights. The master also allows someone to specialize in the field and
have a feel for juvenile cases. Something a judge can't do if he is hearing juvenile
cases in between civil cases."

Master Speaks says he has had only four exceptions taken to his decisions in five
years of work.

He also says he believes-as do most people involved in juvenile justice in Carroll
county-that the system is working.
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"We are doing quite well," he says. "Our recidivism rate is well below the state's
and we also have len caes per thousand of population. The philosophy of the law
is a good one and we make it work here."

But each of masters sees a different shot, a different number of reasons why a
child has gone bad.

They express them in phrases like: "The breakdown of the family structure," and"the loss of respect for authority and property." and "a lack of ce'ncern on the
part of rents" and "the tendency to view violence as an every day matter to betolerated."

It is a lament that is not confined to masters but masters must hear it every day.

[EXHIBIT No. 61

CITIZENS CONCERNED FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE,
237 WEsT LANVALE STREET,

Baltimore, Md.
To-Senator MATHIAS

Citizens Concerned for Juveniles, organized in 1973 after publication of The John
Howard Association Report on juvenile justice in Maryland, is a loose coalition of
organization members and other individuals.

We have gathered many to our banner in fighting the proposed 100-bed maximum
security institution in pushing passage of S.B. 1064 which keeps non-delinquent children
from being housed with delinquents, we persuaded Governor Mandel to allow Juvenile
Services to purchase services for children in their own homes rather than place them
in residential care, we have created community awareness of the conditions in training
schools by showing some 50 times a movie we bought from CBS called No one
Coddled Bobby. (Morley Safer-Mike Wallace 60 Minutes). All who saw it seemed
convinced that community facilities are necessary, large institutions destructive.

Among the over 400,000 citizens represented by their spokesmen in Annapolis against
the maximum security prison were the J.C.'s. The American Lejion, Maryland
Cong.-P.T.A.'s, NAACP, Greater Baltimore Com., Interdenominational Ministerial Al-
liance. We marshalled the group.

Among the important things not accomplished are adequate funding for court service
personnel, funding for programs of prevention, sensible budgeting procedures in the
administration and legislature. We have to add that co-ordination and co-operation
between School, Social Service and Juvenile Service bureaucracies is minimal where
it exists at all, with resulting waste, duplication and loss of help for children.

One example of frustrating non-activity may be enlightening. When Governor Mandel
wanted to build the max. sec., he promised that $450,000/year just for interest on
the loan would be available in 1977. The max. sec. is not being built, the $450,000
is somewhere.

Two inexpensive and successful pilot programs, detention at home with intensive
supervision and probation at home with same need to be expanded. If they were,
overcrowding would cease at training schools. The Governor should be able to find
$450,000 fc,: expansion since he doesn't have to pay interest on loans. We think
he can and should and do not accept any evasions about operating budgets having
nothing to do with capital budgets.

In closing, let me say we are as one in giving first priority to prevention with
services to start early, early, early. Your Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act funnels
most of its funds to this state through LEAA of Md. whose philosophy does not
embrace prevention. Mr. Wirtz the spokesman seems to think LEAA should not be
involved with a child who is not already in some trouble. This is not prevention.
Perhaps the funds should go to some other agency?

Respectfully submitted,
BEtY K. THOMPSON,President, Cit. Concerned w. JJ
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(ExmIiTr No. 7)

BALTIMORE CrITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON JUVENILE CRIME,
June 22, 1976

Hon. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS,
Senate Judiciary Committee,
Juvenile iinquency Sub-Committee,
Old Senate Office BuiWing, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MATHiAS: On behalf of the Honorable Members of the Baltimore
City Council and the members of the Committee on Juvenile Crime, I am enclosing
a copy of the initial Recommendations of the Baltimore City Council Committee on
Juvenile Crime. This Committee was charged by City Council Bill 1587, introduced,
on November 4, 1974, to study the problems of the high incidence of juvenile crime.

Prior to and durin$ the deliberations of the Committee, it was apparent that real
knowledge of what juvenile crime and offenders are all about is limited, and that
many people easily talk about the crime problem and offer instant solutions to those
problems. With this in mind, the Committee set out not to investigate the underlying
socio-economic causes for crime, but to limit itself to addressing the systematic
problems. The nature of the recommendations reflects this intentio:i.

Recommendation No. 14 calls for a coordination of the present programs offered
by the State, City and private agencies, and as a result of this recommendation, the
Baltimore City Council instituted a City Council Committee to Study the Coordination
of Youth Services. A copy of this Committee's report is being presented under separate
cover.

Thank you for offering the Baltimore City Council Committee on Juvenile Crime
the opportunity to present the results of its deliberations in this area of mutual concern.

Sincerely,
WALTER S. ORLINSKY.

Enclosure.
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Initial Rccommendations
City Council Committee on Juvonilo Crime

Recommendation No. 1

A community arbitration system similar to that established by
the State Department of Juvenile Services in conjunction with the
State's Attorney of Anne Arundel County and the court be established
in Baltimore City.

Committee Note

The Committee strongly feels that dispositions of Juvenile cases
should be accomplished as soon as possible after the initial complaint
is made. It is further understood that while serious Juvenile offenders
require some time before a final disposition can be made# most of the
minor offenders can be dealt with summarily in an informal setting
shortly after the offense occurs. These rapid dispositions allow for
more time to be spent on the more serious cases as they arise by
existing staff. A key to this process is the issuance of a "ticket
citations at the time of the arrest so that all parties concerned are
notified of a time and date regarding disposition of the matter. In
addition to the rapid disposition of these cases, much leeway is allowed
by the arbitrator (a lawyer) in terns of fashioning a proper adjustment.
Requiring juveniles who have been found to pull false alarms to
polish fire engines for a certain amount of time is but one example of
this.

As a result of the Anne Artndel County Community Arbitration Program,~
seventy-seven percent of all juvenile complaints are disposed of within
five days after the arrest. Two-third Gf these result in warnings or
a failure to substantiate charges and the remaining one-third result in
informal adjustments under a forty-five day period of supervision. The
remainder of the cases follow the usual procese through the juvenile
system. Only two days ago, the Department of Juvenile Services announced
plans to seek LEAA support in implementing this program in Biltimore City.
Recommendation No. 2

The community arbitration system should be decentralized in several
districts throughout the City.

Recommendation No. 3

The feasibility of holding community arbitration hearings during
evening hours as well as on weekends be explored.
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Committee Notes to Recommendations 2 and 3

In conjunction with speedy disposition of minor juvenile cases,
ease of access to disposition hearings by witnesses and other parties
is of concern to the Committee. On the basis of Anne Arundel County's
experience, fully seventy-seven percent-of alljuvenile matters referred
to the Department of Juvenile Services will be disposed of at this
level. Because of the nature of the dispositions at this level, it is
highly unusual for youth to be represented by counsel at this stage..
in order for the arbitrator to havs as much evidence as possible during
these hearings, and, at the same time eliminate the need for postpone-
ments to either a later date or at a subsequent stage in the juvenile
process, evenihg and weekend hours may be most conducive to the presence
of parents and other witnesses in the matter. The nature of these
hearings coupled with their decentralization as to location and their
condlict during "non-businesif hour may stimulate - increased - .
participation in the process. The Committee feels that this should be
done on an experimental basis as a start.

Recommendation No. 4 -

The Department of Juvenile Services should be furnished with a
copy of each and every complaint completed by an arresting officer on
any juvenile, upon that juvenile's initial referral to D.J.S.

Committee Note

The Committee has recognized the great disparity between the.-
-number of -juvenile arrests, and the number of-cases actually referred
to the Departmeit of Juvenile Services.-- The Committee further believes
at this time that this disparity is a reflection of informal adjustments
by the arresting officer (e.g. taking a juvenile offender for a very ---

minor offenr- home directly to his parents) should not be disturbed
at this time. However, this results in an incomplete record on the
part of either the initial intake officer or a community arbitrator
when a juvenile is present at a hearing and there is no record of prior
arrests. Written complaints are not completed by police officers
following each arre.,. but when they are so completed, the Committee
is recommending that,;hese complaints be forwarded to the Department of
Juvenile Services at the time the juvenile is initially referred to the
Department of Juvenile Services.
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Recommendation No. 5

That the clerk's office of the Department of Juvenile

Services be kept open to provide departmental officials

with information so that they may make more intelligent

decisions in terms of retaining custody of a Juvenile.

Recommendation No. 6

The Committee further discussed toe nature of the

proposal for an LEAA study on the profile of the Juvenile

delinquency and endorsed such a study.
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Baltimore City Council Juvenile Crime Committee Recommendations

Recommendation 7

Notification of the Court's actions to those complainants
involved in cases where the Juvenile is released and waiting
trial should be made. This notification would be similar to
the present system of notification to the complainant in the
Closed at Intake actions.

Committee Note

The new system of Community Arbitration requires notifi-
oation of the complainant at each stage during the entire process.

Recommendation 8

There should be emphasis on reducing the backlogs of Juvenile
cases pending in court.

Committee Note

It was felt that one of the best deterents to crime is a
speedy trial and a rapid disposition.

- Recommendation 9

Legislation should be enacted that would revoke the
requirements of House Bill 1427 that demand that names remain
untraceable in the Department of Juvenile Services State
Computer Program. Presently, the name exists only with the
originating agency and information concerning individuals can
only be compiled manually.

Recommendation 10

The Juvenile Clerk's office should be computerized.

Committee Note

Since more than 50% of the crimes are being committed
by 34% of the population, this seems justification alone that
the office that has to process these cases ought to have the
same computer facilities as the other clerks offices.

71-406 0- ?8 -
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Recommendation 11

The Committe recommends that there be established uniform
systemwide policy and enforcement regarding-absenteeism and
truancy. The Committee also views with favor the recommendations
of Dr. Scott for special schools, classrooms, and/or programs
to deal with disruptive students and those that have been
removed from the regular classroom. Concurrently the auto-
matic passing should be eliminated.

Committee Note

After a Committee investigation it has been determined
that there is no clear system--wide policy concerning absenteeism.
Furthermore, there also appears to be no policy of enforcement
of the absentee and truancy laws. The kind of action taken appears
to depend on two factors (1) policy (orally or written) of the
principal (usually in the form of suggestions) and (2) the
motivation of the individual teachers. Follow-up action appears
to be a function of the home visitor availability and/or
specific action taken in a particular school.

The Committee strongly felt that these inconsistent
practices be eliminated and that the entire system including
the students would benefit from a uniform policy and implementation.

Recommendation 12

The Department of Juvenile Services should provide the
Committee with information concerning the definition of
"Closed at Intake", delineation of the options and the numbers
in each category. Explanations of what these terms and numbers
mean should-be included in the report.

Recommendation 13

The number of personnel in the Police Department's
Juvenile Division should be increased but not necessarily correlated
with the number of juvenile crimes, Also, the Police Department
should provide the Committee with (1) the definition and the
duties of the Juvenile Division and (2) copies of the manual
critique of what in fact thoy are doing.
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Reconvmendation No. 14

The present programs offered by the State, City and

private agencies should be coordinated in such a manner

to facilitate ready and easy access.

Committee Note:

Well coordinated youth services are needed to alleviate

the underlying causes of juvenile delinquency and crime.

The present system offered by FRISBY seems to be more cumber-

some than helpful. Information provided by the participants

in the February 20 meeting strongly indicated that this

program was of little or no help to them in servicing youths.

The Comittee did not realize that FRISBY existed and that it

received such unfavorable reports.
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CITY COUNCIL OF BALTIMORE
BILL NO. 1587

Councilperson Gallagher

INTRODUCED NOVEMBER 4, 1974

A BILL ENTITLED

City Council Resolution requesting the President of the City
Council to appoint a committee to study the problem of
the high incidence of juvenile crime and to report thereon.

1 A recent report concerning the incidence of crime in Balti-
2 -more indicates that 52% of all persons arrested for major
3 crimes are juveniles and that 38% of arrests for violent
4 crimes involved juveniles. i

5 Commissioner Donald D. Pomerleau has criticized the
6 Juvenile Courts and Department of Juvenile Services for
7 failing to cope with the problem in that the Juvenile Court
8 and Juvenile Services are obviously not taking proper cor-
9 rective measures. The Commissioner further asserted that

10 many of the juveniles arrested are repeaters and that this
11 indicates the lack of an effective program by the juvenile
12 authorities.

13 Judge Robert I. Hammerman, the head of the Juvenile
14 Court, has disclaimed any responsibility on the part of the
15 court and of the Juvenile Service Division and has argued
16 that the Police Department has failed to strengthen their
17 Juvenile Squad which could effectively cut down the ju-
18 venile detail.

19 Robert C. Hilson, the Director of Juvenile Services, has
20 released figures to indicate that the rate of repeaters among
21 juveniles arrested was 24.5% which in his opinion was a
22 reasonably low rate.

23 Milton B. Allen, State's Attorney for Baltimore City, has
24 described the juvenile crime problem as one of the major
25 failures in our criminal justice system and that the rec-
26 ord of the prosecutors office was dismal in dealing with
27 juvenile crimes.

28 Baltimore is confronted with a terrifying problem in the
29 high incidence of juvenile crime which forbodes a terrible
30 future for life in Baltimore. Recriminations by those
31 charged with protecting us from the criminal is of little
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(Page 2-No. 1587)

value to the community. It is time that City Council play a
role in this very serious problem that confronts our city;
be it, therefore

Resolved by the City Council of Baltimore, That the
President of the City Council appoint a committee from the
membership of the City Council to inquire into the problem
of Juvenile participation in crime and report to the full City
Council its recommendations concerning this matter.

32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
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[Exrnarr No. 81

SELECT BALTIMORE CITY COUNCIL COMMmTIE
To STUDY YoUTH Savicas,

June 22, 1976.
Hon. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS,
Senate Judiciary Committee,
Juvenile Delinquency Sub-Committee,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIAS: On behalf of the President and Members of the Baltimore
City Council, I am enclosing a copy of the Interim Report of the City Council Commit-
tee to study the Coordination of Youth Services.

Thank you for offering the Committee the opportunity to present its findings. If
I can be of any further assistance, please call on me.

Sincerely,
BARBARA A. MIKULSKI.

Enclosure.
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INTERIM REPORT

COMMITTEE TQ STUDY THE COORDINATION

OF YOUTH SERVICES
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CITY COUNCIL OF BALTI/M:1ORE
BILL NO. 1750

Walter S. Orli nsky, President

INTRODUCED MARCH 3, 1975

(Read and Adopted)

A BILL ENTITLED

City Council Resolution to study the coordination of youth
services.

1 " WHEREAS, well coordinated youth services are needed to
2 alleviate the underlying causes of juvenile crime; and

3 WHEREAS, various services are offered by different State,
4 City and private agencies; and

5 WHERZAS, large amounts of money are spent for these
6 youth services; and

7 WHERFAS, the Baltimore City Council Juvenile Crime
8 Committee endorses youth services and has found the need
9 for better coordination of these said services; now, there.

10. fore be it

11 Rmolved, That a City Council Committee be designated
12 to investigate the coordination of these youth services.
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SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE BAL;1MOiE .CITY COUNCIL To S'WDY THE COORDINATION
off YOUTH SER vcEs

Hon. Barbara A. Mikuski, Chairperson, Hon. Nathan C. Irby, Hon. Carroll J. Fitz-
gerald, Hon. Mary B. Adams, and Hon. Charlotte D. Wheatley.

INTERIM REPORT

The Committee to Study the Coordination of Youth Services was designated by
a Resolution of the Baltimore City Council on March 3, 1975. This Committee was
an outgrowth of the City Council Juvenile Crime Committee which endorsed the need
of well coordinated Youth Services in order to alleviate the underlying causes of
juvenile crime.

The mandate to this Select Committee was to investigate the coordination of the
various State, City and Private agencies that serve youth in the City of Baltimore.
Included in this mandate and beyond the general concern with the welfare of young
people, the Committee raised such questions as:

How many young people do the various agencies serve?
What do we sedon youth services?
What is the quality of the services presently provided?
What mechanisms for coordination of services exist on the Executive policy

making level, the Neighborhood level and the Client delivery level?
What evaluation of the programs exist and who is responsible for this evaluation?
What methods of communication are available between these three agency levels

and how well are they employed?
What coordination exists between the various State, City and Private agencies?

The method chosen to address these basic questions was to hold a series of meetings
with direct service level personnel from major municipal, private and voluntary agencies.
The Committee wanted candor from these agency workers and at the same time
provide them with anonymity, therefore, making it necessary to hold these interviews
in closed session. The first stape of these meetings was limited to those who worked
in various programs on the client delivery level. The second stage, which will begin
in the next few weeks, will encompass interviews with the Agency Directors.

Prior to the first agency worker interviews, the Committee met with members of
the Health and Welfare Council. The Health and Welfare Executive Board provided
the Committee with support of their endeavor and also guided the Committee in
its effort to gather and analyze information concerning the coordination of youth
services. The Health and Welfare Council was extremely helpful to the Committee.

At the same time, a questionnaire was sent to seventy-five (75) agencies that service
youth in the City. This included all major municipal agencies as well as agencies
such as Scouting, Hotlines, Youth Service Bureaus, and Neighborhood Centers.

There were thirty-four (34) responses to the questionnaire. This figure represents
a return of almost fifty percent (50%). which is considered a representative sample.
These responses included returns from all the major municipal agencies. The question-
naire and the list of those agencies that responded are included in the Appendix.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

The meetings with agency workers and an analysis of the responses to the question-
naire provided the Committee with information that led to the following Preliminary
Findings:

(1) That there is a lack of coordination and cooperation between agencies that
service youth.

The principal causes and facts that led to this finding include but are not limited
to: Agency Administrators have not created strong policies favoring policy and program
coordination and have until now paid lip service to this concept.

Many agencies reported their main vehicle for communication was the Mayor's
Human Resources Cabinet. During a discussion with the new Human Resources Coor-
dinator, it was revealed that this Cabinet did not meet during the regularly bi-weekly
schedule, while the Acting Human Resources Coordinator reorganized the Unit.

The thrust of these Cabinet meetings has been that of reporting and accounting
to the Mayor concerning various program activities and projects. The Human Resources
office recently added as its major goal that of inter-agency program planning and
coordinating.

The Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources, specifically the Youth Advisory Commit-
tee, was indicated as another vehicle of communication. However, this too has the
same limitations as the Mayor's Human Resources Cabinet: That of reporting rather
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than coordinating. In addition, the Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources oversees
projects that are funded through this program.

A major hindrance in providing coordinated youth services is an unwillingness of
the various agncies to share their autonomy. Also, agencies are pre-occupied with
their own mission and are not oriented or interested in seeing the multiple effects
of cooperation. As a result, there seems to be a lack of commitment to the extra
coordination and collaboration.

The concept of "turf warfare" was expressed by several agency workers, interviewed
by the Committee, as a major reason for the inability to effectuate meaningful collabora-
tion with workers in other agencies, who were known to have involvement with the
client. The effect of the lack of coordination and collaboration is that each agency
deals with only part of the client, while no one agency is involved or concerned
with the client's total needs.

(2) That there is fragmentation and duplication of services throughout the system.
This finding seems to be a natural extension of the proceeding finding, since the

absence of a well defined procedure for coordination on the Executive policy making
level has led to a duplication of services and fragmentation of programs with a resulting
loss of overall efficiency and effectiveness.

This finding is exemplified by "FRISBY" (Fast Referral Information Service for
Baltimore Youth) which is a program operated under the auspices of the Mayor's
Office of Manpower Resources and the Health and Welfare Council. The Committee
through a personal experience, interviews with agency workers who have used FRISBY,
and members of the FRISBY staff, has concluded that the FRISBY system is cumber-
some and ineffective. One agency's worker reported several instances where the client's
confidentiality was disregarded. Another worker reported that there is no way to fol-
low-up on clients who enter the FRISBY system. At the initiation of the FRISBY
Y stem, a tracking component was part of the program. However, it was discontinued
ue to the lack of cooperation from participating agencies.
The sheer size of the FRISBY book discourages use as well as the lack of agency

cooperation. This has led to the eventual termination of this effort of facilitating
service to youth.

In many instances there are as many as twenty (20) different agencies which can
provide services to the waiting client. However, this duplication does not mean more
service, but seems to allow inhibitive restrictions which may or may not be included
in the FRISBY book. These restrictions included such items as residency requirement
number of impact offenses, and possibly the socio-economic situation of the family.

The operating procedures of the participating agencies are another indication of
the fragmentation of access and service. Many of the agencies are only available
to clients during the normal working hours (9-5).

In many instances, there is a lack of information on the part of the agency workers
concerning the plethora of services and resources offered by other agencies. It is
indicated that the lack of a coordinated information flow and excessive work loads
make it difficult, if not impossible, for the case workers to familiarize themseles
with the intricacies of other agencies. What information and collaborative ties exist
have been developed by the well-intentioned but erratic initiative of the individual
client workers.

Those agency workers interviewed indicated that they received little training, guiding
or information in this area. Also, they are so pre-occupied with their own agency's
intricacies that the comprehensive youth service seems to suffer because of emphasis
on the individual parts.

The fact that agency programs are formulated and funded by category (legal, drug,
recreational, health, etc.) rather than by a program which services the total needs
of the client, specifically youth, contributes to over specialization thus increasing the
fragmentation of these same programs. An example of the difference between these
two types of programs is-the former would provide legal, drug, recreational or health
services for a specific number of youths, while the latter would provide all necessary
services for a specific number of youths.

To change the fragmented thrust of categorical programs and fulfill funding require-
ments will be difficult, however, this difficulty should not be used as an excuse to
forego the coordination of youth services.

(3) That there seems to be a lack of effective evaluative tools to determine the
viability and usefulness of existing programs.

The present evaluation of existing programs is done on the Executive level and
"in house".

(4) That the city is not getting sufficient return for its financial input in youth
services.I The following two (2) tables are very crude estimates prepared for this preliminary
report attempting to measure the benefits of City expenditures accruing to that segment
or the total City population under eighteen (18) years of age.
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For estimation purposes a number of assumptions have been made with respect
to the proportion of total expenditures which might be attributed to a particular
sub-group of the population as defined by its age and dependency. It is recognized
that this particular age group, because they are primarily composed of' dependents,
pays almost no taxes. In other words, they are assumed to be large beneficiaries
of City expenditures, while at the same time contributing almost no direct revenue
to these expenditures.

The estimates of benefit must be further refined before the final report of this
Commission is issued and may be radically altered upon further testing of the estimating
assumptions upon which these figures have been compiled.

A key question is whether the City of Baltimore-all the citizens of the City-are
in fact getting "their money's worth" from the total City's expenditures which focus
upon youth and services to youth. Can the benefits be better measured? Can the
services provided- whether education, day care, or recreation, etc.-be more logically,
more rationally, or more efficiently provided than at present?

The preliminary report suggests a great deal of spending and a number of serious
problems of coordination in service delivery. The final report of this Commission
is expected to focus in more detail upon the benefits received by youths in Baltimore.
Specific suggestions will be formulated in order to improve areas of administrative
weakness herein documented.

At this preliminary stage of events, it can be concluded that dependent youths
seem to benefit significantly from total City expenditures. The continuing objective
of this Committee is to improve, insofar as is possible, "the total City bang for each
buck" spent in the youth service area.

Estimated budgetary impact on youths under 18 ...........................................
Divided by number of youths ...........................................................................
Dollars of expenditures impact per capita .......................................................

$692,878,953
286,660

2,417

CITY AGENCY APPROPRIATIONS IN THE JUVENILE AREA
FISCAL 1975 BUDGETED

Total

Civic Center Com m ission ......................................................................................
Courts and Related

O rphans Court ................................................................................................
Courts Related-State's Attorney

Juvenile Services-D ivision .............................................................................
Education* ..............................................................................................................
Health Department

Child H ealth Services ....................................................................................
Health and Welfare Grants

Boys Tow n & Echo House ...........................................................................
Educational G rants ................................................................................................
Community Justice Self Help

Youth G roup Hom es .....................................................................................
Boys' Tow n 1I ...............................................................................................

M ayoralty- Sum m er Lunch Program .................................................................
Job Corps Services .........................................................................................

M ayoralty- Youth Developm ent .........................................................................
Police- School Safety ...........................................................................................
Recreation and Parks .............................................................................................
Social Services:

Clyburn H om e ................................................................................................
D ay Care for Children ...................................................................................
Special Care ...................................................................................................

Urban Services:
M CA H ealth ..................................................................................................
M CA Soc. Services- D ay Care ....................................................................
CA A Children's Services ...............................................................................
M CA Education .............................................................................................
CA A Youth Program ....................................................................................
M CA Recreation ............................................................................................

$2,068,375

69,970

280,120
232,810,711

6,512,585

32,500
121,190

61,000
42,000

1,000,000
246,587
636,183

1,360,533
21,058,939

300,340
4,090,594
1,092,624

158,498
534,000

1,548,405
763,051
174,768
653,897

Total ............................................................................................................ 274,256,337

Len S2,213,364 foe adult education.
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&~pendiutset

Fiscal Year 1975 total budget ........................................ 1,241,994,000
Less specific services listed in A above .................... (274,256,337) 274,256,337

All remaining expenditures ............................................. 967,737,663
Less 75 percent of public assistance payments .......... (100,851,052) 100,851,052

Less 50 percent of Police Department .......................... ( 40,711,419) 40,711,419
Less 50 percent of Fire Department ............................. ( 21,053,024) 21,053,024
Less 50 percent of Library ............................................. ( 3,494,362) 3,494,362

810,627,806
Less 31.5 percent of remaining subtotal of expendi-

tures ................................................................................... (252,512,759) 252,512,759
T otal ...................................................................... 549, 5,047 629,878,953

ESTIMATED POPULATION OF BALTIMORE CITY 1974 (JULY 1)
(BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT)

Ayctmt

Estimated Total population ........................................................................... 911,290 10
18 and over ................................................................................................. 624,630 68.5
U nder tge 18 .............................................................................................. 286,660 31.5

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE AND AMOUNT OF FISCAL YEAR 1975
APPROPRIATIONS ALLOCABLE TO JUVENILES IN BALTIMORE CITY

PeAVcnt
Budptesd Shar-

Fiscal Year 1975 Subtotal operating budget ......................... $785,872,925 $247,549,987
Fiscal Year 1975 Subtotal capital budget ............................. 456,122,000 143,698,430

Fiscal Year 1975 Total operating and capital budget ... 1,241,994,000 391,228,117

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

These Preliminary Observations are confined to the public sector, more specifically
to the major municipal agencies.

(I) The Committee has observed the lack of urgency displayed by the municipal
agencies to effectuate a coordinated youth service program in the City.

(2) The municipal government has made a serious committment vis a vis the substan-
tial monetary support to these agencies and every year these agencies request more
funds. Yet, the Committee has serious reservations that the allocation of increased
funds will in fact provide better services.

(3) If the problem of a unified youth service program is to be corrected, agency
administrators must recognize, be committed to, and emphasize the importance of
a coordinated and collaborative program. The agency administrators must think and
clarify mechanisms for coordination and cooperation in policy and program planning
and evaluation on the executive, neighborhood and client delivery level between the
agencies that service youth.

(a) This effort towards coordination and cooperation must also include a uniform
procedure for citizen participation. The nature of the mechanism will not be recom-
mended by the Committee at this time, but the theme to follow will be to have
community involvement that commands the respect and the cooperation of the service
agencies. The community at the neighborhood level must be involved in the planning,
monitoring, and evaluation process.

(b) At the client delivery level, the agency worker must be made aware of the
resources and programs that are available in other agencies; and also, there must
be a commitment to utilize these resources and programs.

Since this is an interim report, the Committee feels that it is necessary to delineate
the future schedule and the next steps to be taken.

(I) Circulate the Interim Report to the Human Service Agencies.
(2) Convene meetings of the Municipal Human Service Agency Directors.
We will ask that they formulate:
(a) plans and remedies for correction pursuant to the problems identified in the

Interim Report, and
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(b) statement of corrective actions.
(3) During the summer, the Committee will engage in an ongoing monitoring of

the progress of implementation of the corrective actions.
(4) In the fall, the Committee will hold evaluation meetings that will encompass

the status of the corrective actions.
(5) Publish the Final Report.

APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY ANALYSIS

Major Municipal Agencies
Urban Services Agency.
Enoch Pratt Free Library.
Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources (MOMR).
Department of Recreation "and Parks.
Department of Juvenile Services.
Department of Hoiutals.
Department of Health (Maternal and Child Health).
Pol ice Department.
Department of Education.
Department of Social Services.
The city agencies spend a total of $47,654,209 (excluding the Department of Educa-

tion and Social Servies.) The Board of Education has a budget of $232,810,711.
The questionnaire response from the Baltimore City School Administration reported
that it was impossible to calculate the amount of money spent on youths. This figure
of $232,910,711 was extracted from the FY 1975 Budget and includes funds allocated
to Adult Education. It should be noted that not all of the Agencies funds are ap-
propriated by the City. For instance, from a total budget of $7,832,258 the Mayor's
Office of Manpower Resources (MOMR) reported receiving only $200,000 from the
CWie Urban Services Agency plans its activities on the Executive level through a

City Wide Youth Advisory Council composed of youths. MOMR reported its planning
is done through a different Youth Advisory Committee composed of representatives
of City Agencies and Community Organizations. The Mayor's Office of Manpower
Resources maintains a planning coordinating committee with representatives from major
city agencies, and until now the committee functioned as a reporting body. The Urban
Services Agency reported being on the MOMR planning committee, while other Agen-
cies only reported interaction with the Mayor's Office. The Department of Hospitals
reported a monthly meeting is held with representatives from Enoch Pratt, Department
of Recreation, Street Club Service, and Police Community Relations.

Recommendations included the establishment of a multi purpose City-wide Youth
Services Center. Also, a closer relationship between city government and state govern-
ment in implementing and funding youth programs.
Major Volunteer or Private Agencies

SECO Youth Diversion Project.
Girl Scouts of Central Maryland (volunteer).

Private Agencies
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Central Maryland.
North West Youth Service and Referral Bureau.
Prisoner's Aid Association of Maryland, Inc.
The Baltimore Urban League.
Legal Aid Bureau.
Associated Catholic Charities.
These agencies receive their funding from various sources, however no money was

reported as coming from the City. Most policy planning on the Executive level is
done through the Board of Directors of each individual agency. It was reported that
there is no communication between the individual agencies, although each agency
mentioned some contact with either the Mayor's Office or the Health and Welfare
Council.

Four agencies recommended the establishment of some type of youth service bureau.
One agency suggested a one-day conference to bring all groups together to exchange
information on each agency's services
Alternate Agencies

Mantra Drug Abuse.
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Child Abuse Project.
Women in Community Service.
Diversion of Youthful Impact Offenders Project.
Alateen.
No city funding is received by these agencies. At the Executive level policies are

made primarily through the Board of Directors of each individual agency.
Mantra Drug Abuse reported coordination with the Mayor's Office of Drug Abuse

Control. Two Agencies also reported cooperation with the Department of Socia Ser-
vices. On the neighborhood level the agencies contact community organizations and/or
individuals directly.

Recommendations included the creation of a Youth Council composed of youth and
adult members; and the creation of a liason between the Mayor's Coordinating Council
of Criminal Justice and the Department of Juvenile Services.
Small Private Agencies

Woodbourne Center.
Fellowship House.
Childrens Guild.
German Children's Home.
Boys Town Home of Maryland.
Good Shepherd Center Day Program.
North Baltimore Center.
Boys Home Society of Baltimore, Inc.

Children's Guild was the only agency that receives funds directly from the City.
The number of youths serviced by each agency in this category, is 100 at any given
time.

On the Executive policy making level, programs are planned for the most part
through a Board of Directors or at staff meetings.

There is no uniform pattern of inter agency communication, although 5 agencies
listed some type of communication with the Department of Juvenile Services.

Recommendations included the establishment of some type of youth council. Three
agencies also recommended the establishment of a centralized referral system.
Health Services

Adolescent Division University Hospital (stnte).
Adolescent Family Life Program, Sinai Hospital (private).
James Lawrence Kernan Hospital (private).
Neighborhood Family Planning Center (private).
One private agency receives some funds from the City (Neighborhood Family

Planning Center.) Three agencies receive money from the state. On the Executive
policy making level each agency has its own mechanism to plan programs ie. input
from staff with approval by an executive board.

There is no uniform mechanism of coordination between agencies. Referrals are
made to various agencies, and Sinai Hospital reported that it is a member of the
State Family Planning Council. The agency that receives funding from the city reported
communication with several city agencies (Urban Services Agency, and Department
of Education.)

On the neighborhood level, Sinai Hospital reported that a Community Board originally
existed but has ceased to function because of lack of interest. Community residents
are members of the Executive Board of one of the agencies.

Recommended was the inclusion of more youths in planning and coordination.

RESPONDENTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE
Department of Education, 3 E. 25th Street.
Department of Health, I I I N. Calvert St. 21202.
Baltimore City Hospitals, 4940 Eastern Avenue 21224.
Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources, 701 St. Paul Street 21202.
Director of Recreation & Parks, 2600 Madison Avenue 21217
Urban Services Administration, II E. Mt. Royal Ave. 21202.
Baltimore Police Dept. Youth Section, Argonne Drive & Hillen Road 21214.
Baltimore City Dept. of Social Services, 1510 Guilford Avenue.
Baltimore City Enoch Pratt Free Library, 400 Cathedral St. 21201.
Baltimore City States Attorney's Office, 231 E. Baltimore St. 21202.
Juvenile Services, 212 N. Calvert St. 21202.
NBRHD Family Planning Center, 1515 E. North Avenue 21213.
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Comprehensive Adolescent Clinic, Sinai Hospital, Belvedere and Greenspring Avenues
21215.

Adolescent Medical Division, University Hospital, 22 S. Greene Street 21201.
Street Club Service, 1129 N. Calvert St. 21202.
Employment Security Administration Employment Services, 1100 N. Eutaw St. 21201.
Lighted House, 251 St. Paul St.
New Directions for Women, 1100 N. Eutaw St. 21201.
Women in Community Services, 423 W. Monument St. 21201.
Diversion of Impact Offenders Program, 1102 Mondawmin Concourse 21215.
South-East Community organization-Youth Diversion, 10 S. Wolfe Street.
Child Abuse Project, 1708 W. Rogers Ave. 21209.
Baltimore City Mayor's Office, Drug Abuse Control, City Hall 21202.
CRAT Project, 401 E. Eager St. 21202.
Mantra Drug Abuse, 3547 Chestnut Avenue, Baltimore, Md. 21211.
Al-Anon Family Groups: Alateen, P. 0. Box 6824 21204.
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Central Maryland, Inc.,-2220 St. Paul St. 21218.
Boys Home Society of Baltimore, Inc. 810 Park Ave. 21201.
Maryland Children's Aid and Family Service Society, 303 W. Chesapeake Ave.,

Towson, Md. 21204.
Prisoners Aid Association of Maryland, Inc., 109 Old Town Bank Building 21202.
Children's Hospital, Inc., 3825 Greenspring Ave. 21211.
Hearing and Speech Agency of Metropolitan Baltimore, 2220 St. Paul St. 21218.
James Lawrence Kernan Hospital, Windsor Mill Rd. and Forest Park Ave. 21207.
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BALTIMORE CITY COUNCIL SELECT COMMITTEE
TO COORDINATE JUVENILE SERVICES

QUESTIONNAIRE
Agency:

Director: _ Phone No.
1. What age group do you serve up to age 18?
2. How many youths do you serve in the City?
3. What boundaries within the City does your agency serve?

4. What type of agency? Municipal
State
Private
Other

5. What specific services and programs do you provide for youths?
Counseling Day care
Recreation Health
Education Delinquency Rehabilitation
Other

6: What is the amount and source of your funding? (If funds come from various services,
please list the sources and respective amounts.)

7. How much of your agency's budget is spent on youths? (Dollars and Percentage)

8. How does your agency plan the programs and services on the executive policy mak.
ing level?

9. What coordination efforts of programs and plans do you have with other agencies on the
executive level?

What mechanism of communication do you have on the neighborhood level?

10. What mechanisms does your agency use to coordinate the services of clients or their
families with other agencies?
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What method of confidentiality is employed in this mechanism?

Do you encourage case conferences?
Please explain.

Do you consider this a valuable tool?
What recommendations would you make to the City Council for improving the planning
and coordination of youth services?

[Testimony continued from p. 911
Senator MATHIAS. The subcommittee will now call Judge Robert

Karwacki of Baltimore, Judge Karwacki is a distinguished member
of the bench who has demonstrated his interest and concern and
knowledge in this area.

STATEMENT OF THE HON. ROBERT L. KARWACKI, ASSOCIATE
JUDGE OF THE SUPREME BENCH OF BALTIMORE CITY, MD.

Judge KARWACKI. Senator, how are you this morning? Mr. Chairman
and staff of the subcommittee, I am Robert L. Karwacki, an associate
judge of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City, where I have been
assigned since August of 1975 as the presiding judge of Baltimore
City's Juvenile Court. This court with the assistance of seven masters
or hearing officers will this year hear approximately 12,000 charges
of delinquent behavior; that is, criminal conduct on the part of persons
under the age of 18 years, against approximately 9,000 children. The
Juvenile Services Administration of the Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene of the State of Maryland is the agency with w1ich
the court principally works in effecting the attempted rehabilitation
and care of the young people who come under its jurisdiction because
of delinquent behavior.

At the outset, let me say that I have yet to meet any knowledgeable
person who would seriously argue that we are currently fulfilling our
mission to prevent delinquency or to rehabilitate the delinquent child.
In making this observation, I do not want to be misunderstood. I
certainly don't wish to condemn the hardworking and conscientious
staff of either the court which I administer or the Juvenile Services
Administration which is charged with the guidance, rehabilitation and
care of the children who come under the jurisdiction of the court.
What I am saying is that this area of the criminal justice system
has been either ignored or relegated to second class status in the
past. Maryland's neglect in this area is no more than which has in-
fected the juvenile justice system throughout this country.

78.406 0 - 76 - 9
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With the alarming increase in juvenile crime in this State and
throughout the country, I am pleased to finally note indications of
a reversal in this previous attitude. More time and resources are
being expended on a Federal, State and local level currently to better
the system than anytime in the past, and hopefully we will begin
to see improvements in the near future. The Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 is certainly cast in this mold.

In the area of the administration of the Juvenile Court, we in
Baltimore City are finally coming to grips with the problems of trial
delay resulting from poor court management. Computer technology
is being deve oped for the proper and- efficient handling of records
and the scheduling of cases.

Also, in the area of judicial administration has come the realization
that much errant behavior is better dealt with in the community
setting where it occurs through diversion programs which combine
swift justice for the delinquent as well as the victim with the added
ability of the community resources to lend direct supervision and
aid to the rehabilitation of the young offender. The aim of these
programs is to provide justice and rehabilitation for the minor offender
without ever bringing him into the juvenile division of the criminal
justice system, where in the past because of the increasing caseload,
he has often left the system with little rehabilitation but worse with
a feelin of having beaten the system. Removing these minor or hassling
offenses from the juvenile justice system will permit the system to
deal more effectively with the serious juvenile offenders who require
its intensive attention. These modifications in the administration of
justice for the juvenile offender in Baltimore City have resulted within
1 year in the proper adjudication of cases coming before the'Baltimore
Juvenile Court. But the problem of effective judicial administration
of juvenile justice is but one small part of a much bigger problem.

We are simply not doing a job, in my judgment, with the adjudicated
delinquent; and we are doing little to prevent the root causes of
juvenile delinquency.

A study of the juvenile delinquent population in Baltimore will
immediately reveal identifiable causative factors which have con-
tributed to the continuous increasing rise in delinquency-family disin-
tegration, unemployment, poor housing, lack of parental controls and
unfulfilling educational experiences. These root causes have not been
effectively addressed by our governments to date, and I strongly sug-
gest that we cannot much longer afford the luxury of ignoring the
problem.

Principal- of the causes, in my view, is the continuously reoccurring
cause of the delinquency cases which I hear attributable to truancy
of the child from school, and I would enlist your support for this
problem being the focus of intensive resource support pursuant to
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. Our
State has a compulsory school attendance law but the magnitude
of the problem makes the same unenforceable without resources
necessary to combat the problem. Truancy in the Baltimore City
Public Schools from recent reports now averages about 35,000 pupils
per day.

The resources to which I have reference should be directed to
developing alternatives to present public school attendance for chil-
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dren who are unable intellectually to deal with the academic regimen
of required education. Vocational training must be expanded. Parents
and custodians of children must be educated to their responsibility
to supervise attendance. Poverty breeds delinquency and poverty large-
ly results from lack of educational opportunity. On thrve occasions
in the last 5 months, a juvenile delinquent sat before me with a
child in her arms. In each case this young mother, a junior high
school dropout, was of course unemployed as were her parents. The
third generation of this lifestyle had recently begun.

Administration of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974, in my opinion, could make an impact on breaking
this cycle.

Before I close my remarks I would also urge upon this subcommittee
that the administration of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 be more responsive to local needs within
the State. What is a primary need in Baltimore City might be low
priority in one of the rural counties in Maryland and local official
input on the expenditure of resources keyed to the efficient implemen-
tation was the expressed goal of Congress under the act. I recognize
your concerns and the concerns of your colleagues in the U.S. Con-
gress for the youth of this country. I salute the ideals which prompted
the passage of the act in 1974. 1 urge you not to permit this worthy
piece of legislation to wither for lack of effective funding and adminis-
tration, and I want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing
before the subcommittee today.

Senator MATMAS. Judge Karwacki, let me tell you that the closing
line of your statement is music to my ears. Senator -Bayh, the chairman
of this subcommittee, and I have waged what has been a lonely
fight on occasion to try to get effective funding. We have attempted
to get more vigorous enforcement of the act. It is testimony like
yours which represents the frontline of this area, and it* can help
us to shed light on the problem and achieve greater success than
we have met in the past.

It is very discouraging to realize that the problems which you and
Dr. Eisenbower described are simply not being recognized as the
gigantic national problems they are. These problems affect the whole
fabric of American society. I was most interested in your comments
on the school system because you wear two hats in that respect.

Judge KARWACKI. I'm a former president of the Baltimore City
School Board.

Senator MATHIAS I noticed your comments on truancy, with which
I certainly cannot take exception. But, as former president of the
school board, what is your judgment as to the role which the school,
as an institution, can play in the problem of juvenile delinquency?
The school is, after all, the one common institution in America. It
is the one institution which almost every American family has dealt
with and does not feel distant from. You may feel a distance from
the tax collector; you may feel some distance from the draft board;
you may feel some distance from law enforcement authorities. But
everyone seems to have a school to which that person can feel close.
What can schools do that they are not doing now?

Judge KARWACKI. Well, No. 1, 1 think schools have to become
more attractive to the young people in the community. I think they
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have got to reach out to the community. No longer can they sit
back and take the attitude that the school's here, come if you will.

Part of the truancy problem I think could be met by just this
kind of reach-out program. The Baltimore City school system back
in 1970 and 1971, when I was the head of the Board of Education,

0 1 believe had a total of 30 home visitors, as they are referred to.
We used to call them truant officers back in my day, for a school
population which was then about 190,000 pupils. Obviously, purely
a cosmetic attempt to enforce school attendance, and I think when
it's not enforced-and it's not being enforced effectively in Baltimore
City today-it becomes too easy for the youth to get used to not
going to school, and once the pattern is set, and I suggest set at
a very early age, certainly by junior high school age, if the truancy
pattern is there it's going to continue.

I think we have to identify the problem early. I think we have
got to have sufficient resources to go out and encourage attendance
and to supervise attendance and, in the bigger picture, to have the
programs developed within the schools which make the kids want
to come to school. It's a big problem, but local resources, both State
and city, just are insufficient to meet the need.

Senator MATHIAS. Is there a screening process which could be ap-
plied in schools? I feel it is dangerous to categorize young children
and put them in one track for the rest of their lives as being low
achievers. Is there a screening process which would at least give
the schools some comprehension of a child's problem if a learning
disability does, indeed, exist?

Judge KARWACKI. I think that's essential.
Senator MATHIAS. But we aren't doing it?
Judge KARWACKI. Not doing it.
Senator MATHIAS. Therefore, as a result, the child with learning

9 disabilities who must conform to the pace of the class of more able
children becomes a behavioral problem almost immediately. Isn't that
correct?

Judge KARWACKI. That's true, and he feels the frustrations which
are perfectly understandable, being pressed to attain a level which,
because of certain problems which he might have, are just impossible
for him to attain.

Senator MATHIAS. Then the child becomes a candidate for truancy
and for other behavioral problems.

Judge KARWACKi. No question about it, Senator, and as far as
the truancy relation to juvenile delinquency, it's been documented
that it's just no question about the fact that in almost 100 percent
of the cases I review you can see this direct relationship of a lack
of school attendance to criminal behavior on the part of a young
person.

Senator MATHIAS. Regarding the truancy question and the question
of unsupervised juveniles on the streets, what comments would you
make on the curfew concept?

Judge KARWACKI. Well, the nighttime curfew has been in effect
in Baltimore City since, I believe, March 1 of this year and, as far
as I know, there have been no negative implications from the enforce-
ment of that act or ordinance of the city council.
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Interestingly, I think, by merely enacting the curfew there has been
a drastic reduction of young people on the streets after the hours
of 11 o'clock during the week and 12 o'clock on weekends. From
everything I hear from the Baltimore City Police Department, it's
a very noticeable decline in people, young people on the streets,
which I think is a very positive thing.

One of the problems, once again it's a resource problem, but one
of the ways of looking at truancy is in a sense in the same fashion.
Under our law, of course, it's not a crime for a child or even a
delinquent act for a child to be on the street during school hours
and, accordingly, our police departments take no notice of the fact
that a young person is on the streets when most likely he should
be in school.

I see as a possibility the enlargement of this curfew idea to school
hours for children of school age. This would pose some administrative
problems inasmuch as, of course, in Baltimore City in some of our
schools we have split sessions, so that children only attend school
half a day, but that's the great minority.

You and I can walk out of this building right now and walk up
to Baltimore Street and in the sphere of a couple blocks, if this
were a schoolday, we could see children who you and I would know
should be in school and aren't, and I think if they were aware that
their parents were going to be cited for their failure to appear in
school, as is the procedure under the curfew ordinance which we're
enforcing now, the nighttime curfew, I think it would be effective
in removing the children from the streets during the day.

Senator MATHIAS. In this month's issue of the American Bar As-
sociation Journal there is an article by Judge Irving R. Kaufman,
Chief Judse of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
In the article, Judge Kaufman states that the standards profit from
another unhappy experience. They recommend that all sentences must
be for fixed terms. Any subsequent change of sentence may only
be by the court, and then upon a showing of good cause. We were
of the view that indeterminate sentencing, however attractive as a
theoretical matter, had proved to be little more than a game of chance
or a lottery, but was all too often determined by factors as potentially
arbitrary as the intuitive inclinations of parole boards and administra-
tors of reformitories. We learned that violent offenders frequently
are released after only a few months of incarceration because the
institution space is too limited, its budget inadequate or, ironically,
because the youth is found too difficult to control.

I wonder if you would comment on Judge Kaufman's statements?
Judge KARWACKI. Much of what Judge Kaufman says about what's

wrong with the present system is true insofar as it reflects on a
lack of facilities. It's no question but that the fact that adjudged
delinquents who require institutionalization in this State are frequently
released too soon, merely because they have got to make room for
the next young person coming into the institution.

Senator MATHIAS. Not because the youth offender has graduated?
Judge KARWACKI. That's right.
Senator MATHIAS. He's being ejected?
Judge KARWACKI. This is a reality which I think is there, but I

don't like the solution posed by Judge Kaufman and his committee.
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I think the indeterminate sentence in the juvenile area is a necessity.
I think we address the problems which are pointed out by the commit-
tee by obviously increasing facilities.

I still think that there should be the flexibility in the juvenile services
administration to recommend to the court a release after a period

I , of time, which is dependent upon the youth's progress through the
institution. Fixed terms, in my view, would be a mistake.

Senator MATHIAS. One of the themes I noted in your testimony,
which Dr. Eisenhower cited before you, is the broad nature of the
problem. It pervades our society, and it pervades a number of our
institutions. The solution is not going to be found in one particular
institution. Schools have to play a role; law enforcement agencies
have to play a role; the courts and the rehabilitation system have
to play a role; and society in general must become involved.

Judge KARWACKI. I certainly agree with that, Senator. It's a many-
faceted problem and it's going to take all agencies of government
on the executive, legislative, and judicial departments working together
to turn it around, and I don't like to be an alarmist, but I think
we're here.

Senator MATIAs. I don't think you are in any danger of being
called an alarmist when you look at the increase in crime. The first
part of this series of hearings was held in Annapolis. At that time
Warren Duckett, the State's Attorney, told us that the volume of
juvenile crime in Anne Arundel County had doubled in the last 5
years. Keep in mind those are not the statistics of the inner city.
Those are the statistics of Anne Arundel County-doubled in the
last 5 years. The figures out of the Washington metropolitan area
are essentially the same percentage. I don't think one can be enough
of an alarmist about this thing. In his statement, Dr. Eisenhower
estimated the appropriations he felt were needed to deal with the
problem. He said it would cost a great deal-probably $4 billion
a year for the expansion and improvement of the criminal justice
system, and as much as $20 billion a year to eliminate the social
causes of crime.

Do these figures shock you?
Judge KARWACKI. No; although I must confess I would have no

idea of what the cost would be on a nationwide basis.
Senator MATHIAS. But do you agree with the estimates?
Judge KARWACKI. I don't think it's any question about the fact

that we're going to have to spend an awful lot of money.
Senator MATHIAS. Therefore, when we hear huffing and puffing

about funding the Safe Streets Act at current levels, we are not
really scratching the surface, are we?

Judge KARWACKI. That wouldn't scratch the surface, I don't think.
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Rector, would you like to add anything at

this point?
Mr. RECTOR. Judge, I noted in your statement a comment that

removing minor offenses- hassling offenses-from the juvenile justice
system will permit the system to deal more effectively with serious
offenders, and then you noted that there are some 35,000 young
people truant from school on a daily basis in this community. Once
the daytime curfew was implemented and fines imposed on parents,
as I understand the system works--
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Judge KARWACKI. First of all, it's a citation, as the ordinance
probably is in effect now as to nighttime curfew, on the first time
a child is apprehended after the hour a citation goes to his parents
advising them of this.

It's only after the second occurrence that there is any possibility
of a fine. I'm not aware, frankly, that there has ever been a fine
levied in Baltimore City under this ordinance.

I think that the enforcement of the ordinance has come through
a voluntary realization by parents that they now have additional duties
of supervision of their children for nighttime curfew. I would hope
that similarly this would have the effect for school attendance.

Mr. RECTOR. In the past in other communities where similar ap-
proaches have been pursued on occasion, because of the lack of
resources for adequate alternatives for the young people who are
truant for whatever reason, unfortunately the volume of cases in the
justice system were increased and, in turn, exacerbating and overload-
ing and even aggravating to a greater extent the ability of the system
to deal with the serious offenders.

Judge KARWACKI. This was one of the fears at the time Baltimore
City went ahead with its nighttime curfew, but what I'm saying is
that has not happened. It's been largely voluntary compliance which
has resulted in a very positive reduction of the number of young
people on the streets after the hours described.

Senator MATHIAS. Judge, Betty Thompson, who is experienced and
knowledgeable in this area, has suggested a question that I think
is a thoughtful one

The question deals with the school lunch program. This is an area
which we can improve. The level of nutrition seems to have a correla-
tion with the delinquency problem.

In your judgment, would a school breakfast program have any effect
on the efficiency and effectiveness of the educational system?

Judge KARWACKI. I couldn't say with any certainty that it would.
Part of the problem in a lot of truancy cases, especially the young,
where we're talking about the young truants, the first, second, third
grader is really the fact that he's not even awakened and sent to
school. So, it's not even a voluntary thing on a young person's part.
It's a complete failure on the part of his parent.

Senator MATHIAS. This reflects the tragedy of our inability to
awaken parental responsibility.

I was torn on the school lunch program. I hated to see us cut
back on a provision for a hot, nutritious lunch for schoolchildren.
On the other hand ideally, how much better it would be if each
child had a brown paper bag from a parent which reflected concern,
and love, and interest. That paper bag is a message between parent
and child-with, perhaps, a surprise in it every day.

Judge KARWACKI. I completely support the school lunch program.
I think in many cases in Baltimore City that's the one nutritious
meal that child gets a day and I think that we owe that to the
youth of our city.

What I'm saying is expanding that concept to a breakfast in the
morning, I don't know whether we would see a relationship between
that and a reduction of truancy.

Senator MATIAS. Thank you very much.
Judge KARWACKi. Thank you, Senator.
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Senator MATHIAS. Our next scheduled witness is Ann Jacobs.
Ann Jacobs is a staff assistant in the pre-trial intervention project.

Perhaps you could tell us a little bit about the project, Ms. Jacobs.

STATEMENT OF ANN JACOBS, STAFF ASSISTANT, PRE-TRIAL IN-
TERVENTION PROJECT, BALTIMORE, MD.; ACCOMPANIED BY
STEVEN WALKER
Ms. JACOBS. I would like to. Senator Mathias, members of the

subcommittee and staff, being here is a great pleasure for me because
I remember accompanyin$ Eddie Harrison, who testified before you
5 years ago at Pimlico Junior High School at similar hearings.

Senator MATHIAS. You have a good memory because there have
been a number of hearings on this subject. The last one in Baltimore
was held 5 years ago. We were interested in coming back here now
because it gives us a benchmark against which to test whether we
have made progress either way.

Ms. JACOBS. It's a particular benchmark for us because at that
point we were involved with designing the pre-trial intervention pro-
ject, which was then implemented in September of 1971. At that
point we were full of enthusiasm because we had been funded by
the Department of Labor to design the model juvenile diversion pro-
ject.

We had sufficient funds at that point to include an education com-
ponent, an employment specialist and a human services specialist on
staff. We had the luxury of providing for a rather elaborate assessment
mechanism. We had video equipment. We thought we had it all at
that point. We also had just an 18-month budget.

Now I'm pleased to say, in addition to representing pre-trial inter-
vention, I represent the Maryland Association of Pre-Trial Diversion
Programs, which is a Statewide association of programs providing
formalized diversion services to juvenile clients. That membership in-
cludes two youth service bureaus in Baltimore, four community-based
programs for 10- to-14-year-olds in Baltimore; pre-trial intervention,
Project MEND in Prince George's County and Another Way, also
in Prince George's County, in Seat Pleasant. All these programs are
providing counseling and referral services to youths charged with being
delinquent. Those youths who successfully complete the program have
their charges dropped and their penetration into the juvenile justice
system has been stopped. Most of the programs are not limited to
first or minor offenses but are taking cases that would probably other-
wise go to court.

We had the active support in Baltimore City of the juvenile court
under Robert Hammerman and under Judge Karwacki. We have had
the cooperation of the States attorney and considerable commitment
from the Department of Juvenile Services. We've been lucky because
the police have been well-disposed to diversion as evidenced by their
limited adjustment program. We've also found that, outside of the
juvenile justice system the community has been responsive, too.

The Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources has been a completely
supportive entity in providing the association and member programs
with job slots through their summer programs, with subsidized work
experience program, with an education component, and with all the
services of their office.
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Nationally we have benefited tremendously from enthusiastic De-
partment of Labor support. The Department of Labor, as I think
you know, has been pretty interested in diversion, particularly in the
adult area. However, in addition to funding Baltimore PTI, it also
committed itself to funding a model diversion project for juveniles
in Pine!las County, Fla. In all this, we have been very fortunate,
I think. Because of what I know to be your expertise and that of
the other witnesses that you have heard from, I don't feel it's necessary
to address the causes or extent of juvenile delinquency. I think that
we probably all are largely in agreement about what those causes
are and what needs to be done.

I would offer my opinion, however, that the problems of the youth
we are seeing are social, not psychological. They are children who
have been failed by our socializing institutions. They have been known
to Department of Social Services for some time. They are known
to the school system as being in need. They oftentimes have juvenile
court records for being neglect and dependency cases or children
in need of supervision. They are coming to us as 15- to 18-year-
olds on the threshold of adulthood, and the explanations of their
crimes are not unexpected.

Their crimes reflect conflicts with authority figures or simply want-
ing more than they can have. I think that the PT[ approach has
been pretty successful for a couple of reasons. One, our counselors
are from the community that they serve. They are not that much
unlike the clients we are serving, except they've got a good 10 years
on them and all the insight that brings. And the basis for our program
is not a medical model but that of developing survival skills in our
clients.

In the 5 years the pre-trial intervention project has been operating
we have enrolled 1,500 participants. We terminate close to 75 percent
of them successful[ and have their charges dismissed.

To the extent we have been able to follow up on our kids, we
have been able to establish a 14 percent recidivism rate, which sounds
good. I think it's probably low, but I think the record will validate
we are having an impact. Over the 5 years, however, we have seen
a marked change--

Senator MATHIAS. You mean you may not have been quite so suc-
cessful as 14 percent?

Ms. JACOBS. Yes. I would think that's realistic.
Senator MATHIAs. That is a very honest statement on your part.
Ms. JACOBS. In the last 5 years, however, we have been somewhat

disturbed just seeing the change in the kids that we deal with. The
parents seem to have lost control. We're seeing that the results of
social promotions are graduating seniors who cannot read. Certainly
the economy is more desperate. That has an impact both on families
and individuals themselves. Our counselors are encountering more
resistance and we have fewer resources to offer. This brings me to
the perspective that I would like to share with you, that of being
a project administrator for 5 years in a privately run community-
based alternative program. This is, I think, acknowledged by many
of us as being the direction we should be moving in.

I have felt much pleasure over the past 5 years in seeing our
project accepted, in seeing the impact that I think it's had, and in
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seeing the expansion of diversion that has occurred. But I've also
felt myself and seen my peers battered by the survival ethic that
permeates programs like ours, particularly after the first period of

federal funding. From the end of our initial 18 months Department
of Labor funding, PTI has been funded by a combination of Depart-
ment of Labor, Model Cities, and LEAA moneys, then under LEAA
High Impact Funding; and most recently has been incorporated in
the State budget. During that 5-year period, we have operated under
seven contracts and six month-to-month extensions. Our shortest con-
tracts were of a month's duration. One was 7 months, the longest
was 18 months. Now we're on a yearly cycle.

Frequently we didn't know whether we would have a project Mon-
day when we went to work. Much of my time and the director's
time was spent just shuttling contracts between the Department of
Labor in Washington and the city of Baltimore. Fortunately, we're
in Baltimore, not Minneapolis.

There are other implications of those kinds of funding realities,
too. All of the funding agencies have their own priorities, although
the problems stay the same. .We're dealing with juvenile delinquents
or kids in need, but base on whether you're funded by the Department
of Labor or LEAA, the game that we are forced to play as project
administrators changes considerably. We wrote our reports during the
first year and a half describing a long-range manpower development
program. Then we changed rather abruptly to being most concerned
with stranger-to-stranger street crime. You know that's a reality. That's
the means by which programs survive and stay separate from the
formal governmental system.

And we have survived a multitude of site visits and attempts at
various kinds of retrospective and random evaluation of our program.
At no time has there been any question about the quality of the
program or the program's administration, but there's been a great
deal of concern and uncertainty about whether we would continue
to be funded. And, if so, at what level? It's difficult to accept that
those kinds of decisions are not being made based on need or the
quality of the program, but on external realities.

As an example, the annual budget of PTI in 1971 was $350,000.
In 1976-77 the budget has been reduced to $220,000 a year. That
is not because the problem has diminished, nor has the number of
persons served annually been reduced. In fact, we have maintained
the level of intake that we have had in the first year. Instead, we
have been forced to change the service. Certainly we're fortunate
in Baltimore to have the ability to serve 800 diversion clients a year.
Whether that's enough is debatable, but what is clear is that we
can do more.

Just as we learn through experience what service it is that we
should be providing, we get a cutback in staff and can't even do
what we were doing before, let alone what we'd like. In the broader
picture, we're fortunate to have a number of youth services bureaus
and diversion projects at all. But realistically, it's been SPA policy
for the last 5 years not to fund new projects in this area. Only
one has been funded. In fact, that program will lose one counselor
next year, in only its second year of existence. The SPA has not
felt Prevention or CINS areas of funding to be appropriate areas
for their attention.
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In fact, it seems to some of us in the field that the Juvenile
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 has resulted in a drying up
of our funds. Moneys available for prevention and diversion no longer
are included in State plans because the assumption is made that
specific Federal funding will come along to meet those needs. As
a result, we're dealing with a hold situation rather than a continual
building on what we've already established. As we have seen in the
Federal deinstitutionalization and diversion programs, that money is
limited. It's unlikely by itself it could have the impact it was intended
in the act.

Surely all of us have our own interest in those funds. The association
has proposed that it's worthy of experiment to build on what already
exists in Maryland rather than start new diversion services. The state-
wide association would develop a central coordinating mechanism
where we could insure comprehensive and inclusive service to all
needy age groups and geographical areas and provide supportive ser-
vices that programs cannot provide to themselves because of funding
realities. These could include an education component, which is sorely
needed, an employment development staff, training for staff, and con-
sultants for assistance in particularly difficult family counseling areas.
We would particularly like to coordinate evaluation of our programs
to really, I guess, test ourselves. I mean, our subjective evaluation
is that we're having an impact, but I would feel more comfortable
if I could tell you that our recidivism rate was something definite,
even if it was 40 percent. Evaluation is a sore issue. It's almost
never done reputably and it's frequently misused and used against
US.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me ask you a question; how familiar are
you with the Community Arbitration Program in Anne Arundel Coun-
ty?

Ms. JACOBS. I'm aware of it. I am not that familiar with it.
Senator MATHIAS. I am interested in your statement about evalua-

tion. Have you made any comparisons of effort-which does not ap-
pear to be an unrelated effort. Would a comparison of two programs
of this type, which are headed in the same general direction, be
of value to each of you in an exchange of experience.

Ms. JACOBS. The exchange would certainly be valuable. I was talking
specifically about diversion evaluation.

Senator MATHIAS. I am just thinking of the interchange. Perhaps
you would like to introduce Mr. Walker at this time.

Ms. JACOBS. I would like to. Having spoken from the administrative
perspective, I have brought Steven Walker with me to talk about
another side. He's 18 and from Prince Georges County. He was coun-
seled by staff members in Project MEND, not by someone in our
program. He is the consumer of the system we're talking about.

Senator MATIAS. Mr. Walker, we're very happy to have you here.
Mr. WALKER. Very nice to meet you.
Senator MATHIAS. Ann Jacobs says you are a consumer of the

system. Would you explain what she means by that.
Mr. WALKER. Well, really I don't know too much about it, but

I come down here to really voice my opinion on what I think the
juveniles think of the whole thing and what they really need.

Senator MATHIAS. You were arrested, is that right?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir, I've been arrested several times.
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Senator MATHIAS. Why were you arrested?
Mr. WALKER. Truancy in school, assaults, different stuff.
Senate MATHIAS. Your first arrest was truancy?
Mr. WALKER. My first arrests were assaults, then it was truancy

from school, breaking and entering, and then just a few more assaults.
Senator MATHIAS. What happened to you after these arrests? What

was the process you went through?
Mr. WALKER. Well, first they would take me to court, OK. I went

to court seven times on assault charges, just on assault charges. I
never had no say-so in court.

Senator MATHIAS. These were seven different incidents?
Mr. WALKER. Seven separate assault charges, and I never had a

say-so in court, you know. I never got to stand up and really tell
the judge how I felt. I could employ an attorney or go to a public
defender, but all they did was find some legal loophole to get you
out.

When you went back in they never really found out what the
teenagers were really like. If they could sit down and let the teenager
talk to them and tell them how they really felt and tell them what
happened, then the teenagers wouldn't mind going to court. Right
now the reason teenagers don't like court is because they can't get
up and tell them how they feel. They can't get up and say that's
not how it was, this is how it happened. They can't say that. They
are told to shut up and sit there

Senator MATHIAS. Let me ask you something. If, after your first
arrest for assault, you had had an opportunity in court to express
your thoughts, would it have made a difference in preventing you
from being there a second time?

Mr. WALKER. You mean to go to a place like Project MEND?
Senator MATHIAS. Yes.
Mr. WALKER. I don't think I'd have went back if I went to a

place like Project MEND. I was put on probation for a year and
a half. I've been locked up and nothing helped. I was on probation
for a year and a half. My probation officer, he didn't help me, nothing.

Senator MATHIAS. Why not?
Mr. WALKER. I went to Project MEND on my own.
Senator MATHIAS. Why do you feel your probation officer failed?
Mr. WALKER. You couldn't communicate to him. He called you

up and said be in at 10 o'clock, so you were home at 10 o'clock.
He called you to make sure you were home, that was fine. He never
came over and talked to you. He never found out how you were
doing in school. He never tried to help you in school. If you were
doing something wrong, if you were getting bad grades, if you didn't
go to school, he didn't try to help. He'd just take you back to court.

I went to a project on my own. They helped me. I dropped out
of school. They got me back in school. I wanted to become a specific
person in my life. I wanted to become a steamfitter. I always wanted
to be a steamfitter. They got me into the steamfitters' local. They
helped me get through that since I've been in the project there and
they have helped me. They did it all on their own time. I was never
officially in the project. I asked for the help by myself. I went up
and asked one of the counselors. He gave me- the help on his own
time. He's a very nice guy to me. He's helped a lot of people.
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I went to a couple group sessions with him where he's asked me
to come in and talk to his students that have dropped out of school
and try to talk them into going back to school and tell them what,
you know, what I went through, how I quit school and went back
to school and tell them like what the programs are like, you know,

tl because there are kids out there that aren't going to listen to people.
They don't actually know what they're trying to do, whether they're
for them or against them.

Senator MATHIAS. Did you have the feeling that the probation officer
who was assigned to your case was simply filling out a form and,
if he had a certain number of contacts with you by telephone or
otherwise, he would just check those off for the record?

Mr. WALKER. I felt that he did his job the best he could. He
really didn't know how to communicate with the teenagers, how to
sit down and talk to them. He was only a probation officer. He
didn't have time. They probably put too many people on him, like
I know the probation department is very busy, OK. There's an awful
lot of teenagers that are on probation, an awful lot of them that
get in trouble and an awful lot that don't. Maybe he didn't have
time for me, but-i'm saying that projects like this do have time
for people and they're willing to take them. They're willing to help
the people, and I think that's great.

I think that a project that would sit down and talk to a person
and help them is a whole lot better than a probation officer who
calls them twice a week and finds out what they're doing.

...... Senator MATHIAS. I asked you what might have happened between
your first arrest and -the second which might have prevented the
second. But let's roll it back one further step. What might have
happened in your life to prevent the first arrest?

Mr. WALKER. What might have prevented it? Me not being so
big. I'm going to be truthful with you. I've been big all my life
and if I hadn't been so big I probably wouldn't have got arrested
so many times for assault.

It seems like every time I got in a little kid fight it ended up
in court, where other kids that got into a little kid fight wouldn t
end up in court.

Senator MATHIAS. Life's funny. I have known kids who were unhap-
py because they weren't growing enough.

Mr. WALKER. I enjoyed being this big. Like I said, if I wouldn't
have been 6 foot when I was 14 it would have been a lot different.

Senator MATHIAS. Did other kids tease you?
Mr. WALKER. I've been teased all my life.
Senator MATHIAS. Was that one of the principal reasons you began

to get into these problems?
Mr. WALKER. No. I believe that what happened was I had a bad

temper when I was young and because of the people teasing me,
when somebody would say something to me I would jump on them
about it because I was big and I knew I could handle myself. That's
how come I got in a lot of assault charges and stuff.

Senator MATHIAS. How did you do in school generally?
Mr. WALKER. Well, I had an above average 10. I was a very intel-

ligent student. I just didn't like school. I had no interest in going
to school whatsoever.
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Senator MATHIAS. Did it give you problems? Were you not in-
terested, or was it tough for you?

Mr. WALKER. School had never been tough for me. I just really
never wanted to set my mind and stay in school. I wasn't really
looking toward the future. I was kind of young. To me it didn't
mean much then. All I wanted to do then was be outside. I didn't
care if everybody went to school and I was outside. I just wanted
to be outside.

That's why I had a truancy problem in school, but since I've gotten
older I've tried to find a job and there's just nothing out there unless
you got a high school diploma or high school education or something
like that. So, I had to go back to school.

I didn't know about how to get back in school, because I had
been thrown out of so many schools. Most of the schools didn't
want me coming back. I dropped out in the tenth grade and I'd
look awful funny going back into the tenth grade. I knew I'd have
to find some other source of getting back in school. I couldn't take
night courses because I couldn't afford to work a day and then go
to school at night because I wouldn't be able to go to work in
the morning. But there are some programs where you can go back
to school and don't have to work because they pay you. I was fortu-
nate to get into a program like that, so I was really lucky and,
like I said, the project that I was in opened up a lot of doors for
me, helped me a lot and got me into these things where I could
help myself.

He told me all I had to do was help myself a little bit and they
would help me all they could, an they did a lot for me. Right now
I've gotten back into school. I've been accepted in the steamfitters'
union and I could start work September Ist, as soon as I get my
high school diploma, so I really feel if they give a kid a chance
and don't be, you know, taking him into court and then putting
him away and then putting him on probation. If they let somebody
talk to him before they do all that and find out where the kid's
coming from and let the kids talk, it would really help a lot.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me ask you this question. Did anyone talk
to you in school when you were uninterested? Before your first arrest,
was there any teacher or counselor in the school who gave you a
chance to express what was going through your mind?

Mr. WALKER. No. I really didn't talk to any counselors or really
get along too good in school with any of the personnel in school
at all.

Senator MATHIAS. They knew you were having trouble because you
had a bad attendance record, right?

Mr. WALKER. Before my first arrest I didn't. I didn't really start
truancy from school until I hit junior high and, I don't know, then
it hit me all at once. I just stopped going to school and I really
didn't go back. I didn't go back hardly in the seventh grade, and
in the eighth grade they gave me a home teacher where he come
to my house twice a week for-an hour a dqy. All right, that didn't
help me much. He passed me, but I really didn t know the work.

All right, before I went into ninth grade I wouldn't go to school,
so they put me away. When I got out of the reform school I was
on probation for a year and a half. All they said then was if I
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didn't go to school I would be put back in for 18 months, so I
went to school. I went to school every day. I didn't learn nothing,
but I sat there and went to school. They told me I had to go, they
didn't tell me I had to sit there and learn, so I went to school
and I played their games. My probation officer used to call me up

S twice a week and ask me how I was doing, ask me if I was going
to school. He talked to the school and found out I was getting average
grades and then he'd just drop it. He didn't come to see me. He
didn't ask me if I was failing back in any of my work or if he
could help me with my work or anything like that.

I was kind of slow in picking up some things in school. I was
always good in math and stuff, but when I dropped out of school
I kind of fell back on everything. I couldn't get a job because I
didn't know everything.

OK., now I can look forward to having a career. I can get a
job. I just believe if it would have happened sooner I probably would
have gone back to school instead of quitting. I probably would have
stayed in school. I never would have quit school and probably wouldn't
have been in half the trouble I've been in through the juvenile system.

Senator MATHIAS. We're glad at any rate that the last line is a
good one, and that things are looking up for you. I hope it stays
that way.

We thank you both for being here this morning. It's very helpful
for us to hear it first hand. Maybe we can help some others with
the same kind of help you received.

Mr. WALKER. I hope so.
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you for being here.
The subcommittee will now call Colonel Robinson, who will testify

on behalf of the Police Department of the City of Baltimore. Colone,
we're happy that you could be with us today. I know of your involve-
ment in the juvenile crime problem and we would be glad to have
your comments and your advice.

STATEMENT OF COL. BISHOP ROBINSON, CITY OF BALTIMORE
POLICE DEPARTMENT, BALTIMORE, MD.

Colonel ROBINSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I
do not have a prepared statement. I am speaking on behalf of the
Police Department of Baltimore. My comments really are-in support
of the findings which preface your legislation, the Delinquency Act
of 1974.

First of all, I have been in law enforcement for some 24 years.
I began my career as a footman walking a beat in the inner-city
of Baltimore, where I once lived.

I find today the same criminal patterns of behavior that existed
when I began my career in law enforcement as a footman, except
the volume of offenses has increased. With reference to the index
crimes, murder, rape, robbery, burglary, larceny, auto theft, aggravated
assault, in 1965 we arrested some 3,488 juveniles, persons under
18, for these offenses.

By 1975 we had arrested 11,727 juveniles for the same offenses.
Senator MATHIAS. Would you give me those figures again?
Colonel ROBINSON. In 1965, for the index offenses which I just

named, we arrested 3,488 persons under 18. In 1975 we arrested
11,727 persons under 18 years of age.
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We are finding that a small segment of our population is responsible
for these criminal acts and we have begun to realize that we need
to recognize the fact that these persons are criminals because they
are involved in criminal behavior.

To denote or connotate the term delinquency implies there may
be two kinds of crime when there's only one. We find that there
have been numerous efforts undertaken to rehabilitate offenders, with
various treatments and in various settings. We have had milieu
therapy, in-house therapy in our prisons, educational and vocational
training, individual counseling and we have experienced community-
based corrections facilities and all sorts of therapeutic measures of
rehabilitation. Systematically, they have not worked.

We advocate today that the violent crimes offender, regardless of
age, should be incarcerated until such time as we find that rehabilita-
tive techniques will modify his behavior. The violent crimes offender
that I speak of is not a first-time offender, because we have conducted
samplings, in 1974, for example, we found that there is an escalation
of offenses characteristic of juvenile offenders.

The juvenile begins his asocial behavior with minor or hassling
type offenses and then escalates into more serious crimes. We are
arresting the same persons for the same crimes in the same year,
and the process continues.

A small number of persons in our communities are responsible
for these crimes. To illustrate, we arrested an I I-year-old who had
in his possession master keys to General Motors cars. He was responsi-
ble for stealing or removing some 50 automobiles. This person was
incarcerated. Our auto theft problem diminished.

We have enjoyed a degree of success in our efforts in Baltimore.
Of the major cities in the United States, we have the best crime
reduction rate for 1975.

Senator MATHIAS. Colonel, I don't want to interrupt your train
of thought. But if you don't mind, J will ask you a question now
because you said a very interesting thing a minute ago. You were
talking about a very small group of people who are responsible for
a very large increase in the number of crimes.

Colonel ROBINSON. That's correct.
Senator MATHIAS. Now, when you gave us figures a minute ago

of 11,727 arrests for "index crimes" under the age of 18, do those
represent any multiple arrests for the same offender?

Colonel ROBINSON. They would include some multiple arrests for
the same offender; yes, sir.

Senator MATHIAS. It might be very helpful for us to take a look
at that profile and see how many of those are multiple arrests.

Could you comment on how many committed the second, third,
or fourth offense after arrest, but before trial for the first offense?

Colonel ROBINSON. I do have figures to support our observations,
and there are persons who have committed subsequent offenses
between arrest and trial. There's no doubt about that. We have some
individuals who have been arrested as much as 25 times in their
short criminal careers.

Senator MATHIAS. Are we discussing offenders under the age of
18?
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Colonel ROBINSON. Under the age of 18; yes, sir. One example:
to illustrate the robbery problem, we find that in 1975 we arrested
some 2,010 persons, 16 and 17, for the crime of robbery. Of those
persons, that comprises 48 percent of the problem. That means that
52 percent of those persons arrested for the crime of robbery in
1975 were under 16 years of age, which is certainly a significant
finding.

Senator MATHIAS. Could you comment on the motivation for those
crimes? In his testimony this morning, Dr. Eisenhower stated that
drugs per se were not the cause of crime, but the cost of drugs
was involved.

Colonel ROBINSON. I think that is a contributing factor. There should
be a multifactor approach to the causes of crime. We have identified
certain contributing factors, which may be social, economic, or in-
dividual factors. Some persons have an infinitely complicated
psychological makeup.

I think realistically we need to address another part of the problem,
that is, crime may be profitable to some persons under 18.

We have always been perplexed with the old saying that crime
does not pay. Perhaps it does in the minds of some of our criminal
offenders, because we are unable to treat and rehabilitate these in-
dividuals and we find no other Teason for their involvement in crimes
for material gain other than profit, regardless of the small amounts
taken, which may amount to sometimes from $10 to $50.

Senator MATHIAS. Of course, as Dr. Eisenhower also said, unfortu-
nately, crime appears to pay for too many people.

Colonel ROBINSON. That's right.
Senator MATHIAS. That's one of the problems in getting that old

age impressed on people's minds.
Colonel ROBINSON. That is correct. We do support comprehensive

programs, diversionary in nature or rehabilitative in nature, as long
as those programs are comprehensive and are broad based in that
they serve large numbers of persons, and that is why we implemented
in Baltimore, the police department's pre-intake limited adjustment
program.

We believe that through the nine district stations utilizing the total
resources of the police department's patrol division, we could impact
on the diversion of juvenile offenders from those minor or hassling
types of offenses and prevent some from becoming involved in serious
offenses. This program was implemented on May I of this year and,
of course, it is too early to give you an evaluation of the success
of that program at present, but we will conduct an evaluation of
the program in the very near future and try to determine whether
or not we have effectively met our objectives, one of which is, of
course, to lighten the workload with the Department of Juvenile Ser-
vices so that they may deal more effectively, as Judge Karwacki has
stated, with the more serious crimes.

Senator MAHIAs. The subcommittee would be grateful if you would
provide us with a copy of that report when yo have completed the
evaluation. This is an ongoing interest of the subcommittee, and we
need all the help we can get.

Colonel ROBINSON. Yes, sir, another reason for the program, we
arrested some 25,000-plus offenders under 18 years of age, in 1975,

78.40 0- 76 . 10
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and I have already stated, of which 11,727 were arrested for index
crimes, so we need to deal effectively with this large amount of
persons who have been arrested for less serious offenses and, of
course, included in that group would be the hassling offenses, such
as malicious destruction of property, some of the disorderly conduct
cases and drinking and this sort of thing.

So, we want to address that problem on a broad basis using the
generalist-specialist concept. In other words, we know that 50 percent
of all persons arrested for index crimes are under the age of 18,
so we would not reorganize our police department and then place
or assign 50 percent of our resources to the juvenile bureau. Thatwould be organizing on the basis of clientele, which is duplication
of effort and ineffective in sound management practices.

We believe the generalist-specialist concept is the best approach
in law enforcement in this respect; we will train all our patrol officers
to deal with juvenile problems. We have trained and assigned youth
service officers and alternatives in each of the nine police districts.
This approach we think is very effective. It's the same approach
we used with respect to the narcotics problem. We used the generalist-
specialist idea in that we trained all of our patrol officers, of which
there are approximately 2,000 in the patrol division, in narcotics
identification and recognition, investigative techniques and concepts,
so this is the same approach we're using in addressing the juvenile
problem, which is 50 percent of our workload in terms of arrest
for index crimes.

Senator MATHIAs. Are you able to get ahead of the problem? As
a parent I visited a school not too long ago where there was a
discussion of drugs and alcohol among students. It was not organized
for students. Rather, it was organized for parents to impress upon
them their individual responsibilities in this regard. One of the
speakers at the meeting was a police officer, and he was very good.
I thought he was a wonderful spokesman for the officers' point of
view. He pointed out the practical problems police face, and what
police expect of parents.

Are you putting officers in that posture-where they can go before
school groups comprised of parents or students?

Colonel ROBINSON. Yes. Our "officer friendly" program places the
police officer in the classroom. The program has been in existence
for approximately 5 years.

Senator MATHIAS. In these dialogues and communications, is the
message getting across?

Colonel ROBINSON. This is a part of our balanced approach to
the problem. Now, with respect to the pre-intake program, the officer

- also contacts the parent as well as the victim or complainant, and
he receives concurrence from both parties that the child may volun-
tarily participate in the program. So, we are making contact with
the parents. Also the parent responds to the station house to receive
the child once the child is taken into custody by a police officer.

In addition to that, we have also focused on the victim and complai-
nant with our "crime prevention through community awareness pro-
gram." This program, of course, is one in which we provide a service
to victims, and to complainants of property crimes particularly burgla-
ry, whereby we conduct surveys and give advice concerning crime
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prevention techniques. We try to involve the community in this
process.

We believe that crime prevention is a total community responsibility
and it necessitates the involvement of the total community, and I
think that is one factor which contributes to our success and crime
reduction efforts which we have enjoyed over the past year and a
half, in that we have been able to enlist the support of the community
through community councils, radio watch groups, the community
awareness program, and the pre-intake program among other activities
involving community participation directed toward crime prevention.

We have also sought out cooperation from parents to enforce the
curfew ordinance, and this has been very helpful and results have
been positive.

Senator MATHIAS. Very briefly, would you explain to the subcommit-
tee the participation of victims which you mentioned a minute ago.

In your diversion program, do you require the victim to agree
to the program?

Colonel ROBINSON. Absolutely, give the victim something to say
about what should happen to the offender.

Senator MATHIAS. Let's say a kid has snatched a purse from a
woman on the street; that woman could say, "No, I insist that he
go before a judge under the standard process." Or the woman could
say, "Well, as long as the diversion process may work, then it's all
right with me." Is that correct?

Colonel ROBINSON. Not in a purse-snatch offense. I consider that
a crime of violence, a serious crime, but in the minor offenses the
answer to the question would be yes.

Senator MATHIAS. What type of offense?
Colonel ROBINSON. The child may be eligible for enrollment in

the program if he or she commits any of 34 listed minor offenses
such as malicious destruction of property, these hassling type of offen-
ses, disorderly conduct, disturbing the peace, drinking in the streets,
assaults which are minor in nature, false fire alarms, glue sniffing,
and so forth. There are 34 offenses which fall into the purview of
the pre-intake limited adjustment program, and the victim does have
a say in determining wh whether or not the child should be accepted
into the program.

If he says no, then the child is not placed in the program.
Senator MATHIAS. i'm going to ask the committee staff to get the

list of 34 offenses.

IEx Hsrr No. 91
CITY OF BALTIMORE POLICE DEPARTMENT

LIST OF ELIGIBLE OFFENSES TO GENERAL ORDER

i. Assault and battery, nonaggravated.
2. Cruelty to animals.
3. Destruction of property under $500.
4. Disturbing the peace and/or disorderly conduct.
5. Consumption of alcohol.
6. False alarm of fire.
7. False statement to police.
8. Glue sniffing.
9. Hindering or obstructing a police officer, security officer, guard, etc.
10. Impersonating a police officer.
11. Indecent exposure.
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12. Interfering with firemen.
13. Killing and injuring animals.
14. Larceny under $100 (including shoplifting).
15. Littering.
16. Loitering.
17. Telephone misuse/harassment.
18. Placing injurious substance in street.
19. Possession of alcohol.
20. Possession of pyrotechnics (fireworks).
21. Receiving stolen goods valued under $100.
22. Resisting arrest.
23. Unlawful removal of grocery carts and personal property.
24. Rogue and vagabond.
25. Threats and threatening letters.
26. Tampering with autos.
27. Throwing trash on land of another or public property.
28. Trespassing on private or public property.
29. Wrongful opening of mail.
30. Public nuisances.
31. Playing ball unlawfully in the streets.
32. Violations- minors in public places of amusement (bowling alleys, pool rooms,

etc.).
33. Minors gambling.
34. Refusing to pay mass transit or other public conveyances.

Colonel ROBINSON. We supplied your office with a copy of the
general order. This implements the program and sets forth the
guidelines for the entire program.

Senator MATHIAS. Colonel, I have one further question. From your
standpoint as an officer with 24 years' experience living with this
problem day after day, and seeing it more than double, almost triple
in the last 10 years, what would be your highest priority for change
in the juvenile justice system?

Colonel ROBINSON. I think the juvenile justice system needs more
resources, both material and human.

We need maximum security facilities to incarcerate violent crime
offenders until we find something better to do with them. Corrections
is in need of additional resources to achieve desired goals.

Additionally, I believe that we need more community involvement
programs for youthful offenders. The police, I believe, are very limited
in the role of juvenile crime prevention. We are first and foremost
enforcement officials.

As I have earlier stated, the community has total responsibility
for crime prevention, including delinquency. I should also like to
see the status offenders dealt with differently, such as truants and
runaways. These persons do not belong in incarcerated facilities. They
should not be incapacitated, but I believe all of our social institutions
must fulfill their responsibilities in dealing with the problem and not
abdicate their responsibilitie to the police.

Senator MATIAS. We thank you very much for being here today.
The next witnesses before the subcommittee are Michael Kaminkow,

chairman of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Advisory
Committee, and James Doolan, director of Carroll County Youth Ser-
vices Bureau. Gentlemen, we are happy to have you here.

Have you determined which of you will speak first?
Mr. KAMINKOW. Ill allow my colleague on my left to go first.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES DOOLAN, DIRECTOR, CARROLL COUNTY
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU, WESTMINISTER, MD.

Mr. DOOLAN. First of all, Senator, I would like to say, first of
all Senate Bill 821 1 support and the association representin$ the
Advisory Committee supports. However, I personally believe the intent
of the bill itself when it gets down to the aplication level, the grass-
roots program, the intent is not being ful iled. I hope to explain
my comments on that through my statement.

I also think there are areas of the bill that are extremely vague.
In explanation, there's areas where advanced techniques, specialists
in the field of delinquency and different types of programs to meet
certain needs in the bill, and throughout the conversations we're hav-
ing with the State planning agency on the advisory board, when the
question comes up there are certain comments made that the bill
is made and they are not stated, therefore, we can put that program
in there. I think one of the things we have to do is clarify the
issues in the bill that are vague. I'he length of the comprehensive
plan is 1,134 pages long. Now, personally sitting on the Advisory
Board and reviewing 1,100 pages and being a full-time worker is
almost impossible. What we need to do is to concentrate those efforts
down to what is the mission that-the Governor's Commission on
LEAA, the State planning agency and each individual program, let
them design their mission, what are their objectives and goals and
whether it's effective or not. If it's not effective, then change it or
remove it.

Youth service bureaus that were funded in the past were never
determined whether they were effective or not effective. There's an
attempted evaluation, but it was done very much in a criminal justice
type of way. The emphasis was on court referrals, police and juvenile
services, yet the bill and its intent point to alternative type of
resources.

The fight that has to be gotten or take place was to even recognize
that a kid that walks in off the street for help, to direct that that
referral is as important as the judge referring someone, particularly
if you're talking about prevention, and you have to deal with those
basic kind of concepts to get people to recognize sensitivity if you're
talking about prevention, and in the past it has not been in the
State of Maryland. We have not been allowed for that innovation,
that creativity to draw in on the prevention level.

There was a moratorium 3 years ago in the Youth Services Bureau.
The bill itself outlines point-by-point and specifically mentions Youth
Services Bureau. Three years have gone by and the moratorium is
still on.

My question is why has the regional LEAA and even District of
Columbia level allowed the moratorium to stand without even
questioning it?

Now, if the bill itself mentioned youth service bureaus and there's
a moratorium on them, then why has that been allowed to go for
3 consecutive years?

Senator MATHIAS. That is one of the reasons I'm here.
Mr. DOOLAN. Good. One of these things, it was a new concept,

new approach. What they needed, and still need, is support to grow
not to die, and that's exactly what the concept is when you stop
it for 3 years with no new programs.
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Yet the bill outlines-then the other thing is the evaluation of
programs. LEAA throughout has mentioned the 10-percent reduction
in crime. That's kind of an unreasonable situation to place three
youth services, particularly in Baltimore City, and to say you're going
to reduce the crime by 10 percent, or any geographical area. The
emphasis needs to be on the clientele you work with.

I guess an interesting comment made the other day was, I guess
if a community-based, oriented and operated program can do as well
as sending a kid away, then it's better off because the kid stays
intact with his family, the environment and the peer group and he
doesn't get stigmatized. It's not this 10 percent is necessary. If it's
asgood it's better, because the kid stays in his home environment.

The Juvenile Justice Advisory Board, the appointments that were
made for the Juvenile Justice Board is made of specialists in
delinquency. The group that I represented worked very hard sending
a lot of letters and support, yet many of the people appointed to
that particular Advisory Board had no idea of what Senate Bill 821
was until the day they opened up the letter and read they were
appointed to the Advisory Board.

My point for bringing these out is if we allow these type of things
to go on, it's those people who are not-now, they have a great
concern and a desire and willingness to learn, but they're not the
people with the know-how as to what is going on in programs.

Many of the youth involved were not the consumers of the program
in the past but were, in fact, lawyers who just graduated or Hopkins
graduated people who were in the system. The establishment had
not been consumers of the programs. It goes without saying.

Senator MATHIAS. You got very little of the viewpoint we saw from
Steven Walker this morning, for example?

Mr. DOOLAN. You get none of that except through people who
work in the programs. We need to involve the youth, the consumers
of the program in making changes. We sit on advisory boards-I'm
as guilty as anyone else-we make decisions for youth, what is best
for them. Now, we need to get youth involved to help make decisions
as to what their needs are and to get them involved.

Senator MATHIAS. Do you have some sympathy with the point of
view that Steven Walker expressed this morning? Is a failure to find
out what is on the mind of the offender part of the problem?

Mr. DOOLAN. Unquestionably, unquestionably. I'll get to that in
a minute. How can you make programs for kids when you're not
aware of what the kids are even desinng or will take part in?
- Another thing that, I think, has to be looked into is not only
the composition, the monitary giving out for the programs lies within
the Governor's Commission itself, and if you look at the makeup
of the Governor's Commission, most of it is after the fact type of
performance by the people. The jobs that they have represent after
the fact.

A good example is I personally have sat in commission meetings
where maybe as high as $6 million will be spent in maybe an hour
and a half, but it take 45 minutes to discussone alternative program.

Seantor MATHIAS. You're getting to the Federal level in Washington.
Mr. DOOLAN. OK, that may be true, but it doesn't justify it at

that level. An alternative program under this new bill outlined takes
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for 45 minutes to discuss, but they ask questions like evaluation and
effectiveness, but not one time on $6 million did they worry about
evaluation and effectiveness. The only person who gets ripped off
on that is the youth in the end.

The one thing that has to come about, the one thing-in our JD
money we have $22,000 in Maryland for citizen involvement. That's
kind of ridiculous. We have to get lots of involvement, the profes-
sionals and youths in the community together into a community care
situation, whether it's at Cumberland or Annapolis or where. To say
here's your needs, well give you a program, it's rather absurd.

Go into the city first and say what are the needs .and develop
a program accordingly, not develop the program and bring it in.

Teacher training, one of the things we're talking about is school.
I remember your comments in New York about the kids and truancy,
kids being locked out of their own schools. I don't know how many
times we ve been through that, that we need training for teachers,
sensitivity. I personally before I came to work in this field was a
teacher. I spent 4 years in learning how to get the knowledge out
of a book from my head to their heads, but never how to deal
with human beings, yet that's the primary job they have. We need
teacher training. There are kids within the system-we also need
to move towards alternative projects. We have special programs for
mental retardation, blind people, but there are unsettled juveniles
who-the system doesn't fit them, not they don't fit the system. The
system doesn't fit them.

Double standards, we need to realize in business if your opinion
is asked and you give it, you're very beneficial, you're helpful towards
the community. If a kid gives his opinion in a classroom it's in defiance
and insubordination. The principals in the State of Maryland were
asked to list what they considered the greatest classes of disruptive
youths. Defiance and insubordination were one and two.

You asked about guidance counselors in one of your comments
earlier. Guidance counselors have caseloads of 500 to 700, even
higher, and cannot personally deal with personal problems, cannot
possibly deal with a kid that's having a problem, hassle. There are
two school psychologists on an average of 20,000 kids. How can
they do anything effectively with that breakdown?

It's only one other thing, two points. One is the diagnosis and
screening, diagnostic and screening programs that are brought about.
One of the things that I personally fear is we're diagnosing too many
kids. We're putting too many labels on kids. It's an unholy attitude.

How many times have you read an evaluation that says positive
points? If we send a young person to an evaluation we don't say
tell us what's good, tellus what's wrong, tell us what areas of weak-
nesses the child has, not tell us what strengths we can build on.
Most evaluations of strength I have read, in my opinion, do not
reflect positive evaluations.

The alternative programs-we openly admit we need resources and
direction and one of the questions is that before, in the past you
could not admit to the weakness because your survival is short. Na-
tionwide the survival is nil and, in short, we're admitting to the fact
we need that resource and direction and growth to improve.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Kaminkow?
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL KAMINKOW, CHAIRMAN, JUVENILE
JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ADVISORY COMMIT-
TEE, BALTIMORE, MD.
Mr. KAMINKOW. Senator, my remarks would be brief. Unlike my

colleague on my left, who is also vice chairman of the Governor s
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Advisory Board, I am
not a day-to-day worker in the juvenile justice area. I'm a private
practitioner of the law. I am chairman, however, of the Governor's
Committee and I would like to focus, if I can for a couple of minutes,
not on specific programs as such, but on a couple of things that
I consider to be important to the functioning of our committee.

I have prepared a statement, but I will not read it at this time,
for inclusion in the record.

Senator MATHIAS. It will be included as if you had read it.'
Mr. KAMINKOW. I don't want to dwell too long on funding an

appropriations. I'm sure we all here know that we need more funds
in the juvenile justice area. I'm sure that many of the witnesses that
appeared before this committee have spoken to that point.

One of the aspects that concerned me when I took the chairmanship
of this committee more than any other was the aspect of the commit-
tee being advisory in nature. That is, we could only recommend lo
the Governor's Commission actions to be taken on their part, a d
I think that very nature-that was created by statute-left a lot bf
the committee members extremely skeptical about what our role was
going to be and whether or not we could be effective.

Initially, our first major test I think of our advisory nature was
on the quesiton of funding. As you know, approximately $500,000
or more was funded initially for Maryland through the Juvenile
Delinquency Act. It had been suggested to us as the advisory commit-
tee by the Governor's staff that the $500,000 possibly would be chan-
neled back into the commission to make up for what was taken
out of the left pocket and then put into the right. That is, tie
$500,000 had come out of LEAA money and now we were going
to take the JD $500,000 and put it back into LEAA money and
only approximately $30,000 would go into juvenile delinquency pro-

rams and the rest would go back into funding of programs that
ad no relation, or very little relation to juvenile delinquency prp-

grams.
However, we as a committee, an advisory committee for the Juvenile

Delinquency Act took a different position. We felt it was important
not only to enforce the letter of the statute, but the spirit of the
statute, and we took the position that the entire $500,000 that wbs
appropriated under the Juvenile Delinquency Act should be used fir
juvenile delinquency functions and we made that recommendation
to the Governor's Commission and we were pleased when the Gover-
nor's Commission affirmed our recommendation and agreed to take
the cuts that had been made in juvenile justice programs and to
bring them back up to par with the juvenile delinquency money and
also to use the balance of those funds, which was approximately
$343,000, for new programs in the juvenile justice area. I think that
was an important and a major step that the commission took to

I S p. 147.
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give us an advisory committee credibility to show to us that what
we were doing was not fruitless and that our recommendations as
an expert body advising the commission would be taken seriously
by them and that they would not act on their own to meet their
own self-interests. We have had many meetings since. I guess since
January we have tried to meet almost once a month. We are well
on our way now.

We had some early problems as a committee as to structure and
some internal problems, but we are now well on our way to becoming
an integral part of the planning process, and it is my hope as chairman
that after we involve ourselves in the planning process for 1977 that
we can begin to reevaluate a lot of the things that have been going
on in the juvenile justice area beyond just being involved in the
regular planning process that goes on day-to-day, but go beyond that.

I hope that we too can hold our own hearings in many areas
and I hope to be able to establish a number of subcommittees using
the expertise of the various members of the committee to work on
the programs ourselves. But at this point we are new, we are young
and we have a lot to learn and a lot of growing to do and we
need your help. We need the money from Washington, because if
we don't have it we would just be spinning our wheels.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL KAMINKOW
Mr. Chairman, my name is Michael Kaminkow, and I am Chairman of the Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Advisory Board to the Maryland Governor's Com-
mission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice. Our Board has been
established in response to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974, and our primary responsibilities are to provide advice to the Governor's Commis-
sion on matters related to juvenile delinquency planning and programming.

The State of Maryland has shown enthusiasm in its support of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act and in fact, was one of the first states to move
ahead to implement the Act's provisions. Our Board is composed of 28 members
representing all geographic areas of Maryland as well as a variety of juvenile justice
interests, both as professionals and laymen.

Our membership is diverse. For example, Robert Hilson, the Director of Maryland's
Juvenile Services Administration, is a member of our Board, as is Judge Robert Kar-
wacki of the Juvenile Division of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City. On the other
end of the spectrum are Alice Abrams, a member of a citizens group concerned
about juvenile justice, and a large number of young members under the age of 26
with a strong commitment to preventing juvenile delinquencey.

The members of our Board are quite anxious to move forward and meet the chal-
lenges our growing juvenile delinquency problems are causing. We fully recognize
that juvenile delinquency has become a serious problem in Maryland's jurisdictions,
and believe that we can assist in developing the kinds of innovative approaches needed
to stem the rising juvenile crime rate.

Quite frankly, we would like to see a substantially greater volume of funding support
provided in the juvenile area, but we recognize that a limited amount of funding
is available, especially under the block grant prograin administered by the Governor's
Commission. We had hoped that the Juvenile Delinquency Act would provide a signifi-
cant funding boost to the State's juvenile programming efforts, and that our Board
could provide valuable planning assistance to the Commission because of its specialized
nature.

Unfortunately, we have been somewhat disappointed because funding support simply
has not materialized. We are very concerned about this situation, Mr. Chairman, and
we strongly urge Congress to appropriate more funds under this Act.

One example of the sort of difculties we in Maryland are facing lies in the area
of separation of juveniles and adults while awaiting court disposition. As you know,
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act contains provisions stating that
juveniles awaiting trial shall not be detained in institutions where they have regular
contact with adult offenders.
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Maryland saw no problem in meeting this provision a year ago, and in fact, the
Maryland Legislature passed an Act specifically mandating that children may not be
detained in local jails while awaiting further court disposition. We had hoped that
Juvenile Delinquency Act funds would assist us in finding alternatives to such incarcera-
tion. But a lack of overall resources have prevented the State from achieving its
goals in this area. As a result, the Legislature during its 1976 session delayed implemen-
tation of the measure until 1978.

In spite of these problems, our Board has initiated aggressive productive activity
in the past few months. We have been involved in the Commission's comprehensive

planning process, focusing on such problems as the need for criteria to be developed
or referral to diversion programs, the need for a mechanism for local communities

to assess their needs in the juvenile area, and the need for better information on
dispsitional alternatives for juveniles.

We have recommended five year funding objectives in areas such as public awareness
and access to prevention programs and development of a system of service delivery
to youths and their families.

Thus far, two projects have already been funded in Maryland with Juvenile Delinquen-
cy Act funds. The first of these, an aftercare alternatives project, is being implemented
in Baltimore City under the direction of the Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources.
Under the grant, academic and vocational training will be provided for 60 Baltimore
City youths who have been released from either the Maryland Training School or
the Montrose School and are on aftercare supervision. In addition, youths enrolled
in the program will be employed 60 hours per month in a public service agency.

A second project, funded just last week by the Governor's Commission, will be
implemented in Anne Arundel County and is designed to develop a law related educa-
tion program for children in County schools. Curriculum materials will be provided
for Kindergarten through 12th grade which would give students a better understanding
of their rights and responsibilities under the law and the criminal justice system in
a free society. The project has the support of the Maryland Bar Association and
various other education agencies and professionals and will eventually be carried out
throughout the State.

We feel that projects such as these are desperately needed in Maryland if an impact
is to be made on juvenile crime. But to have an impact, adequate funds must be
made available. We look forward with continued enthusiasm to further development
of the Juvenile Delinquency Act program in Maryland, but strongly urge you and
your colleagues in Washington to recognize that more funding is needed-both for
the Juvenile Delinquency Act and the overall block grant program in Maryland. There
is no question in our minds that the two programs complement one another, that
they must continue to be coordinated and that both deserve high funding priority
if the objectives of Congress and the Board in reducing juvenile delinquency are
to be met.

Senator MATHIAS. If the efforts of our chairman, Senator Bayh,
myself and others who are committed to increasing funds are success-
ful, we will be able to do a little better. This year we hope to
do better than we did last year. But I don't think you should be
under any delusion that Washington is going to be a cornucopia
of funds for this problem. There must be a broader community un-
derstanding of the depth of the problem, an awareness of the urgency
to solve the problem, and the future costs involved. We are not
just talking about kids who are in trouble today. We are talking
about what they will be like in 5 and 10 years' time.

The future problems could present a much- greater social problem
than those we face today. Leaving aside the waste of their own lives,
I am talking about the sheer economic cost to society at large. Part
of the solution must be public education. We must not view the
situation from only a technical or mechanical point of view. The
process must involve education of the community as well.

When Mr. Doolan was speaking, my mind went back. There used
to be a very active organization in Maryland called the Children's
Aid Society which had branches in many counties. It played a very,
very active role, and successfully for a long period of tinte. Most
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importantly, it did what is difficult today-it was able to involve
all sorts of people. I remember one of the leading figures in a purely

-private- capacity was Judge William Coleman, who was a U.S. DistrictCourt Judge. All t~es of people belonged to the Children's Aid
Society, and got right down to the nitty-gritty of helping kids. This
is a capacity which has been weakened. Because these were people
who had interest throughout the entire community, they became a
bellwether that got the word out when-4here were problems. I hope
you will take on part of this role-of arousing the public, because
Congress is reactive.

Sometimes, in Washington, we think we get good ideas. But very
often the best ideas thought up in Washington do not become realities
until the public pushes them to become realities. So, you have a
vital role in this respect.

Mr. DOOLAN. One note of comment; what we have to do both
in the District of Columbia and at home is deal with causations
and not effects, and what we have been doing is dealing with the
effects, and we have to get down to the grassroots of what is the
causations, and in doing that, jst a small one of the things that
the national PTA has taken on is the planning. If' you think about
it, probably 95 percent of the kids graduated from high school become
parents, but what training or knowledge do they have of that
parenthood and child rearing?

One of the things we have to do is get into causations of the
total problem and not just after effects.

Senator MATHIAS. Clearly it's something we have not been doing
right. When you look at the figures that Colonel Robinson gave us-of
a jump from 1965, when you had 3,488 arrests under 18 to 11,727
by 1975-that's clear proof that we have not been doing something
right.

Mr. KAMINKOW. I would think, Senator, that Colonel Robinson's
statistics that 50 percent of the crime being committed today is being
committed by juveniles should be frightening enough to wake up
Washington.

Senator MATHIAS. I will be the witness for the moment. I will
tell you Washington is not frightened yet, and it is not really a question
of fear. It's a question of the impact those statistics should have
on legislators as intelligent, reasonable people. The concern for our
constituents and for their safety and property should be enough.

I would like to ask Mr. Doolan one parochial question. What is
your view of the level of crime in Carroll County? That is a communi-
.1y -whiib, although it feels the impact of the urban sprawl, is still
largely a rural community.

Mr. DOOLAN. It's no doubt one of the factors. As I said before,
urbanization problems were nonexistent prior to urbanization. But an
interesting thing is in the local paper last night. Instead of the heading
of the paper, it just said "Juvenile Crime Skyrocketing." That's an
interpretation of one of the assistant State's attorneys. When that
type of literature gets out we don't look at the fact that crime has
risen. There are other variables. Parents have a right to take their
kids in to juvenile services. What they look into are about what
programs that are dealing with that, are they effective or not?
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One of the statements made is that we have tried all the programs,

we have tried the alternative programs, now we have to crack down
on the kids and take them to court and send them away. That's
kind of prehistoric thinking. We have to look at all the variables.

We have to look at the conditions and causations. Evaluations have
never been done on that, on juvenile crimes. That's kind of why
the statistics are not clear.

Statements made by such people as the State's attorney, that's takenas gospeI
Senator MATHIAS. Can you give us the statistics you think are rele-

vant? If you don't have them at hand, could you supply them for
the record?

Mr. DOOLAN. Certainly. I also can give what I feel, and what perhaps
many feel, is an effective evaluation. We don't have the right answer,
but a more effective way rather than determining how many kids
we see and how often.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following was received.]

(EXHIBIT No. 10]
CARROLL COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU, INC.,

CARROLL PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER,
WESTMINSTER, MD., June 29, 1976.

Senator CHARLES MC. MATHIAS, JR.,
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIAS: The following statements will relate to the Juvenile Justice
& Delinquency Act of 1974: 1 feel that the bill itself is vague in many of the terminolo-
gies that are used throughout the bill. In my opinion the intent of the bill is tremendous,
owever at the local level the intent is not carried through. To further explain this

I point to words in the bill like advanced techniques with no further explanation.
I also feel that the amount of paperwork that is necessary to complete a comprehensive
plan is entirely too lengthy to be read and initiated. The comprehensive plan in Mary-
land is 1,134 pages long. There is no way in my opinion that review boards at the
regional level or the federal level in Washington would read in detail this large number
of paperwork.

It is in my opinion that the monies flow each year without a thorough evaluation
of the previous comprehensive plan. I would suggest that such an evaluation take
place prior to new funding. The evaluations that have been done by the State Planning
Agency in Maryland in regards to Youth Service Bureaus never in three years deter-
mined effectiveness. This is not to say that they were not effective, but rather that
the type of evaluation and the individuals from the State Planning Agency were of
a criminal justice background and therfore place great emphasis on criminal activities
rather than on prevention activities.

I have read throughout the Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Act literature at the
State Planning Agency level a desire for a reduction in crime by 10 percent. They
have used this percentile to determine success or failure of their programs. In my
opinion this is absurd and is not a practical way of determining success or failure.
There are too many variables to affect an entire population because of a program
serving that population. A program could however determine success or failure with
the population that they actually serve.

There has been a very low priority for prevention programs in the State of Maryland
and considerably low funding levels for these program& An example of the attitude
of the State Planning Agency as well as the Governor's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and the Administration of Justice is the moratorium placed on Youth Service
Bureaus for the past three years. I question why hasn't the regionat-or the federal
level noticed this moratorium and have allowed the moratorium to exist. The fact
is that the Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Act specifies Youth Service Bureau as
a priority in the bill.

Youth Service Bureaus as well as other prevention programs have a need not only
to grow, but also a need for support. The support in Maryland did not come from
those who were in a position to give support, specifically the State Planning Agency
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and the Governor's Commission on L.E.A.A. where the funding and the technical
support have been.

It is in my opinion that the State Planning Agency, as well as the Governor's
Commission, ough to initiate programs after the programs have submitted their mission,
their objectives, their goals and their measures of effectiveness and to eliminate the
amounts of useless paperwork. At the end of each period of funding the programs
could then be determined in an effective way whether they are in fact successful
or not. What has happened in the past has been in my opinion funding has been
upon whether or not you were able to be a good grant writer.

I would like to address your attention to the composition of the Advisory Board
appointed to the Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Act of 1974. The appointments were
made in my opinion of some people who were not involved in youth programming
or had never been involved in youth programming. I feel that there are many, many
qualified and dedicated people in the field of youth work who are overlooked in
an appointment to the Advisory Board. There were people who did not know that
they were even being considered for an appointment until the-day they received the
letter congratulating them on their appointment to the Board. There have been new
young people added to the Advisory Board in order to "meet the conditions of the

young people are not representative of consumers of youth programming
in the field of Juvenile Justice. I personally feel that youth appointed to a board
of this nature is extremely vital, however I feel when youth are appointed who do
not have a feeling for or a knowledge of youth programming it defeats the bill's
purpose. I would like to further ask why has the regional and the national level
allowed this type of composition "to meet the conditions of the bill".

It is in my opinion that the sensitivity of Maryland's Governor's Commission on
L.E.A.A. does not meet the intent of the Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Act of
1974. An example of this to me was during a commission meeting it took only approxi-
mately one hour for passage of several million dollars while it took over forty-five
minutes for passage of a $50,000 Youth Service Bureau. There were questions asked
which were relevant to the services rendered in the past-by the bureau as well as
whether it was effective or not. My point is that none of these relevant questions
were asked of the several million dollars worth of programs.

I feel that the bill does go into enough depth as to the need for local involvement.
I feel that it ought to make it mandatory to have not only the community government
agencies and professionals, but should have the youth of that community involved
prior to the program being funded. This same group ought to be involve in the evalua-
tion of a program and we should no longer allow those who do not live in the
community or work daily with the programs to determine whether they are effective
or not.

I feel that monies spent for programs of diagnosis and screening encourage sophistica-
tion of levels and in-depth records on young people. An example of this might be
if a young person twenty years ago were to upset an outdoor bathroom with a person
in the outhouse, the child probably would have been punished by his parents and
looked upon as a prankster. Today if the same situation were to occur, it might
be that the young person would be sent for a psychiatric evaluation and probably
would be labeled as a felonious, aggressive person with an anal complex. My point
for bringing out this type of an example is that we must start putting an emphasis
on causations of delinquency and not on what is wrong with someone.

There is a greater need for involvement of programs within our school system.
We need not only money but technical assistance in the field of alternative education,
as well as better methods in handling the disadvantaged and the disruptive youth.
Many of the youth who are labeled disruptive and uncontrollable within the school
system are kids who are truant, hooking, smoking in the school building, and are
being thrown out of their own schools. We must face the fact that the system might
not fight all kids rather that the kids have to fight the system. In my opinion there
needs to be a greater emphasis in the field of teacher training which will enable
a better understanding of the needs of youth. I feel that this additional training will
cause a greater reduction in the number of problem kids in the school system, as
well as a reduction in the number of problem kids in the community.

I would like to conclude by reiterating that the intent of the bill needs to be
carried even further. I do fee, however, that the intent has not been carried out.
Alternative programs need help, resources and direction to grow and improve. Preven-
tion programs are new and have different ways and ideas to in fact prevent. These
types of programs need the federal as well as the state and local support rather

the past practice of attempting to determine which programs we need to get
rid of rather than how can we improve programs. Programs in prevention have been
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fearful to admit of any weakness because their survival was determined on unrealistic
and non-evaluative methods. Their weaknesses if admitted to would have eliminated
their existence.

If you would request or have a need for further information or clarification, please
do not hesitate to call upon me.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES L. DOoLAN

Director, Carrofl County Youth Service Bureau, Inc. Vice Chairman,
Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Adviory Bd.

Senator MATHIAS. Excuse me, Mr. Doolan, Mr. Rector wanted to
ask one question.

Mr. REcTost. There was mention of the fact that the State Planning
Agency or the Governor's people had suggested that there be a cut-
back in the allocation of the Juvenile Delinquency Act moneys com-
mensurate with cutbacks in the Safe Streets moneys generally. That's
of special interest to us, because the 1974 Juvenile Justice Act not
only provides the authorization-the mechanism for specific preven-
tion moneys-but it requires the State planning agencies to persist
in their fiscal year 1972 level of spending. So, not in any way to
deprecate the role of the committee that was established, but the
results that were reached were in compliance with the law and any
other result would have been in contravention of the law.

Mr. KAMINKOW. Well, we felt that way, Mr. Rector. That's why
we took the position that we did, but there had been a suggestion-I
think Mr. Doolan certainly was there and I think his recollection
is probably as good as mine-that it had been suggested the possibility
to taking that $500,000 and not doing what we did do.

Mr. RECTOR. You acted precisely in the fashion that the members
had anticipated when they wrote the section that created the commit-
tee.

Mr. DOOLAN. What if the advisory board had not been in existence?
Then the State planning agency, who was in the business for a long
time, should know the intent of the law and follow through and
recommending there would be no new moneys at all that would go
into the adult programs and everything else. That was their intention.
That's the type of headset I was talking about we have to get sensitivi-
ty into.

Mr. KAMINKOW. It's not only a question of waking up Washington,
but also the Governor's Commission to some extent.

Mr. RECTOR. The Governor's crime commission on State planning
agencies as a collective unit opposed the 1974 act. Thus, you're
bound to have some spill-off or residual opposition.

You mentioned the necessity and importance of consumer involve-
ment. Today we had an opportunity to hear from youths such as
Steven, and Allen Stamper in Annapolis. The act requires, in the
definition of community-based treatment, that there be consumer in-
volvement in the operation, planning, evaluation of programs. It
required one-third of the members appointed to the advisory commit-
tee and groups be under age 26, and in the conference committee
the distinguished Republican ranking member of Education and Labor
Committee in the House, Congressman Quie, had urged a specific
requirement-that young people such as Steven and Alen and young
women and others who have been in the system be required to be
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placed on the State planning agencies. That was modified, but there's
a strong thrust for input from the perspective of the consumers. The
act is, in many respects a recognition that the system has failed
to respond to their needs, and that's why some of these facets were
incorporated in the act.

. Mr. DOOLAN. We had with our committee, we had that. They found
S out some people under 26 weren't on. They went out and gathered

three more, but no one on the board was ever approached about
who he recommended, and there were many people involved who
were not appointed, and the three people who got appointed afterward
were not consumers at all, never involved.

It's no way you can have input of the youth if they're not appointed.
Mr. KAMINKOW. Let me say I think the point you're making is

an important point and we have mt the mandate of the statute,
but perhaps we should go further, and to that extent I will take
back to the Governor and to Mr. Silver your suggestion to involve
the consumer under the age of 26 on the committee, with the hope
that we can have some additional young people who have been in-
volved in the system appointed to the committee.

Senator MATHIAS. I think that would be a very useful procedure
and one that we might-as a result of this interchange-inquire about
in other States and other parts of the country. Thank you both again.

Mr. KAMINKOW. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MATHIAS. The next witness is Judge_ Robert Hammerman.

We are happy that Judge Hammerman has taken time to be with
us. He is a veteran before this subcommittee, as well as a veteran
on the subject of juvenile problems.

The judge was a witness during earlier hearings which the subcom-
mittee held in Baltimore approximately 5 years ago, and he has had
an opportunity to view the manner in which various acts of Congress
dealing with juvenile problems have worked. He knows if they have
been effective or a failure. We appreciate his comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT 1. HAMMERMAN, ASSOCIATE
JUDGE, CITY OF BALTIMORE, BALTIMORE, MD.

Judge Hammerman. Thank you very much, Senator Mathias. I only
wish that, I had sufficient expertise and wisdom to feel that I could
add some new thought and new perspectives to the many which you
have already received.

I have been following closely, in the media, the fact this subcommit-
tee has held hearings on Tuesday in Annapolis and the comments
of those who testified before the subcommittee; and I know the distin-

SuiShed witnesses you have had already this morning and I feel, quite
frankly, that there isn't too much new or original that I could add.

My purpose would be to merely reinforce the gravity of the problem
as described to you by the other witnesses.

I think that there is great unanimity in what the problems are
and some of the things we should do, but perhaps not too much
beyond that.

It is my own personal view, Mr. Chairman, that the money which
has been spent through the acts of Congress has not filtered down
to the street level and has not had any meaningful impact on the
juvenile crime problem. I think that already has been well documented
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before the subcommittee and it will serve no useful purpose for me
to reemphasize that point.

Money is absolutely essential to be able to develop the type of
programs we need. However, I think we have lacked a proper evalua-
tion and a sufficient evaluation of how this money is spent. Also
I think a lot of it has been poorly spent.

There is no question that in this area you need a lot of experimenta-
tion. You have to spend money on programs and see if they work.
But I submit that the wasting of money has gone beyond that point,
and that many programs have been existing for a number of years
which are nonproductive-but there is not a sufficient evaluation com-
ponent to judge this.

I am particularly concerned about the problem of violent crime
by juveniles. This is an area that I think has not been dealt with
sufficiently in the planning and program stage. Not only do we see
extreme violent crime by juveniles, but we see the evaluation from
psychiatrists and psychologists every day which talk about the cal-
lousness of these youths, about their coldness toward violent crimes.
This is a many-faceted problem and I think we have to recognize
that the current generation of young people, and those that we have
had of the last 10 or 15 years, have grown up in an atmosphere
of violence unknown to any previous generation of young people.
The generation of young people in their teens and those now in
their 20's were the first generation of young people ever to be able
to grow up and watch a living war in color on television every night
as they did of the Vietnam war.

A study has shown that the average child, by the time he's reached
the age of 11, has witnessed 14,000 murders on televisionf--not to
mention what he sees in movies, news broadcasts and what many
of them see in the streets. I think we have become inured to violence
as a way of life and we're reaping the harvest from this.

Obviously, we need more money spent on prevention. Everybody
emphasized that. I submit to you that if we are going to deal effective-
ly with the great majority-the overwhelming majority of youths who
get in trouble-that it has to be in the community through probation
officers or like workers. This is where the greatest output of money
is, in probation staff and community resources of that nature.

However, I think, to a great extent probation has been a failure.
I say to a great extent. There have been successes; but whenever
you have probation officers who have to deal with 50, 75, 100, 150
cases at a time and only for a few months, not much in-depth work
can be done. I think there has to be money spent in the area of
intensive probation where there could be a much greater one-to-
one relationship in the community.

I think that much greater promotion has to be done in the area
of volunteer work. Unless we get the total community involved in
volunteer programs to work with younp people, I don't think we're
going to effectively work and deal with the young people in the
community. And, I -think it takes money to promote the volunteer
program.

Areas of truancy and illegitimacy are two places that are often
overlooked as strong contributing factors to juvenile crime. We have,
as studies indicate, a truancy rate of 35,000 chronic truants in Bal-
timore City at a given time, and we must realize the nature of truancy.
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This is a powder keg in the community. These truants, who have
no money, who have no job or educational skills, are going to become
bored and frustrated. They will act out, most of them, in an antisocial
way. Then, as adults they will either be dependent upon society for
their maintenance and sustenance or they will lead lives of crime.

The rate of illegitimacy in Baltimore City today, by the rate I
have seen, is 45 percent. When you have 11,000 births a year in
Baltimore City you see the tremendous number of children each year
who are born in this fashion, and thus have the handicaps that are
greatest in this regard.

We have done very little to take care of the juvenile who is emo-
tionally disturbed-and they comprise a very, very large percentage
of those young people in our communities. Treatment facilities on
a long-tem basis are practically nonexistent. Even to those who have
the, ability to pay, they are practically nonexistent. Without resources
we re not going to make much of a dent. Drug and alcohol treatment
for young people is practically nonexistent.

I feel that a program that has not been funded enough is a program
similar to the streetworkers of the bureau of recreation of Baltimore
City. Ttlere you actually have workers out on the street-young men
in their late teens, early 20's-to work with the kids in the neighbor-
hood, on the street corners, in the pool halls, wherever their gathering
points are. This has been a very poorly funded program, and it's
an area of prevention that we just don't get enough grassroots money
spent.

I think that we have too many young p:,eople who treat the whole
juvenile system with disdain. They feel that the system can be beaten
and beaten very easily. I think they're right to a very great extent
and this hurts considerably.

Senator MATmIAs. A point Dr. Eisenhower made earlier was that
crime does pay for a lot of people.

Judge HAMMERMAN. It does, it does. I am convinced that they
are convinced that it pays. The figures show that only 19 percent
of all reported crimes in the United States ever result in an arrest.
That's I out of 5. Of those, many never get convicted. That's only
19 percent arrests. You may have ultimately, at the end of the line,
maybe five or six people convicted out of every 100 reported crimes.
Recent studies of the LEAA show that there are about 300 percent
more unreported crimes than there are reported ones. So, if you
were dealing with 5-, 6-, or 7-percent convictions of those crimes
that are reported, you're dealing maybe with I or 2 percent of those
who are convicted or actually commit crimes in our community. I
think crime does pay in the eyes of juveniles and this is a very
serious problem.

Senator MATHIAS. How do we turn around that proposition? How
do we change the perception that crime pays?

Judge HAMMERMAN. Well, I think one thing we have to get away
from sometimes is this idea of quantitative justice. This is to measure
how the system of justice is progressing by the volume that we have
and how quickly we might move it, and our obsession with statistics.
I think that many more children should actually come into the court-
room than now do.

78-406 0 - 76 - II
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Now, of course, to turn around this statistic it goes further back.
I mean, the courtroom only sees those who are arrested and brought
to trial. If only a very small percentage of those that commit crimes
are brought into the courtroom there s nothing the court system can
do about that. That has to be law enforcement, public education
in order to have more arrests. But, I submit that even with those
who are brought into the judicial system, more are perhaps diverted
from facing the hammer of the judge, so to speak, than should be
diverted.

Senator MATHIAS. What about plea bargaining?
Judge HAMMERMAN. I'm opposed to plea bargaining on the juvenile

level.
Senator MATHIAS. Why?
Judge HAMMERMAN. Because I see no need for it. I think it's very

harmful to the juvenile. There are two rationales generally for plea
bargaining. One is if you don't have plea bargaining you will have
the system so overburdened that you will never be able to try all
the cases. This may have validity in the criminal system, but I submit
from my experience in the juvenile court, it has no validity in the
juvenile court. In the juvenile court-I'm talking about Baltimore City,
the court I'm familiar with-we do have the facilities, the judicial
manpower and the physical facilities to try all of the cases without
plea bargaining.

Now, it may very well be true that it will take us longer to try
them. It very well may be that from the time of arrest to the time
of trial may be 6 months, where if you plea bargain he will come
into court and get his deal in 1 or 2 months. It obviously takes
longer to do without plea bargaining, but I submit that a trial within
anywhere from 2 to 6 months is not an unreasonable period of time
and that there will not be the breakdown of the system that there
might be in the criminal system.

The second rationale for plea bargaining is that the State might
have a weak case. Let's take the bird in hand rather than take a
chance on two in the bush. If he's willing to plea on this, we're
not so sure about our charge and so forth. I don't think this is
a valid basis at the juvenile level. Where I think it has an insidious
effect is that it makes the juvenile feel he's able to beat the system.
I think for a juvenile to feel he can bargain on these things--

Senator MATHIAS. It gets back to the making-crime-pay concept.
Judge HAMMERMAN. Exactly right. I think it makes him feel that

I can do it, I can get away with it if I can cop a plea on a lesser
charge, I'll cop a plea on assault rather than robbery and I'll get
on probation for 2 years.

Probation means nothing to most of these kids. They're only con-
cern is walking out of that courtroom and going home. They don't
care what the probation terms are. I think that it teaches them lessons
about the criminal justice system that will only hurt them; and it
does teach that crime pays.

I'm opposed to plea bargaining at the juvenile level. I see no need
for it. I think the normal rationales for it are not present here; and
I think it hurts the juvenile's whole image of justice and its effect.

Senator MATHIAS. It's not pertinent to our inquiry this morning,
but I have some serious reservations about it generally.

Judge HAMMERMAN. I do, too.
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Senator MAHIAs. I voted against it when it was proposed by Attor-
ney General Mitchell several years ago. I do not think th operation
of it has really proven its indis utable value.

Judge HAMMERMAN. I would agree with you, Senator, and I think
particularly at the juvenile lever it's no place for it. I really feel
that way. I might also say that I think we have in the juvenile justice
system too much of a proliferation of groups, agencies and commis-
sions-all of which are well intentioned. But, I think, the net effect
is a lack of a unified and coordinated effort. Ever body has his own
turf. I don't see the unity and leadership in the field that we need,
I really don't.

Senator MATHIAS. Judge, I have one other question to ask you
which relates to the condition of the courts. In an article which
appears in the June American Bar Association Journal, Judge Irving
R. Kaufman notes that in many States juvenile courts are ranked
below courts of general jurisdiction. Under new standards, that is
the standards Judge Kaufman recommends on court reorganization,
the family court would be a division of the highest trial court of
the State. It would have jurisdiction over all family matters, including
juvenile offenses, child abuse, adoption, divorce, and offenses against
children. In light of your extensive experience, do you feel that recom-
mendation would be a positive step?

Judge HAMMERMAN. Very much so. I'm very pleased that in Mary-
land, as you know, Senator-except for Montgomery County, which
has its own situation-the juvenile court is on the highest level.

We are one of the few States where this prevails, and I think
it is definitely a positive step. I would also say of the family court
concept itself, I think it's a laudatory one and one we ought to
work toward. However, I think there are too many people who look
upon the family court as being a panacea for the problem. I don't
think it is the panacea for the problem; it doesn't go toward solving
the problem. It goes toward a slightly more efficient way for the
court dealing with these many problems. I think too many people
look upon it as the end in itself, and I submit that it's not. It's
merely a more efficient way, perhaps, of dealing with the problem.

But, you know, there's more that is needed, if we're talking about
the judicial and legal structure, than having a court on a highest
trial level. It is disturbing to me that not only the public but, also,
the legal and judicial fraternity look upon the juvenile court as a
second-rate court. There are very few judges, unfortunately, who want
to sit in the juvenile court. Very few have an interest in that court.
Very few lawyers have an interest in the practice of juvenile law.
It's been improving in this regard. I think a few more judges gradually
are developing an interest, a few more lawyers are gradually develop-
ing an interest, but it's been a stepchild in the judicial and legal
system and it's been most unfortunate.

Senator MATHIAS. I was going to raise a caveat to what you said
earlier about the Maryland system. Unfortunately, I think you re right.
Although the Maryland juvenile system has been part of the circuit
court jurisdiction, very often it was treated like a stepchild. The
judges, rather than seeing this as an opportunity for some of the
greatest service, would try to avoid it.
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Judge HAMMERMAN. That's right. It's still that way, unfortunately.
I think it's seen some improvement. I think there's a greater awareness
and interest, but we still have a long way to go. If the judges and
lawyers don't look upon this court as being the most important court
in our system, or at least one of equal stature and importance of
service, then we're in trouble. But we in Maryland, I think, are a
lot better off in this and many other regards. But that doesn't give
us cause to feel so satisfied with ourselves that I don't think we
should base our own performance on a comparative basis.

The most recent statistics I saw-maybe 2 or 3 years ago-show
that in the United States today there are approximately 400,000 ju-
veniles who are institutionalized; and 100,000 of these are institu-
tionalized in jails with adult, hardened criminals. This, to me, is an
appalling fact. I think this is one area, frankly, that congressional
money, if it's dispensed to States, this should be a condition of a
dispensing of Federal money, that it cannot go to a jurisdiction where
any juveniles are allowed to be confined in adult penal institutions.
I t ink it needs this kind of sledge hammer effect.

We had them confined in Baltimore City, the 16- and 17-year-
olds, for detention purposes. I wasn't happy with it. The conditions
were brought to my attention, and under the powers that I had under
the statute I said, "This Friday they are all coming out," and they
did come out.

I think the only way you can deal with this serious problem of
mingling children with hardened, adult criminals is to say "no, that's
it," and you will get the action you need. The same figures indicate
to me that of all the juvenile courts in the United States, one-third
of them have no probation officer at all, not a single one. Two-
thirds of them don't have the services of any psychiatrist or psycholo-
gist.

I think if the Federal money would also require the courts to meet
certain standards along that line, as well as forbid any mingling of
juveniles with adults, it could serve a very useful purpose-moreso
than just the money itself.

Senator MATHIAS. Judge, we are very grateful to you, sir.
Judge HAMMERMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator MATHIAS. As always, we appreciate your being here.
Judge HAMMERMAN. Thank you.
Senator MATHIAS. Our last witness this morning is Mr. Edgar M.

Boyd. Mr. Boyd is a member of the Greater Baltimore Committee,
and he is associated with Baker, Watts & Co.

STATEMENT OF EDGAR M. BOYD, FORMER CHAIRMAN, GREATER
BALTIMORE COMMITTEE'S CRIME AND JUSTICE SUBCOMMIT-
TEE; ACCOMPANIED BY MARSHA CLARK, BALTIMORE, MD.
Mr. BOYD. Gentlemen, ladies, I'm here to offer testimony as the

former chairman of the Greater Baltimore Committee's Crime and
Justice Subcommittee.

For your information, the Greater Baltimore Committee is an as-
sociation of 100 businesses in the Baltimore area which takes a
rifle-shot approach to urban problems through working subcommittees
of its members. Well known for its work in transportation and
downtown physical redevelopment, we have also been active in areas
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of community development, education, economic development, hous-
ing and criminal justice.

The deliberations of the Crime and Justice Subcommittee which
led to the recommendations which I vill give you later are described
in a preamble. It was decided early that, in the interest of time
and limited resources, concentration should be placed on the disposi-
tion of juveniles once they had been through the adjudicatory process.
The recommendations reflect thier emphasis, but other issues which
received considerable discussion were the desirability of assigning
judges rather than masters to hear juvenile cases-recently supported
by the Maryland Commission on Juvenile Justice-and the need for
effective delinquency prevention measures.

With reference to the latter concern, GBC has become involved
in a technical assistance program for Maryland's Youth Service Bu-
reaus, about which you have already received testimony. The program
is being carried out through a steering committee composed of
representatives of the Youth Service Bureaus, the Greater Baltimore
Committee, the Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and
the Administration of Justice, the State Budget Bureau and the State
Juvenile Services Administration. Using the State's training resources
and the expertise of private industry, the program is seeking to provide
the Youth Service Bureaus with training in the areas of measurement,
operations and volunteer coordination. The management training took
place last week and will be evaluated at a steering committee meeting
next week; preliminarily, it appears to have been a well-received and
worthwhile endeavor. It has been felt throughout the planning process
that the assembly of and exchange of viewpoints within the steering
committee has been a valuable experience in and of itself.

I have two excerpts here; one, the preamble, the recommendations
and following that I'll give you a brief summary of action or lack
thereof which has taken place to date.

The Crime and Justice Subcommittee of the GBC was formed in
October 1970, under my chairmanship. It has met regularly since
its formation to address varying topics, including court facilities, drug
abuse, expenditure of LEAA funds and community-based corrections.
Recently in response to growing public concern the group has focused
upon the juvenile justice system.

Guests who provided the subcommittee with their perspectives on
the issue were: (I) Juvenile Court Judge Robert 1. H. Hammerman;
(2) Robert C. Hilson, director of the Juvenile Services Administration;
(3) Michael J. Kelly, dean, University of Maryland School of Law;
(4) Robert C. Murphy, chief judge of the Maryland Court of Appeals;
(5) Baltimore City Police Commissioner Donald D. Pomerleau; and
(6) Peter S. Smith, professor at the University of Maryland School
of Law and the director of the Maryland Juvenile Law Clinic.

It's known, of course, that juvenile crime has become a truly serious
problem in Baltimore City and the metropolitan area. Whether it
is a result of the bulge in the population of juvenile age caused
by the baby boom-in 1973, for instance, it was estimated that 32.4
percent of the region's citizens were below the age of 18-or by
other social factors, about 50 percent of the arrests for index crime
in Baltimore City were juveniles in 1974. The cost of this criminal
activity in terms of property damage and human suffering as well
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as in the processing and treatment of offenders, is incalculable but
clearly immense. Crime, both juvenile and adult, has a debilitating
effect on all phases of the city's life, from attendance at sporting
and cultural events to attraction of new businesses and industry; from
retail vitality to encouragement of home ownership.

Although homicide and rape cases are tried in adult courts re-
gardless of the age of the offender, the juvenile justice system is
still left with the monumental task of dealing humanely and yet effec-
tively with all other juvenile offenders, while nevertheless protecting
public safety. The difficulty of this responsibility in an urban area
is evidenced in the findings of President Johnson's Commission on
Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice's Task Force on
Juvenile Delinquency:

That violent crime is primarily a phenomenon of large cities,
That violent crime in the city is concentrated especially among youths between

the agesof 15 and 24,
That by far the highest proportion of all serious criminal violence is committed

by repeaters,
That generally a juvenile delinquency record is a forerunner of an adult criminal

record,
That the younger a juvenile is when apprehended, the more likely he or she is

to repeat.

We found that the juvenile crime problem in Baltimore is extremely
complex-as it obviously is throughout the entire country-and its
causes are multifaceted and densely interrelated. Poverty, inadequate
educational programs, poor housing, illegitimacy, unemployment, wel-
fare law difficulties, juvenile corrections consisiting of warehousing
without treatment-all of these have been identified as components
of the juvenile crime syndrome. No easy solutions for underlying
social problems this basic and of this magnitude can or will be offered
by this committee, but the influence of these larger causes must be
realized and kept in focus in any attempt to deal with specific manifes-
tations thereof.

There are discrete identifiable areas in which the Greater Baltimore
Committee, after 6 years of study, believes there are possibilities for
improvement. Such action, if undertaken efficiently, may serve as
a beginning for an ongoing effort to ameliorate somewhat the in-
adequacies of the juvenile justice situation.

At the same time that we make these recommendations and offer
the continued services of the Greater Baltimore Committee to support
their implementation, we also pledge to continue to address this and
related societal challenges.

SUMMARY OF OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Crime and the fear it creates are problems reaching crisis propor-
tions in our city and State. Fifty percent of the worst fqrms of this
criminal activity, in Baltimore at least, is directly attribtitable to ju-
veniles. If public safety is to be assured, a far greater portion of
both financial and other less tangible resources available for crime
prevention, detection and control must be applied to this critical
area-juvenile justice.

Point No. 1, probation.-The magnitude of the problem as indicated
above and the extent of public concern leave little excuse for failure
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by the State to support research in probation and related fields by
abundant and adequate financing.

More effective probation should be a priority. As part of the move-
ment toward this goal, more officers are needed to provide for longer
periods of probation and to maintain reasonable caseloads. Salaries
of probation officers need to be upgraded in order to attract and
retain personnel of the highest possible caliber. Additional in-service
training is needed to increase the efficiency, effectiveness, morale
and confidence of these men and women.

More funds are needed to purchase services needed by juveniles
on probation and to support a new truancy proposal. These services
should include child guidance clinics, day care, job training and place-
ment, drug information and addiction treatment, et cetera.

Children in need of supervision-commonly known as CINS-should
be supervised by a social agency rather than juvenile services as
a first step toward removing them from the juvenile justice system
entirely.

Lastly on this point, child labor laws should be thoroughly reviewed
to determine their contemporary applicability and the possible hin-
drance they may pose to providing full employment for juveniles.

Point No. 2, Community-based residential facilities.-The State of
Maryland should purchase residential services within the State for
all juveniles who require it, paying the full amount of the cost of
their care.

All children presently in training schools who do not require secure
care should be transferred to group homes or other rehabilitation-
oriented programs.

In every case but one, we found that State-operated training schools
and group homes serve predominantly black juveniles and the
purchase of group home care from private providers is for predomi-
nantly white juveniles. We feel this situation is completely unfair and
must not be allowed to continue.

-Point No. 3, maximum security juvenile institution proposed for the
State.-$8.6 million has been appropriated for a maximum security
institution for juveniles, and it is our recommendation that it should
not be spent for that purpose and that the institution should not
be built.

Training schools in this State should be closed as our recommenda-
tions for more community-based facilities are implemented.

Small areas in tht training school campus should be made more
fully secure and the possible purchase of secure care in the community
itself should be explored.

An independent secure care committee should hear cases which
seek secure care for specific juveniles.

Funds should be made available at once to develop a superior
staff at the secure treatment facilities.

We have offered our services to convene and service a task force
of management professionals, from the business and private sector,
which would respond to the needs identified by the juvenile services
administration and others in a coordinated effort to improve services
to the State's children.
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GOALS FOR A FULLY SUPPORTED JUVENILE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

One, a wide range of services matched to the individual, the specific
needs of juveniles. Two, feedback on treatment efficacy to judges,masters and court services personnel. Three, greatly increased propor-
tions of LEAA funds for juvenile services. Four, effective use of
innovative federally funded projects to constantly improve and upgrade

• , the State's overall program.
Those recommendations were made to the Goveinor in December

of 1975, and I have briefly and finally the followup on these recom-
mendations.

PROBATION

The Governor did not submit a supplemental budget, which would
have included $1.9 million for juvenile services. The additional funds
were to have been used primarily for court services staff-intake
and probation personnel. Complaints increased last year from 47,000
to 57,000 with no concomitant increase in staff.

COMMUNITY-BASED FACILITIES

A bill which would have provided individually negotiated costs for
each child based on his or her needs-psychiatric, medical, et
cetera-was vetoed by the Governor. This bill was designed to keep
the negotiated costs within the budgeted amount for group home
care. A veto appeal is being prepared.

We know that through the use of Federal title 20 funds and a
local match, the juvenile services administration is now able to pay
$690 a month per child for the purchase of group home care. This
figure is up from $600. This is regarded as full funding of care,
although actual costs, we understand, to group home operators con-
tinue to range from somewhere around $900 to $1,100 a month.
Several operators have closed homes and are using money received
from the sale of physical plants to subsidize other homes which they
have.

MAXIMUM SECURITY JUVENILE INSTITUTION

GBC joined other concerned groups in lobbying against this facility
in the 1976 session of the legislature and before the board of public
works.

The general assembly approved the construction of the facility in
1975, but the authorization required that it be built on State-owned
land. In November iv75, dhe board of puhlifc works. which encoun-
tered considerable community resistance to several State-owned sites
it considered, asked the legislature to remove this restriction. A bill
was introduced to do so in the 1976 session, but no action was
taken.

There has been no movement toward closing the training schools.
Also regarding the offer of GBC services to form a management

task force to help the JSA, no response has been forthcoming from
the JSA.

That completes my testimony. I appreciate the opportunity to have
presented the Greater Baltimore Committee's conclusions and I will
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be happy to try to answer any questions you might have regarding
our involvement in the juvenile justice area.

One of the GBC's administrative people, Marsha Clark, is here
with me and if I can't answer you, perhaps she can. Thank you.

Senator MATHIAS. I am shocked to hear that your offer of greater
inv,, ivement has not been readily accepted. Witness after witness who
have testified before this subcommittee, not only today, but in other
sessions and in other cities, have stressed the need for total community
involvement. The Greater Baltimore Committee, which has had suc-
cess in a wide number fields, has a record which would indicate
that an offer of this sort should be taken seriously. While you were
speaking, I was looking over your shoulder at some of the professionals
who are in the room. Their ears picked up when you made your
statement offering help. I would hope that as a result of this additional
airing of that invitation, you will have a response. I cannot think
of a group which has greater impact than the Greater Baltimore
Committee. It has an enormous capacity to reach out into industrial
organizations, the financial community, and all aspects of community
life to open doors and create opportunities.

I am interested in the question of involving a wider area of the
community. I am interested in what motivated the Greater Baltimore
Committee to set up a task force on juvenile delinquency-what at-
tracted the interest and concern?

Mr. BOYD. The task force itself, sir, was set up originally as an
overall crime and justice subcommittee. It did not evolve into a study
of the juvenile delinquency problem for about 3 years, and I have
said before publicly, and I have no hesitation in repeating, I have
never had such a frustrating experience in my entire life.

- For 3 years we picked at all aspects of it. We listened to Pomerleau
and we listened to everybody and we couldn't get anywhere.

We worked at the drug problem for a while, and I think the basic
problem there was that the criminal justice system is made up of
several different components. It's like anything else in this world today,
each strives to further its own causes. Ultimately we determined-
because of the mounting attention, media and the public, to the ju-
venile delinquency problem-that this was something that we might
be able to sink our teeth into and come up with some firm recommen-
dations. It took us 2 years, but remembering that this is a volunteer
organization giving of its time, we met frequently. Ad infinitum is
too strong, but we met frequently and finally did come up with
something.

T-'g-oall the way back to the beginning, the Criminal Justice
Subcommittee was formed in 1970. I had just completed attending
a series of semii-ars sponsored by the Johns Hopkins. I got to talking
with Bill Boucher, who's the executive director of the GBC shortly
after that. We spent a long weekend in review and we got to taikin-,g
about the crime and the justice problem, the system, -and that was
the very beginning of it.

It was something that needed to be done and, as I pointed out
earlier, that GBC takes this approach to individual problems.

Senator MATHIAS. It is obvious that you have a personal commitment
in this area. You had the perception to identify the problem that
needed to be solved. As I have said repeatedly this morning, the
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problem is severe not only from the standpoint of the lives of the
ids in the net now. The ultimate problem is the impact of these

juveniles on society as they advance on the criminal ladder. One
can only guess the ultimate cost to society.

In that connection, I have one additional question. Obviously, we
are going to have to spend more money on the problem if we are
to make an impact on it. That has been the common theme of each
witness before us. It is not something that Senator Bayh has to be
persuaded to do, nor that I have to be persuaded to do. I do think
the rest of the country has to be persuaded though so they can
put pressure on Congress to make it happen.

When Dr. Eisenhower testified, he mentioned figures on the order
$4 billion which should be directed into the criminal justice system,
and $20 billion to attack some of the social problems associated
with juvenile crime. Without asking you for a commitment of support
for these specific figures, do you believe that the business community
generally is aware of the problem? More importantly, is the business
community ready to support expenditures of that size if such sums
are clearly indicated to be necessary?

Mr. BOYD. Obviously I can only speak from a parochial, if you
will, or local standpoint, but there are people in this town, including
myself, who are absolutely convinced that if we don't spend the
money-whether we get it from the Government, the State, the city
or furnish some of it privately-that the major cities, which are already
in deep trouble, whether you talk about Detroit, New York, Baltimore,
are *oing to be in deeper trouble. I won't name men who have
said in committee meetings that this is something that we must grasp,
we must do something about and who are willing to make the commit-
ment. They have already made the commitment of time, willing to
make a financial commitment, if necessary, in the future.

I think an important point is in something that you said, "every
witness has testified that more money must be spent on this problem."
The important word there is "this." It's "this" problem on which
more money must be spent. It doesn't necessarily follow that more
money overall must be spent, but just as our recommendations say
somewhere in here, a greatly increased proportion of the LEAA funds
for juvenile services. I think you know how the private community
feels about Government spending, so we're not asking for more spend-
ing. We're asking for more money for "this" program.

Senator MATHIAS. You're asking to put a sight on the rifle to hit
the target.

Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Senator MATHIAS. I certainly agree with that. We have made re-

peated attempts in the Senate to target specific funds at the juvenile
problem. We have not been successful yet. But I think with a greater
awareness throughout the country we can gain support in the Senate
to do exactly that. We have come pretty close on some occasions.
Your hieap is ging to be critical and I think it can turn the tide.

We thank you very much, not or!y fnr being here today, but for
the sustained interest you have taken in this problem over ahe ycar.

Mr. BOYD. Good luck to you.
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you very much. Thank you all for being

here. This subcommittee will stand adjourned, subject to the call
-of the Chair.

[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 11:55 a.m., subject to
the call of the Chair.) -
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PART I-STATEMENTS FOR THE RECORD

GOVERNORS COMMISSION ON JUVENILE4 JUSTICE
301 WEST PRESTON STREEr, SurTE 1513

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201

HONL ROSERT L. KARWACKI

June 10, 1976 OIARMAN

TO: All Members of the commission on Juvenile Justice

FROm: Jeanette Boyd, Intern

DATE: June 10, 1976

RE: REPORT 01 OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY-BASED PROGRAMS FOR JUVENILES

Enclosed is a copy of the Report on Outstanding Community-based
Progrss for Juveniles. Due to time constraints additional project
sumaries will be presented in the form of one-page synopses.

Since tho Comaission on Juvenile Justice is mandated to concern itself
with the program and services provided in the state of Maryland for
Juveniles, please consider the following recomndations:

That members of the Comission review this report keeping in mind
its function as a "how to manual".

That the Commission adopt the format for program analysis as a
way of analyzing and reporting on Maryland programs for juveniles.

That the Comission direct its attention toward defining the programatic
needs of juveniles, particularly juvenile delinquents.

I vould appreciate hearing your coments and criticisms of this
report snd the foregoing recommendations.
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REPORT O OUTSTANDING CCOGJNIVT-BASED

PROGRAMS FOR JUVENILES-

The Comuission on Juvenile Justice
301 H. Preston St., Suite 1513, Baltimore

The Honorable Robert L. Karvacki, Chairperson

June 9, 1976

by Jeanette M. Boyd
Intern
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INTRODUCTINo

This is a report on three outstanding coomtmity-based program

for juvenile delinquents. The projects included in the report are:

the Providence Educational Center, the Philadelphia Neighborhood

Youth Resources Center; and the Covmunity. Arbitration Program in

Annapolis, Maryland.

The purpose of this report is to be a 'how to manual".

Therefore a reader of the report should be able:

1. to determine whether a similar program would be beneficial

to the commity;

2. to identify the resources necessary to replicate the program;

3. to develop an operational design;

4. to implement the program.
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1. PkOJgr SUmWa

A. Description of problems that led to the development
of the project.

According to the St. Louis Olissouri) Police Department, in 1971,
juveniles-under the age of sixteen-accounted for 25.4% of all arrests
for stranSer-to-stranger crimes. Follow-up studies of juveniles committed
to the Missouri State Institution indicated that 811 of those committed
between 1965-1969 were arrested and charged as adult offenders within

- three years of release. Analyses of recidivism rates for juveniles placed
on probation shoved a 701 recidivism rate. The majority of juveniles
adjudicated by the court, committed further offenses.

Court records portrayed the typical delinquent as behind in school-often
several years behind his/her normal prade level in math, reading, and
language arts; perceived as a "behavior problem" and a "failure" by his/
her teachers and family; and, chronically truant.

The Providence Educational Center was designed to work with young boys
(12 to 16 years old), who were charged with stranger-to-stranger crimes
and who reflected those characteristics revealed in court records.

B. Overview of:

1. Philosophy (goals)
2. Objectives
3. Approach methodologyy)
4. Accomplishments (evaluation)

Philosophy:

The PZC program is based on the premise that the long-term rehabilitation
of delinquents who are charged with crimes against strangers and who have
histories of academic and social failure, is contingent upon the develop-
ment of the skills they need to experience success in school, in their
family and social relationships, and on the job.

Goals:

To reduce street crime among& those students enrolled in PZC;
To reduce truancy and improve educational skills, especially in resding;
To engage students in a therapeutic program which will rehabilitate

students by developing a more positive self-concept and thus increase
social adjustment;

To work with parents of all students; and,
To orient each youth towards a successful placement in public schools,

vocational schools, and employment.
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Hthodologyi

The PSC Program is comprised of three (3) functionally inter-related
components. PEC reports that each of these components has been tried
elsewhere; and, the unique aspect of the project is the close coordi-
nation of all three components under one program. The components are:

Uf, 1, Educational Component - This compnent is a "highly" Individu-
alized approach to providing instruction and remedial assistance
in reading, mathematics, and other academic subjects. Classes
are ungraded and the student-teacher ratio is approximately six
to one.

2. The Social Services Component - This component perform. diagnostic
assessments, provides regular group and individual counseling to
youth enrolled In PEC; provides counseling and assistance to
families; and acts as liaison with juvenile court officials on
each case.

3. The Aftercare Cmponent - This component is responsible for easing
the transition back into the comunity-the public schools, a Jobp
or various training programs-after a youth "graduates" from PEC.

Accompl is hments:

'P3C is a non-residential program-youth live at home-which Is able to
offer intense supervision and Individualized treatment.

The Missouri Law Enforcement Assistance Council (Region 5), evaluated PFC
and concluded that youth enrolled in PRC "were less involved in crime than
in the year prior to joining Providence. PEC's recidivism rate appears to
be only 28%. In addition, truancy has been substantially reduced, achieve-
ment levels In mathematics and reading have increased, and changes in
students' behavior have resulted. Because PEC is a non-residential program,
it provides services at a lower cost than other institutional alternatives.

11. CHARACTERPSTICS 07 YOUTH BEING SERVED

The characteristics used by PEC to provide a profile of the youths the
project serves are: family structure, the socio-economic status of the
student's families; ethnicity; prior arrest records of the students and
their siblings; and, academic performance levels.

Family Structure 4 According to FEC Reports, the families of PEC youth
are often unstable and have had pest problems. Of students enrolled at
PEC, 18.6% lived with both parents at the time of their admission. Most
families of PEC youth are large (approximately 66% have five or more
children). Of these, 24.6% are families with ten or more children.

Socio-Economic Status - The average annual income of the families of the
boys at PC was found to be only $5,284. Unemployment was high amen& PEC
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families, with only 38.2% having a working parent. Since most families
are large, the effective income is even lower.

Ethnicity - The majority of boys enrolled in PEC are black youth.

Prior Arrest Roocrde of Students and Siblings - Only 6.6% of youth enrolled
in FEC have no prior referrals while the average number of referrals among
PlC students is 4.0 referrals per youth.

Over two-thirds of the youth in PFC have been referred Lo thz C.!rt for a
stranger-to-stranger crime or a burglary.

In 4.9% of the families vith boys in PFC. one or more siblings were also
known to the court.

Academic Performance Levels - Although 57.6% bf the enrolled youths in the
fifth, sixth, or seventh grade in public school prior to entering PEC, only
1.7% were achieving at their correct grade level. In fact, 55.1%. were one
to four years behind in school.

Ill. THE PROGRAM

A. Chart a child going through the program (Systems Analysis)

(See Attachment A)

Qualifications for Entrance - Attachment "A" depicts the major stages in the
process of a student's arrest, referral to PEC, and return to the public
schools or employment.

R erral Sources - The St. Louis Juvenile Court has been the primary source
of referrals to P., although other referral sources have included a group
home, the public schools, the Division of Children's Services, and a state-
operated residential facility for delinquents. Youths referred to PFC must
be adjudicated juveniles who are either on open case status at the court, or
who have been placed at a Juvenile institution. Other criteria for referral
are unspeci fic.

sligibility Criteria - The following are eligibility criteria for admission
to PXCt

I. She/ha must have had prior Irrrolvement with the Juvenile Court and
be under the active supervision of a Deputy Juvenile Officer and/or
a Caseworker;

2. She/he must be between 12-16 years of age;

3. She/he cannot be either seriously emotionally disturbed, retarded,
or severely handicapp44;

4. She/he maust be functioning on a 'preo-high school achievement level"
in reading; and,

5. The referring aent, parent, and child mast agree to an ongoing and
active Involvement with the program.

It is important to note that these criteria are not rigid.
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Attachment A

C"Ai.T A Ci)I I ( WING T1,,€:X,'I TIii I',C.'A t

CMART 4-A PEC Program Flow
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B. Description of KEY Components

Educational Component

In describing their program components, the Providence Educational
Center emphasizes that education Is at the core of its program. P.C's
educational program is specifically designed for the "misfits" and Is
seen as a means for resocialization. PC's aim Is to help enrollees
develop the skills they need in order to be successful In the public
schools.

PEC has identified six (6) features of the educational component which
.-able it to achieve its educational goals. They are:

1. Small classes;
2. A non-departmental approach;
3. Ungraded classes;
4. A non-traditional approach to curriculum development;
S. An emphasis on the development of fundamental skills; and,
6. Individualized instruction.

Social Service Component

The purpose of the Social Service Component is to support theaducational
component. A member of the Social Service Component is assigned to work
with a classroom team and is responsible for:

I. Establishing the social treatment goals that are included
in each student's treatment plan;

2. Implementing actions designed to met these goals; end,
3. Avaluating-and assessing each student's progress and development.

The functions of the social work staff include leading counseling sessions;
serving as a liaison with the students' families; and, maintaining con-
tacts between PM, the Juvenile Court, and other service agencies.

GrouR and Individual Counseling

Counseling is a regular part of PSC's program for all students both
individual counseling and group counseling. Individual counseling sessions
are held at least once a week. Group counseling sessions are led by the
social worker, but other classroom staff attend and participate. The goals
of counseling, specifically group counseling are:

to develop a more positive self-imegs on the part of the students;

to develop new ways of relating to peers-particularly non-delinquent
peers-and to parents and other adults;

to develop a sense of responsibility on the part of students for their
own behavior and action;

to develop an understanding on the pert of students that their problems
are not unique;
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to develop peer group support for positive changes in self-image and
behavior; and,

to provide students with information about problems that comeonly
confront teenagers (i.e., drug abuse, venereal disease, etc.), or to
help them develop skills in dealing with common "life situations"
(e.g., applying for a job, meeting a girl, coming to class late, etc.).

Aftercare Co sent

The Aftercare Component is responsible for helping to assure that each
student's transition from PZC back into the public schools or employment
and the general commnity is successful.

The Aftercare team works directly with students during and after enrollment
in PEC, with the public schools, employers, and other agencies working with
PEC's ex-students and their parents. One other Important function is to
provide "feedback" that my be useful in Improving the content and methodology
of the PlC program.

The Aftercare staff begins to work with a student when a student approaches
the point of "graduation." The criterial for "graduation" are:

1. A student must score at the fifth grade level on the lows Test
of Basic Skills if he is going to re-enter the publis schools
at the high school level. That level of achievement is do-
"sirable, but not required, if he is going to re-enter elemen-
tary school or seek employment;

2. Based on a student's performance at PZC, the staff must conclude
that the student is likely to be able to adjust to the public
schools behaviorally, socially, and academically.

In assisting the PSC student to successfully manage the transition back
into the public schools or an employment situation, the aftercare staff
helps the student develop realistic expectations about the new situation.
The aftercare staff provides information about what to expect in the way
of common rules, procedures, and appropriate behavior. The staff say take
a student to the school to introduce him to the principal and other staff
and my arrange for him to attend the schoolan a "trial basis" for several
days.

The aftercare staff provides active assistance in finding jobs; and my
accompany the youth to employment interviews and tutor him on how to fill
out job applications and function in an interview.

The PC administration inform the Juvenile Court when a student is
"graduating" requesting approval when appropriate. After the youth has
graduated, the aftercare link is maintained for at least six onths, helping
to prevent the recurrence of behavioral patterns like truancy and to help
graduates deal with frustration and anxiety.
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IV. ORGANIZATION--ADMINISTRATION (Lbmlanatton of S-onvorship)

'The Organization and Administration of P2C involves the overall
planning of the program, development of operational procedures, staffing
and coordinating the use of staff, maintaing and operating the facility,
raising and allocating funds and other resources, and structuring and
maintaining effective relationships vith' the larger commnity. The parties
responsible for carrying out these functions Include the Board of Directors,
the Executive Director and his imdiate support staff, and the Adminis-
tratora vho head up each of the programmatic cowonent."

Following is an organizational chart:

Providence Inner
Cit .

Board of Director
I

xeuIve Director,*

Providence Edu-' Providence "'
Location Ceter _ I GrupHo

aSe retr I BuXns lm'ness J
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Administrative Philosophy

L.E.A.A. reports in its evaluation that PFC has an "open" administrative
structure. This judgement is based upon factors such as the level of
staff participation in decision-aking and program formulation. ftoet
staff are knowledgeable of PCI's goals and objectives and share a coit-
sent to the program. Administrative control and accountability are also
high. This io attributed to functional delegation of authority, estab-
lishment of sound administrative procedures (purchasing procedures,
record keeping, etc.)p and dissemination of clear policies (personnel
policies, grievance procedures, etc.).

V. PLAN -- ACI LITY- EQUIIEI

Facility and Plant

PEC Is located in a predominately Black, lou-income, residential neigh-
borhood on one of the area's main streets and convenient to several bus
routes. The building consists of three stories and a basements and for-
merly housed a catholic high school. The facility houses

a. carpentry shop
b. arts and crafts workshop
c. electronics shop
d. student lounge
e. lunchroom - cafeteria
f. kitchen
S. maintenance, custodial repair shops
h. full-sized gymmalum, bathrooms$ shower rooms
i. administrative offices
J. classrooms
k. reading lab
1. curriculum resource center
m. the "time-out" room, used as a disciplinary aid

Suinment

In general, P2C ii well equipped. The shop& are furnished with appropriate
tools, machinery, and supplies. Additional special equipment available as
resources to the staff of PMG include:

a. machines for delivering individualisd programmed instruction
in reading and language arts;

b. other instructional and curriculum resource materials and
supplies for language arts, social studies, arithmetic and
science; and,

c. projectors, tape recorders, and other audio-visual equipment.

P8C also has two vehicles that are used for class trips and other program-
matic purposes.
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VI. OAMI OSTS AM MTWGBT

budget Overview

PC's budget for the one year grant period from March 15, 1973 to
Harch 149 1974 called for a total of $421,969. Of this kotal, $315,993
or 74.9% was in the form of a federal grant from the Law Rnforcement
Assistance Admnistration of the U.S. Depart-ent of Justice. The remain-
Ing $105,976 or 25.1% was a "local share" contribution; $20,050 or 4.7%
of the total budget was I the form of cash. The balance of the "local
share", $85,926 or 20.4% of the budget was the value assigned to "in-kind"
contributions by PIC.

P3C's budget was allocated to five general categories. Those categories
conform to those !cost categories" used on federal budgetary forms:
Personel, Consultants-.ad Contract Services, Travel, &pplies end Operating
Expenses, and equipment. The chart below sumarlses the allocation of
funds to each of these categories.

Pronn 1274,789.00 89.2 $8.454.0 2.7 $24,7.3800 8.0 5307,681.00 72.9
osultnt 7,60.00 17.8 4,316.00 10.0 31,390.00 72.9 43,066.00 10.2

Travel 1,350.00 44.4 -0- -0- 1,690.00 S53 | 3,040.00 .7
SlIppI t & 29,814.00 S1.1 7,200.00 12.S 21,164.00 36.3 58,2M.00 13.3
Op. Exp.

(qu I vnt 2,6'.C0 27.7 -0- .0- 6,94A.00 72.3 9,604.00 2.3

total S3l5.93.W. 74.9 S?0,050.00 4.7 $5,926.00 20.4 5421,969.00 100.0

V11. E71 CI"OVElsS (Ahievent)

Objective - To Reduce Truancy

Achtevseat - Public school records Indicate that youths enrolled in 130
had an average truancy rate of 55% prior to entering 712. In addition,
33% of all students were not enrolled in any school at the time of their
admission to 1I0. During enrollment in PW,, the average truancy rate was
reduced to 16.4%

Objective - To maintain close and cooperative contacts with students'
families.

Achievement - PBC was able to maintain fairly regular contact with the
families of over 60?. of the youths.
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Objective - To increase enrolees' levels of academic achievement.

Achievement - Although one of PEC's explicit objectlyls is to increase
the level of academic achievement of youths in the program
to eighth grade equivalency test levels, )LIAC found that
many youths were so far behind grade levels that it was un-
realistic to expect them to reach eighth grade performance
level.

Program Goal@:

Goal: To prevent juvenile recidivism and reduce street crime among youths
enrolled in the program.

Achievement: Recidivism Rates-according to a report done by the Missouri
Law Enforcement Assistance 6uncll, youth enrolled in PEC 'yere leee
involved in crime than in the year prior to joining Providence."
PC's recidivism rate appears to be only 28% for all offenses, and
for impact offenses alone it was 11.9?.. HLEC also found that there
is a relationship between referral rates and length of enrollment
in PEC. ELIAC discovered, for example, that 41.5% of all referrals
occurred during the first two months of enrollment. ILEAC also
found that the liklihood of another court referral increases directly
with the number of absences from the program.

Goal: To help juveniles adjust to and function effectively in the public
schools, the com nity, and on the job.

Achievement: A total of 62.0 of those discharged or "graduated" from
PEC are engaged in activities consonant with PEC's social adjust-
ment goal, (55.7% are enrolled in public school; 6.3% are enrolled
in a vocational program or employed). Average mathematics achieve-
ment levels Increased from 3.6 to 4.5; and average reading achieve-
ment levels increased from 4.4 to 4.8. However ILZAC does contend
that a clear picture of PEC's performance in raising academic
achievement levels has not been determined. -

Objective: To develop new coping skills and more positive modes of be-
havior.

Achievement: Assessmmts of behavior changes has been the responsibility
of the classroom team, the principal, and the school counselor.
It was concluded that there has been a "substantial and positive
change in the behavior" of the FEC's students.
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VIII. A GENERIC PLANNING PIKD)CSS (Chart)
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1. PJBCT tUMMARY

A, Description of proul .z t!%st led to the developmnt
of the project.

In 1973, the Community Arbitration Program reported In its Past Progress
Report that two functions of the Maryland Juvenile Code are: 1) to
establish a screening and Informal adjustment procedure to divert approp-
riate troubled youth from the Juvenile Court; and, 2) to establish a
means for a swift and equitable response to youths charged with mleds-
manor of fonses.

The Community Arbitration Program contended In that report that neither
of those functions was satisfactorily being fulfilled, due to a number of
constraints such as insufficient funding for Implementation.

S. Overview of:

1. Philosophy (goals)
2. Objectives
3. Approach (methodology)
4. Accomplishments (evaluation)

Philosophy (ioale):

The goals of the Commnity Arbitration Program, as stated in the program's
Grant Application (March l1. 1975) to the Maryland Governor's Comnision
on Law Snforcement end the Adminiscration of Justice, and from quarterly
reports are:

to provide a means within the present structure of the existing
Maryland Juvenile Code for a swift and equitable response to
youths charged with misdemsenor offenses;

to establish a "formal" court-like Intake procedure to screen
and divert youth from Juvenile Court; and,

to reduce recidivism.

Objectives:

The objectives of the program are:

1. To increase the speed of handling a misdemanor case from four
to six weeks to seven working days;

2. To involve youths quickly In a positive volunteer work experiences
providing the opportunity to develop good working relationships
with community groups and agencies;

3. To allow the complainant to see that something is dome to correct
the youth, and make it clear (to the youth) the offense is
important;

4. To provide impact on youths through an immediate experience in
a quasi-court room setting; and$

) .1
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S. To collect data on the impact of the program upon agents within
the juvenile justice system (i.e., the Court, the Police).

Approach Ole thodolojy):

The key methodological components of the Commnity Arbitration Program
z-e, Citations, Arbitration, Community Assignments and Field Supervision.

Citations: The citation system in i = --n of referring aledemeanants to
the juvenile justice system by issuance of a citatiu 1%(d-0kat) by police
to the youth, his/her parents, and the complainant.

Arbitration: Arbitration is a specialized intake procedure for 'hearing'
the cases referred through citations. The purposes of arbitration are to
&creon referrals on the basis of lava governing sufficiency of evidence,
admittance or denial of the offense, seriousness and nature of the offense,
prior record, right to legal counsel, the rights of appeal by the com-
plainant, and signature# for the agreement of informal adjustment, and to
decide upon formal or informal adjustment of the case, or closure of the
case.

Commnity Assigment: Among the alternatives available to the Arbitrator
are an informal adjustment or formal forward of the case to the State's
Attorney's Office for petitioning. Children for whom an informal adjust-
ment has been agreed to, are matched with an appropriate work resource in
the community, and any agreed upon restitution made.

Field 2upervision: Youth on assignmnt to a community resource are
monitored in their field assignments, and receive appropriate counseling.
Additionally, where referrals have arisen from police-referred neighborhood
feuds, an attempt is made to assist feuding families to resolve difficulties
and to avoid further referrals to the court.

Accomplishments (evaluation):

Prior to the establishment of the program, time lapse between the com-
plainant report to the police and response by the juvenile justice system
at Intake was approximately four to six weeks. The rate of "no show"
(i.e., failure of the youth toeappeer at intake) was estimated to be
between 15-20%.

Under the Comunity Arbitration Program the number of days between issuance
of a citation and appearance before the specialized division of intake
(arbitrator) is seven vorking days. The rate of "no showed" is 10% for the
first appointment, and arrows to only 21 following the issuance of a warning
letter and a rescheduling.

As of February 29, 1976, 4,233 youths have been seen in arbitration hearings.
The following dispositions were Sven: twenty-one percent (211) denied for
insufficient evidence; thirty-eight percent (38%) closed at intake with a
warning; eight percent (8%) were sent to the State's Attorney; four percent
(41) were continued; three percent (3) were referred to intake or probation;
and forty-seven percent (471) were kept on informal supervision.
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Based on the total numbers of youths seen in the program, statistics
kept for the period of July 12, 1974 through February 29, 1976s Indicate
that the overall recidivism rate of youths who have returned throuSh the
Arbitration system Is 12.5,

II. CHAPMTEISTICS OFWIUJYIN IUl J[ IVD

Date not available

111. ThE 1I0(A lt
A. Chart a child acina through the mro~am

(Swatem Anlysis):

194e 0. ". 13

at this tim.

Vrarra anuc SM
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5. Description of KT Componts.

The Coamunity Arbitration Program is composd of four major tethodolo-
Stcsl ccaonents: Citation, Arbitration, Comnamity Assignmnt, Yield
Supervision. These component@ are described in conjunction with the
floe chart tracing a child through the program.

Citations

The police of Anne Arundel County are authorized to issue citations to
youths arrested for misdemeanor or felony offenses. The citation records
the nature of the offense and the 1Jm at which the case will be heard
before the Coomnity Arbitrator. The citationj resembling a traffic ticket,
is forwarded to the Commnity Arbitrator and copies are given to the youth,
the parents of the youth, and the complainant. The citation inform the
complainant of his/her right to attend arbitration. The police also pro-
vides the Arbitrator with copies of the police report.

Data has been kept on the offenses referred to Cosmunity Arbitration
according to the type of offense noted on the citation. Following is a
record oi it-: de,-. Since a youth my be charged with more than one
of fens*, the total number of otienuvi -- _'d and referred to Comunity
Arbitration is greater than the total number of youth seen tls" -16
Arbitration Program.

Referrals to ComunItZ Arbitration Accordiat.to Offense Recorded on Citation:

Ro ferral-Offenses- ""

Disorderly Conduct. 303
Assault- 291
Destruction of Property- 283
Shopl iti ng- 258
Larceny- 254
Poseston of C.D..- 177
Possession of Alcohol- 147
Trespassing- 124
Breaking And neering- 92
Unauthorised Use- 57
NInibil. Offenses- 54
Interference with an Officer- 43
Loitering- 42
Receiving Stolen Goods- 38
Taering with Motor Vohicles- 31
Possession of .ireworli:- 26
Hls of Phoe- 26
Driving without a License 20
Possession of a Deadly Weapon- 15
Indecent Ibqvure- 10
Inhaling harmful Substances- a
Dangeroue Subetance on Roadwy- 6
Vn jiem- 7
Hitchhiking. 4
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Public Intoxication- 2
forgery & Uttering- 2
Peeping Tom. 2
Incite eir. I
False Alarm- 1

Total is aore then 1924. as many were chttred with motif than one offense.

OTgt Specific data regarding what types of offenses that are referred to
the State's Attorney's Office are not presently available.

The important aspects of the citation component are: police cooperation;
notification of the hearing date; adviaing the victim of his/her right to
attend heoring. An additional aspect of the citation component is the
opportunity allowed for recording incidence* related to neighborhood feuds.

- Arbitration:

The youth's participation in the arbitration process is voluntary. Of the
4,233 youths seen in Arbitration hearings, prior to february, 1976, 1,570
volunteered to participate in the Coomnity Arbitration process. The
alternative to participation is referral to intake.

Within seven working days from the issuance date of the citation, the case
is heard before the Community Arbitrator. Prior to the hearing, the Arbi-
trator may review the citation, a copy of the police report, and a report
of any previous record the youth may have. Dring the hearing, the Arbi-
trator functions in a quasi-judicial manner, and presides over the hearing.
"The Arbitrator must adhere to the law regarding Informal adjustment of
cases and mst consider laws governing screening such as mafficiency of
evidence, admittance or denial of the offense, seriousness and nature of
the offense, prior arrests, right to legal counsel right of appeal of
the complainant, and signatures for agreement to informal adjustments.'

The arbitration hearing is held in a formal setting; and, the arbitrator,
in the quasi-judicial role, Is required to inquire as to the nature of
the problem, family background, amenability to treatment. These factors
are weighed against the offense and the needs of the cowunity, and the
availability of resources. The complained may be solicited to describe
the problem from the victim's perspective.

The disposition alternatives available to the Arbitrator, who does function
as a specialized Intake unit are to:

1. Close for Insufficient evldetce
2. Continue for further Investigation
3. Plan an Informal adjustment and all attendant ramifications
4\ Forward to the State's Attorney's Office for petitioning.

Closed for Insufficient Ividence: With regard to the laws governing
sufficiency of evidence, the Arbitrator determines tht there is insufficient
evidence to warrant continuance of the case through the juvenile justice
system.
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Continued for Further Investigation: The Arbitrator, on the basis of
available evidence, admittance or denial of offense, or the seriousness
of the type of offense for which a youth has been accused, decide& that
there is a need for more evidence prior to final disposition of the case.

Informal Adjustment and Restitution: The Arbitrators pending agre nt
by the youth to inform adjustment, my dispose of the case through
assignment conditions of informal adjustment. The conditions Include
assinment to an appropriate community work programs restitution, and
referral to other community resources (e.g., counseling) or to Intake.
Disposition decisions are mad according to the availability, appro-
priateness, and realistleness of the conditions for Informal adjustment.

Forward to State's Attorney's Office In those cases involving a serious
offense, or in those cases for which the conditions of Informal adjustment
cannot be met, the Arbitrator refers the case to the State's Attorney's
Office for petitioning. The. result of that referral is that the case
is brought before a Juvenile Court Judge or Mster.

The important aspects of the Arbitration Component are: the speed with
which the case is brought up for disposition; the quasi-judicial role of
the Arbitrator; the alternatives available to the Arbitrator;and, the
opportunity for community Involvement and the alleviation of system
overload.

The quasi-judicial role of the Arbitrator is recognized by the Community
Arbitration Program as essential to the successful operation of the program
for the following reasons:

I. The quasi-judicial role ensures the inclusion of a trained
legal perspective, capable of providing legal knowledge
appropriate to reaching the best disposition;

2. The quasi-judclal role typifies the final balance between
the legal aspects snd the social work aspects of cases coming
into Community Arbitration; and,

3. The quasi-judicial role contributes to the program's ability
to establish creditability with the courts, the police, and
the commanity.

The alternatives available to the Arbitrator are important to the program
since:

1. Allows the development of a number of community resources,
expanding treatment alternatives. The consequences of this
are to reduce overload of the court system, and to facilitate
rapid treatment of offenders;

2. By having a wide range of infortal disposition referrals
available, the Arbitrator has an opportunity to both define the
limits of social tolerance for certain behaviors, and to re-
enter acting-out youths into a community setting which will
further underline socially responsible behavior; and,
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3. The Arbitrator has many treatment alternatives, providing
greater opportunity to 'ake the punishment fit the crime,"
in both the eyes of the youth and the comumnity.

The opportunity for community involvement contributes to the success of
the program by:

1. The community Involvement exposes citizens to the actual
workings of the juvenile justice system, which both de-
mystifies that system and, hopefully, increases citisen con-
fidence in the system;

2. Community Involvement also enhances community responsibility
to act on behalf of its youth, and to actively integrate
youth into socially supportive services;

3. The community has increased opportunities to define its
social Sores by utilizing social service and educational
settings; and,

4. The resources of the entire juvenile justice system are
expanded-a much needed devlopmen1.

The reduction of system overload is important to enabling the system to
respond equitably and rapidly to juveniles entering the juvenile justice
system. Examples of this would be the freeing up of police time to
devote to other responsibilities, and the relief in the number of cases
brought before the court.

Community Assignment:

In reference to the flow chart analysis of the Commnity Arbitration
Program, there are four channels of disposition available. These are:
1) Closed for insufficient evidence; 2) Closed at Intake with a warning;
3) Forwarded to the State's Attorney's Office for petitioning; and, 4)
Placed on Informal Adjustment. All but the last of these, "Placed on
InfAnal Adjustment" are usually Intake functions. Therefore, the pur-
pose of this section is to describe the functions of "Placed on Informal
Adjustment."

Youths placed on informal adjustment voluntarily submit themselves to one
or a combination of aseaipaints including community service work assignment,
counseling (e.g., drug counseling), restitution for the offense, education
program (e.g., academic tutoring, mini-bike-handling program).

The Coamtnity Arbitration has developed extensive resources in the community.
The categories of resources to which cases ore referred for commnity
essipsment and restitution are: Coomnity-based Service Groups, Governmntal

Agencies, Social Services' programs, and Work for complainant or in the
local area.

Comunity-based Service Croups-Twenty-six percent (26.) of youths placed
on informal adjustment were referred to comwnity based service groups.
These groups include the Jaycees and their auxiliaries, Kiwenis, Men's
and Women's Clubs, and Youth Clubs. work projects have included recycling
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projects. neighborhood park projects.

Work for complainant or in local area-gihteen percent (18%) of
youth placed on informal adjustment were referred to individual work
projects for the complainant, or in a local area. Assignments have
included community improvement associations and senior citizen groups.
Work projects have included collecting canned goods, clean-up of local
housing projects.

Governmental agencies-Fourteen percent (14%) of youth placed on informal
adjustment were referred to governmental agencies for assignment. Assign-
ments have been made to elementary schools, libraries, police departments,
fire departments, recreation and parka.

Social Servicee Program-forty-two percent (42%) of youth placed on in-
formal adjustment were referred to social service program for assignment.
Social Service sponsors have included, among others, nursing homes,
community action agencies, day care centers, and the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Assignments have included, stuffing
envelopes, doing janitorial work, and doing tutorial work.

IV. ORGNIZATION-ADMNISTRATION (Expllanation of Sponsorshij)

The Colmnity Arbitration Program retains a core staff of seven persons,
including one Community Arbitrator. Following are descriptions of those
core positions.

Project Coordinator - Director

To develop relationships vith community resources for the purpose of placing
youth in community-service work; and for the purpose of referring youth.

To maintain relationships with comanity groups In order to increase ties
between the program and coimnity residents.

To develop and maintain thi program's concept with the various police
departments, the State's Attorney's Office, the Courts, and the local
Department of Juvenile Services for the purpose of coordinating the program
within the juvenile justice system.

To supervise and provide on-the-job training for staff.

Comsnity Arbitrators:

To hear all cases coming before the Court on citations issued for misde-
meanor offenses and disposing of cases.

To conduct the initial interview with the youth and his/her family (with
the complainant present) in order to expose the connity to work of the
court, and to Impress upon the youth the seriousness of the offense.

To plan for a youth's work assignment, should one be deemed appropriate.
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Social Worker:

To provide counseling for neighborhood-fmilies with their Inter-family
disputes (feud-counseling). r

To collect research data about the program and its operation; and, to
organize and intrepret the data.

Work-Sit Field Superviore:

To supervise and counsel youth assigned to then (approximately 75-100
youth per Field Supervisor).

To visit Job sites for purpose of maintaining relationship with agency
setting; and to monitor youths performance.

To manage referrals at the tim of Arbitration and during the ninety-day
Informal supervision.

Secretary - Clerk/Typiet,:

To manage all secretarial duties, including court reports and research
date.

Docket Clerk:

To act as court clerk and bailiff.

To assist in managing and systmatizing the volume of material related
to the program.

Administrative Chart

The Administrat!ve Chart for the Community Arbitration Program is on the
following page. Included in the chart are the horizontal and vertical ties
of the program within the Naryland Juvenile Justice System and the Coumun-
Ity.

*1
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Viz. M7?3CTMVSt4E8

The purpose of this section is to report on the effectiveness of the
Community Arbitration Program according to measurements of achievement
of the program's objectives.

Objective: To increase the speed of handling of misdemeanor cases
from four to six week to seven working days.

Achievemnt: All misdemeanor cases handled through the Arbitration
program are heard within seven working days of the registration
of the complaint.

Objective: To involve youths quickly in a positive volunteer work
experience, providing the opportunity to develop good working re-
lationships with community groups snd sencies.

Achievement: The Arbitration Program has developed referral resources
with sixty-eight (68) commnity organizations. Approximately fifty-
four percent (54%.) of youth not directed out of the system at the
time of disposition, have been placed on community assignment, as
compared with twenty!-eight percent (28.) in the past year. Of these,
ninety percent (90) have successfully completed the assignment.

Objective: To allow the complainant to see that something is done to
correct the youth, and make it clear (to the youth) that the offense
io important.

Achievement: The complainant is given a copy of the citation; and, is
invited to be present at the hearing. Approximately fifty percent
(50?.) of complainants are present at the time of the hearing, as
compared to percent of complainants W'ose cases are not directed
into the Arbitration Program.

Objective: To provide impact on youths through an immediate experience
in a quasi-court room setting.

Achievement: Approximately ninety percent (90%) of the youths and their
parents either appear for the hearing on the scheduled date, or arrange
for a postponement in emergency situations. Of the ten percent (10.)
"no show," one-half appear for a rescheduled hearing upon issuance
of a warning letter.

Objective: To collect data on the impact of the program upon agents
within the juvenile justice system (i.e., the Courts, the Police).

Achievement: The research which has been conducted to demonstrate the
impact of the Commnity Arbitration Program upon the Police, indicates
that the program is a resource for the police and that un of the pro-
gram has allowed police to reallocate more of their efforts in crime
prevention activities than before
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ADINISTRATIE H(AR

Sponsors of Volunteer C
Work Sit*@ I

-CommnIty Improvement Asmoc.

- Cowunity-3sed Service Groups

-Social Service Programs

- Goverfntdl Agencies
- Agnies Accepting Counseling

" ntra-Agency Structure

Inter-Agency Structure
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VIII. REPLICATION (Notes on)t

The components which the Community Arbitration Program has outlined as
central to program replication ire:

1. The quasi-judicial character of the Arbitration component;
and, the achieved balance between a social work perspective
and a low perspective;

2z The community resources which enable the informal adjustment
of cases;

3. Thi speed with which a case comes up for hearing following the
registration of a complaint; and,

4. The endorsement and support which the court, the police, and the
State's Attorney give the program.

Philosophy:

Not Available
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Phileoghy:

Not yet available.

V. PLANT-AC1LITY=M-- IPKDfT

The Coasunity Arbitration Program is located in the Annex to the
(Annapolis) Court House. The location of the program is critical to
determining the separation of the program from the formal judiciary
proceeding; and to maintain its relationships within the Maryland
Juvenile Justice System, s a member of that system.

The Coinunity Arbitration Program utilizes two courtroom settings for
the arbitration process. A critical program component is the use of
that setting to impress upon a youth the seriousness of the crime and
the authority of the Community Arbitrator to dispose of the case.
Further, the complainant is provided on opportunity to witness the
Juvenile Justice system in a setting which satisfies the complainant's
desires for retribution and rehabilitation of youth.

Other - faci414tra lu, I,ed . . by the program consist of office space and an
area adaptable to any pre or post disposition counseling.

VI. PROGRAM COSTS AND BUDGET

The following budget Is a copy of the Cojmnity Arbitration Program
budget prepared for the Governor's Comiasion on Law Enforcement and
the Administration of Justice for the Programs' third year of funding.
(Submitted March 17, 1976). In comparison with the Program's budget
presentation in its past progreses report, the Approved Budget at the
Date of Avery, December 12, 1974, equalled $51,850.

Expenditure Federal Non-FgAn Sha

Category Total Share State Cash Local *g TOTAL

A. Personnel Corp. &4 Benefits 54,274 54,274

0IUlnt 0 0
Consultant and Contracta

C. Se14rvice 1,772 8,011 22,783

D. Travel 2Ol6 .. .. 2,016

8. Consuables. 1,300 .. 1,300

7. Rental Cost 3,384 3.384

G. Other -ftenaes 1,954 622 2,576

SGRAND TOTAL 77,700 8,633 86,333
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1. PROJECT SUNKARY

A. Descri tion of problems that led to the development
of the project.

NYRC reports that during the years 1966-1972 gang warfare and deaths
related to gang warfare escalated to levels in Philadelphia surpassing
that of any other major city. NYRC began its operation in a neighborhood
where gang warfare vasprevalent and indices of juvenile crime were high.
At its inception, NYRC was designed to divert youth from the juvenile
justice system by providing direct services while focusing on Institu-
tional change.

B. Overview of:

I. Philosophy (goals)
2. Objectives
3. Approach (methodology)
4. Accomplishments (evaluation) -

Philosophy:

NYIC is a referral agency whose philosophy is that children can be saved
from the danger of "slipping between the r.cacks during service provision
by incorporating service delivery strategies with advocacy and system-
change strategies. XYRC asserts that delinquency prevention-strategy
needs to incorporate broad institutional change with the interests of
local neighborhood residents.

Goals:

The agency goals were formulated by the Office of Youth Development-of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare-and provide general
direction in the NYRC model. These goals are:

To provide more socially acceptable and meaningful roles for youth
to reduce drop-out rates; open up job opportunities; and stimulate
the process of youth involvement and participation in community life;

To divert the youth away from the Juvenile justice system into alter-
nate programs, resulting in a reduction in the annual rate of referral
to juvenile courts;

To reduce negative labeling by providing alternative youth services in
the comennity;

To reduce youth-adult alienation, thereby increasing youth participation
in total co~mnity activities and lowering rates of official delin-
quency.

Objectives:

The original delegate agency for NYRC was the Philadelphia Model Cities.
The objectives set out by Model Cities are:

1. To prevent seriously "delinquenC-prone" youth from becoming
criminal;
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2. To offer a wide range of well-coordinated youth supportive
services at the neighborhood level;

3. To insure sustained contact and follow up through the use of
neighborhood workers;

4. To insure close work with parents and other faily ebers;

5. To provide services to younger children;

6. To create new models of public-private agency coordination;

7. To insure effective citizen participation through the Model
Cities system; and.

8. To provide intensive staff development opportunities with
hiring preference for residents of the Model Cities Neighborhood.

IHethodology:

NYWC is a unique referral agency in that it does not concentrate on pro-
viding evaluation and referral services (with no further person-to-person
contact); rather, it also provides extensive, direct services. The program's
major operational features are suarised below.

The Coordination of Youth Service Axencies?

NYRC works "vigorously.,.to assure that other agencies actually deliver
their services to NYRC youth and their families," rather being a facili-
tator to improve coordination of health and welfare agencies serving
target area youth. NYiC has written countless agreements indicating
what NYRC will do and what the cooperative agency will do to eame the
referral process. NYNC prepares the youth, his family, and tim receiving
agency for a referral.

Further, NYRC hold cooperative agencies accountable for the services they
agreed to provide and are organized to provide. Youth are held accountable
too. Reportedly, NYRC has effective comanity linkages, so that their
dissatisfaction with a service is often sufficient stimulus to cause the
agency to change.

Institutional Change:

NYRC has been an advocate for the improvement of city and state policies
to reduce delinquency and better serve youth. The creditability of its
parent agency, the Crime Prevention Association, has been utilized to back
up NYRC as legislative and programtic change agent.

Direct p roach:

The provision of direct services is at the heart of the NYRC program. In
accepting the responsibility to provide direct services, KYRC claims to
provide a greater array of services-that typifies most youth service bureaus.
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This approach has also earned the NYRC pros creditability in its
target area among frequently distrustful youth. Direct services in
the debilitated target area are critical to delinquency reduction.

NYRC has developed procedures for linking its efforts with police and
court intake resources, including coordination under Juvenile Police
Officers in the District Police stations, and the employment of a Court
Liaison Officer (a regular probation officer) to facilitate the diversion
rocees.

Delilnquency Prevention:

NYRC direct and referral services are an effort to prevent delinquency.
A four-month study, which compared target and non-target area youth
within two precincts, indicated that arrest rates for male target youth
were significantly lowr for felony crimes and Juvenile status offenses.

11. CHARACTERISTICS 0 YOUTH BEING SERVED

Neighborhood Youth Resources Center serves a low-income target area with
a Black and Puerto Rican population. The target population i about
4,000 youth, aged 10-17. During 1973, NYRC accepted 238 youth Into its
basic service program, nearly all of whom were male. An additional 1,OO+
were served by its more Informal service.

III. THE PROIRAN

The purpose of this section is to chart the path of a child through the
Philadelphia Neighborhood Youth Resources Center. Following Is a description
of those steps: (System Analysis)

Referral of a child to NYNC

The bulk of referrals to NYRC come from the schools, police, or the courts.
The accessibility of the neighborhood communityy center" of which NYRC is
a part stimaulates walk-in referrals

(See Following Page for Chart)
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Sources for Referrils in 1973 ONOT including Self-Referrals or WVlk-ins)

Juvenile Court Intake

School District Attendance Office/Schools 32 14%

Law Rnforcement 12%

Family 1is8

Probation 14- 6%

Cowsanity Residents 9 4%

Juvenile Institutions/Judges 7 3%

Self/Friend 3%

Health/Social Agencies 7 3%

Day Care 7 A

Outreach 5

Juvenile Court Intake:

NYRC has purchased the full-time services of a juvenile court probation
officer to provide important links to the court. The juvenile court pro-
bation "Liaison Officer" daily retrieves and delivers to NY.C the names
and addresses of target area youth rcferred to the court, and of those
involved in various court processes. That arrangement offers an effective
step towards deliberate use of the agency by the juvenile court.

School District Attendance Office and Cooperatint Schools:

NYRC has established relationships with three high schools and one junior
high school in the target area. School counseling programs or the District
Attendance Office first refer truants and disruptive students to NYRC, rather
than to the police. The agency then institutes remedial action, appropriate
to the seriousness of the matter, including diversion.

Law Enforcement Referrala:

The police juvenile officers have cooperated with NYRC by referring cases
to the agency both before and after arrest. Monthly information about
youngsters who have been apprehended but not referred to the court is also
provided to NYAC. NYRC then contacts each youngster end his/her family,
offering its services.
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Screening:

The Intake process attempts to ensure the selection of "appropriate
clients" and to begin the beet client-agency relationship VYRC can.
Since NYRC is not adequately staffed to handle all the youth who are
referred to them, a set of screening criteria has been developed.
(exceptiona to the screening process &re: referrals from police and
courts, which are automatically accepted; and Immediate Need Inter-
vention referrals, I.e., youth with an immdiate crisis).

The criterion areas

I. Rauponsiveness of the Youth and/or Parents, i.e., acknowledgement
of a problem and willingness to work on it. The inclusion of
parents is a reflection of YRtC policy to not isolate a youth
during treatment from the social structure that Is paramount during
his growth period.

2. Seriousness of the Problem - NYRC is committed to working with
troubled youth who do not have alternative service options in the
cominni ty.

Intake Procedure:

Any referral to NYRC Is followed with an Initial Interview. The objectives
of the Initial Interview are:

to make an initial assessment of the youth's problem and his/her
attitude toward it;

to elicit personal and family history and background;
to describe the resources available to a client at or through NYRC;

snd,
to develop an initial "contract" with the youth reSarding hie

readiness to work on the problem and NYRCas role in that effort.

A hose visit is made during the intake stage. The objectivesof the home
visit are:

to gain support from the parents or siblings;
to broaden the information base on the client and family and corroborate

certain information provided by the youth; and,
to observe the interaction of the youth with parents and other family

members.

Assessment Report:

The Initial assessment report suisarizes the information about the client
and the recominded plan of action. The primary purpose of the report is
to develop a service strategy for youth who may later be accepted as clients.
Types of Information included in the report are: Family History; Youth's
History; School Information; and, Youth's Problem.

78-406 0 - 76 - 14
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staffing plan:

A core twm consisting of a Community Resource orker, the Youth Services
Coordinator, the Social Worker and, if needed, the Project Attorney and
the Court Liaison Officer, is convened. The core team decides on the
appropriateness of a iven client, and the development of a service
strategy. HYRC emphasizes that ".ne o th e elements in the VYRC
approach is the utilization of an inter-disciplinary team in the diagnosis,
servicing, referral, and evaluation of all clients."

The final steps in the intake and assessment phase is termed "staffing up"
a client and consists of:

1. a treatment plan (service delivery strategy). The plan is
specific and self-orientea; and,

2. a roadup (a tim-phased statement of specific goals to be
achieved). Goals are both long-term and short-term.

Onsini Treatment:

The treatment plan Is reviewed (and revised as necessary) at regular inter-
vale. Approximately one to three months after the youth has begun to work
on the short-term goals of the plan, the plan is reviewed so that adjust-
ments of the short-range goals can be made, and long-term goals are clarified.
Three months later, another review Is held to determine if the client will
be terminated, put on Inactive statue, or If the goals should be adjusted.

Termination:

Tho status options for clients at the time when treatment Is "ending" are:

1. to be terminated;
2. to be placed on the "inactive file"; or,
3. to be normally reviewed for progress.

"Termination" mans that a client has either moved permanently out of the
city or has exceeded the age limit for eligibility. Clients which are
terminated will not be re-enrolled in the program.

"Inactive" cases may be re-enrolled in the future. The conditions for
filing a case as inactive are:

1. a youth has made suitable adjustment and does not require continued
services, but may wish to use the services in the future;

2. a youth is committed to an institution and may receive the agency's
• services during or after commitment;

3. a youth has been suitably and successfully referred to another agency,
and the services of MYRC will be available to the youth In the future;

4. a youth is resistant to the services of NYRC, but may avail his/her
self of services in the future.

All cases are reviewed by the staff team in accordance with specific "closing
out" procedures. A crucial part of this process is a conference between the
youth, his/her family, and NYRC staff. This conference is especially important
when a youth has completed short-term goals and is moving toward more long-
term goals.
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NYRC CLiO"T FLOW CUAMT

Dascription of Key Coponents:

THE NYRC propam comes from a concept of a total "family of services," and
operates under an umbrella of services known as the "Comunity Center."
Thi two components of direct services within the m111u of services pro-
vided by the Commnity Center.

The chart on the following page illustrates the two components of
services.
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Direct services are provided to youth on "active" caseload. The salient
elements of F.he direct services strategy are: that "services are avail-
able, and are provided,not just to the client-youth, but also to other
members of his family, the major program components of HYRC are: counseling
and referral; tAng work; employment; tutoring; cultural and recreational
activities; l.raL and probation counseling; housing and other.cosenity-
based social services. Each of these i briefly described as follows:

Couselinit and Referral:

Counseling is the major direct service programs consisting of diagnosis
and evaluation; psychological, vocational, educational, and group coun-
seling; and, social casework. Whether a youth is on referral statue or
Is beinR directly serviced, he receives on-going counseling support. An
NYRC staff (the Resource Worker), who carries a mximum caseload of twenty-
five youths, contacts and reviews each case weekly. As specific counseling
needs arise, HYRC provides counseling In areas such as educational remediation,
vocational opportunities, sex education, and drug abuse.
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Gang Work:

Two area youth workers work full-time with ganSg on the street; however,
all staff engage in work toward the reduction of gang activities. Functions
of "gang work" are to prevent major conflicts between Sangs and to reduce
the liklihood of gang participation by youth who have not yet joined. By
organizing athletic events and other activities, NYRC provides a "structured
and controlled setting for aggressive and competitive behaviors." Gang
workers also enSage in outreach.

gtloyMsnt:

NYRC actively secures employment for youths, recognizing the critical need
for jobs among Its clients. Pre-employments NYRO provides assistance in
how to apply for a job, how to prepare a "resume,. how to act during an
interview, etc. During employment, NYRC have maintained time records,
completed payroll records, and evaluated a youth's performance..

Tutoring:

The NYRC tutoring program is a remedial service for elementary school
children who are experiencing serious difficulty in school. The tutoring
programs uses junior high school students to tutor the elementary school
children (on a one-to-one basis).

The program also provides assistance to any person wanting to obtain a G..D.
by referring then to a G.I.D. program and providing follow-up support.

Cultural and Recreational:

NYRC has cooperated with public departments and private agencies to provide
recreational activities such as swimming, basketball, and a series of
cultural awareness activities.

NYRC also sponsors the REAL Program. 'The Real Experience to Alternatives
in Living (REAL) Program provides a year "sabbatical" to approximately 14
youths. In this program, youths are given the opportunity to work in the
community Center's Day Care Program with younger youths, take courses at
colLeges, seek alternative jobs, and work with other youth in the IYRC
chain of services. Each youth is provided a stipend of $100 a week to
enable him to "get himself together" while providing services to other
members of the NYRC community. The REAL experience provides youth with
both cultural and recreational opportunities while affording them the
chance to develop their own personal goals and ambitions. Services are
available to females Just as they are the males. Because of the nature
of the population, however, NYIC intentionally Sears itself towards the
needs of the mole youth group."

Legal and Probation Counselins:

The NYRC lawyer provides legal counseling and court representation for
clients, and teaches a course on the fundamentals of criminal and civil
law.
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The Court Lialson Officer counsels all target area youth who are on
probation and provides feedback on court referrals.

Housinze:

NYRC works to make target area residents aware of social services avail-
able In the area. NYRC also acts as a "go-between" to assist persons to
obtain *ervicas through the Housing Authority.

Other Services:

NYRC offers a range of other services such as a day care for school-age
children; and a big brother/big sister program. These services coordi-
nated by VYRC function as separate activities from the direct service
core. They are important in building trust and rapport between NYRC
staff and youth.

Referral Services:

KYRC conducted a systematic survey of services and resources available to
youth in the comanity and in Philadelphia. The purpose of the survey was
to assist Model Cities in reaching its goals. The survey accomplished the
following principal objectsves:

1. identification of service Saps in the youth-serving and youth
supportive systems to assist In the formulation of a plan for
core services which NYRC would provide; and,

2. the initial development of inter-agency relationships which
would develop into ongoing relationships of murual respect
and understanding.

In addition, MYPRC staff met with officials of public and private agencies
such as the Comissioner of Police and the Inspector of the Juvenile Aid
Division; the Cimission of the City Department of Welfare; the Director
of the Defenders Association; and many ethers.

NYRC strengthened its relationships with agencies; and by exchanging letters
of understanding, some 190 agencies pledged cooperation and program services
to NYRC,

Although most NYRC clients are referred to other agencies, none are termin-
ated by WYRC at the time of referral. instead, WYNC monitors the referral
agency's services and the progress of the clients.

There ae four key procedures in referring clients to outside agencies.

1. NYRC prepares a client for referral. NYRC considers a client
ready for referral when he acknowledges the problem; accepts
as meaningful the proposed services; understands the proposed
solution; accepts both NYRC and the outside agency.

2. WRMC prepares the outside agency for the client. An agency
receives a referral when Y has decided that the agency is
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appropriate; the agency is mandated to perform the proposed
services; NYRC and the outside agency have had a good working
relationship;

3. NYR tracks the progress of the referred client through regular
contacts with the youth and the agency; and,

4. NYRC keeps a regularly up-dated file on all interagency contacts
as a resource for the youth services. Recorded information In-
ciudes:

Name of Agency;
Date of Contact;
Address and Telephone Number;
Nam and Title of Person Contacted;
Plans of Contact;
Information on Agency's Delivery of Services;
Resulting Agreement; and,
NYMC Project Director's Signature.

IV. ORGANIZATION--ADI4NISTRATION (explanstion of sponsorship)

Structure:

NYRC has twenty-three staff embers. (These positions are shown on Organ-
inational Chart on the following page). The staff position@ consist of:
Project Director; two Youth Services Coordinators; a Court Liaison Officer;
Lawyer; Psychiatric Social Workers, Student Social Workers; three Secre-
tary/Clericals; Janitor; three part-time Commnity Resource Workers; two
part-time "Gang" Youth Workers.

NYRC uses Purchase-of-Service Agreements to expand its role in the community.
Rployees are paid either directly from the Project's personnel funds or on
&,consultant bests through Purchase-of-Service Contracts with other private
or public agencies and departments throughout the city.

A co mnity-bsed staff is crucial to NYIC's success. The hiring of
qualified individuals who live in the comnity and know the problema of
its youth is encouraged. This policy facilitates community creditability.
NYRUC believes that close staff is important to providing high-quality
services and therefore uses a "team approach."

Philosophy:

NYi disoriented toward drawing its staff from the neighborhood and toward
"plecins individuals in an active role of creating a better environment
in their omn neighborhood." because VYRC is comiitted to staff mobility,
personal development, and using Indigenous staff, skills training resources
are provided. The goals of training are:

1. to develop "objective"asessment tools; and,
2. to develop effective communication skills.
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V. PLANT

NYRC Is located In a converted railroad station in North Philadelphia.

VI. PROGRAM COSTS AND BUDGET

SudAet Sumry:

Personnel Costs $140,313
Equipment 150
Consumable Supplies 750
Travel (Staff) - 4,377
Consultants 40,685
Other Expenses 13,725

Total Costs

Total Grantee
Participation

$200,000

85,342

Total Project Cost $285,342

L - ...

I
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Consultant Expenses include the Purchase-of-Service Agreements for an
Attorney, the Court Liaison Officer, and services of two Area Youth
"Gans" Workers, Part-time tutors and prosoa leaders.

Other Expenses include postage, printing, thilding insurance, telephone,
equipment, office space, utilities, and ;perchese of case services (medical,
dental, psychiatric, etc.).

Tot total project cost, excluding the sditlonal private funds the project
was able to secure, represents 70 Fodral participation and 307. local
grantee participation. The existence )f Iceal private funds reflect the
project's ability to assume the weisht of project funding at the local
level.

Professional Labor Annual Salary Federal Funds

Project Director $16,500 $ 12,375
Youth Services Coordinator 14,500 10,875
Psychiatric Social Worker 12,000 9,000

Fringe Benetits Q 12% 3,870
Total Professional Labor $ 36,120

Other Personnel

6 Community Resource Workers $ 9,000 $ 40,500
3 Community Resource Workers (part-tim) 9,000 10,125
Executive Secretary 8,500 6,375
4 Clerk/Typists 6,200 19,530
Accountant 81000 6,000
Secretary .8000 6,000
Janitor 69000 4,500
Clerk/Typist (part-time) 6,200

(Legal Education Component)
Fringe Benefits ( 12% $ 11,163
Total Other Personnel 104,193

Total Personnel Costs $140,313

An additional YSC asaadded in the FY 1974 budget, along with a Program
Consultant.

Fringe Benefits include Employer share of PICA, Workman's Compensation,
and Group Health and Life Insurance.

VII. EFFECTIVENESS

Information on this section is not yet available.
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VIII. REYLICATION (Notes on):

Efforts to replicate the NYRC Program would need to consider the history
of NYRC. Following is a chart UsntifyinS the historical roots of MYRC.

Dept. of HN..

Model Cities

Crime Prevention Association
(CPA) - a private social service

agency

Public
Rs sources

Private
Resources

H.I.W. sponsored, through the Office
of Youth Development (OY)), thirty
companion youth projects.

Model Cities became the original
delegate agency for one of the
projects (NYRC).

CPA, having a long experience in
sponsoring youth programs, was
chosen to sponsor NYRC.

CPA pulled together public/private
resources, support of City leader-
ship, and community support.

Commnity Center

Neighborhood Youth
Resources Center

The Program Components
of its program are:

NYRC was formed and attached to
a communityy center." HYEC re-
flects the objectives of both
OYD and Model Cities.

which NYRC identifies as essential to replication

I. community-based staff
2. direct services
3. neighborhood creditability
4. staff teams
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NYRC GENERIC PROCESS

I Sponsor Identification

IzzIzzz
r Design and Conduct an

j lyias of Comunity Needs

4 i

The Generic Process Chart reflects the stages of replIcation of the
NYRC Program. (De to the history of NYIC, sponsor identification
proceeds the analysis of Comunity Needs).

I
I
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CONCLUSION

The emphasis of this report has been to say here are some

program which have proven effective. Therefore, the purpose of this

report has been to clearly outline how a program may be replicated

after the need for that program has been determined. A "how to

manual" can be useful as a tool for assessing need; for developing

a process for implementation; and for planning for thorough,

concise evaluation.

It is my hope that those functions are demonstrated in this

report.
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THE IMPACT OF TR COmmUNITY
ARBITRATION PROGRAM ON THE POLICE

Submitted by
Merry Morash, Research Consultant,

Community Arbitration Program

January 30, 1976
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Tis report was conducted with the support of

L.E.A.A. grant number 5061-JD-5o The Department of

Juvenile Services# and L.E.A.A., are not responsible

for the contents of this report the report does not

necessarily represent the views of either agency.
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Data was collected for this report by Sherry

Scible and John Timanus participants in the Adult

Work Experience Program.

They were assisted by Cindy Timmons# a volunteer

who was placed with the research project by the

Volunteer Clearinghouse in Annapolis.
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SUMMARY Or INDINGS AND RECOmNDATIONS

1 There is a clear indication from golioe administ atgo

and atroluMn that Arbitration has saved Dolice tine
and mone-y -ky

lessening the time required to do paperwork

decreasing the travel used to make a Juv*nile arrest

*decreasing the time that police spend in court

'decreasing the time. ,that police spend waiting for

parents at the station.

2. There is some indication that Arbitration has reduced

the strain that police experience in dealing with the

Problems of at least esome oMDlainants.

*complainants call the police with further problems

less often

*the citation system takes the onus of "doing some-

thing" off the police, and provides the complainant

with needed information

*police are not aware of the arbitration procedure -

some type of dialogue between police and arbitration

appears to be warranted.

3. Police have increased the Dro.,ortion of youth they

arrest and refer to DJS.

*the increase is moderate, representing about 732

youth per year
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2

•as a result of increased arrests and the Arbitration

Program's particular emphasis, 600 youth per year

who would not have received any services are now

involved in educational, work or counseling programs.

. The resources that are saved by the police have been

reallocated rimarily to other tvies of Dolice work,

DarticularlY patrol that is aimed towards Dreventinf

crime.

*During one year. for a police department of 400 men,

the amount of time that the police save is equiva-

lent to adding six full time policemen to the de-

partaent.

5. The proportion of Black youth who have committed

crimes against property and yogth between It and 16

years of ae who are arrgstd for misgdmeanor. is in-

*special program efforts to provide adequate resources

for these particular groups of youth may be needed.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is the first of a series of studies that

will explore several impacts of the Community Arbitration

Program. The Program is a new system of juvenile intake

through which arrested youth are diverted from formal court'

contact. The Arbitration Program includes the use of ticket-

like citations for arresting misdemeanant youth, as well as a

formal arbitration session between the victim and the child

to decide how a case should be handled*

In all cases that involve misdemeanors, the Arbitration

Program replaces an intake procedure which resembled a counsel-

ing session. Essentially, Arbitration reduces the time from

arrest to the intake hearing from 45 to seven days, pro-

vides encouragement for the victim to attend the hearing

and creates a new procedure for making the intake decision.

The intake decision is now made by a lawyer instead of a

social-work oriented person. The responsibility of the

child for his actions, and the need for the child to repair

damage he has caused, are emphasized. And, some of the youth

are requested to carry out work assignments or to attend spe-

cial educational programs, options that were not available

to the intake decision-maker before Arbitration began.

The Program has brought about changes for the youth in-

volved. their parents, court and probation staff, the victims,
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community groups and agencies who work with the youth, and

the police. The impacts of Arbitration on the police are

considered here. The focus is on identifying these impacts.

and documenting their extent and nature.

In choosing to study the relationships between the

Arbitration Program and the police, DJS (Department of

Juvenile Services) recognized the very important overlap

between the two parts of the Justice system. The police de-

cision about which youth to arrest and refer to Juvenile Ser-

vices determines which youth will become involved with the

Arbitration Program. Arbitration is used for misdeameanants.

Other studies have found that police exercise widest dis-

cretion in deciding whether to make an arrest in misdemeanor

cases.1 It is possible, then, that Arbitration has a rela-

tively large effect on who the police arrest, and who they

let go with a warning.

Just as police affect the day to day operations of

the Arbitration Program, the new program has affected them.

Identification of the full range of effects of the Program

on the police is one objective of this study. Another objec-

tive is to consider these impacts in light of program goals.

and where impacts and goals are incongruent, to recommend

potential strategies for change.

lpor example sees Sidney Axelrad@ 1972, "Negro and White
Male Institutionalized Delinquents," American Journal of
Sociology 57 (May), 569-74l Nathan Goldman, 1963# The Dif-
ferential Select ion of Juvenile Offenders for Court Appear-
ance, New York, National Council on Crime and Delinquencyl
and, James Q. Wilson, 1968, Varieties of Police Behavior,
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press.
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5

DESIGN OF THS STUDY

This study began during the second year of program

operation. During the first stages of planning the research,

the project director and coordinator took part in a number

of "brainstorming sessions" during which they generated a

list of all conceivable impacts that the Program might have

on the police. These impacts are presented in Chart A.

This list was used as a guide throughout the research

effort. The general approach was to gather evidence to sup-

port or reject the existence of each impact, and also to ex-

pand the list.

Chart As The Possible Impacts of the Community Arbi-
tration Program on the Police as Identified by Arbitra-
tion Staff.

Time and money saved because a trip to the police
station is not mandatory to make an arrest.

Time and money is saved because less paperwork is re-
quired to make an arrest.

If more youths are diverted from court, police appear
in court less often. Overtime for court appearances
may be reduced.

Police perception of the Department of Juvenile Ser-
vices may change.

Police community relations may be affected. This would
include relations with the victim and with the child
and his parents.

The police may change the frequency with which they
decide to arrest youths as opposed to simply warning
them.

The police may change the frequency with which they de-
cide to refer arrested youths to the Department of
Juvenile Services.
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The strategy for gathering evidence was to combine in-

formation from a number of sources. This made it possible

to utilize the large amount of data that id routinely col-

lected by the Courts. Also, drawing data from multiple

sources provided a check on any inaccuracies in records and

any biased responses to questionnaires.
2

Lengthy interviews with police administrators and super-

visors provided the first source of data. The interviews

2The unreliability of police records has been documented
extensively in the literature. For examples, see John I.
Kitsue and Aaron V. Cicourel, 1973t "A Note on the Use of
Official Statistics." Social Problems (Autumn), 131-1391
and Raymond A. Bauer, 1966, Social Indicators, M.I.T. Press,
Cambridge. Massachusetts.

In this study, the major difficulty with available
data on delinquency would occur when record keeping practices
changed. Unfortunately, we did discover that City and County
Police have not been counting citations issued in the field
as arrests. The distortions in police records of the number
of arrests could not be corrected, and Uniform Crime Report
data could not be used in this study.

Inaccuracy in police response to questions about change
brought about by Arbitration could be attributed to memory.
Since only one year is involved, this difficulty appears to
be minimal. Based on the many negative police responses to
Juvenile Services, there does not appear to be a police ten-
denoy to report positive reactions 1o the Program in order
to please the interviewer. Alternatively, the widespread
police discontent with the courts, rising crime, and their
workload could predispose them to report an unduly negative
opinion of various aspects of Arbitration.

3In the City, the chief of police and the captain were inter-
viewed during six informal meetings. In the County lengthy
interviews were conducted with two sergeants. One was a Juvenile
officer The other was interviewed during a seven hour ob-
servation period. The State Police officials who were inter-
viewed were supervisors in the Glen Burnie Barracks.
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were informal and unstructured, and were supplemented with

periods of observation. Representatives from the three po-

lice departments in the County. including Annapolis City.

Anne Arundel County and Maryland State Police were included.

Patrolmen from each of the three departments provided

a second source of information. Slightly more structured

interviews were conducted with 15 men. (This interview is

included in Appendix A.) Men were questioned about each of

the impacts that had already been identified. Also, they

were asked to identify other areas of change.

The next step in obtaining patrolmen's views was to

administer a more structured questionnaire to 89 men, again

representing all three police departments. This question-

naire was based on the prior set of interviews with police

administrators and patrolmen (The questionnaire is in

Appendix B.)

All of the police were interviewed or given the question-

naire between July and December of 1975. Since the program

had been in operation for over a year, enough time had elapsed

for Program effects to be realized, and for initial reactions

to the novelty of the Program to wear off,

4Eighty-nine men filled out the questionnaires. Since men on
certain shifts were asked to fill them out during working hours,
there was no problem with non-respondents. The convenience of
the police determined which men were selected to complete the
forms. There is no reason to suspect that this would intro-
duce any bias, since shift assignments are rotated.
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The third source of data was a sample of approximately

one third of the arrests for misdemeanors that resulted in

referral to DJS in 1973. and a similar sample of approxi-

mately one third of the youth referred in 1975.5 These two

groups could be compared to determine whether the Arbitration

Program brought about a change in the type of youth referred

to DJS by police for misdemeanors, and whether Arbitration

resulted in different case dispositions for the various sub-

groups of youth.

A fourth source of data was the set of monthly reports

prepared by DJS staff. Statistics on the number of cases

and the number of individuals referred by police are avail-

able in these reports beginning in 1970.

The fifth type of information used in this study is

the record of the number of formal Juvenile court cases

handled in the County each year. The Clerk of the Juvenile

Court has kept this record uance 1971.

5 A systematic sample of one third of the miedemeanants re-
forred to DJS in 1973 was drawn from a running record that
the clerical staff kept of all youth having contact with the
Department between January 1, 1973 and November 22, 1973.
(Arbitration began on November 23.) Similarly, a systematic
sample of every fourth youth appearing in Arbitration between
June and December of 1975 was drawn. Additional cases are
being-drawn for the first six months of 1976 so that a cor-
rection can be made for seasonal changes.

Information on the age, sex, race, offense and prior
record is available on each youth.
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Finally, statistics on unemployment. population and

offenses known to the police wert obtained from the State

Department of Eployment Security, the State Department of

Mental Health and ygeino and the Maryland State Police,

respectively. The purpose of collecting these pieces of in-

formation was to account for change in the number of youth

referred by police to DJS that resulted from factors other

than the beginning of the Arbitration Program.
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"M ARBITRATION PROGRAM FROM TH POLICE
ADMINISTRATORS' VIEWPOINT

Extended and unstructured interviews with police

administrators revealed that they held two predominant views

of the Arbitration Program and its impact on the police.

First, they emphasized that the Program saves police time

and is a convenience to police in many ways. Second, they

were generally unaware of the specific way in which Arbitra-

tion handles a youths that is, they did not know much about"

what the Arbitratikrn session was like, or about the use of

work assignments and other dispositions to correct the youth.

One result of the unawareness is that police administrators

had the impression that absolutely nothing is done to a youth

besides a simple warning in a majority of cases.

Police reported that juvenile arrests are time con-

suming, are frequently minor in comparison to other offenses,

and are troublesome since parents must be notified, a youth

may be causing constant disruption as only an adolescent can,

and complainants may be incensed at the youth for various types

of adolescent behavior including harassment, pranks and taunts.

Dislike of juvenile work led to the police administra-

tors' stress that the savings in police time and trouble that

result from Arbitration are 2articularlX beneficial to them.

The predominant opinion is that police should be in the field

on patrol, where they could prevent crime and respond to calls
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quickly. The Arbitration Program was viewed as making this

possible. As one Chief of Police put its *'All the police-

man cares about is that he completes an arrest, and doesn't

need to bother with it anymore."

Administrators in all police departments said that

since Arbitration began complainants were less likely to call

the station with additional problems after the arrest had been

made. Calls that were received were more easily transferred

to DJS than they had been before.

The reduction in complainants' calls was most apparent

in the County Police Department, probably because such com-

plaints are channeled to a central group of people, the Juvenile

officers. One Juvenile officer estimated that she now re-

ceived approximately three-inquiries per week from complain-

ants in Juvenile cases, while before she had received an aver-

age of fifteen calls a week. In the City, it was estimated

that Arbitration had brought a reduction in complainants'

calls down from seven to one per week.

While the police administrators were particularly cogni-

sant of the reductions in complainants' queries that were made

to the police department by phone, they did state that indivi-

dual officers received fewer questions outside of the station.

There were additional areas in which police administra-

tors saw a savings of time in making Juvenile arrests. The

most consistently noted one was that police go to court less.

This lessens the need to ask police to go on their own time,
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or to extend an already long working day into overtime.

A Paperwork was viewed as less time consuming, and the amount

of travel used to complete a juvenile arrest was reduced.

An unexpected benefit ofArbitration for State Police

was that a serious overcrowding problem was reduced at the

station on busy nights. They reported that prior to the

Arbitration Programs it was common for several youths to be

arrested on a Friday or Saturday night. Since they had to be

watched constantly, it was necessary-to handcuff them to desks,

and to keep them crowded into the policemen's work area. This

procedure ce-rinly would not make for an office atmosphere

conducive to work.

One reflection of police administrators' limited know.

ledge of how Arbitration works was their interpretation that

cases marked "Informalled at Intake received no action, when

in fact these are the cases for which work assignments, counsel-

ing and various educational programs (such as mini-bike safety,

drug education) are arranged.

A State Police administrator noted 'We need more feed-

back from juvenile services on dispositions of Informalled at

Intake'. Troopers feel no satisfaction from their work even

though you may be doing something.'

Another area where the p6licemenOs lack of information

about the Program was evident related to the disapproval of

some cases by the Arbitrator. One comment on paperwork may

explain some of the difficulty City Police in particular were
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experiencing with a high rate of case disapprovals. A point
WO made in favor of the Arbitration Program was O.o.they (the-

patrolmen) can forget about all the legislative things neces-

sary for court, for example when they write up the case.'

Such laxness on the part of the police would be expected to

lead to numerous "case disapproved" dispositions, since the

arbitrator is a lawyer and one of his functions is to screen

out cases with insufficient evidence.

Police administrators were very willing to talk, and

spent some time explaining that DJS did not see their side of

the picture and did not understand the types of difficulties

they had to face with juveniles on a daily basis. They wanted

the "people at Juvenile Services' to see what they saw. For

example, a State Police administrator suggested that an arbi-

trator should be available in the northern part of the county

on Friday and Saturday night, and the police could-bring the

youth to then 'angry' or Odrunk." City police felt that the

Department of Juvenile Services should meet with the complainant

and Juvenile, and try to get the story straight for the police

report.

The police belief that Juvenile Services did not under-

stant their problems is aggrevated by their own lack of know-

ledge of what happened to youth who were seen by the arbi-

trator. All but one administrator, the Juvenile officer,

had never seen an arbitration session. Most did not have a

clear understanding of what the monthly reports of case dis-
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positions meant. City police did not have a clear picture

of why oases were disapproved and interpreted disapproval

as unwarranted. Most administrator@ did not know that "In-

formalled at Intakew meant the child could have been sent to

work, counseling or some other program.
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THE ARBITRATION PROGRAM FROM THE
PATROIXANeS POINT OF VIEW

We were interested in how the Arbitration Program

affected three aspects of the patrolmen's job. First, we

anticipated that there would be changes in routine police

operations. These changes would include differences in the

mechanics and time involved in making a Juvenile arrest.

Second, we recognized that the arrest situation makes demands

on patrolmen to manage the tensions and conflict between the

offender# the complainant, the parents and eventually DJS.

So, it would be important to consider how the Arbitration

Program affected the complex set of relationships that police

have with the several parties involved in a Juvenile arrest.

Finally, since at least on the surface it appeared that the

citations simplify the arrest procedure, we wondered whether

police might now increase the number (if arrests they make -

and divert fewer of the youth themaelvies with a simple warning.

Arbitration as a Time Savinr Procedure for Police

As indicated in Chart B, patrolmen's responses to the

questionnaires indicate that the Arbitration Program saves

them time in completing a Juvenile arrest. Decreases in time

to do paperwork, in miles traveled and in time spent in court

account for this savings.

Police were enthusiastic about the savings in time, and
most (92.7%) of the 55 police who answered the question about

78-406 0 - 16 - If
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Changes in the Length of Tin
Needed to Make a Juvenile Arrest

Answer

Number of More Lose The
Qu nRespondents ZT is Same Time

How much time does it take
to make a juvenile arrest? 84 7% 680 25%

How such time to do paper
work? 9% 37% 34

How often do you handle
complainant's questions? 85 13% 15% .?2%

Time spent traveling? 85 1)% 42% 45

Time spent in court? 8? 2% 92% 6%

how they used saved time reported that it was not used for

juvenile work. Of the 34 mon who were even more specific

about their use of saved time, 30 men indicated they used

the time to increase preventative patrol activities, rather

than waiting for parents at the station or filling out forms

at the station. Police commented, 01 an able to patrol more

in troubled areas" and N...tise saved can be used for extra

patrol, thereby decreasing crime." These comments were sup-

ported by observation during which police stressed their ap-

proval of being able to patrol more.

The reported savings in time in paperwork and in making

court appearances was the same in all of the three police de-

partments. There was a small, but statistically significant,

tendency for County and State Police to indicate a savings in
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travel more often than City Police. (See Tables in Appendix C.)

It night be expected that City Police would n6t save as

much travel time, sice they cover a much smaller geographic

area than State and County Police. Also, City Police admini-

strators have supported a policy that encourages the officers

to being a large number of arrested youths to the station,

even though citations could be issued at the secne of the

offense.

Tvo additional pieces of evidence provide support for

the patrolmen's report that they go to formal court in a

smaller proportion of cases now that Arbitration exists.

These are the record of the number of formal court cases for

each year since 1971. and a comparison of the case dispositions

made by the arbitrator and by the intake workers.

In 1971, the ratio of juvenile cases to number of youth

referred by police to DJS was 50.789. In 1972 this ratio was

38.0%, and in 1973 it was 39.20%o. During the first year of

Arbitration, the ratio dropped to 29.49%. This means that

once the Arbitration Program bega n about 10% more of the cases

were being diverted from formal court. In 1974, this would be

386 cases. (See Appendix Do)

A sample of 412 of the intake cases heard before Arbi-

tration began and 278 heard by Arbitration reveals that 17.0?%

of the cases were sent to formal court by the 1973 intake staff,

while only 7.2% of cases heard by Arbitration were forwarded to
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formal court. (See Appendix D.) We see the same drop of

10% or 386 case, that haa been illustrated above.

Estimates of time saved were difficult for the police

to make. A majority of police indicated that because of

variation in the time it took to handle a case, they could

not make an estimate. Estimates that were made are pre-

sented in Chart C.

Chart C
Estimate of the Amount of Time Saved

Number ofRespondents, M a n

Paper work 21# 2*14 hours/week 1-10 hours/week
saved

(also, three respondents estimated they
saved J hour per incident.)

Travel a" 17.75 miles/week 2-50 miles/week

(also, one respondent estimated he saved
30 minutes of travel time per incident,
one respondent estimated he saved 10 miles
of travel per incident.)

*Also two men estimated they spent between one
and three hours more doing paper work binoe
the Arbitration Program began. Average a 2
hours per week.

*CAlso two men estimated they traveled 50 miles
more per week since the Arbitration Program
began

About two hours per week is saved doing paperwork, and 18

miles of travel are saved per week, for each officer. Even

if these estimates were adjusted downward, there would be a

substantial savings for police in tine and money when the
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amounts were multiplied by the total number of police*

The patrolmen identified a number of procedural bene-

fits and problems associated with the Arbitration Program be-

sides those that police administrators and the Arbitration

staff had mentioned. These are listed in Chart D.

Favorable and Unfavorable Effects of Arbitration
on Police Routine as Identified by Patrolmen

* Mentioned by three or more patrolmen.

Since each man was not specifically asked whether
these newly identified effects occurred, we do not know how

Favorable Effects

* Citations are easier to fill outt like a traffic
summons.

* Paper work can-be done on the scene instead of at
the station.
Easier to carry around citations.
The citations are quick and available.
Brings the juvenile to Court sooner.
Less Court time, so less expensive.
Les Court time, so more leave time.
Less stand by time at the station waiting for
parents to show up.

Easier to handle a large group of juveniles.

Unfavorable Effects

* Difficult to locate some complainants.* Difficult to locate some parents.
* Never know exactly what the outcome of the case is.

It is a waste of time to make out several citations
on the same subject.

Not enough aes on the citations there should be
room for a brief report.

When three or more youths are arrested, it is is-
possible to handle the case outside the station.

Youths return to the street quickly.
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many officers agree with the statements in Chart D. However

a few of the.newly identified effects were described by a

number of officers (these are starred) and deserve some ad-

ditional comment.

The fact that paperwork can be done at the scene of

the arrest, rather than the station wars repeatedly noted.

The policemen's favorable reaction to this factor reflects

their general satisfaction with the way that the citations

allow then more time "on the beat.

Difficulty locating parents and complainants was noted

as a problem by police. Undoubtedly, parents are no mor

difficult to locate now than before Arbitration began. This

appears to be a persistent problem, that cannot be attributed

to the Arbitration Program,

Police did not have reason to locate complainants after

an arrest before. so this particular difficulty does appear

to be a result of the Arbitration Program. It is doubtful

that it could be alleviated* since the immediate provision of

a copy of the citation to the complainant is an integrslpart

of the Program. The assumption is that this procedure has

more advantages than disadvantagese Some of these advantages

were noted by police themselves, and are discussed in the

next section.

Perhaps the police dissatisfaction that deserves most

attention is that the officer does not know the disposition
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e of each case. Officers expressed this problem as a lack of

information about Arbitration and a resulting lack of con-

fidence irwhat Arbitration does. For example, one wrote

"You all said that you would use a different way to
help correct the Juveniles. Like work details. But,
I have yet to see any work groups or even hear of any.
If you ask the Juveniles about it they think it is the
greatest because nothing ever happens*"

Comments such as, 01 never know exactly what the outcome or

disposition of a case is and *I don't receive any self

satisfaction from the systems" were made by several officers.

The fact is that for most Juveniles, something doeg

occur besides a simple warning. As the second chart in

Appendix D shows, 38% of youth are placed in work settings

or referred to other correctional programs, and 7% are sent

to formal court. However, officers apparently do not know

about this. As a result, they may transmit a general lack of

confidence in Juvenile Services to youth, complainants and

parents. More seriously, they view themselves as unsupported

and the youth as supported by DJS.

One byproduct of the consistent disagreement between

the police and Arbitration is that a situation analogous to

a fight between parents is set up. No consistent standard is

set for the child.

Another result of this conflict is that police and DJS

in fact work at odds with each other in some cases. This Is

indicated by the high rate at which cases are disapproved
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by the arbitrator. Police have expressed their assessment

of a case as serious enough to warrant arrest. They go to

the expense, in time and resources, of carrying out the arrest.

And, then the arrest results in a disposition of "case denied

for lack of evidence*"

The analysis of 1973 and 1975 samples of youth re-

vealed that in 1973, 4.1% of all referred cases were denied

by intake workers, and that this figure rose to 30.6% in 1975.

The increase in the proportion of cases denied was the same

for youths referred by each of the police departments, and for

all types of offensest including those against people, against

property, and those that are classified as 'irritants" (in-

volving no physical damage to person or property). Further-

more, denial was not related to any characteristics of the

youth, including ags, sex or race. (See Appendix 1).

It appears, then, that all types of misdemeanor cases

experience a relatively high rate (30.6%) of being denied.

This fact along with police not knowing how other cases are

resolved produces their negative attitudes toward the Program.

Police Relatlonshi8 with Youth. Complainants. Parents. and DS

The arrest situation is fraught with tensions between

the youth, complainant, parents and in some cased DJS. Po-

lice reported both positive and negative ways in which Arbi-

tration has changed the interaction between all the people

involved in an arrest. These are listed in Chart B.
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Favorable and Unfavorable Effects of Arbitration
on Police Relations with Youth, Parent and
Complainant as Identifie4 . y Patrolmen

Favorable

" There is more information for the complainants
they get copies of the citation.

" The procedure is easier to explain to parents.
The procedure relieves the police of settling many
Juvenile complaints.

Complainants cooperate more with the police.

Unfavorable

" It takes more time to explain the procedure to
parents.

" The Arbitrator is not attict enough.
* There are many repeat offenders@
" Complainants don't like the case dispositions.

The Arbitrator does not listen to the officer's
testimony.

The public is not fully aware of the system.

* Mentioned by three or more patrolmen.

On the positive side, when the patrolmen issues a

citation to a youth and provides the complainant with a copy,

he sees that the complainant views him as having done his Job,

and additional queries need not be directed at the police of-

ficer. Several police made coments likes

'Once you give the complainant their copy and advise
them to go down and see what happens, they get off
your back, as far as them saying the police don't ever
charge Juveniles.

"The complainant has his copy and is not continuously
calling to see where the case is because he has the
trial date.
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"Allows an unbiased persons other than police
officer, to settle a juvenile complaint rather
than take police time from other activities**

The citation apparently serves ans a.visible'sign that "some-

thing is done to juveniles other than a slap on the hand?

and takes the onus of doing something more off the police.

Additionally the citation provides the complainant with

needed information, relieving the policemen of this task.

Police expressed their approval of the effect of ci-

tations on their relations with complainants noting "victims

cooperate more with the police under the citation system," and

the Arbitration Program 'relieves the police of settling

Juvenile complaints, *6

Relationships with parents were rarely mentioned by

police. An exception was that police continued to take some

youths to the stations largely to "convince the parents of

their child's wrongdoing," or to *inconvenience them.' One

officer wrote$ "Often when you go to the offender's home to

have the citations signed you got a hassle from the parents,

as when they come to Central (police station) you don't got

a hassle." The arrest processing, including the trip to the

station, has a function in the eyes of the police, and may

make it easier for them to handle some parents.

6 A few of the police expressed the view that they should have
even less contact with complainants. They felt a commissioner
or an official-of the Department of Juvenile Services should
make a decision to arrest a persons Some noted that this
would not only relieve the police of taking complaints, but
force the complainants to consider whether or not a complaint
is really worth the trouble.
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In answering a question about the effect of ArbL-

tration on the child In comparison to the old intake pro-

cedure, police reflected a negative viewpoint. Of 79 re-

spondents i.1% answered that Arbitration was les effective*

and 19% that it was more effective. this relationship held

for police of different ages and in the three departments.

Police comments tell us that they want offenders dealt

with more strictly. Officers noted that 'offenders are not

dealt with as sever#," 'it is a poor disciplinary system,"

athe arbitrator has little authority and the dispositions

are "inconsistent in severity." Several patrolmen mentioned

that they see the "se faces OagaLn and again#* and that re-

peat offenders in particular consider the Arbitration Program
4a Joke."

Two factors should be considered in making any assess-

ment of the policemen's Judgement of the effectiveness of Arbi-

tration for youth. First@ the police are only aware of the

further activities of repeat offenders! they do not know which

youths su ggefullZ complete work assignments, pay restitution

or attend counseling and then never break the law again.

Second, most police (678% of 87 respondents) had never been

to an arbitration session.

The policemen's poor assessment of the effect of Arbi-

tration on youth, particularly repeat offenders, could be

attributed to. either in real lack of program Impact on some

of the youth, or to the patrolmen's lack of knowledge of the
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Program. Future studies that will be directed towards the

Programs effect on youth will provide some empirical evi-

dence to shed light on this issue,

At this point, it can be said that patrolmen do not

view Arbitration as a major improvement over intake in deal-

ing with youth, and this my result in some frustration to

police as the end result of arrest seems fruitless.

Do the Police Arrest a RMher Proportion of Youth?

Most police (56%) indicated that they arrest the same

number of youth as they did before citations were available

to them. However, a substantial number of police (44%) did

indicate that they generally arrested more youth, rather than

handling the cases with a simple warning.

We hypothesized that police would arrest more youth in

high tension situations, such as disputes between families,

or gang delinquencies, so that they could extract themselves

from the turmoil. Between 28% and 35% of police did report

more arrests in these types of cases.

Police explained this moderate increase in arrests in

a number of ways, most of which related to the increased ease

to them of making an arrests

"The officers tend to issue more citations knowing
they will not have to go to court on most cases."

Olt saves time with minor offenses which under the
old system would have meant a warning and then a re-
peat offense which would have to again be handled.
I more frequently issue a citation now on the first
offense saving a return visit."
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"I arrest more because I can handle a larger amount
of cases on the street.= I

One officer noted that it is easier to issue citation to a

large group of young people at the same time than to trans-

port them to the station, while another noted that he had

trouble watching youths when he was seeing the parents of

one of the group. 7

The issue of whether police arrested more people once

the Arbitration Program began is complex, and the next see-

tion of this report does contain additional evidence of whether

or not police reports of increased arrests are reliable. How-

ever, the accumulation of evidence thus far suggests that

police can make an arrest more easily than before and can

satisfy the complainant by issuing a citation - factors that

would influence police to make more arrests.

?One officer noted that complainants more frequently pressed
charges under the Arbitration system, since "they don't have
to appear in court," While there is some question about
whether complainants In fact go to court les often, if they
have thLe perception, they could indeed carry through with a
complaint more frequently.
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CHANGES IN 21E NUMBER OF YOUTH ARRESTED BY POLICE

Our initial suspicion that the Arbitration Program

simplifiot the arrest procedure has been confirmed thus far..

The police themselves have indicated that the ease of making
a Juvenile arrest has let to a moderate increase in the

number of youths they arrest.

Chart F includes the referral rate to DJS for the

years 1971 to 1971.

Chart ?
Number and Rate of Youth Referrals

by Police to D13

Referral Rate
I referrals/

Year ~umber of Referrals youths -7)

1970 1654 l.99
1971 1900 2.25%
1972 2260* 2,i65%
19? 2592 2.97%

143862" 4.30%

* Data on the number of individuals referred
in September and November of 1972 was not
available. The average number of indivi-
duals referred during each of the other 10
months was used to estimate these amounts,

**The number of individuals involved in some
of the cases referred in four of the months
was not available. These amounts were estL-.
mated from the number of cases and the aver-
age ratio of cases/individuals calculated from
data that was available.

Between 1971-and 1973, the rate increased an average

of .3267% a year. In 1974, if we assume the sue rate of in-
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crease, the rate increased .0082% more than would be ex-

pected. This represents the referral of 732 more youth than

would be expected.

A persistent difficulty in explaining any increase

in crime rates is thatL numerous other factors besides a

particular program may have affected the rates* There is

some evidence, however, that the unexpected increase in re-

ferrals during the first year of Arbitration cannot be at-

tributed to other factors.

In Anne Arundel County, the unemployment rate remained

relatively constant, moving fro, 4.1% in 1973 to 4.3% in 1974.

The ratio of Serious Offenses Known to tie Police to the

population size increased from 5.05% to 601%o. During the

years 1973 and 1974, the adult (18 to 65 years old) arrest

rate remained constant at 3.9%. Together. the unemployment

rate, the adult arrest rate and the extent of serious crime

in the county, support the assumption that the expected arrest

rate would reflect the same growth that was found in previous

years.

While it is not possible to say with certainty why the

rate of referral of youths to. DJS has increased so much since

Arbitration began, there is some evidence that police may

be warning fewer youths themselves. The interviews and

questionnaires administered to police indicate that they want

the initial decision about how to handle a Juvenile removed

from their jurisdiction in some instances: They also ndi-
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cated that there has not been any increase in time spentf

doing juvenile work as a result of time saved with the arbi-

tration procedure, which rules out the possibility-that in-

creased police work has brought then into contact with more

juveniles. It appears that police now refer a higher pro-

portion of youth to DJS than previously, which means they

let fewer youths go with a simple warning.

A Comperison of -the Youth eferre2 d Bfore and After Arbi-
tration lBeth

The 1973 and 1975 samples of misdemeanants (n=418 for

19731 nw322 for 1973) differed significantly in racial and

age characteristics. There was no significant difference

in the sex and parental status (i.e.. separated, divorced

or natural parents together) or the number of prior offenses

in the two groups. This data is presented in Appendix F.

In 1973. 18.4% of the misdemeanants referred to DJS

were Black. In 1975. 23.0% were Black. This difference is

significant at the .04 level, which means that the odds are

four in one hundred that it could have occurred by chance.

It is not known why the proportion of Blacks increased.

The Black population in Anne Arundel County is growing more

slowly than the White population, so the increase cannot be

attributed to population change. A possible explanation is

that recent increases in crime have been tied to the unemploy-

ment problem, and since Blacks are disproportionately affected
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by unemployment, they account for more of the crimes. The

one piece of evidence that supports this suggestion is that

offenses against property have grown the fastest of any of

the misdemeanor offenses. This will be discussed more fully

below.

The change in age in the 1973 and 1975 groups is more

complicated. After the Arbitration Program began, there

were proportionately fewer youths 10 years and under, 17

and older, and 14. There were proportionately more youth

12, 13, 1 5 and 16 years old. Differences were significant

at the .07 level. Except for the 14 year old group, propor-

tionately fewer youth 10 and under, and fewer youth 17 years

old, are being arrested.

There is a significant difference in the proportion

of misdemeanor referrals involving three types of crime.

These are crimes involving the threat of danger to others

or physical harm to others, loss of or damage to property

and offenses involving irritations to others, but no

physical harm, damage or loss. This data, along with

rationale for categorization, is in Appendix F.

More of the misdemeanor arrests involved property loss

or damage after Arbitration began, and loss involved offenses

against others or irritants to others, After Arbitration be-

g n, 53.1% of misdemeanor cases involved property loss or

damage as compared to 40.9% before the Program began. Al-

ternatively, the proportion of referrals for harm to others

78-406 0 - 76 - 17
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fell from 30,8% to 22.9% between 1973 and 1975* and the

proportion of referral for irritating offenses fell from

28.3% to 21,0,% (These differences are significant at the
.02 level.) This finding contradicts our suspicion that the

ease of making an arrest with a citation would lead to a dis-

proportionate growth on the mmber of referrals police made
for various offenses that involve irritation to others, but

no physical damage or loss.
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of this conclusion is twofold. First,

the findings presented thus far have suggested that there

are a few problem that program changes could alleviate.

Some reoommendations are set forth for resolving these dif-

ficulties. Second, a summary of the monetary costs and bene-

fits that result from Arbitration is made.

Both parts of the conclusion should be viewed as ap-

proaches to answering the question, OBased on the findings

in this study, how can Arbitration best result in benefits

to the police?*

Sou Areas for Polioy Cha.

The findings have three implications for policy. Two

involve WS-police relations. They are the lack of know-

ledge that police have of the Arbitration Program, and the re-

lated high rate at which cases are referred by police only to

be denied. The other implication involves the type of youth

referred to Arbitration.

Polioe-DJS relations involve communiations between

the two agencies. Efforts to send police written reports of

how cases are handled have apparently failed to give the po-

lice a picture of how Arbitration works. Also, police do

not gain first hand exposure to Arbitration.

Difficulties in communicating with police should be

examined in light of their work demands. Police are inun-
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dated with paperwork. Additional written material is quickly

overlooked unless the information is directed towards an indi-

vidual and in specifically what he wants.

Three alternatives to written communication may help

in working with the police. First, it may be possible to

develop some police exposure to Arbitration during their

training. This could be worked out with the police academies.

A second approach would tap into the police admini-

strator's willingness to discuss DJS-police relations. It

may be fruitful to develop an ongoing verbal communication

with the police& aimed towards at least encouraging the admini-

strators' understanding of Arbitration. If there is a way

to let patrolmen know about case dispositions directly, this

could be worked out in the course of ongoing dialogue.

A third avenue to opening police-DJS communications

is direct contact with an Arbitration liaison and patrolmen.

One of the Arbitration counselors could be designated asa

police liaison, and make himself available at the police

stations when large numbers of officers are there - say

during the late afternoon shift change.

One thing that should be kept in mind in any attempt to

improve police-DJS relations is th t police departments are

characterized by information problems. The amount of infor-

mation police must absorb, the constant demand that time be

spent *on patrol" and answering calls, the shift structure,

and the gap between administrative and patrol levels create
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communication difficulties. Thus, plans for information

exchange should be specific about what is to be communi-

cated and how the communication will be delivered.

The high rate at which cases are denied is related

to the communication problem. It clearly in not in the

police department's interest, or the interest of DJS, to

process a large volume of denied cases. Police waste re-

sources making the arrest, and Arbitration spends money pro-

viding the arbitration session. Approximately 30% of the

3,000 cases, or 900 cases, are denied each year.

Solutions to the problem of the high denial rate in-

cludes provision of police with explicit analysis of what

the problems areu joint development of a plan to reduce the

rates and, provision of some workshops or other training for

police on the topic of law and arrest. In other localities,

police departments do draw on legal counsel regularly, either

on loan from governmental agencies, or funded through special

grant programs.

Police and DJS staff have made other suggestions. One

intake worker suggested that DJS should encourage police to

spend a day with the arbitrator, just as police operate a
.ride along" program for DJS staff. Aleso, police in the

northern part of the county felt that the arbitrator should

spend time closer to their offices, making it possible for

then to attend Arbitration more easily, and to bring youth

A
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directly to Arbitration.

duringg from the police-US relationsp the other impli-

cations of findings for policy involves the increase in the

number of Black youth referred, and in the number of offenses

that involve damage or loss to property.

It 1 particularly hard to plan program. to deal with

economically motivated offenses. Often the offender is

fully aware of his responsibility in breaking the law, is

resentful of a system that leaves him "relatively deprived,"

and does not consider alternatives to getting material goods.

Special work assignments, that perhaps involve exposure to a

career or training opportunity, or involve work that can de-

velop into a paying Job, night be indicated.

Monetary Costs and Bnefilts

A..g--.,, of coats in dollar terms is basically a

way of summarizing and comparing program effects,

Three cautions should be kept in mind in using this

technique, however. First, not all costs and benefits that

result from Arbitration are included. Future reports will

consider costs and benefits incurred by youth, other parts

of the Justice system, and the victim. Also, some of the

costs and benefits that do concern the police are impossible

to quantify. These include things like the reduced over-

crowding in police stations, roductiors in aggravation to

police when making juvenile arrests, and convenience that
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results from the sie of citation forms. The fact that this

type of factor cannot be expressed in dollars does not mean

that such things are not important.

Second, any cost benefit analysis is an estimate of

savings and expenses. It is impossible to determine with

complete accuracy the cost of an arrest, the increase in

arrests resulting from Arbitration, etc. What is presented

here is based on the best information available.

Finally, the term savinas is somwhat migleading. We

are really talkrn about a reallocation of resources. When

$1,000 is wsavedg by police or by the courts it is not turned

back to the State. Rather, it is reallocated to solve other

problems. In the justice system the ever increasing amount

of crime may absorb any "savings. The issue, then, is not

whether the expenses add up to less than the savings, but

what services we get for the expenses, and how savings are

used.

With these cautions in mind, it was possible to arrive

at several values that represent savings resulting from ArbL-

tration. Each is listed below, with an explanation (cal-

culations are in Appendix 0).

1. Savings in Travel for Police-$3,043 Der year

a i The average amount of travel saved
per week was calculated by multiplying the pro-
portion of patrolmen who saved travel by the aver-
age number of miles in travel saved per week. This
figure was adjusted by subtracting the proportion
of police who traveled more times the average num-
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ber of miles of extra travel. The resulting figure.
which is the average number of miles saved per week
per patrolman, was generalized to a year for 400 men.

2. SayiMns in Paerwork for Police - 11s132 hours per year

e* uaatiosn The average amount of time doing
paperwork per week was calculated by multiply ing
the proportion of patrolmen who saved time by the
average number of hours saved per week. This figure
was adjusted by subtracting the proportion of police
who indicated paperwork took more time multiplied by
the average number of extra hours* The resulting
figure. which is the average number of hours saved
per week per patrolman, was generalized to a year
for 400 men.

exo.Snations Since 313 youths are diverted from
formal court in a year, police now go to court for
about 280 fewer cases - (The number of cases is 90%
of the number of individuals.) Assuming that each
case involves two hours of police times, at $25 for
two hours. $7,042 is saved in one year.

Time Equivalent to Six Fulltime Patrolmen

exRjanation, An estimated 11,,132 hours of police
time is saved doing paperwork during a year. Savings
in court appearance time amounts to 560 hours per
week. And, if just five minutes per officer is
saved in travel time during a week, 733 hours would
be saved for 400 men during a year. This amounts to
a total of 11710 hours saved in a year, or the equiva-
lent of freeing more than five patrolmen from juvenile
work to work full time for a year.

In sum, the Arbitration Program produces a savings in

time and money for the police that is substantial* Police

can invest less time processing juveniles, and considerably

more time on patrol.
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Appendix A

Initial Interview for Patrolmen

Directio

The State plans to extend the arbitration/citation
system throughout Maryland during the next five years. We
realize that one effect of the system is that it changes
the police routine somewhat. Therefore, we are trying to
interview city and county police to find out exactly what
the changes are.

Of course, anything you s&$ will be confidential, and
we are much more concerned with an overall picture than your
personal comments. The information we get together will be
available to us, and others planning to use citations/arbi-
tration, and will be used in helping other police depart-
mnts to make the transition to the citation system.

1. 1. County or 2. City
2. 1. White or 2. Black

. 1. Male or 2. Female• Rank

: umber of Years a Policeman
. Special duty, type of duty beat
8 Does giving a citation take 1. longer, 2. shorter,

3. the same time, 4,. don't know as the old system?
9. Why?

10. Do you come to court 1. more, 2. less?
If you come to court more/less, on the average how
many extra hours do you use/save per MONTH.

11. What factors account for the citation process taking
more/less time?

12. Do you get more/less complaints from victims since we
started the citation/arbitration system? 1. more, 2. less

13. If you save/lose time, on the average, how many hours
do you use extra, save extra, with citations in
handling victim complaints?

14. How would you improve the way arbitrators handle cases?
15s What do you like about the arbitration system?
16. Were these problems/good points the same or different

with the old system?
1?. How do you feel about juvenile work?
18. If you save time, how do you use the extra time?
19. Are there any kinds of situations you get into where

you find the citation system especially good (as
opposed to the old procedure)?
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20. What are they?
What would you have done in theme situations before?

21, Are there soMe situations in which they are worse?
22. How do you handle family/neighborhood disputes that

involve Juveniles?
Do you think the policeman should play a part in
settling these?
How would you rank family disputes in terms of
priority with other types of policTVork - say
traffic, detective res adolt offenses, simple
patrol, and emergency calls.
What do you see as te policeman's role in
handling neighborhood disputes?

23. How would you describe your reaction when you got a
call to settle a 'neighborhood dispute'?
How much time do you like to spend working one of
these out?
How do people react towards you when you give then
a citation in a neighborhood dispute?
How did they react if you arrested them?
How do they usually react when you do nothing?

24. How do you typically handle "large group delinquencies*
with six or more kids, typically harrassing somebody,
or loitering, drinking beer, etc.
Are citations a help here? ow?
What would you have done before?
Do you -save anytime in these situations with the
citations?

25. Is there any other way that the citation system has
affected your day to day, routine work?
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Appendix B

Self Administered Questionnaire For Patrolmen

Direglons

The State of Maryland is considering extending the
use of citations, and the arbitration system, for juveniles.
We realize that this type of change in Juvenile Services has
an effect on the day to day operations of the police deart-
ment. Therefore, we are asking county and city police 1o fi
out the questionnaire to find out exactly how It affects them,

Anything you write on this questionnaire will be con-
fidential. In fact, we are not keeping a record of your name
Please try to answer every question. Any information that yo
provide will only be used by the research staff of the Arbi-
tratLon Program in Annapolis.

Apain, thank you for helping us out.

For each of the questions, please circle the correct answer.
The first set of questions are about you and your position.

1. Which police force do you work for?-
le County - Central Office
2. County - South or North district

BEST Team@ County
Annaplis City

5. MR State

2. What is your sex?
1. Male
2. Female

3. What is your race?
1. White
2. Black
3. Other

4. What is your rank? (Please write in) ____

5. What is your age?
I. Under 20
2. 21 to 25

26 to
5. Over 40

6. How 1obg have you been a police officer?
1, Under 5 years or exactly 5 years
2. Over 5 years
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7. Are you a regular patrolman, or are you assigned to some
special duty like juvenile work?
1, I am a regular patrol officer.
2. I am assigned to special duty.

What is the special duty? (Please write in)

Following are some questions about the citation system and the
arbitration program, esepcially as they affect you.

8. Compared with the old system of arrest procedure, how
long does the citation take to make an arrest?
1, It takes longer on the average.
2. It takes a shorter time on the average.

. It takes the same time, on the average.
4I don't know, or I wasn't here before the citations

were in use.

9. Would you say you spend more or les time doing paperwork
with citations than with the old method.

t. Citations take longer.
How many extra hours per week, on the average?
(Please write in) _____

2. Citations save me time.
How many extra hours per week, on the average?
(Please write in)

4e Citations involve the same amount of paperwork.
6I don't know or I wasn't here before the citation

system.

10. How do victims react now that you have citations.
1. Victims call or stop me on the street more often

than before to complain or ask about a juvenile case.
How many emtra times per week on the average?
(Please write in)

2. Victims call or stop me on the street less often
than before to complain or find out what is
happening in a case.
How many fewer times per week, on the average?
(Please write in)

3. Victims complain or ask about a case as frequently
as before.

4. I don't know, or I wasn't here before the citation
system began.

11 How does having citations affect travel time?
I. I must travel more.

How many extra miles per week, on the ave
(Please write in) _

2. I travel less.
How many extra miles per week, on the ave
(Please write in)

3. I travel the same as before.
4. I don't know, or I wasn't here before the

system began.

rage?

rage?

citation
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12. Do you find you go to Court for more or less of the youth
that you arrest with citations than with the old arrest
procedures.
1. I go to Court with more of the youth I arrest since

the citation system started.
2. I go to Court with fewer-of the youth I arrest since

the citation system started.
3. I go to Court with the same proportion of youth I

arrest.
4. I do not know.

13. Would you say that of the youth you come in contact with,
do you arrest a greater or smaller proportion with the
citation system than with the old procedure. In other
words, you settle things with a warning as often as be-
fore.
1. I arrest more kids with the citation system, and

close fewer cases with a sample warning than I did
with the old system.
On the average, how many per week?
(Please write in)

2. I arrested more kids with the old procedure, and
closed fewer cases with a warning, than I do now
with the citation system.
How many fewer per week, on the average?
(Please write in)

. No changes.
I don't know.

14. If you save time with the citation system, how do you
spend the extra time. (Skip this question if you do
not save time.)
t. I am able to do more juvenile work, and clear more

juvenile cases.
2. 1 spend most of the time saved doing other types of

work besides juvenile.
What type?
(Please write in) ......

The police are faced with many difficult situations. We would
like to know if the citation system makes arrest of juveniles
either easier or more difficult than the old arrest procedures,
and therefore has some effect on the number of people you ar-
rest. For the following types of cases, would you say that
you arrest more, fewer or the same number of youth than when
the old arrest procedure was used?

15. When you are called to handle a "group delinquency"
situation, say where several teenagers are drinking or
loitering, do yous
I. Tend to arrest more youth with the citation than

you could have with the old arrest procedure.
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2. Tend to arrest fewer youth with the citation than
you could have with the old arrest procedure.

3 . Arrest the same number of youth with the citation
than you would have with the old arrest procedure.

4. Don't know or was not here before citations were
in use.

16. When you are called to settle an argument between two
or more neighbors that involves a juvenile, do yous
I. Tend to arrest a higher proportion of youth with

the citation than you could have with the old arrest
procedure.

2o Tend to arrest fewer youth with the citation than
you could have with the old arrest procedure.

3e Arrest the same proportion of youth with the cita-
tion that you would have with the old arrest-procedure.

4s Don't know or was not here before citations-were in use.
17 When you are called to handle a shoplifting offenses

do yous
I. Tend to arrest more youth with the citation than you

could have with the old arrest procedure.
2. Tend to arrest fewer youth with the citation than you

could have with the old arrest procedure.
3* Arrest the same number of youth with the citation

Ahan you would have with the old arrest procedure.
4. Don't know or was not here before citations were

in use.
18. How would you say that the citation/arbitration program

affects when compared to the old system?
1. It is effective in keeping him from committing

more offenses.
2s It is m effective in keeping him from committing

more ofe-nses.
, It in the same as the old procedure.
• I do not know, or I was not here before the citation

system began.,
19. Have you ever been to an arbitration or an intake session?

1 Both
2. Just intake
3. Just arbitration
4*. Neither

For the rest of the questions, please write out your answers.
20. Please list any other ways, not already mentioned, that

the citation system saves you time or makes your job
easier when compared to the old system.
1,
2.
30
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21. Please list any other ways, not already mentioned, that
the citation system takes you more time or causes you
inconvenience when compared with the old system.
1.
2.
3.
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Appendix C

Patrolmene Estimates of Time Saved for City,
County and State Police

1. General estimate of time saved for each
police force.

Police Force
County and State City

44o4% 4*4.4%
Time less (28) (8)
Required
for the same 55o6% 53IC6)
Arrest 55.6%

x2 with I degree of freedom. Significance n .7880
Number of missing observations - 8

2. The relationship between police force and reports
of time needed to do paper work.

Police Force

County and State City
more ?15% -- I

Time to do less 58.2% 52.6%
Paper work (39) (10)

the same 3.%31.6%
(23 6)

x2- 1.21730 with 2 degrees of freedoms Significance =
.5 41 Number of missing observations a 3

3. The relationship between police force and reports
of the amount of travel required to complete a
juvenile arrest.

Police Force
County and State City

more 3,6%
Travel (9)
Required
to Complete less 48.
a Juvenile C32)
Arrest the 37.9% 72,2%

same (25) (13)

x2 = 6.739 with 2 degrees of freedom. Significance .03
Number of missing observations = 5
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4. The relationship between the proportion of police
referrals that result in a police appearance in
Court and police force.

Police Force
County and State City

Proportion more -=Me .W#
of Referrals le 89.7% 100%
that Require (61) (18)
Court
Appearance the ?.4%

same (5)

x2 a 2.01713 with 3 degrees of freedom.
.364?7 Number of missing values a 3.

Significance w

5. The relationship between the number of victim
queries or complaints and the police force.

x2 - 1.1057 with two degrees of freedom. Significance -
.5. Number of missing observations = 4,

Cell size too small for meaningful comparison.

78-406-0 - 76 - 18
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Appendix D
Indicators of the Increased Diversion of
Police Referred Youth From Formal Court

1. The ratio of formal Court cases to number of
individuals referred.

Year 1971 1972 1973 19?4
court Cases/
i individuals 50.78.0% 39.20% 29.4
referred (965/1900) (859/2260) (1016/2542) (1139/3862)

2, Intake Dispositions Before and After the Arbitration
Program began.

Disposition
State's

Closed at Attorney's Informal
Intake Office Supervisor* Disapprove

973}7 7 O .1
(odinae 74.8% 1?.0% 4.1% 4.1%(old intake (32

procedure) (312) (71) (1) (17)

1975
(arbitra- 24.5 7.2% 37.8% 30.6%
tion) (68) 0) (105) (85)

x2 n 277.35921 with 3 Degrees of Freedom Significance - .0000
Number of Missing Observations = 4 5*

*It should be noted that the work, counseling and corrective
education (e.g., drug education, mini-bike safety) dispositions
are classified here as "informal supervision". Also, the number
of youth for whom informal supervision was ordered in 1973 may
be an underestimates the Department reports-that his category
of intake dispositions was nisclassified as "closed at intake"
by some intake workers.
**Most of the missing observations were on cases in 1973, for
which an intake disposition was never made, or never reported
to the secretary who recorded the dispositions.
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Appendix 3

The Relationship Between Police Departmento Offence Typo and
Characteristics of Youth# and the Arbitrator's Decision to

Deny a Case

1. Case dispositions in 1973 and 1975 for county police.

2. Case dispositions in 1973 and 1975 for city police.

CIY POLICE

*Insufficient cell size for meaningful comparison.

Year
1973 1975

closed 85.0% 35.&

Disposition states a...e ..

attorney

informal 39.0%
super- (16)
vision

deny --. 0%
(9)
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3. The relationship of type of youth and type of of-
fense to the case disposition denyl made by the
arbitrator.

SWMary of Variables Entered into a Reressio Analysis
of the Arbitrators Decis1oO toDenY a Case

Variable*

irritating offenses
I or more prior offenses
offense vs. person
1 years old
14 years old
13 years old
male
11 years old
White
offense vs. property
12 years old
10 years old
no prior offenses
10 years or younger

R Square

.00338

.00622

.00866
,01150
01459

.01902

.02011

.02096

.02154

.02225
.022 3
.02240
.02240
not in
equation

*Dummy variable coding used throughout

onjjrpretatio i The R amount can be viewed as the
propoionof variance that each of the variables
accounts for in explaining whether or not a case is
denied. Since the largest variance that is accounted
for is only 2.24%, even though this amount may be
statistically significant, it can be said that the
qualities of the youths and the offenses do not ac-
count for any substantial amount of variation In
whether or not a decision is made to deny a case.
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Appendix F
Characteristics of Youth Arrested for Misdemeanors In 1973

(old intake procedure) and 1975 (arbitration procedure)

1. Parental status of youth referred by police for
misdemeanors before and after the Arbitration Pro-
gram began.

Parental Status
with natural not with natural

parents parents
74.0% 26.0%

1973 (268) (94)
Year 69.o% 31.0%

1975 ( 60) (27)

X2 x ,67570 with I degree of freedom. Significance -
.4111. Number of missing observations w 291'

*The status of parents is not consistently recorded
b intake workers or arbitration staff, It is pos-

ble that these figures overestimate the proportion
of families where the child does not live with both
natural parents, since most likely parental status is
more often noted in these cases.

2, Age of youth referred by police for misdemeanors
before and after the Arbitration Program began.

under It 11 12 13 14 15 16 1?
1973 445% 1.9 3.6% 6.% (16.% 18% 18.9% 29.4%

(19) ) (15) (26) (6) (79) (79) (123)
Year

197 3.% 4 40% 10.6% 14. 20. 21. 4 21 .7%
(1) (13) (13) (34) (45) (66) (6) M 0

X2* 13.1969 with 7 degrees of freedom. Significance = .0675
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3. Sex of youth referred by police for misdemeanors
before and after Arbitration began.

Sex
Male Female

1973 846,% 16.0%
(351) (67)

Year
1974 79@7% 20.3%

(255) (65)

x2 i.9823 with I degree of freedom. Significance:
.1591. Number of missing observations i 2(miscodes)

4. Race of youths referred by police for misdemeanors
before and after Arbitration began.

RiceRack White

1973 18.4% 81.6%
(77) (341)

Year
1975 25.0% 75.0%

(240)

x 4.2995 with I degree of freedom. Significance
•0381. Number of missing observations w 2 (miscodes)

5. Typ of offense committed by youths referred by
police for misdemeanors before and after the Arbi-
tration Program began.

Type of Offense*
wvs person vs. property irritation

3041% 40.9% 28.3
1973 (76) (101) (70)

Year
1975 22.9% 53.1% 241.0%

(66) (153) (69)

X2 ! 8.2636 with
0161. Number of

2 degrees of freedom. Significance
missing observations a 205w*
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vs. persons arson, sex offense, firearms or deadly
weapons, false alarm, fireworks, explosives, assault,
threatening, battery.
vs. property. auto theft, larceny, shoplifting, re-
ceiving, possession of stolen goods, tampering, theft,
vandalism, destruction of property.
irritations disorderly conduct, trespassing, throwing
missiles on the road, loitering. Jay walking, littering.
criminal dumping, hitchhiking.

**missing cases includes drug (70), alcohol (36), cases
classified in the record as "other" (60), minibike of-
fenses (3 )p traffic violations (19)p interfering with
arrest(4) and phone calls (5). Drug and alcohol cases
were classified this way because the 1975 sample was
drawn from Arbitration records, and since the beginning
of 1975 all drug and alcohol cases have been handled by
intake. Other cases were classified as missing because
of inability to fit them into existing categories, and
small number.
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Appendix 0
Calculations of Costs and Benefits

1. Savings in Travel

ST w ((PS) (Avs)-(PL)(AvL)) (W) (0) (C)
ST
PS

AvS
PL

AVL

0
C

m
S

U

U

U

U

if

U

savings in travel
proportion of police reporting a savings
average savings reported per man per week
proportion of police reporting a loss
average loss reported per man per week
weeks in a year
officers in the county
cost per mile (120)

ST a. ((.424)(17.75)+(I.8)(,50)) (52) (400) (120)*ST a $3,043 por year

*or @ 5 minutes of travel time per week, 1,733 hours
per year.

2. Savings in -Paperwork

SP - ((PS)(AvS)-(PL)(AvL)) (W) (0)

SP = savings in paperwork
PS proportion of police reporting a savings

AvS = average savings reported per man per week
= proportion of police reporting a lose

AvL = average loss .... rtA per man per week
W = weeks in a year

0 - officers in the county

SP - ((.337)(2.14)-(.093)(2)) (52) (400)
*SP - 11,131 hours per year

3. Savings to Police in Court Appearances

SC U (a(FD?4-PD73)(YR-A)) (Cp)
SC a savings to police in court appearances
a a ration of individuals to cases - .90

PD74 - proportion of youth diverted in 1974
PD7  a proportion of youth diverted in 1973
YR a youth referred in 1974
AA w arrests attributed to increased ease o:
Cp a average cost of a court appearance for

man - $252 minimum overtime pay
SC a (.9(8862 732)) (.1) ($25)
SC a $7,042.5

*or @ 2 hours per appearance, 563.4 hours pe]

f citations

a patrol-

r year
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A17

4. Total Number of Hours Saved for Police in a Year

travel 1733
paperwork 11.131
court ....

Annual Total 13,427 hours

Assuming one patrolman works 2,080 hours per year
(40 hours times 52 weeks) this is equivalent to
.45.full time patrolmen for a year.
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EXEMPLARY PROJECT RECOMMENDATION

I. Pt oj-ct Descriplion

I. '*me of the Program
Corziunity Arbitration Project

2. T)pe of Prinram (ROR, burglary prevention. c€.)
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention (JD-5)

3. Name of Area or Community Sened

(a) .. pnxhpltte loidlpoelmiox of ;toga or raosmhty so¢rd

(a) 297.539

(b) Tark:r!c t nl this population 'rvcd by the project (if aipp;opriale)

No. Sr'ed Pc i od Ptpul:.lion
3729 18 1:o8. 60of-62 (out of tutRl

0 A Co. ci.iltIen

4. A r.;n,,t;rinS Ar'ric) (Sike full title and address) (6.-18)
Atine Arlndel County Department of Juvenile Services
P.O. Box 1927
Arinapoliss .Etryl*nd 21/4045

(a) Project Director (ndme hnd phone number: address ,nl) if diif,,tnt f:vm 4

Drvid W. Lhromp ACS*
Phore: (301) 224-13 64

Nb 6:.' J';d.- i '..b f-11 (d ) 10 'L:, P,,,j:41n ,,ii,: ,. w. -,' arid |h . , :. -r
!:eq. K :-y ,-scak

? ;re' (301) 263-0707S. 1%'- ".:;" Alt ic)(s) ;:rnd erant .Nmt, cr (ivncy ,n.,or ;--id ;.d r s :,ff to.,, .,ct

0'"c..ror's Co. :-. - s ion on L .w r C .:nt
.-- autiva Pl'.E Cne

CoC;. #-!villSe 'a:rylpnd 21030
Cont-.-t: Mr.scb truehez

(. Pwf .> P. ,i.,n (Ei e 41..,C pr-,,jo t.'. n a.i-L-r I fLn #-.4e I t-.. i f::-,tini:, if .n',
S.,n)

te, -r.: 6/714
I'
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7. Projt Op.-.I;rjg Coots (Do not include costs of foirnal cvalu.tion if one has I.en
pqltirvinvd.. ,cc litn 9)

Bi:catdown of total operating cost br{cify tilme icriod:

rederal: $73D 982

S:.,te: 8,220

L o:al: ?one

Prikate: IN. one

.r6tal- '6 202

Of the ;boc total, indic.tte how much is:

(a) Sl.arl-up, onc tiurme c x.itures:
N;A

(b) Annual operating costs:

$62#202
(A ccn,ptrcte bilget brealdown should be included with the attachments to 1his form)

8. Evaluation Costs (Indicate'cost of formal evaluation if one has bien perfoimed)

Total Cost Time Period Principal Cost Categories

9. C.n-inuatin. Ilas the picj ct t, .n ir,.-t:tutiu .rA".d or is it still icgard.d as cxprri-
rc-ntal in i.oure? Does its continuation ap;par iea'.onably trt.'in Aith local funding?
Th3 p.oect is our'rer.tly c, nvide:t'd a Pilot Fro', .r. -lth"
cc.: .. !,".rts this ye,.r to lir.a,.:"..nt in 'Faltiror-.e., M -.v)nd.
Cc.:,tl,.'-.t... . p;.'vXid ns .,re Ir'Ti. ed in the ,ta.,al e f:lt--,n-.

13
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A,, .Q¢: ..- nt A - F,-vLvF-.r*, ,-:cii w b. a-.. , i,.,r

1. ?roJeot Surdla

The Cor.qiaity Arbitration Program allows juveniles who con.it
misdemoanors to respond ipnediately to a police issued citation,
and voluntarily become involved in connunity work and/or available
treatment programs. The major Eoals of this project arc: 1) to
reduce the time period for case settlement; 2) to immediately in-
volve, with Impaot, the juvenile offender and parents in a positive
experience which would afford the opportunity to assume respon-
sibility, develop good working relationships with community groups
and agencies and internalize community values and; 3) to reduce
frustration In the community by ir.mediately responding to the
offender and displayingaction to the police, the victim and the
ccmmunity members.

In order to accomplish these objectives, the Corx.unity Arbitration
Probram would provide a lawyer to carry through the interview pro-
cees with victim, child and parents; in addition, the project staff
would be available to work with conmunity groups, to place the child
in appropriate volunteer settings, end to supervise and counsel the
youth.

2. Criteria Achievement

(a) Go1 Achievement:
(1). Goal 1; To increase the speed of h&ndllnp.a mistriePnor

case f'am rour to aiyX woee a.

The project staff indicates that all citations are scheduled
by the police to be "heard" before the Corz.unity Arbitrator
within seven working days of the date of the issuance of the
citation. Project staff indicate that the resent workload
mnRes it difficult to set a case within five working dsvs.
Monthly-averages indicate that approximately 91% of youths
respond to the citation for the issued date, either by appear-
anoe or by arranging for a postponement in emergencies. Approx-
imately*9% do not show for a first appointment. Half of these
individuals come In for a second appointrent, with the refiiring
4.5% being referred to the State's Attorneys Office.

This data compares favorably with procedures that existed
prior to the Implementktion of the prorur.. Specifically,
misdemeanor cases required ';-6 weks for dit:omition ind 15-205
of all clients did not ..poLr for their cpoirtr..nt jn;der
tne previous system. This latter fiLure, it bho.Ild 'e noted,
is only an estimate as exaot figures on individuals rot
appearirg were not kopt.

Goal 2: To involve youth ,:uickly in a positive wo:k ex-
rr ,i~ s wi hkcooru .Eroups ina:.oiei,

As of Novenber 30, 1975, 1137 youths whose cases were informally
adjusted were placed on and - Jeted inforial supervision for
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the following assiEner:ts: 1116 were assigned to volunteer work;
354 to councelinr; 99 wore followed for payment of restitution;
1 5 assiLned to education or re-education programs, 99 were
given nomination assignnents and were followed to check on, or
for further investigation. Also, an additional 271 youths were
on 90-day supervision as of November 30, 1975 and are not in-
cluded in this data as their assignments have not been completed.
Therefore, no information is available on their activity at this
point in time.

Attachrent B to this report ives a further breakdown on this
iflforration. Attachment C gives a listing of agencies for whom
work was done.

Of 416 assigned to volunteer work, only 59 did not complete
their assigrients, 20 for reasons beyond kid's control. 'then
youth do not complete assignments, a note to that effect is made
in the records which is taken into account should the child be
referred for a subsequent offense.

Of 354 youth referred to counseling, 280 successfully completed
the counseling program. Successful completion is defined as a
youth contacting the counseling agency as requested, and either
completing his assiEnnent or is evaluated by the counselor and
it is determined that further meetings are not necessary. Several
nade notable progress while in counselir.g. A total of 74 did not
successfully complete counseling. In 10 cases an Kppropriate
counselor could not be found and in 64 others the youth did not
appear for counseling appointments. Failure to successfully com-
plete counseling is noted in individual files.

Of 99 cases referred for restitution, 67 youth paid restitution
while 12 were referred to the State's Attorney for non-payment.
A total of $5,608.58 in restitution was collected.

Of 125 assigned to education programs, 69 successfully conmleted
the mini-bike safety program and 5 did not. Twenty-seven were
assigned to visit juvenile institutions. Nine of these visits
i;ere not completed as the institutions decided agalnt the visit..
Line youth completed Department of Motor Vehicle Drivcr Reha-
bilitation and 14 completed Najtonal Rifle Association courses on
Lun Pafety, one completed a report on the dangers of fireworks.

on1 3: To allow the victim to see that so.,-trin g is done to

Under the arbitration program, all victims or conplainants are
Liven copies of citations advising them that they nay attend
rrbitre-tion. Aproximately 65% of all complair.bnts are private
'i tiz ns. aoproyimately 5CG. of all private comnlins-nts do
attend the arbitration process. Prior to the implementation of
this program, complainants or victims seldom attended the intake
conference and seldom were advised of the outcome of the confer-
erce by letter. Very few police officers respond to the arbi-
tration hearing according to project staff. However, they do
z.ro'ile copies of the police report.
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think of P$thng to do, have him choose wr.ong avail-
able alternatives, if possible.

2. Have the youth working as close to hore as possible,
thus bringing his volunteer service into a closer re-
lationship with his own life and community and to
alleviate transportation problems.

3. Have the youth work with other volunteer s, or workers
so that he feels he Is volunteering with a gri.up as
opposed to doing work for a group.

With reference to those youth referred for counseling approxi-
mately 50% were referred to the two Co.-mission funded youth
service bureaus in the county, fith the remainder being referred
to other counseling agencies in the county.

With reference to educational resources, four individuals com-
plated the Department o. Motor Vehicles Driver Re-Education
Programs five completed the National Rifle Association firearms
safety program, and 69 completed the mini-bike safety program.

coal g: To attack quickly and meaningfully minor acting out of
juie-i'es in order to prevent future more-serious offenses-

The only measure of effectiveness available at this point in time
would be that of recidivism. Recidivism is probably best measured
following a sufficient time interval (ct least 3 years) and in a
comparative manner with previous, or pre-Arbitration, recidivism
data. The first condition cannot as yet be adequately mett the
second only partially as Departmental recidivism data for Anne
Arundel County includes all offenses$ not Just misdemeanors.

However, F -eliminary indications are optimistic. In comparing
reoidivisa&data for all offenses in Anne Arundel County from 1968
to 1974 with recidivism data of Community Arbitration Pro~ram for
7/1/74 to 6/30/75, the following may be of significance. Utilizing
identical definitions of recidivism (any second referral to DJS)
the County for all offenses from 1965-1974 recorded a 2t4.2 o rate,
the Community Arbitration Programs from 7/15/74-11/3C/75, recorded
a 12.4% rate for misdemeanors referred to Arbitration, which is
significantly less. The most valid test however will be evident
after the passage of 2-3 years and further analysis.

One recent recidivism fiEjre, when considered with the rising re-
ferral rate, is extremely intriguing. From 7/73-6/74 our overall
recidivism rate, according to the Juvenile Zervices Administration
Central Offioe, was 40,a Court figures indicate an increase of
referrals from 3600 to 40LO. From 7/74 (wher, Vonminity Arbitration
?roeran com.enced) to 6/75 our recidivisn rate dronped to 29; vhile
referrals continued to rise to a total of 60CO."-t'%-no other
variables apparent, it would seem that Community Arbitration Progra&m
has had an impact In our overall recidivism trend.
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(3)

A limited opinion &urvey has been conducted to determine com-
plinant response to the program. A total of 63 private citi-
zens were sent questiornaires; however, only 13 were returned.
of these 13, ten agreed with the disposition In thdir case and
12 said they agreed with the goals of the program. Police re-
spondonts to the questionnaire reported that their feedback
from complainants had been half negative and half positive.

Another possible indication of complainant satisfaction with
the program may be reflected in the fact that only 29 cases
or ,7% of total cases seen have been appealed by the complainant
to the State's Attorneys Office, of these, petitions have been
denied by the State's Attorneys Office on 13, on one, a petition
was made---no decision available on remainder. 7his indicates
that few complains-nts are dissatisfied to the point that they
seek additional remedies. Data is not available to compare
this with regular intake.

Goal : To involve the community in direct action r elative to
the juvenilee crime problem.

Youth involved in the Community Arbitration Program have done
volunteer work for 81 different agencies and groups in Anne
Arundel County and surrounding areas. These groups have included
12 community improvement associations# 9 Jaycee groups, 7 other
neighborhood-sponsored service 6roups, 33 social service pro-

ramos 13 county Eovernr.ent departments, and 7 other groups.
See Attachment C). Thirty-nine of the groups were asked by

youths to sponsor then for specific projects; the remainder
were recruited by the Community Arbitration staff.

'Work with the community improvement associations Involved, for
the most parts youth working in their oun nelhborhoodst picking
up litter from beaches, playgrounds, and other community property.
Work with Jayceoe groups have involved local clean-up projects#
participation in Bicentennial preparations and help in development
of a camp fbr under-privileged children. Through the use of
woon's civio Eroups, girls have worked with Brownie troops,
convalescent homes and retarded ehildrens centers. Cther pro-
Jects including both boys and girls include selling Christmas
trees, and help with a recycling proJect.

The Sooial service proer.ms include two :epartment of Social
Sozrvices co.ounity orgc-nizstIons, three Y rCA projects (a tutorial
Erout%, a community librar-,, a breach office), a hotline, a center
for retarded children, the %.4CA, a ohuroh-sponsored youth center,
a senior citizen's project, the Community Action Agencr, the
Humen Relations Co.piission and the Mental Health Assooiation, and
otho -s.

County agencies utilized Include the Recreation Department# twb
libraries, 5 county elementary schools on work proJeotso 2 fire
departments, and-Baltimore County policee Departnent.

rhe Iasio philosophy developed by the project staff in recruitin8
vol'inteeor work activities is as follows:

1. {ave the youth choose how he wants to spend his assigned
tine, to the Ereatest extent possible. "here he can t
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(2) There are no known similar projects addrossing.all
all of the problems included in this' progr-.n. There
is howeveL-, for example in California, a citation
system which causes a rapid processing of children
to the intake division. There are also court diver-
sionary or alternative programs which involve work
in the coiiunity. In Maryland there are no such pro-
granrs involving both components. Therefore i-t-is
difficult to measure whether or not the Ccrmunity
Arbitration Program is mcre sucrce-sful in meeting
similar problems.

(b) Replicability:

(1) Certainly, the problems of rapid, meaningful pro-
cessing of the ever increasing number of Juvenile
offenders is universal. Similarly, an approach to
delinquent behavior which is treatment oriented, in-
volvihg the cor-unity and with observable social
sanctions to meet the e-eds of both offender Rnd the
public, is a common but less identifiable concern for
all.

(2) The necessary processes, from establishing a citation
system with Law Enforcement aEencies, the State's
Attorneys Office and the Court, to recruiting treatment
and work resources in the cor,-%.nity, have been docu-
nented. Y)aterial tracing historically the salient -- -
concepts and the implementation has, over the past -
12 months, been Eenerated in the form of LEAA Grants,
independent seminar papers and news accounts. Though-.
Maryland's juvenile code may be less understood, -there
exists sufficient-document-ation of utilitarian value
to- adequately describe the- Community Arbitration Pro-
gram to many levels of-readership.....

(3) Probaly.the one most significant factor- responsible
for the project's success is that it seems tobe eatingg
a societal need with a process that is conceptually
sound. This need of society is to "do something about
the juvenile problem". Conceptually the proFr m in-
cludes simultaneously the needs of the public, the law -
enforc&.7.-nt aEencies, the courts'nd the child. It may
be represented thusly:

.6
S

00

&
'Law and Order'
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In brief, the theoretical approaches of Reality
Therapy and Behavior Modification serve the ncedi of the
human services approach to "treatment". This in turn
is related to involving the courtunity and parents
in the socialization process %hich in turn affords the
legal enforcemort components of the Jdvenile Justice
System, a key role in providing the reality of expedi-
tious social sanctions. From citation to the arbitra-
tion experience (involving all concerned), to treat-
ment needs and/or corunity participation, the entire
conceptual framework holds toi;ether ,.nd may be visibly
implemented by all components. This then is what makes
the project unique.

Because it is unique, most assuordly, motivation to
succeed and be involved is high. Because the concern
for the overall problem is hi&h, commitment and imple-
mentation in other areas :ould be capable of facili-
tation'almost anywhere and anytime.

(i) Aafn because of the universal concern and the attraction
of the bifurcated approach, the program, or one Very
similar, should be Implementable in rural or urban a reas.

(c) Measurability:

(1)The project is in its second full year of operation and
continues to be monitered and evaluated by LEAA.

(2)The measures of effectiveness have been described under
Section 2 (a) of this application. Also attached to
this application are the results of o',r evaluation - ..
covering the first eight tocnths of operation. These
may be found in the attached second year grant application.

Planned evaluation of the crs.nt includes a continuation
of the opinion and Impact surveys as well ss '-n eypandod
recidivism data compiled m¢.nth by nonth, Further in June
of 1915 a control group has been initiated utilizing- .
regular intak<.e workers compared to the Corm.,unity Arbitrator.

A further evaluation was completed in June of 1975 by the
LEAA 11:ational Evaluation Project" of tha Uriv -rity of
Mlrne sot a.

(d) £ffici ency:

A cost ..nalysis study has not "c.(.n co-pletc-d other than
to note that a child entrflng in.::e via the Co'unity
Arbitration F.ogrPA costs the s'.ate i.pproyin.rtely $22.5O.
This obviously would stem to eu-ost a savirns if one, can
assume that children are being diverted from further court
involve.nt. The program I a of too rec-nt ori£in to un-
equivocally detirnne that rcrcidivibm is lc7.er, though
initial indications would so Indlcate,

76-406 0 - 76 - Is
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(e) Acce ssibility:

(1)Tho 6ency, the courts and the colrunlty, with proper

confidentiality safequards is agreeable to e valuation,

publicity and visitation.

(2)It is reasonable to assume the program will continue

exist and be instituted eventually on a statewide

basis, It most certainly has been and is available

to other interested parties.

3. Outstandin- Features:

As outlined above the most impressive features are the

uniqueness, timeliness and appropriateness of the program.

In times of tremendous public conoenn-and professional

anquish, what would be more suitable than a program which

balances on the fine line between crys for "punishment"

and attempts at "treatment"?

To expeditiously provide service with impact to and for,

both the child and the community, is extraordinary. To

be able to do so openly and involve the laws of the land

and our society's inherent love of its children seems

ovon more unusual.

Z. Thus far, on either a theoretical or prhctichl level,

weakness isinot apparent. Comprehensive evaluation of any

diversionary program is at best difficult. However, given

time this should be accomplished.

. aree of Supports

Without the extensive support of the Judiciary, the State's

Attorneys Office, law enforcement agencies, social agencies,

the media and the pop ulation at large, .L program such as

this wou'd have folded-a'long time ago.
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90 DAY F21?' R"TSIOI .,D VOLtN'PTR 'A)RK ASSIGNI7a;TS

90 DAY SUPERVISION Total -1137 youths

This chart shows that roughly one-third of youths who completed 45 day
Informal supervision by November, 1975 were assigned to counseling# one-
third were assigned to work, rem airing third to restitution# to eduoa-
tional or ro-educational p.ro~rams, for further investigation, or for
combination referrals.

'ORK ,ASSIG.NIETS Total - 358 youths

Vore than one-tcrth of the youths who have done volunteer work have worked
with 1;eihborhood-3ased Service Groups, like the Jaycees . One-thir&
have worked for Social Serviae Programs. One-sixth worked either for the
o,>plaiin*.nt, or in a local area supervised by a parent or a neighbor. The
rest worked for Coomunity Improvement Associations, or Miscellaneous Pro-

"Ourcez ?ro~ect staff report from £rant application
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U -~G2 IO , 0L,, UdS PAtPI 1P I ' ; I, U:'J, .. ,IL' .N i '1 ALt.i e i,'. b.D

Sponsors of Volxinteer Work

I. Communty Inprovement Associations:

Woodside Civic Assoclaton
Selby Recreation Council
Seat Pis asant Conmunity Association
Warfield Estates Community Association
Pumphroy Civic Association
Arden on the Severn Civic Association
Londontown Property Owners Association
Rock Creek Civic Association
Sylvan Shores Civic Association
Havenwood Civic Association
Hunter's Harbor Civic Association
Bowiward Park Civic Association

II. Neighborhood Based Service Groups

Brooklyn Jaycee Yen
Brooklyn Jaycee Women
Broadneck Jaycees
Pasadena Jaycee M-n
Glen B urnie Jaycee Yen
Glen Burnie Jaycee Women
Severna Park Jaycees
?ikesville Optimist Club
Crofton Women's Club Recycling Program
American Legion in Pasadena
Annapolis Jaycees
Shadyside Kiwanis
Ferndale Women's Club
Brooklyn Lions
Glen Burnie Volunteer Fire Department

-I. Social Service Programs

Resident Services-Meade Village (D.S.S.)
Resident Services-Robinwood (D.S.S.)
YWCA Eergency School Assistance Program
Y14CA Odonton Branch
YCdCA Stanton Center Library
Severna Park Hotline
Providence Center
North Arundel Convalescent Center
Isorth County Day Care
YMCA Annapolis .
Ec,.Lenical Ministry for Youth
Senior Citizens Activity Center of Anne Arundel County
Community Action Agency
Human Relations Coriission
Mental Health Atsociation
Howard county Con:Qunity Action
Stanton Center
Angels Haven
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[I. Social Fervices Program Ccnt'd:

Bell Xachre
Parole Day Care
Say Yanor N ursing Home
Ha-onds Lane Nursing Home
Annapolis Convalescent Center
thorth Ar,. ndel Hospital
Jncwricn Cancer Society
Pinkney Street Drop Tn Center
Regional Institute for Children
Knollwood Nursing Home
Harbor House Recreation Council
D.C. Children's Center
Walkathon
Coowill

IV. County Government Departments

Recreation Surjuer Program, Pasadena
Odenton Public Library
5 -lc.erentary schools
3 County Fire Departments
1 Health Department-Odenton
Curtis Bay Recreation Program
Lake Waterford Park
Arnapolis Library
Baltimore County Police

V. Miscellaneous

SPCA- Annepol is
Children's Theater of Annapolis
Fine Arts Festival
Clam Festival
medicall Enerrency Communication Service

COUNSELLIKG GROUPS RECEIVING REFERRALS:

Ann&-olis Youth Service Bureau
Harundale Youth Center
Casis-Lsurel YoAth Services bureau
Open Door
Hunrn ,-eletiorns Coriission
horth EL-st rental Health Centcr
Far-.ily & Children's Society, Baltimore
Faltirore Pastoral Counselling
Lutheran Social Services
Crofton Corr.-iuinity Counsellor
3 Volunteers-1 Big Brother, 2 Big Sisters
3 students
Class Clinic
Lighthouse Youth Service Bureau
Grassroots
curnical inistry for Youth
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QUARTERLY PROJECT NARRATIVE REPORT

(This Form to be Completed and Signed by Project Director)

A. Title of Project: Community Arbitration Program.
B. Report Covers Period: July 1, 1975 to September 30, 1975.
C. In the space below (add additional sheets, if required), provide a comprehensive

narrative indicating the progress that has been made in implementing this project.
If the project has been fully implemented, explain the project s achievements in com-
parison to the goals, as outlined in the grant application on Pages 13 and 14 (Section
IV, Paragraph D-2 and Paragraphs E and F).

In the last 3 months 613 youths were seen in Community Arbitration. Dispositions
in this quarter have been as follows: 166 closed for insufficient evidence (27.1 percent);
of the remaining cases, 171 (38.2 percent) were closed with warnings, 34 (7.6 percent)
were referred to the State's Attorney, 1 case was continued, 5(1.1 percent) referred
to Intake or Probation, and 236 (52.7 percent) kept on 90 day informal supervision
for assignment to volunteer work, counselling, restitution, re-education programs or
a combination of these.

The totals and dispositions since the beginning of the program (June 6, 1974) are
as follows: total youths seen: 3,422; denied for insufficient evidence, 718 (20.1 percent).
Of the remaining 2,704 cases, 1,066 (39.4 percent) were closed with warnings; 218
(8 percent) were sent to State's Attorney; 108 (3.9 percent) cases were continued;
85 (3.1 percent) were referred to intake or probation; 1,226 (45.3 percent) were
kept on informal supervision for assignment to volunteer work, counselling, restitution,
re-education programs or a combination of these.

As of September 30, 1975, 967 youths completed informal supervision. 865 completed
assignments successfully. 32 completed unsuccessfully for reasons beyond their control
(illness, planned activity could not be carried out). 70 (7 percent) completed unsuccess-
fully, seemingly by their own choice. Of these, I 1 were referred on to the State's
Attorney-most of these for unpaid restitution. The remaining cases were closed, with
the failures noted, should the youths return.

Since the start of the program, 3,323 hours of volunteer work have been performed
by 363 youths for 72 community groups and agencies. A total of $5,402.58 has been
collected in restitution.

22 percent of the youths seen in this quarter were black. 18 percent were female.
70 (1I percent) did not show up for first appointments. Of these, 16 did not show
for second appointments, and were referred on to the State's Attorney. The others
were seen on subsequent appointments, or have been rescheduled. These statistics
can be compared with the figures for the total time: 20.5 percent black, 18.3 percent
female, 8.7 percent no-show. 51.7 percent of private citizen complainants attended
in this quarter. 47.9 percent have attended since the beginning of Arbitration.

Recidivism statistics for the period since the program began are as follows: informa-
tion has been kept on a total of 3,277 cases seen in the period July 12, 1974 thru
September 30, 1975. 67.4 percent of the offenses were committed by youths with
no prior contact with D.J.S. 17.6 percent were committed by youths with previous
offenses handled informally. 6.8 percent of the offenses were committed by youth

resently on probation; 2.3 percent by youths formerly on probation; 2.2 percent
y youths presently or formerly on continued status; 3.6 percent by youths with C.I.N.S.

priors.
7 percent of the youths with no previous contact returned once or more to Arbitration

and/or Intake in this year. 27 percent of the youths with informalled priors returned.
34.5 percent of the youths on active probation returned to Arbitration. 21.4 percent
of the youths formerly on probation returned, and 22.2 percent of the youths presently
or formerly on continuance returned. Of the total youths (2796) who committed the
total offenses (3277), 347 returned. This is 12.4 percent of the total youths seen.

According to Juvenile Services statistics, recidivism for all offenses in Anne Arundel
County Juvenile Services in fiscal year 73-74 was approximately 40 percent. For the
next year, 74-75, (the first year of Arbitration), recidivism dropped to 29 percent.
This difference mry be attributed to Arbitration.

In the last quarter, the part time social worker was brought on to the staff. She
has begun handling inter-family cases, and has drawn up a research plan for further
evaluation of the impact of the program on the community, and systems with which
it interacts. The part time social worker has two assistants placed at the Department
of Juvenile Services by Manpower to help collect data.

Public Works turned down our request to create a state service position for the
docket clerk; but we were given permission to convert the salary to hire someone
on contact, and have located a person to do this job. This provides relief for the
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two field supervisors, previously spending half of their work time on this task, to
get into the field and spend time with youths assigned to them.

In this quarter an application for exemplary status from LEAA was begun, by which
the Arbitration Program would be recognized as one of the few outstanding LEAA
grant programs in the country. This application will be pursued in the next year.
Other juridictions have approached the Arbitration Program for information, as they
are studying the feasibility of adopting the program for their areas. These have included
Montgomery County D.J.S., Prince George County D.J.S., and the Federal Reservation
of Fort Meade.

Plans for the next quarter include continued development of community resources
and relationships, research into the impact of the program on youth and on the commu-
nity. Having field supervisors finally in the field gets the program into full operation,
and should add greatly to the quality of service to youth.

Goals of the program (to increase the speed of handling misdemeanors, to involve
youths quickly in positive experiences in the community, and to allow the victim
to participate in Arbitration) have been achieved during this first year of operation.
Cases are heard for the most part on the date of referral. Community awareness
and involvement is increasing- steadily and positively. Complainants continue to attend
Arbitration, and seem to be in agreement with dispositions. Since the start of the
prog 14 cases involving 15 youths have been appealed by complainants. On one
of these cases, the appeal was up.-eld, a petition was drawn up and the youth placed
on a continuance by the court. Petitions were denied on 5 youths, and decisions
have not been reached on the remaining 9 youths.

We are working to improve the quality and depth of work with youths and relation-
ship to the community, and to maintain the levels of achievement reached on the
other 2 goals.

.QUARTERLY PROJECT NARRATIVE PROJECT

(This Form to be Completed and Signed by Project Director)

- A. Title of Project: Community Arbitration Program.
B. Report Covers Period: October I, 1975 to December 31, 1975.
C. In the space below (add additional sheets, if required), provide a comprehensive

narrative indicating the progress that has been made in implementing this project.
If the project has been fully implemented, explain the project a achievements in com-
parison to the goals, as outlined in the grant application on Pages 13 and 14 (Section
IV, Paragraph D-2 and Paragraphs E and F).

In the last three months, 475 youths were seen in Arbitration. Dispositions in this
quarter have been as follows: 101 or 21 percent denied for insufficient evidence;
of the remaining 374 cases, 98 or 26 percent were closed at intake with warnings,
48 or 13 percent were referred to the State's Attorney's Office, 3 or .8 percent
were referred to Juvenile Service intake or probation, and 225 or 60.2 percent were
kept on informal supervision for assignment to volunteer work, counselling, restitution,
re-education programs, or a combination of several of these options.

The totals since the beginning of the program in June 6, 1974 are as follows:
total youths seen: 3897; cases denied for insufficient evidence: 819 or 21 percent.
Of the remaining 3078 cases, t 164 or 37.9 percent were closed with warnings; 266
or 8.7 percent were sent to the State's Attorney's Office; 108 or 3.5 percent were
continued; 88 or 2.9 percent were referred to intake or probation; and 1,451 or
47 percent were kept on informal supervision for assignment to volunteer work, coun-
selling, restitution, re-education programs, or a combination of several of these options.

As of December 31, 1975, 1,211 youths were placed on informal supervision and
completed their assignments. Of these 1,211 youths, 1,067 or 88 percent completed
their assignments in a successful manner. Forty-three or 4 percent completed their
assignments unsuccessfully for reasons beyond their control (illness, planned activity
could not be carded out). Eighty-nine or 8 percent completed their assignments unsuc-
cessfully. Of these 89 cases, 11 have been referred to the State's Attorney's Office-a
majority because of unpaid restitution. The remaining cases were closed with a note
in the youth's record should he or she ever return through the system.

Since the initiation of this program, a total of 3991 hours of volunteer work have
been contributed toward the community by 565 youths working with 75 community
groups and agencies. A total of $5665.34 has been collected in restitution through
this program.

Other statistical breakdowns for this quarter concern the percentage of minorities
and no shows. One-hundred two or 21.5 percent of the youths seen were black and
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373 or 78.5 percent were white. One-hundred twenty-four or 26 percent were female
while 351 or 74 percent were male. Forty-six or 9.7 percent of the total youths
seen (475) did not show for their first appointment. Of these 46 youths, 10 or 39
percent did not show for their second appointment and were subsequently referred
to the State's Attorney's Office. The remaining 36 were seen during their re-scheduled
appointments. These statistics are comparable with the figures for the total time of
program operation. Forty-nine and eight-tenths percent of the private citizen complai-
nans attended Arbitration in this quarter.

Recidivism statistics have been kept from July 12, 1974 through December 31,
1975 on a total of 3758 cases. Of this total number of cases, 68.1 percent were
offenses committed by youths with no prior contacts with DJS. Seventeen and one-
tinth percent were committed by youths with previous offenses handled informally.
Six and five-tenths percent of these offenses were committed by youths actively on
probation and 2.2 percent by youths formerly on probation; 3.6 percent by youths
with a CHINS priors and 2.5 percent by youths presently or formerly on continued
status. Eight and two-tenths percent of the youths with no previous contact have
returned to Arbitration one or more times; 28.2 percent of the youths with informalled
priors have returned; 37.5 percent of youths on active probation and 26.8 percent
of the youths formerly on probation returned; 30 percent of the youths presently
or formerly on continuance and 21.8 percent of those with CHINS priors have returned.
Of the total offenses committed, 401 have returned which is a recidivism rate of
12.55 percent.

During this quarter the part-time social worker conducting the research project for
our program drew up a tentative schedule of deadlines for the presentation of her
findings. The first deadline is January 30, 1976 with subsequent deadlines occurring
on: April 30, 1976; July 30, 1976; October 30, 1976; January 30, 1977; and July
30, 1977. Plans have been finalized to administer questionnaires to victim-complainants
beginning January 5, 1976.

In addition during this quarter the county assigned two workers through their employ-
ment program to work with Arbitration. These two persons have been hired and
will begin work January 5, 1976. One has been assigned to help with the research
project and the other to aide the two field supervisors in managing their caseloads
of a approximately seventy-five youths each.

Plans for the next quarter include continued development of new community
resources and relationships, continued research into the impact of this program on
the youth and the community, and further work on a brochure for this program.
The field supervisors will continue their efforts to spend more time in the field with
youths.

The goals of this program (to increase the speed of handling misdemeanors, to
involve youths quickly in positive experiences in the community, and to allow the
victim to participate in Arbitration) continue to be achieved. Cases, with the exceptions
of a few re-sets and no shows, are heard on the dates of referral. The youths continue
to complete their assignments in the community successfully with the help of many
groups. A high percentage of complainants attend the hearings and few dispositions
are appealed. With the field supervisors able to spend more time in the field, a
greater depth of work can be done with the youth. We continue to work on improving
the quality and depth of our relationship and youths' relationship to the community,
and to maintain the levels of achievement reached on the other two goals.

QUARTERLY PROJECT NARRATIVE PROJECT

(This Form to be Completed and Signed by Project Director)

A. Title of Project: Community Arbitration Program in Anne Arundel County.
B. Report Covers Period: January 1, 1976 to March 31, 1976.
C. In the space below (add additional sheets, if required), provide a comprehensive

narrative indicating the progress that has been made in implementing this project.
If the project has been fully implemented, explain the project s achievements in com-
parison to the goals, as outlined in the grant application on Pages 13 and 14 (Section
V, Paragraph D-2 and Paragraphs E and F).

In the last three months 476 youths were seen in Arbitration. Dispositions during
this quarter were as follows: 114 or 24 percent denied for insufficient evidence; of
the remaining 362 cases, 134 or 37 percent were closed at intake with warnings;
16 or 4 percent were referred to the State's Attorney's Office; 14 or 4 percent were
referred to regular Juvenile Services intake or probation; and 194 or 55 percent were
placed on informal supervision for assignment to either volunteer work, counselling,
restitution, re-education programs, or a combination of these options.
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The cumulative totals since the beginning of the program on June 6, 1974 are
as follows: total youths seen: 4373; cases denied for insufficient evidence: 933 or
21 percent. Of the remaining 3440 cases, 1298 or 38 percent were closed at intake
with warnings; 282 or 8 percent were referred to the State's Attorney's Office; 108
or 3 percent were continued; 102 or 3 percent were referred to regular Juvenile
Services intake or probation; and 1645 or 48 percent were placed on informal supervi-
sion.

As of March 31, 1976, 1,387 youths were placed on informal supervision and
completed their assignments. Of these 1387 youths, 1225 or 89 percent completed
their assignments successfully. Fifty one or 4 percent completed their assignments
unsuccessfully for reasons beyond their control (illness, planned activity not carried
through, agency failure to contact youth). Ninety-nine or 7 percent completed their
assignments unsuccessfully.

A total of 5651 hours of volunteer work has been contributed toward the strengthen-
ing of the community since the program's inception. A total of $6367.89 has been
collected in restitution through this program.

Other significant statistical breakdowns for this quarter include the percentages of
minorities, complainants, and no shows. 85 or 15 percent of the youths seen were
black and 487 or 85 percent were white. 120 or 25 percent of the youths seen
are female and 367 or 75 percent are male. 40 or 8 percent of the total youths
seen (476) did not show for their first appointment. Of these 40 youths, 34 (85
percent) were seen during their re-scheduled appointments for an overall no-show
percentage for this quarter of 1.3 percent. During this quarter 159 or 54 percent
of the private citizen complainants attended Arbitration.

Recidivism statistics continue to be kept for the program on a total of 4,246 cases.
Of this total number of cases, 68.5 percent were offenses committed by youths with
no prior contacts with JSA. 17 percent were committed by youths with previous offenses
handled informally. 6 percent of these offenses were committed by youths actively
on probation and 2 percent by youths formerly on probation. 4 percent were committed
by youths with CINS priors and 2.5 percent by youths presently or formerly on con-
tinued status. Of the youths with no previous contact, only 8.7 percent have returned
to Arbitration one or more times. Of the youths in other categories, 28.5 percent
of youths with informalled priors have returned; 36.6 percent of youths actively on
probation and 25 percent of youths formerly on probation have returned; 22 percent
of youths with CINS priors and 32 percent of youths presently or formerly on con-
tinuance have returned. Of the total number of cases, 454 have returned which is
an overall program recidivism rate of 12.61 percent.

During this quarter, the part-time social worker-researcher presented her first findings
regarding the impact of the program on the various police departments in the County.
It was found that the program saved the police departments time and money which
was re-allocated for crime prevention activities. She and a county worker assigned
to the staff are presently interviewing a sample of complainants and youths for the
next series of studies.

Since August 1975 when the social worker-researcher joined the staff, a total of
13 cases or 27 families have been referred to her for inter-family feud counselling.
Only one of these families has returned to Arbitration for further action. Referrals
to other helping agencies resulted after contacts with five families. Approximately
41 home visits have been made.

A new community resource was developed this quarter with the help of the Annapolis
Senior Citizen's Center: Youths would collect canned goods in their community to
donate to the Center. During this quarter nine youths have collected 232 cans of
food.

Work on a brochure for the program has begun and the staff expects to have
1000 copies printed by mid-summer 1976. A professional photographer and layout
artist have donated their time to assist with the project.

The goals of this program (to increase the speed of handling misdemeanors, to
involve youths quickly in positive experiences in the community, and to allow the
complainant to participate in Arbitration) continue to be achieved. Cases, with the
exception of a small percentage of re-sets and no shows, are heard on the date of
referral. The youths placed on informal supervision continue to complete their assign-
ments successfully with the help of many community groups. A large percentage of
private citizen complainants attend the hearings and only 0.7 percent of the total
cases heard have been appealed. With the two field supervisors freed from the daily
docket and with the addition of a county worker to help lower their caseloads, a
greater depth of work is done with the youths. Work continues to be done on improving
the quality of our relationship with both youths and the community and to maintain
the level of achievement already attained by the program.
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The social worker consultant continues to interview complainants and youths for
her next studies. Youths being interviewed must fall within the 14, 15 or 16 year-
old male category. The frequency of this category of youth being available for interview-
ing is less than anticipated hence the delay in the study. The recidivism study should
be completed during mid-August. Preliminary indications are that the research is posi-
tive.

All the candidates (8) for the position of part-time Arbitrator had been interviewed
by our staff, and most submitted bids (5). An ad was placed in the newspaper which
brought in 3 inquiries. At this point, a second part-time Arbitrator has tentatively
been selected and is awaiting contract approval. Training for this new Arbitrator will
be conducted by our other Arbitrator who has two years' experience with the program.

Because there were no Arbitration hearings in June 1976, our field site supervisors
subsequently received no new case referrals in June. Their time during this month
was spent on those cases already received which could use additional service. In addi-
tion, they organized the Minibike Program on June 16, 1976 and attended several
half day educational seminars. The docket clerk who was hired and began work on
May 24, 1976 worked primarily in the office where she assisted in the badly-needed
reorganization of the ailing system. The secretary continued to process Arbitration
cases but handed them over to intake to be heard.

Two staff trainers from JSA met with the staff in late June to discuss training
programs. They agreed to draw up a training schedule for the program based on
their assessment of our staff's needs. Areas which potentially will be covered: crisis
intervention, family dynamics, and assessment techniques.

During this quarter the social worker has received an additional 4 family feud cases
or 8 families with which to work. Approximately 6 home visits have been made.

The goals of this program continue to be achieved. Cases, with the exception of
a smair percentage of resets due to emergency situations and no shows, continue
to be heard on the date of referral by the police. The youths placed on informal
supervision continue to complete their assignments in a constructive manner with the
help of many community groups and the oversight of their field site supervisor. A
larre percentage of private citizen complainants continue to attend the hearings and
only .8 percent of the total cases heard have been appealed. The field site supervisors
continue to do in-depth work with youths and the community. Work continues to
be done to maintain the level of achievement already attained by the program.
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COMMITTEE ON VANDALISM, COLUMBIA, MD.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
-To increase knowledge and awareness of vandalism
-To effect an attitudinal change
-To inspire a commitment to action

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES

To promote community responsibility-impact on ogiers in community-informing
parents

To promote positive peer interaction where skills in self awareness, self affirmation
and finally leadership and personal growth are developed

To promote growth in citizenship, learning to effect change-what are root causes
(lashing out at society) teaching others about problems; what avenues are open for
prevention; what resources are available locally and nationally.

(I) Setting up panel discussions with authorities on the subject.
(2) Determining what national and local governments are doing.
(3) Personal involvement both through discussion as well a3 by example, i.e. (working

with maintenance crew-attendance with policeman).

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON VANDALISM, COLUMBIA, MD.

A small group of citizens in Columbia have become increasingly aware of the condi-
tion in society today called Vandalism. We saw this condition as violating certain
basic rules and values which are both real and symbolic. Real in the sense that property
damage is inconvenient, annoying and expensive. Symbolic because certain aesthetic
values are threatened. Malicious pointless behavior invading the public domain is
threatening to the ethics of responsible and caring individuals.

With the encouragement and assistance of the Columbia Association (Community
Parks and Recreation Association) a slide show depicting acts of vandalism and their
costs in Columbia was developed. Two years ago the Committee on Vandalism, with
the Columbia Association scheduled and presented this slide show to over 20 elementary
schools and middle schools (grades 1-8) in Columbia, Maryland. At the conclusion
of this, the committee decided that more awareness and education than just a slide
show was needed. Our intent was to and is to convince the Board of Education
of Howard County that the entire school system especially grades 3-9 need to have
a course taught on this problem. -

Wilde Lake High School was chosen by the committee for a pilot course because
this school is a model school and because there was a teacher, Mary Louise Ortenzo,
who was willing to work with the committee to develop a 2 week course (10 hours
in total) for half of the 9th grade class. The other hal was to be the control group
so that pre and post testing as part of evaluation could be built into the course
(see enclosed test).

The committee received funding for materials and teacher course development from
the Columbia Rotarians.

The cost of the program to date has been under $500, including rental of film
($25.00) purchase of books, etc. "I

The committee's role was to educate itself and the teacher by doing research on
the subject vandalism by selecting articles and books, reviewing films, setting up and
monitoring a panel discussion (composed of lawyer, Columbia Association maintenance
worker, policeman and youth worker.)

The teacher designed the course, developed student workbook and taught a I day
workshop to the two teachers who then taught the course. (See enclosed materials
for course outline and workbook.)

At the conclusion of the course the committee interviewed the teachers and some
of the students to get their impression of the program. The conclusion was that this
is an excellent beginning-we need to lengthen the time allocated for the course
to 3 weeks. We need to develop a course for middle and elementary schools. We
need a 2 day workshop instead of 1.

The pre and post testing has been tallied and a chi-square statistical evaluation
will be calculated and reported.

The course designed by Mary Louise Ortenzo is being revised for use at the State
Level as part of the course: Program for Maryland Schools Law Related Education.

Sponsored by Governors Commission on LEAA, The Maryland Bar, and the Depart-
ment of Education.

In conclusion the committee is proud to have been able to work with the teaching
staff and the Columbia Association at very minimal cost and a great deal of time
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QUARTERLY PROJECT NARRATIVE PROJECT

(This Form to be Completed and Signed by Project Director)
A. Title of Project: Community Arbitration Program in Anne Arundel County.
B. Report Covers Period: April 1, 1976 to June 30, 1976.
C. In the space below (add additional sheets, if required), provide a comprehensive

narrative indicating the progress that has been made in implementing this project.
If the project has been fully implemented, explain the project's achievements in com-

anson to the goals, as out in in the grant application on Pages 13 and 14 (Section
, Paragraph -2 and Paragraphs E and F).
Youths were seen in Arbitration during only two of the last three months. At the

end of April 1976, we had requested two part-time Arbitrators in our third year
grant application. The full-time Arbitrator continued at the request of the Governors
Commission to hear cases during May 1976 with no contract until a decision could
be reached. At the end of May 1976 when a decision was made to continue with
a full-time person, the Arbitrator left. Youths referred to the department on citations
with misdemeanor offenses were handled by regular intake workers during the month
of June 1976. A successful appeal then allowed us to go forward at the end of
June 1976 with a two part-time Arbitrator system.

Within the last quarter, 248 youths were seen in Arbitration. Dispositions during
this quarter were as follows: 38 or 15 percent denied for insufficient evidence; of
the remaining 210 cases, 72 or 34 percent were closed at intake with warnings; 6
or 3 percent were referred to the State's Attorney's Office; 8 or 4 percent were
referred to regular Juvenile Services intake or probation; and 123 or 59 percent were
placed on informal supervision.

The cumulative totals since the beginning of the program on June 6, 1974 are
as follows: total youths seen: 4621; cases denied for insufficient evidence: 971 or
21 percent. Of the remaining 3650 cases, 1370 or 38 percent were closed at intake
with warnings; 288 or 8 percent were referred to the State's Attorney's Office; 108
or 3 percent were continued; 110 or 3 percent were referred to regular juvenile
services intake or probation; and 1768 or 45 percent were placed on informal supervi-
sion.

As of June 30, 1976, 1564 youths were placed on informal supervision and have
completed their volunteer assignments. Of these 1564 youths, 1388 or 89 percent
completed their assignments successfully. 53 or 40 percent completed their assignments
unsuccessfully for reasons beyond their control (illness, planned activity not carried
through, agency failure to contact youth). I I I or 7 percent completed their assignments
unsuccessfully.

A total of 6,608.5 hours of volunteer work has been contributed toward the
strengthening of the community since the program's inception. A total of $7,244.10
has been collected in restitution. 250 cans for the Senior Citizen food drive have
been collected this quarter with a total of 482 cans to date.

Other significant statistical breakdowns for this quarter include the percentages of
minorities, complainants, and no shows. 43 or 17 percent of the youths seen were
black and 217 or 83 percent were white. 35 or 14 percent of the youths seen are
female and 225 or 86 percent are male. 25 or 10 percent of the total youths seen
(248) did not show for their first appointment. Of these 25 youths, 17 (68 percent)
were seen during their re-scheduled appointments for an overall no-show percentage
for this quarter of 3 percent. During this quarter 150 or 53 percent of the private
citizen complainants attended Arbitration.

Recidivism statistics continue to be kept for the program on a total of 4,507 cases.
Of this total number of cases, 69 percent were offenses committed by youths with
no prior contacts with JSA. 17 percent were committed by youths with previous offenses
handled informally. 7 percent of these offenses committed by youth actively on proba-
tion and 2 percent by youths formerly on probation. 3 percent were committed by
youths with CINS priors and 2 percent by youths presently or formerly on a continued
status. Of youths with no previous contact, only 9 percent have returned to Arbitration
one or more times. Of youths in other categories, 28 percent of youths with informalled
priors have returned; 36 percent of youths actively on probation and 24 percent of
youths formerly on probation have returned; 23 percent of youths with CINS priors
and 32 percent of youths presently or formerly on continuance have returned. Of
the total number of cases, 492 have r9urned which is an overall program recidivism
rate of 12.92 percent.
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RU IONAE :

In 1972-1973 U. S. News and World Report estimates vandalism cost
schools $5,000,000, about the same amount, $10.87 for each pupil,
as is spent on books. In addition to this amount it is difficult
to assess the amount of money spent yearly in repairing damage
done through vandalism in this country. In Columbia alone, 1973-
1974, $116,000 was spent on vandalism.

This constitutes a serious enough problem which we no longer have
the luxury to ignure.

Our primary concerns are:

a. to make students aware of the growing problem of senseless
destruction and the high cost of repair and replacement;

b. to help them realize the dangers of engaging in such
behavior;

c. to encourage some positive action on their part;

d. to effect a change in attitude.

The following lesson plans are "structured suggestions" that the
toa.cher, who is intorestod in doing something positive about the
vandali-, nay invwstigate with the students.

The tiuthor of these materi.-als holes that this effort will spark
OMe concern, ignite sume onor,.iy among the students, thus giving

impetus for a change in attittide .nd perhaps behavior that will
exhibit a regard, and even a reverence, for the people/things
of our community.
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and effort to put together a program that now can be used after appropriate revisionsby the State. We believe if our society is to combat social problems we must work
with and through strong existing institutions--our schools that perchance with the
disruption of the family we are faced with the opportunity and a mandate to teach
values and responsibility in the schools.

Respectfully submitted.
LEE BONE,

Chairperson, Committee on Vandalism.

"TILE PRICE IS HIGH"

A pilot program on Vandalism
developed by Mary Louise Orteiizo

for Wilde Lake Hih School,
Columbia, Maryland.

Funded by Columbia Rotary,
Columbia, Maryland.

April 20 - May 3, 1976,-
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TOPICAL Q ESTIONS FOR

LESSON PLANS ON VANDALISM

I. What is vandalism and what are some common
acts of vandalism? What have vandals done
in our community?

2. What are some of the factors that may cause
or encourage acts of vandalism?

3. What does vandalism cost?
a. Sconomically

(1) private or personal

(2) public
b. Psychologically

(1) vandal

(2) victim

4. What might be done to help eradicate or at
least le'sson the vandalism that occurs in our
community?
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IFRSSON ONE Page 2

OBJECTIVES: At the end of the lesson, the student should be able
to:

1. In one sentence write a complete but concise
definition of vandalism.

2. List the occurences that are considered to be
acts of vandalism.

3. Describe at least 3 ways in which this commun-
ity has been affected by vandals.

PROCEDURE: A. The students form a circle with the teacher who
acts as discussion leader. The following questions
may be used:

1. What is vandalism? Is it a problem? Is it
a new problem? How serious is it?

2. Who are the vandals?

3. What do vandals do?

4. Have you ever seen any destruction in

a. your neighborhood?
b. school?
C. shopping center?
d. church?
e. Ilake, cu-Onons areas?

5. What has been done?

b. Can anything be done to correct the situation?

At end of the discussion the students should be
given 3 minutes to complete workbook task.

R. Have the students count off by fours/fixes. All
the like numbers will form a group. Distribute
one envelope of materials to each group. The-
assignment is givPn to the group. R.ach meonber
of the group will road at least one axtizle and
must summarize its contents for the others in
his/her jroutp. A recorder will then be chosen
(rom oeach group to write the ideas from the small
group discussion on the newsprint. The small
,.iroips will arrive at a definition which is clear,
co,,pl',.te .nd suo:ciiit, of vandalit-m. They will
then list those things (actions) vhich they consider
lo be within the scope of acts of vandalism.

C. if the small group method is to be used, the
!;iudents will form groups of 4 or 5. Each ,,roup
will le tiven an envelope with the necessary
materials and instructions for the task. Wh n
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I.FSSON ONE Page 3

H .: the task has been completed the small groups will
rc.turn to the large group to share their results.
The group may or may not discuss the outcome. The

teacher will have to make an "on the spot' judgment
about this. If discussion does ensue - it should
be kept short and to the point.

D. Several chapters of the book, Vandalism by Arnold
Madison will be passed to the class. The teacher
will introduce the material as one person's view
of what vandalism is, who the vandals are, why
they vandalize. The class will read these materials
for homework. In their workbooks, they will answer
questions and summarize their work.

E. The teacher will give a very short introduction to
the slide presentation, along with the rules for
filling out the game sheet, which is in the student
workbook. The teacher will then show the slides
which CA has prepared showing the work of vandals in
the community. The teacher should refrain from
making any personal observations or remarks. Permit
the students to nake their own assessment of the
s i ti1at i on.

The slides should be followed by a short group reaction
t ime, The teacher may ask:

1. What is your feeling about what you have
just seen?

2. Were you aware of these things before you
saw the slides?

3. Who do you think is responsible for this
behavior?

4. Are you affecled by these acts of v.-idalism?

5. Do you think we oiiflt to do scinethincl about it?

6. Cn, s.e do s.a..thin3 about it? t'lat tutyjjestiuns
could you make?

F. i1tipils write reactions to what has happened thus far
in the course. They should be inst ructlod to answer
the topial question from Part I in their workbook.

C. The pio)jct t.ho.ets which aor in the student workbook
,%ia to bs, read ,Anid the stldents should begin to
choose which one he/she wants to perform. Fach
.. udent nust do one project in order to receive
%- Odit. The student rust inform the teacher as to
which project he/she intends to ccxnplete.

78-406 0 - 76 - 20
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LESSON ONE

GRADB LEVEL: 8 - 10

CONCEPT: VANDALISM

TOPICAL
QUESTION: What is vandalism and what are some common acts of

vandalism? What have vandals done in our community?

TIME: I - 2 class periods (45-50 minute period)

MATERIALS: 1. Bach student is to be given a workbook in which
all his/her work is. to be kept.

2. Prepare ahead of time - 10 large envelopes, each
containing the following:

a. 5 different current articles from magazines
or newspapers which report on vandalism
locally or nationally

b. I piece of newsprint

c. I magic marker

3. Vandalism: The Not-So-Senseless Crime by Arnold
-- 1adison (New York: The Seabury Press, 1970)

Chapters 1-5, pages 3-65.

4. Slide Show - "The Price is High" prepared by CA.

CONTENT: The teacher wants to ascertain how much the student
already knows about the history of vandalism, what
is considered to be within the scope of vandalism,
who vandalizes, and for what reasons.

Several means are suggested:

a. Glasser type class-meeting;
b. Srial] group task of sharing information from

various sources and bringing the results back
to large group;

c. Assign for homework Chapters 1-5 frotu Vaiidalism:
The Not-So-Sent.eless Crime;

d. Show "The Price is High" -- slide show prepared
by CA, showing vandalism done in this community.

The teacher neods to instruct the students on how to
k1eep the workbook. Emtries in the space provided should
be ma6i. after each exercise. The workbook will be part
of the grade for the course.
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LESSON TWO

GRAD8 IZEVEL: 8 - 10

CONCEPT: VANDALISM

TOPICAL QUESTION: What is the cost of vandalism?

a. economically b. psychologically
1. public 1. vandal
2. private 2. victim

TIMH: Two class periods

MATERIALS. Reprint of articles:

Vandalism - A Billion Dollars A Year and
Getting Worse, U.S. News and World Report,
June 24, 1974.

Vandals: ThevZ Cost Colu,'bia $116 .000 Each Year,
Ba-rbara Bc'e;

Flats and More Tires Dtflated, Nellie Arrinyton,
•Columkbia " file'r'," Yebruar'y 1975.

Vandalism Costs, Washington Post, Dec. 8, 1975.

Copies of Case Study and role playing situations.

CONTENT: The next two daiys v.ork will expose the student to
the economics of vandalism; i.e., the cost of
damaged public and private property. Also the
psychological effect voyidali.:.im has on those who
perpetrate the duiage and the effect on those rIho
are victimized.

At some point in each person's life, a sense of
ownership and responsibility toward public property
must be developed. Each taxpaying citi'on hlps pay
the cost and maintenance of property hold in
common such as public parks aid buildings; i.e.,
schools, initsets, and 1 ihraries to rienition a few.
There should be a feeling of pride that the people
lh.ve in the i.ppeari'nce of those places listed.

The StudOlts will A\,ct out st,.io situattions by role-
i)layin9 and te-ty %,il ,:;:ininc a case sutdy which
,:poses thcm to the leqal implications rilat,'d to

vanlda I ism.
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IROCEDURE: 5. Do you feel differently when public
.(ontnued) property is destroyed than when your o;n

property is vandalized?

6. Why do people deface public places? Does
it make a person feel good to see his/her
name or initials inscribed in public?

7. What does the graffiti say about our society?
Is it an indication of what our values axe?

8. Is the care of public property each person's
responsibility?

9. Who is financially responsible for damage
done to public property? to private property?
Should there be some mechanism by which those
apprehended should be made to wake restitution?

B. Students should form small groups of three or four.
This cain be done simply by counting off, all the like
numbers form a group. Each group will then be given
a situation to act out, making it as realistic as
possible. Tihe preparation period can take up to five
ininites. The acting tirae should be kept to a minitium
of about three minutes. At the end of each group
performance, the students should write in their note-
books a reaction to the situation role-played. A
good guide question could be: '1l1v would you have
reacted in the szaie situation? Was the group
behavior typical of you r vjet group?" At the cont lu-
sion of all the roIe-pl,ed situations the stud-nts
may wish to give an oral cotniient or reaction.

C. In a Lairge gtoup the teacher nay pro scyut tho Case
Stidy which ciphasi zes the s-.r iousnoss of. cto.ii t t ing
a a -t of v\andalim and what happens when apprr'ho'i,ld.
Stress the aspect of arrest, violation of the ltaw Loid
the consequences it will hold in their future lives.

Ea ,h sti,1,tt should receive a copy of "The Caoe".
The toa,:her may wish to As-ign the reading for ho.ne-
work. If not, then tine must be given for reading
it in class.

The students nay then be go ided to answer the
follov-iiik quest ions either orally in group discuss ion
or individually in heir iitebooks.

I. Why do you think the boys destroyed the
Valu le ,0q ij;'0nt at the school and ru i ncd
the mural that the students had m, de?
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LESSON TWO

P'ROCEDIJRE:
(continued)

Page 4

2. What did Officer Hanson mean when he told
Eddy's father that there weL both civil
and criminal laws involved?

3. Do you think Rick and Eddy and their parents

should pay for damage to the school?

4. What can be done to prevent school vandalism?

5. What do you think the Juvenile Court should
do with Rick and Eddy.

D. The teacher should prepare the class for the follow-
ing day's activity - the Panel Discussion. Tell
the class who the participants will be and what the
purpose of the panel is. Have the students prepare
several questions in advance.
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OBJECTlVES: At the end of the lessons the student should be able
to*

1. Compare vid contrast differences in attitude
towards vandalism done to public property as
opposed to private property.

2. Make several judgment statements about each
person's responsibility to protect and take
pride in public or common property.

3. Identify and explain the legal implications
and determine how seriously they may affect
their later life.

4. Describe what is meant by the statement
"school property should be respected and
taken care of since everyone is a part owner
of any public property."

5. Discuss the financial responsibility for
damage done by juveniles.

6. Assess his/her own attitudes and behavior in
the light of what has been learned in this area
of vandalism.

PROCEDURI: A. Students should form a circle in preparation for
a lartje group discussion. Topic - slides, game
.sheets anii news articles. The teacher will pass
out the articles that deal with the vaJndalism
specific to Coluinbia that appeared in the local
newspapers. Give the st,,dents several minutes to
read the art itc es. Y'he to.ic],hsr r;ky beyiin the
discussion with the ,:olTuwing ".,ujtjested questions:

1. 11ow clo-;oly ,lid your estimates watch the
actual co.st of repair that CA spent?

2. Nl,at other useos could the money which CA
sprnt on repair be put towards?

3. Are you personally affected by the damage
done to the cormmons areas in Columbia? In
what ways?

4. How would you feel if your tires had been
slashed?
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LESSON TREE

GRADS LEVEL.: 8 - 10

CONC K.PT: VANDALISM

TOPICAL QUESTION: What are some of the factors that may cause or
encourage acts of vandalism?

TIME: I - 2 class periods (45-50 minutes)

MATERIALS: Film: "Vandals" 17 minutes, color, narrated by
Angie Dickinson. Walt Disney Film Depository,
I Quine Street, Cranford, N. J. 07016. Rental
fee.

CONTENT: Film Summary: A teenage boy and girl, feeling
frustrated and ignored ift their respective homes
and unsuccessful in school, vent their emotions

one night by throwing rocks through windows at
a construction site. Exhilarated by this, they
move on to vandalize their school and are caught
in the act by police responding to a silent alarm.
Later, they appear in Juvenile Court where they
are ordered by the Juvenile Court Referee to
undergo psychiatric examinations. The girl is
placed on three months' probation working with
blind children. Since the boy has a long record
of vandalism and other offenses dating from the
age of seven years, he is placed on six months'
probatitwn, the first three months of which require
his %working with a vandalism clean-up crew. In
addition, the Court advises the school of its
right to seek reimbursneot for the damage from
both sets of parents. The two t.ke widely diver-
g,-nt views of their prubltion, and the way they
use the opportunity for r,,haibilit- t ion shows the
consquences of both posit ive and ngative atti-
tudes. The film dramati.:es the attitudes and
efforts assnioei by society when dealing with a
problem that nay be due in part to blurred conmun-
ity, family, and neighborhood values. It empha-
sizes that individual responsibility and maturity
on the part of each individual are also realistic
I,<pectations in a democratic society.

The freeze frames are designed to get students
actively involved in talking and thinking about
themselves and the law. It is imperative that
the students participate and respond to the
situations posed in order to internalize the
object ives presented.
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OBJECTIVES: At the end of the lesson, the student should be able
to:

1. Identify the legal penalties and educational
and career risks a person incurs when cummit-
tiWJ vandalism.

2. Discuss emotional or personal factors, such
as feelings of inadequacy or inability to
adjust to society that are connected with
vandalism.

3. Suggest some ways the juvenile justice system
may deal with typical cases of vandalism that
are rehabilitative rather than punitive.

4. Demonstrate through discussion that the indivi-
dual must also accept responsibility foi
achieving rehabilitation.

PROCEJRB: A. Before viewing begins, the teacher should write
the following words on the board along with their
definitiuls: trespass to land, vandalism,
burglary, theft, arson.

B. Freerc 1 - If you wore Mindy, what would you do?
Stop the film for a short discussion. Suggested
questions:

1. If you were M|indy or Ken, what would your
thoughts be now? Does it make any difference
that this property is still in the construction
stage? How would you react if someone threw
a brick through your window?

2. What risks can be encountered at a deserted
con struiction project at night (safety hazards,
guard dogs, police or private patrols, alarms)?

3. Had Mindy or Ken been hirt at the site, who
do you Think wotuld be responsible?

4. If they had b.'eii c::,ht by the police at the
sit(, what [7o0s;"0l, Crimes might they have
been ch.irged with? Refer to the words on the
board-

C. Freeoe 2 - If you were the referee, how would you
ec-d?--Stop the f3lm for a short discussion.

1. If you were the referee, discuss some of the
factors you would consider in dealing with
Ken and Mindy.
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PROCEDURE: 2. How would you characterize the communication
(conti-u ed) between Ken and Mindy and their parents? Did

either side understand the other? If you were
parents, how would you prevent the problems
of Mindy and Ken? Do you believe all children's
problems can be prevented or cured by their
parents? As teenagers, what were Ken and Mindy's
responsibility for their actions?

3. Was Ken being truthful with the psychiatrist?
Did he give an accurate impression of Mindy's
part? Do you believe his actions were typical
of a "friend" in such a situation? How would
your friends react if you were in trouble with
the police?

4. Would your parents object to paying the damages
caused by your acts of vandalism? Should
vandals be forced to pay for the darnage they
cause? Ilow could this be accomplishd? Are
there ways of paying besides using money?

5. Refer to the list on the board. What possible
crimes could Ken and Mindy be charged with?

D. Freeze 3 - If you were Mindy, would you accept Ken's
invitation? Stop the film for a short discussion.

1. If you were Mindy, would you accept Ken's
invitation to go home with him?

2. Iow do you think Ken viewed the decision of
the Juvenile Court - .As a chance for rehabili-
t.t ion or puni .',Wnt?

3. How much should Ken's previous record influ-
ence the court's present decision on the type
of sentence given?

4. Wlat was the court trying to accomplish with
Mindy's and Kn's attitude toward themselves
and others? %hy do you think it w-orked in
one case but not in the other? Do you know
someone like Ken who is headed for trouble?
lla-;ed on what you have just seen, what advice
Would you give such a person?

E. Finish showing the film. Allow time for general
student reaction.
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LESSON FOUR

GRADE I.EVEL: 8 - 10

CONCEPT: VANDALISM

rop ICAL
QU -STION: What can be done to eradicate or even lessen the

vandalism that occurs in our community?

TIME: I to 2 class periods

MATERIALS: Magazine and newspaper articles, 'Violence and
Vandalism", National School Public Relations
Association. Equipment needed to complete one
project.

CONTENT: This part of the course will examine what has been
tried or accomplished in other communities anl
suggestions on what can be done in our own community
to raise the awareness and concern of the citizens.
The execution of a project selected earlier on in
the course should be reported on first hand by each
student or group of students.

OI1JECTIVfS: At the end of the lessons the student should be able to:

1. Suggest several methods to make members of the
con,:unity aware of the kinds of useless vandalism
(hey may be committing unthinkingly.

2. Complete one of the projects listed on the special
project sheet distributed earlier.

3. Evaluate the prograuns that have been tried in other
areas.

PRCCLDURB: Students assemble in a large group. Teacher will
distribute articles on the topic of programs that have
beeni in effect and have had some success in reducing
\.%ndalism. Two articles may be read orally. Students
will be givn five minutes to list the strengths and
,uvne.k vcs of one of the programs. The work is to be
placed in the woLkbooks. Students will then break up
into mall groups of five students. The task for each
group is to:

a. adapt, improve on one program already devised
or now in operation;

b. make a list of specific ways which the individuals
or .-mall groups can do something positive
against vandalism;

c. what kinds of incentives can be offered as
delerents to vandals;

d. project reports.
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LESSON ONE

TOPICAL QUESTION:

What is vandalism and what are some common acts of vandalism?
What have vandals done in our community?

OBJECT IVES:

At the end of the lesson the student should be able to:

1. In one sentence write a complete but concise definition
of vandalism.

2. List the occurrences that are considered to be acts of
vandal ism.

3. Describe at least 3 ways in which this community has
been affected by vandals.

Dof in i t ion of Vandal ism:

List the acts of vandalism that this class thinks are problems:
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Indicate below one new idea you got from the first discussion
the class had on vandalism:

T-HE COt-UMBtA ASSOCIATION PRESENTS
THE-ANTP-VANDALSM GAME-SHOW

OR NOBODY SAW ANYTHING

YOUR GUESS

LAMP GLOBE lIEL- ILLII]
eUS, SEAT C USHION I IJ i-II lZ

REPLACE & INSTALL] 1 1
4at8 REINFORCED GLASS .. T

REPAIR LRY WALL'" LIilii [ I
AI IL,'L f PO TAkiLE FELI T. .11

.. AI MIw N WIL 1 I IW 7 I ]

.~N?~,ALC.~ F TRASH
VICK LIP k:O(M C/. '.)PLN SPACEii I ]1

PICNI- T- A-d-LE COSI L_
PAJHWANV SNOW STAKE LJJluL

REPLACE YELEPIONE L TL
TOTAL VANDALISM DAMAGE LAST YEAR

L7KL_ -TILZ IL]-
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Write your personal reactions to the slide show on vandalism in
Columbia:

Summarize the Chapters from Arnold Madison's book, Vandalism: The
Not -So-Sunseless Crime, below:

Chapter 1 :

Chapltr 2:
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Chapter 3:

Chapter 4:__

Chapter 5:

. .. .. . ... . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. - - - - -
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LESSON IWO

TOPICAL QUESTION:

What is the cost of vandalism: (a) economically
(b) psychologically

OIUJ EC F I VS:

At the end of the lesson the student should be able to:

1. Compare and contrast differences in attitude towards
vandalism done to public property as opposed to
private property.

2. Make 3 judcjment statements about each person's respon-
sibiLity to protect and take pride in public or common
proper ty.

3. Identify and explain the legal implications of acts
o( %,%ndali-m and deterii.ine how seriously they may affect
htii hcr l.t.% r life.

4. D scribe Mti.-t is meant by tho statement, "school
piol)'crty .,hoiild be respected atid taken care of since
ti.,zy,,ne i, t part uwni r of ,tiv public property."

, Di.vuts tIl, iLinancial rospon. ib'ility laws for damage
do i, hy jiven i les,

6., Asse-s his h'r own attitudes a',l behavior in the light
oi" what has heen le,trnd in lhis area of vandalism.

Statt, the concIision-; you have cone to As a result of the large
group discuss n
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Choose one role-playing situation other than the one your group
dramatized and tell how you would have reacted:

Write definitions for:

MalicioUs mischief:

ur -lar.y :

,!,(- oil}y

78-406 0 - 76 21

so lorio,%n or
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Arrest :

P3e t itioned to Juvenile Court:

Lib:l 

Civil l.aw:

Criminal Law:

An-,wkr the following. (qItsstions:

1. Why do ')u think the boys destroyed the valuable equipment
at the school and ruined the mural that the students had
m~ade?

2. What did officr Ianson ioe-in when he told Eddy's ralher
that there wert, l,,)th civil and criminal laws involved?
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3. Do you think Rick and Eddy and their parents should pay
for damaUe to the- school?

4. What can be dune to prevent school vandalism?

5. What do you think the Juvenile Court should do with Rick
and Eddy?

Write . ny quest ions hure that you would like to a qk the panel:

Wr ite your reaction to the Paniol Di scu-;ion here:
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CASE

Officer hanson was called to the school shortly after eight o'clock on a
Monday morning. Together, he and the principal examined the damage.

"They must have come in through this window," the principal pointed out.
"This is our photography room, and we've checked all the equipment
thoroughly. There doesn't seem to be anything missing except some petty
cash that was in the desk drawer."

Ihanson made a brief note in his book as he attempted to avoid stepping
in the developer fluid that had been poured onto the floor. There were
torn strips of film, broken lenses, and smashed cameras and projectors
lying about on the floor.

"It's all so senseless," the principal said. "All this expensive equip-
ment destroyed. And wait till you see the art room. They dumped paint
and glue on the floor and smeared red paint on a mural the kids were
working on. The paint has dried and the mural is ruined."

" Can you give me an estimate of the total dai-age?" Hanson asked.

"At this point my guess would be about five thousand dollars," the
principal repli-d, rubbing his chin. 'Yes, I'd say at least that much.
They've destroyed some very valuable equipment."

As 1hanson was making another note, a secretAxy t:a=ed in the doorway.
"O,,e of the students would like to see you," --he s.pd to the principal.
"It -- cois to be something important."

"Excuse me a moment," the principal said. While he was gone, Officer
Ia;uson took photographs of the damage with his police ca..era. He photo-
cjrphed the room from three different angles before the principal
r.ctucnod atnd handed him a slip of paper with the names of two boys on it.

"rhese boys are both students here," he said. "That's what the girl

wantcd to tell tae. She's one of the t'cfc-nts v:ho was workingg on the
ru.iral. She nays thee ,re the boys i:ho did the 1 'ige,"

If:ii~con snapped his cz-oera shut. "L.et 's talk to her."

According to the girl, she ,and a friend i.ere walking through the c.i.pus
nn 1,uty afternoon when they h:lvrd the sound of glass being zAshed in
the |photo(Iraphy room. They loo ed in the window and saw the two boys.
Ves, she kncw both of them. There was no doubt about whom she siaw. She
hadn't intended to say anything at first, but when she he(ard about the
nutral being destroyed -- well, that was too much. She and her friends
h;d put in a great de.al of time and work on the riiral.

'an.un Asked the principAl to check the ,tt.i,,ce office. One of the
boys, Rick Glover, was in school. But the other, Eddy Casey, was a-bsent.
rhicy -.nt a messenger to Rick's class to call him into the principal's
off ice. Rick soon cune in and was introduced to Officer Hanson.
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"Sit down," 11anson said to the boy. "There was some damage done to
some of the school property over the weekend, and I understand you and
Hddy Casey are responsible for it."

The boy started to reply, but Hanson held up a cautioning hand. "Let me
tell you, before you say anything, that anything you say can be used
against you. You're not required to make any statements, and if you want
an attorney, you can call one now or at any time, and if you can't afford
aji attorney, one will be provided for you."

"Do you understand what Officer l1anson is telling you?" the principal
asked.

Rick nodded. "Sure, but I don't know anything about the damge. The
kids were talking about it this morning. That's the first I heard."

"All right," Officer Hanson said. "I'm placing you under arrest, Rick.

I'm going to call your parents."

The boy broke in, 'You don't have to tell my mother, do you?"

"I'm afraid so, Rick. The law requires it."

"lut I don't w;ut ho'r to find out," Rick said.

A-jain llanson cautioned the boy, "fou'd better not say anything more."

"No, it's all right," the boy insisted. "I know %.hat my rights are.
I'll tell you about it. It was me anid r.ddy. There was another kid with
tis, but he didn't want to go with us. When we told him we were going
to break in, he split. Eddy and mie were going to take a cotiple of
cvieras, but after we got in we figured it was too risky. So we just
looked around, and we found some money in the desk. We split it. About
two dollars apiece."

The prilncpal broke In, "MInt vhat about the duniage, Rick. Why did you
.L, , all that val;,hle ii rr'nt?"

Rick loveold .\t th'o floor ;,nd shook his head. "I don't lknow. We broke a
c1,11plc of things jti!;t for fun. We started laughing .bout it, and then
I I , we Ju1it r~,ted to outtdo each other. You know, like one of those
old I.-urel and 11,xtdy flicks. We take turns. First you smash something,
;,nd thn I tr'i.h ,o. ,thlng. And we just stend there end watch each oth.'r.
(t ril'.' i ( lly at the timo."

"Does it !;vt, m funny now?" MInson i 'k(,d.

The boy slowly shook his head. "It's not faiiny at all. Vle just didn't
think, I ijuss. We didn't rt.alize ho#w it would be on Monday morning. The
ki'1 'are all talking about it, ,.nd they're all uptight.. Man, I'll bet
th.,y'd fi-, me if thy knew I did it."

Off ik:er tl.i (n rade his call to Rick's mother and told her that he was
takinf the boy to Juvcnile liall where he would be handed over to the
ilov'.10ii .\%Ilhe it i's.
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tII i Q1V'lill-) Off ic'r l an-;n went to Eddy Casey's house, lie was greeted
.it the duor by Eddy's father. llanson introduced himself to Mr. Casey
and showcd him Iiq identification. There was some vandalism at Eddy's
:.thool over the wekend," he explained. "I believe that Eddy was
iivolved iii it.''

Mr, Casey frowned, lie obviously did not like what he heard. "Come in,"
lie said. lie called FAldy into the living room. Mrs. Casey came with him.

"There were two witnesses," Hanson explained, "who saw Eddy and Rick
(;lovr inside the school Sunday afternoon."

Mrs. Casey asked an'.iously, "Is that true, Eddy?"

Before Eddy could answer, Officer hianson told him of his rights, as he
had Rick. "I'm placing you under arrest in any case," he said. 'We're
joing to recomend that both you and Rick be petitioned to Juvenile
Court. That means there will be a hearing so the court cainiexaine
the evidence and question witnesses." He turned to Mr. and Mrs. Casey.
"As Hddy's parents, you can, in this state, be held liable for damage
to school property. There was about five thousand dollars worth of
dknaue. That moans that you, as parents of one of the boys, might
have to pay back to the school district as much as twenty-five hundred
dollars."

Mr. Casey was obviously sh,',en. "Look, Cfficer, I don't understand,"
he said. "Why arQ yuu arresting Fddy if v:e hava to pay for the
dai aje S ?"

"There Is both civil and cr ininal 1,7w involved here," Hanson explained.
"When I said youWwre lIa5-fY-ir'-daii,%jes I inunt that the school could
tiring a civil suit against you to pay for the d.,w'ge. Even though you
pay the money, the state can still hold klIdy responsible for his ow-n
offenses. I'm arresting him for burglary and malicious mischief."

''YUu :ee , '' Iinli.:n continued, "the law is concerned vwith a person's
int,,nt as well as his ;'cts. When- te -oj s entered the school, they
j,i.j1,e;1r ntly il,11'1L.d t St;Zal sone ci .urras, The fact that they ohz.nged
thir minds .flor t1,y 'jot In doe.n 't alter lhe situation. Their reason
ror ,t. riii,) %wes to ic it .%In 1nnl;.wful act. The cri lie of buirglax'y was
v,; p1,.te as suon as they were in the building--even before they had
1,%vn ,nything. As it turned out, they did st.oal some loney."

Mr . C~tsoy mhl.d'd. " 'I gtie s I 'id,-r st 'rid.1

"It's the ],w 's conci n for .n ii 'iiJr-%l's 'Jjlt to 1,e safe .,lid secure
in his ho n;e," |lan,;on explained further. "It cxteiuds also to other kinds
of buildinrjs--such as stores and warchot,, s. Th, l-aw holds that a
pr-;on has the ri tiht to the safety -nd tcii ity of his property no
,.,ttcr " lhir e boep', s it.'
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"Rut in this case," Mr. Casey said, "it seems the damage the boys did
was really more serious--worse than the burglary."

"That's ritht," Hanson agreed, "it you want to put it on a dollars and
cents basis. The money they took was just a few dollars. But they very
quickly destroyed property worth thousinds of dollars. That's why we
have laws against malicious mischief."

Mc. Casey looked at his son. "Is this all true, Eddy?"

The boy looked up. Finally, he nodded. "I was so scared about it I cut
school today," he said. "I knew they'd be talking about it, and I knew
tley'd be asking questions." lie paused. "But I don't want to be
arrested." tfe looked at his father. "Do I have to go with him?"

Hanson stood up. "Your parents have nothing to say about it, Eddy.
And I don't either, really. When something is this serious I have the
responsibility to place you under arrest and let the court deal with
you. " 0

"iot I diih't think we did that much damage," Eddy protested.

"fhat was Rick's uxctuse, too," Officer lIanson said. "lie didn't think.
That's how so rany people get into trouble. They don't stop and think.
Did you cotisider, for instance, whote property you were destroying?"

Eddy shook his head.

"That's %yhy this was so senseless," Ihlaison said. "It was your own
proierty you dvstroyod. It belongs to you and me and your parents and
ovc'ry kit] in school. It belongs to all of us, Pddy. And we all have
it response ibility to take care of it. You and Rick chose to ijgnore -th;t.
oi.ws v xi-;t to ht, sur, that people live tip to their rt'ponsibilities.
rhiits wii:ut the Law is all atout."

Tho huL-i o'i 'i :ir 1I..nsot p1 ',n 'd on IdI's . rm wiis firin and strong.
' A I . 'S %,,it -%),ly o 4tve to oo with tPe,'' le s:tid.

* t IA% tt I I I It tl 1a*



LESSON THREE

TOPICAL. QUESTioN:

What are soine of the factors that may cause or encourage acts
of vandaliism?

oiHJk 2r t VFS

At the end of tho Iosson the student ..hould be able to:

1. Identify at least 4 legal penalties and educational or
career risks a person incurs when committing vandalism.

2. Discuss the emotional or personal factors, such as
feelings of inadequacy or the inability to adjust to
society that are connected with vandalism.

3. Suggest some ways the juvenile justice system may deal
with typical cases of vandali--m that are rehabilitative
rather than punitive.

- 4. Demonstrate through discussion that the individual must
also accept rsponsibility for achieving rehabilitation.

Ilad you been Mindy, what would you hav :lone?

Ilad you been the referve, what would have been your decision?
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Would you have accepted Ken's invitation had you been Mindy?
Explain.

What did you lvarn from the film ?
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LE.SSON FOUR

TOPICAl. QUEST ION:

What might be done to help eradicate or at least lessen the
vandalism that occurs in our community?

(IUJiC T i VES:

At the end of the lesson the student should be able to:

1. Suygjvst several methods to make members of the community
aware of the kinds of useless vandalism they may be
committing unthinkingly.

2. Complete one Of the projects listed on the special
project sheet distribut-d earlier.

_ 3. Evaluate the programs that have been tried in other
areas .

At the 'nd of the lesson write a paragraph expressing the
fol I,, . hing :

1. What you loarnod: _
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2. How you fcoL ab ht this course -- that is, what you liked

atd what could 1 have boen improved:
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Each student or pair of students is to choose from the list and with
the approval of your teacher prepare one of the projects for formal
presentation to the class on the last two days of the course.

1. Conducting an Interview - Students will be required to attend a
prep session with a skilled interviewer.

Instruct ions:

a. The purpose is to become better informed and to be able to
comnnunicate what has been learned at the interview.

b. Prepare questions you wish to ask and submit them to your
teacher or project helper several days before the interview
is to take place.

c. Make an appointment with the person you desire to interview.

d. Rcord the responses during the interview.

e. Write up the final report as soon after the interview as
pos sible.

Choose the prson(s) you wish to interview from the following list:

a. r'wo iairitonanice workers at Wilde Lake High School.

b. Jim Yedlicka of the Coluobia Association regarding the
problems of vandalism at 1.ake Kitt.-iaquindi during Blue Grass
Cancer ts.

c. Manager of one of the Village Centers.

d. &d Risse (Chairperson of Open Space Comnittee for Wilde !.ake.)
Focus on: 1. What kinds of vandalism does he observe in

open space?
2. What has the Hollow Oaks Community done in

r osponse?

e. oidnhr of Rivch Rayli's staff - Senate Subco:niittee on Juvenile
Do I Illm'kcy.
Focus on: 1. How big is the problem of vandalism on the

national level?
2. What is the government doing about it?
3. Wixt is the subco.rittee doing?

2. Clean-up and Repair - The project cotinittee will arruige the day
with CA Maintenance Crew.

Purpose: To arouse awareness of extent and difficulties encountered
in cleaning tup aind repairing the vui-k of vandals.

Spend onel school day with the maintenance crew from CA. The
stud',,t is to obseLve and record in a factual manner what the ,:rcw
do es in the course of one day. Distinguish between general daily
are .1110 tile znesults of vandalism. Note the amount of time spent
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on each chore and compute the day's expenditure for the one
crew you observe. You will need to know some figures as to
average salary of crew and estimated amounts on the costs of
eavch repair job. The foreman of the crew will be able to give
you the figures.

At the end complete your report by adding some of your own
vickvs and reactions to what you observed.

3. Readinj and reporting -

Collect and read at least six articles from newspapers and/or
periodicals (must be current) that treat the topic of vandalism.
In your report discuss:

I. Why Ahese acts of vandalism might occur.
2. ltow this information might be used to prevent

or deter like acts of vandalism from occuring.

4. Writing -

Write an editorial on vandalism which will:

a. r, sce the pikblic's awareness of the problem
b. ?Jucate the public as to cost
c. sutpJst uays to reduce the incidence of vandalism

5. Croat ive Ak't Projects -

a. Construct .%chbile, montage or collage which expresses the
so esless waste of v.ndali -m.

b. After deteLmining the cost of vaundalism at Wilde Lake High
School, plan a campaign that will inform the student body
and staff about the cost of vandalism ii, this school.

c. Prepare a slide presentation that will show, the vandalism
done in this school and cor-,iunity. This is for someone with
a c mera and photographic skill. A tape should accompany

the slides and you must give at least one public presentation.

d. Take photoUraphs of the vandalism done in this school and
the couiin, ity. Arrange the photos in -n attractive display
that may be exhibited in the school and/or the village cciit:rs.

e. Develup a fTV shur, which can Ite vieo d in this school focusing
on some Am.ipoct of vandali .m either to inform or deter further
ats of v'a i-.

f. D'velip V .. iVs Of ccmiz ,trips that may be used to teach
younjer chili rn Mbouut vanki * -lisn. You nay use already

Sist il J rtoon characters or create your cnvn.
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6. Research and Report -

Res arch the "Bottle Lejislation" bills that are currently before
the Ihn isc of Delegates in Maryland. Some guidelines:

a. What legislation on this issue already exists in
Hloward County?

b. What is proposed for the State?

c. tho is suppoitinj stch controls and for what
reasons?

d. Who is against the controls and for what reasons?

Mrs. NiLrma Rose will act as a resource person,

7. Design your own project and have it approved by the teacher or aide.

8. Develop a plan on a program that can be used at the Middle School
-or Elomentary School to make the younger children aware of vandalism.

You may u:;e the ;oime generall ideas that were used in this course.

9. Dosisn a covor for the workbook and illustrate it to make the workbook
more iii trest ing and appi-aling.
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' " t" .j ('" r. "f ' VI J, [ - .

Chock i'h of the tol oaif t '1ts which you would( c""isider to
be dO ,C t ok& v 'l 1a iM: -.

s .t-, hinij t iL'vs

k,al in j a bike

braking sirot'.t licjhts

_ wuipinc9 (lotorojent into a
Ytter fOun ta in

ou1.ch ioJ a1 pur,.c

. ,xihincj . v,'rinj on bus
'-OI't t s,

o,'tr v i lnIJ I 1 11 'l h(o I
,1k' k

I it t%,r i nj

-.pr, y pait ing a
-; i (311

-.Inking pOt

k) , tI 1r,11 it ial

-, top

breaking a limb off a tree

Ir-akin9j bottles in the street
s po'rd i fig

reT'roving "No SwimminI" sr.fns

being late to school

ripping down basketball hoops

throwing away soda cans in
parking lot

,irivinij through a red li jht

writ ing on -;chool bathroom walls

swin: inj after pool is closed

writ i ,j on sidewalk with chalk

Co rving initials in a tree

i n we t

2. flow tto.rnei ,c" y,u personally that each uf the following acts
dlo o,:cur in y,.ur I<.:ro ity? Inil i ,:ate ht cxVUce I d you are by
in, r k i fi) 6'.gJk:h at* :"-

1 - v _r.), r:,,,. ,rri,'d

2 somriwha t C OCo t cL(Il

3 not at %,Il coice rned

-.- h HI.) I It,,S,

,. . nj ,'1,' r 1 1 i 01.' 5

':1. i j II I i I lie a k O a

, I I ' , I I

t ll t' . ,i . I Ill - ' %vo t

-lilt,-rint

.lpr i vainln n a -- t,,p

* " i, l t t

-,t l 

br .uking a limb off a tre

I, i kiuioj t)ottlo,,; in the street

r. *h \ I, , ' o , 'N i:o Pinrj" .-jijjns

1., ll> i t. to) ',,:ho ul

..... in,I,, dIown b,,ktball hoop"s

thi ''inlo a,% '.i " I~p (od ills in

-ir iv i Lit. lr ti. i a ri-il I i tjht.

lxi iI ,,1( Iinf 'h.,il bthr oUm wall I

ii.,j after pool is closed

r it i ij on -, ihlwal k wi th chalk

,,r i i n i ti ;t I, in a troe
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3. What would ou (o if you saw any of the following acts being
committed? Indicate what you would do by placing the appropriate
number beside each act:

I - call the police

It 2 - attempt to stop the act
3 - get help from your parents or

other adults

4 - join in the act

5 - just watch the act

6 - ignore and walk away from the
act

slashing tires

stealing a bike

breaking street lights

dumping detergent into a
water fountain

snatching a purse

slashing Covering on bus
s"at S

carving n.-vit, in school
d,,sk

littering

spray painting a stop
sitjn

putting initials in wet
cemen t

breaking a limb off a tree

breaking bottles in the street

speeding

removing "No Swimming" signs

being late to school

ripping down basketball hoops

throwing away soda cans in
parking lot

writing cn school bathroom walls

swiziming after pool is closed

writing on sidewalk with chalk

carving initials in a tree

4. 'Chat wotuld you do if you saw someone doing any of the following
acts Io your pcprty or your paroits' property? Indicate what
you w,,fl do by placing the appropriate nuiiber beside each act:

I - -al 1 the _ol ice

2 - At te..t-to st p the act
3 - io't help ovotrarents or other adults

4 - ioin in the act

5 - st ,atch the act

6 - iqgnore and walk Away from the act

slashing t ires

sealing a bike

c.trving name in desk

thrcying bottles or cans in
your yard

writing on walls of your home
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breaking windows

littering

bri'aking a limb off a
tree

carving initials in a tree

slashing seats in your car

breaking your bicycle

5. Do you think that the amount of vandalism committed in your
community can bii reduced?

YES NO DON'T KNOW

0. Do you personally, want to become involved in reducing the amount
of vandalism in your community?

YES NO DON'T KNOW

7. I1ow do you think the unount of vandalism can be reduced? Check
any or all of the following which you think would help to reduce
vandal ism:

increase police protection

educate people about the problem

%--k everyone to help prevent vandalism

arrest more people for vandalism

publish more newspaper stories about vandalism

do nothing

8. Do you think you or your family would have more money or less
money to spend or save if the amount of vandalism could be
reduced?

more t'nonkey le :s rioney

9. Has your knowledtje of and attitude toward vandalism chantjod as
a result of this course? In what ways? Please describe below:

7$1406 0 - 76 - 22

L II. t t kilt)'#
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Matching fests

I. Iiud the best definition for the words in Column I and mark the
appropriate letter in thu space in Column II.

(a) arrest ( ) to sue in court for damages
(b) vandtali.m ( ) to take a person into custody

(c) libel ( ) to enter a buildinigj with the intent to
(a ) civil law commit a crime
(e) tresl)a.s ( ) to maliciou.ly burn property
(f) larceny ( ) to regulate problems between persons or
(c;) arson businesses and other institutions

( ) to damae someone else's property
( ) to enter another's property unlawfully

) to injure a person with intent to harm
( ) to take unlawfully another person's property

2. In each of the followinj cases, list what type of loss (losses)
is, (are) involved.

(a) dollar or property loss ( ) the "Centennial Tree" an aTcient
(b) personal loss o.%k neatly 200 years old is found
(c) public loss sawed down
(I) all of the above ( ) footbalL field goal posts ire

found bentt and destroyed
C ) typewritrt, stolen from school

during we, kend dravia club porforan,:e

.htiltiple Choice - pl.ace your answer in the p.,ce at th, right.

' i' a ;.wr. iOl Im r,..kin j hoeel wiiudws is c-.lttjht by a lAw enft-o rm:eV.lt

-)tficmr, the lejl pena.lies in .latrylAnd are:
() arm ,.t anti court hc,'l ing
(1)) arr,.t, rostittition ,nd court hsearin.m
(c-) .'r t.st, r,,titution, court hearing ail pelicv rm cord
(,I) ,on, of tile ,,1)eve ( )

4. 0imere Ate mail) tht-ories ,s to the bIost m, th,)d of co bati1u,
zanda.l i -in. Which of the t'ollowinj choicics is the b'st?

(,i) iili ing hitiher feies, windowl,;ss s, ho,ls and %andal-ploof

strot lights.
(im) ,. ,'.,tion ,mmd chan.imm.j the ,%ttitude mmf the public as to the

k:ost1 of mutlis

-) e t J A ,, mj , i cn m -wide t rfew of 1: OOpm (oa all pepl e unmi.r
1b k,..irs of ,.%e.

t*') i,.mm ihe phhlem si cc it as sot po-sible to tmbat. (
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5 o. Ikw much did CA <'pend la.-t year in repairinu the work of vadals
to the commons .rvas in Columbia?
(a) $14n,0oo
(b) $S5,(o0
(C) $1141,00O
(di) $86,00 (

. n will aye torackt dokes most vandalism uc,-ur?

(a) 3 -fi year o)Ids

(b) 1 - 15 ye.ir olds
(c) 18 - 25 year olds
(d) over 30 years

7. Acts of -,ondalism are committed by
(,&) "nice boys and oirls"
(b) the poor who live in fhettos
(c) your next door neijhlor
(d) all of the above

H. JuveLnilo. who vaind.li,u iid are apprehended
(a) will tot he t.tken into custody hecau. e of their age
(b) will ctsua l ly lie plcc,, on probation
(e) wil l h.'ve to pay t',)r the d-im.%cjv done
(d) wiLl Ihave ,L crimiccii Iecord

9. Va'ndlali.oll is
(a) a pioblem Alf the pi.st
(I)) a it rrnt problem .cioss the n..lion
(c) u.i1 ,.xistc,,t ill thi, omunity
( I.) two ,!f the atcove )

Iii. it~t.c of1 v.-t l it,mI S can Ito., :ominittd l'or tk. =olluwin, reastorib

( f) or I %ill
I,)) ..I Nv * wr ,'r

{.I) .cl a Ill.- .iove
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5. Ikw much did CA -pend last year in repairinj the work of vandals
to the commons areas in Columbia?
(a) $141,000
(b) $55,00)o
(c) $110,000
(d) $86,000 ( )

6. In which age racket does most v.%ndalism ocstur?
(a) 3 -8 year polls
(b) 1C) - L5 year olds
(e) 18 - 25 year olds
(d) over 30 years ( )

7. Acts of valndalism are cominitted by
(a) ",icv boys and girls"
(b) the poor who live in uJhettos
(e) your n:xt door nei'jhlbor
(A1) all of the above ( )

H. Juvv'nil ' s who vandaliie and are apprehended
(.-iwill not be taken iitto custody because of their age
(b) will usually be placed on probation
(e) will have to pay for the d.mage, done
(d) will have a criminal record (

9. Vandaliin is
(a) a problem of the p;at
(b) a ti rent problem across the n:,tion
(e) iton-c.xistenrt in this community
((I) two ,l tile a ollve ( )

1i4. ,cts o, v, .tnd si can I. .:o nmitt.. t'or th. follow in.j reAsons
( f) Ior i 'in
(t') .1 .t i n.o .. r

(,) om= .- I" bot,',lM
(d ) .,t I ,, o th,. ,t.,,ve( )
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ROLE-'I AYING TFCINIQUES

(Taken from a paper prepared by Grambs, Can & Fitch.)

Role-playing is unprepared, unrehearsed dramatization. It differs from
the. usual type of dramatic work in that no script is needed; there is no
momorizing of parts, no rehearsal. In fact, its value lies in the
spontaneity of presentation. The action comes directly from the indivi-
dual's creative use of his own experience.

There are only three prerequisites for good classroom role-playing:

1. The class should potentially have a common interest in the
issue at hand;

2. The participants should have the issue clearly in mind; and

3. The experience should be regarded as a means of learning, not
entertaining.

The role -playing situations should be distributed to various groups as
de.sijated on the description of the situation. The students will be
jiv,'n about 2 minutes to "think themselves into" the role they will take
and plan together how the scene will look.

As an audience the students should ask themselves - Is this the way these
people act aid feel ii real life? It should be understood that no finished
prcluct is e-pected, but that, in fact, everyone will learn more if the
participants are considerably less than perfect. After each situation the
students' discussion should center on how people feel and why they act as
they do. The participants should report how they felt as they acted
through the role-playing. Their feelings will provide the teacher with
a clue to the student's insight into the wellsprings of human emotion.

At the end of the role-playing situations, the students should write in
their workbooks a reaction to two of the dramatized situations.

Role Playin_ Situations

1. 3.4 males
A group of guys are together and one member starts to brag about
what a good shot lie is at hitting targets. lie is goaded on by his
c0.panions. The targets become strvet frumps.

2. 4-5; mixed group
A hot summer night with no money in their pockets and a rock concert
is going on at the Pavillion. One riember in the group suggests that
they tear down th, fence And break in.

3. riales, (t-males, or mixed
You .roi with a group of peers and you observe some other kids trying
I kno'ck OSver a street sign. What do you do?
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4. 3-4 femalus
Several of you are suspended from school for smoking in the bath-
rooms. You plan to get even with the principal.

5. 1 male; parents
You have just had an argument with your parents over the use of the
family car. You feel that they are treating you like a child and
you are very angry. How do you vent your anger?

6. 5-6 mixed group
A Friday night - nothing in particular to do - no special parties -
a mixed group is joy riding in the car of one of the members of the
group. You have been drinking beer. There is a can of spray paint
in the back of the car.

7. 3 males
There is an empty house on the street - one of the front windows has
been broken - a group of kids is passing by and one remarks, "The
house is haunted; let's wake up the ghostsl" Since one window is
broken, a second broken window doesn't matter.

8. 2 students
You and your friend have been accused of cheating on a test. You
both lose your "A". You are quite angry with the teacher. You want
to get vven.

9. Make up a situation of your own.
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rlastcuctiuiis for Small Group Task:

1. Distribute articles to members of group.

2. Take 3 minutes to quietly read the articles.

3. Summarize article orally for the other members of
the group.

4. Appoint a recorder.

5. The group should have a short discussion in order
to arrive at a definition of vandalism and
list those actions which they consider to be
acts of vandalism.

6. The 4efiuition: list of acts is to be written on
the newsprint by the recorder, to be shared with
the large group later.
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I

vandals and Vandals

lt's time we stop.
I h.cy, What's that ,,oun~d.

Ervcr) xxly look what's going down."
-Staphn Stills

In A.D. 406, an East German tribe, the Vandals,
surged across the Rhine River into Gaul and set forth
on a migration which would carry them over the
Pyrenees to Spaiun and ultimately on to Carthage on
the northern shore of Africa. From there the fleet
of the Vandals preyed on the ships in the Mediter-
ranean Sea while on land they persecuted the Airi-
can Orthodox Christians. Their armies made plunder-
ing expeditions to Sicily and southern Italy, ravaging,
burning, destroying.

The Vandals were not a creative people. They
left no statues or monuments to their civilization, but

3
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Vanddlim

l.ivy (11d' .1 '. 111(II to 'i Ihir I name~ w ich I3ff cmi

t i. 1. t d t' I ,,,. , t 'l I it -ti. )I I lll. I u d

t I Ic 1 1 4, 1 1 ,i )Il~ l l it " il , I t , t h ( i t 's~I V . 1 d k ,l , w , r t s

r .l .,lt[(.,,,, ,, fl, . t l v II. IS, il., 141, ( t to

iI ( liltr a t"MtW .W \, 'i., rIII L. , i-.k I .\ \ ' (lo t' n '

Iii ~ w rii I~ft ju' . ig Iudg' \I%,uut% dti

tilt IlvL"tltt '. "rit.\ %prayed Li, lalmIrtory %%itlh a
filt e'xtiligui}s.l(r. Poured chemicals )\'(,r the v'aliale
Eiles. zrntl relas.-,.'l nore than 2.(XX) specially-bred
1.i1l .SI(I%. 0l111. anima.ls wer, l)ro(M llcts of years of

pl.iuiuicl Il.('.'ling Sol Illat the.y v(IId aId rscarc nl 01

pos.il)I( c,4mcer-prodicing chemicals and help deter-
nitic ' ul role of chmical c lamates, ,sed in artifi-
cial sweeteters, in.' cautsing heart trolle.

1 iuI(reis (f 4i atist'rs sctirried tlh o igh tle streets,
1 od1 li,es of others were fo nd floating in the

C.havlvs III% (.I. Mlany ;1uu1n; 1ds, Stompefxd And 11uu1ilatcd
to death, w('re scaLtcred throughout the building. Dr.
Freddy llon h) rger. the director of Bio-1hesearch
i u,.titute, 'estinbald that it would take two or three
Nears to replace the destroyed hamsters at a cost of
$100,000 a year.

The question is: why would children raised in a
Country) with the highest standard of living in the
world act like ancient barbarians? Why the sense-
less killing and destruction? Part of the answer is

4
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vandaIs ind Vandals

that ('%,'I thou(gh]l w%%(. St11p .'(hlly l)'l0fliv miior-'
'lil/,qlill t].il~l ilct'l hilztidlr d \l'.trs, the, nani,

til lic ,lll(* IN Ili' -,aiiv. \V.liildali ij :Andi \we ,arc Jl!
h( ,i I I.(- 111, If+ i , ,,i , I,, 11)III i "'111lllidl vl' , , I 11111111 Ill%, 4

d i ,,la r' y early .v i cIt I it- t tJ,, ist i iitii i at i iI .it-ja I .I "v
acir wdrlilg to tile U'.S..\+I ,,u Wti\'rl Rc'luirt. Allij-

jiff.!v, the gcuuii,.i jm),;lmu tiu,, .Ij)1 ix.ar indichferv,.t

A'1 fir'd 1 \ :I I' i I11 , Ihli ., ii i , 'iii% l,,l(,.rv.ulidl

s l'le. A dhl'.LvI.ed stop %igtl i% jigialic'iait liea cuio-

pared to a poipilatio cpthioij. the future foxKK
shortage, atid irnliviuat licileu.r destnrettin literally
lhiugieg over mir hIe.,, Y't it i% .daul:i:t iiipci.aiIlIe
to pick tip a liews|paui williuut reading alrN1t 'in-
cidents o1 (lest rtictioji:

SCI1 1). l)A\ G(;lD BY BOBII
---.. 0.% '%ngr 7,1111

.M)T)lC''(:[i.GANG; \VIE'CKS U~ BAR(

VANDALS ATTIAC'K (:ILR(:H IN SUBIUB
-- Netv York Times

Vandals and vandalism. As emotionally laden as
the terms are, the attitude toward the rapidly grow-
ing problem is one of complacency. Possibly it is
as Paul Goodman writes in Like a Conquera Prov-
ince, "People believe that the great background con.

5
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Vandalism

editions of modem life are beyond our power to in-
fluence." This feeling of being overwhelmed by so-
ciety's problems may explain the passivity of one
South Shore community on Long Island.

Here is a postwar school district of six elementary
schools, two junior high schools, a high school, and
one of the highest tax rates on Long Island. When
1)idg(.t voting time neared, a decision was reached
to eliminate several junior high school teaching po-
sitions. This way less money would be allocated to
staff salaries. In order to do this, the school super-
intendent changed the educational policy of having
two daily English classes for the junior high students
who were deficient in reading and composition.
Rather than the second period of English, sorely
needed, the students would spend a free study-hall,
forty minutes in the library. The announcement was
made and received with no complaints. The com-
munity felt reassured that the school authorities
were aware of the tremendous tax problem. The
seven Board of Education members were more se-
cure about their re-election. School leaders hoped
that the budget would pass and an austerity budget
would not be imposed upon them.

No outcry was heard that this district had paid
$11,600 the previous year for window breakage.
That sum would equal the salary of a teacher with
a Master's Degree and at least ten years experience.

6
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vandals and Vandals

A teacher who would have helped many or these
acuaIhmically-lpmr 

students.

And thi" si, of $1il.(yx) was ,,ly for windnws.
The sch(xl ditrit.t had 110 way of computing the
man hotirs put in 1w .11stodianis to fix ripped-.oit
sitks and (hairs Ittrled dcwn stairwells o)r rep;iuitiwig
walk (.overe(1 with spray plitit (1 )%.(,l itid.s.

- e. oarv tt the miily targ,'ts of vatifcla~. Wil.
roads, telephone companies, muuicipalities, state and
national parks, all have startling wreckage CO sts. Iii.
dividual families have not escaped, thmgh nuo tally
has been made of the private honise windows which
have to Im. replaced e ltist late one uight someone
triggered an air pellet gun or hurled a stone. The
average wage earner invariably pays all these bills.

Vandalism is widespread, cutting through all eco-
nomic and sK:ial strata, and difficult to defuite. What
is vandalism to one person might be spirited fun to
another.

A street sign reading 30 M.P.I. has b een changed
so at first glance it appears to read 80 M.P.Ii. A
joke? Roughly calculate the number of ruined signs
in a county, and it becomes understandable why
many Departments of Public Works have men whose
sole job is to repaint defaced signs.

Fifteen hundred tombstones are toppled in Linden,
New Jersey. A bunch or lively boys "horsing"
around?

7
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The bill was $35,000.
What about the dumping of commercial waste

materials into our atmosphere and water? Consider
the smog alerts in the Los Angeles area. Physical
education classes in the schools are immediately
canceled, and classroom teachers are told to give the
children desk work. No exertion. Nothing which
would cause the child to take deep lungfuls of the
dangerous air. Lake Erie became another Dead Sea
when the fish life was poisoned by the water pol-
lution. Now the only surviving forms of life are
sludge worms and a mutant species of carp that has
adapted to the poison. Dr. Donald Sjiuires. the di-
rector of the Marine Sciences Research Center at
the State University of New York at Stony Brook.
discovered the New York metropolitan area is an-
nually depositing more sewage, garbage, and con-
struction debris into the Atlantic than all the rivers
on the East Coast wash into the ocean in a year.
Can not businesses and cities be guilty of vandalism.
too?

The scope of the problem is immense and there-
fore frightening, creating a feeling of hopelessness
before an answer is sought. How can a situation of
this magnitude be improved?

Not by ignoring I.
'Wherever violence is disregarded and forgotten,

it perpetuates itself," wrote Dr. Fredric Wertham in
A Sign for Cain.
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vandals and Vandals

Vandalism can be attacked by the same methods
other social problems are approached. Define the
problems. Look back for causative factors. Scan the
present &dru mstances. Evaluate what solutions seem
to-be failing and which are'succeeding. Arrive at a

* new possible plan of attack and begin working with
that until proved right or wrong.

First, the definition.
Webstefa Twentieth Century Dictionary defines

vandalism as '"willful destnction of the beautiful."
As shown by the examples in this chapter, the con-
temporary problem is more extensive and pervasive,
so it is nemsary to broaden the meaning of the
word.

In this book vandalism will mean any willful act
that lowers the esthetic or economic value of an ob-
ject or area.

Now to look back...

9
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Back Then
and Over There

"liohM. wvre the days. my friends"
-Geae Raskin

"Youth is disintegrating. The yotungsters of the land
have a disrc&.lw.t for their elders aid a .ontempt for
authority its every fonn. Vandalism is rife, and crime
of all kinds is rampant among our young people. The
nationl is in eril."

The quote is from Young People aucl Critne by
Dr. Arthur 11. Cain, and it is purlprtedly what an
Egyptian priest said approximately four thousand
years ago. What is interesting is not that people have
always believed the young were rebellious-.the
irony has long left that fact-but that the crime is
not a contemporary phenomenon. The forms of
vandalism have probably changed, though. One has

10
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difficulty picturing an Athenian teen-ager of the
Golden Age setting fire to the Lyceum or a twelfth
century 16-year-old squire scrawling, "Make Love
Not War" on the castle wall,

In The History of Violence in America Richard
Maxwell Brown separates violence into Positive and
Negative Violenice. Negative Violence would he as-
sociated with feuds, lynching, prejudice, and urban
riots. Positive Violence is a term that "relates vio.
lence to the popular and constructive movements"
such as the Revolution, Civil War, Agrarian upris-
ings, Labor, etc. According to Brown's division, one
of the earliest examples of vandalism in America
would have to be labeled Positive Violence. The de-
struction not only made headlines. It made history.

The incident began when three ships sailed into
Boston Harbor and docked at Long Wharf. The
date was 1773. The ships' cargo: tea.

Boston was a tinderbox of conflicting loyalties.
Some people considered the tea shipment a new at.
tempt by the English prime minister, Lord North,
to drain additional wealth from the colonies. Angry
men gathered that cold night.

The Chronc/s of the American Revotution, a
compilation of remembrances of the Revolution, was
collected in the early 1800's at the suggestion of
John Adams. In the book is an account written by a
man who was in Boston that December.

11
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"The meeting-to protest the shipment' began at
Faneuil lall, but that place not being large enough
it was adjourned to the Old South, and even that
place would niot contain, all who came." A committee
was selected and sent to the governor to ask him to
have the ships set sail. Time passed slowly while
those at the meeting hall waited. About sunrise the
ciimmittc' rettuirwd. "1u, governor wotild iot inter-
fere.

Just then an lnrdian yell came from the street.
For a few startled moments the hall was silent,

only to have everyone begin talking at once. People
started to leave (he hall. Samuel Adams claimed it
was a trick by their enemies to disnpt the meeting
and urged everyone to stay where they were. But
the men shed from the building to find an odd
sight in the street. Many men had their faces
smeared with lampblack or soot scraped from pots.
A feather was stuck in each man's hair and blankets
were wrapped about them Indian-style. Members
of the Old South meeting accompanied the sixty to
eighty "Indians" to the ships.

". nothing was destroyed but tea-and this
was not done with noise and tumult .. . little or
nothing being said by the agents or the multitude-
who looked on. The impression was that of solemnity
rather than of riot and confusion."

Three hundred and forty-five chests of tea were

12
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dumped into the murky waters of Boston Harbor.
Not many yeau later Boston Harbor was again the

scene of a vandal's attack. Once more the incident
made headlines and cau.md clsideral)le debate. Tie
year was 1834, and the attack centered around one
ship. Old Ironsides. The worn-out figurehead of
Ilercules had to be replaced. When the new one was
set into plave, ix4,ph. tiotit'ed tlhat tlh fa' strongly
resembled Andrew Jackson, then president of the
United States. Naturally, the Democrats applauded
the figurehead while anti-Jacksonites felt that Old
Insides had Iben desecrated.

On the stormy night of July 2, a lone person
sculled through the choppy water and pelting rain.
Abotit midnight he clambered up the side and de-
capitated the controversial head below the nose and
ears. When the news broke, the entire country took
sides. Ironically, when the culprit was found, he
turned out to be a Jackson supporter. The reason for
his attack? He was afraid anti-Democrats would
damage Old iromides if the figurehead remained on
the prow..

Notably, both crimes were politically motivated
and accomplished by grown men. Some volunteers
in the Boston Tea Party were rumored to be in their
late teens, but that age was considered manhood at
the time. In the early history of our country there
were seemingly no incidents of whatpeople today

13
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inacc.-urately call 'senseless vandalism": destruction
of property for no apparent reason.* Any damage
that occurred was associated with civil or political
causes.

As the years passed and the country grew and be-
came urbanized, vandalism still did not rank as a
major problem.

1858: Minnesota became a sta .e. Abraham Lincoln
and Stephen Dougl engaged in a series of debates
during their Senatorial Campaigns. That year seven
people were convicted of Malicious Mischief (van-
dalism) in New York City. 2 females, 5 males. In
1965 there were 23 cases of Mlicous Misci.
in the city.

18ff The Civil War was won and a great leader
lost. Lewis Carroll's AUce's Adventur in Wonder-
land was published. A New York Timm edit=
proclaimed: 'DECREASE OF JUVENILE CRIME
-An Ewouragng Sign. T"h thm prncpsl of-
fenses of minors were listed: vagrancy, petit larceny,
and oktpiclng.

1872: In that. yew Thomas Edison perfected the
duplexz" telegraph, and the New York Time edito.
realized, "it is evident that offenses against property
most prevail in youths and that the ruling motives
to It are the love of enjoyment and idlene with
the dislie of labor and the prwure of want."

14
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So as the nineteenth cutury faded and the twen.
tieth century dangled a promise of progress and un-
susixweted wonders before the world, vandalism was
lharelv noticed. In n rral comiinities the problem did
not exist. One of the theories explaining the epi-
demic of vandalism today is th'at 'oting people are
affected )y thce awn, )iitv anod dhperm)iialiy,.ation of
vity atU iIIl rl)al li i irb. a Villa-(' ia t th: ttirn i f

the centuryy , the children did not feel this. Everyone
knew what everyone was doing. A person was a part
of the whole, and he or she recognized. this from the
earliest years.

Thonatwi Wilder c-aptitred the atmosphere of
small town America in his play, Our Town. On a
moonlit night that brings everyone to their windows
to dream and think., two men meet on a .orner. One
is Constable Warren, walking his nightly tour.

um wln: Oh, Bill-if you see my boy smoking
just give him a word will you? He thinks a lot of
you. Bill.
CONSTANX WARM.: I don't think he smokes no
cigarettes. Mr. Webb. Lxastways not moren two or
three a year.

Such was life in Crover's Corners, New lamp.
shire, May 7, 1901.

The first year that vandalism appears as a heading
in a New York Titnes Index volume is 1920, and then
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only a cross reference. The graves of writer Johann
Goethe 'and dramatist Johann Schiller had been
robbed in Germany. The following year a sole item
was listed under the heading of Vandalism. The
date: October 15, 1921.

The school board in Spring Valley, New York, of-
fered a $25 reward for the vandal who had cut a
hole in the high school cornerstone and had stolen
the copper box set inside the granite block. The per.
son broke through the cornerstone, which had been
laid in 1916, by cutting a hole the size of the box
from the basement side. The opening had been
cemented up after the metal container was stolen.
In the box were $10 worth of coins, historic school
records, and copies of local newspapers. So the first
legitimate listing for vandalism in the New York
Times Index was truly prophetic, as schools have
since become the prime target of vandals.

1938 was a good year for some women and a bad
one for others. Margaret Mitchell had her best seller
Gone With the Wind published, and an aviatrix,
Mrs. A. Mollison, flew from England to Capetown,
South Africa, in 3 days, 6 hours, 26 minutes. But in
Union, New Jersey, the local police finally appre.
hended the individual who for a month had daubed
paint on street signs and school walls. Police cars,
also, had been smeared with painted phrases such as
'Boy Scout Taxi" and "Puppet Cars." The culprit,
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apprehended fittingly enough in the police station
parking lot, was a 20-year-old blonde. She was
caught literally red-handed: clutching a can of red
paint and two brushes. When questioned about the
reason for her vandalistic acts, she told the police
she was gathering material for a book!

Btxoks and women, figured in the disclosure of an-
tither minor act of vandalism that year. Lady Ravens.
dale, daughter of Marquess Curzon, was following
the route that her travelogue-writer father had trav-
eled through Asia Minor in the eighteen-eighties.
There on the gateway to the palace of Darius, she
found scratched into the stone, 'C. N. Curzon 1889."
She was shocked to find her father 'had committed
such an outrage.*

If 1936 was disillusioning to Lady Ravensdale, the
next decade saw juvenile crime and, in particular,
vandalism take a large leap toward today's level.
During World War II family life was not only dis-
rupted, it was shattered. The fathers were off fight.
ing the war while many mothers were riveting dural
on P-48 Thunderbolts. As a result numerous children
roamed the streets at night. One community, Hast-
ings-on-Hudson, New York, had a serious problem
of broken windows, punctured automobile tires, as
well as stolen hubcaps and residence signs. The vil-
lage passed an emergency ordinance which made it
unlawful for the parents or guardians of children un-
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der 16 to permit the minors to be on the streets after
10:30 P.-M. unless accompanied by an adult.

The ordinance was again invoked in February
1961 in an effort to stop widespread vandalism. If
the police find a youngster under 16 out past the
ctirfew, the parents are notified. The child is paroled
the next nmornilg in the parews'et cstody.

Th- same mnc :th in 1.961 that an American town
on the Hudson iaver was combatting vandalism, a
Scottish community on loly Loch had a similar
problem dte to Americans. The U.S. Polaris sub..
marine tender, Proteus, was to arrive in Holy Loch.
A group of English youths had gathered to protest
the use of Great Britain's harbors for alien nuclear
war machinery. The demonstrators planned to row
out in five dinghies and two canoes and block the
channell which the Proteus had to use in its approach.
The night before the ship's arrival, sixteen young
Scots raided the English camp and set the dinghies
and canoes adrift.

In the early sixties many other vandalism reports
coming from overseas were connected with political
beliefs: ->

In Salisbury, England, BAN THE BOMB was
painted on eight of the famous Stonehenge slabs in
four-foot yellow letters. The ninth stone was marked
with the emblem of the British campaign for Nu-
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clear Disarmament, even though a branch of the
organization claimed they had nothing to do with
the vandalism.

Jakarta, Indonesia: Indonesian high school and uni.
versity students attacked Chinese Communist dip.
lornatic establishments, slashing furniture and files.
Another group ransacked Peking's official press ser-
vice office and ut fire to the roof.

PRETORIA VANDALS ASSAIL U.S. headlined an ,
article in the New York Times. Red hammers and
sickles were painted on two U.S. diplomatic cars
only a woek after the U.S. insignia on the embassy
building in South Ajica had been sprayed with
black paint as well as the phrase, 'Yanks Out-We
Don't Want Red Agitators."

The sentiment seems to echo one sprayed on a
synagogue in Cologne, Cermany, on Christmas Eve,
1959. "Germans demand that Jews Get Out." The
entire problem of anti-Semitic vandalism is like an
echo in Germany, a lingering cry of hate.

Hersbruck: Nazi emblems were chiseled into a.
memorial honoring concentration camp victim

Bamberg: The city had planned to dedicate a me-
morial on the site of a synagogue burned by the
Nazis. The night before the ceremony the granite
slab was smeared with a yellow swastika .and the
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slogan, Judas Verrecke (Die, Judas). Officials sum.
moned workmen to clean up the mess and kept the
incident quiet. Two nights later, however, the van.
dais splashed swastikas on 23 gravestones in the
Jewish cemetery. Non.Jewish youth groups laid
wreaths inscribed "Forgive us, Brothers7 at the des.
berated headstones, and the city marshal'd police
and civilian guards to stand watch over the property
of the city's seventy Jewish inhabitants. The anti.
Semites, however, struck twice more.

kerlin: In Novenixhr 1968, the new Berlin National
Gallery opened. The Gallery had been designed by
a refugee from Nazi Germany. One night nine swas.
tikas were painted on the walls and on works of
sculpture outside the Gallery by three men using
spray cans of paint.

In the late 19600s nonpolitical vandalism became
prevalent in Europe and the Middle East, ending the
belief that America has the worst juvenile crime In
the world. In fact, according to Dr. Arthur H. Cain
in Young People and Crime, our juvenile delin.
quency rate is not the highest. We are surpassed by
Japan and Sweden. Israel, too, has a soaring rate of
youthful lawbreakers.

In October 1965, there were two riots during one
week in Tel Aviv, involving approximately 1,000
teen-agers. Dr. Judith T. Shuval of The Israel In-
stitute of Applied Social Research has set forth s6me
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reasons for Israel's youth crime problem, and the
explanations sound like ones touted in this country.
First, an increasingly affluent society. Dr. Shuval
claims that the youug people are rebelling against
authority and "stealing automobiles is a classic ex.
ample of this." Also, immigrant children coming into
the country see the afflieuce gap, resent it, and are
spurred into .riminial a.t iviti.,. Family stnt.tIr(' is
changing, too, from large, cohesive paternal groups
to the Western-type small family units. And lastly,
Dr. Shuval points out that the overall values of the
country are being altered as the challenges facing
earlier immigrants disappear.

Reports of other recent foreign teenage vandalism
sound identical to American incidents.

August 31, 1968. Teen-agers went on a rampage
in several coastal resorts, causing heavy damage.
Hundreds of boys and girls spent the night on the
beach, battled with police on the promenade, and
threw bottles at cars or through shop windows.

This is not the annual invasion of college students
into Fort Lauderdale, Florida, but rather Margate,
Englan4, on the Channel Coast.

Another news item told of hundreds of !eat'er-
jacketed youths who went on a rampage and were
arrested for drunkenness and theft.

Californian Hell's Angels? No. The youth of Bath.
hurst, Australia.
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An eastern city spent $18,000 in 1969 to clean
graffiti off walls. Grenoble. In eastern France.

And so it goes.
Fans returning home Saturday nights from Eng-

lish soccer matches smash train windows or rip up
the seats, reminiscent of Madison Square Garden
fight fans and New York City subways. Two thou-
sand youths riot in Oslo, Norway, when the police
decide to close a favorite club. A girl In Oxford,
England, diedt because her father could not use a
vandalized pay phone to call a doctor. More than
half of Britain's 75,000 pay phones are struck by
vandals. The statue of-the Little Mermaid in Copen-
hagen's harbor wss decapitated one night by van-
dals. Fortunately. the 50-year-old mold had been
preserved, allowing Edvard Erickson's original metal
statue to be restored.

At different rates of speed, vandalism has traveled
the same route the world over. Destruction began
as political or social protests for easily discerned
reasons. As the affluence of modern life has spread,
however, the motivation has become harder to iden-
tify. *

The following three chapters explore some of the
causes of modern day vandalism.
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Erosive Vandalism

"Plese don't destroy the- lands
Don't make them desert sands.*

-SamweL.Smith-Rlle-McCrthy

Imagine a six-foot high statue; the lines gracefully
depicting the beauty of the human body, the marble
glistening. One morning the figure is set in a lush
corner of the city park. Seven-year-old Kevin ambles
by on his way to school and spots the newly erected
statue. The sparkling white marble is unblemished.
And Kevin knows that many people will be passing
this statue. Using his crayons, he scrawls his initials,
a large red K. S., on the right foot.

Shortly after, a young married couple stop and
after a moment's study, decide that the whole 4eft
arm would make a marvelous conversation piece for
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their new circular coffee table. And the city certainly
has enough money to fix this statute with all the taxes
they pay! One whack with a thick log and the white
arm is theirs.

In the afternoon two boys returning from a base-
ball game see the mutilated statue and conclude a
little more damage will not be noticed. For a half-
hour, they practice pitching by hurling rocks at spe.
cially selected.targets on the marble body.

Late that evening as three college boys arc wend.
ing their way home from a fraternity party, bottles in
hand, they spot the statue. The wine bottle Is half
empty, the two beer bottles completely drained, so
they will have to get rid of them anyway. Each
guy can have one throw. The brown bottles go
astray, crunching into the underbrush, but the wine
bottle smashes against the stone chin,-dribbling wine
down the length of the statue. The hnys continue on,
arms slung around each other's shoulders, singing
their college alma mater.

As the first rays of sunlight strike the statue the
following morning, a park department man notices
the. pock-marked, red-streaked figure and makes a
note to tell his superior to do something about hav-
ing the unsightly statue removed.

The above fictional account may seem an exag-.
geration, but when magnified many times, it is ac-
tually what is happening in our country. Erosive
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Vandalism. Tiny acts of destructiotl that irs t6v!,,.
selves arc jot vvrv darnaging or cstly or .sib;,- PtijL.

but wher cofinifed are in .fect weitring aw...- ,
nation's natural arid man:niade resoir.cs. Coi I%,V.
the tozs of paper and trash thrown iltt. (,,.r ;o:
street and cmintry roads or the thisfncls r.,fr .
signs either defaced or nutitlted with lmillet lhole..
or the smashed park Ix'nche' anid the store.frtiet
windows peppred with tinl) holes fiofl 111b jxli, !.
Each of these bits of d.stnctio by ifsqlr iq easv to)
ignore e ause the lam ag .. sem s sm all atcd uui ua*

portant, but, cumulatively, the druin on our economy
is enormous.

Ironically. much nination is done by people who
do not feel that they are guilty of a crme. The iii.
dividuals may be aware of the laws proibiting c,.r.
tan actions, but they feel that the rules are un.
realistic. What could be wrong, they ask, about pick-
ing up a rock chip in the PcI rified Forest Nationa!
Park? There are acres and- acres nf e peti...
wood. The people do not stop to imagine what
would happen if each of the millions of annual visi-
tors to the site walked off with ond %P one stone.

"We didn't do nothing' wrong," teen-agers sayd.
fensively. "Only messed around a little. No big.
thing."

We didn't do nothin' wrong?
The Western Electric Telephone Company invests
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more than four million dollars a year, keeping phones
- repaired that have been knocked out by theft or

vandalism. There are 3,60 sidewalk phones in New
York City, most of which suffer from looted coin
boxes, tipped-over booths, smashed glass or plastic
panes, and stolen parts. One vandal strolled down
Park Avenue, methodically severing the receiver on
outd(xr phones by melting the connecting wire with
a cigarette lighter. Ile placed the receiver on the
booth shelf and went ol to the next phone. Nothing
was stolen, only ruined. Edward A. Connell, the gen.
eral manager of the public telephone department,
told the New York Times, "It's a constant battle.
And one where the offense is always catching up
with the defense."

No big thing?
Two men died in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, as a

restdt of vandalism. One night teen-agers pulled
down a metal fence and dragged it into a drainage
pool. A crane was needed to hoist the fence from
the water. Two workers in their early twenties seized
the fence at the same moment the crane came in
contact with a 13,800.volt wire overhead. The elec.
tricity flowed through the crane and fence, electro-
cuting the men.

Undoubtedly, if the vandals had known what was
going to happen, they would not have wrecked the
fence. That is the difficulty. No one can be certain
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where vandalism will lead. In October 1969, Bronx
youths in two cars hurled stones at a house wall and
windows several times during the evening and earlv
morning hours. The 19-year-old resident rushed
from the building with a rifle. Fortunately, before
any serious crime ccitild be committed, be was
stopped.

But how can we stop Erosivle Vandalism? In order
to answer that, it is necessary to understand the
causes. Many explanations are offered as to why
people seem to have a no-care attitude about public
property. On an abstract level, the depersonalization
of our environment is held to blame. Critics main-
tain that small-town America was never afflicted
with the degree of vandalism which abounds in the
country tolay. The (jiliet, tree-lined streets and small
business districts with the familiar, friendly shop
owners ormed roots for the young people. The teen-
agers felt a part of the town and did not want to
destroy it.

"Now, in Northern Ohio, anyway, it is all gone--
buried under supermarkets, superhighways, urban
development, . 0 . real estate coups, civic reforms,
discount houses, hamburger franchises. The land and
the people are now permanently separated." So ob-
served Arnold Kazmier in a September 1969 article
in The Village Voice.

If the land and the people are truly separated,
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then it i no wonder that young people and adults
alike feel no reticence about disfiguring or destroy-
ing the land. It is not their land. Its beauty means
nothing to them other than a passing view.

An experiment conducted by two psychologists,
Scott Fraser and Philip Zimbardo, added further
evidence to the theory that the anonymity of an en.
vironment has a direct effect on vandalism..

At 3: It one Friday afternoon they left a 1959
green Oldsmobile parked along a street in a middle-
class, residential neighborhood of New York City.
The license plates were removed and the hood
slightly opened so It would look as if the car had
been stolen or left alone while its owner went for
help. The two men hid themselves where they could
observe and note what happened to the ear. Ten
minutes later a man and a wife and a son came
driving by, parked, and took a. hacksaw from their
own car. They cut out the Oldsmobile's battery and
also took the radiator.

By the end of twenty-six hours the following had
been removed from the car in addition to the battery
and the radiator: air cleaner, radio antenna, wind.
shield wipers, the right-hand side chrome strip, hub-
caps, a set of jumper cables, a gas can, a container
of car wax, the left rear tire (others too worn).

The car stripping took place in daylight and was
done by clean-cut, well-dressed, middle-class peo-
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ple. The theft of major items and the destruction was
almost always observed by someone else who some-
times carried on a casual conversation with the van-
dals.

Another car was parked in a similar condition,
but this time the automobile was left on a street in
a quiet, settled Califoniian sub irb. Three days later
nothing had been totiched. Why wotild people living
in a city be more Inclined to destnction and theft
than suburban residents.

Fraser and Zimbardo labeled the cause "deindi-
viduation": the process by which many former re-
straints in American life are being dissolved. In a
big city the feeling of personal anonymity encour-
ages violent behavior. City inhabitants have learned
"not to get involved," so they step around the drunk
sleeping on the sidewalk. Lawbreakers feel certain
that people will not interfere unless directly in-
volved. On the other hand, vandalism is discouraged
by a sense of community, an atmosphere in which
vandals feel someone is watching and will disap-
prove. There is much more danger that people will
stop a criminal or call authorities in this type of
setting.

Capitalizing on the theory that there w'Il be less
vandalism if wrongdoers have the feeling they are
under surveillance, the Do.ice department in Nassu
County, New York, has instituted a Neighborhood
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Security Program. Householders are urged to join
the NSP by simply agreeing to help each other pro-
tect their person and property. If a resident should
see a crime being committed or any suspicious ac--
tion, he would call the police.

"We don't ask or want members of the Neighbor-
hooA Security Progrum to take cnforcenent action,"
said Nassati Police Commissioner Francis B. Loney.
"That's our job. The Neighborhood Security Program
achieved its goal when neighbors become alert to
the activities in their neighborhood and call the
police immediately."

The NSP is similar to a plan operating in New
Canaan, Connecticut, as described by David Loth in
Crime in the Suburbs. This program was organized
specifically to combat youth crime. The town has set
up an underground auxiliary of citizens who report
secretly any juvenile they see breaking the law. The
police chief hoped that the knowledge that someone
might be looking would make youngsters think twice
before engaging in vandalism.

Both police plans are designed to combat the de-
personalized atmosphere of contemporary living.
Unfortunately, they are only stopgap programs be-
cause they are not changing the basic situation.

While the problem of "deindividuation" is difficult
for the average person to overcome, there is another
cause of Erosive Vandalism which might be cor-

' I
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reacted. The inadvertent teaching of disrespect of
public property by parents. Here is an incident this
writer observed. A father and his two children
climbed into the family car', the daughter munching
on an apple. As the car motor warmed up in the
driveway, the girl finished the apple and rolled down
the rear window to throw out the core.

"Not here," snapped her father. "Wait till we get
out on the road."

Many parents thinly% the way to teach children is
to instruct or give them directives to live by, when
actually children learn most through observing their
mother and father. The girl now knows that its
perfectly all right to litter the streets. As she grows
into her teens, will she be like the vandal who visited
a park in the western part of the United States?
Park officials found a lipstick heart and initials
drawn on an ancient Indian rock carving. The lip.
stick penetrated the minute pores in the stone and
could not be removed. The etchings had survived
hundreds of years of weather and erosion and his-
tory, only to be marred by a family's vacation trip.
Why shouldn't our apple-eater commit such an of-
fense in future years? The park is not her property.
It's out on the road.

The problem of graffiti has other causes. Psy-
chologists say it is a need to be recognized, to stand
out from the crowd, to be noticed. Or in some cases,
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to be immortalized even on a small scale. Man is
the only animal who consciously knows he is going
to die, so he does things which will be here after he
is dead. Climb the 500-foot Great Pyramid and ab-
sorb the golden Egyptian sunset. Scratched into the
rocks high above the desert sands are centuries-old
names and dates of other visitors. They remain,
though the people are gone.

The presence of graffiti was solved in COakland,
California, though not by the city officials. A 60-foot
tunnel that leads into the 44-acre Lake Temescal
Park for the convenience of vehicles and pedestrians
had long been a target for vandals. The walls were
covered with 30-odd years of obscene and unsightly
scrawls. Park maintenance men would paint out the
graffiti, only to have it reappear a short time later.

A Dominican monk became aware of the situation
and decided to correct it. He splashed bright red
and yellow designs over the walls. Sprightly free.
form green trees and abstract orange blossoms as
well as birds, fish, and sails decorated the tunnel.
Since then hardly a mark has been placed on the
walls except the names of a boy andgirl which were
printed neatly beneath two bluebirds romantically
sharing a branch.

The ugliness is gone because someone cared.
But much ugliness still exists in this country and

not enough people seem to care. Litter. And it comes
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in all forms. Walk by the river which curves along
the Yosemite Valley floor. Beer cans and broken
soda bottles and a nesting bicycle frame clutter the
sandy river bottom. O,r city streets have toppling
piles of garbage in front of restaurants, poorly pack-
aged. spilling forth their contents of rotting food.
stuffs. And it isn't only individuals. W e pick up a
newspaxr and learn that only sixteen miles from
downtown Denver a plant manufacturing triggers
for atomic devices may have been poisoning the
ground and the air with radioactive plutonium, one
of the most toxic materials produced by mah.

Litter, on all levels of meaning, is a social problem
created by society. We want ease and comfort, so
manufacturers put pr(oucts in disposable containers.
As a result we "dispose" of them along our highways
and into our trash pails. Sanitation departments in-
herit the problem. New plastic containers do not rot,
and the new- glass does not burn, so town dumps
and incinerators are collecting growing piles of nib-
bish while available land is shrinking. Dumping the
waste into oceans seemed an answer, but now the
sea near large cities has growing areas of pollution
that threaten sea life and recreational facilities.

Afluence permits us to buy more things more
quickly. At one time families kept automobiles until
the vehicles developed serious problems that re-
quired expensive repairs. Now cars are traded in
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after ol' a few years, their owners wanting sleeker,
shinlier models. Recently. 'erv'ont Life mag zies
detailed that state's plans to climiijte the prollc1in
of abandmied aiitonihiles. The New Eugland state
identified with rolling green mounItains and larins
and white steepled chisrche, was in danger of bc.
couizig anatiiitounoijih, graveyard.

Our comttitry, tox, is in danger. And the danger is
Erosive Vandalism-the crime that will rednce the
nation to an ugly, scarred wasteland unless people
onl all levels begin to care.
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"Everybody knows there's nothing doing
Everything as closed, it's like a ruin."

-L on-M cCarney

People often shrug off reports about the rise in
vandaUm, saying, "Boys will be boys." Fathers
chuckle knowingly and relate an adventurous epi.
sode from their own teen years. In Kids, Crime and
Chaos, Roul Tunlcy wrote that misbehaving young-
sters were the ones who were interested in ad.
venture, change, risk, and excitement.

The search for adventure is echoed in the result
of the research done by Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck.
This husband and wife team of psychologists devised
a test for very youhg children in order to predict
the potential delinquents. They found that delin-
cluents had an "excessive thirst for adventure.* The
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key word is excessive. Certainly no one wants a
child who is timid or so bound by society that he is
content to live his life in the same path cut by his
parents.

Yet it appears that adventure, fun, getting-some-
thing-going can lead to destruction. 'They will do
anything in order to do something," the Cleveland,
Ohio, Plain Dealer quoted Juvenile Court Judge
Albert A. Waldman. One vandal gave as a reason for
his misbehavior when interviewed bv the New York
Times, "Did it for kicks."

The destruction just happens. A side effect to a
good time. No hann intended really. It's all a kind
of joke. A laugh..

Fun Vandalism.
A small mining town nestled in the North Dakota

hills has the unlikely name, Zap, and an approximate
population of three hundred. This back hills hamlet
acquired instant fame one weekend in May 1969.

Weeks before the fateful night, the North Dakota
State University student newspaper urged readers
to "zip to Zap" for a Mother's Day "Zap-Out." The
idea sparked a flame which swept from Florida to
Toronto. Cars bearing signs reading "Zap or-Bust"
prepared for the journey to the town that lay seventy
miles northwest of Bismarck. The mayor of Zap,
Norman Fuchs, was photographed wearing a sweat-
shirt inscribed, "Zap, N.D. or Bust."
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'I'm certain it will be the biggest day in our
history," he announced prophetically.

The Zappians readied themselves for the gala
event. Along the unpaved inain street, the caf6 and
two bars stocked up for the expected customers.
Lucky's Bar stacked thousands of extra cans of beer
in the back room. No one seemed particularly dis-
turbed by rumors that the college students were go-
ing to maike Zap "The Fort Lauderdale of the North."
That Florida city is plagued with mobs of trouble.
making college students whenever vacation times
come.

By late Friday night as 2,500 people crowded into
town, the temperature dropped to the low forties.
When a few beers had rinsed away the wearying
effects of the trip, the students ignited a bonfire in
the main street. An abandoned frame house was dis-
mantled, its doors, siding, and window frames pro-
viding fuel for the flames. Booths and tables were
ripped from the taverns to keep the ire roaring.

As the temperature and spirits climbed highe and
higher around the fire, store windows were snuashed
and the merchandise scattered. With odds of luce
against one, there was little the townspeople ,iz
do to halt the mob. In the Community lall, the wall-
board was shredded, and the soft drink muchino pil-
fered. A. fire truck was called to douse the fire but
as the vehicle reached &:. spot, scores of youths
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climbed aboard and began to rip it apart. An auto.
mobile near the bonfire area was-wrecked by 500
students.

Mayor Fuchs wandered through his town, mutter-
ing. "Animals, animals."

The governor sent in 500 National Guardsmen,
combat-ready, with rifles and five-foot clubs. Within
an hour of the troops' appearance, the students had
fled. The small cafk had sales of $150 for that Fri-
day night and damages totaling $2,000 by the next
morning. Not one store could open for business Sat-
urday.

No one would argue that the students' behavior
was anything but reprehensible. No one would dis-
miss such destruction as youthful exuberance. Yet
the motivation for minor league hi-jinks and for a
Zap.type riot are the same.

Psychologcally, when a person destroys a piece
of property, he is in effect destroying the owners. Or
as Paul Goodman wrote in Growing Up Absurd,
"To do the forbidden is to attack the forbidding
authority." So youngsters who are restrained by
many elements of society find enjoyment in freeing
themselves of these bonds by attacking society's pos-
sessions. Rare is the joy that matches the joy of gain-
ing one's freedom, and the teen years are, the time
when children yearn for independence. "Vandalism
is Inherent in the nature of the adolescent," said
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Solomon Lichtcr, the director of the Scholarship and
Guidance Association.

Allied with this desire for liberty is the sense of
power an individual experiences when doing some-
thing in a group. Young people badgered by school
officials and parents find themselves in control once
they are in a crowd. TAKday. most adults feel a tinge
of apprchensioni whes near a large group of teen-
agers. We are a country afraid of our children. And
the youngsters know this. in a group they can give
the orders. Youth Power. And the power knows no
limits as long as the crowd is large enough.

Law enforcement officers appreciate the dangers,
of congregated young people.

A Juvenile Aid Bureau detective for the Suffolk
County Police Department, New York, described
vandalism as a "group activity."

'Warm months are the worst time for vandalism.
When kids can get out in hoards," said a member of
the Nassau County Police Department, when asked
about the peak periods for vandalism.

Railroad employees agree. With the advent of
spring weather attacks on trains across the country
become more frenzied. The Grand Trunk Western
Railroad suffered a $248,000 derailment because
vandals wrecked switches near Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan. The New Haven Railroad, which has to replace
4,000 windows a year, finds that gangs of hooligans
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engaging in rock throwing, tampering with switches,
and depositing objects on the rails sprout with the
new buds. Sometimes trains are attacked Indian.
style with the rock hurlers lining each side of the
tracks. Commuters can only sit there helplessly,
shielding their faces with newspapers or ducking
downt in their seats as the train runs the gamutt. The
crew radios ahead and sminitins the company's pri.
vate policemen, but these officers only have the
power of arrest on railroad property and usually
arrive too late.

April showers not only bring May flowers but May
fires. Volunteer suburban fire departments brace
themselves for the-spate of fires in parks, as well as
wooded sections along freeways and parkways, which
occur once warm weather encourages youngsters to
spend most of the daylight hours outside.

"These kids think it's a joke to set a fire and then
wait nearby to see how long it takes us to get there.
On weekends !in the spring] we sometimes get as
many as twenty-five calls," revealed one fire fighter.

Though groups of young people can be a source
of trouble, the amount of vandalism still exceeds the
psychological potential. "Are we to say that young
boys, brimming with energy, curiou-s about life, eager
for action, have no way to channel all these thing.
except to roam about and destroy what strikes their
fancy to destroy?" editorialized The Evening States.
men of Boise, Idaho.
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There are other ways to channel these drives, but,
ironical as it may seem, the children have been edu-
cated to enjoy destruction, to look forward to the
time when they can wander the streets, leaving a
trail of wreckage behind them. An even more bitter
tr'ith is that they have been educated by their
families.

HIalloween.
'"Th night when tie world goes crazy," said an

auxiliary police patrolman.
And so it must seem to any law enforcement

officer.
The night of October" 31st has long been reserved

for children and mischief. Years ago youngsters might
steiAl Mrs. Leroy's pumpkin or rub soap on, Mr.
Henderson's car windows. But these activities were
never condoned by the adult world.

Today parents, fearful their children will miss
something, take pre-school youngsters dressed in
costumes the children can not comprehend and lead
them down suburban streets. The mother or father
stands at the curb, arms folded, and urges the child
to' climb the steps and ring the bell. The youngster
does this, still puzzled.

The good work done by children on Halloween for
UNICEF should not be overlooked. Nickels and
dimes are collected for needy children the* world
over. But if a child starts tricking or treating at the
age of four, is it not to be expected that he will be
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bored with this activity by the time he is ten and
think it too childish for someone his age? Some
youngsters will want to advance to something more
exciting. And the same parents who dragged their
txldlers around apparently have no hesitation about
letting their older children roam town after dark
on I lalloween. l'arents usually tell the youths. "'Now
don't do anythisig wrong. '

"What the hell .do they think-the kids are doing
the auxiliary patrolman asked an interviewer.

A good question. Why do these parents think, for
several weeks before Halloween, press releases and
spot radio announcements are made by the local
police? For example: one by the Nassau County
Police.

Commissioner Looney also advised parents to warn
their children-especially teen.agers--tat Hallow-
cen festivities do not include the wanton destruction
of property. Anyone maliciously damaging property
will be liable to arrest for criminal mischief, and if
the malicious mischief is against a mailbox the
crime is a Federal offense.

County police will more than double patrols on
Halloween day and evening, and patrolmen and
detectives of the Youth Division will intensify their
operations in unmarked patrol cars.
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Halloween pranks today are far more serious than
soap on the windows: Cars are streaked with irre-
movable spray paint, town flagpoles are bent in two,
teenage gangs block intersections, jinmping on roofs
or hoodhs of trapped cars and terrorizing the women
drivers with shouted obscenities and lewd gestures.

If police apprehend a youngster, they can be
fairly certain that once they locate the parents. the
mother and father will enter the station house angry
at the police.

The same child whose mother encourages him
to enjoy Halloween to the fullest from the earliest
may have a father who one week attends a business
or fraternal convention. As American males travel to
convention cities, they often seem to retrogress in4
time with each mile. They may board a train mature
men, the sole supports for their wives and children,
but by the time they reach their destination, they
are wearing paper hats and tooting noisemakers.
Their meeting days are filled with boyish pranks,
or, as in the case of the state volunteer Bremen's cone
mention recently held in Buffalo, New York, harass-
ment and vandalism provided the entertainment.

Staying in the Statler-Hilton Hotel on the 14th
and 15th floors was a traveling group of Japanese,
promoting Expo 70, the world's fair in Osaka, Japan.
Four young women were with the Japanese party.
The visiting firemen had rooms on most floon of
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the hotel. According to Richard Murphy, the public
relations representative for the Japanese entourage,
"The firemen pounded on the doors of the women's
rooms on Sunday night and used language which
was frightening and objectionable to the women."
In addition, the Buffalo Courier-Exlpress reported
that the delegates had dropped soap powder into
a memorial fountain which had been erected in
honor of the assassinated President William McKin-
ley, who was murdered in Buffalo in 1901.

When conventioneers go home, they repeat the
exciting goings.on to their friends. Their children
hear and are impressed. Just as children of smoking
parents are more likely to start smoking before chil.
dren of nonsmokers, youngsters will want to emulate
misbehaving parents. Maybe some day they can
grow up and have fun like Dad! Why wait till then?
Let's have some fun right nowl Should we then be
surprised when soap is dumped into the geysers of
Yellowstone National Park by teen-agers and the
holes are stuffed with sticks and logs?

A child, also, hears stories from his older brother.
"We had a couple drinks at a party," a boy told the
New York Times, "then got hopped up on pot and
went out in a car to have some fun." This focuses
attention on another facet of the vandalism problem.
The increased mobility of youth aids vandals. Park
officials in the Western states are plagued'with cars
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filled with teen-agers who have been drinking. The
youngsters drive through the park areas, disturbing
campers and wrecking property, and are gone before
they can be apprehended. When a pre-teen-ager
hears this type tale from an older brother or sister,
he thinks that the-sximer he starts acting like that.
the sooner he will he like his big brother.

"Destruction is sometimes copied from the high
school to the junior high school because brothers
go home and tell little brothers. Some families are
just rotten," confided a 15-year-old girl from Syosset,
New York.

Parents should accept the fact that a child is a
product of his environment. Controlling the outside
influences on a son or daughter is difficult, but
mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters comprise the
family unit which is the single most powerful factor
affecting a growing child.

All of us might bear in mind that Fun Vandalism
is caused by several factors: a few intrinsic to the
adolescent, others induced by misguided outsiders.
The search for fun can lead to spontaneous vandal-
isrm, but we hive to be carefu! that we do not dismiss
vandalism as boyish fun. If adults make light of the
crime, then they certainly cannot expect children
and young people to take prevention campaigns
seriously.
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"You're stompin' my mind ..

-.. lIc cnd-Rou

The third type of vandalism seems more understand-
able, though still inexcusable: destruction motivated
by anger.

To cite an example. Mr. and Mrs. John H. Ryan,
whose two daughters are-victims of cerebral palsy.
do volunteer work for the United Cerebral Palsy
Association of Nassau County, New York. Once a
year the Ryans held a fund-raising "South Seas
Night" in their backyard, inviting friends, co-work-
ers, parents of afflicted children. Stores contributed
the makings for the fish and clam dinner; and neigh-
bors helped Mrs. Ryan prepare the meal.
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On one such Friday night, they raised more than
$1,000 for CP from a gathering of about 300 people
who had paid ten dollars a couple. The- four-piece..
band and the bright lights coupled with the possi.
bility of free beer was a magnet, attracting some
uninvited teen-agers.

"There were three or four or maybe four or five
of them," Ryan later said. "I didn't see them. They
were making remarks to some of the women, and a
couple of our men told them to leave. I understand
that they (the teen-agers] said, 'We're going to get
shotguns and clean the place out.P"-

The benefit ended shortly after 2 A.M. The next
day, Saturday, neighbors helped with the clean-up
activities. About eleven-thirty that evening, the
Ryans and a few friends were sitting in the Ryan
backyard, enjoying the balmy night and discussing
how badly the CP Association needed the collected
money.

"While I was coming out with a tray of food, five
cars loaded with kids came by," Mrs. Ryan told a
local newspaper. "It was like a funeral procession.
There was one boy in the front car, hanging out of
the window up to his waist and pointing with his
finger as if he was saying, "This is the place. I knew
[who they were]. I ran.*

The men stayed outside while a neighbor rushed
for help. Mrs. Ryan telephoned the police and hur-
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rined into the bedroom where her third child, a five-
year-old daughter with a spinal ailment, was sleep-
ing. A moment after the mother had snatched the
girl from the bed, a picnic bench crashed through
the window, spraying glass onto the sheets and blan-
kets.

Outside, some of the twenty-five youths sitr-
rolisded a neighbor and xmnded him with trash
cans. A second man was beaten with a rake so se-
verely that he. later needed six stitches to close a
scalp wound. Other attackers smashed picnic tables,
and still more boys hurled bricks and garbage pails
through windows and against the aluminum siding
of the house.

Nearby residents, who later said they had thought
a plane had crashed, came out of their homes. "The
noise was deafening," Ryan's wife agreed.

When distant police sirens screamed that help was
approaching, the boys fled to their waiting cars. "We
fixed them. We fixed them good," one youth shouted
triumphantly as he struggled into the crowded auto-
mobile. Rubber screeched on tar, and the gang was
gone.

Shock still strained Mrs. Ryan's voice when she
told police, "It [the attack] took less than two min-
utes."

As ugly as the realization is concerning how these
boys' minds must work, we are able to trace the
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twisting thought patterns. In their off-course think.
ing, the destruction was simply revenge for an insult.

Vandalism is not a senseless crime when the
motivation is clear. If angry residents of East Harlem
spend two hours throwing garbJage into the streets,
we do not view it as an unreasonable act, but rather
a protest against the lack of garbage-collection serv-
ices. When eight 1x-ople icluding three members
of the clergy admit that they invaded Selective Ser.
vice offices, dumping and tearing up 75,000 files, the'
impetus for the anti-war action is evident. At 12:20
A.M. September 11, l969, a homemade bomb ex-
Wd nep on tle widow ledge of the Pacific Palisades
High School, California. Damage to the administra-
tion building was $20,000. Here, tcx, the motivation
is obvious. Someone was angry at the school. We
may be distressed by these deeds or we may sym-
pathize with them, but we're not puzzled as to why
they happened.

There are, however, incidents where the "why" is
not easily discerned. Yet humans are rational crea-
tures. We do things for a reason.

In Union Township, New Jersey, the windows of
250 parked cars were smashed. Also the fenders and
doors were crumbled by two stolen cars that were
purposely crashed into one parked car after another.

At whom were these vandals angry?
Certainly not 250 different people. In all likelihood
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none of the automobile owners was known by the,
boys.

When we dissect the more subtle motivations for
angry vandalism we begin to understand why the
problem is so widespread. Say the ear wreckers
mlcmbred five. The boys may h ue been angry for
five different reasomis, letting their hostility blend
into one act. The April 1966 New York Times typi-
fied the average vandal as a white teen-age boy
from a middle-income family, living in a suburb. The
reason that these youths turned to vandalism is that
the destruction of property is the delinquent be-
havior most available to a "nice kid" from a "nice
neighborhood." So if five boys angry for different
reasons decide to "get even," there is ample oppor-
tunity and little danger of being caught.

But why would a "nice kid" want to "get even"?
Research is not necessary to realize that today a

yoitngster has to be much older than his counterpart
of years ago before he is treated as an adult. He is
not needed on the farm to do a man's work at plant-
ifig or harvesting time. Laws requiring attendance
in school and the lack of job opportunities make him
dependent on his parents until a later age. Mothers
and fathers often boast that their son doesn't "have
to work like I did when I was his- age," feeling that
they have done well for their children. Yet the boy
suffers from this period of limbo.
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A teen-age boy approaches manhood eagerly. He
wants a manly job both for the income and a feeling
of self-importance. The first goal is consciously ex-
pressed, the second sensed. Money gives indepen-
dence, the chance to buy the clothes he prefers, the
phonograph records he enjoys, to date without hav-
ing to beg his father for money. The knowledge that
he has tackled a difficult job and done it well affords
him pleasure and helps strengthen his self-confidence
that he will be able to meet life's demands. U rdor-
tunately, school work is not considered manly. School-
ing may be influential in determining what goals a
person attains in later life, but it does not support the
manhood image of maturing boys.

Two different writers looked at this situation, and,
in different words, reached the same conclusion.

Anthony Storr quotes Clara Thompson, an Amer-
ican analyst, in his book, Human Aggression. "Aggres-
sion is not necessarily destructive at all. It springs
from an innate tendency to grow and master life
which seems to be characteristic of all living matter.
Only when this life force is obstructed in its develop-
ment do ingredients of anger, rage or hate become
connected with it."

After quoting Miss Thompson, Storr goes on to
formulate his own theories which seem pertanent to
our held-back generation. "The more a person re-
mains dependent on others, the more aggression will
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be latent within him. To )--e dependent on another
person is to be in the power of that person." Then
further on, he states, ". . . aggressive drive will be
particularly marked in a species in which the young
are dependent for an unusually protracted period."

Further indications why so many of our teen-agers
seem to be filled with an anger that vents itself in
vandalism are found in Edward V. Stein's The Stran-
get Insid You. He deduced that life has many built-
in releases for "accumulative aggression." Three of
them are creative work, sexual love, and play. "It is
no accident that violent, destructive people always
are people who (if not crippled by disease of the
brain or the nervous system) are individuals who
have not developed the capacity to channel the ag-
gressive vitalities of their being into one or all three
of these forms of behavior."

What are the opportunities in our society for a
teen-ager to direct his energies into the three areas
cited by Stein?

Creative work for a young person does not exist.
Youngsters are hired to guide power lawn mowers
or deliver packages or are employed in minor house-
hold repairs, but rarely are they allowed to do any-
thing. beside menial jobs. Unless a young person is
inspired by an original idea to market some service
or object he has produced, creativity does not char-
acterize teen-age, money-making opportunities. Paul
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Goodman made his readers aware of this problem
in Growing Up Absurd. ". . . by and large our eco-
nomic society is not geared for the cultivation of its
young or the attainment of jrnixrtant goals that they
can work toward."

The second release to alleviate the pressure of
building aggression is also ol)structed. Our moral
code is undergoing a definite change for the college.
age person. Ten years ago, the idea of Ixwrsons spe:nd-
ing the night in the dormitories of frieu!s of the op-
posite sex would have been shocking. Now it is
standard policy in many universities..,Sc.iety, how-
ever, still seeks to Ix'rsuad(h teeni-age:rs to (d,:oy their
growing sexuality, even though mothers in New
York City and Chicago and Los Ange.es may ac-
company their datighters to the doctors to he certain
that the girl has a supply of birth control pills. The
grownups have a double standard. They want the
girl to have the pill but they would never admit to
their friends and neighbors that it is necessary for
their teen-age daughter to use the preventative. Prob-
ably the mothers say something like, "Now here are
the pills, but you just make sure that you never
need to take them."

Therefore the only acceptable avenue for youthful
aggression is play. Adults and many teen-agers un-
derstand this. A driving vitality is very desirable in
sports, as witnessed by the large cheering audience
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of adults which usually attends high school games.
"Football and basketball provide almost the only
occasion in American life when adults can empathize
with and take pride in the qualities of youth with
a minimum of guilt or envy. If this opportunity is
frequently exploited to serve viciolsiy competitive
elds, it is also frequently the ocasion for a real ap-
preciation and affection for the young, in response
to what they are actually like," wrote Edgar Z.
Friederiberg in Coming of Age in America.

When the juvenile delinquency rate rises, recrea-
tion facilities seem an obvious answer. Policemen,
with the utmost sincerity, work with the Police
Athletic Leaguie (PAL), hoping to keep youngsters
out of trouble by providing sports activities for them.
PAL is very effective with pre-adolescents. Not all
teen-age boys, however, are interested in -,articipat-
ing in supervised sports. A favorite activity for the
older age group is constructing motorized vehicles.
Involved technical skills and much creative energy
is used to adapt mechanisms such as lawn mower
engines into motor bikes. Here is an achievement
that is both creative and manly. But after days of
sweat and struggle, the boys find that it is illegal
to operate such devices on the street. If more com-
munities appreciated this problem, they might pro-
vide a relatively inexpensive dirt track for the boys
to test out and enjoy their creations. If there is no
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available land in a suburban tract, then arrange-
ments might be made with the owners of large shop-
ping centers to use the empty parking lots on Sun-
days.

So unless a boy wants to play a game, there is
little opportunity to discharge his pent-up aggression.
which then builds higher and higher. When the
first two escape hatches are sealed, and the third
seems to lead nowhere, an incident such as happened
in New Haven, Connecticut, becomes more compre-
hensible. Several teen-age boys went to a private
community beach area one summer night. They
spilled the contents of the litter baskets all about the
sandy stretch and shoved picnic tables into the
water, riding them like rafts. The police appre-
hended the vandals and brought them to the local
station house.

"The boys don't drink beer or anything like that,"
said a father about his son and the boy's friends.
"They don't even smoke. They are good scholars.
How could they have gotten in such a mess?"

The answer came from one youth. "I guess you
might say we were all mad at something."

An editorial in the Hartford, Connecticut, Courant
a month later pondered the increase in vandalism.
'A good part of the trend seems to flow from a kind
of vengefulness. . . . The description would fit a
young suspect arrested in Washington, D.C., a few
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years ago. His crime: vandalizing works of art.
Using a pair of sewing scissors, he slashed a mural
depicting the signing of the Constitution and muti-
lated three .oil portraits in the House wing of the
Capitol. He was described as "mad at the world."

In Growing Up Absurd Paul Goodman wrote: "If
they (teen-age.boys] have been kept from construc-
tive activity making them feel worthwhile, part of
their energy might be envious and malicious destruc-
tiveness of property. As they are powerless, it is spite;
and as they are humiliated, it is vengeance."

Recently many college-age young people have
been involved in protests against the Vietnam war,
racial inequalities, and the policies of their educa-
tional institutions. High school students, too, have
engaged more and more frequently in demonstra-
tions, partly as an expression of legitimate grievances,
partly as -a release for their contained aggression.
Frequently sit-ins or picketing of school buildings
turn disorderly and damage is done to furniture or
to personal faculty files in ng way connected with
the cause. Not to be overlooked are the terrorist
tactics of certain radical groups who feel bombings
and arson are justified as part of their protest against
the corporate, military, and educational power struc-
tures. One can only surmise that the pent-up anger
and frustration of these individuals lead them be-
yond the bounds of legal protest.
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So for many of the seemingly unmotivated acts of
vandalism, the cause may be less obvious and more
pervasive than is normally thought. There are, how-
ever, acts of angry vandalism which at first glance
seem to be clearly motivated.

SWASTIKAS PAINTED ON LI MAN'S HOUSE
-Newsday

VANDALS DESECRATE 2 GREEK CHURCHES
-- New York Times

ANOTHER SYNAGOGUE BURNS;
4 BOYS ARRESTED

-Daily News

The reason for vandalism In religious buildings.
however, may actually be twofold. Attacks on
churches and particularly synagogues seem to come
in waves, initiated by the first publicized incident.
The implication is clear. Some vandals are inadvert.
ently given direction by the news media. The same
boy who painted a swastika on a synagogue after
hearing about a similar incident on a TV newscast
might have with equal zeal sliced the tires of twenty.
five parked cars or smashed the sinks in a national
park men's room. Accessibility and inspiration were
the determining factors. It is difficult to prove this
as vandals rarely make statements about the crime
for which they are charged. Often vandalism of a
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house qf worship is no differently motivated than
other acts of vandalism-an angry, individual blindly
striking 

out.

In those cases where vandals purposely seek out
a certain temple or church in order to get back at
a special religion, another problem must lhe faced.
lWPligioiis and racial hatred start in the home and
are reinforced by the community. Many children
first hear words like "nigger" or slurring jokes about
Jews and other nationality groups in their own living
r(x)m.

Sch(l board and school bond programs are in-
fluenced by racial or religious feelings. In the late
nineteen-sixties many districts attempted to orgarie
Visiting school programs so that students from all.
white areas could meet black contemporaries. These
children often had a mistaken image of black people
formed by sensational newspaper and TV reports.
Unfortunately, residents of white neighborhoods
raised such a fuss that the interschool visits were
discontinued. Issues such as the above are discussed
at the dinner table or on street comers while mothers
wait for the school bus with their small children. The
youngsters of a community hear these conversations
and are affected.

Consider a certain suburb of Los Angeles where
the residential areas are unofficially segregated.
There is a Jewish section, a Gentile section, and,
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recently, a rapidly growing Spanish-American popu-
lation. Each group has its own political candidates,
its own goals. One Saturday night vandals desecrated
a synagogue by painting the walls with ethnic slurs,
swastikas, and obscenities. The holy Torah scroll
was unrolled and sprayed with a fire extinguisher.
Damage was estimated at more than $10,MXK). Police
were able to appreitid the two 15-year.old boys
responsible for the wreckage because the youths had
been boasting about the incident around their school.
Under the provisions of the laws, the boys' names
were not released. These criminals were a product
of an environment where community issues are de-
cided on a racial or religious basis.

Another example of vandalism motivated by mi-
lieu was seen when riots swept the country's black
ghettos in the late nineteen-sixties. Young blacks
burned and looted many square blocks of their slum
districts. Just as Dallas once meant ten gallon hats
a'd oil rigs to most people and now is synonymous
with death engendered in a manic climate, Detroit
once was automobiles or Motown music and now
summons to mind images of sniper rifle shots and
burnt-out buildings. Even the White House seemed
to have been stained by the smoke of the flaming
Washington slums.

This type of vandalism is similar to what ihn Chap.
ter Two was labeled Positive Violence or violenc/
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connected with constructive drives. In this case: the
civil rights movement. An unemotional comparison
between the "Indians" of the Boston Tea Party and
the young blacks smashing the windows of busi-
nesses they thought belonged to nonblacks would
reveal an anger about oppression. One grotip was
being mistreated by a nation across the sea, and the
second by whites living on the other side of town.
Both acts had a similar effect. The dumping of tea
in Boston Harbor indicated the colonists' unhappi-
ness about taxes. The ghetto violence made a coun-
try sharply aware of the *blacks' determination to get
the freedom they had wanted-and had been prom-
ised-for so long.

The National Advisory Commission on Civil Dis-
orders was formed in the summer of 1967 and in-
vestigated twenty-four disorders in twenty-three cit-
ies. The Commission found that:

The typical rioter was a teenager or young adult,
a lifelong resident of the city in which he rioted, a
high school dropout; he was, nevertheless, somewhat
better educated than his non-rioting Negro neigh.
bor and was tmually underemployed or employed
in a menial ob. He was proud of his race, ex.
tremely hostile to both whites and middle class Ne-
groes and although informed about politics highly
distrutful of the political system.
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The cause of the anger which prompted these
widespread acts of vandalism was multifaceted: lack
of employment, mistreatment by authorities, resent-
ment at inequality, and incitement by militant lead-
ers. By the summer (if 1969, however, the, major dis-
tirbances appeared to have ceased with only spo-
radic flare-ups. That August, the New York Times.
headlined, "U.S. OFFICIALS SAY BIG RIOTS ARE
OVER." The article explained, "There are a number
of reasons for the decline in the big city riots, but
the major one seems to be that the militant Negro
leaders are now counseling against violence that
destroys the neighborhood in which the blacks live."

Whether this form of ghetto-inspired vandalism
has really died out or not, public officials should not
be lulled into complacency. The needs of our black
citizens are still to be met; the causes behind their
resentment still exist.

Though large-scale vandalism is not as prevalent
In ghettos, the less noticeable variety is still present.
In all economic areas the problem of wrecked empty
buildings is a big one.

"A vacant house is just like an open invitation to
become a vandal," a member of the Nassau County
Police Department said. "Don't move out until the
new owners take over. They'll [vandals) destroy it.
Just destroy it."

In suburban areas this trouble is not as deadly as
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in slums. If an empty store or a model house for a
housing development is vacant for any amount of
time, the windows are usually broken. So all the
entrances into the structure are boarded up. Shingles
are then sometimes cracked or walls are smeared
with obscenities. Once this happens, neighbors or
nearby business people complain to the town and
the delinquent owner is forced to remove the un-
sightly damage or markings. Thus the situation is
eradicated because the people living in the area are
the property owners.

In ghettos, however, the landlords are difficult to
find and when they are located, they usually have
no desire to invest more money into something that
is not bringing in sufficient financial rewards. Soon
the vandalized hulks attract drug addicts, drunks,
and teen-agers anxious to be unobserved. All too
often the final step in the degradation is fire. Some.
one deliberately puts a match to the crumbling mass.
In the past, addicts sleeping off a dose of narcotics
have been trapped and fatally burned. The plight of
the residents does not seem to motivate the slum-
lords to curb the problem.

A hopeful trend is beginning to develop though.
More ghetto inhabitants are banding together and
putting pressure on city governments to force the
absentee owners te improve the situation. There are
uses to which the more easily salvaged buildings
might be put.
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The Harlem Addicts Rehabilitation Center has
begged politicians to help them find an additional
center. The present facility turns away forty-five
teen-agers a week, forty-five young people desper-
ately seeking help for their drug problem. A mother
of a 15-year-old heroin addict told the Daily News,
"There are plenty of vacant buildings around where
kids have been found dead. Why can't we get one
where we can teach them to live?"

Community leaders would be wise to appreciate
the fact that angry vandalism stems from many
causes: subtle and overt, psychological and sociologi-
cal. All too often easy remedies such as recreation
centers or sports nights at the local high school seem
a solution, and all too often these fail. Totally dif-
ferent ways of fighting vandalism may have to be
originated if the crime seems motivated by anger.
Possibly clinics to help parents understand the drives
and needs of their teen-age children or intensive
education campaigns to alert the residents to the
dangers of racial or religious bitterness.

Angry vandalism is often the easiest of the three
types of vandalism to identify and the most difficult
to eradicate.

6S
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Residents throughout Wilde Lake woke up yesterday to find problems in their
driveways and parking lots. During the night, the tires of their cars had been punctured
by knives or ice picks.

Estimates of the cars disabled by the vandalism ranged from the 10 a.m. police
report of 75 to an unconfirmed 300. In many cases, more than one tire on each
car had been punctured, leaving residents stranded until repairs were made or new
tires purchased.

"I feel sorry for the people who did it," remarked one of the victims, who asked
to remain unidentified, "it's so senseless and annoying," she continued, and reflects
"the sickness of the people" involved.

Just who the vandals were is another problem. A police official said all the damage
could have been done by one person, but suspects have not been identified yet.
"So far," said the spokesman, "none of the neighborhood people noticed anythingsuspicious."

Tire slashing on a large scale has become a problem in other parts of the region,
particularly in Baltimore City and Baltimore County. Last weekend similar vandalism
was reported in northern Anne Arundel County.

Columbia's tire slashers continued to baffle police and enrage motorists last week,
as Wednesday's early morning vandalism was repeated on Thursday and Friday.

The first day's incident remained the worst, with 113 complaints reported to county
law officers. On Thursday, however, the vandalism spread to Steven's Forest, where
25 cars had their tires punctured by what police expect is a knife or an ice-pick.
This second attack centered around the Tor apartments.

Bit the next morning, the vandals were back in Wilde Lake, where 41 cars suffered
damage, most of them having two tires punctured.

A police spokesman said Tuesday that no suspects have been identified. The only
thing known, the officer added, is that the Friday attack came between 5 am. (when
several residents made checks of their vehicles and found them untouched) and 7
a.m., when the first complaints were registered.

As in the earlier incidents, the spokesman said, "Nobody reported seeing anything."

MORE TIREs DEFLATED IN COLUMBIA

(By Nellie Arrington)
Forty-one more Columbians found their tires had been punctured yesterday morning,

the third day in a row area residents have been victimized by vandals.
Several residents of the Wilde Lake Village Green Mountain Circle area told county

police they had checked their vehicles around 5 a.m. Friday and all tires were un-
damaged.

When they went out around 7 a.m., however, they found flattened tires.
The first vandalism of tires occurred Wednesday morning, also in the Wilde Lake

area. Police received 113 complaints, and police spokeswoman Linda Halle estimated
200 tires were punctured.

Some of the cars had one tire damaged, while others had two and some had three.
The first complaint came in around 6:40 a.m. Wednesday morning.

Thursday morning, about 15 residents of Steven's Forest in the Tor Apartments
area called police their tires had been damaged.

A resident of the area whose own car was not bothered said the victimized vehicles
she saw were all parked illegally along a curb.

She said the tires damaged all were on the side of the cars away from the highrise
in the community.

In all three incidents, the tires have been punctured, apparently with an ice pick
or knife. None have been slashed.

No notes have been found, like the one greeting victims in another part of
metropolitan Baltimore earlier this week.

Officer Halle declined to say whether the incidents have been perpetrated by the
same person or persons. She did say that Friday morning was the first time police
have been able to narrow down the time of the crime.

SCHOOL VANDALISM

(By Myron Brenton)

In Philadelphia, vandals break into an elementary school, killing gerbils, hamsters,
goldfish, and birds-more than 25 pets in all.
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A burglar breaks into an Alexandria, Virginia, high school and starts a diversionary
fire, which explodes a large supply of duplicating fluid, resulting in more than $100,000
worth of damage.

Four San Pedro, California, boys sneak into a school at night and turn on a fire
hose, flooding several classrooms; dump all the books in the school library on the
floor; and also smash a number of musical instruments.

e4 Some experts estimate the yearly cost of vandalism, arson, and theft in the nation's
public schools at a staggering $500 million. In many districts, the vandalism problem
grows more serious year by year. (Under newly enacted safe schools study legislation,
the National Institute of Education and the National Center for Education Statistics
have been mandated to provide comprehensive statistics on all school crime by the
end of 1976.)

Small school districts as well as large ones are hit hard by acts of vandals. The
17 schools in northern New Jersey's Madison Township, for instance, incurred $30,300
in vandalism losses over a three-month period alone last year. A study shows that
vandalism costs averaged out to $2.79 for every child enrolled in the Los Angeles
City Schools during the 1972-73 school year. Even when losses decrease, the cost
can be awesome: The cost of vandalism in New York City Schools amounted to
$4.8 million in 1972 and $3.8 million in 1973.

What's more, as Joseph I. Grealy, president of the National Association of School
Security Directors, points out, costs "cannot be measured in dollars and cents alone.
The loss of the use of the facilities and equipment (in a school] is not only depressing
but places a great strain on the teachers who must function without them.' Inevitably,
vandalized schools suffer a loss in morale.

The "typical" school vandal does not exist. Many vandals happen to be students
(though not necessarily enrolled in the schools they vandalize), some are dropouts,
a relatively few are graduates or outsiders. Vandalism is as prevalent in affluent subur-
ban schools as in inner-city ones.

Window breakage is commonest in elementary schools. Spreading paint around a
room, carving initials in desks, marking up walls with graffiti-such incidents occur
primarily in elementary and junior high schools.

Rougher "inside" vandalism, ripping acoustical tile from classroom ceilings, for in-
stance, or damaging the lavatories, goes on for the most part in junior and senior
high schools. L. W. Burton, security adviser for the Alexandria, Virginia, public school
system, says that he finds major incidents of high school vandalism occur during periods
when the schools are not in session.

Vandalism in secondary schools, where the most expensive equipment is usually
found, often turns out to be theft-related: The burglars damage the building in order
to get in and-not infrequently -also randomly vandalize once they are in. "They
steal one typewriter and do $3,000 worth of damage while they're there," comments
Peter Blauvelt, the school security chief for Prince Georges County in Maryland.

Ominously, school arson is getting to be a serious problem; losses from fire (including
accidental fires) in educational institutions amount to $100 million a year. Not long
ago, a potentially nasty arson case was thwarted at a Madison Township school. A
group of students had collected a load of wood one weekend and piled it in some
woods near a high school, intending to burn down the building. Another student
alerted the principal. School maintenance men quietly removed the wood, and that
was that.

-The big question is Why this mindless destruction of school property? Numerous
psychological and sociological explanations are offered, each of which may be valid
in particular cases.

Sometimes, youthful-it mindless-exuberance prompts a relatively minor destructive
act: A boy (most vandals seem to be boys) can't resist marking up his desk with
a penknife or scrawling "poetry". on a lavatory wall. When one of a group of youngsters
picks up a rock and throws it through a school window, the youth is usually just
showing off. According to Blauvelt, students who feel they never get any real recognition
in school often turn to some kind of disruptive act to get attention.

Hostility and revenge obviously account for many especially destructive, large-scale
acts of vandalism. Rage at the world in general or at a school in particular may
prompt the act. For instance, Tom, a school dropout, feels a keen sense of failure
and blames his teachers; he breaks into the school one night and tears the place
apart.

Often fear or anxiety are motivations for vandalism. "We do notice an increase
in vandalism about-the time report cards come out," says Larry Burgan, chief of
security for the Baltimore City Public Schools. One Baltimore high school student,
the recipient of bad grades, sneaked into his classroom after school and smeared
paint all over.
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Now that alcohol is "in" sain among a growing number of high school students,
schoo4-e c y suburban ones--are fig a new problem. Students congregate
on school property during weekend evenings, drink beer and wine, Utter, and do
much dame.

On a broader level, schools where morale is low and conflict rampant are implicated
as high-vandalism-rIsk schools. Some observers also point to American society's growing^acetance of violence as a factor in the increain incidence of school vandalism.
d Violence glorified in the mass media; families are fragmented and don't exercise
the authority they used to," says Patrick A. Torte, superintendent of the Madison-
Township Schools. And Baltimore's Larry Burn voices another widely held belief:
"We're not transmitting to our young people the respect for the rights and property
of others that we did in years past.

Relatively few vandals are ever caught. Fewer still are prosecuted (especially if
they are minors, as so many are), and juvenile courts tend to be lenient with those
who are poecuted.

Logicauly, parents might be expected to pay for the damage their children cause.
But, while most states have parent liability laws, restitution in most localities has
been minimal. Oft.An parents are not pressed enough to pay; many times they cannot
afford to.

While prosecution and restitution do not seem to be promising approaches, some
school systems around the country are fighting vandalism in a variety of ways, some
with considerable success. In a growing number of instance, too, individual teachers
and students have become concerned and very effective antivandalism campaigners.

Here are some of the useful approaches school communities are (or could be)

UlMscurty measues. Many schools are becoming extremely careful in safeguarding
keys, locking up flammable liquids, hiding paints. There is a widespread move to
replace broken windows with break-resistant ones (which are more expensive at the
outset but pay for themselves in the long run). The New York City school system
attributes its drop in vandalism loses partly to the use of glass substitutes and partly
to an increase in the number of burglar alarms installed.

Schools are using floodlights, closed-circuit television cameras, and highly so-
phisticated versions of burglar alarm systems to combat after-hours vandalism. Elec-
tronic security-though expensive to install-is becoming especially popular. Some dis-
tricts, for instance, Jefferson County, Kentucky, have been able to cut costs by modify-
ing existing intercom systems in their schools to do after-school security work. School
security forces everywhere are being beefed up-though much more to protect teachers
and students from violent attacks during school hours than to protect property.

After-school private patrols have proved popular in some areas. Most school systems
cannot afford the cost, but some have done quite well in reducing vandalism by
the use of ingenious substitutes.

School "sitters" are a prime example. Sitters are usually private families who live
rent-free in mobile homes on school grounds. Their very presence is a deterrent to
vandals and, of course, they immediately report to police or school security officers
any suspicious activities around the schools. Elk Grove Unified School District, near
Sacramento, California, started its "Vandal Watch" home trailer program in 1967
and now has it operating in all of its 17 schools. Assistant Superintendent 0. Mead
Custer says the program has resulted in an "87 percent drop in vandalism, and we're
saving over $30,000 a year now."

Not every school system can have trailers on its grounds, but it can use other
approaches that accomplish the same thing. Several have arranged for at lea some
of their head custodians to live inside the schools they service. And in Browar County,
Florida, local police are in and out of schools all night long, because the school
board has given them permission to use the schools as "headquarters" to write up
routine reports.

E l.ng school persomiel" A principal truly concerned with curtailing vandalism can
do much to develop imaginative antivandalism programs and to infect stff and student
with enthusiasm for these ventures. But even when such administrative commitment
is lacking, teachers can do a lot on their own. Many discuss the vandalism problem
with their students, conveying the idea that school property is the students' own and
that when something is damauged or broken, students suffer, too. (A clear example
is that of students who must sit in a draft because a nearby window was broken
by vandals.)

Some teachers asign vandalism as an esy theme or have boys and gil make
antivandaliam posters. One committed grade school teacher in Prince Georges County
devised a whole social studies unit on vandalism, a unit that ultimately involved the
whole school.
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Teachers and administrators can also review existing situations that may invite mali-
cious damage. In Madison Township, New Jersey, for example, high school students
would congregate in the bathrooms to smoke and while there cause considerable
damage. Finally, the schools instituted legitimate smoking areas outside; now washroom
vandalism losses are minimal.

Getting students involved. Students are at the heart of many-if not most-successful
antivandalism campaigns. Underscoring the improtance that pride in school has in
kee in malicious mischief losses down. Dews points to the District's Woodson Senior
High School. Three years old, the school has not been vandalized and is remarkably
free of graffiti. The secret, Dews says, "is a principal who is strong but respected,
an innovative program both teachers and students are enthusiastic about, and students
who have developed an esprit de corps."

A unique and successful Student Security Advisory Council operates in Prince
Georges County, Maryland. In their free periods, teams of students patrol parking
lots, corridors, and unused classrooms. The idea: to stem thefts from student cars
and to curb school day vandalism. The program now involves several hundred students
in senior high schools.

At the start of every school year, the South San Francisco Unified School System
gives each of its schools a special budget allocation of $1 per student. Student commit-
tees (in conjunction with principals and faculty advisers) at each school decide on
school improvement projects to finance with this money. The funds are actually
disbursed the following year-minus deductions for vandalism costs at each school.
According to Stan Haney, director of buildings, grounds, and engineering, there has
been a "major reduction" in vandalism losses in the program's three years of opera-
tion-a reduction of around 40 percent. There is a strong incentive now for students
to keep other students from vandalizing.

Involving parents and neighbors, too. The more members of the community involved
in antivandalism programs, the more successful such programs are apt to be. For
instance, a few school boards-notably the District of Columbia's and Dade County's
(in Florida)-make an effort to reach residents whose homes are located close to
public schools.

They distribute cards to such neighbors, asking them to report, anonymously, if
they wish, any unusual or suspicious activity around those schools. Special phone
numbers are provided. Quite a few residents respond.

PTA's can do a lot to help stem vandalism. The E. C. Meservey School PTA
in Kansas City, Missouri, has launched Operation PRIDE to help make the school
community become aware of and check its vandalism problem. A Detroit PTA offers
an award to anyone who helps catch a thief or vandal. Several PTA's in Chicago
have organized parent-observer programs to check on suspicious doings around schools,
both during and after school hours.

Vandalism was becoming so costly to the Community Consolidated School District
54 in Schaumburg, Illinois, that one school board member spurred the creation of
parent patrols- volunteer parents who either regularly patrol their schools or simply
drive around closed schools whenever they have the chance.

In one village in the township, some male residents, Civil Defense members all,
have organized their own school patrol, primarily on weekends. They report suspicious
or unlawful activities immediately to police via the walkie-talkie they carry. Associate
Superintendent Milton Derr says the parent patrols were very effective until the board
member who gave impetus to the program left the school board; now parent interest
is tapering off. But Derr feels the program is effective and can be adopted by other
communities.

Of course, not every program will work in every school district. But as serious
as the school vandalism problem is, approaches such as these show that there are
effective ways of fighting it. Whatever the effort, it is worthwhile.
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CRIME SURGE DEFIES ALL EFFORTS, SURVEY OF CITIES SHOWS
More police, more money, new techniques-what have they accomplished in the

ight against crime? Results are disappointing. That's now clear. Starting on page 37,
a top. official gives his views on what it will take to turn the tide.

Billions of dollars have been spent in recent years to improve law enforcement-yet
crime has continued to rise, and many Americans are worried about whether it can
ever be brought under control.

All sorts of new crime-fighting techniques have been tried.
Police forces have been enlarged in almost every city. Local spending on law enforce-

ment has multiplied more than 7 times-up from less than 1 billion dollars in 1964
to more than 1 billion in 1973. The U.S. Government, through its Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, has poured in an additional 3.5 billion dollars in the last
five years to help State and local crime-fighting agencies.

For one brietperiod, it appeared that real progress was being made. In 1972 came
the first decline in 17 years in the number of major crimes reported throughout
the country.

That was hailed by the Nixon Administration as an indication that the corner had
at last been turned. But the hope proved short-lived. In 1973, crime increased again-up
5 percent over 1972.

Reporting deficiency. Then came a study by the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration in icating that the crime picture is really far worse than shown in official
reports.

Lem than half the crimes actually committed are even reported to the police, accord-
ing that study, released in April. In some cities, it appeared, the number of crimes
committed was as high as five ties the number reported.

A nationwide poll, taken by Phillips-Sindlinger in March, showed 40 percent of
all people interviewed were afraid to walk the streets at night. In major metropolitan
areas, the number was even higher-67 percent.

A result of all this, the poll showed, is a decline in public confidence in the police.
In larpe metropolitan areas, 32 percent of those polled said they had less confidence
In their local police than they did five years ago. Only 17 percent had more confidence.

It is not only the citizen-the victim of all this crime-who has become disillusioned.
There is a great feeling of frustration among police and law-enforcement officials,
as well.

"Look at all the things we've tried," they say, in effect, "and still crime continues
to rise."

To find what things have been tried-and how they worked-members of the staff
of "U.S. News & World Report" made a survey of major cities throughout the country.

BiUgger police forces. Operating on the seemingly logical theory that more police
might be the answer, authorities in some cities have increased their law-enforcement
forces substantially during the last decade.

Results were mixed, inconclusive.
In Chicago the police force was expanded by nearly one third-from 10,269 in

1964 to 13,125 in 1972. Yet the number of reported crimes rose by 4,435 in that
period. Then, in 1973, violent crimes went up 5 percent and property crimes 11
percent.

Los Angeles enlarged its police force by 37 percent-from 5,181 in 1964 to 7,083
in 1972. In that eight-year period, the number of crimes jumped by 70,767. Finally,
in 1973, there came an improvement-violent crimes down 5 percent and property
crimes down 7 percent.

Washington, D.C., is commonly cited as one city where increasing the number of
police paid off. The nation's capital, after gaining a reputation as being the crime
capital, increased its police force by 55 percent in a three-year period -beginning
in late 1968. A dramatic drop in crime followed-down 38 percent between 1969
and 1973.

However, officials are not sure how much police expansion had to do with this
decline. Simultaneously, there was a reorganization of the capital's court system which
speeded trials, an expanded program of treating drug addicts who were responsible
for much of the crime, and improvement of street lighting in high-crime areas. All
of these are considered factors in Washington's improved crime situation.

Most cities, traditionally short of money, have been unable to extend their law-
enforcement services very much. During the eight years from 1964 to 1972, the nation's
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total of municipal police officers grew less than 12 percent-from 360,000 in 1964
to 400,000 in 1972. Since the population of the country grew at roughly the same
percentage rate, the ratio of police to civilians changed very little. ",

Civilian "police." Many cities are seeking alternatives to larger police forces as ways
of getting more officers on the street.

One alternative: Civilians are being hired to replace policemen in non-law-enforce-
ment functions, such as clerical, maintenance and motor-pool jobs. This leaves
uniformed officers formerly doing those jobs free to concentrate on law enforcement.
The civilians do not require as much specialized training and generally receive less
pay than police officers.

A recent survey of 41 medium-sized cities revealed that, on the average, 16 percent
of their police-department personnel were civilians.

Other police departments across the country are experimenting with different ways
of patrolling the streets.

Kansas City, Mo., with the assistance of the privately financed Police Foundation,
engaged in a program of trying to find out which kind of patrol is most effective
in deterring crime.

During the year ended last September 30, three types of patrols were tried. In
some areas, a single car roamed the streets, as had been done for years. In other
areas, four or five vehicles were assigned to provide highly intensive patrols. In still
other areas, no cars were assigned to regular patrols, but police were dispatched
to answer specific call for assistance.

Results: Officials were startled to find that the total cars on patrol seemed to have
little effect on the amount of crime in an area. Said a police spokesman:

"We wanted to find out whether conspicuous police patrol acts as a deterrent,
and we found out that it did not."

Implications of the Kansas City study are considered of enormous significance,
because the nation's cities spend more than 2 billion dollars a year on preventive
police patrols. If traditional patrols are not the answer, officials agree, then police
must find more effective ways to use their resources.

Special units. Almost every large city and many smaller ones have established
"tactical" police units-small, highly mobile groups of officers which can be used
against many types of crime problems anywhere in the city.

One tactic is to put both male and female officers on the street in plain clothes
as "stake-outs," or decoys, to catch criminals in the act.

This tactic-sometimes called "zero-visibility patrol"-is meeting with some success.
In New York City, the nation's largest decoy patrol is credited with making 23 percent
of all felony arrests. In Atlanta, a similar program accounts for 45 percent of all
arrests at the scene of the crime. Says Maj. D. M. Edwards head of the Atlanta
police planning and research division:

"It is better than anything else we have tried. I think it will work in any city."
In Detroit, however, such a unit-called "STRESS," for "Stop the Robberies, Enjoy

Safe Streets"-was disbanded after a series of shoot-outs which left two policemen
and 17 civilians dead. Atlanta's program also has come under criticism in the wake
of similar incidents.

Another special unit being tried by many cities is the antiterrorist team. Such teams
are trained by the FBI in the use of military weapons and tactics to combat the
growing number of snipers and bands of self-styled guerrillas.

It was such a police unit in L,3s Angeles-called "SWAT," for "Special Weapons
and Tactics"-that recently raided a house occupied by six members of the Symbionese
Liberation Army which kidnaped Patricia Hearst. All six of the SLA members died
in the raid.

Neighborhood beats. Still another technique being tried in some cities is something
called "team policing." This is an effort to get away from citywide patrols and back
to neighborhood beats. The idea is that .ice officers work best when they know
the area and the people they are protecting-and the people know and trust the
police.

Cities which use team policing, in various forms, include New York, Los Angeles,
Detroit, Dayton, Ohio, and Syracuse N.Y. However, the technique Is regarded with
suspicion by a number of police officials who are afraid that it reduces discipline
and encourages police corruption.

New equipment. Millions of dollars are being spent on new kinds of equipment
for police.

Helicopters, tested in the Vietnam War, are being used for aerial patrols or to
swoop down on criminals. They are found effective in speeding police response to
a crime call, and the aircraft can hover at low speeds to observe suspicious activity
on the ground.
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In Atlanta, residential burglaries declined in an area patrolled by helicopters.
But the choppers irritate some residents by the noise they make.
Television cameras have been used to provide surveillance of high-crime areas in

a number of cities, including Cleveland, New York City and Mt. Vernon, N.Y. The
jury is still out with the verdict on TV's effectiveness.

Computers-and controversy. One city after another has installed computers to handle
many police duties. Used most effectively, computers can speed identification of
suspects, determine the most efficient deployment of police manpower, analyze crime
trends and evaluate methods of crime control.

Example: A Los Angeles police computer system-dubbed "PATRIC," for "Pattern
Recognition and Information Correlations"-can come up with a list of likely suspects
within 15 minutes after a crime is discovered. A human detective would need hours
to do the same job. Police agree that computers are useful.

By 1975, according to the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, it
is likely that 95 percent of the nation's police forces will be using some form of
automated data processing.

The spread of computers is stirring fears however. Civil libertarians warn that com-
puter banks already contain potentially damaging information about millions of Amer-
icans. They say safeguards must be placed on the use of that information to prevent
unwarranted invasions of citizens' privacy.

Community relations. Virtually every major police department has added an agency
to improve relations with people in the community. Such agencies were virtually unk-
nown a few years ago.

Many cities have installed systems to make it easier and quicker for a person to
call the police when in trouble. One widely used system is for a citizen to dial telephone
number 911, wherever he is, and the callis routed automatically to the nearest police
station.

Yet most crimes go unreported-and public distrust of law-enforcement agencies
continues to grow. One reason: Of those crimes which are reported, only about 20
percent result in arrests-and of those arrested, only about 20 percent are convicted
of the crime originally charged. Another 5 percent of those arrested are allowed
to plead guilty to a lesser charge to avoid adding more trials to already overcrowded
court dockets. The rest are referred to juvenile court or are acquitted.

Another disturbing figure: About two thirds of all persons arrested are arrested
again on new charges within two years.

Time for changes. To break up this vicious cycle, experts insist that vast changes
are needed in the entire system of criminal justice-not only the police but also
courts and prisons.

Some progress in court procedures is already being shown. In Washington, D.C.,
for example, the average time between arrest and trial has been cut from about a
year to about seven weeks. Programs are under way in many cities to cut down
the backlog of untried cases.

Prison reforms are also being pushed in a number of States. And yet, officials
say, most prisons still are "schools of crime" which turn first offenders into hardened
criminals. Job training is still inadequate to prepare a convict to earn an honest living
when he gets out.

A result is a high rate of recidivism. About 80 percent of all felonies are committed
by repeaters.

Search for solution. What, then, is the answer to the constantly rising rate of crime?
The feeling is growing that the real answer is not to be found in the police-or
even in courts or prisons.

Donald E. Santarelli administrator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion, suggests some answers in the interview that starts on page 37. One need, he
stresses, is more involvement by citizens in anticrime efforts.

Other authorities insist that crime will never be checked until this nation begins
to solve the underlying social problems which cause crime.

Patrick V. Murphy, a former police official in Washington and New York, who
now is president of the Washington-based Police Foundation, says this:

"We have to face facts. There is too much instability in our cities. As long as
we have unemployment, underemployment, broken homes, alcoholism, drugs and mental
health problems, we are going to have crime."

One fact emerges undisputed: What has been tried so far has not worked, and
some new ways must be found if the U.S. is ever to solve a crime problem that
is costing uncounted billions of dollars and incalculable suffering for millions of citizens
every year.
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WHAT IT TAKES TO STOP RAMPANT CRIME

Interview with Donald E. SantmAlli, Hed, Law Enforcement Ansuance Administration

Is it enough just to add more police, improve courts and prisons? A leader in
the federal war against crime came to the magazine's conference room to suggest
other answers. One need he sees: more citizen involvement.

Question. Mr. Santarelli, the Federal Bureau of Investigation's latest report shows
that crime in the U.S. went up 5 percent in 1973, reversing a decline in the previous
year. Is this the start of another upward spiral?

Answer. Whether it is a spiral or not, I think that unless we do substantially more
as a society than we have done about crime, we will see an intolerable, continuous
problem. The criminal justice system alone cannot solve this total societal problem.

Question. What more should be done? Your agency spends considerable money
attempting to improve law enforcement-

Answer. Yes, we have put about $3.5 billion dollars into improving the traditional
criminal-justice system over the past five years. The LEAA program is one of the
principal thrusts against crime by the Administration of President Nixon. What we
are trying to do is to improve the existing crime-fighting methods by advancing innova-
tion, experimentation, and demonstration projects that might point the way to improve-
ments.

What more should be done? I think we have overemphasized thc capability of paid
professionals-police, courts and correctional institutions-to perform the civic, social
and basic duty of establishing an orderly society. What we need is more citizen par-
ticipation, rather than more and more paid professionals, in reducing the causes of
crime.

Question. Could we safety reduce our police forces?
Answer. At this time, clearly not. Until we get the development of substantial citizen

participation, we've got to man the guardposts with law-enforcement elements.
Question. Would it help to increase the size of police forces?
Answer. The only place where we've really tried that is the District of Columbia.

Here we have evidence that an increase in police officers is related to a decrease
in serious crime. For example, the number of police officers in D.C. was increased
by 55 percent between early 1969 and 1973. In that same time, serious crime, including
larcenies, dropped by 38.2 percent.

But we had an advantage here of almost unlimited resources. Because of the federal
responsibility for the city, because of President Nixon's personal initiative and commit-
ment to the nation's capital as a federal demonstration effort in crime reduction,
we made available in the District of Columbia resources in a volume that no other
city could afford-not only in terms of police, but in terms of courts, in terms of
corrections, and in terms of meeting societal needs such as improved lighting of streets,
etc.

Question. Does Washington, D.C., spend more per inhabitant to control crime than
any other city?

Answer. Clearly, much more than any other city in the U.S.
Question. Is anything that was done in criminal-justice reform in Washington applica-

ble to what other cities can do?
Answer. Yes, in the area of police-administration management. Techniques that were

used here are now well known and are being replicated in other progressive police
departments throughout the country.

Question. Did those changes include speeding up trials?
Answer. That's the court-reform part. Courts are by their own admission un-

dermanaged across the country. Methods relate to past times and almost to prior
centuries. Their utilization of management techniques, particularly in the area of the
computerization of dockets, has been lagging.

Some courts have bea extrenvly vigorous in pursuing this. The Chief Justice of
the United States (Warren E. Burger) is in the lead on this issue. But they haven't
gone far enough.

What we did in the District of Columbia was address that problem in a massive
way. We took what was essentially a 15-man felony court and made it into a 44-
man felony court. There was a massive reorganization, which included the establishment
of a committee to manage the court system, a very-highly-paid court administrator
with a large administrative staff; a social-services support function to give meaning
to judicial decrees; the creation of a family-court concept, in which the courts were
not shackled by old procedures when dealing with what are essentially social problems,
such as difficulties within the family, husband and wife assaults, child abuse,
etc.-coupling all that with computerization.

Question. What did that involve?
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Answer. The U.S. Attorney's office in the District of Columbia was computerized
with a marvelous invention called PROMIS-an acronym for Prosecution Management
Information System-which is a little device of almost genius.

The U.S. Attorney computerizes his case load according to a complex set of princi-
ples. He can identify his most important case each day by looking on a computerized
profile of the defendant-his danger, his past record, his attitude and all we know
about him-the readiness of the case, in terms of its length of time on the calendar,
the availability of the defense lawyer, and every other piece of pertinent information
which determines whether you take up the case today or tomorrow. When the U.S.
Attorney punches that button in the morning, he can look at the top 10 cases in
his docket that are most in need of being tried that day. So he is most effectively
utilizing his resources.

Question. What is the most important benefit from this?
nswer. Speedy trial is a significant benefit. When this court-reform project began

in 1969, the number of felony trials in the District of Columbia had been 2,100
yearly since 1952, while crime had tripled and quadrupled in that period of time.
The trial waiting time for those 2,100 felonies averaged a year, and in some cases
was much longer. Today, the District is trying 4,700 felonies a year. Waiting time
is only about seven weeks.

Question. Why is speedy trial so important in reducing crime?
Answer. Because of its obvious deterrent effect on future crime.
Question. Besides the computer, how are you making use of new technology to

improve law enforcement?
Answer. We are developing a crime-alarm system to be worn a$ a wrist watch

by an individual citizen.
The beauty of this system is that, for $25, the individual can send out his signal

and be identified on a central monitor by name and by place in his building, in
his complex, in his neighborhood or in a public park, so that response can be targeted
directly in the place in which the crime occurs.

Similarly, we've developed a personal, household burglar alarm which would sell
for under $200 and plugs into your wall socket.

These are responses to the crime problem that can be tailored directly to citizens.
Question. Are these Dick Tracy-type gadgets actually in being? Could I buy one

of those things?
Answer. They're in being in prototype at the moment, so you can't buy them yet.
We are going to test 10,000 units of the wrist-radio system in two places, but

we haven't selected the cities yet. The burglar-alarm system will also be tested. The
wrist radio and burglar alarm were developed by Aerospace Corporation. One develop-
ment that is beyond the prototype stage is our new police radio, which is slightly
larger than a cigarette package and is greatly superior to anything else on the market
at the moment. It has four channels, and all the technology is clearly ahead of anything
else in the business.

Question. Where have these been developed?
Answer. We-LEAA-paid for the research and development. Martin-Marietta Cor-

poration developed the radio and is presently discussing the marketing of the radio.
LEAA doesn't have a laboratory. We have a national institute with 40 million dollars,

and we buy research in places such as Aerospace Corporation, Rand Corporation,
Jet Propulsion Laboratories and Martin-Marietta.

Question. One of your most publicized projects has been what was called a "high-
impact anticrime program." What is that?

Answer. That is an effort to experiment in eight different cities by putting in huge
chunks of money-about 20 million dollars per city over a three-year period-that
would be used only for "impact" purposes. That is, it would not be spread around,
like Holy Communion, to saint and sinner alike, but be targeted at specific objectives,
such as the reduction by 20 percent of household burglary in one community, or
the reduction by 20 percent of street mugging in another community.

Question. Is it working?
Answer. All of the cities have excellent projects. For example, I recently visited

Denver and was impressed by the excellent job being done there. The Denver-program
people picked street mugging and burglary. They're reducing them in both cases by
more than the 20 percent they committed themselves to over about 2% years.

Question. What other cities are in the high-impact program?
Answer. Baltimore, Cleveland, St. Louis, Atlanta, Dallas, Portland, Oreg., and

Newark, N.J.
Question. You say Denver's plan worked. Have any of the others?
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Answer. All of the cities have excellent programs, but there are 195 projects in
the cities, and each project is in a different stage of evaluation. However, besides
the projects in Denver, the other projects that come to mind are in Dallas, where
burglary in the target area has been reduced by 50 percent through the use of saturation
patrols."Operation Ident," which involves inscribing identifying numbers on personal proper-
ty, has helped reduce burglary in St. Louis by 16 percent in the target area, while
the use of foot patrols in that city has helped bring down burglaries 35 percent
in tha the demonstration area during the day.

Atlanta's antirobbery and antiburglary operation appears to be bringing that city's
soaring robbery and burglary rate under control. Burglary and robbery in Atlanta
went up only 5 percent after the first six months of the program's operation, compared
to an increase of 99 percent prior to the start of the program.

Cleveland, Newark, N.J., Baltimore and Portland, Oreg., also have recorded significant
progress in controlling crime. Those cities, however, are involved in long-term programs,
and their evaluation report hasn't been fully prepared.

APPLYING 3.5 BILLIONS IN AID

Question. Of the 3.5 billion dollars that you spent in the last five years, how is
the money divided?

Answer. This is an average between 1969 and 1973 of our funds: 45 percent to
police; 13 percent to programs of police, courts and corrections working together,
14 percent to courts alone; 21 percent to corrections alone, and 7 percent to courts
and corrections programs working together.

Question. Are your grants given for specific projects which must be approved by
your agency before the money can be spent?

Answer. No. LEAA is a great experiment in special revenue sharing-part of President
Nixon's "New Federalism," which keeps law-,-nforcement responsibility in the hands
of State and local governments, close to the people. This is a concept to which
I give my hearty support.

The vast bulk of our money-85 percent of it-goes to each State in block grants,
according to a formula based on population. The State then determines how the money
will be divided up-subject only to our approval of the Statewide comprehensive plan.
Only 15 percent of our grants are limited to specific projects which we approve
in advance.

Question. You've spoken of the need for more citizen participation in the criminal-
justice system. Can you elaborate?

Answer. This is a bit philosophical, but, from my view, the cases of crime result
from the kind of society that we have become. Crime is the very high price we
pay for such progress as urbanization and mobility. We've become a society of highly
mobile and, therefore, often anonymous people whose relationship to one another
is substantially disrupted-whose relationship with community is substantially disrupted.

You have to remember that what really controls antisocial conduct in any culture
is societal institutions. The most important of these institutions is the family, then
the community, the neighborhood, the church and the school-these are social institu-
tions which best conform to the societal norm. When those institutions don't work
very well-as we now find them not working in our society-you can't ask the
criminal-justice system to replace all of them by itself. That's what we have tended
to do.

As to how we improve those institutions, I don't have any more competence than
the next person. But it's important that we recognize that simply funding criminal-
justice projects in the traditional way is not enough of an answer. We have to make
advances in areas beyond the traditional criminal-justice system. We have to go outside
the criminal-justice system and deal with the people in the country, bring them in
and make them substitutes for and corollaries to the criminal-justice system-citizens'
initiative.

Question. Haven't citizens already begun to help in many cities?
Answer. You're entirely right. Many people have, in the past, perceived that need.

Programs which have been instituted by individual communities have often been highly
successful. Denver has one, Royal Oak, Mich., has had one.

Small projects-specifically targeted, particularly in the area of juvenile delinquen-
cy-do work. They work by having individuals support the individual delinquent in
the generic meanings of the word "support": job, financial, cultural-the style of a
big brother. All these methods of support are necessary to give young people who
do not have support from their families, churches and schools the support that they
need in order not to be a problem in their communities. But more citizen involvement
is needed on a broader scale.
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Question. What are you doing to get it?
Answer. We have issued a clarion call to States, cities, all who participate in our

program to come up with specific projects for specific communities. I've gone to
New York to discuss one with the mayor, and there's one in Pennsylvania.

I'm saying that among the citizens' initiatives we need is not only an initiative
for the victim to report crime, the witness to report crime, but also for all those
who should serve the criminal-justice system, from jurors to the support I mentioned
earlier: the citizen who acts as a big brother to a precriminal delinquent or helps
the person who has fallen into the clutches of the law.

Question. Is this citizens' initiative plan of yours based on any research or just
theory?

Answer. It is predicated largely on our victimization study, which is still under
way. The study is an attempt to develop a social indicator in the field of crime:
Just how serious is the crime problem to the individual citizen? It is being conducted
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, which is surveying some 600,000 people with
a 20-page questionnaire.

Question. What are you trying to find out?
Answer. We're asking, basically: How many people in America were victims of

crime and what did they know about it and what did they do about it? This differs
from the Uniform Crime Reports of the FBI, which total the numbers of crimes
reported to the Bureau by local police departments.

The survey probably will take another six months or so to complete in a total
of 26 cities, and a national sampling that will provide us with a national picture
of crime. It will be annual. Cost is 25 million dollars so far, and will run about
10 million a year in the future.

WHY MANY REFUSE TO FIGHT CRIME

Question. You evidently have some preliminary findings-
Answer. Yes. In results from 13 cities, including the five largest, we find that fewer

than half of all crimes actually committed are reported to police. The survey more
than anything proves the point that citizens are turned off by the criminal-justice
system we now have. They believe that reporting crime, testifying about crime, doing
something about crime is not worth their while or is too costly to them in terms
of what's likely to result-and they're probably right.

But I do believe that LEAA is helping to overcome this problem. Our program
has enjoyed Mr. Nixon's unqualified support, and I am proud to have a part in one
of the bright accomplishments of his Administration.

SPECIAL REPORT-TERROR IN SCHOOLS

What's happening in the schools is more than a crime problem. It's damaging educa-
tion. Officials crack down. But nothing seems to work.

Violence and vandalism in the nation's public schools are approaching epidemic
proportions-and nobody seems to know what to do about it.

Some school systems are filling their buildings with alarms and guards, and getting
tough with expulsions and arrests. Others, seeking longer-term solutions, call for basic
social changes to remove the root causes of rebelliousness among the young.

But nothing tried so far has stemmed the tide of crime in schools.
In a report last month, the National School Public Relations Association declared:

"The fact is simple but stark: Vandalism and violence have become one of the foremost
problems of the nation's schools during the past five years.

"it is"a problem that is elusive: a costly problem that can strike without warning;
a problem that involves fear of physical harm and emotional public demands for
safer schools, and worst of all, a problem that so far defies solution."

Investigating the scope of school crime, a Senate subcommittee found that, between
1970 and 1973:

School-related homicides increased by 18 percent.
Rapes and attempted rapes increased by 40 percent.
Robberies went up 37 percent.
Assaults on students soared-up 85 percent.
Assaults on teachers also made a big jump-77 percent.
Drug and alcohol offenses on school property increased by 38 percent.
Later reports, not yet converted to national averages, show school crime has con-

tinued to grow since 1973.
Ledger of violence. A survey of 20 cities by members of the staff of U.S. News

& World Report revealed numerous instances of gang warfare, stabbings and clubbings,
extortion, abduction, destruction of school facilities and, in one case, the killing of
all school pets in 25 classrooms in an elementary school.
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The bill for all this is estimated to be running more than 600 million dollars a
year. But the cost is measured in more than dollars. Warned the National Congress
of Parents and Teachers:

"The increase intensity and frequency of violence and vandalism in the schools
threatens serious disruption of the educational process."

Police report that most school crime is committed by a hard-core group of offenders
representing about 10 percent of enrollment-including girls as well as boys. Ages
range from 8 to 18. Nonstudent intruders on school property are also a problem.

Social scientists' studies indicate that youth crimes "are disproportionately committed
by male children of economically and educationally disadvantaged families and by
the poor from racial and ethnic minorities."

It is pointed out, however, that the vast majority of children from disadvantaged
homes never become involved in serious offenses, and that crime is a school problem
in well-to-do neighborhoods as well as in poor ones.
,/ If there is one overriding need in the fight against crime in schools, authorities
agree, it is for more discipline in classrooms.

"We need a rebirth of both discipline and moral development in American educa-
tion." said Ferrel H. Bell, U.S. Commissioner of Education.

What is called for, according to Commissioner Bell, are reasonable standards, firmly
applied. He feels the need for action is great, because of evidence that "many of
our secondary schools are in the grip of hopelessness and despair."

Elusive causes. Seeking solutions to the juvenile crime problem, the Council for
Educational Development and Research brought national experts to a conference in
Washington last month.

The conference was told by James Q. Wilson, distinguished Harvard criminologist,
that "we are facing a problem whose causes we don't understand and which we
probably can't eliminate in a generation or two."

Several new avenues of research were opened at the conference. To be investigated
further:

What appears to be - strong association between early truancy and later misconduct
of a more serious nature.

The effect of prolonged adolescence, in which young people are virtually held as
"prisoners" of the schools until they can quality for jobs.

What benefits might be obtained by allowing students a bigger voice in decision
making in their schools.

Whether parents, by participating more in school life, can exercise a restraining
influence.

Citizens in some communities find they are not always welcomed when they try
to participate in school affairs.

Parents in Montgomery County, Md., a high-income suburb of Washington, are or-
ganized in a group called Citizens United for Responsible Education (CURE). Leaders
of CURE report they have been trying for months to get their State's Attorney's
office to follow up on a grand jury's recommendation that the school system be
investigated to find out whether its educational policies contribute to juvenile delinquen-
cy.

"When we try to deal with Montgomery County school authorities," said one CURE
leader, "what we run into is a sign which says in effect, 'Harry Homeowner, keep
out."'

In metropolitan areas of the country, where school crime is most prevalent, all
sorts of preventive measures are being tried. One of the most effective in New York
City is a mobile squad of 15 security officers which can be dispatched to any school.

"This task force gives us the mobility to respond to crisis situations," said Carleton
Irish, head of the city's office of school safety.

Incidents of crime and violence increased 56 percent in New York last fall. There
are an estimated 80,000 drug addicts in the city, many of them teenagers still in
school. There are also more than 350 youth gangs known to be prowling the fringes
of school grounds.

To the problems generated by these criminal elements is now added a money
shortage. In deep financial trouble, the New York school system has been forced
to cut its security force in half, its guidance counselors by one third and its principals
and teaching staff by nearly one fifth.

While New York is cutting back on security, Boston is planning to add more school
policemen. A new department of security services is to be established to deal with
widespread racial fighting in the schools, where a court-ordered plan of busing for
integration has stirred bitter controversy.

At a cost of 10 million dollars a year, education officials in Chicago appear to
have stabilized disorder in their schools.
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But they aren't crowing about it, because they say it has been stabilized at unac.
ceptably high levels, and the illegal sale and use of drugs continues to be an uncon-
trolled prob em.

Manford Byrd, Jr., deputy superintendent of Chicago schools, pointed out that while
the dollar costs of crime can be calculated, "no one has measured the immediate
and long-term effects on the education of children resulting from the climate of fear
generated by these conditions. Many hours of education are lost because of false
fire alarms and bomb threats. Much harm is done to educational programs when
classroom windows are shattered, teaching materials destroyed or stolen.

"When students and teachers are fearful of #oing to school-terrified of assaults
and other acts of personal violence-a healthy environment for learning is lost."

Worried teachers. Surveys show that 25 percent of Chicago's teachers consider
discipline a constant problem, while 18 percent are worried about their physical safety.

According to John Kotsakis, a spokesman for the Chicago Teachers' Union, it isn't
uncommon for teachers to refuse to work in certain areas of school buildings for
fear of assault from students carrying guns and knives.

In 1965, there were no security guards in Chicago schools. Today there are 700.
Of the 10 million dollars spent last year as a result of crime in schools, 3 million
went for security personnel, 3.2 million for equipment and programs, and 3.5 million
to cover property loses.

Deplonng conditions under which pupils wear their hats and play pocket radios
in Chicago schools, the Rev. Jesse Jackson, a black civil-rights leader, called for more
discipline. "There's a tremendous amount of drugs and violence in our schools," Mr.
Jackson said. "And what is worse, there's a tremendous amount of nonlearning going
on-and that is the crime of crimes as far as I'm concerned."

Not long ago in Atlanta, a 15-year-old high-school student was paddled by an assistant
princil for cutting classes. Minutes later, police reported, the student stormed back
ino the assistant principal's office and shot him with a pistol. The school official
is still in a hospital, paralyzed from the neck down.

Such incidents are rare in Atlanta, but teachers say they show what can happen
when thinp get out of hand. One high-school instructor said:"1 bet if you searched every kid in the city you'd find 60 percent of them with
weapons. I know that teachers bring weapons to school-in fact, one had a gun stolen
from his car. Any time you walk past the bathroom you can smell manuana.

Another teacher added: "It's impossible to keep a kid from smoking a joint during
the day. At least a third of my students use marijuana daily. It's impairing, but not
Incapacitating, so they function better in the classroom than they did when they were
using hard drugs."

Some cities in the Southeast claim they have gotten school crime under control,
but it remains a serious problem in places such as Dade County (Miami), Fla. During
the last school year there, simple assaults jumped from 566 to 830; robberies rose
from 119 to 195; rapes, from 6 to 22. Attacks on teachers and administrators totaled
225.

Resklent watchmen. An increasing number of school systems are moving mobile
homes onto school grounds and using the families who live in them as watchmen.
Generally, individuals own the homes, with the school system preparing the site and
furnishing free utilities and other considerations. There are 58 "watchmobiles" in
Jacksonville, Fla., and school vandalism has been almost cut in half since they began
operation.

Fighting juvenile crime in Detroit schools, the city has stationed policemen in many
buildings and spends $230,000 a year on alarm systems. Still, last year, the vandalism
bill was more than I million dollars.

Tough tactics have reduced disorder in Cleveland schools, but even under improved
conditions there were 173 arson incidents, 494 building entries and 20,990 windows
broken in the 12 months ending last September.

School Superintendent Paul W. Bnggs reported he has been able to reduce his
daytime security staff from 122 guards to 93. "We have a very strong policy that
there will be no weapons in schools," he said. "We expel any child who comes
in with a weapon, and we prosecute adults.

"We have an electronic surveillance system that alerts a central switchboard if vandal-
ism is in progres.. Also, we've given our neighbors a card with a number to phone
if they see crime in progress on school property."

Prevention's price. For public-school systems everywhere, the cost of crime prevention
keeps climbing. The annual operating budget of the security section of the Los Angeles
unified school district is approximately 5 million dollars. An additional 3 million has
been spent currently on intrusion-alarm systems and related hardware.

7-400 0 - 78 - 27
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The district has 300 highly trained peace officers, "the third-larSest police force-
in Los Angeles County," according to William L. Lucas, assistant superintendent of
schools. Yet loses from violence and vandalism are expected to top 4 million dollars
this school year.

A psychiatrist who has examined more than 200 teachers assigned to inner-city
schools in Los Angeles reported last month that many show signs of battle fatigue
similar to that encountered in soldiers.

These "battered teachers," the doctor said, exhibited a variety of stress symptoms,
including high blood pressure, anxiety, depression, headaches, lowered self-esteem,
stomach trouble and disturbed sleep.

For the personal protection of teachers in six Los Angeles high schools, small radio
transmitters have been issued. When activated, these instruments send an alarm signal
to security agents at a central location. The transmitters can be worn on the wrist
or on a chain around the neck, or carried in pocket or purse.

In San Francisco, assaults, extortion and vandalism by students are daily occurrences,
with little mention in newspapers unless it spills over into the streets. There were
headlines late last year, when a gang of teen-agers boarded a streetcar and began
beating and robbing passengers.

San Francisco has a special problem because of the several racial minorities in
high schools. Black, Chinese, Filipino and white students tend to gather in hostile
groups or gangs. Police report there have been 130 murders connected with gangs
an the last five years, although none occurred in schools.

Crime is a serious problem in schools of the Southwest, but many districts have
brought it under control with expensive security measures.

In Houston, as in many other school districts, officials say that some of the most
serious "school crimes" are committed by older nonstudents who come on campus.
A series of rapes against Houston teachers during the 1973-74 school year was blamed
on outsiders."Security measures have helped minimize the problems of outsiders on campus,"
said Harriet Mauzy, president of the Houston Teachers Association, an organization
that has been critical of administrative efforts to protect teachers. "But it is still
more of a problem than the statistics indicate.

"Some teachers prefer not to press charges when they are threatened or assaulted,
and many principals are reluctant to report incidents to the administration. They think
it somehow reflects on their administrative abilities."

Houston school officials say they qet good cooperation from city police. Especially
effective, they report, are police helicopters that fly over schools at night and check
roofs, doors and windows with searchlights.

Altogether, there are more than 130 anticrime programs being tested in the nation's
public schools. The Federal Government, mostly through the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, is spending 30 million dollars a year on remedial projects.

Educators and law-enforcement officials agree the effort is there. What they plead
for now are some results.

CRIME IN WASHINGTON SCHOOLS-A POUCEMANI STORY

In the judgment of a police officer close to the scene, law and order have disappeared
from many public schools in the nation's capital.

"The situation has reached crisis p,.-ortions, said Sgt. Thor E. Bevins, a community-
services officer in the D.C. police department.

"Physical violence in the schools is terrible. I wouldn't be a teacher in the city
of Washington for three times the salary I'm making now.

"I dare any member of the school board to come in and try to run one of these
schools. They wouldn't last until the water started boiling. It's not only the kids.
It's the bad physical plant. It's the parents, the teachers, the principals-it's one big,
unholy ball.

" saw a principal go bananas, have a nervous breakdown under the pressure of
all the assaults, rapes and robberies around him.

"I was in his office on one of those wild days. '111 switch jobs with you,' he
told me.

"There were three or four bunches of unruly students in this large office-in for
fighting, destroying a whole film library, that sort of thing. One white teacher, a
lady, came in. and she had been assaulted."

Sergeant Bevins is assigned to community services in Washington's fourth police
district, a predominantly black area which ranges from slums to some of the most
affluent neighborhoods in the city.
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"Fists, stick,." The sergeant has five officers to police 10 high schools and junior
highs. He estimates there have been about 50 physical assaults on teachers-"with
fists, sticks, anything they can lay their hands on"-and half a dozen shootings in
those schools in the last year.

This is in addition to countless burglaries, robberies, attacks on pupils and acts
of vandalism.

"I could set up police substations in a couple of those schools, and there would
be enough crime for a squad of men to make arrests steadily throughout the day,"
Sergeant Bevins told U.S. News & World Report.

"I have one officer who handles one 6f the worst schools. Every youngster down
there that he arrests wants to fight him-and he could arrest them just as fast as
he can grab hold of them. He's ruined both of his knees behind that school. If
you ever watch a football game, you know how they all pile up. Well, that's about
what it is. There's no respect for law and order whatsoever."

One problem that Washington police encounter in trying to keep down student
crime is that officers are not stationed in school buildings. They respond to calls
from principals.

"We get only the worst cases," said Sergeant Bevins. The school system itself employs
only about a dozen security officers.

A 28-year-old high-school teacher, who was robbed and raped in her classroom,
has sued the District of Columbia for I million dollars' damages, alleging that the
city government failed to provide adequate security in her school.

Sergeant Bevins was interviewed by two editors of U.S. News & World Report on
December 29. Here are some more of his observations on what is going on in the
public schools of Washington:

Truancy. "It's one of our largest problems. We know that daytime burglaries in
our distnct inctae if we don't pick up traunts. We bring in as many as 500 a
week.

"The truancy rate in the Washington school system probably averages 25 percent."
Narcotics. "You can go to any school and buy about anything you want in the

line of narcotics. And you buy it from students."
Teachers. "The majority of them are assaulted daily and make no reports. They

figure it's part of earning their paycheck. I've just found out that many, many more
teachers retire on disability than policemen or firemen. What you need in Washington
are combat teachers."

Parents. "The key to the whole school problem is responsible parents and strong
teachers. I think the parents shoUld be made to pay for the consequences of their
children, and then maybe they'd get a little closer. Now, when we talk to parents,
many of them say, 'You keep the kid. I don't want him."'

Heart of the problem. "Every child is being labeled as a problem in school, when
actually you're talking about, maybe, only 10 percent of them, who are the real
troublemakers. I'd put those 10 percent in special schools, so the rest of the kids
could get an education. There's only one thing to do-either get them out or run
a police state inside the school."

Solutions. "It's hard to know what to do. But I think that, before we get too
far along in this country, if the people don't start gathering together, not only in
schools but everywhere we're going to be in worse trouble."

VANDALISM-A BILLION DOLLARS A YEAR AND GETTING WORSE

In the world's richest nation, wanton destructiveness is moving rapidly beyond child's
play into new dimensions of cost to property-and lives.

Vandalism-the willful and often pointless destruction or defacing of property-is
growing worse in America.

City after city keeps spending millions of dollars each year to counter criminal
acts that strike at property ranging from schools to mass-transit systems, parks and
ZOOS.

Only in some places do the efforts seem to be stemming the tide. Mostly the picture
is bleaker. The total cost Is put as high as a billion dollars a year by some estimates.

Instances such as these point up the scope of the problem:
A group of boys in California recently broke the lock on a railroad switch, removed

an automatic derailing device and cut the brakes on a tank car of inflammable liquid.
The tank car rolled down onto a main line and hit a switch engine. Two railroad
employees died in the fire.

Detroit police recorded 5,061 instances of malicious property destruction in the
first four months of this year-up from 4,227 for the same period last year. Included
was the fatal stabbing of a $650 miniature horse at the city's zoo.
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Broken windows in the Madison, Wis., schools last year cost $25,000. And school
officials complain that residents don't even bother to call police when they see a
neighborhoodchool being vandalized.

At Wind Cave National Park in South Dakota, elk, buffalo and deer have been
slaughtered-some carried off for food but others lef to rot on park trails.

The sheet ferocity of vandals-mostly youngsters, but often adults, too-knows few
bounds.

Among victims: animals. Zoo officials in several cities tell of animals being beaten
to death with clubs, burned with cigarettes and sprayed with paint.

Two boys, aged 6 and 7, broke into a Washington, D.C., day-care center on three
successive week-ends, killing rabbits, hamsters and guinea pigs and splashing paint
and food on the walls.

It is difficult to reckon the precise cost of vandalism to the nation. Police believe
that only I in 3 cases of vandalism is ever reported.

Often the victims quietly pay for broken windows or snapped-off auto aerials rather
than risk having their insurance rates go up.

Many businesses and governmental agencies lump vandalism damage in with the
cost of regular maintenance.

Worst hit-schools. Available statistics show this, however:
Schools apparently are bearing the brunt of the cost. An education magazine esti-

mated that damage and destruction to U.S. schools by vandals in the school year
1972-73 came to half a billion dollars-260 million for vandalism damage, arson losses
and similar property damage and 240 million in payouts for security personnel and
equipment. This worked out to about $10.87 for each pupil, about the same amount
asspent for textbooks that year.

New York City put the cost of park vandalism last year at $1,167,904. It spent
another 2 million dollars to clean up "graffiti" on the subways as shown in the article
on page 41.

Property replacement itself is only part of vandalism's cost-perhaps outweighed
by spending on security, cleanup and repair.

New Orleans Recreation Director Charles Nutter said 30 percent of all park-main-
tenance work is cleaning up or repairing vandalism damage. One new park there
almost wasn't ready for its formal opening date.

"Three days before the park was scheduled for dedication, we put up the swings
and other equipment," Mr. Nutter said."The day of the dedication we went out and there wasn't a swing left and the
merry-go-round was in pieces. By that night we had it patched up so at least the
mayor didn't see the mess."

Vandalism is not a new problem. The name itself comes from the Vandals, a Ger-
manic people who sacked Rome in A.D. 455.

Nor is vandalism confined to any particular area. It is stirring concern in the big-city
ghettos, affluent suburbs and small country towns.

Vandals' game: "yard farming." In Scarsdale, N.Y., one of the country's richest
communities, a church chapel-open 24 hours a day under terms of the donor's will-is
a regular target for vandals. Preston, Ia., with 975 people, has had an epidemic of"yard farming," in which youngsters use cars and motorcycles to tear up lawns and
parks.

How do authorities explain such outbreaks of vandalism?
"in the poor areas, vandalism is a product of kids' hostility against society; in

the wealthy areas, against parents and schools," said Lt. William Rilling, commander
of the St. Louis police department's juvenile division.

Others say that research into vandalism is scant, and that far too little is known
of its causes.

"Just shrug." Those few vandals who are caught offer little help. Ben McCardel,
assistant security director of the Dade County (Miami) schools, said:

"Most can't give a reason. Occasionally they say they're mad at the teacher, but
most just shrug their shoulders and say, 'I don't know. I just did it."'

Some authorities see the rise in youthful vandalism as one response to today's social
tensions-poverty, family problems, unemployment, racial hatred and the like. Periods
of increased racial friction seem to spawn more vandalism.

In other vandalism, such crimes as thievery and arson play a part. Police say many
thefts are the work of vandals in search of readily salable items, in some cases to
finance drug habits.

In a Cleveland park someone stole a manhole cover, and a 4-year-old girl fell
to her death.

Other items taken recently include copper wire from baseball-field lights, brass
water-fountain fixtures and a small statue of Helen Keller.
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A metal In demand. Thefts of copper, which has increased sharply in value, have
risen. In the small North Carolina coastal county of Carteret, vandals first took copper
downspouts from a school then returned to tear up a $1,600 copper roof flashing
in a vain attempt to get it loose.

"It shocked us because we couldn't believe they went to so much work," says
Assistant School Superintendent John Morris, who put scrap value of the flashing
at about $80. "It would have been easier to get a job for the money."

Researchers agree that school vandalism is almost always a group action and that
those involved in it are usually those having some kind of classroom troubles. But
they differ sharply on what should be done about it.

Some disagree with physical security measures-around-the-clock patrols, electronic
detection devices and other measures-which they say can turn the school into an
armed camp.

Even so, security is being tightened in many school systems. Millions have been
spent on strengthening patrol and security forces, replacing glass windows with un-
breakable plastic and installing modem sound and motion-detecting devices in the
schools.

Some, but not conclusive, gains are being reported from such measures.
New York City school officials say their vandalism losses in 1972-73 were down

by 21 percent from the previous year, to 3.8 million dollars. Miami and Dallas, where
modem alarm systems have been installed, also reported vandalism damage down.
And similar security measures in Detroit seem to have at least halted the sing cost
there.

In Los Angeles, where a three-year program to install new alarm systems is not
yet complete, this year's losses seem certain to be higher than last year.

Business firms and governmental agencies, as well as schools, are searching for
other kinds of answers.

A lion on guard. The Des Moines, Ia., zoo is using a lion as a watchdog to end
nighttime attacks on the animals. After warnings on television and in the local .papers,
zoo director Robert Elgin began putting out a year-old lioness on a chain near the
fence.

"The lion has been trained not to bite or claw," Mr. Elgin said. "She will just
sort of wrestle you to the ground and sit on you until the watchman comes."

So far, no intruder has tried to test the lion's self-restraint.
The Elk Grove school district, near Sacramento, Calif., is hiring "school sitters"

at its remote sites. Mobile homes are put near the schools and provided to selected
families on a rent-free and utilities-paid basis. In return, the "sitters" call police if
they notice any suspicious activity. Other California school systems are using guard
dogs.

Chicago's park district will put 15 policemen on horses this summer in a program.
Officials say they expect the mounted officers to be a big psychological deterrent

to young offenders.
Railroads are beefing up security forces, as vandalism and pilferage now is costing

millions of dollars each year. Helicopter patrols are being used in areas where vandals
bombard trains with rocks and place thing ranging from logs to old refrigerators
on the tracks. Several lines, that are tired o damage to new automobiles being hauled
in open-rack cars, are building closed containers.

Telephone companies have redesigned public phones, wrapping the cables in steel
and otherwise making the instruments as tamper-proof as possible.

Bringing vandals to court-and getting convictions-is not easy, especially where
the defendants are very young. Where no other crime is involved, many judges are
willing to settle for the cost of the damage. More and more are trying to match
the punishment to the crime. If the vandals are from wealthy families, the judge
may well stipulate that they earn the money to pay for the damage.

"Best punishment." Other judges favor putting the vandals on clean-up crews to
see the other side of their action-"the best punishment that could be imposed,"
says one New York City official who is working on the vandalism program.

As a preventive measure, Miami schools are using a force of specially trained security
officers whose task is to spot potential troublemakers and try to establish some sort
of rapport with them. Officials have been generally pleased with the program and
are expanding the force from 58 to 108 officers. Several women officers are being
added.

The Ne,-' York City Housing Authority, which has some 600,000 persons living
in its 209 projects, has established a task force aimed at channeling the energies
of prospective vandals into more constructive paths, such as building basketball courts
andrepainting dilapidated building.

Few officials, however, are making any victory claims in their fight against vandalism.
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"There's no unique solution for vandalism," said Raymond Hudson, director of plant
operations for the New York City schools. "You use sound and motion detectors
or photoelectric devices and some the youngsters are still ahead of you.

'Just when you think you have come up with a device to stop vandalism, youngsters
think of some way of getting around it."

SUBWAY PAINTING-- VANDALISM IN THE GUISE OF -ART"

Perhaps the most specialized form of vandalism in the U.S. today is blanketing
this city s subways.

Trains and tunnels are overlaid with "graffiti"-the multicolored names and slogans
that are the calling cards of thousands of ghetto youths.

Fruitless efforts have been made over the years to get rid of subway graffiti. Yet
they remain as much a part of the New York scene as the Empire State Building.
They have inspired several books, including a new one by Norman Mailer. Some
critics find the "art" worthy of praise.

Costly "canvas." But officials of the New York City Transit Authority, who run
the subways, find little to admire. To them graffiti are the battle scars of a fight
they can't seem to win-one that is costing them 2 million dollars a year.

Why this form of vandalism?
A high-ranking New York policeman sees graffiti as a means for ghetto youths-most

of them black or Spanish-speak ing- to "show the flag." Among his peers, a graffiti
artist's prestige is determined by how many times he can "do" his signature, the
relative difficulty of the places he puts it and its style.

The form of graffiti is changing. Once it was thousands of felt-pen repetitions of
a signature such as Taki 183-a nickname plus an identifying number, usually the
writer's street. Now, an elaborately spray-painted "Hondo" or "Star" may cover the
entire side of a subway car.

Both styles are proving resistant to automatic car-wash equipment. An expensive
speciaL scrubbing of all 6,700 cars last autumn was undone in days.

Now the cleanup crews remove only the racial slurs and murals that cover windows
or otherwise pose safety hazards.

"To try and remove all graffiti is terribly expensive," says a Transit Authority
spokesman. "It's a question of where you want to put your operating revenues."

Risks add zest. Danger-both of being caught and of serious injury-seems to add
an incentive for graffiti artists.

The giant-sized versions take hours to complete and involve hazardous treks down
electrified tracks to the sidings where cars are parked overnight. One badly burned
youth told newsmen a spark from the tracks ignited paint he was spraying. He said
others also have been hurt in the tunnels and yards.

Transit police are cracking down hard on anyone caught in the subways with
spray-paint cans or other graffiti materials. Arrests last year totaled 1,408, nearly
double the number in 1972. Some of those caught were sentenced to clean up their
own handiwork.

Frank T. Berry, who is in charge of operations and maintenance for the Transit
Authority, sees even tougher enforcement as the only hope for ending the fad. Says
Mr. Berry:

"This is a social problem and not a subway problem. We need more help from
the courts."

VANDALS: THEY COST COLUMBIA $116,000 EACH YEAR

(By Barbara Beem)
Slashing bus seats and breaking street light globes is bad enough, but injuring Colum-

bia's ducks is the last straw.
Jim Yedlicka, recreation director for the Columbia Association, said that the wound-

ing of a Lake Elk Horn duck last Thursday evening ended in a veterinarian's having
to destroy the animal the next morning. Monday, Mr. Yedlicka called the incident
a "sad commentary."

"Since June or July, at least ten ducks have been shot on our lakes," he said.
This caps what he labels a recent upsurge in vandalism on CA recreational facilities.

"We spend $116,000 a year repairing vandals' damage," he stated, and with tightening
budgets, this money is becoming less and less available.

"If there were no vandalism, the zoo, camps and athletic programs would be free,"
Mr. Yedlicka commented.

Following this most recent incident, Mr. Yedlicka said he considered removing the
ducks from the lake entirely.

"It's not fair to the ducks," he said.
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But he has decided that that is not the answer-"What does that prove?"
"Ducks are something the kids can relate to."
There are only about two ducks at Elk Horn and between 20 and 30 at Lake

Kittamqundi and Wilde Lake. Many were originally gifts to the zoo, but are placed
on the= when the zoo facilities are full. Others migate to the open space.

Most of the ducks are quite tame and are accustomed to eating food given them
from visitors to the lakes. Because of their friendliness, they are more vulnerable

m, to abuse than the more aloof swans, Mr. Yedlicka explained.
Instead of removing the ducks, Mr. Yedlicka said he believes the solution is to

heighten the consciousness of the community.
The police can and will make arrests-they just need to be notified, according

to the recreation director.
in an effort to reach the community, Mr. Yedlicka has prepared a slide show on

the vandalism in Columbia-a show which he is anxious to present to any interested
group.

So far, he has given his visual demonstration to two schools-Bryant Woods and
Faulkner Ridge Elementary schools-as well as to adult organizations.

"A lot falls on the parents," Mr. Yedlicka stated.
He blames a lot of the destruction on groups of young people who live in Colum-

bia-he does not generally attribute the vandalism to bands of outsiders.
"A lot of parents refuse to acknowledge their kids are doing it," he added, but

the parents who take time to watch the presentation "are not the ones who need
it."

In addition to 80 slides of examples of vandalism-it took the CA representative
less than three weeks to compile the photographs-a score card entitled "The Price
Is High" is distributed.

Space for guessing vandalism repair costs is provided-the player must estimate
the cost of a lamp globe, bus seat cushion, pathway snow stake, telephone and six
other repairs.

At the bottom is room for the player to guess the total for the year. The person
with the closest estimate wins a CA t-shirt. In many cases the estimates are low.

A drive similar to this one was conducted about two years ago. Vandalism seems
to run in phases, according to Mr. Yedlicka, and after the last program, there was
a slump in destruction

Petitions at schools were distributed among students to help pressure their peers
out of destroying property-and it worked, according to the CA director.

Now, Mr. Yedlick is hoping that this kind of momentum can be regained.
"Very few" of the vandals are being caught and the situation will continue until

the community bears down on the problem, Mr. Yedlicka said.
He urged people witnessing these crimes to contact the police and report the problem.
In the meantime, CA crews are doing their best to repair the damage-replacement

is often too costly.
"It's frustrating for the crews to spend half of their days repairing what happened

the night before, the recreation director commented.
"But it's important that repairs are made right away."
He said that psychologically, it is deterring for a vandal to destroy if he sees the

damage immediately repaired. If someone sees a broken window, he is encouraged
to break another.

"We need a little more concern on the part of the community." Until then, there
will be propane-burned holes in plexiglass, signs torn and bent, walls written on, trees
torn... "it goes on and on."

SCHOOL VANDALISM COSTS DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA $1.3 MILLION IN YEAR

(By Patricia Camp)
Vandalism, which caused more than 31,000 broken windowpanes in Washington's

200 schools last year, is directly responsible for more than one-fourth of the $5 million
allocated for maintenance and repairs in city schools, according to the D.C. general
services department.

The department, which handles maintenance for all city buildings, budgeted the
replacing of broken windows, called glazing, at more than $500,000 for fiscal year
1975.

The department estimated that vandalism, mostly by students themselves, was also
the direct cause last year of $500,000 in housekeeping repairs. $53,000 worth of
damage to school clocks and bells, $27,000 in plumbing damage, and more-to the
tune of about $1.3 million last year.
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Harold T. Henson, assistant director of the bureau of repairs and improvements
for general services, said his crew is about halfway finished with glazing for this fiscal
year, which they try to complete between September and January before the weather
gets extremely cold. So far, they have replaced about 12,000 windows.

The number of broken windows will probably be fewer than in past years-76,000
in 1970-because any glass windows are being replaced with sturdy plastic ones, Henson
said.

"You've got to weigh this," Henson said. "Will you keep buying glass that's broken
out every year or should you try to put in good material? In the long run, it's worththe9platic."e types of plastic used, bought through a bidding system, are much more expensive

than glass. Henson said that a sheet of plastic, about 48 inches by 96 inches and
1/8 inch thick, costs $44.18. A sheet of glass, 20 inches by 20 inches, costs only
65 cents.

The school system made a list of the number of broken windows at various schools
on June 30. The list showed that out of the five schools with the largest percentage
of broken windows, four of them were junior high schools.

Henson's staff this year replaced 627 windows at Kramer Junior High in Southeast;
421 at Prowne Junior High in Northeast, and 382 at Paul Junior High in Northwest.

"Students in that age group have all that energy and they don't know what to
do with it," said Burton Boone, director of plant and maintenance operations for
D.C. public schools. "You really can't pinpoint any one school."

He said the only thing his department can do is try to have more security at
buildings to prevent illegal entry by outsiders and "restore that which has been vandal-
ized."

Boone said attempts are also made to thwart vandals by moving public address
systems in hallways closer to ceilings and by not installing new ceilings with acoustical
tiles that can be pulled out.

Solving the vandalism problem would go a long way toWard helping the schools
and general services with backed-up work orders. There are more than 1,000 repair
jobs that need to be done at D.C. schools now, some dating as far back as 1973.

Even parents and volunteer workers have tried to help out with school repairs.
Ben D. Segal of Mayor Walter E. Washington's staff reports that from September
through Nov. 2 1, a group of volunteer workers from Project Build worked more than
4,000 man-hours in various city schools, painting lockers, installing floor tile, and
doing other work.

Sam D. Starobin, director of general services, told the House Subcommittee on
District Appropriations this week that the school board has allocated $4.5 million
to $5 million annually for building maintenance since 1969, though the cost of main-
tenance has increased by more than 50 percent.

Six years ago, he said, 225 to 250persons were detailed to the schools daily,
compared with 150 to 170 today. That $5 million is less than 3 percent of the
total school budget.

Henson also points out that maintenance problems have increased because many
of the school buildings are old. Out of a total of 229 buildings, 37 were constructed
before 1900, and 66 built between 1900 and 1930.

School officials saz there is not much that they can do. Julius Hobson Jr., chairman
of the school board s finance committee, said that when the board had to deal with
a deficit due to hiring about his time last year, "we cut maintenance."

"It ets to be an emotional thing when you have to either cut classroom teachers
or maintenance that doesn't show up right away. It (maintenance) is a priority, but
we need to make reductions in the budget," Hobson said.

I.rom the Sun, Saturday, April 3. 19761

HOWARD SCHooLS ROaED Or GooDS WoamH $6,000

(By Michael J. Clark)
Six Howard county public schools have been burghuzAd this yea and $6,000 worth

of property has been stolen, a spokesman for the county's school system said yesterday.
"We are very concerned about the burglary and vandalism problem and are taking

every precaution within our available resources," Paul Rhetts, the public information
officer for Howard county's public schools, said.

Mr. Rhetts noted that the county schools have alarms, but he added: "Maybe we
need more surveillance by the county police. Or, we should consider hiring security
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guards." He said no funds in the proposed operating budget for the next fiscal year
would be used for hiring guards to protect school property.

According to figures supplied by Mr. Rhetts, the school system had $35,942.19
worth of property stolen or destroyed between September, 1974, and September, 1975.

The report on vandalism, larcenies and burglaries compiled by the school system
shows 150 incidents in which school windows were broken during the period resulting
in losses amounting to $19,250.

During this same period, there were 68 larcenies and thefts-some stemming from
break-ins-in which items totaling $16,592 in value were stolen. Two cases of arson
also were reported during the period.

The major burglaries in the county schools this year were: On March 17, $3,195
worth of stereo equipment was stolen from Howard High School near Columbia; on
February 23, $1,447 worth of tools, microphones and cymbals was taken from Mount
Hebron High School in the Ellicott City area, and on January 13, $1,260 worth of
high fidelity and band equipment was stolen from Oakland Mills High School in Colum-
bia.

Linda Gregg, the Howard county police information officer, termed the school burgla-
ries, larcenies and vandalism "a problem in every jurisdiction. It is often juveniles
who commit the crimes, and they know the schools quite well and how to get in."

The police official said the 132 officers In the department routinely check all 42
of the county's public schools.

"I don't know what else we can do," Miss Gregg said. "We can't station someone
at the schools full time."

SCHOOL BREAK-INS REPORTED DOWN 43 PERCENT IN COUNTY

(By Antero Pietila)

The Baltimore county school system's roving security patrol claiins to have cut
break-ins leading to theft and vandalism 43 percent since they started patrolling the
more than 20b school facilities last September.

"I can't take full credit but I can't help but think that this is a result of our
sporadic patrolling," says Kenneth C. Lambert, a former city police sergeant who
is in charge of building security for the county school system.

The security patrol, which operates on a $52,000-a-year budget, employs 26 persons,
20 of them college students working part-time.

Television's cop shows seem to be big among those students, many of whom have
adopted a nickname from their favorite drama.

-Patricia Cowan, 21, for instance, is "Pepper" from the series Policewoman.
She is the patrol's only female member and when she is not on night duty, she

is a Towson State College senior majoring in secondry science. She is now student-
teaching at Lansdowne Middle School.

And the patrol members call the patrol itself the "squad squad" in a take-off of"Mod Squad."
The radio-equipped roving patrol, which uses unmarked county cars, keeps an eye

on educational facilities from dusk to dawn, with an added emphasis during weekends.
According to Mr. Lambert, not only have the break-ins decreased but also there

has been a marked drop in vandalism.
"From July to December, 1974, our schools suffered $224,690 in losses." he said,

"but the figure for the comparable period last year was only $127,000."
Burglar alarms that the county is installing in schools have increased the patrols

effectiveness.
About 20 peti..at of the county's 160 schools are now covered by such alarms,

according to Mr. Lambert, who said he has asked for $194,000 in next year's budget
to have 50 more alarms installed.

VIOLENCE IN THE SCHOOLS-A STATEMENT BY NEA VICE PRESIDENT WILLARD
MCGUIRE*

We need more honesty and candor in dealing with violence and in reporting it
to the community. There is too much covering up going on.

We must become more discerning about violence. We won't eliminate violent
behavior by students if we condone the violence of such things as 10 testing and
-racism. The President of the United States appears to condone violence in south
Boston and an adult in Kanawha County, West Virginia, used dynamite to put love

rh.se comments by NEA Vice-Presidest McGuire are excerpted from his presentation at a recent Comcil for
Educational Development and Research. Inc. conference in Washington. D.C.
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and Christian virtue into textbooks. If.we am going to inore twelve hours of violence
on television, how can we expect to eliminate five minutes of it in the classroom?
As a society, we don't seem to be very discerning about violence.

We need security In many school buildings. Both teachers and students need to
be protected apint the outsiders who come into the school and do violence. If
the parade of winos, perverts, and thugs who daily enter our schools and cause trouble

If, were to descend instead on a large downtown office building, I feel certain there
is would be speedy action to remove Em and steps taken to prevent their ever returning.

Why can't our schools, our teachers, and our students be equally well protected?
We wouldnt eliminate violence, but we would reduce it and we'd narrow the field
of combat.

Something must be done about students who are engaging in serious criminal offenses.
No English teacher should have to rehabilitate heroin pushers. That should be a matter
for the police and for another system beside the school system. We should define
a reasonable range of problems which teachers can or should be able to deal with
and not be expected to solve every problem. We must insist on proper action by
other community agencies. A good professional teacher is a poor amateur policeman.

Teachers should encourage, design, and support experimental programs, alternate
programs and other nontraditional approaches to educating students who are bored
or unmoved by traditional approaches. There is one thing we know for certain about
any education approach-the pupil-teacher ratio must be low. If you want successes,
you must have one-to-one, one-to-two, three, four, or five. A teacher with five students
can do the job. They give us 40 and 45 and wonder why there are problems.

I'm also becoming more convinced that we should work to establish preservice
and in-service courses in how to handle the aggression and other behavior that must
be dealt with, Most of us as teachers are not prepared to deal with it. If we were,
we would feel more secure, be less threatened, and head off more serious behavior.

It is not easy to be a teacher-but it never has been. Good things-important
things-are never easy-and teaching is important. I am one classroom teacher. Like
my colleagues, I want us to face the problem of violence and begin to deal with
it.

CRIME AND VANDALISM PERMEATE NATION'S SCHOOLS

Last year American school children committed 100 murders, 12,000 armed robberies,
9,000 rapes, and 204,000 aggravated assaults against teachers and each other. They
were also responsible for 270.000 school burglaries and vandalized over $600 million
worth of school property.

It's not kid stuff anymore. Today's youth use guns and knives-and they attack
adults as well as each other. Nor is school crime limited to the cities. Violence and
vandalism are reaching crisis proportions in the suburbs and rural communities.

In St. Louis, two suburban schools closed temporarily during the past year because
of outbreaks of school violence. In Fairfax County, Va., an affluent suburb of Washing-
ton, D.C., teachers have been hit with books, thrown over desks, and had their clothes
ripped; and in Prince Georges County, Md., another Washington suburb, a rape against
a teacher and a murder on school grounds were reported recently.

RURAL VIOLENCE
In House Springs, Mo., an all white rural school district with 7,000 students, 10

youths overdosed on drugs in the past year and numerous students were sent home
drunk. In a period of two months, $6,000 worth of equipment was stolen from the
high school, teachers had rifle bullets fired into their cars, and a teacher was stabbed
by a female student.

In Rochester, N.Y., within the last year, a 14-year-old was slashed with a razor
in his math class by another student, another 14-year-old shot a school aide who
was trying to break up a fight, and three students held up a cafeteria manager at
gunpoint.

In isolated rural areas, school-sponsored agriculture projects have been cancelled
because vandalism there included killing animals.

TEENAGE EXTORTION

Although rape, robbery, assault, and vandalism are major sources of concern, extor-
tion is now being reported with increasing frequency. In San Francisco, teenage ter-
rorists not only demand money from students and teachers, they have also been in-
timidating neighborhood businesses.
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Statistics on school crime are only approximate. Until recently, many school authori-
ties didn't want to recognize violence in the schools, afraid that reporting incidents
of violence or vandalism would reflect poorly on their jobs.

However, a Senate subcommittee headed by Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) reported that
in 757 schools surveyed between 1970 and 1973 there had been an 18.5 percent
increase in homicides, a 40.1 percent increase in rape and attempted rape, an 85.3
percent increase in assault on students, and a 77.4 percent increase in assault on
teachers.

"The primary concern in many American schools today is no longer education,
but preservation," said Bayh before the Senate subcommittee hearings this spring.

TESTIMONY IN CONGRESS

Students, teachers, and education and safety officials came from all over the country
to Washington, D.C., last spring to tell a Senate subcommittee what they knew about
crime in their schools.

"I've" been assaulted and beaten in the classroom, and the way my administrator
handled it was to hush it up, not tell the police about it," said a teacher from
Missouri.

"Feat and violence are frightening many students out of an education," said a
city official from Philadelphia. In New York, the subcommittee was told, student-
run brokerages, where teenagers buy and sell guns, drugs, and the services of prostitutes,
were found in some high schools.

"What we found in 1973 and 1974," said a staff member of the Senate investigating
group, "we could also find in 1975, in increased numbers, higher percentages and
in small as well as large school systems."

WHO'S TO BLAME

Parents, students, teachers, and administrators all blame each other for failing to
deal with the discipline problem.

Teachers maintain that a good deal of the increased destructive behavior and violence
is due to permissive parents or from hostility or indifference. Parents accuse teachers
of either leniency or rigidity. And school officials say the parents who demand stricter
rules against everybody else's children are the first to accuse teachers of unfairness
when their own offspring are involved.

TELEVISION VIOLENCE

4FTelevision violence also has been repeatedly cited recently as a major cause of
the increase in crimes among youth.

The January issue of the Phi Delta Kappan pointed to the U.S. surgeon general's
investigation- an exhaustive three year study set in motion by the chairman of the
Senate Communications Subcommittee-dealing with the impact of televised violence
on children.

One conclusion drawn from this study and quoted in the Phi Delta Kappan was:
"The more violence and aggression a youngster sees on TV, regardless of his age,
sex, or social background, the more aggressive he is likely to be in his own attitudes
and behavior. The effects are not limited to youngsters who are in some way abnormal,
but rather were found in large numbers of perfectly normal children."

FAMILY DISORGANIZATION

Observers also are pointing to the increasing numbers of disorganized families as
one more reason for the soaring school crime rate. No longer is the fate of disorganiza-
tion and delinquency limited to minorities and the poor. Family disorganization is
spreading throughout middle class society in towns, suburbs, and rural communities.

Urie Bronfenbrenner, professor of family studies at Cornell University, notes: "in
terms of such characteristics as the proportion of working mothers, number of adults
in the home, single-parent families, or children born out of wedlock, the middle class
family of today increasingly resembles the low-income family of the early nineteen-
sixties."

At a recent conference in Washington, D.C., which brought experts in criminology
together with teachers, principals, school board members, and security personnel, many
of these same reasons-and more surfaced as causes for increased destructive behavior
among students.

The conference, sponsored by CEDaR (the Council for Educational Development
and Research, Inc.), had as its ultimate aim to build a "research and development
agenda" that will get at the causes and means of prevention of school violence.
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A recurrent theme among classroom-teachers at the conference was that permissive-
ness and lax discipline has been allowed to permeate not only the schools but the
home and society in general. Conferees also recognized that school violence didn't
ust come up overnight. Too often, they said, parents, teachers, and administrators
looked the other way when all this was coming about.

COMBATTING SCHOOL VIOLENCE

Recognition that too often the public school environment is dominated by fear,
destruction, chaos, and violence is at long last forcing communities across the U.S.
to move on the problem of defiant and sometimes dangerous youth who keep others
from learning.

Many NEA local associations are demanding and getting firm and enforceable
discipline regulations in their contracts. School boards are spending millions on so-
phisticated security systems and armed police patrol in and around troubled schools.

Despite some criticism about turning schools into armed camps, most parents and
teachers say the crack-down is long overdue.

In one large urban school system, it was reported that police helicopters hover
over school grounds and signal patrolmen on the ground at the first sight of trouble.
Chicago is spending nearly $3 million on school security after an elementary-school
pupil shot a principal to death and 1,300 verbal and physical assaults on teachers
were reported last year.

Nw York City's school board is planning to spend $10 million on school guards,
special aides, and expensive security equipment. Included are walkie-talkies and pocket-
size "panic buttons" that allow teachers to signal the central office when threatened
with unruly youths.

Currently under development and expected to be on the market this year is a
security device that resembles Dick Tracy's wrist-radio. Sensitive to the body's reaction,
the device sends an automatic signal to a central office or security office when the
person wearing it is frightened or threatened. It is expected to be a big seller in
school districts throughout the country.

Sophisticated security systems have been installed in thousands of schools across
the nation, including closed-circuit television and electronic sensors. A proposed Safe
Schools Act now pending in Congress would provide up to $200 million to buy more
such systems.

ONE TF.ACHER'S STRUGGLE AGAINST SCHOOL VIOLENCE

Peggy Cochran is a high school teacher and immediate past-president of the
Northwest Education Association, a Missouri-NEA affiliate. She has received national
recognition for speaking out about violence and vandalism in her school district.

Last year, Cochran and other teachers appealed to the Jefferson County School
District administration and then to the school board about their grave concerns on
the lack of discipline. The teachers were turned away with a response that "if more
teachers did their jobs, the problems they described would not be happening."

So the teachers went to the news media and as a result, local TV, radio stations,
and the newspapers focused on the problems the teachers described. Newsweek, in
its April issue, featured an article on delinquency in the Jefferson County School
District, an all-white rural community near St. Louis.

In June, Cochran accepted a request from Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) to testify before
the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency. In December, Cochran also told
her story to a Washington, D.C., conference on vandalism and violence in the schools
sponsored by the Council for Educational Research and Development, Inc. (CEDaR).
Here is part of what she said:

I have taught 12 years-the last eight at Northwest High in House Springs, Missou-
ri-and am presently chairperson of the Language Arts Department. Our school district
has 316 teachers and approximately 7,000 students. Grades 9 through 12 have an
enrollment of about 2,200 students. Our district is rather unique in some ways compared
to surrounding districts. As urban and suburban school districts are decreasing in
enrollment our rural district's student population is growing rapidly. Our assessed valua-
tion per pupil is approximately $4,500, where neighboring districts have $12,000 to
$17,000 assessed valuation per pupil. The biggest reason for this is the lack of any
industry in our district.

We are an all-white rural community with no incorporated areas within the district.
Our district covers about 30 miles along Highway 30 just outside of St. Louis County.
The taxpayers of our district work in St. Louis, spend their money in St. Louis,
and enjoy the recreational facilities of St. Louis. Tie same is true of the students
in our istrict.
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It would be a fallacy to say that our problems began this past year. For several
years we have had numerous thefts and acts of vandalism just as all schools have
experienced. Our district has nine different school plants scattered along these 30
miles, and most security measures are too expensive to even consider.

Drugs have been on our campus for the past 5 or 6 years-very prevalent in the
last 2 or 3 years. In the past year, 10 students were taken to the hospital from
school because of overdoses. Alcohol is prevalent on campus and numerous students
have been sent home from school drunk.

Vandalism has reached a new high in our district. Last summer when school was
not in session, 146 windows were broken out of one of our 9 schools during a 2%-month
period. The approximate amount of damage from vandalism this past year was $11,000,
plus loss from theft of over $10,000.

Beginning near the end of November of 1974, about one year ago, the following
events occurred during a two-month period: Approximately $6,000 in equipment and
supplies was stolen; One teacher's car was stolen from his driveway, driven several
miles away, and then burned; Another teacher had the windows broken in both his
home and his car; A teacher's car had four 22-rifle bullets shot into it while it was
parked at school at night; One teacher was attacked and beaten by a male student
during school hours; another teacher was attacked and stabbed in the hand by a
female student with a knife that she had brought to school for that purpose. A janitor
was also injured tryin; to help the teacher.

With these happenings added to earlier events, the teachers' concern became great.
We asked for a meeting with the administration and came away from that meeting
with no satisfaction that anything would be done. We asked for a special meeting
with the school board and came away from that meeting just as unsatisfied after
being told that if more teachers did their jobs these problems would not be happening.

The teachers decided that they must call attention to the fact that students' and
teachers' safety was in jeopardy. Knowing that in Missouri strikes by teachers are
prohibited and knowing that our teachers had really never been in the public eye

fore, I consulted a Missouri-NEA lawyer who helped me plan a meeting for February
21, 1975-a meeting to discuss the personal safety of students and teachers. On the
afternoon of February 20, we planned a meeting of all teachers to vote on whether
we should go to classes the next day. Prior to this 3 p.m. meeting, in order to
assure teachers that the radio stations would announce this for us, I called one of
the radio stations and told them about our plan to vote that afternoon, and the
newsman said: "Just a moment Ms. Cochran, I'm switching you over to tape for
the 2 o'clock news." Well, that started the action. He then switched me over to
their affiliated TV station who promptly told me that they would be in House Springs
at 3 p.m. with camera crews for the 6 o'clock news that night. After having such
luck, |called two other TV stations who were also eager to send camera crews.

At 3 p.m. the teachers met-TV cameras and all. We had previously agreed that
we would not do this unless we had at least 90 percent participation. We voted-secret
ballot-and all but two teachers voted not to go to class the next day, but to meet
and discuss safety in our school. We publicly asked parents in our district to keep
their children home the next day because teachers would not be there. We also invited
parents, clergymen, and community members to meet with us to develop some proposals
for solutions to our problem.

At a parent meeting called that night by the administration, an attempt to turn
the community against the teachers backfired into support for us that we had not
anticipated. The media was extremely kind to the teachers, and the next day 1,900
of the 2,200 high school students were kept at home. The other 300 were sent back
home at 8:30 a.m. Throughout the day, almost 200 parents and clergymen throughout
the community attended our meeting. The administration agreed to give us a place
to meet, and three TV stations were with us all day. We formulated seven requests
that could be instituted immediately for very little money: (1) hall monitors (2) panic
bar doors (3) security guard (4) ID system (5) a no-visitor policy (6) gates for
the parking lot (7) advisory committee of 14 (2 teachers, 2 administrators, 2 board
members, 2 students, 2 substitute teachers, 2 noncertificated staff members, 2 parent
representatives) to facilitate more open communications between all of these groups.
The next Tuesday night, the school board met, agreed to all seven stop-gap proposals
and even agreed that there would be no salary loss for teachers for that meeting
day.

The St. Louis TV stations, radio stations, newspapers, and Newsweek magazine all
gave us positive kinds of coverage reinforcements. Another evidence of community
support came in April when two school board members were to be elected. The
teachers publicly endorsed and worked diligently to support a pro-teacher candidate
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(a former teacher whose wife was president-elect of our teachers' association). Our
candidate won with more votes than anyone had ever received for school boArd before,
defeating an incumbent school board president of six years.

I received letters from throughout the U.S. supporting the fact that I had not been
afraid to tell the truth. I received support from within my school district, but I also
got angry phone calls and my 12-year-old daughter was told by an unidentified caller

It that they were going to "get" her mother. The administration of our school district
=b publicly statedd that my statements were true, but in private, I was told of their disap-

proval for displaying our dirty laundry to all. After a couple of weeks, the fMry quieted,
and things were almost back to normal.

In early July, I served on a critical issues panel concerned with violence and vandalism
at the NEA's convention in Los Angeles. I was especially pleased by the interest
that teachers indicated and their willingness to work toward solutions. The main draw-
back voiced by most teachers was fear-fear of retaliation for speaking out-fear
of lack of community support-fear of losing their jobs, etc.

In August 1975, another surprise came my way. I pulled into my driveway to find
a TV news crew waiting for me again. The reporter began, "Well, you've done it
again."

"Not me," I replied, "I swear I've been quiet for almost two months, and I've
done nothing. Why are you here?" The reporter went on to explain that they had
been called by the authors of a petition which asked the school board to fire me
because my actions and testimony had hurt the community. This petition would be
read at the school board meeting the next night. The reporters asked if I would
resign or retract my statements and I told them they were ridiculous for even suggesting
this. I had no idea how many people had signed the petition, but I also knew that
there was no legal basis for my dismissal. The school board obviously realized this
also when the petition was read to them the next day because they refused to even
comment. I learned later that the petition contained about 50 signatures and had
been initially begun by some realtors in the area who felt that my statements had
directly affected their income.

Through it all I have believed that teachers can and have made a difference, but
that some things are beyond our control. The time has come for stepped-up involvement
by everyone to help return the nation's classrooms-to a state of normalcy so that
we teachers can spend all our energies developing minds for the next generation.
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DELINQUENCY AND HEALTH STATUS

Harris Chaiklin, University of Maryland School of Social Work and Community
Planning, 525 W. Redwood Street, Baltimore, Md. 21201.

Franklin D. Chesey, Baltimore City Intensive Probation Project, 511 Park Heights
Avenue, Baltimore, Md. 21215.

William C. Litsinger, Jr., Assistant Director, Court and Community Services, Maryland
_01 Department of Juvenile Services, 201 West Preston Street, Baltimore, Md. 21201.

(Prwnid a: Natiotal ConferIee on Social Werma WdAhinglo., D.C., Juwn 1976)

To look at the health status of delinquents is to confront the reality of their human-
ness. It also makes one aware that youth services have inadequate resources and
poor coordination. Health is almost never identified as an element in either the cause
or the "cure" of deviance. Neither the program funders, social problem theorizers,
nor practitioners who serve delinquents, have paid much attention to the relationship
of health status to explaining and working with youth who have broken the law.
This paper will develop the argument-that if programs to help delinquents are to
succeed-their health status must be assessed and responded to-where treatable condi-
tions are identified.

What little attention has been paid to the health of offenders, has focused on those
who are incarcerated. And the record is dismal; Brecher and Della Penna describe
adult and juvenile institutional health facilities as "chaos confounded."I

Litt and Cohen, in one of the fev empirical health surveys in the literature, report
on examining 31,323 children between the age of 8 and 18 who were committed
to New York City Juvenile Centers over a five year period. "Forty-six per cent of
these presumably healthy teenagers were found to have medical problems."'

The data we are reporting will supplement that developed by Litt and Cohen. Our
data is based on a routine physical examination given to 223 male youth between
the ages of fourteen and eighteen who were voluntary participants in an intensive
probation project conducted by the Maryland Department of Juvenile Services. All
youth in the project had committed impact offenses; that is, crimes involving an actual
or implied threat to another person. No known drug abusrs were accepted into the
project. Litt and Cohen conducted a more comprehensive physical examination on
incarcerated youth which covered a wider age range, included both sexes, and excluded
no one. For these reasons, only the grossest comparisons are possible between the
two sets of data. Taken together, they reinforce the view that many youth who come
In contact with the criminal justice system "suffer from pre-existing poor health by
virtue of lack of medical care.'o

Our results are presented in Table 1. A minimum of 65 percent of these youth
had at least one condition that needed medical management. This figure is even higher
than Litt and Cohen's 46 percent. The high figure is accounted for by disorders
in teeth, vision, and hearing. It is not clear that these areas of "normal" difficulty
were included in the data on incarcerated youth. ,

There are striking implications that can be derived for working with youthfl offenders
by examining the data on difficulties with teeth, vision and hearing. All these youth
either are or have recently been attending school. By law, schools are supposed to
provide health services which include screening and follow up on referrals. This particu-
lar school system even has a fine manual spelling out how to do this4

'Edward M. Breher and Richard D. bella Penna, Health Care In CoectlmMo Istultio.,
(Wmhington: U.S. Department of Justice, 1975), p. 7.

' Iris F. Litt and Michael L. Cohen, "Prison, adolescents, and the Right to Quality Medical Care",
Amerka Jomal of Puc HaltA. 64 (September, 1964). p. 196.

3 16W., p. 397.
' Maryland School Health Manvai (hatimore: The Maryland State School Health Council, 1976).
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3

RIAGNOSEJ_.2MIVTj0Ns

Nuber Sub-Total Prcent of Total Ca.sreod

1. INFIFCTICNS

Respiratory 3
Tonsils 1
Sinus 1
Abcess 1
Dermatological 9
Genito-urinary 2
Ear 2
Venereal 5

24 1

2. M
Hypertension 3
Ulcer I
Arthritis I
Chromosomal 1
Numbness 1
Obesity 2

9 4

3. *TRAUMA
Cuts 6
Wounds 2
Eye 1

9 4
4. &qN-MA& GNANT

UU4PL1SMS
Tumor 1

.. .. o des 1

2

S. _X IC BRACTI'NS
Drug Overdose 3
Drug Withdrawal 2
Alcohol 2

7. 3

6. C OGrNI TAL

Chest 3

Heart 4
Feet 2

Cataracts 1
13 .6
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DIAMOSD C(VNDITIONS (CCNTIrNJED)

Number aub-Total Percent of Tqtal C seloAd

7. ALLERGIC
Asthma

Allergy

a. *PSYCHIATrlIC

Hospitalized
Psychodiagnostic
Enuretic
Psychosomatic

9. TEETH

10. IM

11. HER I MG

12. NOThI G DIAGNOSED

13. 42 EXAMINATION

14. C , -CATE RECORD

2
8
1
2

13

98
98

45
45

88

55
55

17
17

5

*Contains a few conditions or outcomes identified subsequent to
initial screening.

78-406 0 - " - 15

5
1

6

4444

-25

.F3

2
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Caries is an infection. If several cavities are untreated

for a period of time a person's physical and mental performance

will suffer. And, if one cannot either see or hear well, it is

hard to understand how he can be effective in either school or

on a job. It is equally difficult to understand how a proba-

tion worker can be effective if the youth with whom he is work-

ing has debilitating physical problems.

Under ordinary circumstances, probation workers are not

aware of the physical condition of the youth with whom they
work. Even if they arep they tend riot to take account of this

fact in their work with youth.. The most usual excuse given when

these facts are brought to the attention of the juvenile justice

system is that there are no resources. But how can a youth

actively participate in a counseling session if he has venereal

disease and the worker does not know about it. And one does

not have to be clairvoyant to predict the anxiety that would be.
stirred up if in the midst of a counseling session a youth had
an Asthma attack and the worker did not know about the condition

and how to take appropriate action to get medical'assistance.
-It does not go too far to say that such continued neglect of
health and other social needs compromises the whole Juvenile

Justice System. The judge sitting in his neat and orderly'court-

room, with his neat and orderly social studies, creates the

illusion of justice.

Clearly, the data in Table I reflect that these youth are
not among the healthiest subset of adolescents in this country.
The social implications of their absolute state of health are
disastrous, for they pay a high price for minot disabling ail-

ments. Difficulty in school is the best predictor of future

delinquency. Poor teeth, vision, hearing, or other physical

ailments which are not identified and treated can play a powerful



role in interfering in the learning process and thus contri-

bute to school failure. Physical difficulties can also play

the same role in determining a person's ability to obtain

and hold a job.

As we have noted, the argument being advanced is not that

poor health status causes delinquency. Rather, it is, that

health status is ;n important element in a person's social

functioning. When these difficulties, either alone or in con-

cert with other factors, lead to failure or rejection in such

important areas as school and work; there is going to be some

kind of trouble in the person's life. Even if it is not delin-

quency it will be difficult to alleviate this trouble dn~ess

the physical condition is identified and taken care of.

Whatever shortage of resources there are for either the

diagnosis or treatment of physical ailments among delinquents,

there is nothing to prevent Probation Officers and/or Depart-

ments of Juvenile Services from being aware of the health sta-

tus of the youth with whom they work. It is even possible that

something could be done to meet the health needs if the defi-

ciencies are consistently and appropriately documented. While

having the* facts doesn't guarantee that resources will be pro-

vided; without the facts, there is scarcely any chance at all.

SFIF SEPORTh[J SYWPTOMS: In our Project, a part of the physical

examination for the youth consisted of a standard check list of

reported symptoms. Anyone who has answered such questions dur-

ing the course of a physical examination knows that not a great

deal of time or attention is given to this aspect of the exam-

ination. In some instances, this part wasn't completed; and

in others, this check list was lined through rather than being

checked item by item. Yet, Table 2 shows that 52; of these

youth)when asked, reported one or more symptoms. It becomes

clear that these young people do not feel well. And they
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TABLE 2

SELF FPPORTED SYMPTOMS

NPumber Percent. of Total Caseload

Bad headaches 17 8

Difficulty with Vision 27 12

Difficulty with Hearing 11 5

Asthma or Allergy 25 11

.Heart disease Or High Blood
Pressure 4 2

Pains in chest 29 13

Persistent cough or spitting
blood 6 3

Shortness of breath 20 9

Swelling of ankles 5 2

Sensitivity to drugs, chemicals
or dust " 7 3

Loss of weight or appetite 17 8

Stomach or bowel trouble
jaundice 7 3
Diabetes or Sugar in urine 1

Kidney or bladder trouble,
blood in urine I
Convulsions, dizziness, or
fainting 9 4
Nervous or mental trouble 16 7

Arthritis, paralysis 2 1

Tooth or gum trouble 38 17

No symptoms 80 36

No examination or record 27 12
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are not reticent about letting someone know that they are

bothered.

Wherever a treatable condition was identified the Proj-

ect endeavored to see that it was taken care of. All this

took was desire and learning enough about procedures to

thread the medical bureaucracy. This is not easy work; but,

any probation worker can arrange to take care of the health

needs of the youth with whom he works. It can be frustrating.

For if 'edicare only allows one pair of glasses a year, some

imagination has to be used to locate a replacement pair of

glasses. Taken further, this process can create a certain

sehse of hopelessness, for as the probation worker loolks be-

.yond the youth to his family, he can't help but wonder who will

help them meet their needs or why agencies which have this res-

ponsibility are not carrying out their mission.

One of the most important things which has come out of the

required physical examination is the greater awareness of medi-

cal and other problems by the probation worker. With the large

caseloads in the regular probation program, workers can bare-

ly conduct minimal surveillance while they r.ake the numerous

social studies which the courts seem to w-:ant but never take

responsibility tor implementing. This Project, with caseloads

of 12-15, trained its workers in the I-Level Treatment Method-

ology of the California Treatment Progran.5 This methodology

is based on dealing .-ith a youth's social perceptual and inter-

personal maturity level. It is al-o an iniivri,,:lly orivnt-.,-

treatmnent program. One of the requirements was a comprehensive

social assessIment of which the physical examination was a part.

5 Ted B. Palmer, "Clifornia's Comnunity Treatment Program
for ')elinquent Ad,,lescents", .Jeiarn.l of Iee(rarch in Crime n-I
Pelinnii,,nc", 13 (January, 1971)j, -,
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Initially the 1rrkers, especial ly those who had worked in

regular probation, found that they had- to readjust their think-

ing to include all aspects of their client's behavior in their

assessment. Experience, ind'ecd, was the best ttx;h,-1er. One

worker was very much surprLsod and som,.%what baflI at a boy's

adamant refusal to iwar glasses he rather urgen" needed. As

the %vorker began to fhink about it and discuss i" wit'l the

youth, the worker began to see how ea'i.ly threatened this young

man was and how he could be provoked into acting out when he

perceived a threat to his "mayhood". The worker's prior per-
ception was that this young man had a deviant identity and was

committed V> breaking the law as a way of life. Another worker

was about to institute disciplinary action against a young man

who had been missing days from a mandatory work training pro.

gram which was one of the conditions of his probation. Although

he hai been complaining to his probation worker about having

stomach pains, these pains had been discounted because the youth

had A history of making exclises to get out nf things that he

was required to do. Fortunately his physical was scheduled at

this time and it was discovered that he had ulcers. This work-

er not only learned to be medically aware but also to appre-

ciate the fact that only a physician can decide about the nature

of physical complaintss.

DISC.SSION: This paper began by noting that what little atten-

tion has been paid to the health status of delinquents has been

for those in inqti.ttitions. Neither their health nor their care

is good. Ve then presented data from delin,uents on proba.ion.
Their health status is not good either. Except for the efforts

of the Project their health needs were only occasionally being

met. Finally, we presented data on self-reported symptoms which

shows that these youth do not feel well and are willing to talk

about it.
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While health status is not directly implicated as a cause

of delinquency, or a method of changing deviant behavior, it

V is hard to see how the nature of delinquency or its control

can be understood without taking health status into-account.

Crime has always been an activity of the young. Despite re-

cent scare statistics, there has been little change in the pat-

tern of crime. In 0.2", seventy-five: par cent of the'inmates

in Sing Sing were und,>r the age of 21.6 From this perspective

one might even say things have been improved. One thing is

clcar though; the importance of health for dealing with delin-

quency has been known for a long tinte. 7

In 1925, Bronner advocated" a co:npcehensive approach to

working with delinquents. She said%

Multiplicity of causation requires multi-
plicity of resource in t.rcatmtnt, Varird
indeed must be the means undertaken for
prevent on of delinquency ancl for treat-
ment of the young offender. Not only must
resou.rces be wwty in number hut thuy must
also be adequate in scope and extent. Ap-
parently no single social agency can be
omitted from taking part in the program.

This is a statement that could stand today. Yet, Schonberg in

a panel discussion had the following to s:xy about the datii pre-

viously cited front Litt and Cohen
9

6 Mirialn %',n '!atvrs, Youith In (Crtilict (New York: Reput1.i.[c
Publishing Conpany, l926), cit,,d in the Foreword by Ethel S,
Dumsnr, p. V.

Ibid., pp. 200-201

8 Augusta F. Bron.ier, "The Contribution of Science to a
Program for Treatment of Jitvenile Drlinqurncy," in Thc Child,
The Clin c tn Th Crtirt (Ne-w Yorks New lepublie-p Inc., ,:"
p. 87.

9 1itt ,%nr3 Cobvi i, *"risois, Adolescents, and the Rihl t.)
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After this pilot project, our belief
was conf i rined that a I arge? number of
teenagers discharged rrom detention
centers vitl health probli-ms. need a
system for medical after-care, uti-
lizing trained family Ihlth workers
to facilitate suc) care.

So, that whirh we knivw. is nocpssaqrX is not bo.'in, lone. A

generation ajo Deutsch, talked about "Our Rejectied Children.Ntl

Now we have more subtle ways of dealing! with superfluous

people; it is called "benign neglect". The only trouble with

thiq is that the neg.-cted won't be quipt; they commit offenses,

become sick, or become public charges in other ways. Billions

are spent on crime control programs which are then evaluated

with the inevitable conclusion that the probation worker's

counseling group was a failure. But, what does a probation

worker do if his progrn does not provide for the comprehensive

assessment and services that are necessary to work effectively

with children. From the experience in our Project it would

appear that Llvp basic instituLi.onal supports necessary, to turn

youth into prod.ictLve citLzeps, have practically brokein down

in the large urban centers of America. This is especially true

of the sc|inols. Not only does their health service not function,

but their attendance control is in a state of collapse. Chil-

dren are not learning. The Project is conducting literacy

classes for non-retarded ynith who are at the seventh grade or

above.

At the present tirov the uvio.mployirv-nt rate for married men

is about four per cent indof sir,,rt.vi' -. o illed labor are being

forec ast. At the roseit time the unemploy;,iont rate for i)ner-

city youth over 16 and uncier 21 anti out of school is in excess

1 0 "Hleallh Caro of Iincarcerated Youth," in -.-Iiriesnt health
Care, * I)', .J,);oJ ,i. .kreiitkui (Now Y,'k: Adolescm' I I ' Zeath
CL'IIL(' -r ] De.i)ch, f) . u .

1Al1ert Deutsch, Our Jji.Jctc.d Chilarcin (Bostoni littJe,
Brown a\itt Com.,,,y, lt:"l).
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of fifty per cent. The poor health status of the youth in

this Project merely reflects that they are from a segment

of society which is.not economically necessary. The crime

they commit i's simply the cheapest way of handling them

for most cif the cost is hrno by the vieI-;ms. \We leave it

to you to decide who is nnt a victim.
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Tot the Ssb-Ceitteo en Juvenile Crime

Frns The Parkviflo-mertn Police Cemmity Relations Council

Subject Juvenile Crime

The continuous rise ina juvenile, crim, must coe toea halt* Mow
long can this tread In erie continues The figures show the nmabor of
juvenile offendss 1s charging upMrd at-an alazinS rate@ and this is
without considering the second time offenders. Could it be we are doin
something vie,? Could it be that the youth of today know they c n

Tho a lel- orten Police Comnity Relations Council is made-ap
of concerned citisone ring hard to help keep our coinmities soef.
nboh of our 27 membos are representatives from a ceom ity aeselaton,
ohrch, or other civic minded org tniation Throuh these ropresetatives
w are able to forerd information about the work of our police d4prtaw4
end In oturn we receive information as to the foolngs of the residents
in our reo These are tax paying citisons that have taken mere then mn
be expected, and the want sothing done to correct the problems

It is evident that something must be deno but in what area should
w apply our efforte We have enclosed copies of bills The larkville-
Fullerton Couil had Introduced in Marylnds Senate and Nouse of
Doelates. Also plftes find oeloes of three Iditerials of which we are
in support Also w felt it very Important to inclda a copy of a
letter we received from Sandra Oconrp Stat*'s attorney for Baltimoro
County

We are sur with this material there Is no question as to the
position of The ParkvIl9lellortn Police oCm unity Relations Council*

Parkvi -Nt lerten Police Ceminity Relations Counil
ParkviLls e. Sta"3Ltion
Patty Mill Ave.
blimere,O "and 21234
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No, 534

By: Delegatq Koe.n3n
Poquested: Novemuber 10, 1975
Introduced and read first time: January 14, 1976
Assigned to: JitdiCi;cry

A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning 35

Eligibility for Parole - Violent Crime 36

FOB the purpose of providing that a person convicted of a 42
.violent crime against the person of another shall 43
not be eligible Ern parole consideration until he
has served 50 percent of his sentence* 44

BY adding to 46

Article 41 - Governor-Executive and 49
Administrative Departments 50

Section 122(c) 51
Annotated Code of Maryland 52
(1971 Replacement Voluze and 1975 Supplement) 53

SECTION 1. 91 IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSE BLY OF 56
MARYLIND, That nev Section 122(c) be and it *is hereby 58
added to Article 41 - Governor-Executive and 59
Administrative lepartsents, of the Annotated Coda of 60
Maryland (1971 Replacement Volume ani 1975 Sqpplement) to 62
read as follows:

Article 41 - Governor-Executive and 65
Aimini.trative Dapartments 66

122. 69

(C) NO PERSON "HO HAS 3E. SENTEt CEO TO 72
IRPSISONMMNr FOR A CRIME C? VICLENCE KIPLICTED 01 ANOTHER 73
SHALL B ELIGIBLE FOS P11OLE CCSSID-RAION UNTIL HE SHALL 74
HA E SZRVEG ONE-HALF OF THE TERM 03 CONSECUTIVS TERMS OF
HIS SEM T NC3.

EXPLA , :r..: CAPITAL$ IbihICATE NATTIR ADDED TO EXISTING LAW,
( a kts] indicate matter delece.1 from existing law,
Nuao-als it. right identify coaputer lines of text.'
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2 HOUSE BILL Wo. 534

SBCTIOI 2o AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act 78
shall take effect July 1, 1976o 80
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ItO US E 0 F C ELEG AT ES

No. 1193

By: Delegate Boozer (by Request)
Imtro.iuced and read first time: February 4, 1976
Assigned to: Judiciary

& BILL ENTITLED

AN ACt concerning 391

Juvenile Delinquency - Criminal Prosecution 37

ZQR the purpose of. providing that a certain court, under 41
certain conditions, does not have juiisdiction over 42
a child of a certain age.

BY adding to 44

Article - Courts and Judicial Proceedings 47
Section 3-804(d) (5) 9
Annotated Co4e of Maryland 51
(1974 Volume and 1975 Supplement) 52

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 56
MARYLAND, That new Section 3-904(d) (5) be and it is 58
hereby added to article - Courts and Judicial 59
Proceedings, of the Annotated Code of Maryland (1974 61
Volume and 1975 SuppLement) to read as follows: 62

Article " Courts and Judicial Proceedings 65

3-804. 68

(d) The court does not have jurisdiction over: 71

(5) A CHILD 15 YEiRS 0R OLDIR A!LLEG"D TO HAVE 73
CONMITTED A DELINQUENT ACT IF THE CHILD HAS BEEN THE 70
SUBJECT OF PAST JUVENILE PROCEICINOS ON AT LEAST THREE 75
SEPARATE OCCASIONS FOR ACTS WHICH, IF CONMITTED BY AN 76
ADULT, WOULD BE FELONIES.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act 80
shall take effect July 1, 1976. 82

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE NATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
(Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing lay.
Numerals at right identify computer lines of text.
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S E A T E 0 F K A IY L A N D

No. 628

By: Senator Hutchinson
Introduced and read first time: February 12, 1976
Assigned to: Judicial Prcceedings

A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning 34

Removal of Children from Juvenile Jurisdiction 37

FOP the purpose of removing those children previously 41
convicted of a certain number of felony type crimes 42
and accused of another one from the jurisdiction of
the Juvenile Court. 43

BY adding to 45

Article - Courts and Judicial Proceedings 48
Section 3-804 (d) (5) t9
Annotated Code of Maryland 50
(1974 Volume rAnd 1975 Supplement) 51

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY Or 54
NARYLAND, That new Section 3-804(d) (5) be and it is 56
hereby added to Article - Courts and Judicial 57
Proceedings, of the Annotated Code of Maryland (1973 59
Volume and 1975 Supplement) to read as follows: 60

Article - Courts and Judicial Proceedings 63

3-804. 66

(d) The court does not have jurisdiction over: 69

* (5) A CHILD ALLEGED TO HAVE COMMITTED AN 71
ACT. VHICH, IF COMMITTED BY AN AtOLT WOULD BE A FELONY 72
AND IF THAT CHILD HAS BEEN ADJUDICATED DELINQUENT THREE 73
TIMES FOR ACTS, ARISING PROM SEPARATE INCIcE.4TS, VHICH, 74
IF COMMITTED BY AN ADULT WOULD BE FELONIFS.

SECTION 2. AND D1 IT FURTHER EII&CTED, That thir Act 78
shall take effect July 1, 1976. 80

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE .ATTF. ADJEI3 TO EXlSTING IAV.
-, (j.racket.l indicate matter deleted from Rxistinq law.

Numerals at right identify compst.ir lives of text.
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WJZ-TV 13

0243S JUVENILE SERVICES
CAUGHT IN A TRAP---I

Presented by

Joel A. Segall, General Manager

August 24, 1975 - 6:55, 11:25 PH

The rise in juvenile crime is one of the most frightening trends
in the country. In Baltimore City alone, juveniles are responsi-
ble for over fifty percent of all crimes committed. But the
State of Maryland seems to be trying to cripple the efforts of
the Juvenile Services Administration to deal with the problems.
Th. State Department of Health and Mental Hysiene controls the
budget of Juvenile Services and is allowing no substantial in-
crease in fiscal 1977. So because of inflation, Juvenile Services
Director Robert Hilson has been forced to make dangerous cutbacks.

Mr. Hilson has had to drop about half of fifteen programs sup-
ported by Federal funds which run out next year. The State re-
fuses to pick up the tab. But that's false economy. These
programs save Maryland a lot of money. They concentrate on
crime prevention and keep less serious offenders out of overcrowded
training schools and away from hard-core delinquents. And would
you believe, it costs $12,000 a year to keep a child in training
school and no more than $2,000 to keep him in one of these programs?

Mr. Hilson has been able to salvage some of these programs- --but
only by dropping nearly all State funding for 17 neighborhood youthcenters. The centers have been invaluable in troatinj juvenile
problems successfully for years all over the State. They depend on
tate and locel government support, but local governments Just

can't afford to carry the cost alone. And yet to close the centers
would be a disaster which Just shouldn't happen.

The big problem is that Juvenile Services is caught in a budget
trap by the Department of Health and entaI Hygiene. A possible
solution lies in removing Juvenile Services from that monstrous
bureaucracy. We'll discuss that tomorrow.
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#2436 JUVENILE SERVICES
CAUGHT IN A TRAP--- 2

Presented by

Joel A. Segall, General Manager

August 25, 1975 - 1:25, 6:S PM
August 26, 197S - 1:1S AN

Yesterday we said that the Maryland Juvenile Services Adminis-
tration is being seriously crippled in its efforts to deal
with the problems of young people. This is because of budget
limitations and layers of bureaucracy imposed on Juvenile
Services by the State Departmext of Health and Mental Hygiene.
The department refuses to give Juvenile Services a good work-
ing budget. So Director Robert Hilson has been forced to
Juggle funds for fiscal 1977 and kill or water down many suc-
cessful programs, just when they're needed more than ever.

As we see it, Juvenile Services can function effectively only
as an independent department which can deal directly with the
Governor on matters of budget. Even Dr. Neil Solomon, Secre-
tary of Health and Mental Hygiene, thinks Juvenile Services
doesn't belong in his department. He points out that the work
of that division is completely unrelated to the rest of the
department.

Also, in a recent study of State governmental operations, the
Sherbow Commission recommended that Juvenile Services be taken
out of the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. It sug-
gested that the administration be placed under the Department
of Human Resources, where it would be one of three divisions
instead of fifteen in Health and Mental Hygiene, all fighting
for a slice of the pie.

That's only a step in the right direction. Juvenile experts
agree that the real answer is a Department of Juvenile Services,
completely independent of any other bureaucracy. With the ter-
rifying rise of juvenile crime in the country, Maryland can't
afford to obstruct the work of Juvenile Services. It's up to the
1976 General Assembly to free the administration from layers of
red tape so that it can get directly to the business of handling
Juvenile problems.

P IL'kEDITORIA
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WJZ-TV13

#2S68 THE BLOUNT RESOLUTION:
A WAY TO REDUCE JUVENILE CRIME

Presented by

Joel A. Segall, General Manager

February 26, 1976 - 1:00 4 7:O0 PM News
February 27, 1976 - 1:IS AN

Juveniles present this country's most frightening crime
problem. We see the evidence every day, in the newspapers,

on television, and sometimes on our own
MONTAGE: streets. In Maryland, the Juvenile Services
NEWS Administration is the one agency with the
HEADLINES most potential for dealing with this problem.

Yet its efforts are crippled by layers of
bureaucracy. The reason is that Juvenile Services has to
operate within the confines of the Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene, where it's one of fifteen divisions fighting
for a slice of the same pie. Senator Clarence Blount has in-
troduced a resolution in the General Assembly that could
lead to an autonomous State agency really equipped to tackle
the Juvenile situation. The resolution clls for a guberna-
torial omission to study the feasibility of establishing
an independent Department of Youth Affairs. The comission
would report to the Legislature in time for action by the
1977 General Assembly.

WJZ-TV suggested this move last year in order to free Juvenile
Services from bureaucratic competition. An independent depart-
sent would deal directly with the Governor on budget matters.
So department officials would wste less time with red tape and
polit ics and concentrate all forces on the Juvenile problem.
It could get more out of the same tax dollars allotted to the
current Juvenile Services Administration.

Reduction of Juvenile crime has to have top priority in
Maryland. It seems to us thia-Senator Blount's resolution
provides the most effective approach to the problem, and we
urge the General Assembly to pass it during this session.

78-406 0 - 70 - 39

r I Uk27 FIrORIA Ll_
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S$tte'e ,ttorneg for Paltimare fouit
SAN OA A. O'CONNOR

4OWAARO N. McRKEM
OgPU1 COURT HOUSE

STZPrEN MONTANAEU-

DXPWU1 ToWSON. MARYANO 21204

June 3, 1976

Mr. Jim Carter, Treasurer
Parkville-Fullerton Police

Community Relations Council
8712 Roper Road
Baltimore, MD 21234

Dear Mr. Carter;

I appreciate the interest you and the Parkville-Fullerton
Police Community Relations Council have taken in the various
crime problems that confront our county.

This Office is well aware of the increasing load of juvenile
cases and incidents ot juvenile arrests. Under the present ju-
venile law, it is unfortunate that 75% of these cases are handled
on an informal basis, that is to say, that the Departmnt of
Juvenile Services reviews each juvenile arrest without prosecutorial
input and makes a determd.nation as to which cases should further
proceed to formal juvenile hearings. Out of all the arrests that
are reviewed, only about 25t are recommended for Juvenile Court.
Again under the law and present judicial attitude, most of these
cases are treated with probationary status with few exceptions of
incarceration. The problem is further complicated by the total
lack of juvenile correctional facilities in which to house the
serious offender. This administration has taken a very hardline
view towards the prosecution of juvenile cases and is trying to the
best of our ability to see that the victims are fairly represented
and to push for stiff dispositions.

Your question specifically refers to the Baltimore County
curfew law. We have reviewed the existing new legislation in the
City'imposing a curfew on juveniles and have considered the possi-
bility of requesting such legislation in the County. It is our
opinion at this time that several factors discourage present action.
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Mr. Jim Carter -
June 3, 1976
Page Two

First, there is a clear question of the constitutionality
of the curfew law which I am sure will be tested in our courts
within the near future.

Secondly, the law by practical necessity applies only to
15 and under. Much of the present crime rate is attributable
to juveniles 16 and 17 who would not be covered under the cur-
few law.

Next, the problem which I spoke of in the beginning of this
letter concerning attitude and lack of facilities would discourage
law enforcement officials because the end result may well be
meaningless.

We have not discounted completely the support of a curfew law
and in fact, have looked into the possibility of an alternate
solution such as a school curfew law. This would simply say
that a juvenile on the streets during school hours without written
authorization would be in violation of the law. We are presently
gathering statistics to determine if this would be justified
however, I would recommend that no action be taken until the
constitutionality of the City's legislation is determined.

An area of concern by this Office and other prosecutor's offices
in this State is that the present juvenile age is 18. We have
supported and will continue to support legislation lowering the
age to 16 and would appreciate any help that you can lend in this
area.

If you have any further questions or would be interested in
hearing from me and/or Mr. Howard Merker, my deputy in charge of
the juvenile area, we would be very happy to answer your questions.

,7 rel

SANDRA A. O'CONNOR
STATE' S ATTORNEY

FOR BALTIMORE COUNTY

SAO/kl
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ForH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF MARYLAND,
Westminster Md., June 22, 1976.

Hon. Senator CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, Jr.,
U. S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MAC: I received yesterday your letter of June 16 advising me of the meetings
on June 22 and June 24 of the Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee
to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency. Unfortunately, this late notification makes it im-
possible for me to attend as I am scheduled for Criminal Court on both of these
days and, naturally, such matters cannot be postponed.

However, I am constrained to take this opportunity to suggest that, in my opinion
at least, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 has one little
to alleviate our problem. Also, it is my feeling that you should hear from some of
the lem populated areas as to their problems and efforts to solve same as I note
that practically all those that are scheduled to appear before the Subcommittee are
from the urban area. Of course, I would be the first to acknowledge that their
juvenile vexations far outstrip ours but, by the same token, I sometimes feel that
many cannot see the woods or the trees. I do note that you have scheduled James
Doolan, the Director of the Carroll County Youth Services Bureau, who can, I believe,
set forth the view of the growing rural areas. However, he certainly appears to be
the only one in that category.

I might say that this correspondence is partly motivated by the current sugestion
for a panacea for juvenile delinquency. This is to be accomplished by the abolishment
of juvenile masters and making them all judges. Frankly, I think the success or failure
of any program will be dependent upon the person handling the assignment and not
his title. I know that I am far outnumbered in my feelings against this movement,
but I am taking the liberty of briefly advising you of our opinion in the hope that
your Committee will consider all suggestions and adopt nothing permanently without
a reasonable test program.

With kindest personal regards, I am,
Sincerely,

E. 0. WANT, Jr.

CITIZENS CONCERNED FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE,
Baltimore, Md., June 22, 1976.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIAS: The notice of today's meeting arrived only on June 19
so we could not be listed to speak on the 24th. Mr. Zacagnini (Sp.?) phoned to
say that the enclosed will be placed in the Congressional Revord. We hope for an
earlier delivery another time!

We are a State-wide independent coalition of individuals which has been working
since 1973. We are much heartened that a man of your calibre will help with the
task and hope you will meet with three from our board very soon to talk about
the body of our mutual concerns. The enclosed statement tor the Record is the skeleton.

Sincerely,
BErrv THOMPSON.

CmZENS CONCERNED FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE,

Baltimore, Md.
To SENATOR MATHIAS: Citizens Concerned for Juveniles, organized in 1973 after

publication of The John Howard Association Report on juvenile justice in Maryland,
is a loose coalition of organization members and other individuals.

We have gathered many to our banner in fighting the proposed 100-bed maximum
security institution, in pushing passage of S.B. 1064 which keeps non-delinquent children
from being housed with delinquents, we persuaded Governor Mandel to allow Juvenile
Services to purchase services for children in their own homes rather than place them
in residential care, we have created community awareness of the conditions in training
school by showing some 50 times a movie we bought from CBS called No one
Coddled Bobby. (Morley Safer-Mike Walce 60 Minutes). All who saw it seemed con-
vinced that community facilities are necessary, large institutions destructive.

Amon$ the over 400,000 citizens represented by their spokesmen in Annapolis against
the maximum security prison were the J.C.'s, The American Legion, Maryland Cong.,
P.T.A.'s, NAACP, Greatcr Baltimore Com., Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance.
We marshalled the group.
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Amonj the important things not accomplished are adequate funding for court service

personnel funding for programs of prevention, sensible budgeting procedures in the
administration and legislature. We have to add that co-ordination and co-operation
between School, Social Service and Juvenile Service bureaucracies is minimal where
it exists at all, with resulting waste, duplication and loss of help for children.

One example of frustrating non-activity may be enlightening. When Governor Mamel
wanted to build the max. sec., he promised that $450,000/year just for interest on
the loan would be available in 1977. The max. sec. is not being built, the $450,000
is somewhere.

Two inexpensive and successful pilot programs detention as home with intensive super-
vision and probation at home with same need to be expanded. If they were overcrowding
would cease at training schools. The Governor should be able to find $450,000 for
expansion since he doesn't have to pay interest on loans. We think he can and should
and do not accept any evasions about operating budgets having nothing to do with
capital budgets.

In closing, let me say we are as one in giving first priority to prevention with
services to start early, early, early. Your Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act funnels
most of its funds to this state through LEAA of Md. whose philosophy does not
embrace prevention. Mr. Wirtz the spokesman seems to think LEAA should not be
involved with a child who is not already in some trouble. This is not prevention.
Perhaps the funds should go to some other agency?

Respectfully submitted.
BErry K. THOMPSON,

President, Cit. Concerned w. JJ.

USEFUL CoS DATA
Services (FY 1975) No. Served/Year Cost

Community Arbitration' ....... 2309 Feb. 1, 1975 to Feb. 29, $35.60/case/child
1976

Community Detention .......... 313 (successful pilot program) $335.00/child/year
Purchase of Services* ........... 250 $683.55/child/year
Home probation w/intensive 225 (successful pilot program) $2,350/chld/year

supervmon.
Youth Service Bureaus ......... (a) 3,593 for intensive formal $212.00/child/year

counseling
(b) 9,607 for informal counsel. $70.00/child/year
ing

Maryland Youth Residence 37 (16, 17 years, difficult $9,373.81/bed/year
Woodbourne. youth)
Purchase of Care (Residen- 32 (DJ.S. Group Homes) $7,695.8 1/bed/year

tial). 375 (private group homes J $7,200.00/bed/year
with some D.JS. support) up to
c. 2,441 Foster car (more $2,600.00/bid/year
beds needed)

2,794 Shelter care $3,650.00/bed/year
(4,544 (Training Schools)

Detention in institutions ....... 5,703 1,159 (Waxter Ch. $13,238.55/bed/year
I Center)

Md. Tr. 659School
Montrose 519

Institution- Forestry 346 total 1601 $12,131.40/bed/year
Groups

Boys 171 Village J
'Withou goia to court, lawyer paid by State fizes blame. *eeta penalty, fixes cot& closes cac soueties refers youth to

Youth Service Bareu sad/or other service.
'Child lives home, has oounsella sad other services from community resource

CmZENS CONCERNED FOR JUVENILE JUSTcE
CCJJ is an organization of persons who are deeply concerned for the problems

of juveniles. The organization began as a response to the call for citizen action which
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issued from the Citizen Conference on the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency held
at the Hunt Valley Inn, November 18, 1972, under the sponsorship of the Governor's
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice.

Most members and associates are representative of educational, charitable, political,
professional and other social or in the State, including the following:

American Assoc. of University Women
Americans for Democratic Action
Baltimore Bni Ann.

Balimoe (i~nleague
Bethesda Women's Rep. Club
Brown's Super Market
Catholic Charities. Baltimore
Center for Juvenile Justice Inc.
Cherry Hill Co-ordinating Council
Christian Social Ministries
Community Co-ordinated Child Care, Inc.
Community Ministries
Drug Action Coalition, Montgomery County
Family and Children's Society, Baltimore
Greater Druid Hill Community Council
Juvenile Law Center, U. Md.
Legal Aid West, Baltimore
League of Women Voters, Baltimore City, Baltimore County, Anne Arundel, Mont-

gomery & Prince George's Counties
Legislative Com. Unitarian Universalists of Maryland (LegiCUUM)
Little Important People Inc., Baltimore.
Lutheran Social Services, Baltimore
Md. Assoc. of Youth Service Bureaus
Md. Assoc. of Residential Facilities for Youth
Md. Churches United
Md. Conference of Social Concern
Md. Congress of P.T.A.
Montgomery Co. Federation of Republican Women
Montgomery Co. Juvenile Court Committee
N.A.A.C.P.
Nati Conference of Christians & Jews
Natl Council of Jewish Women, Balto. Co., Anne Arundel Co., Baltimore City
New Democratic Coalition of Baltimore City
Potomac Women's Republican Club
St. John's Council
Task Force for Juvenile Justice
U. Md. School of Social Work
Women on Watch, Montgomery Co.
Women's Suburban Dem. Club, Montgomery County
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BALTIMORE, MD. June 22, 1976.
Re: Juvenile Delinquency.
Senator CHARLES MATHIAS,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DFAR SENATOR MATHIAS: I would like to comment on your concerns over Juvenile
Delinquency and the inadequate funding allotted to programs that deal with delinquen-
cy. Although I understand the concerns and am sympathetic, I would like to say
that they are dealing with adolescents after the fact; after the child has gotten into
trouble with the community.

My concerns are with before the fact children. To continue to inadequately fund
services to families and children from 0-12 years old would be more preventative
and in the long run len costly.

Violence begins at home. The number of suspected child abuse cases in Maryland
was 1,251 in 1974, 1,521 in 1975 and 593 in the first three months of 1976. Child
Neglect although less life threatening to the child is just as insidious in terms of
his later social adjustment to the community. Child Neglect cases in Maryland average
from 6-10 times the number of abuse cases yearly. In Maryland we are dealing with
about 16,000 families where abuse or neglect exist. This unfortunately is probably
only part of the child population at-risk because of under reporting by blic/private
schools, hospitals (other than JHH and U. of Md.), private physicians and like.

The Department of Social Services in the city and the counties is the agency, which
Is mandated under law to investigate and give services to families where abuse and
neglect occur, is grossly understaffed. In Baltimore City, the Protective Services
caseworker has about 50-60 cases (about 150-200 children). A serious case needs
about 15 hours of work in the first week; as you can see they are working on a
crisis basis. The caseloads in the county run about 1:30 or 40. The Protective Services
caseworker uses other community resources in the treatment plan for the family. One
important component when working with families with young children is Day Care;
to get any child into Day Care has become extremely difficult.

I know that Congresm passed the Child Abuse Treatment Act of 1972. Although
this has been a step in the right direction, because of its limitations in funding it
can never be the answer. Volunteer programs such as Parents Anonymous, although
effective can not substitute for professional treatment services for parents and children.

Juvenile Delinquency does not just start at age 13 for no reason. These are children
who have been repeatedly mistreated, abused and neglected at the hands of their
parents who were probably raised in the same manner. When is this vicious cycle
going to stop?

Sincerely,
DEnORAH D. KELLY
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HOUSE OF DELEGATES
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND 21404

AnN AMUNDOI. COIIVV" *' NOa3 OFFICE @LOv.nIehO1 55 . NOON gig
AISUAPW. IRU w s$144

memosES 9".19"5
PRootATION 

869W4U9IWYUSr

December S, 1975 P. S a" m
DAV5U U Msatn~Aie 5,5O5

DeltatO Tyr" S. AtMy, Chairman
Mas AVuadel oey Soesalief
loOM 314. Mew.4 Olfia. bunldasg
Aaspol0, Maryland 21404

Der Mr. Ch4irmn.

I an pleaeod to present to you a preliminary report on the work ofthe Deleratiom Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice. The Subcommittee hasboen working diligently throughout the Interim and has brought forth anumber of recommendation inteded to deal directly with the numerous
problem. tn our schools and within the juvenile justice system. Forthe purposes of this report ot you, the subcomctee he listed the pro-blom observed sed the subcomittee's recomnmdatto to deal vith theproblem. In wet ismtaces the subcommittee hes comn to a smamoust*
coteenems om the recomendatton.

It is the hope of tb ubcoMeittee that the Lmame Aruvndel Delegation
will carefully consider the recomoodations and then ace, either In the
form of legislation or b7 formal commendation to the agency involved.

I would be remies itf I did not motion the splendid co-operation ofthe dedicated group of citisase which served unselfishly througbout the
study. .

The subcomitte vil, of course. be heppy to discuss say of thereconomedatimo L the report or aswer any quetLos that might arLoe

Sincerely,

Rol 3011 . MULL
Chairman
gubcotte on JuveUnil Justice

IMlI f 6
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The Delegation 6ubcomittee on juvenile Justice was appointed by

Chairman Athey early in the 175 General Assembly Sessios, The committee

was established as a result of statements by local police and education

officials that the juvenile problem was the most serious one facing law

enforcement ad the e4u"tional systems.

The sUke4Qmtse held feu publie heavlngs In Webruavy and Mavh to

ascertain the ecopo and Severity of the problem. Although turnouts were

small, the subcommittee found that trouble in the achoolo vre tIddespread

am that juvenile crixs wa a serious problem In all ares of the county.

The subcommittee decided that the beet method to employ to satisfactorily

study this problem would be to Involve as many groups from the community

as possible. The subcomitee assembled a group consisting of educational

officials; teachers, counselors amd administrator, mndividuals Lavolved

is the legal process; police &tates 0 attorney, &ad parle1 and probateim

workere and citizens fro the comuaity at large. StudentS &I"e plAyad i

active part tn the study.

The Subcoumittee them divided Itself into tvo groups*. One group

concOTned Itself vith problems concerning the educational system; the oter

vith problems in the juvenile Justice system. The groups coonentrated

on problems wblcb had been brought to the attention of the subcommittee

ad also focused on problems which had bees discovered during the course

of the investigation,

0
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The group met on a regular basis from August through Zoveubet.
I .

The basis format at the meetings was to review materila presented to

the group, to discuss specific problems brought to the group by members

of the coaunity and to generate possible solutions to many problem

presented to the group.

After much discussion end deliberation the group has recommended

to the Delegation somn proposals which could be Inastrumental in dealing

with the juvenile juttaet problem. They aie listed Is no partlcular

erdaw of pliuonty.
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1. Problem - Destruction of property is one of the most prevalent and moot

costly crimes perpetrated by juveniles both in the school system and ilk

the com nity.

Solution - The subcommittee feel* vexry strongly that the restitution la

should be more stringently enforced.' When vandalism of private property

occurs, restitution Is the only tangible evidence the victim has to shov

hfi that the problem has been dealt vith. If the family is indigent then

the court-ahould order the youth involved to devote time to a project.

3 iZsKO - l many Cease the parents are Just as delisquent as the ehildrea.
These parents vil not participate i.% any activity to help their child.

This lack of co-operation cripples any attempt to deal vith youths who

are in trouble.

Solution - The subcomittee feel* strongly that parents are many times

more to blame than their children and should be required to participate

in remedial activity concerning their children. There is a bill

pre-filed under Del. Aiken vhich vould require counseling under certain

circumstances. (This bill vill probably get a roughed time t Judiciary

Committee.) Another vay of accomplishing the sawe solution vouih 6 id

make the parent a party to the crime his child commit. (R earch is still

being done on this concept.)

3. Problem - becuse of the drastic increase in Juvenile crime, the Department

of Juvenile Service is swamped. Some of the parole and probation people

have case loade in excess of sixty families. There is NO yay proper over-

sight of youths on probation can take place under these circumstances.

Solution - The subcommittee fully realizes that funds are herd to come by these

days, but additional funding in this area would pay gext dividend The
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group worked out a proposal for a number of para-professionals, perhaps

community college graduates, could be utilized to reduce the burden now

placed on the existing staff. The subcommittee had a fiscal note prepared

which amounted to $122,676 which Included all costs to add 15 positions

to Department of Juvenile Services. This figure includes all equipment,

fringe benefits and mileage. Again the subcommittee feels that this

recommendation holds great promise in solving many of the problems In

the Juvenile justice system. (Fiscal note available for review.)
4. gob~g - K4vvy of he problem in the school system have eshev pvoblles the*

behavior problems, is. learning disability, emotional problems, etc. Hay at

these problems manifest themselves early in a child's school career.

Hence 4 child goes through school getting further and further behind

and begins to become a behavior problem.

Solution - An early identification program is presently being considered

by the County bard of education. A program of this type will recognise

deficiencies wearly in the game" and provide an opportunity for correcting

the problem. A program of this type could have a significant iapact on the

number of future behavior problems in the schools.

5. Problem - The county-vide ratio of counselors to students is about I to 750.,

Obviously so real guidance can be provided with a ratio such as this.

Solution - Again realizing that furAs are scarce, perhaps an edditiosal counselor

could be provided in schools havine severe problems. The subcommittee alo

suggests that during course selecting .time that parents be utilized to

increase the numbers of adults on hand to assist the students in choosing

the next terms courses.
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6, Problem - The subcomittee found that many students in the school system do

not vish to pursue en academic education and are consequently behavior

problems. Vocational training is not available until the tenth grade.

Many children have already dropped out of school by that time.

Solution - Ask the County Board of Mducetion to study the feasibility of

offering vocational course beginning at the 8th Srade level. We feel

that offering these kinds of alternatives earlier will keep mor youngsters

Sit usho4 AMd Wl be s6"t"in these yevssoeow skills StS will be uoof te them

When they leave school.

7. Problem - Trespassing on school property by outsiders and trespassing

by students on private property adjacent to schools is one of the more

prevalent complaints throughout the county.

Soluti9*- In order for the police to be able to enforce the treeposging law,

it mst be posted Therefore, the school system should post problem ares 6r

private, as well a public property. By consulting aggrieved property

owners and having aresa posted, the police will be able tb move in-on a

regular basis an keep the. areas clsar. Also, the school system should

notify the student body either in the school handbook or In another faksio as

to which areas are not to be used.

S. problem - Tuaacy is at times rampant in the Anne Arundel County School

System and this activity does uch to undermine academic proSres as

well as school security.

solution - Realsing that staffing is sot sufficient to constantly police

attendance records for truants, the subconittee recomends attendance crack-

downs Is abort bursts at times when training gets out of hand.
. I
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9. Problem - many disruptive students have not reached the age of 16 when

mandatory school attendance is no longer required.

Solution - The Subeomattee feels that clear, loal authority should'be given

to the recommendation to remove students regardless of age if he pre-

seats a danger to hinseif or others or if the student disruptions sake

it Impossible for the school to fuactLon in a satisfactory manner,

(Bill is under draft a t present time.)

10. Problem - Anne Arudel County has no alternative for dealing with juvenile offenders

OShoe OheA those OPOeated by %he state. Many times an ffOedet receives m

sentence other than probation because their is no suitable place to sead hit

for rehabilitation. No real reform of the Juvenile Justice System can take

place unless we here an institution to which these youths could be'referred

with confideaes. The subeomit tee reviewed many proposals *longs this lie

but coulA not always agree as to how such a system would be set up.

S1UoltiOn - Ths chairman" acquiredd a document about the Providence Iducational

,Center t St. Louis, Misouri. This is a ifstutie established under as

M arst to deal With juvenile delinquents. Its method wes basically

an intensive struetured oducattonal program with counelmg. career

guidance anO strict dieiplie1. The Juveniles served by this center were all

adjudieated'deliquents ad referred this as part of their sentence. The pro-

gram was so successful that the project achieved exmplary status at LZAA.

The program was well received by the citizens group. as well as the sub-

CoiMIttee. The Cairms is scheduled to visit the institution'before the

end of the month. Further detall vill be available. It is important to

note that whether Anne Aruadel County uss this protctpo or another on,.

that there is a tremendous ned for a locally operated juvenile coe tions

center so that we can da with problem children locally n" devaote unmwrous

doamiity resources to rehabilitatin; these youths. The state. institutions

caDot do the job.
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Providence Educational Center

As an alternative to incarceration in a training school, The Providence
Educational Center (PEC) in St. Louis,, Missouri provides intensive remedial
education and counseling to adjudicated delinquents. Teams of professional
counselors, educators, and social workers develop and implement an
individualized program for each child to Improve his educational and
social adjustment skills. This program has demonstrated notable effec-
tiveness in treating adjudicated delinquents who have a history of
truancy, poor school performance, and behavior problems. PEC has
decreased the incidence of further offenses among the youngsters it
serves, increased their ability to function in the public schools or
on the job, and strengthened their family relationships.

Specifically, PEC's goals are:

to reduce street crime anong those students enrolled
in PZC;

to reduce truancy and improve educational skills, especially
in reading;

to engage students in a therapeutic program which
will rehabilitate students by developing a more
positive self-concept and thus increase social
adjustment;

to work vith parents of all students; and

to orient each youth toward a successful place-
ment in public schools, vocational schools,
employment.

PEC's program is comprised of three closely coordinated and inter-
N related components: educational, social services end aftercare. Thus,

while PEC is basically a school, the students receive regular counseling
and assistance in dealing with their attitudes, self-iage, and social
relationships. Further, they are given continuing support and help in
making the transition back into the community.

PEC Is different from traditional juvenile treatment institutions
in that it is non-residsntial---youths live at home or In group homes-
and are able to to provide a comprehensive range of services tailored to
the needs of each youth. It t also different from most standard
juvenile probation programs in that it provides more intensive and
individualized treatment than most youths on probation could receive
from public schools or other community service agencies. -
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The St. Louis Juvenile Court has been the primary source of referrals
to PEC. Criteria for referral to PEC are not very specific, but informal
and subjective. The most coBin criteria mentioned by court officials
w the "Judgement" of the juvenile officers that a juvenile could benefit
from MNC's program. To be eligible for admission to PEC, however, youths
must met the following basic criteria:

1. They mast have had prior Involvement vith the Juvenile
Court end be under the active supervision of a Deputy
Juvenile Officer and/or caseworker

2. They mst be between 12 and 16

3. They cannot be either seriously emotionally disturbed,
handicapped, or retarded

4. They must be functioning on a less than eighth grade
reading level

5. The referring agent, parent, and child mast agree to
an on-going and active Involvement with the program.

Referrals to PEC include both informal and formal procedures.
Since PlC's staff and administrators have on-going relationships with
Juvenile officers and other officers of the court, preliminary dis-
cussion of a proposed referral is often informal. This kind of dis-
cussion prior to initiation of formal referral procedures gives the
officer and staff a chance to clear up all questions prior to a formal
request. The formal referral procedures begin when the agency Initiating
the referral forwards a completed. PC Application for Admission form
and other diagnostic information, including a case write-up on family
and social background and history of past offenses and medical problems.
A PEC file is then opened on the referred youth and is directed to the
Director of Social Services and the principal for their review and
recommndations. If their review indicates that a youth falls within
PlC's eligibility guidelines, an Interview or "Intake Staffing" is
scheduled usually within one week of the receipt of a completed appli-
cation for admission. The "Intake Staffing" brings together the re-
ferring agent, the youth being referred, the social service worker, and
the school principal. Iverycre, except the parents and child, is respon-
sible for reviewing all case materials prior to the "Staffing." The
"Staffing" serves four purposes:

1. To provide all involved with the opportunity to make
a preliminary determination about acceptance or rejection
into the program

2. To orient parents and the youth to PlC's program, the
responsibilities of each party involved in the referral,
and PIC's procedures, rules and goals

76-40 0 - 16 - SO
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3. To gain a sense of the youth's understanding of the
reasons for his referral and his interest In attending
Providence

4. To develop an initial program for the youth that is
b utually agreed upon by all involved.

Once accepted into the Providence program, the youth is assigned to
a specific class by the principal and social service worker involved in
the "Staffing." Now starts an on-going process of diagnosis and assess-
ment of learning skills and social adjustment. Every month each student's
treatment plan Is review and re-assessed not only by the staff, but also
by the student. Each treatment plan is then a flexible tool used to
coordinate both the Educational and Social Services components of PEC's
program. Coordination of these components is actovplished through
regular departmental meetings and bi-weekly meetings of classroom teams
(two teachers and a social worker).

After a youth is felt ready to enter back into the public school
system or employment, he is kept under the supervision of the Aftercare
Component (a Director and staff member). It works directly with the
student and gains Important feedback useful in modifying and improving
PEC's program. Some of the major difficulties in this transition
period are the adjustment to larger classes end the impersonality and
formality in public schools. Once FEC's staff feels that a student is
ready to "graduate" from the program, Juvenile Court is informed and
court approval requested In those instances where enrollamt in FEC
is a condition of probation. The court say agree and exercise one of
several options the youth may be continued on probation or probation
say be terminated either informally or by formal court order. The court

sight, although never has, disapprove of FM's recommendation and request
continu$ng enrollment 'of the youth in the program. After the youth has

- "graduated," the Aftercare Component becomes the only link between the
youth and PEC. This link Is maintained for at least six months. About
202 to 252 of the "graduates" require regular and intensive care to pre-
vent backsliding, like truancy.

MEC's core professional staff of adainLstrator, management, teachers
and social workers consists of twenty-six people, equally divided between
black and white, male and female. All have Aachelor's Degrees, mostly
in education and sociology. Three have aster's Degrees and one is a
Ph.D. The facility is located in a predominantly black, low-income
residential neighborhood, and consists of three stories and a basement.
The 1973-1974 budget was $421,969. Of this total, $315,993, or 74.92,
was in the fot of a federal grant from the Law Enforcemenb Assistance
Administration of the U.S. Department of Justice., The remaining $105,976,
or 25.12 was a "local share" contribution. FEC's costs are substantially
higher than the average per student cost incurred by the public school
system, but are also considerably lower than the cost of treating
delinquent youths in either of the other two Institutional programs
available to the Juvenile Court. MEC's cost per youth was $3300 a year
in 1972-73, whereas the Missouri Hills Hoss for Boys was $6800 and
The State Training School was about $11,000. Thus PEC seems to offer an
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alternative approach to the treatment of delinquents that is economical
and relatively inexpensive compared to residential programs. PEC's
boasts a recidivism rate of approximately 121, vhile other programs
conducted in the same area of St. Louis experience a recidivism rate of
502 or more.
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KzNSNGTON, MD., JUM 23. 1976.

Hon. C LES MATHIAs,
RWusse S 9a7g Bug.
Wasngtlon, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MATMAS: We were very impressed with your presentation on televi-
sion on Tuesday evening, June 22, resardIlg the Juvenile Court system.

On May 26, 1976, we experienced an unbelievable day in Juvenile Court, Rockville,
Maryland. This afternoon we called your office to ask whether your office would
be interested in our case and we were directed to send our materials to Bob Kelley.

We will appreciate your interest and whatever your committee may do to improve
the Juvenile Court System.

Sincerely,
STANESLAW M. LcH.
MAR E M. LcHi.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUnLIC HEALTH 5(RVC E

HEATh REeOUMCL AOMINIGT ATON

3ethesda, Maryland 20014
November 24, 1975 IVAUO HIALT" PLANNING AND

"ISOURCIS 0VE LO",ENT
,/,7 .Division of Facilities Development

Dear

Our program (Hill-Burton) has changed names and also moved
to a nov location. I can nov be reached at:

Division of Facilities Development
Bureau of Health Planning & Resources Development
health Resources Administration
Federal Building, Room 410
9000 vckville Pike
Bethesda, Nkryland 20014
Phone: (301) 496-9161

Marte M. Lech
Nospial Mures Consultant
Technical Assistance Branch

P.S. Actual Visiting Address is:

Federal Building (0om 410)
7550 Wisconsin Avenue
Betheada, Maryland 20014
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June 23, 1976
Marie N. Lech
4009 Sims Drive
Kensington, Maryland 20795

Joseph E. Ovens, Attorney at Law
Chairman, Judiciary Committee
House of Delegates
502 Suburban Trust Building
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Dear Mr. Ovens:

On Nay 26th, 1976, Judge Leonard Reuben summarily dismissed a case
in Juvenile Court before the defense put on his case. A prima facia
case was presented by my husband and by me. We both testified that
Gregory Kraft admitted breaking the window in our house on November 1,
1975; yet Judge Reuben dismissed the charges at the close of the
prosecution and before any defense was presented. We were not asked
to be present in the court room when Judge Reuben dismissed the case.
We learned of the dismissal when the attorney for the defense, Edward
Gorman, rushed from the court room to the waiting room shouting,
'We've won, we've won! Case dismissed!" Screaming behind him was
the boy who broke the window, Gregory Kraft, and his friend, Robert
Logan, who had been playing ball with him in our carport on the day
the window was broken (November 1, 1975).

The sequence of events involving the Juvenile Court Intake Officer,
Mary Torrison Smith, (who also without our knowledge dismissed the
case at an earlier date and only rescinded her decision at our
Insistence), the activities and events of our day in Juvenile Court
and the Judge's apology read more like fiction than fact. (Please
see: Attachment I, items #1-9, Background Information re: Broken
Window 12014 Galena Road, Rockville, Md.; Attachment II, Summary of
Day's Activities In Juvenile Court, May 26, 1976; Attachment i1,
Suinary of Meeting with Judge Reuben, May 26, 1976; and At-tachment IV,
Additional Experience with the Juvenile Court.)

Since we feel we have been denied our constitutional right of protection
by law of our personal property, we respectfully request a review of
the procedures carried out by Juvenile Court personnel and judges.
We are absolutely stunned and cannot believe that this is how our
judicia. system functions. Needless to say, none of our friends or
business co-workers can believe what we experienced. The principle
involved here is that the present Juvenile Court system, which we
observed, does not help the juveniles nor does it protect the public.

We feel the whole incident was not creditably handled, therefore,
we will appreciate your immediate investigation of the matter.

Respect fully yours,

Marie M. Lech
Nurse Director
U. S. Public Health Service
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AlrAcHMrNT 1: BACKGROUND INFORMATION sa: Baowm WNDOW, 12014 GALiNA
RD., RocKvniu, MD.

SUNDAY, OcTomh 26, 1975.
For the Record:
Re: Trespassing at 12014 Oalena Road, Rockville, Maryland 20852

SO Re: Gregory. Kraft and Robert Logan
a, On Sunday, October 26, 1975, 1 went to my house at the above address around

3:30 p.m. and found the gate to the carport left open and the iron rod which secures
the gate missing. I then asked the boys who were playing on the street if they knew
who had opened tho gate to my carport, had remved the iron rod from tgo gate
and who had been playing In the carport. The answer was that Robert Logan and
his friend had been playing in the carport. I then went to the Logam' home and
saw Robert and Greo coming out of the house. When I asked them why they
had opened my to to the carport, removed the iron rod and had been playing
in the carport Gres Kraft answered that they had played in the carport and backyard
but the gate was open and they did not remove the iron bar. I told them that I
had inspected my house at noon that same day and that I had left the gate closed
and the iron bar was inserted in Its place. They still denied the opening of the Sate.
I then went to talk with Col. and Mrs. Logpa. After presenting the facts to them,
Col. Lopn summoned the boys to my carport gate and told them to cover the whole
yard on their hands and knees to find the iron rod. He also forbade them to ever
again play In my carport and yard. As soon as Col. Logan departed, Robert Logan
and 0re Kraft found the iron rod under the bIS bush near the gate where they
apparntly had thrown it. After replacing the iron rod in the gate and clo sng the
gate to the carport, I told the boys (Robert Logan and Greory Kraft) that I never
again wanted them to open my carport gate and play in the carport and yard. They
nodded, indicating that they accepted my warning. M

STKNISTAw M. LaOt,
K.ENMGNTON, MD.
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FOR THE RECORD: Saturday, November 1, 1975
through November 16, 1975

Re: Trespassing and breaking of window at 12014 Galena Road, Rockville,
Maryland 20852
re: Gregory Kraft and Robert Login

At about 6:30 p.m., Saturday, November 1, 1975, vq (Stanislaw M. and
Karla M. Lech, owners of above property) received a telephone call
from Krs. Barbara Each, (next door neighbor) saying she had just
received a call from another neighbor (across the street) that a front
window in our house had just been broken. My husband and I vent there
immediately. Mrs. Each and her children greeted us in the driveway.
The gate to the carport was open. I started asking questions as to
who was in the carport, who had broken the window, and said that I was
going to call the police, etc. Gregory Kraft suddenly stepped forward
and said he did break the vindo. playing ball with his friend, Robert
Logan. Gregory said he would pay for the broken window, go home and
tell his father about it and his father would take care of it. We
complemented Gregory for accepting his responsibility and therefore said
I would not call the police. I gave Gregory my business card adding
my home telephone number to it. After not hearing from Gregory for
several days I called him. Is said he told his father and his father
would take care of it. I called again and got the same response.
The following week, the week of November 9th, I called and asked to
speak to Mrs. Kraft. She put Mr. Kraft on the phone. He promised
to call me the next day when he returned from work and we planned to
met at 12014 Galena Road. He did not call me on that day. I called
his home about 10 p.m. and another son (not Greg) ,aid his father was
visiting a sick uncle in the hospital. t requested that Mr. Kraft
call me. No response. On Saturday, November 15th, about 9 a.m. I
called Mr. Kraft's hose; another son answered and wanted to know who
was calling, etc. I gave him my po and purpose adding that my
husband and I would be at the Galena house at 10:30 a.m. and would
he meet us there. He didn't appear and didn't call us during the rest
of the day. At about Mu15 a.m. that eame day I went to the Logan
bome. I told Col. Logan that I wes surprised that neither Mr. Xraft
nor he had contacted us. Cl Logan made a remark about our insurance
company covering the damage, but I informed him that insurance companies
do not; however, the principle here was the boys and their parents
uouming responsibility. 4rs. Logan appeared ard asked why I had

waited so long; I replied that I had expected the boys and their parents
to contact us and to assume the responsibility, thereby avoiding police
records for their sons. Mrs. Logan told me the children always played
1A other people's yards, especially ours because It was on a hill and
thMt she would not "becoM Involved". I replied that if that was how
she felt about her son and If she wanted him to have a police record
it was her decision. I then got up and left. From there we went to
the Kraft 'rsdence. Although there was a car parked in front of the
beuse, no one answered the door. We waited all day to bear from the
Kraft#; there was no call. On Sunday4 November 16th, we called the
police. Officer Raspberry cam to the Galena house and we presented
him with our facts.

~ ~.~movie K. Lech

,'o
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KENSINGTON, MD., DEC. 1, 1975
Mr. RICHARD B. KAr,
Rockvile, Md.

DPa Ma. KxAvr: Enclosed is a xeroxed copy of the bill covering the cost of
replacing the front window in our house, 12014 Galena Road, Rockville, Md., which
your son Gregory broke while playing ball with Robert Logan on Saturday, Nov.
I, 1975.-

Sincerely yours,
S. M. LECH.

'r
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L"" GENERAL GLASS COIP.24 HOUR E.MIERGENC Y SERVICE

$1317 ElkiaStt. Wtwwon, ktmvixd 20W2 TO: (3tll49 0 10
WAS4IN@TON - VIRGI?1A - MARVILA

t

IS . . Y• LO .?555

- I~7 , ,t __ __

,.~ J7...... .

OWsiml COPY

@2499

K.. 1

!+,
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a WMENER: Compkt, amt~ 1. 2. A"i~Ad yo..r sddmi mi the "LET1JN TO" space *a
rrvefte.

I. The following service is requested (check one).
2! Show to whom and date delivered ............ 135

Show to whom, date, & address of delivery. 354.

Q RESTRICTED DELIVERY.
Show to whom and date delivered.... 65#

Q RESTRICTED DELIVERY.
Show to whom, date. and address of delivery 85¢

2. AXTILZ ADDRESSE TO:

3. E DESCRIPTION:
RE I D NO. ICETIFIED N*O . INSUMII NO.

(Atway obtaln signature of addresee a* 'gnt)
I have received the article described above.
SIGNATURE 0 Addressee 0- Authorized agent

DOF DEE77eA

L. ADDRESS (CC~mefe only if requotled)

6. UNABLE TO QEUiVER SCCAUSL CLERKSM'.\-.-
' woo,., .... .IYI-4.
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JANuARY 5, 1976.

For the Record:
Mr. Kraft called this evening and asked me whether I had the broken window

replaced. I said, I did and that I had sent him a zeroxed copy of the bill by certified
maidl and had no response from him. He said, he had never received the letter. I
said, I had the signed receipt. I told him what the cost was and he promised to
send me a check the following day. See attached receipt and bill.

P.S. To date no check wm received from Mr. Kraft.
ST~mSLAw M. Laci.

FERUARY 27-MAxcH 3, 1976.
For the Record:

On February 27, March I and March 2, 1976, 1 made calls to Mrs. Mary Torrison-
Smith, Intake Officer, Department of Juvenile Services, Juvenile Court Services Division,
regarding the status of my complaint relating to Gregory Kraft and Robert Logan.
I was unable to speak to her until March 3, 1976. ! had also called Mr. Davis,
Assistant Department Director on March 1, 2, and 3.

When I asked Mrs. Smith the status of the complaint, she said that after talking
with the Krafts and Logans she assumed the matter had been taken care of. I asked
how this could be possible when my husband and i, the victims, were never approached
by the Department of Juvenile Services. We discussed the facts of the complaint
and [ requested a hiring. On March 8 1 was notified that I would be advised of
future action by the State's Attorney's Offwe or the court. On April 30, 1976 my
husband and I were notified to attend the hearing set for I Iam., May 26, 1976
at the District Court of Maryland for Montgomery County.

MARiu M. LECH.
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ROW. C xNA..
Owwpbw *wo&

" DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE SERVICES
JUVENILE COURT SERVICES DIVISION

ONh .ld 1125 SHADY GROVE ROAD ROCKVILLEI MARYLAND 80,50 762,771H

Wm Numbs r !'2c

Dear22- V
Our Department recently received a police report alleging

a delinquent act;

It is the function of our office to review the complaint
and determine if the Court has jurisdiction and the juvenile's
need for care, treatment or rehabilitation.

We have reviewed and considered this complaint with the
child and his parents and feel judicial action would be appro-
priate. We have authorized the State's Attorney's Office to
prepare a petition in this case.

You will be advised of future action by the State's
Attorney's Office or the Court.

Sincerely,

lifake Officer
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DISTRICT COURT OF MARYLAND FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY

SITTING AS A JUVENILE COURT

Matter o. .b~t............. .......... . tNo..564P76,654- .......

WITNESS SUMONS

STATE OF MARYIAND ........... 6th. De.t& t,. X tgrt=eVY ........ C County, To Wit:

TO: A.B.
8.kAh A ...................
.M9. ims. )rL..., .Xena~ftn, Me-ylaM

GRRIZNI'GS:

You sre bruby summoad to attend a bearfng In the sbovemtitled cawes at for -. M-O0 .....

Ax , m n he..he . ..... day of ... w ................ it. 76... at ....4 5 ............
8bady..rave. Road, Roccvul e... Marylad. to tastify o baof the State/Raspoedent.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATTEND. YOU WILL ANSWER AT YOUR PERIL

ISUthe D..V ...... day of ... IA . . . . . . . . . . . ... ls....70
wNmS the Homormbe ......... b a A. - ojr ......................... 0Jd"

oe the . Juv~tiie ........... court tor .Kmtgoaary ............... county, Maryland.

(AL..UA 4/ . ,',. .. I .• .(

t

RETURN OF SERVICE

S mom d .................................... NoE Rat: ......... ..............

by pwaai services [[and dellverig))I of a copy o Otha : ...................................

tis &manoa to lm ai...................... AT EPT8 AT SERVICE

..............................................
at ........ ..........
of ......................... I$ ...... ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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DISTRICT COURT OF MARYLAND FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY

SITTING AS A JUVENILE COURT

Matter of RQbort. L0g9=. & .JMSA .A t ............ Docket No. .. 65-.76,56576 ......

WITNESS SUMMONS

STATE OF MARYLAND ........ 6th .District . Montlw r ............. County, To Wit:

TO: A. 0
• . rch .....................

(A66kaw

... 4009. s ..Dive, .Kensigton, Maryland

You anurby summoned to attend a hea glin the above-etitedcau e set for . .1.1.-00....

A. /I = the ... 26... U ofMay ........... .....19. .... at .. 52..- .........
M40Y.Qr.QYV .4OA*4ROCcVfl&l., Maryland, to testify on behalf of the State/Respoadent.

IF YOU FAIL TO ATrEND, YOU WILL ANSWER AT YOUR PERIL

IMSUED th .... 3 a...dayof .. Apr1L .............. 19...76

WITNESS t Honmtib .... PIo M .&o .Harajr ............................ Jud
ad the. $10.ADUo .............. Court for ...... motmery........ County, Maryand.

at RETURN OF SERVICE

.................................... N e Bet: ................................

bY PMW ServW e (and dalvering I of A Copy of ther: ...................................

ti iamm to t sae ..................... ; ATTEMYTS AT SERVICK

............................................. It Tlme Date Time
at ......................... this ........... ': day ......... .......... .........

......................... .......th........

By: .....................................
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SUNDAY EvENImG, MAY 23, 1976.
For the Record:

At about 9 p.m. on Sunday evening, May 23, 1976, I was awakened by the nng
of the telephone. When I answered a male voice identified himself as the brother-
In-law of Mr. Kraft and bepn discuss the hearing scheduled for May 26th. He

_also Intimidated me by asking me if I = what could happen to me in court.
41 I replied that I would take that chance. He concluded by saying facetiously that

he hoped I could sleep at night.
MARM M. LECH.

ArrACHMNNT U1-SUMMARY OP DAY'S AcT'rrus zN JUVENILE COURT-MAY 26, 1976
We arrived and checked in at the Juvenile Court about 10:30 am. Shortly thereafter

State Attorney Michael Mason met with us and explained the ground res we had
to observe during the court hearing. I (Marie Lech) informed him about Mr. Canfield,
attorney for the defense and brother-in-law of Mr. Kraft (father of the boy who
admitted breaking the window of our house), calling me Sunday evening, May 23,
1976, and Intimidating me (see attachment). Mr. Mason then explained a possibility
of resolving the case without a hearing and to which we did not agree. We did
agree, however, to receiving an apology from both sets of parents and payment for
the broken window. They did not agree to this and so the hearing was to be held.

During the morning we saw the Logans, the Krafts, the two attorneys chatting and
laughing with Offrer Raspberry and patting him on the back. We did not think this
was permissible; Officer Raspberry (the officer who answered our call to the police
and who arrested the boys November 16th) did not make any effort to talk with
us. We were Informed at intervals by Mr. Mason that the %orkload was heavy, the
case might have to be postponed, nd finally that a judge wis corning from Bthesda,
to hear the case.

My husband was the first to be called in to give his testimony and I followed.
When I finished and left the court room my husband was titting in the waitin; room
and I went to Mr. Mason's office so everyone could see we were not communicating.
Shortly thereafter I heard some noise in the waiting room and at the same time
my husband and Mr. Mason were coming into Mr. Mason's office. My husband said
he heard Mr. Edward Gorman, attorney for the defense (Gregory Kraft and Robert
.Logan), lodI and jubilantly announcing "We've won, we've won, he case was

dismissed." (this took plae in front of everyone in the waiting room.)
Mr. Mason started to explain the reason for the dismissal of the case to us, saying

that the judge felt we did not have sufficient evidence that Gregory Kraft was t g
on our property and that he had broken the window. We were absolutely stunned,
both of us started to talk at the same time, saying that Gregory was on our property
when we arrived at the house in answer to the call from Mrs. Kach, the neighbor
who notified us that a window had been broken. When I started to ask who broke
the window and say that I would call the police Gregbry had stepped forward and
admitted he and Bob (Logan) had been playing in our driveway and carport and
that he, Gregory, threw the ball that broke the window. He asked me not to call
the police and stated his father would pay for the broken window. See reume marked(1).

Suddenly Judge Reuben appeared; see summary.
The next day we returned to ask Mr. Mason specifically for Judge Reuben's reasons

for dismissing the case.
Mr. Mason said that Judge Reuben felt we had evidence that the boys (Gregory

Kraft and Robert Logan) had been and were on our roerty, but not on the day
in question. (On November 1, 1975 we, Stan and h eLech, talked with Greg
Kraft n our driveway ahout one hour after he had broken the window; he admittedbreaking the windw.Mr. Mmn said Judge Reuben summarily dismissed the came before the defense

put on his came. The three people who testified were Stan M. Lech, Marie M. Lech
and Officer Raspberry. I asked Mr. Mason how did Officer Raspberry fail in his
testmay and he roplid that be nevq gave the date that the window was broken.

It is our opinion that th operations of the Juvenile Court merit nvatigation. In
particular, we respectively request replies to the folowing quesdons:

1. On what authority did the Social Service worker, Mrs. Mary Torrison-Sfth dismiss
the cue without consulting us. The hearing was scheduled only became I Insisted
upon it; her rey was that the parents told her everything was taken care of and
she believed them. This was done without any contact or agreement with us.
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2. Is it customary for the Juvenile Court to import non-juvenile court judges from
Bethesda to hear cases rather than postpone a case because the case load s heavy.

3. I this pab ure-to have a non-juvenile court judge preside overhearings in juveiecut
4. &re dfflcer of the Juvenile Court permitted to socialize with the defendants,

their parnts and attorney as Officer Raspberry did throughout the day of the hearing?
S. s it permissible a judge to apologize for his dismissal. of the case, as'Judge

Reuben did? Was it because he felt guilty in not affording us legal protection of
our personal property?

6. Would Officer Raspberry be considered competent if he did not review his notes
beforehand to remember the date the window was broken?

7. Should we (the victims) have been in the court room when Judge Reuben dismissed
the case?

8. Did Judge Reuben have the authority to dismiss the cae before the state's attorney
questioned the boy who admitted to us that he broke the window and that his father
would pay for replacing the window? (The window was never replaced or paid for
by Mr. Kraft).

9. As citizens and taxpayers, have we been denied our constitutional right of protec-
tion by law from the government of our personal property? Judge Reuben s dismissal
gives the boys free reign to trespass on our property and break more windows.

10. Are these practices of protecting the guilty going to continue in Montgomery
County? What protection will be given us for our personal safety as well as for our
personal property?

11. Are all cases of broken windows dismised by juvenile c9urt judges?
12. Why aren't the parents held responsible?

ATrACHMENT No. Ill

MAY 26, 1976.
Summary of our talk with Judge Leonard Reuben in the presence of Mr. Michael

Mason, State's Attorney, Juvenile Court.
Right after Mr. Mason told us, in his office, that the case was dismissed and we

started asking questions, Judge Leonard Reuben suddenly appeared. He said he came
"to take the monkey off the State's Attorney back for his dismissal of the case."
He indicated he was In sympathy with us but could not do anything else. I (Marie

-Lech) asked him if he knew why the Juvenile Delinquency rate Is so high in Mont-
gomery County and continued that-it was so because of judges like him who make

kind of ruinp he made this after . He rep.led with, "You don't know how
many cases worse then yours are dismissed." He then went on to say that he has
a problem with his own son who is going to have a Bar Mitzva and wants a mini
bike like all his friends got and he is not going to get it for him. Judge Reuben
said there was nothing he could do-the laws were such that he had to abide bythem iud he couldn't do anything. S. M. Lech asked, "What's the matter with the
laws-are they archaic?", and Judge Reuben replied, "Yes, they are." Marie Lech
asked, "What can be done'about It?" Judge Reuben said we would have to go to
members of the state legisature to have the laws changed and suggested we go to
see a fiend of his, Margaret Schweinhault. Judge Reuben also said he knew the
parents were "lousy" but that he could not reprimand them. He admitted they should

ave id for the broken window.
In disgut I said that he (Judge Reuben) could do something to change the situation

and which he did not; also that Gregory Kraft and Robert Logan now have free
reign to go and break more windows in our house and that we are being denied
protection by law of our personal property. r

Jud ReUben kept repeating them was n-odhn he could do because ha had toabid the laws.
If what Judge Reuben says is fact, then I want to know what the State of Matyland

is doing to protect my personal property -nai h as this Is a responsibeiy of the
state, and, my onsutlonal right to protection of my personal property was deprived
by Judge Reuben.

ATTACumam IV-AoroNAL Ex'Rc Wrm T Juvmas Comar, Rocvlul,
MAXYLAN '

Durias the Summer of 1975, while having omne mcpontry work does In the bemest
at12014Galea Road. the carpenter discovered a en po in the carport door

Y1-40s - is -$1
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to the dining room and on entering the house the carpenter discovered a young
man sound asleep, in his sleeping ba* on the living room floor. The carpenter woke
the young man, got his name, reprimanded him and let him go. S. M. Lech, the
owner, reorted the case to the poll-e who eventually arrested the young man and
brought h m to trial The attorney for the defense argued the case citing People
vs. Brown case because the police officer had imp r- charged the young man
for breaking into an occu 'house when in fact it was illegal entry

Question: What is lacking with Montgomery County police officers that they are
not competent to make the proper charges? Why didn't the U.S. Attorney make the
correction on the charges before trial?

Because of this we sustained the financial looes.

*At Juvenile Court, Rockvlle, Md.

Mrs. MARE M. LicH,
Kenuington, Md., June 23, 1976.

DISCIPLINARY BOARD.
DisricT oF COLUMmIA BAR,
Wahington, D.C.
Subject: Complaint regarding Edward Canfield, Attorney and Edward Gorman, Attorney

Listed below are several incidents which constitute a complaint agaist Attorneys
Edward Canfield and Edward Gorman. I respectfully request an evaluation of these
incidents, which are described below, by the Disci. linary Board. It does not appear
to me that Mr. Canfield and Mr. Gorman acted in an ethical manner in fulfilling
their responsibilities in reference to these incidents.

BAckg und information: Mr. E. Gorman was the attorney for two young boys, Grego-
ry Ka and Robert Logn, at a hearing at Juvenile Court held on May 26, 1976,
in Rockville, Maryland. Both boys were arrested on November 16, 1975 for trespassing
on our property at 12014 Galena Road, Rockville, Maryland on November 1, 1975.
One boy, regory Kraft, admitted at the time of this trespassing to having just broken
a front window on our property, for which he assured us Mr. Kraft, his father, would
pay. Mr. Kraft to date has not paid for the cost of replacing the window. After
about four months of waiting for Mr. Kraft to assume responsibility. I insisted upon
a hearing which was finally scheduled for May 26, 1976 in Juvenile Court.

Incident No. 1: At about 9 p.m. on Sunday evening, May 23, 1976 l was awakened
by the ringing of the telephone. When I answered a male voice identified himself
as the brother-in-law of Mr. Kraft and ban dWcusing the hearing scheduled for

* May 26th. He also intimidated me by m i If I knew what cou-d bappn to
me In court. I replied that I would take that chance. He concluded by ayng ficetusiy
that he hoped I could Ap at night. (The male volco belonged to Mr. Edwird CanfIelJ,
au verified by Edward Gorman, Attorney, during, thd trial.) ,

Incdent No. 2: When Mr. Gorman cros-examlned ine at the hearing, he twisted
the intimidpion by Mr. Canfield to mean that the pu"rpe of Mr. Canfield's call
had simply been to ask me if I had ever been approached for payment of the window.
(My husband had sent Mr. Kraft a xeroxed copy of the bill for elac the window
by certified mal-retum receipt re d.) ever, hsa convene did not revolve
around the cost of the window. He accused me of persmcutin the, parents of the
boys in addition to the above mentioned intimidation and I eit that his cW was
mad purely to intimidate. I also feel that had the call beep made to discuss the
c st of the window, it was a tardy and ill-timed approach, as Mr. Kraft had had
since November 1, 1975 t take care of t1 Does an attorney wait until 2-3 days
before the scheduled hearing to dicuss this matter'!

Their behavior was also quetionabl on several otr points:
On our day in court, Mr. Michael Mason, State's Attorney, my husband and ]

witnessed throughout the day the socaizing of both aforementioned attorneys with"
the offira who had made the arrest pd w tetimony was cnwcal to our cse.
The can was dismissed on the t iai that police offer could not remember
the date on which the window was broken. Was this behave o ethical Onp the part
of the two attorneys?
f In addition, was it ethical for Mr. Gorman to shoua in a loud voice before al
the people in the waiting room at thb.Juvenie Court, "We've. , Wove wol Coo
distise"d, before we wi* Iaformed ofthe dece oonCa

Sinc I have learned that Mr. Canfield is not a member of the Mon ery Bar
A af6Latl, t would like to knmw if ths fact disu&af him from
any of the proceedings of the hearin1dg. lacCodgj.ur t
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hearing when my husband and I were not permitted to be there except for when
we testified

I will appreciate your evaluation of these actions and this behavior.
Sincerely,

MARm M. LECH.

JtA CARTER, PaasmraN, BALTiMORE CouNwT Pouc ,
ComuNrry RLATriONS COUNCIL (PAREWr COUNCIL),

Baltimore, Md., June 23, 1976.
Senator CHAaLu McC. MAT AS,
The Senate Juvenile Delnqwncy Subcommittee.

DEA SENATOR Mc . MATIAS: The Baltimore County Police Community Relations
Council (Parent Council) is concerned with the juvenile crime problems in Maryland
as well as in Baltimore County. Our concern is shared by the seven Police District
Commu6ity Relations Police Councils which make up the Parent Council.

Reports from all area tend to support the feelig that the juvenile justice system
has fallen short. In Maryland there is a total tack of juvenile correctional facilities
to house the serious offender.

-We would the ,enate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee to consider:
Commtnu Arbitration System in all Maryland Police Districts.
Police Youth Services in all Maryland Police Districts.
Police Community Relations in all Maryland Police Districts.
Lowe the juvenile Delinuency age from I8 to 15 in Maryland.
Come review of the juvenile justice system.
in Civ and Community Service. Jiw CAamaX

Baltimore, Md.

LuaAN SOCIAL SSIvIcES OF MARYLAND, INC.
Baltimore, Md., June 23, 1976.

Hon. CHULU McC. MAnrAs, Jr.,
Baltimore, Md.

DEAR SENAToR MATHAU- I am sorry that I will not be allowed to testify at the
public hearinS on juvenile justiceto be held in Baltimore, Maryland on June 24th.
However, I hqp you Wall road thiz Letter and give serious consideration to what
I have to my because It grows out of six years of experience in directing three
group homes for troubled youth.

The first and most important point I wish to make is that the State Department
of Juvenile Services is a total failure. I cannot go into detail in this letter but, if
you are interested, I will gladly meet with you and describe in detail how this agency
fails to help the youth who are brought under its control, fails to reduce juvenile
crime In our communities and fails to use both State and Federal funds effectively
due to a lack of competent manageom ad solid program development t

Due to the conditions mentioned above, I would srg recommend that federal
funds be used to purchase rves for troubled youth from noa
and that grants for new -o- developtment go directly to local county roup.

I hope this information will b of some interest in your deliberations on thi irorant
matter.

Sincerely,
The Rev. WILuAm J. BLACK.

Executive Drw.

NORTH CENTRAL Yorui' StRVIC BuEAu
Bah/more, M., Juhw 23, 1976.

Senator CHARL S McC. MATrMS, Jr.,
Russell Senate OCPe BU.,
Washlqoei, D.C.

D A SENATOa MATmHa: To respond to your letter of June 16, regarding hearbg
of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Mr. Jerry
KlasMed, Dire or of Lighthouse, Inc., and Mr. James Doolan, Director of the Carro
County Youth Servicm Bureau, are both testifying on behalf of The Maryland Amocia-
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don of Youth Service Bureau's and its membership. I would in general endorse and
support the testimony of both these gentlemen, and I did participate in preparing
the statement Mr. Klarfeld will present.

To add to that, although the intent of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act shows considerable foresight and concern, it has not always been implemented
here in Maryland with that same foresight. Local control has meant representation
of vested interests rather than representaion of youth or even youth serving agencies.
Innovative prevention programs ve been resisted and even where funded snowed
under with million dollar accountability structures for fifty thousand dollar program
resulting In too much money for administration and not enough for program. The
safe extension and recyclinlof old programs and old ideas has been the rule.

Unfortunately, here in Maa;ad. tJuvenile Justice and Delquency Prevention
Act might well be judged a failure, not because of intent, but because of implementa-
tion.

Sincerely, MICHAEL W. McKAm,
Director.

Boys' TowN HoMus o, MARYLAND, INC.
Balimore, AMd., Jwne 24, 1976.

Senator CHARLES McC. MATLS.., Jr..

U.S. Senate, Baltmore, Md.
DzEa SaNATot MAmH: The speaker and those testifying at the Juvenile Delinquency

hearing in Baltimore today pointed up Maryland's problems with troubled youth.
While there were a number of solutions suggested, almost no mention at alt was

made of residential facilities (group homes). Only Edgar Boyd, representing the Greater
Baltimore Committee, testified on behalf of the important role group homes contribute.
At the time Greater Baltimore Committee recommended a Task Force, our agency
volunteered our expertise on the committee. However, neither Governor Mandel nor
Director Hilson have responded to this citizens' voluntary concern.

Since I know you are familiar with our agency and Its objectives, and you are
acquainted with our President. Judge Robert B. Watts, I need nrt repeat our goals
and accomplishments. Our three Homes were operating succesfully and our boys were
returning to their homes and communities with new outlooks and attitudes.

However, sustaining monthly deficits of approximately $300 per boy. finally, ploughed
us under. We found it necessary to discontinue operating two homes (20 boys) last
September, but have been able to salvage our third home and it is successful serving
eight boys. Just as soon as our local, state and federal governments asume their
rightful responstbil/ties to support these children's basic cost, Boys' Town Homes
again will expand.

All three of our Homes were financed by LEAA. When the otlgnalrants were
awarded it was with the understanding that the state would pIckup thrslack at
the end of the three year period. (Why not five years like Florida?) State monys
have been slow to trickle in, and while we were successful in having legislation passed
this year which would provide individual negodat payments, according to a child's
needs. the Governor vetoed the bill.

At the same time we closed two Homes, Harford Haven also closed two, and Lutheran
Social Services shut down all three. Others am coniderng the same action. -

We think residential facilities for youth fill a wide gap between rehabiitathv services
in the child's natural home and a maximum security facility.

We eamestly request that you and your Senate Judiciary Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquency give serious consideration to increasing financial support to group
homes, whether through LEAA or some other agency.

We respectfully ask that you enter this letter- along with other Subcommittee
testimony, and request to be placed on your Subcommittee's mailing list so that we
can be informed of any future hearings.

Thank you again for giving us this opportunity to express our via".
Yours for better youth,

MARGAmr K. CtAR,
Diretor of Cotnmwity Relafion,.
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YoUTH COMMIssiON OF ST. MARY'S COUNTY,
COURT HouSE, LUONARDTOWN, MD,

June 24, 1976.
Senator CARLz8u McC. MAr'uAs, Jr.,
Ruwiel Senate Ofjke B*dg,
Wadvto, D.C.

DEalt SENATOR MATmS: I would like to congratulate you for the leadership you
have taken in studying the juvenile delinquency problems in this Country. I hope
that your hearing Wil result in some positive recommendations with new directions
toward solving this complex question.

The St. Mary's County Youth Commis.-: has recently completed a study of "Youth
Services and Youth Needs for St. Mtxy'i County," which is enclosed. This study
may be reflective of other rural are throughout the Country. If these results can
be of use to you, please feel free to use them.

If I can lend any further assistance, don't hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

ROseRT . WeNrWORTH, JR.,
Executive Secretary.
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A Comprehensive Study Of
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and
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By the St. Mdry's County Youth Commission

For the St. Mary's County Commissioners

Frank D. van Aalst Robert Wentworth
Chairman Executive Secretary
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LWI2fl OP TRANSD4NrA

March 18, 1976

The St. Mary's County Cnmissioner

Mr. James M. McKay, President
Mr. John K. Parlett
Mr. Ford L. Dean
Mr. Larry Millison
tar. . Patrick Jarboe

Dear Sirs:

Since our appointsnt in September, the reconstituted Youth
Camission has worked with deliberate speed on this o rehen-
Give study to enable us to recommend to you ways that youth
services can be improved, priorities determined, and programs
coordinated to meet the needs of St. Mary's County youth. We
have held eight hearings and additional deliberative sessions
to obtain an overview and to hear first hand from the persons
in Southern Maryland who know most about youth and spend their
tt" wn.rkina with and for youth. We have also administered a
175-quention professionally prepared questionnaire to all high
school seniors and spent many hours in tabulating the results.

The report that we are now presenting to you is a prelim-
inary assessment of current youth needs, an evaluation of
existing services, and recnumdation. for your consideration.
Some are specific, others only define issues that need further
study. We are forwarding one omlete copy of the transcripts
of our hearings. Two sections of the report are not included
here the analysis and interpretation of the results of the
Questionnaire and the section on financing youth servia's, in-
cluding %mr specific budget recsinndations for FY 1977. They
are in process and will be forwarded to you within a short time.
in addition to your consideration of our specific recomamndations,
we would appreciate assistance in setting priorities for further
study.

Our first concern is that youth not be considered only as
problems requiring control, but rather as a major segment of
our community for whom we have not provided a fair share of
services. it is partly because of this neglect that youth tend
to become problems and cause problems that cost the taxpayer
larger amounts of money.-
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Secondly, we have been impressed overall with the quality
and variety of yauth services available, and the dedication
of the persons providing the. But, the lack of any adini-
strative coordination of these programs results in serious
wastage of talent and reduction of services.

Thirdly, we feel strongly that government programs are
only a small part of what ii needed in our cownunity to address
the requirements of youth. ramilios need to be strengthened.
schools improved, volunteer programs encouraged, and perhaps
most Important, ways be found for youth to help youth. Our
roccinndations touch on all these aras.

We trust that this report will assist you in your govern-
ance of St. Mary's County and that you will find time to give
careful -o-sideratin to u- Teco nations.

Respectfully submitted,

Ki ROSSIGNOL

LEROY J. TIHOPSOS, JR*

JOHN BLADE

ELLA THOMSON

WILL FOSHM

TERRY~ LZBXANC

?RASK VAN AALOT. Chairman

DO MYAN. Vice.Chairman

PATRICIA A. NOSRIB. See.

LISA DIANOU, Youth Chair-
person

JACKIN LAICASTER

JOm J. RUSS=u

REt i. WDY et JR.
Executive Secretary
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YOUTH SERVICES AND YOUTH NEEDS

CONTRIBUTORS

YOUTH AND THE LAW: John Slade and Ella Thompson
Intern - Jim Burke

Speakers: Marvin Kaminetz - Juvenile Master
C. W. Kreamer - Department of Juvenile Services
Lt. C. H. Muchow - Maryland State Police
John Pleisse - Public Defender
Dorothea Rees - Tri-County Department of Juvenile

Services
George Sanger - St. Mary's County Sheriff
George Sparling - States Attorney

COUNSELING: Randy buehler and Lisa Diamond
Intern - Sue Berry

Speakers: Jeanne Biscoe - Supervisor Public Health Nurses
Dr. Frank Gunzberg - Health Department - Mental

Health Division
Dr. Pat Hawkins - Southern Maryland Drug Abuse

Program
Rob Hill - Tr -County Youth S3-vices Bureau
Donna Jabury - Tri-County Youth Services Bureau
Jim McCleaf - Board of Education - Department of

Pupil Services
Ken Sola - Walden Counseling Center

EMPLOYMENT: Patricia Norris, Jackie Lancaster
Intern - Wes Cook

Speakers: John Bennett - Vocational Rehabilitation
Beverly Ervin - Tri-County Community Action

Committee - Youth Employment
Program

Pat Noell - Civilian Personnel - NAS Patuxent
River

Mary Salisbury - Employment Security Division
Nick Smith - St. Mary's County Chamber of

Commerce
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CONTRIBUTORS (cont.)

EDUCATION: Leroy Thompson, Jr., Mike Lynch

Speakers: Jim Jankowski - Baycroft School
George Sullivan - St. Mary's Tech Center
Nick Vuckmer - St. Mary's County Board of

Education, Career Education
Program

R. Oakley Winters - St. Mary's College of
Maryland

RECREATION Ken Rossignol, Will Foreman

Speakers: John Baggett - Recreation and Parks Department
Kenny Bryan - NAS Teen Center
George Klear - Upper St. Mary's County Junior

Baseball League
J. Irving Knott - Take It Easy Ranch
Rev. Albert Lane - Lexington Park United

Methodist Church
Jack MeJunkin - St. Mary's College of Maryland
Fred Pumphrey - Carpool Study
Jean Schilling - 4-H Agent
Stan Schrader - Board of Education
John Taylor - St. Mary's County Little League

Association

ATTITUDES Donnie Bryan, Terry LeBlanc

ORGANIZATION Frank van Aalst

SPECIAL PROOPAMS Bob Wentworth
QUESTIONNAIRE Allen Schor, Jim McCleaf

FINANCES Joe O'Dell

YOIUH AND SOCIETY Frank van Aalst
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I. YOUTH AND SOCIETY

They have not yet assumed their full role as responsible
parent and productive worker in society; on the other hand
they are no longer dependent children. They are youth, in
transition from childhood to adulthood, full of contradic-
tions and prone to error, the best educated and best fed of
their age group ever in history.

In earlier, less complicated times, a person was either
a child or an adult. The former remained close to the family
until his/her own marriage and frequently even then the male
remained with his parents and brothers on the same farm or in
the same business. This is now seldom the case, as American
young people become increasingly independent in their mid-
teens. A driver's license and a part-time job keep them
away from home for all except sleeping and some eating.
Leaving high school frequently means leaving home, even
though marriage and career are still far in the future.
This new adolescence, or youth, is a recent phenomenon, a
part of contemporary industrialized, mobile, technocratic
society. •

Somewhere between 16 and 30, most individuals make the
transition to adulthood. With voting and legal majority
pushed back to 18, the magic of reaching 21 is lessened.
Insurance companies have calculated that individuals become
more responsible at 25; in popular legend one loses one's
youth and inevitably becomes an adult at 30.

In the process, youth experiment with the privileges
of adulthood without accepting the full responsibility, only
gradually breaking the ties of dependence upon parents. A
number of factors in American society today are extending
the age when youth settle down as parents, workers and adult
consumers. They are not needed on the job market, not on the
battlefield just now; they can easily enjoy sex without
having children; higher education is readily available and
also considered necessary to get a good job. But good jobs
are very hard to find, and an increasing number of college
graduates are overqualified for the first full-time job they
get, so they don't consider it permanent; they keep looking. 3.
The net result is that the basic life-time career decision
is delayed. An increasing number of Americans have not yet
assumed adult roles in society at age 24. This is compli-
cated by the fact that the 16 to 24 age group is a larger
proportion of our total population than ever b fore, and
will continue to be at least into the 1980's.

Part of being a youth is that the critical decisions
about marriage and career are now made more in discussion
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I. YOUTH AND SOCIETY (Cont.)

with the other youth than" with parents. Much ignorance is
shared, but it is also true that most youth get more formal
education than their parents did) that the pace of change in
society is so great that adult knowledge about college
curricula and job opportunities is usually out of date and
youth don't expect to pursue the same careers as their
parents anyway, that their special world teaches them
things that an earlier generation will never quite under-
stand, and whatever the reason, there is a serious communi-
cation problem between youths and adults. 5

There is a deeper problem, inasmuch as the lack of
communication between youth and adults reflects a mutual
lack of respect and confidence. Youth are more susceptible
to negative reactions to Watergate and questionable activi-
ties of the FBI and CIA currently being reported in the
news. They tend to have deep concerns for good human
relationships and quality environment. There is a danger
that they conclude that the main institutions of society
are corrupt. Our society needs to find ways for youth to
express these concerns constructively, and to respond posi-
tively to them. When adults do not take youth seriously,
and when society provides no significant work for them to do
but blames them for not working, their estrangement is in-
creased and the society as a whole is weakened.

Recent research indicates that it is probably not
appropriate to call this a generation gap, with the implica-
tion of irreconcilable values and priorities. Today's
youth share many of the same values a, their parents,
including a strong commitment to work? but they enjoy a
very different life style. It is appropriate to talk
about a youth culture, but not a counter culture. The
admen have proven to industry that there is a youth market;
there are youth radio stations, and youth bars and youth
styles of clothing and youth literature. Experimentation
with drugs is largely a youth phenomenon. All of this
simply demonstrates that it is no longer adequate to think
of two stages of life, childhood and adulthood. Youthhood
must be understood as a discrete period of human development.7 .

This separate period has its serious problems. It is
the time when the individual establishes his/her identity.
Because the outlines of the period are vague and shifting,
it is a time of uncertainty for the individual. Because
the adult society did not experience such a prolonged
period of uncertainty, it has difficulty appreciating the
new reality. Parents are hurt by early declarations of
independence and then alarmed at the delay in settling down
to family and job. The result is that youth are left
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I. YOUIH AND SOCIETY (Cont.)

stranded in society leaning only on each other, with no
institutionalized support for their special needs. The
adult society has responded only In u'ergencies, to try to
control gangs or cru sh demonstrations. Some bemoan the
breakdown of the family, but as important as the family is,
and as much as it needs to be strengthened for the healthy
development of the child, it is not an adequate institution
in technological society for support of youth. Nor does
there seem to be any hope of the church meeting this need.

Youth in our society are pretty much left high and dry
with the result that they currently clog our welfare rolls,
unemployment lists and Judicial system. The society spends
billions of dollars on them as problems, because it spends
so little on them as a separate group of human beings who
nee J support. They are hooked on welfare or booked in Jail
in alarming numbers, not so much because they are bad, or
because families have failed, but because society has not
provided the types of services needed for their healthy
development.

Meeting the needs of youth is also to address the needs
of the child, because, in spite of the problems and confusion
of youth, the 10 to 15 year old has one ambition: to enter
their ranks; the heroes of children are not adults but youth,
best symbolized by the football player who expects to find
another career when he is too old to play, when he reaches
30.

Conclusion

A. To insure normal growth, so that you have a chance to
become healthy adults, they need ways and means to live
meaningfully as youth, including:

1. Wholesome recreation and social programs to develop
mind, body and social skills.

2. Broader education which teaches reading and writing
without requiring academic skills, which prepares
for careers without restrictive vocational training.

3. Opportunities to participate in adult society with-
out the requirement of career commitment, as appren-
tice or intern.
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I. YO1TrH AND SOCIRY

Conclusion (Cont.)

4. Opportunities to assume responsibility for the
older youth to be models and help the younger.
Youth programs can be structured so youth help youth,
meeting the needs of both the older and younger
group at the same time, not requiring an adult
bureaucracy to design and administer programs for
youth.

B. At a next level, children and youth with a tendency to
become delinquents or suffer mental illness need special
preventive programs.

I. The abused child needs protection.

2. General counselling services as adjuncts to the
recreation-social programs can be established as
drop-in-centers and group counselling programs.
Individual formal counselling is beyond society's
ability to finance.

3. Drug education and drug abuse counselling (including
alcohol).

4. Stand-in family members for those who lack a parent
or older sibling, on volunteer basis.

5. Vigorous adult education about youth, including
parent effectiveness training.

C. For serious problems, control and therapy programs are
needed.

I. Mental health therapy for child, youth and parent
when referred by school or court or preventive
counsellor.

2. Residential centers for a variety of needs, emergency
shelter, runaways, rehabilitation, CINS, special
education, etc.

3. The court system.

The purpose of these is to ease the transition to
adulthood and contribute to the general well-being of society.
The first set of programs are best seen as essential to meet-
ing the basic needs of all youth; the second as preventive,
and the last for those few for whom the prevention has
failed.
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NOTES TO I.

i. See Youth: Transition to Adulthood, Report of the Panel on
YoutF of the Iresldents science Advisory Committee (1972),
University of Chicago Press, 1974.

2. See Hans Sebald, "Adolescence In Perspective", Ch. 18 in
Al-1escence: A Sociological Analysis, Appelton - Century -
Crofts, New York, 19W , in which he says "The adolescent
or teenager as we know him today is a modern invention."
p. 501.

3. One explanation f:r the extension o? schooling is that
society wants to delay entry to the labor market; youth
are not needed as workers. But this now is having adverse
effects as described in James O'Toole's "The Reserve Army
of the Underemployed" in Change, May and June, 1975.

4. The size of the 14 - 24 year old age group will peak in 1977.
The 20 - 24 year old age group will peak in 1980. See Youth
pp 45 ff and Social Indicators 1973, 8/11.

5. "The combined effect that these changes in family structure
and function have on the adolescent is the teenager's tendency
to become involved in peer subcultures, to make family -
independent career decisions, and to become engaged in non-
familial career preparation - all circumstances and tendencies
that place youth in subcultural environments and make his
transition into adulthood more difficult." Sebald, p. 504.
One of the characteristics of youth culture according to
Youth: Transition to Adulthood is "the increasing need for
close relations, for the psychic support and security of
another or others very close. Those needs have always
existed for young persons, and for persons of all ages.
But the difference now is that young persons turn much
more to other young persons than they once did." p. 116.

6. The findings of Daniel Yankelovich in his national attitudes
studies of college students, 1968 to 1971, indicate a posi-
tive attitude toward work, not an anti-work ethic that has
been thought to be a characteristic of the counter culture.

79% believe that commitment to a meaningful career is a
very important part of a person's life.

85% feel business is entitled to make a profit.

75% believe it is morally wrong to collect welfare
when you can work.

Only 30% would welcome less emphasis on working hard.
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NOTEO TO I. (Cont.)

But youth are concerned about meaningful and interesting
work and don't want to be "bossed around". These atti-
tudes are discussed in Work in America, Report of a
Special Task Force to the secretary or HEVI, MIT Press,
1973, pp. 43 - 51. This report suggests it may be more
appropriate to compare contemporary youth with their
individualistic grandparents rather than their security-
seeking, management-accepting parents. p. 48.

7. A good representation of the ideas of the main author]-
ties on the youth culture of the late 1960's and its
continuing influence on American society is TW_ of
Youth in Middle-Class America, edited by RichaiRdapson,
ID. C. Heath, 1971) whicn contains chapters by
Bruns Bettelheim Kenneth Keniston and Theodore Norzak.
A conservative description of youth culture is in Youth:
Transition, pp. 112 - 125.

8. Youth: Transition sees this as a failure of traditional
education to meet the broad needs of youth . (pp. 76 - 91;
145 - 160); Sebald sees it more as related to changes in
the family structure growing out of urban-industrial
development, which make adolescence a "delinquency-prone
period in modern man's life cycle". (p. 389)

78,40, 0 - '16 - 3
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I I. ORMANIZATIg AND ADHNMISPATIQU OF Y SERVICES

There is an Impressive and sometimes confusing array
of youth services available in St. Mary's County.

The major state agencies all have local office, includ-
ing DS (Department of Social Services), D (Department of,
Juvenile Service)# * plomnt Socurity. xtonsion. Health
Department. Together with the police and courts, these in-
stitutions are intended to serve the needs of individuals and
society when the family breaks down, the school fails, and
an individual cannot find a job, or the law is broken.

Within the past ten years, four new institutions have
been established at the Tri-County level, each designed to
quality for special funds: Loretta House, as a group home
for CINS (Children in Need of Supervision), from LIMA (Law
Enforcement Assistahce Administration)t Southern Maryland
Dr Abuse Program for drug counselling from DAA (Drug Abuse
Adtinistration) u TrL-County Youth service Bureau for delin-
quency prevention from L&& and now DJS and Tri-County Commu-
nity Action Agency for poverty alleviation from HEW (Health#
Education and Welfare). Each of these programs has become
established and is doing responsible work in our cmunity,
both as preventive services and alternatives to referring minor
cases to the court. But, their flexibility in being able to
respond to specific community needs is limited, there Is con-
tinual uncertainty about funding sources, and a tendanc to
compete for clients. Much time Is spent in travel and in co-
ordinating activities at a Tr-County level while the main
state agencies with whom they interact have county bases.
(DJO does have a Tri-County office in addition to a county
office.)

Both the DAA and Tri-County Youth Services Bureau
(TCYSS) programs have focused on genera! counselling, over-
lapping with school counselling services and pupil personnel.
Truants are being referred to O7B and then to either Walden
or TCYSB. The directors of TCVB and DAA programs are not
directly responsible for the total program to any Board of
Commissioners, nor to the Tri-County Council. TCY!S has a
Tri-County citizens board, as does Loretta House# the DAA
program has a local board dor Walden. but the local director
is responsible to the Tri-County director. Recently, signi-
gicant strides have been taken to develop mental health ser-
vices for all ages through the Health Department. This clearly
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overlaps with Tri-County Progrs and there is no established
mode of coordination. The recoanoended Tri-County Mental
Health Facility would potentially involve only part of the
youth services.

During this same time, St. Mary's County has identi-
fied additional needs and established special programs:
The Southern Marylard Youth Service program on the base,
the Su mer Youth Employment and now SIBS (Big-Brother-Sister)
along with Youth Day, etc. Each has been organized in a diff-
erent fashion. Also, Citizens for Progress has developed
community programs in response to needs but with minimal con-
sultation with the larger community.

Much time has been spent by staff of different pro-
grams collecting the same information (at one point three groups
were developing resource files at the same time), ounselling
the same individual, consulting back and forth about who should
do what, ad trying to stay out of each other's way. In times
of funding uncertainties, they go after the same funds and con-
sider redesigning their programs on the basis of funds avail-
able rather than on priorities determined locally. All this
because there is no one to whom all are responsible, and no one
through whom all relate to state agencies and Boards of Educa-
tion. The County has not filled the position of Director of
Citizen Services, who would most naturally provide the required
leadership.

This is 4P no sense a criticism of the quality of services
rendered or the integrity of the persons involved. It is aim-
ply a recognition that there is no management structure. Per-
haps the fact that each of these agencies brings its separate
budget request to the Commissioners is the best indication o:
the weakness, as the Coummissioners have no staff pers, m to bring
a coordinated request for youth services. Proper organization
can reduce duplication of records and excessive consultations,
priorities can be established, multiple services can be coord-
inated, and support services strengthened.

Present problems include:

a. Program Directors meet to discuss cooperation, but
no one is in charge, and no one represents County
policy.
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b. They compete for same funds and clients, and are
reluctant to let another be responsible for one
type of service (e.g., Parent Effectiveness Train-
ing).

c. They apply for new funds more to keep going than
to meet local needs.

d. Directnrs and Boards do not have overview of all
services.

e. County directors of state prc 'ams have to coordi-
nate with Tr-County Directors of epoical services.

f. Directors of Tri-County programs have to deal with
three County budget offices, Boards of Education,
Commissioners, Health Departments, etc.

g. Consultations about jurisdiction (to clarify admin-
istrative confusions) are used as statistics.

h. No one knows how many clients appear as statistics
in multiple agencies.

i. In disposition of serious cases, consultation of 6 or
8 persons is frequently required, not representing
separate expertise but only overlapping concerns.

j. There is no senior County employee responsible for
these programs able to negotiate with other senior
department heads or state agencies local directors.

Participation in diverse Tri-County programs was approp-
riate in applying for grants and initiating new services. Now
that programs are established, expanded, and more local money
is involved and .special local programs hav3 boon developed, it
is appropriate that we move toward effective administrative
arrangements responsible to the County Comissioners.

One obstacle is that state/federal funding was obtained
and still is received both for Drug Abuse Program and Youth
Services Bureau. We should therefore proceed in a fashion that
does not jeopardize the funding for IY 1977.
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Services should not be disrupted, nor any unnecessary
hardships be caused to current staff. Discussions should
begin immediately with involved agencies and the other
counties to discover whether a single Trn-County Youth
agency or separate County Youth agencies can best (quality
of service and economy) meet youth needs.

In the meantime, all Trn-County and Couhty Youth Ser-
vice programs s ould report to the Youth Commission and under
its- direction work toward coordination of services, including
clarification of their relations with the Board of Education,
DITS, DES, Health Department, DSS, Police, and the Courts.

To implement this, a member of the Youth Commission,
appointed by the Chairman, should serve on the Boards of
Walden, TCYSB, Loretta House, creationn and Parks, Southern
Maryland Youth Services, Cocmnmity Action and Citizens for
Progress as representatives of the Youth Commission which has
responsibility to coordinate youth programs in St. Mary's County.
Budget requests to the County Commissioners should be presented
to the County through the Youth Comission.

These are interim arrangements pending final resolution
of the funding question and creation of a single department
responsible for all youth services and programs, either at the
County or Tri-County level.

eutal health services represent one part of youth ser-
vicesi it may be appropriate that they be organized under one
agency and other services in a second agency.
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III. StflQ4FC OF HEARINGS

A. Youth and the Law - John Pleisset Public Defender

The purpose of the office of the public defender in
"to provide legal representation for indigent defendants and
juveniles who are charged by way of petition. It is designed
and set up under Article 27A of the Annotated Code of Maryland
and the purpose ii to insure that the juvenile has proper re-
presentation at his hearing and in all the important parts of
the proceedings against him."

Mr. Pleisse considers it a major problem that youth
have a very limited understanding of the lawl once this mis-
understanding is explained, they feel they should go unpunished.
If not punished, the word spreads that the penalties for ju-
venile crime are minimal and thus to be ignored.

The Public Defender recommends an educational pro-
gram similar to that in Carroll County, in which Junior"High
School Social Science teachers are paid to take a seminar on
the law and then later pass this knowledge on to their students
back in school.

George Sangers Sheriff

Mr. Sanger views recreational facilities as crit-
ical, and suggested making available places for youth to play
ping-pong and pool.

He labels the 13 to 17 year old age group as being
the ones most in need of the Youth commission's attention. He
attributed the violent disturbances in Lexington Park to older
adult types with reputations of being troublesome.

Some cases involving minor infractions of the law by
youth are better handled by a simple "talking to" by a deputy.
This is highly effective he says, and it reduces the number of
cases handled by DJS (Department of Juvenile Service).
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Lt. C. H. Muchow - Maryland State Police

Lt. chow attributes the problems of youth and the
the law to a permissive environment and parental apathy.
He views the permissiveness as the source of the "I can
get away with it" attitude and the apathy to the lack of
public supported alternatives to legal action.

He feels the critical age group for focus by the
Youth Commission as being 13 to 17. It is his contention
that good supervision during this age results in proper
adult attitudes.

Lt. Muchow recommended more easily enforceable laws
holding parents responsible for their children and the
reduction of the age governing Juveniles to 16.

C. W. Kreamer - Department of Juvenile Service

Mr. Kreamer defines his jol as protecting the community
and the control and treatment of delinquents. This process
is accomplished through Community based programs for
offenders supervision of probation and court services and
the administrative supervision of all state detention,
rehabilitative and diagnostic institutions.

He sees the problems with youth in St. Mary's County
as coming from a definite lack of imposed responsibility on
the parents, a lack of foster homes, lack of transportation
and the lack of employment for those youth out of school.

With this in mind, he views the most critical ages
for guidance to be 16 to 18 year olds, being a separate
group different from 15 year olds, and not yet into the
types of activities of the 19 year olds. This is probably
related to the law permitting beer drinking for 18 year
olds. It is, however, his idea to focus on prevention and
to do this, influence must begin at a much earlier age,
even at the preschool level.

Mr. Kreamer's recommendations are to increase parental
responsibility and awareness, more employment openings,
explore and pursue potential Jubenile residential facilities
and increase mobility of the rural inhabitants.
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Department of Juvenile service statistics shows

1. Rocidivism is very lowi

2. Out of approximately 65 monthly police cases. 45
are processed at intake

3. 75% of all youth at intake are referred to other
ommunity services.

George Sparling - States Attorney

Mr. Sparking views the primary problem in St. Mary's
County as being a poor attitude on the part of the youth toward
the law and punishment, and the difficulty in imposing responsi-
bility on parents.

To Mr. Sparling the focal age group is 10-13 years
of &gel by the age of 15 years he feels there is little chance
of changing the youth's attitude.

The States Attorney recommends increased parental
responsibility, lowering the adult age to 16 years for high
impact offenders, and the instituting of a Big Brother type
program.

Marvin Kaminetas - Juvenile Master

Mr. )(aminetu sees the prnblesm as being the ineffec-
tual laws pertaining parental responsibility, the lack of recre-
ational ard redidential facilities, with priority being placed
on CINS (Children in geed of Supervision) placement.

His solutions are an increase in recreational and
residential facilities and the institution of a Big Brother
type program.

Dorothea Ros - Department of Juvenile Service

Ms. Roes pointed out the complexity of the myriad
of youth problems, and the need to identify which youths you
are referring to before trying to find solutions. The cominon
characteristics of youth in trouble seem to be reading diff-
iculties and a strong need to be accepted by peers. The best
placo to start for prevention is with young parents. She also
nuggested that it might be enlightening to look at drug usage
ae developing from delinquency problems rather than vice-versa.
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Throughout the discussion on types of residential
facilities needed, it was clear that mental health and court
related needs are difficult te resolve in single facilities.
It was also stressed that LEA (Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration) grants are of limited value for services be-
cause they are temporary. Purchase of care arrangements are
preferable.

A most urgent need is for temporary detention
centers, shelter care facilities, and better diagnostic
services available. It should be possible to omabine these
under at least a single administration.

Sumary

The general feelings about the problems with
youth and the law are:

1. The youth have a limited understanding of the
law and even less respect for it.

2. There is a lack of parental involvement in
disposition of juvenile cases.

3. There is a lack of facilities to h)ld both
delinquents and CWNS.

4. There is a lack of organized recreation, i.e.,
dances, pool tableuD etc.

5. Thera is a lack of employment opportunities.

6. There is a lack of public transportation.
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III. B. COUNSELING

Frank Gunzberg - Mental Health Department

The Mental Health Department offers various
community counselling programs. They have "Couples"
counselling for pre-marital and marital couples to
aid in communication, "sexual adjustment counselling
for couples, "relaxation" counselling, social skills
counselling, "single parent" counselling and occupational
skills counselling. These services are aimed at all
members of the community with an emphasis on helping
the adult members to cope with their day-to-day life.

The costof these services are dependent on the
financial ability of the client. Those able to pay
are received and treated the same as those less
economically fortunate.

- The main source of referral to the Mental Health
Department is personal or self referred. However, the
Mental Health Department does give and receive
referrals to and from all the other services in St. Mary's
County.

Dr. Gunzberg sees his department's primary
problems as being a general lack of space and staff.

His recommendations are to increase available
space and staff to expand the already existing programs.

Jeanne Biscoe - Health Department Nurse

The Public Health Nurses operate several pro-
fessionally oriented services. They have special
clinics for children, adolescents, geriatrics,
hearing, sight, family planning and crippled children.

These programs provide specialized care for
persons eligible for medical assistance or Medicaid.

Ms. Biscoe Views her office's problems to be a
lack of space and staff. Each nurse handles between
two and three hundred cases, plus the schools in her
geographic area.

Nurse Biscoe receives referrals from other
services in St. Mary's County, but her office works
primarily with the Department of Social Services.
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III. B. COUNSELING

Jeanne Biscoe - Health Department Nurse (cont.)

Her recommendations to the commission for
improvement of her department are as follows:

1. Increase the number of staff

2. Increase the amount of space available

3. Improve available public transportation

Robert Hill and Donna Jabury - Tri-County Youth
Services Bureau

The TCYSB supplies family and individual therapy,
psychological and court evaluations, and parent and
school group counselling services to St. Mary's
County.

There is no charge for these services.

The TCYSB does referral work for all the public
agencies in the Tri-County area. The bulk of the
referrals (approx. 75%) come from the schools and
the remainder from Department of Juvenile Services
and Social Services.

Mr. Hill and Ms. Jabury view their service's
major problems as being a lack of staff and people's
inability to communicate and express themselves.

Their recommendations for improvement of the
TCYSB services is to increase the staff, to cope
with the increasing load, and to educate the public
about the benefits of counselling.

Dr. Jim McCleaf - Board of Education

Dr. McCleaf represents the counselors of the
school system, who counsel, consult with student and
parent, and coordinate the other available services
in relationship to the student. There is no extra
charge to the student.

The sole benefactors of these services are the
students of the high schools and middle schools. If
school counselors cannot provide the needed counselling,
they will and do make referrals to applicable services
available in the area.
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III. B. COUNSELING

Dr. Jim McCleaf - Board of Education (cont.)

He sees the major weakness in service as being
no elementary level counselors, students' lack of
understanding what counselors are for, and the mini-
mal number of counselors available for individual
counseling.

Dr. McCleaf recommends the reinstitution of
elementary level counselors, the education of the
students to the workings of a counselor, and an
increase of staff enabling greater individual atten-
tion.

Ken Sola - Walden Counseling Center

The services at Walden are varied to include
the panorama of young people's problems. These
services include family, educational, emotional adjust-
ment, sex and drug counselling, and crisis intervention.

The cost varies with the service, the pregnancy
test is $1.75 and the fee for the drug school is $20.
The remainder of the services are free.

Walden receives from and refers to all the existing
services, both public and private.

His recommendations to improve the counselling
services in St. Mary's County is to obtain additional
funding, and to accelerate programs of public educa-
tion including wide distribution of good quality
brochures.

Dr. Pat Hawkins - Southern Maryland Drug Abuse Program

There is a serious need for shelter care of
various types, and qualified staff for crisis inter-
vention. Purchase of care arrangements are much
preferable to LEAA Grants.

Reverend Albert Lane - Lexington Park United MethodistChurch

Church youth groups do serve a segment of the
population, but churches are limited in their ability
to reach out into the community to meet the needs of
those who do not voluntarily come to their programs.
For effective programs of this sort, broad community
support is required and this has been lacking in the
Lexington Park area.
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III. B. COUNSELING

Reverend Albert Lane - Lexington Park United Methodist
Church (cont.)

Some clergy have the interest and the training to
do general counselling and if asked, might be able to
augment existing counselling programs.

General Recommendations

1. Existing counselling services need to be expanded,
space and staff to keep up with the increasing
complexity of today's societal needs.

2. Make "public transportation" available to provide
transportation to the counselling services.

3. Educate the public as to the purpose and workings
of counselors.

There seems to be a tendancy among counseling program
staff to claim to do everything, with little focus on
main emphases, though in general there is a division
by age group, (5-18 TCYSB; youth, Walden- adults, Mental
Health) and there is a professed willingness to cooper-
ate and consult. Claims for more staff are not related
to specific needs. It is not clear what relationship
of counselling agencies is with court system, as
counselling is normally purely voluntary and courts
are coercive.

III. C. EMPLOYMENT

The question of employment is particularly sensi-
tive, as demonstrated by the lively debate that occurred
among the persons asked to speak. St. Mary's youth
admit that Jobs are uppermost in their minds. The
recession, large number of youth (even a higher per-
centage in St. Mary's County than the rest of the
state or nation) and changing Job patterns are com-
plicated further by the disagreement in St. Mary's
County between those who want industry and those who
don't, feeling it will harm the environment. Because
the discussion flowed by issue rather than separate
program, it will be summarized in that fashion.

Numerous Job training programs exist, from
Neighborhood Youth Corp, to Vocational Rehabilitation,
to the County Summer Youth Employment Program, to the
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III. C. EMPLOYMENT (cont.)

special community focused programs on the Navy Base.
Representatives from all agreed that more youth are
trained than can find subsequent regular employment
locally. This is a source of great frustration to
the program personnel and even worse for the young
person. This includes the Tech Center graduates.
The major national job training programs available
are all provided in the County.

In spite of all the training programs there
still exists a feeling that youth need more oppor-
tunities-to learn basic work attitudes in addition
to skills.

Youth must be prepared to go out of the County
to find employment and the community must move toward
economic growth to provide more employment opportunities.
There are no jobs available in County industries or
businesses for college graduates.

There was much discussion on wages; youth seem
to be unrealistic in their expectations, being
unsatisfied with the minimum wage beyond a training
period. They prefer a higher wage with no benefits,
even when it means long commuting expenses. Local
employers are not able to pay high enough to satisfy
the applicant, and frequently even feel that youth
applicants are not worth the minimum wage. The
general picture is a very bleak one, especially for
youth who want to remain in St. Mary's County.

Youth should take all tests available to get on
job registers, apply early for summer jobs, and have a
driver's license.

Transportation continues to be a serious problem.

Increased career information has recently been
made available at the schools.

Observations

Better training does not create more jobs;
frequently it only increases frustration.

We will not begin to solve the problem until
more jobs are created. Youth must also learn to be
more realistic. This includes lowering salary expecta-
tions and job levels, at least temporarily. This is
another factor vhich tends to prolong youthhood, and
also contributes to negative attitudes toward society.
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III. C. DEPLOYMENT

Observations (cont.)

The employment significance of the Base, including
provision of quality training programs Is well noted.

More flexible and more advanced technical educa-
tion would be helpful if it could be made available
in the County.

D. EDUCATION

Our purpose in this area was to discover various
special educational opportunities in St. Mary's County
that prepare the child for entering youthhood, and the
youth for becoming an adult. We did not consider the
regular curricular programs of the schools or the
colleges. The Counselling and Pupil Personnel
programs in the schools have already been mentioned
in the section on Counselling.

St. Mary's College

Provides a broad range of non-credit learning
opportunities and activities in sports, crafts and
natural studies for children on Saturdays and during
the summers; a concurrent enrollment program for high
school students to enable select students to earn
college credit while completing high school, andthe Summer Music Camp which is open to local students.
These programs are self-eustaining financially though
there are some scholarships for the Music Camps.

St. May's Technical Center

Offers- vocational education for high school
students during the year, and a special vocational
training program for persons wanting it during the
summer. This is free and transportation is provided.

Regular two-year courses are offered in cosme-
tology, licensed practical nursing, horticulture,
electronics, masonry, electro-mechanical servicing,
marine engine and boat repair, auto mechanics, auto
body, carpentry and food service.

Main problems seem to/be lack of basic skills
(math and reading), scheduling, inflexibility of the-
two-year program, lack of employment opportunities
locally, and unrealistic expectations by employers of
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III. D. EDUCATION

St. Mary's Technical Center (cont.)

young people who have only 1,000 hours of training.
Some revisions of the curriculum may be desirable.
The greater diversity and flexibility in a compre-
hensive high school Is not possible here because of
distances.

The Vocational Advisory Committee is reviewing
the offerings. Many of the best graduates go on for
further education; the pouW. ones are handicapped
due to lack of 'ath and reading skills. A course
in job attitudes and work habits is provided. Adult
education programs are available i. evenings for
those who have dropped out of school. Only a small
number enroll right away after quitting school.

Baycroft

Baycroft is not a County agency, and its resi-
dents are mostly from other places, but it does
provide an example of one type of residential center
for troubled youths. They have developed an educa-
tion program for residents with minor learning
disabilities combined with major discipline problems,
and would like to develop this into a special educa-
tion program open to community youngsters.

Career Education Program - Board of Education

The Career Education Program is a carefully
designed curriculum enrichment program, whereby
career information is made integral to the curriculum
K through 12. Teachers have been introduced to the
concept and goals have been articulated. First
evaluation will occur this spring.

4-H Program

The 4-H Program offers a wide variety of
enrichment activities for children and youth and
deems to be particularly successful in reaching the
less advantaged element of the County. The staff is
experienoifand successful in training volunteers.

Observations

There seems to be inflexibility in the vocational
education program that makes it difficult to be respon-
sive to the real needs of the students. Could not
vocational programs be made available to younger
students, with the possibility of one person taking
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III. D. EDUCATION

Observations (cont.)

more than one program? Could this be used as a means
of teaching reading and math before it is too late?
On the other hand, perhaps the programs as designed
are too bookish, and a fresh approach could be more
appreciated by the students. Also the whole Career
Education Program seems very theoretical and bookish.

Given the fact that many Tech Center graduates
go on for further education, and long standing concerns
about higher education career preparation opportunities,
the need for a com-munity college type program seems
evident with four hundred St. Mary's Countians
currently enrolled in Charles County Community College.

There are a wide variety of learning opportuni-
ties available through special programs at St. Mary's
College, the Board ol' Education adult education
programs and summer programs. Perhaps the 18 - 24
year old population could be particularly in mind
w hen deciding what is to be offered and in the
advertising.

The establishment of a special school for students
with behavior problems could be a major asset to the
community.

4-H materials and staff expertise can perhaps
be more broadly utilized.

III. E. RECREATION

There are a good variety of recreational programs
available in St. Mary's County, some provided through
Recreation and Parks, others available for the asking,
others organized on a volunteer basis, such as Little
League and Junior Baseball.

These programs can be strengthened through
cooperation and mutual support; the provision of
storage space to Junior Baseball by Recreation and
Parks is one example; the growing cooperation between
Recreation and Parks and the Board nf Education
concerning use of school facilities after school and
on weekends is a commendable development.

Even though there are numerous participants
in these programs, there are serious questions about
whether the most needy are being served. Tennis

78-406 0 - 76 - 33
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III. E. RECREATION (cont.)

courts for example are relatively expensive for the
number of persons served.

A public beach is a highly desirable facility,
and the Elms property is a good location. Outdoor
basketball and availability of pool tables for youth
are also very desireable.

The Director of the NAS Teen Center described
its successful program. Discussions about such a
center in the County have occurred with regularity
over the past decade, with disappointing results.
There are now two possibilities to test the viability
of such a program, at the Leonardtown Middle School
and at the proposed Citizens for Progress Community
Center. Recreation and Parks will require staff at
the former to make a fair test of the value of a
teen center.

The Lexington Park area is still overlooked,
and there are potentials for growing problems in the
Mechanicsville/Golden Beach area. Businessmen and
concerned citizens must be brought together to face
these issues realistically.
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IV. VECC Da=TIOVS

A. eerdination

The Youth Comission recomemds that:

1. The senior position of Director of citizens
Services be filled, to have responsibility
for supervision of all County youth services
(including St. Mary's branch of specially
funded Tri-County agencies).

to assign responsibilities to avoid
overlap

to implement priorities determined by
Comics ionerst

to coordinate with State agencies and
Board of Educationy

to seek appropriate State and Federal
funding.

2. The organization of youth services be re-
evaluated and a single organization be
considered.

3. A member of the Youth Commission be appointed
to the Board of each youth service agency.

4. All youth service budgets be presented to the

County through the Youth Commission.

B. Residential aclities

The Youth Commission reccamends that:

1. Appropriate State authorities be informed that
St. Mary's County is receptive to suggestions
of types of youth residential facilities that
can be located in this County to assist in
meeting critical State needs.
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2. That a task force be appointed to research
local needs and recommend residential
facilities to alleviate problems of deten-
tion, short--and long term shelter, CINS,
and other needs not covered under the
category of mental health.

C. Volunteer Proqrams

I. The Youth Comnission in responce to a
suggestion from the Juvenile Master,
proposes to administer a Stand-In Brother
and Sister (SIBS) Program similar to the
Big Brother-Big Sister National Program.

2. The Youth Comnission proposes to provide
a variety of opportunities for older youth
to help younger youth by pairing 'uniors and
freshmen in schools, and an extensive tutor-
ing program.

3. To implement these volunteer programs, a
full-time staff person is required, as
requested in the Youth Commission Budget
for FY77.

D. Employment and Education

The whole area of career education and youth
employment needs further consideration. The career education
program being developed in the schools is a positive step, and
the Technical Center provides good vocational training.

There seem to be continuing gaps, especially considering
that final career decisions are being delayed youths are find-
ing it difficult to get their first job experience, and there
seems to be some mutual distrust between employers and youth.

We recommend a five-pronged endeavoit

I. Design the SYE to provide youth with a first
job experience among peers with a recouend-
ation to a local employer for a subsequent
summer .

2. Extended dialog with local businessmen about
ways they can use youth effectively. Soli-
cit reactions from those who have hired youth.
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3. Modifying the Southern Maryland Youth Service
Program to provide an in-depth consideration
of a career each week; with the County provid-
ing 50% of the budget to replace the State
funds which have been received for the past
three years.

4. Serious Consideration must be given to the pro-
vision of a Community College type program in
St. Mary's College.

5. Better education does not-create jobs. We urge
that the County actively solicit industry.

E. Recreation

1. We urge Parks and Recreation to maximize the
use of the Leonardtown Middle School facility
at least two nights per week as a full program
teen center with one night for Lexington Park
youths, with transportation provided. (Practico
room for a band might be in exchange for a week-
ly performance.)

2. The County should proceed toward the develop-
ment of a public beach on the Elms Property as
quickly as possible.

3. The Youth Conission proposes to convene meet-
ings of concerned citizens and officiate in
both Lexington Park and Golden Beach/Mechanics-.
ville area to discuss special needs for area
youth for the coming summer. An outdoor basket-
ball league may be considered.

4. The Youth Comission proposes to launch an
Alcohol Education Campaign, utilizing youth
leadership to slow down alcohol consumption
and stop sale to minors.

F. Parent Education

The Youth Commission recmmends that the Youth Servic-a
Bureau develop regular parent effectiveness training programs.
with a special target group of parents of sixth graders. Also to
pzvide a special course to which parents of youth who come before
thn cvjits can be roferred.
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CAMBRIDGE, MD., June 24, 1976.

DEAR SENATOR MATmIAs: Night before last I saw you on television interviewing
people in Annapolis on what to do about Juvenile Delinquency. If possible, I'd ap-
preciate a transcript of these interviews.

Meanwhile, may I share with you what it's like to try to address this problem
in a poor county such as Dorchester?

In 1974, Tom Flowers, who is a Supervisor in the Dorchester County school system,
was elected as a County Commissioner. He imparted to his fellow commissioners his
concern about the young people (children, teenagers and young adults) of the county.
The commissioners appointed a Task Force to look into these problems. This task
force was from a wide spectrum of the people who deal with children and youth.
The Human Resources Commission employed a young woman through C.E.T.A. to
do the actual survey of the problem.

She was able to determine that in 1974 there were 350 children suspended from
the school system, 135 dropped out, and 130 failed to make passing grades. The
law enforcement agencies arrested 388 young people and 169 of these- cases were
serious enough crimes that they went through formal court proceedings. The crime
rate per 1000 youngsters is the 6th highest in the state for juvenile delinquency.
Now all this may seem rather small potatoes compared to the problems in the cities,
but these are our children and we care a great deal about all of them. From 1972
to 1974 we had a 59.2 percent increase in juvenile crime. Our law enforcement
agencies estimate that between 25 percent and 50 percent of children over 10 years
0 fd use some sort of drugs, and from 50 percent to 75 percent are regular users
of alcohol.

Poverty, poor housing, apathy, little motivation to pursue educational goals, or in
fact any kind of goals, are all here in abundance. Many of our black families are
second or third generations away from the migrants Col. Phillips imported to work
at Phillips Packing Co. many years ago. Many of them were people deprived of educa-
tion, and pushed off the land by Agribusiness. So, once again, "the sins of the fathers-"

At any rate the Task Force recommended that the Youth Coordinator write up
a program of prevention and try to locate funds. They submitted their report to
the Commissioners on June 17, 1975. She has been actively pursuing funding for
a counciling center for a year now. At first L.E.A.A. said we could count on three
years support for the project if we could pass a stiff evaluation to show that we
were getting the results we were trying hard to achieve.

(I say we, because in the meantime [ was appointed to the Human Resources Commis-
sion and have been working as a volunteer to the Youth Program.)

We still don't have a dime, but have been notified just a few days ago, that the
funding will be assured for only one year. Our county commissioners have willingly
agreed to the $2,500 for the proposed county share, but they have already warned
us that they cannot pick up the $35,000 that will come through state from Federal,
if this dries up. Sometimes you can do more harm than good by starting something
and then having it shut down just when it #ets well underway.

Another thing that really disturbs us is that they are specifying that walk-ins are
not to be served. The whole thing is an effort to combat juvenile delinquency. Can
ou imagine anything more destructive to a kid than to tell him we cannot serve

him, after he has gotten up the courage to come and try to find help?
Who in the world writes guidelines such as this? We're saying in effect "You've

got to come to our program because you're a rotten kid!" or even worse, "You
can't come to our Center because you're not a rotten kidl" What a can of worms
that could be. What happens to the self image of these young people? Were you
aware of these requirements?

To share with you some of the positive things that have happened, our Youth
Coordinator has started to publish a Youth Calendar that is distributed through the
Library and the schools and is published in the local papers to let the youngsters
know what is going on around the county where they would be welcome. The
Dorchester County Library has permitted the use of their meeting room one night
a week for a Do It Yourself Teen Center. We have had classes in all sorts of crafts,
music instruction, sketching instruction and free movies, the Beatles, etc., that the
teenagers all seem to love.

She has been able to get many volunteers interested in children and youth and
they in turn have worked with Recreation and Parks on sports, and 4H on all sorts
of enrichment programs.

She has been successful in securing funding through ACTION for a Youth Challenge
Program. This will be administered through the school system and some of the young-
sters who are "making it" in school will be tutoing kids who are having problems.
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She is also trying to get a Big Brother, Big Sister program started along with the

other mid-shore counties, i.e., Tabot, Caroline and Queen Anne.
In cooperation with the Maryland Children's Aid and Family Service Society, Inc.,

The Eastern Shore Council for the Emotionally Troubled Child, Inc. and the Mental

Health Association we're all hoping to have some Effectiveness Training for Parents.

So, we are addressing the problems as best we can, but we feel ham-strun and

discouraged by the curious response by the faceless bureaucracy. In addition C..T.A.

(Comprehensive Employment Training Agency) funding is rapidly running out and

since our Youth Coordinator, Ms. Jane Scheuerman, needs a job, we may lostlher.

Another thing weighing heavily on my mind is the fact that Social Services is only

able to pay $114.00 per month to foster parents for teenagers and some sports minded

boys, can eat more than that. So less and less, of the people who would be willing

to be foster parents, can afford to subsidize raising these kids who are not delinquent,

but just unfortunate, and who, for one reason or another need homes. So the courts

send them to the already overcrowded training schools and forestry camps where

they come back, turned off young monsters, who prey upon society and whom we

then have to support in one fashion or another for the balance of their lives. In

addition to an increased allotment for Foster Children, we need more support for

Group Homes. When the family unit breaks down and no foster homes can be found,

group homes are the next best solution, but they are closing at a rapid rate because

of lack of funding.
It seems to us here in Dorchester that a congress that so readily grants itself a

raise and who spends much time and energy ensuring its pension plans, not to mention

the mis-use of public funds by certain members, can and should do better by the

future voters of this country. We keep saying that out children are our future, let's

put some of our money where our mouth is!
Anything you can do to address some of the above mentioned problems will be

deeply appreciated. It was refreshing to hear you express your interest. Many times

those of us who try to be child advocates get to feeling that nobody we have to

deal with was ever a child themselves, or if they were, they've forgotten what it

was like.
Sincerely,

Mrs. RUSSELL A. MAYER.
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Statement for the Committee on Juvenile Delinquency meeting on June 24,1976
in Baltimore, Maryland given by thi Reverend Frederick J. Hanna

I appreciate the opportunity to have this statement included in
the minutes of this Committee Hearing. My strong feelings about the prevention
of Juvenile delinquency come from working with young people throughout my
ministry, in very special ways these past twelve years. As Director of the
Churches Crisis Center in downtown Baltimore for five years, as Coordinator
of Drug Abuse for the Baltimore City ,Health Department, and now back in the
parish these past six years, I have seen well over 4000 young people during
that time period. Many of these young people had minor problems that required
only a little listening, a little loving, and some reflection together. Others
had far more serious problems which needed much more help and which sometimes
ended in tragedy.

Like all complicated problems, Juvenile delinquency has no simple
answers but we often seem to avoid the basic steps that comon sense would
seem to dictate as we try to come to grips with it. Working harder to
strengthen the individual and the family unit within which that individual
is living is essential, not easy but essential. , Providing institutional care
for a small segment of the Juvenile population that really needs it in order
to prevent infection of the larger segment that doesn't is another major need
that we do our best to ignore.

Among the hundreds of young people I'v worked with over the past
twelve years who usually acted out through drug abuse, sexual activity, or
running away as they became involved in delinquent behaviour, the ones who
got into serious difficulties had one common thread running through their
experiences. The comon denominator was low self-esteeem and it showed up
with young people from good homes as well as broken homes, with lets of money
or no money, with good education or practically no education. Low self-esteem,
the youngster really didn't feel good about himself or herself and the low
self-esteem Showed up in many different ways.

I believe we could help here with earlier and more effective testing
of children to help them discover their talents. No child any of us know
should be allowed to grow up thinking they have no talents -- they all have
different qifts, different abilities, different contributions to make to the
world in which they live but they need help discovering and developing those
gifts. We oould go a long way in cutting down on delinquent behaviour if we
would work harder at helping young people find out what their talents are and
then nurturing those abilities. Parental encouragement is good and necessary
but more professional analysis and an objective testing would go along way
in convincing youngsters of their skills and potential.

We need to help all youngsters learn to read -- there is an making
correlation between Juveniles who get into serious difficulty and those who
cannot read properly. We must give young people the basic skills they need
in order to function in the world in which they are going to live and there
just is no substitute for learning to read no matter how much the media may
provide. Young people who cannot reid are handicapped and they know it and
react to it, very often in delinquent patterns.

In all of this we must balance out the building up of the individual
ego with a sense of group responsibility. No child should be allowed to grow
up believing he has a right to do anything he wants to do anytime he wants to
do it. Individual self-worth and respect for one's own person must be paired
with respect for other people and other people's property and that must be
taught from a very early age.
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The family must still bear the major responsibility for the training
and development of the child. No other force has the effect on a child that
his family does. For good or Sor bad, what happens in the home stays with the
child throughout his lifetime and it is true that what a child lives with.will
determine what he learns.

But no family raises their children all by themselves any more. The
pressures -- peer pressures on the children, media pressures on the whole family,
society's pressures on parents and children -- prevent the family unit from
functioning the way it did just a few generations ago. All too often helping
pr6fessionals don't take that into account. As a people, Americans are going
to have to determine what rights they are going to give to the family to go
along with the responsibilities they still put on them. We have people now
advocating children's rights, or starting advocacy groups for adolescents,
when what we need most is some family advocates. Far too often parents are
told to "get off the kid's back", to let him make his own decisions, to stop
telling him what to do and what not to do. Very often families are made to
feel a bit guilty about establishing ground rules that any objective observer
would say were very reasonable. The "helpers" who want to let a fourteen or
fifteen year old child do whatever he wants to do should have to live with
that same child twenty-four heurs a day, seven days a week before handing
out that advice. Frankly, having to make your own decisions all of the time
is too much weight for most fourteen, fifteen, or sixteen year old adolescents.
We need more "faly advocacy" throughout society.

The passing of the CINS legislation in Maryland and other such laws
in other states should be reviewed carefully. Here it has produced as many
problems as it has solved. We have taken what was basically a good idea and
ruined it for ladk of follow-through. As long as we are going to remove the
threat of being "put away" for incorrigible youngsters then we're going to
have to find other ways of supporting the family when the child refuses to
abide by reasonable ground rules . Someone must have the authority to step
in and help Nom and Dad when they spot a lot of "red flags" indicating the
youngster is getting into serious trouble before he actually breaks the law.

We must make up our minds about when an adolescent becomes an adults
and can be held accountable as an adult. Too often now, we give them all sorts
of freedom without letting them know they will also be held responsible. And
while some sixteen and seventeen year olds can be very responsible, others
cannot and we may need to do more to strengthen the guidelines that determine
the parents rights to lay down rules and to enforce those rules.

Right now we are going through an "anti-institutional" phase in
dealing with many special segments of the population, we want to deal with
everyone right in the community and the hard fact is that most communities
are not prepared to accomodate special segments of the population. We need
institutional care and the full range of it for juveniles as well as for many
other people. Prom foster home care through large institutions, recognizing
the fact that some people seem to function far better in a large institution
than they do in a mall unit where they are confronted daily with their own
inadequacies. We need institutions and there is no reason we cannot have
good institutional care if we work at it.

There are many who seen no value at all in institutionalizing" a
kid and would do away with all such resources. I agree that the great majority
of juvenile delinquents may not need institutional care but a sall percentage
does and as long as we refuse to provide it for that oall segment of the
juvenile population we are infecting the far larger segment who deserve some
consideration too. We may have to face the fact that even if institutional
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care doe't benefit the individual juunile, the coswnity may beef it when
nothing else will hold the youngster in check. My major concern here is that
the young people are telling each other now that they can freely engage in
petty criminal behaviour, soe not so petty, without any fear of anything
happening to them. They are telling each other in my community that if they
do get caught they only have to talk with juvenile workers and even if they
put you on probation you only have to call in once a month. We are really
encouraging the delinquent Oehaviour by our failure to discipline effectively.
We throw the pleasure-risk ratio scales all out of wack and that's what often
guides the juvenile. We increase the profit and the pleasure by expanding
ways they can get material things and decrease the risk by minimiring any
chance they will be restricted or confined even when caught.

Unfortunabely it has been my experience over the pat decade that
no one wants to assume responsibility for the fourteen to eighteen year old.
They are the met ignored group within our total population, no one is willing
to step in and help, no one wants to interfere, we have philosophical arguments
against giving them any restrictions, we have adults who are intimidated by
children, and we wonder why the juvenile crime rate continues to skyrocket.

Again, strengthening the individual and stengthening the family unit
in which the individual is living should be our top priority. We need to do
more to help in every way we can there and our social institutions, the schools,
the family, the churches and others all need to work together. The family come
first, but it must be supported by schools, religious cosnunity, government.

But we also need to provide the full range of institutional care for
our young people who cannot for any reason continue to live in their own homes.
And we just aren't willing to face up to that concept so that we are doing harm
to countless young people who will suffer for our neglect.

The great majority of young people growing up in America today are
just as bright and beautiful and loving and loyal as any other children have
been at any other time and I get weary of people putting young people down.
We need to do more to boot them up if they are going to both realize and
recognize their own potential.

St&abmnt of the Reverend Frederick J. Ha-na
Rector, All Saints' piscopal Church
Relistantown, Maryland 21136
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STATES " SO THE SENATE JUVENILE DELINQU2CY SUB-
COM!ITTE8, BY JOHN D. ADAMS, AS A PRIVATE CITIZEN,
JOE 249, 1976.

The reason for this statement is to bring to the attention
of the Subcommittee some observations on the general subject
of juvenile delinquency and the areas where current attention
may be most effectively given by the public correctional
agencies.

The professional experience of the witness is: 1946-1949
psychologist, U.S. Public Health Service at the Federal
Penitentiary, Atlanta; 1949-1954, psychologist Maryland Dept.
of Corrections; 1955, psychologist, Patuxent Institution, Jessups,
Maryland; 1956-1968, systems analyst, Maryland State Dept. of
Social Services. Designed the reporting system and records for
Juvenile offenders, when the Department Social Services was
superceded by the State Department of Juvenile Services. Incidental
thereto, observed at the Boys Village, Cheltenham.

General Observations.
Much progress has been made in the treatment of juvenile

offenders in the past ten years, specifically the growth of the
State Department of Juvenile Services, and the organisation of
the Juvenile Courts within the District Court system, the use
of masters, and the specialized sections within the Baltimore
City Police Department. If some problems of coainatip, and
cooperation have arisen, this is reasonably to be expected in
dealing with a problem as complex and important as juvenile
behavior. The release of arrested Juveniles to their parents
is an established policy; and an increase in the use of probation
has been fostered by a shortage of facilities for confinement.

This committee Is to be commended for it's efforts through
these hearings, to evaluate the half dosen or more innovative
approaches, each of which has some merit. Special topics for
comment follow.
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Reportim and Record Keeping.

This feature of law enforcement, with which the witness was
familiar some years back, should not be ignored. Good records
furnish prompt and accurate information from the initial contact
through Court action, to disposition, and eventual discharge.
It must be computerized, and obviously safeguarded against
significant errors of identification or fact. It should be
as readily available to the Court, as is a Motor Vehicle record.

Large Scale Institutional Care.

The commitment of juveniles to institutions of the sie of
the Maryland Training School has been called into question in
recent years, as expensive breeding places for adult crime.
It should be noted that this is not universally true, and that
there have been times and places where the well administered
institution with high morale has filled a need notably.
Sometimes privately operated--"boys'towns'' and "Junior republics"
can be cited for illustration.

Maximum custody institutions for either juveniles or adults
may be an illusion, since the very element of freedoms for
recreation, schooling, and vocational training defeat the
conditions necessary to close custody. The solution seems to
lie in sufficient financing for enough well trained staff.

Group Home Care.

The use of small group homes, mostly privately operated, have
proven very satisfactory recently, until closed for lack of
financing. Two things have contributed to the abandonment of
the program. First it was oversold to the public from the
standpoint of costs, and second, there is a sad lack of available
facilities. If young delinquents in the city number around
8000, some 800 homes taking ten each will be required. No such
number is in sight, and the staffing of a large number of homes
will indeed cost money.

There is also another factor in community housing, whether
for juveniles or adults. An offender may be put back into a
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setting with old cronies and old temptations, that were too such
for him originally.

Nevertheless, community correction appears to be the mode
of the future, and should be given another trial for young
offenders for whom it appears suitable.

Due Process for Juveniles.

Due process for Juveniles (infancy through 17) is still
unresolved in this witness mind, and no discussion is offered
beyond noting that in the City of Baltimore there is an unusual
opportunity to evaluate the conciliative role of special police,
against the more formal process of the State Department of
Juvenile Services.

Evaluation of the Juvenile Delinquent.

Case histories and studies of young offenders abound, all done
to inform the public, and to assist the young human to get along
better in the community during his formative years. The record
rooms of the training schools abound with file folders, and there
is information about intelligence, education, health, family, etc.
Plans are made for a better social milieu--better recreation,
more schooling, and better housing.

However, one thing seems to have been lacking in correctional
programs. This witness never saw evidence of an attempt to get
the young person to face up to the consequences of his behavior.

Never did anyone say, "Billy, that old lady whom you knocked
down to get five dollars, will be a cripple for the rest of her
life. What do you think that you should do about it?"

Confrontation, and an effort to make the Juvenile accept
responsibility for his behavior, may hold the key to delinquency.

John D. Adams
310 Westahire Road
Baltimore, Md. 21229
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Greebet CARES Youth Services Bureau
U3 CINTIRWAY, GR.KNIELT, IAR YND 10770 • 301 345-3454

June 25, 1976 ~ C

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.
United States Senator
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Mathias:

This letter is being written in response to your letter
of June 16, 1976, informing this bureau of field hearings of
the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile
Delinquency. We were unable to attend the hearings and no
longer hold membership in the Maryland Association of Youth
Services Bureaus. We are responding to your concern about
the "spectacular failure" in Juvenile Delinquency prevention.
We feel that there are specific approaches that work and
these approaches deserve special attention and critical re-
view as potential models. Our efforts may well be such an
approach.

We have been operating a Youth Services Bureau for the
City of Greenbelt for the past 3t years. During that time
the Juvenile arrests in Greenbelt have decreased, contrary to
trends in the county, state, and American suburbs in general.

The 1975 Crime Analysis of Prince George's County
summarizes the county data: "...the data for 1974 show that
although the 15-20 year old age group comprised only 8.8% of
the total county population, they represented over 45% of
defendants of serious cr mes and over 35% of the defendants
for non-serious crimes."' As of 1970, youth 10-17 comprised
9% of this local community of Greenbelt and we have had a
fairly stable population since that time.

The City of Greenbelt has its own police force which is
responsible for all peace keeping within the city limits. All
arrests are forwarded to the county. Greenbelt is included
in county patrol beats C-1 and C-4. which reflect very low
rates of serious and low rates of non-serious crime although
surrounding beats report low to high rates.

Maryland Park and Planning Commission, Crime Analysis of
Prince George's County. August 1975, p. 16.
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Arrests of juveniles in Greenbelt have gone down since
the inception of our Youth Services Bureau, (in March '72)
as follows:

Years Average Juvenile Arrests

1972 (1st 3 months) 58 per month
1973 30.8 per month
1974 25.2 per month
1975 24.1 per month
1976 (1st 3 months) 8.6 per month

Since both the Police Department and a Recreation
Department pre-existed in the community, certainly our
presence should be given responsibility for some of this
decrease. Only a portion of our services involve clients
referred by Department of Juvenile Services.

We have good data on which to evaluate the effectiveness
of our counseling and auxiliary programs overall. Moreover,
recidivism rates for iur families referred by Department of
Juvenile Services counseled in the behavioral mode in a non
stigmatizing open setting are 42% as compared to a 51%
recidivism rate for Prince George's County juveniles in
general. Results, by self report, show that we seem to have
considerably alleviated or solved the problem of 89% of
clients followed up.

We would be very happy to discuss our views on prevention
of Juvenile delinquency with you.

Yours. truly

Carol Leventhal, M.S.W.
Acting Director
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Offender Aid and Restoration

OAR of Maryland, Inc.
Post Office Box 365
Annapolis, Marland 21404
301/224-1238, 224-1239
June 25, 1976

Mr. Bob Kelly
Senator Mathias Office
United State Senete
Washiigton, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Kelly:

In reference to our conversation at the Juvenile Justice Heraing on
June 22, 1976 in Annapolis, I am sending you the enclosed information that you
asked for about our program.

OAR of Anne Arundel County is now in it's second year of LEAA funding. In
that time we have trained fourty some volunteers who inreturn has assisted 118
offenders. Of the 50 offenders assisted by an OAR Volunteer for over a month,
only two has been turned to the local Detention Center here in Annapolis.

OAR's primary purpose is to assist those people who ask for help while
in Jails and prisons. We aim to help offenders retain or gain self-respect; to
enter the mainstream of community life as self-sustaining citizens.

The work of the Volunteers Is the central part of OAR's function. They
can serve as a bridge between Jail and freedom in the community - to assist and
visit the person on the inside, then to help them get back on their feet after
release, perhaps by helping them find Jobs or a place to stay.

Our particular emphasis is on the individual who will be locked up only
a short time, someone who usually is there for mincr offenses. We do not condone
what these people have done, but we are concerned about what they will do in the
future. In many cases a concerned Volunteer cam make the difference between further
crime, or a free and productive life.

Volunteers have a certain built in advantage that the professional worker
does not have. They do not represent the law, do not have to be sternly authoritative,
do not have to deal out punishment. A Volunteer can be a friend, represent acceptance,
understanding, affection and concern.

With a staff of only three people, OAR's strength rests untimtely in the
contribution of dedicated Volunteers.

I hope with the above information and attachments, that you now have a
understanding of Just what Offender Aid and restoration is all about. If there
is any additional hearings in the future wherein we can be of assistance to you,
please let us know.

cc: Sin 9rely,

ai Turner,
Administrative Assist.

V)Q OO W01 04 A 1OIVv 6 CIM111 CAN K AMON IV W14NOi RS 41OP .4 .
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To mtoJct

OffenderAW id
Resain

OAR

78-406 0 - 76 - 34
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YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED to help
make your community a better place to
live . . . To salvage the lives of many
people ... and deepen the lives of others
through Offender Aid and Restoration
(OAR).

Over 3 million men and women, boys and girls
are locked up in America's jails, every year.
These millions of jailed people are seen from
two points of view-

They are often thought of In the mas as "the
reason for our crime problem." From that point
of view, something must be done about them
just to make our streets safe.

In a second sense, the prisoners end their depen-
dents represent the hard core poor. Practically
no one in the jails Is comfortably-fixed or well-
to-do. Many are "repeaters"-some have been
jailed 50 times and more. The lives of the poor
people who return to jail again and again are
being wasted. If we truly believe that all men
and women ere our brothers and sisters, we
must help them to help themselves.

There are 3,921 jails in the United States. Most
are run by conscientious men doing their best.
Nevertheless, because of public apathy, they do
not have the means to work with their prison-
ers. When a person is locked up in the jail there
is nothing for him or her to do, generally
speaking... but to sit there endlessly idle and
bored . . . in close contact with experienced
criminals.., and often developing a more radi-
cal view of society. Once out of jail, one Is more
likely to commit some serious crime than
before being first locked up. One comes out
scarred,.disgraced, with damaged self-respect-
feeling oneself the victim of an unjust society--
probably broke and Jobless.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE to salvage a man or
woman who has tasted jail? How can such a
person be helped back to self-respect, to a
decent and self-sustaining life? Psychologists
say that there is a necessary condition: if a
person is to go straight after jail, some one
must enter that person's life-must come to
know and care about the person in such a way
that he comes to respect himself or herself
and the world we live in.

OAR IS A WAY TO HELP OFFENDERS AND
TO CHANGE JAILS through citizen involve-
ment-by recruiting citizen volunteers to go
into the jails and to give prisoners a helping
hand. OAR Volunteers go to school for three
evenings of preparation. They receive OAR
credentials. Then they enter the life of an
offender.

To "enter the life of an offender" . .. that
doesn't sound like much, but
... . for the offender it means a chance to
salvage his or her life.

.... for the volunteer it means a chance to
learn about the criminal justice system and
about the dynamics of human behavior; a
chance to serve.

for the community it means a constitu-
ency of informed citizens who will work to
make the jail something better than a school
-f crime.

OAR STARTED OUT IN SIX PILOT COM-
MUNITIES, all in Virginia, in 1971 and 1972.
During nearly three years of pilot operations,
some 865 volunteers joined OAR in the six.
communities. OAR Volunteers and staff be-
friended offenders in jail and after leaving
jail, helping them tocqbtain jobs, medical care,
housing and the like, until there was reason
to believe that the ex-inmates were on their
feet.
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OAR Volunteers and staff have aided directly
more than 10,700 offenders, as of the begin-
ning of 1976. According to a 1975 evaluation
of OAR's efforts, paid for by the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration, OAR's
aid significantly affects the "repeater" rate
over the first 18 months after release from jail.

What's more, the jails themselves reflect the
Volunteers' sustained interest. In some com-
munities, the volunteers are creating alterna-
tives to the practice of jailing offenders,
through pre-trial diversion and third party ad-
vocacy. In others, earnest new correctional ef.
forts are underway, such as adult education
classes, improved living conditions, group
counseling, and medical screening.

Now OAR is In the exciting business of spread-
ing the principle of citizen concern and caring.
During 1975, citizens of Maryland, North Caro-
lina, New York and Pennsylvania, as well as
Virginia, were actively operating OAR pro-
grams, or were creating a structure for change
through OAR.

NO ONE HAS ALL THE ANSWERS when it
comes to aiding and restoring offenders. We
welcome your interest, your insights and your
assistance. If you want detailed information
about OAR in relation to your own com-
munity or State, just write or phone. The
address and number are on the next page.

L. Harold DeWolf, President
OAR of the United States, Inc.
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Most inmates of American jails are young
men in their early 20's. Most come from bro-
ken homes and have broken educations. Over
one-third of them were unemployed when
they were jailed, and practically all are un-
skilled or only semi-skilled. About half have
families of their own. The numbers of prison-
ers of minority races far exceeds the propor-
tion of minority people in the general popu-
lation.

Nearly all want a chance to make good,
but few have a firm idea of how to go about
it.

Do you care to help these people find self-
respect, and a self-sustaining life? Then get in
touch with

OAR of the United States, Inc.
414 4th Street, N. E.
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901
Telephone (804) 295-0089

Rev. 3-76
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OAR OF ANNE ARUNDEL C UN7Y

"You make me feel like somebody)... I think
the chip is off my shoulder." 1-

SO WRITES AN INMATE to his volunteer.
With luck, this new self-confidence will
help him "make it" when he gets out. And
there will be somebody out there who
cares.

IT'S UTTLE THINGS that the OAR volunteer
does that can bring this about: an hour a
week just rapping, a phone call to a loved
one, being at the trial, getting a tutor if (as
many are) he or she is functionally illiterate,
and helping to job hunt.

OAR of Anne Arundel County started in
1974 at the Detention Center, which
houses an average of 1600 inmates a year.
80% will return directly to the communities
they came from, and, without our help,
some 60-70% will be back in jail again, for a
new and possibly more serious offense.

IF YOU CAN HELP, by supporting OAR,
volunteering to work with offenders, or
hiring ex-offenders in your business
contact:

Offender Aid and Restoration
P.O. Box 365
Annapolis, Md. 21404

Telephone: 224.1238
From Bait: 269-1350 exi 238
From Wash: 261-1650 exI 238

"In your hands are the
keys to someone's future."

(A private, non-profit organization)
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Log of Service Provided by Offender/Volunteer Coordinator
in Typical Day at Detention Center (1:30-4.00 p.m.)

- Answer questions about: F
A.A.D.C ................................................. 8
Comm unity Services ............................................................................................. 1
Parole/Probation ................................................................................................... 2
Courts ................................................................................................................ 3
O ther Prisons .......................................................................................................... 3

Give Advice About:
Personal Problem s ................................................................................................. 2
A .A .D .C ................................................................................................................ 2

Assistance:
Assign to V olunteer .............................................................................................. I
Post Phone numbers .............................................................................................. 2 dorm s
Post addresses ......................................................................................................... 2 dorm s
A rt Supplies ............................................................................................................ 1

Referral to:
Employm ent ................................ .............................................. 3
Psychological Services .......................................................................................... I

Convey Information:
From Public Defender .......................................................................................... I
From Parole & Probation .................................................................................... I

Phone Calls to Make:
Personal .................................................................................................................. 13
Courts, Parole & Probation, etc ........................................................................... 6

Total inmates assisted: 29

MAKE-UP OF OAR VOLUNTEERS AS OF MARCH 1976

Including
Professional ......................................... 14 Probation Officer, Ex-offender, Manager A.F.L.-

C.I.O., Insurance Executive, Administrative As-
sistant to County Executive, C.I.A. analyst.

Technical ............................................. 9 Three (3) Engineers, Tw o (2) Form er prison
Counselors.

H om em aker ......................................... 5
Student ................................................ 1 A n ex-policem an.
Retired ...................... 2
Secretarial .......................................... 4
Clergy .................................................. I
Education ............................................ 3 A dm inistrative Assistant to College School Prin.

M en . ......................................... 20

W omen .............................................. 19

Three (3) of seven Volunteers trained in February are black.
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Offender Aid and Restoration

OAR of Maryland, Inc.
Ik't ()tIit , r iox 36S

AnnIpoI% Marylan( 2140.1
10 224 1-1,. 224-12 ')

VX-OFFEtf-R:; PRAISE OAR VOLUNTEERS

1. "I felt as though I needed to find hope, a person ... on tne outside.
and a friend. I honrd that CARt wa a good program anti I'r -nv':e,:
that it is well eatnblinhed."

Note: Employed ex-offender speaks of his Volunteer, an Electr:. .Pn

from Annapolis.

2. "I learned the value of trusting someone from a different culture."

Note: Offender now enrolled in drug, program specks of his
Volunteer, an liisurnnjce Salesman, from Severa Park.

3. "I needed someone to help ntid assure me that things could be better."

Note: Ex-offender now studying the ministry speaks of his
Voulwiteer, a tenchor of retarded children in Unltir -.

I. "This was the firnt time I have ever been in Jail. Just sot-eone t: t
to when the chips are really down."

Note: Employed ex-offender speaks of his Volunteer, a Re] ,,tntl *
Agent from Crofton.

5, "Gave me somebody to talk to who could help me get my head strevleht."

Note: £x-of'etdor now otudying to be a minister speoks of his
Volunteer, nn Advertising, Director from Annipol is.

6. "My Volunteer hoo co;ething everyone in the world should hnve, on" thut.
is understanding. ,h,. Mn helped me to get back on my feet port of t!-.!
way by making me rel like e person. Now, I'll get tvck t.e recst of" .,
way on m) owit."

Note: Off'ender nwaitin parole hearing speaks of his V,luritece: Vr,.r
Glon Burnie', employed by B.J. Frunke Londscn.-in,..
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(I M FROM( OFFENDER ASSISTED BY AN OAR VOLUIrR)
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JOSEPH M. BURKE

Baltimore, Md., June 25, 1976.
Senator CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, Jr.,
Baltimore, Md.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIAS: I would be deeply grateful to you if you would send
me a copy of the transcripts of the Juvenile Justice Hearings over which you presided
in Annapolis, Maryland on Tuesday, June 22nd and in the G. H. Fallon Office Building
in Baltimore on June 24th, 1976 when those transcripts are printed.

The testimony which I was able to hear was very impressive. Unfortunately, the
acoustics were not good in the room, perhaps due to the lack of a microphone and
an amplifier. However, I was able to- hear and understand every word which you
had to say.

Hopefully some good will come from your hearings, not only in the Congress but
in the Maryland State Legislature as well. I would like to have the transcripts in
order to bring some of the more pertinent testimony to the attention of our state
legislators.

I do believe that you will agree with me that our main problem in this field is
NOT juvenile delinquency. Juvenile delinquency is the most serious result of
PARENTAL DELINQUENCY in this nation; and parental delinquency must be reduced
or eliminated if we are to succeed in our efforts to stem the appalling rate of juvenile
crime.

On another matter, I would also appreciate it very much if you would send me
a copy of The Freedom of Information Act of 1966 as amended.

Thanking you for your kind attention and with kindest regards and best wishes,
I am

Very sincerely,
JOSEPH M. BURKE,

Retired Lieutenant,
Baltimore Police Department.
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Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Central Maryland, Inc.

2220 St. Paul Street Baltimore, Maryland 21218

(301) 243-4000

ft Mr. John M. Rector, Esquire July 1, 1976

Staff DirectorP Juvenile Delinquency Sub-Committee
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Rector:

In line with the testimony that we obtained during your
Maryland State hearings on Juvenile Delinquency during the
month of June 1976, 1 would like to submit the following infor-
mation for consideration by your sub-committee.

Much has been said regarding the disproportionately growing
population and incidents of juvenile delinquency. Vast sums of
money have been spent on programs and research. Multifarious
recommendations have been made for the resolution of the problem
and all too often these recommendations add up to merely more
money to continue marginal programs.

We have a wealth of information that I believe needs to be better
assembled so that we can more appropriately reorder our priorities
and focus funding in a more effective fashion. Certainly the element
of self perpetuation of existing programs is one that has to be con-
sidered. But the fact is that, in order to have an impact on delin-
quency we need to have a more appropriate thrust in terms of pre-
vention, rather than the focusing of funding on treatment programs
or merely the apprehension of criminals whether they be juveniles
or adults. It may be that more money and funding of more programs
could .be a solution, but we need to keep in mind the importance of
cost effectiveness and be guided accordingly.

Many elements of the Juvenile Services Administration have
been unfairly attacked for their ineffectiveness but some of this
is of their own making. Yielding to political pressures resulting
in high caseload ratios makes for a juvenile services worker to be
less effective with the individual referred to his attention. This
kind of false economy of the past has led to our present untentable
situation of high cost and low yield in the present juvenile service
structure. But it is this very structure that is its own worst enemy
by not using their experience and the facts at hand in impressing on
the various legislatures, the recognized forecast of the growing problem
of juvenile delinquency.
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There is a recognition of the "profile of delinquency" such
as the juvenile delinquent coming from a background of a minority
family living below poverty standards or dependent on welfare, and
an inner city resident often times living in subsidized housing or
housing projects. One of the most important contributing factors
in relation to this profile seems to be politically ignored and
that is the fact that one of the major causal factors of poverty which
results in welfare dependency, dependence on subsidized housing
or having to live in ghetto areas in large urban cities is the fact
that these are single parent families. It is politically expedient to
ignore this as an important contribution to the delinquent's profile.
It is easy to attack or to identify the nebulous poor black inner city
welfare and housing dependent family but when we identify a purely
social profile of single parent status this is risky and dangerous
because there are many single parent families living even in the
suburbs.

When we speak of the disproportionate contribution of the single
parent family to the delinquent problem we do not mean to say all
single parent families but rather those with special needs and these
are identifiable. We cannot blame or castigate the single parent for
their status nor can we point fingers because of the benign neglect
to their children when they are under tremendous social pressures
to earn a living and raise the family. In these days it is difficult
enough for an intact family and certainly many instances both parents
are working in order to provide for the intact family. This will give
us an index of the difficulty and extreme hardship of trying to rear a
family in a single parent status. As mentioned, not all single parents
need assistance, many mothers are capable of continuing to rear their
family without assistance but some are not. Some, having to respond
to the multitude of social pressures find themselves incapable of coping;
these are the families who become dependent. They are the poor living
in subsidize housing or in ghetto areas. If we look at their backgrounds
we may find not only benign neglect of their children, but we may also
find violent emotional abuse by the former partner and then abrupt
abandonment rendering the remaining parent incapable of coping, and
needing Pfsistance.

With all of these negative factors, we must keep in mind another
element that is characteristic of the single parent family that is, the
love that the parent has for the children. Many of these parents
recognize that the children are going "downhill", they are literally
searching for help. Many single parents come to social agencies for
assistance, many apply for Big Brothers and Big Sisters. One thing
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we cannot take away from these parents and that we need to recognize,
is the tremendous love they have for their children and the fact that
they are looking for guidance and assistance. Often times assistance
with even part time care of their child is sufficient to enable them
to cope with the remainder of their tremendous social problems.

One of the most common elements in all delinquency, whether
the child comes from a single parent or from a family with many
interested members, whether they be both mother and a father and
including two sets of grandparents, is the characteristic of
inconsistency in the delinquent's rearing. When there is inconsis-
tency in the basic unit of society, the family, it is difficult for a child
so reared to have respect for the consistent laws of the greater society,
the neighborhood and the community. A child reared in a background
of inconsistency will probably have difficulty in making adjustments
to the laws of the greater society.

We know that a child from a single parent family is six times
more apt to find himself in difficulty with the law and to "make the
scene" through the Juvenile Justice System. But the system fails
to recognize this kind of disproportionate contribution from another
identifiable minority of the population and yet, this minority is quite
abvlous. We know that the children of single parents live in this status
from four to six years before the parent may be remarried. But this
intervening period is most crucial in the child's development. This is
when the seeds of delinquency may be bred and germinated. Anyone
from the janitor of the Juvenile institution to the judge of the Juvenile
Court can recognize that a majority of the delinquents comes from
single parent families, yet we fail to isolate this kind of disproportionate
contribution from a minority segment of the population. We fail to
address ourselves to the preventive aspects of delinquency when we
focus our funding on the apprehension and warehousing of an ajudicated
delinquent.

No one person has the answer to delinquency and it is laudable
that the sub-committee is having hearings to collect the aggregate
knowledge of the various facets of those agencies and services ad-
dressing themselves to the delinquent problem. Even this brief
presentation does not bring sufficient focus but as we gather information
we must come to the conclusion of more fundamentals and a recognition
of the beginnings of delinquency. We must address ourselves to the
root causes to prevent delinquency rather th.it to treat, in a more
costly fashion, the results. I believe we have the knowledge and the
expertise. We need to assemble, as the sub-committee is doing. a
wide range of facts and figures. We need to identify and bring into
proper perspective all of the contributing factors; the recognition
not only of the population boom of the age range as reflected in the
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1970s statistics, but we need to take into cognizance too the changing
fabric of our society and the increasingly disproportionate rise of
single parent families, and with this, the fact that single parent
status has always been a disproportionate contributor of children
to the delinquent patterns. Again, we must take care not to alienate
a substantial portion of our population in this classification by a
broad classification in itself but rather to identify particularly those
single parents that have been violently emotionally abused and then
abruptly abandoned. This is a distinct minority for whom no one has
spoken.

With the facts and figures in the constellation of considerations
of the juvenile delinquent, we can no longer hide behind the broad
socially acceptable profiles of poverty, minority, welfare dependent,
inner city, or the housing project resident, but we need to take into
cognizance also the fact that single parent status, as a minority in
itself, makes a disproportionate contribution. We need to recognize
the proper place and we need to address ourselves to this consideration.

Please feel free to extrapolate the sense of my remarks. I
realize there has been some overlaping or duplication. I trust that
any condensing of this material will be presented in its proper sense
or perspective and that isolated portions will not be taken out of context.

would look forward to having a copy of the hearings as they
took place particularly in Maryland during June of 1976 and further
I would be most happy to participate in any further study or analysis
of factors contributing to delinquency. The presented material in
essentially taken from our experience, some of it empirical, much
of the material is documentable.

Looking forward to hearing from your sub-committee further.

Sincerely,

Walter J. Pasciak, ACSW
Executive Director
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July 12, 1976

Mr. John Rector
Staff Director and Chief Counsel
U.S. Senate Committee on the
Judiciary

Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile
Delinquency

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear John:

In going through my file, I have found
volumes of material on the Baltimore City
Police Department's Limited Adjustment Program
(LAP). Most of it is repetitive and came to me
heavily marked up. Iam sharing with you pieces
which I think are representative of concerns
about the program. As you know, the scenario,
Pomerleau has publicly attacked the Juvenile
Services Administration (JSA) for dealing with
Juvenile crime ineffectively and irresponsibly,
and it is felt by many that LAP is an unfunded
special program initiated at a time of police
layoffs is perhaps questionably motivated.
More troubling, however, is the potential for
police abuse and the support Judge Karwacki
who, in the opinion of many, was acting outside
his authority on the Bench to officially endorse
a "pre-intake" diversion project. Also, please
note the stated concern over Index Crimes in
comparison with the actual offenses eligible for
diversion. -

At this point, we are still waiting to see
what the reality of the program will be. Simi-
larly, to date, there has been no apparent signi-
ficant impact of the curfew bill which was so
hotly debated. Of more immediate concern to us
all is the approach to implementation of the
J.D. Bill which is being taken by the Governor's

Bltimoe laryhood 21217 301 /M9.98021# Eutaw Place
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Commission. I missed Wertz's testimony but found
Jim Doolen's remarks particularly interesting

because it has been so difficult to discern what

is actually happening. It would be very helpful

to us all if the Subcommittee could focus on

the policies developed for Maryland and exert
some influence to see that the spirit of the law

is realized. I think Jim is a valuable resource

for help in identifying and clarifying the issues

for inquiry and am sure he would be glad to talk
with you.

I enjoyed seeing you again and will be

interested in what flows from the hearings.

Sincerely,

Program Analyst

AJ/ms

Enclosure

250 (Itaw Place laltimers Marylaad 21217 3011669SO50

70-406 0 - 76 . 35
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POLICE DEPARTMENT, CrrY oF BALTIMORE,
Baltimore, Md., May 29,1975.

Hon. ROBERT I. H. HAMMERMAN,
Supreme Bench of Baltimore City,
Court House, Baltimore, Md.

DEAR JUDoE HAMMERMAN: I am forwarding herewith our proposal for Court Sanc-
tioned Police Limited Adjustment Authority.

As I have previously stated, we, the police, do not want to intrude into another
agency's authority; but we would like to reduce the juvenile involvement in Index
Crime. The Department of Juvenile Services has admitted they cannot fulfill their
statutory obligation-they simply don't have the necessary resources. it is because
of this lack of resources and the high involvement of juveniles in Index offenses
that we ask for Sanctioned Limited Adjustment Authority. We want to be helpful.

Hopefully, we can, as you have suggested, overcome philosophical differences and
begin to do something meaningful. I believe our proposal is a start in this direction.

Sincerely,
D. D. POMERLEAU,

Commissioner.

POLICE DEPARTMENT,
Baltimore, Md.

COURT-SANCTIONED POLICE LIM TrED ADJUSTMENT AUTHOrrv

PROPOSED JUVENILE PREVENTION PROGRAM

Introduction
Juvenile involvement in serious criminal activity continues to ascend in Baltimore

in spite of prevailing juvenile services. The inadequacy of the existing formal response,
a result of limited available resources, is dramatically illustrated in the custody profiles
of these young offenders-the majority boasting repeated contacts, usually beginning
at an early age with some act of minor social misbehavior. It is to this beginning
the Baltimore Police Department's request for Court Sanctioned Limited Adjustment
Authority addresses itself. The goal of this proposal is the ultimate reduction of the
number of juveniles involved in Index Crime.

The most promising and effective method of reducing juvenile delinquency is preven-
tion-efforts prior to the commission of a crime, prior to the juvenile's entering the
formal system. Prevention is recognized as primarily a responsibility of the community
with cross-pollination of governmental agencies, but care must be taken to prevent
the community from abdicating this responsibility to government. The requested Court
Sanctioned Limited Adjustment Authority is a prevention effort of the Baltimore Police
Department designed to prevent minor acts of misbehavior from escalating to more
senous, violent crimes through offering a greater degree of community-based alternatives
to the present formal system.

Baltimore Police officers now exercise broad discretion in screening and referral
practices involving juvenile offenders. While this agency has adopted juvenile procedures
which conform to existing statutes and court decisions governing juvenile offenders,
legal codes do not specifically sanction law enforcement discretionary practices and
diversion of juveniles prior to the filing of a complaint at the intae level of the
Department of Juvenile Services; most remain silent on this issue. The Court Sanctioned
Police Limited Adjustment Authority, however, will provide uniform guidelines and
criteria in the use of law enforcement discretion and pre-intake diversionary practices.

Between 1969 and 1974 juvenile arrests for all offenses rose from 10,594 to 25,892,
an increase of 144 percent. Arrests for Index Offenses over the same period increased
also over 100 percent. Projected data indicates a continuance of this trend. Those
who suggest the increase in arrests is commensurate with juvenile population #rowth,
fail to recognize the juvenile population in Baltimore has decreased approximately
9.7 percent since 1969.

An immediate benefit of the Linited Adjustment Program will be a ightened Depart-
ment of Juvenile Services Intake Unit cae load, thus enabling DJS to deal more
adequately with the more serious, pre-violent crime offender, hopefully, resulting in
greater protection for the juvenile and the community, as well as reducing juvenile
involvement in Index Crimes.
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Purpose
The purpose of this proposal for Court Sanctioned Police Limited Adjustment

Authority is to establish mutually agreeable guidelines and-criteria for pre-intake screen-
ing and informal police adjustment and discretionary referral of juveniles who have
committed minor 6ffenes-see Annex A. This program supplements established depart-
mental policy regarding juvenile offenders and is an expansion of the present citation
procedure, as it pertains to the Baltimore Police juvenile custody report-see Annex
B. Part 56 of this report is a tear-off portion signed by the parent, guardian or
custodian and acts as a promisory to bring the child before the proper designee when
directed to do so.
Summary of Proposal

When a police officer, pursuant to law, takes a child into custody for a specified
delinquent act, he shall with all reasonable speed:
Release the child to his parent, guardian or custodian, upon their written promise,

(to be specified in Block 56 of the Juvenile Custody Report), to bring the child
before the Police District Juvenile Adjustment Police Officer on a date specified.

Pre-Intake Adjusmen Authority of the Police Juvenile Officer
The Police District Juvenile Officer will have several options to exercise as part

of his adjustment authority in disposing of cases within his purview, i.e.:
(I) Warning and Release.
(2) Limited Cooselling (Voluntary).
(3) Diversion to approved Community Referral Services
(4) Diversion to approved Community Service Work Programs.
(5) File Complaint with the Intake Unit, Department of Juvenile Services.

The juvenile's involvement in this program will be predicated upon and consistent
with those guidelines provided by the Court. The juvenile's Constitutional guarantees,
as applicable, shall be insured.

Valuable input will be provided the juvenile officer by the beat officer or investigator
prior to the scheduled meeting with the juvenile. DJS shall also be consulted on
a need basis.

The options exercised by the Police Juvenile Officer shall be in accord with parame-
ters sanctioned by the Court and existing legal codes relating to juveniles.

An important function of the Police Juvenile Officer is the referral of these ouths
in need of services offered by various public and/or approved private agencies. Ideally
the community will possess the. services required by youths. If it does not, the depart-
ment will illuminate these needs to the police district community relations councils,
for the community itself must assume its responsibilities to youth. Additionally, through
close liaison between the juvenile officer and the community relations sergeant, weak
areas within the community can be addressed.

The Community Service Work Program will be available to youths who have reached
the age of fourteen years. Resources to provide for meaningful, paid tasks for affected
youths are requisite. These resources may be developed through both public and private
sources and the work afforded shall as much as possible correspond to the offense,
i.e., a child who admitted to destruction of shrubberies and trees, etc., will be given
a job planting shrubberies, trees.
Selection and Training of Police Juvenile Offlcers

Police Officers selected for assignment as District Juvenile Officers shall be carefully
screened and specially trained for work with juveniles, consistent with mutually agreea-
ble selection criteria. A training program will be developed in concert with the Depart-
ment of Juvenile Services to include instruction in the concepts and philosophies ap-
plicable to this program.
Program Evaluation

An evaluation component shall provide for ongoing monitoring as well as a meaningful
comparison of the various dimensions prior to implementation of the program and
at some appropriate time thereafter. A program coordinator shall also be appointed.
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ANNEX A
OFFENSES SELECTED FOR COURT SANCTIONED

POLICE LIMITED ADJUSTMENT AUTHORITY

Assault & Battery, nonaggravated
Cruelty to animals
Destruction of property under $500.00
Disturbing the peace and/or disorderly
conduct
Consumption or possession of Alcohol
False alarm of Fire
False statement to police
Glue Sniffing
Hindering or obstructing a police officer,
security officer, guard, etc.
Impersonating a Police Officer
Indecent Exposure
Interfering with Firemen
Killing and injuring animals
Larceny under $100.00 (including shop-
lifting)

Litering
Loitering
Telephone misuse/harassment
Placing injunous substance in street
Possession of Alcohol

20. Possession of pyrotechnics (fireworks)
21. Receiving stolen goods valued under

$100.00
22. Resisting Arrest
23. Unlawful removal of grocery carts and

personal property
24. Rogue and Vagabond
25. Threats and threatening letters
26. Tampering with Autos
27. Throwing trash on land of another or

public property
28. Trespassing on private or public property
29. Wrongful opening of mail
30. Public nuisances
31. Playing ball unlawfully in the streets
32. Violations-Minors in public places of

amusement (bowling alleys, pool rooms,
etc.)

33. Minors gambling
34. Refusing to pay Mass Transit or other

public conveyances

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
II.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF MARYLAND
1231 NORIH CALVERT STREET I SALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21202 / PHONE 1301) 685-6460

IAGAN L F9IPt#O*.D

CVIA KOONCE
ALLiN LINCHIK

C- EULEMTH L SOT)41

November 21, 1975

Tw .
SuARTO Robert Hilson, Director

s.mwv Juvenile Services Administration
MARKET NITEOIDRANOOL 201 West Preston Street

amw ouw Baltimore, aryland 21201
AJC. ROEMER. III

OAROeOSovRNoN Dear Mrs Hilson

.EA. L ADKINIS 1
troomA. AShN We are concerned about reports that the City Police

06"WY 6"r Department is developing its own Juvenile pre-trial div.
ELIVITH L. IOTNE

ummaSROw *rsion project or arbitration program. Bven when not
IOCT.CHOwN administered by the police such programs are potential

IANLCALLaEN threats to due process, the presumption of innocence,
PMEO COLEMAN
61EALODAN freedom from self-incrimination and confidentiality of
ILMOARLING Juvenile records. If pre-trial diversion becomes an

WALTERS . DEAN. JR
WALTERMOCKERSON official adjunct of the police, virtually nothing

IDOOOIER remains of due process, as the police would serve as
14AROLD P. OWN

NARLEIGNHP.EILL law enforcers, prosecutors judges, defense counsel
'NLENO'FRRpLLFRIEOMAN and probf.Iion officers all at once. The intentions

EDARDL. OENN
RHODAM GENSLER of the police may be benevolent, but the Constitution
ALANS OL0STEIN prohibits such an amalgamation of powers, on the prin-

JAMS M. GRIPPIN
RICHAXOGCRU ACc4 ciple that no person or agency can safely exercise

AMF.MOF#MAN unchecked enforcement and judicial authority.
GLONA A JOHNSON

JOANN SIRAOLEY JONES
AD-P.XINo We hope that you will give any police proposals

CHAXLISCURtTIS LCE
*WKL. LIVM the closest scrutiny and reject then if they substitute
JONC. LOVt police supervision of accused juveniles for proper

GEOAA B.MoiCNEY
VALI L.OLSON judicial or administrative processes.

NEL$L M. OREGLJA
WALTEROALINSKYSicr

a F Y. PASCO Sncerely
PITIR O,NT

RUS5LL f. RENO
I& POLKOSTS ,, -R

M.LY RODY -7
KEJESW STEVENSJhnRer I -

OAN TAYLOR AOn Roemer, III
MARY TtIACHE K Bxecutive Director

JOSEPH W"I TEHILL
RUTH wosL JR/bdb

WMLLIIAN1. uINMAN
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Police Department

Baltimore, Maryland

General Order

Index As: Adjustment Program.
Alternative Handling of Child Offenders
Court SUnctloned Pro-ntake Adjustment Program
Youth Services Officer

(AbL

Subject Court Sancti e r. intake juatrment Program

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

the Baltimore Police Department. in cooperation with the
Honorable Robert L. Karwacki, Judge of the Juvenile Division of the
Supreme Bench of Baltimore City, has estoblishod a program within this
Agency for pre-intak, adjustment in certain cavts involving Juvenile
offendersIni u offormal adjudication. This adjustment may include
referral to community based evcs~LZ.- '- -

,A.P~o: to the commission of a more serious offense, some
rehabilitative mechanism must be developed in order to successfully
adjust and divert child offenders.

Thgoald'of this division are:

(1) To address rehabilitative counselling and corn-
muaity referral, where appropriate, to the on-
rolled child, immediately.

(2) To impact upon the asocial behavior of the child
prior to the commission of violent, criminal acts.

(31 . To channel adolescent tie, energy, curiosity
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c a. 0. SubJect: Court Sanctioned Pro-Intake Adjustment
Program

Coals and Objectives (Cont'd.)

*1

(4)

* (6)

and peer association to more socially acceptable
activity.

To genorate an awareness of the reeponsibility
of the community to provide meaningful dev-
elopmental activities for children.

Provide a satisfactory response to the victims
and complainants of child misbehavior.

" To reduce thi caseload of more sophisticated., Ca.
formal services to allow their concentration LA-
on more serious offenders. 0*$

To these ends, this Agency will solicit the active partici-
pation of community based supportive services to provide the most
meaningful and effective program possible. thus dA__udJL !JP v-f1',e.l .'
anile offender from repeated or escalated slinqunt activity.

The following discretionary alternatives to formal adjudica-
Jinnre available to this Department:

Warning and Release

Limited Counselling

~ version to Approved Community Service

.1-.a' N"Aefcrral to Approved Community Service
;-' t Work Program -

The participation of the community, both individual and
corporate, is vital to an effective rehabilitative program.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this General Ord* Is to establish and out.
line the functions, authority anId responsibilities of this agency in or-
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C.O. Subject: Court Sanction d PrIlntak, Adjeiliii-ni
Program

- ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

L Any child is eligible for the program who satisfies the
following criteria:

A. Participated in one or more of the 34 offenses
listed In Annex B.

B. Not an escapee, wanted nor on probation.

C. Not presently a participant in the Department of
Juvenile Services Cosmmktment- rbtratlop-Pro-
g r a m . ,, " -

D. Voluntarily wish,.d to he enroll l in th4. programm.

E. Volunatrily admits guilt with no iIf-incrimin-
ation.

F. Parental/Guardian consent and Complainant consent.

SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION CRITERIA

L Child suitability for program enrollment and subsequent
alternative referral may be determined by consideration
of the following criteria:

A. Welfare of the community.

B. Welfare of the child as determined by possible
removal from the environmcnt/h,,mi, setting.

C. Potential for successful rehabilitation under the
system.

D. The ehild's age, delinquent patterns, family sup-
port and cooperation.

DISCRETIONARY ALTERNATIVES

After eligibility and suitability determinations, the special
discretionary alternatives shall be determined based on
SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION CRITERIA above.

A. Warn and Release

-3-

N
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V. 0. Subject: .. m trt S~inclite .I.II're -hl i Ad iti.. Iu-
I 'rut~r.mi,

MioL r.tioimnary Alt. rnativvu (Cont'd.

1. After initial counselling interview with the child.

2. After Initial interview with parent6/guardian.

B. Lm ted Counsellina

(-4 A,^kv . Schedule subsequent counselinig/interview sessions
with the child and parent (if practicable).

2. Conduct sessions in company with apprehending
officer (U practicable).

3. Number of subsequent .e•siuns to be dictated by
the needs of tWe child.

C. Diversion to Aproved Community Services

1. Select from existing community or citywide re-
source a the most potentially rehabilitative as
determined by the needs of the child.

1 3. If deemed necessary. include limited counselling
and periodic inspection interviews to monitor
the child's progress.

D. Divergion to Approved Community Service Work
Prolr&m

1. Select from existing community employment
opportunities that opportunity which will best
serve the needs of the child.

Legitimate Increase of iacome

An awerenese of property vaiUns

Attanmet of work skiUs ad habits
1t .-
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• (L.O. Hut.jrl: (.ur .Qwti,,nMd Prc.bilaa-. Adjulstment
. Program

Discretionary Alternatives (Cot'd,) •

Formation or strengthnng of acceptable
normative values.

If deemed necessary, include iUmited
co.eellng and periodic nspection to
monitor the child's progress.

JE.. lter to tntak e

.I, should the Youth Services Officer in concert
with the Apprehending Officer determine pro-
gram enrollment is not in the best Interest of

* the child or the community. he shall proceed
la accordance with General Order 70- II.

REQUIRED ACTIQ

LReoaonsilUty of the App~rehending Officer

Upob taking a child into custody for any offense, the appre-
beading officer shath

A. Request a records/wanted check from the Central
Records Division via Centrx Telephone Fxtnsion.

B. Proceed In accordance with established procedure
where a complaint would not normally be filed.

C. Determine eUgibilty of the child for program par-
ticipatou in accordance with ELIGIBILITY CR1-
TERIA above;

D. Process those children not eligible in keeping
with established procedures;

E. Complete Juvenile Custody Report Form, entering
"REFERP.ED" in the disposition block for those
children determined eligible; (Tab Z, Appendix 2, Annex C)

F. Contact the Youth Services Officer in District of
apprehension to determine enrollment suitabitty "
of eligible children; and

-5.
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'. 0. %iubj4-VI : olorl S.miIt'miei d I're. I.... Au timeti-

Iqulred Action (Cont'd,) '0 d~~~~

. Contact complainant, advise of the child's eligibility
for program enrollment and obtain com p..nart' a
signature certifying understanding and consent.

H. Where practicable, participate in subsequent in-
terview counselling seesioes.

Li. Responsibility of the Youth Services Officar (District of
Apprehension)

Upon notification ify thi apprehending ufficr that .a child
is eligible rr program .nrnllment, ties Youth -Services
Officer (or his qualified dupignatl) sh.all:

A. Confer with the approhending officer as to the
suitability of the child for program enrollment;

B. Provide parent legal guardian and the child
Pre-intake Adjustment Program Fact Sheet,
Explanation of Rights Form and waiver form
for signatures (Tab 4 to Appendix 2 to Annex C)

C. Forward signed forms to the Youth Services
Officer in the District wherein the child resides;

D. Address initial counselling to the child and the
parents prior to release of the child;

E. Initiate Tracking Sheet; forwarding original to the
Youth Services Officer of the District wherein
the child resides; copy to the Youth Section; and
(Tab 3, Appendix Z, Annex C)

F, Upon determining the child to not suitable for
program erollment, or parent/lelp guardian
does not agree to enroll child, or child refuses
to participate i the program, or apprehending
officer does not concur with the child's suit-
ability, the Youth Services Officer shall complete
a supplemental report to the Juvenile Custody

-6-.
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(;. 0. .eeleje'e't: Ca:,, rt ..,wI0 ljmn' I 're-.-h~t.,k, Aejsetie.nI

Required Action (Cont'd.)

Report stating "the reason the eligible child is ,tj

Dot to be enrolled".

Note .
Should the parent/legal guardian not be available
to the Youth Services Officer, the Pro-Intake
Adjustment Program Fact Sheet shall be given to the
adult responding to take custody of the child.
Waiver Forms will be, presented to the pare.nt/tlael
guardJn Ivy thw Yewtitl ,,rvicoN ()rtier of ths.
I)istrict whreii i child rleid.d at i .etr elitt.

LU. Responsibility of the Yuuth .krviccs Officer (District of
Residence)

A. The Youth Services Officer is authorized tot

1. Determine which of the discretionary alter-
-sUtive describes-above best suits the needs
of the child bass on the information avail-
able.

2. Determine the appropriate handling of a child
enroUed in the system who is subsequently
arrested. Criteria to be used shall include
eligibility of the subsequent ,rfenue and current
suitabllity of the. child. N, clhihl shall loe. cn-
rolled or remain in thu syt.n who is pre-
sently enroUed in a treatment service of the

V,"Departrnent of Juvenile Services or the Juv-
ealle Court.

3. Empel from the system any child who consistently
falls to respond to rehabilitative efforts or who
consistently fall# after subsequent counselling
to p&rticipate in referral aessigned alternative
activity;

.7-
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Program

Required Action (Con't.l

Note
The Youth Services Officer may. after con-
eltation with the system director, request
at the court an extension f the 90 day re-
ferral period In the best interest of the corn-
rnraity or the child or for conclusilve re-
suits, of tme referral effort.

B. 'Ie Youth Services Officer in the District wherein
the child resides shall:

1. Establish and maintain a secure file for Track-
ing Reports. Juvenile Custody Reports and
Cards and other information associated with
this program:

2 Contact complainant for certification of waiver
-form as weU as parentflegal guardian and child
if this has not been completed;

3. Notify the child, parent/legal guardian, com-
plainant, and apprehending officer of any child
expelled from the program.

4. Complete a supplemental report tothe Juv-
enile Custody Report indicating the final
action taken on the child's termination with
the program by either successful completion
or expulsion;

S. Complete the Tracking Report Form as to final
status of the child;

6. Tranimit a copy of the completed form directly
to the Youth Section . original to be maintained
in District File; and

7. Effect meaningful liaison with the community-
based referral orSnieations and transmit to

-a-
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L;, 01 ,S|hjrst41: rl .,. r . cti mi.l I 're - Intk,. Adjust 4.nt
Program

Required Action (Cont'd.)

those orgalnsations any perceived need for community-
based services as determined by his actual experiences.
He shall apprise his District Community Relations Ser-
jgeat of these needs.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

1. Line Supervision

A. Thv Chirf of the Patrol Division shall, in keeping with
loin authority. act .i U. Pul-rvinr o( th%. line- (unctions
Of the. Y~mth .-crvice Ofrice,.ra within the various P.t-
rol Districts. Ile shall also effct Uieon with the ad-
ministrative supervisor of the Pre-Intake Adjustment
Program, the Chief, Community Services Division.

B. The District Commander of the District of Residence
Shall:

1. Maintain line authority over the Youth Services
Officers in his command; and

2. Assist and coordinate liaison between the Youth
Services Officer and the District Community Re-
tations Sergeant within thy District.

Li. Staff Supe, rvision

A. The Chief of the Community Services Division shall
act as reviewing authority of the work product of the
Youth Services Officers as well as the application
of the concepts and philosophy. He shall also serve
as Liaison Officer to those community based services
which serve the City as an entity from a central
location.

It is the responsibUity of the Chief of the Community
Services Division to monitor, evaluate and redirect
as necessary the development and operation of this
system.

.9-
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Co . . di jt-4-1: i~lmrt .S,,tclhim-0 Ore.- It 0%v, Aiitil mll.t

Program Adn,initration (Cont'd.1

B. It shall be the responsibility of the Director. Youth
Section. to:

1. Create and maintain a secure and confidential
central repository for all Lalormatton Includ-
last

Juvenile Referral Tracking Report (copy)

ParentaI/Legal Guardian/Complainant
Waiver Form

Juvenile Offense Rltirt

Custody Report

Cuat*4y Cards

Other related reports and forms

2. Develop from available base data as provided by
the Youth Services Officers and other sources an
effective criteria for the evaluation of this system;

3. Facilitate and encourage ideas, rehabilitative pro.
grams and community service resources;

4. Provide System Director, Chief. Community
Services Division, an ongoing evaluation of pro-
gram bases on recidivism of enrollees and other

A behavioral modification indicators, as well as
other information necessary to effectively direct
the admnstration of the Court Sanctioned Pro-
htake Adjustment Program.

C. Three System Coordinators, one per Patrol Area,
shaUl

I, Serve as administrative monitors of Youth Ser-
vice* Officers.

.10-
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G.O. Subject: Court Sanctioned Pre.[ntakl Adjutt,,nt
Program

Program Administration Cont'd.)

(They shall be limited to the officers' work product,
Une supervision remains with the District Com-
nmder);

2. Shall be available to assist and coordinate re-
ferral across geographic boundaries;

3. Shall report directly to the Headquarters and
Services Jteutenant, Youth Section.

IU. Staff Support and Logistics

A. It shall be the responsibilty of tht. Central Records
Division to:

1. Respond to the apprehending officer's request for
child's record and status concerning probation,
escapee or wanted on an outstanding warrant;

2. Specify available dispositions for past delinquent
activity with particular attention to any "REFERRED"
entries as dispositions.

3. Forward to the Youth Services Officer of the Dis-
trict in which the child rsidus and to the Youth
Section, conmplited Child Contact History, in-
cluding dispositions, and reproduced copies of
Custody Reports, Custody Card and all appropriate
supplemental reports. (Tab I, Appendix 2. Annex C)

4. Update juvenile custody card file as appropriate
when advised via supplemental report to the Custody
Report that a referred case has been submitted to
the Department of Juvenile Services for formal
adjudicatiqn or that the child has successfully iom-
pleted the 90 day pre-intake adjustment period.

(See Annex C - Flow of Reports and Forms)

B. It shall be the responsibility of each Shift Commander
within the Patrol Districts to maintain an accurate list

-11-
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€;.€0. ,14tJo.LPO 04:, rt ,%nv'tl mied |lrc..bitalks Adju~stnmert

program

ProIram Administration (Cont'd.)

of aU subordlnate officers who have undergone the
specialleed Youth Services Officer Training. This
list shall be available at the Booking Desk to any
apprehending officer.

C. The District Community Relations Sergeants, in
concert with Council Presidents and Community
Relations Aides shall:

. Fh-v.lep lint. ed i.xixting prtiv'Pi~tniR e'.mmunity.
Ia.d Krmsl)N Iy a.meC, ftencthis ir purpo.xv. add-
rG-vs, e.tc. 'Tse lists shall he. (orwardrd to the
Chit(, Community Services Division, for approval
prior to implementation as part of the referral pro-

2. Be resposesbile for generating such groups in areas
athletic , vocational counselling. volunteer work
projects. etc. ) where they do not exist in the com-
iunity. end forwarding same to the Chief, Com-
nanity Services Division.

3. Fx ore and report to the Commanding Officer,
Community Services Division, the possibility of
creating worthwhile rehabilitative work project.
(with rowmuntoratin) for the referred childr.n.

4. M k v these lists and revisions to these list* avail-
able to his District of Assignme-nt Youth Services
Officer, with copies sent to the Chief, Community
Services Division. for approval and citywide dis-
semination.

SCOPE

1. Selection Criteria for Youth Services Officer

See - Annex A

-12-
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G.0. Subject Court Sanctioned Pre-Lntake Adjustment
Prosram

Scope (ont'd.)

'. List of Elible Offenses

See - Annex B

ILL Flow of Reports and Forms

See - AnAex C

IV. System Organization Chart

See - Annex D

RECL4SONS

None

EFFECTWE DATE-

This Order is effective on the date of publication.

D. D. Paomerlau
Commisvioni, r

Dlstributio "A"

I certify that I have read and fully understand this Order.

Silmature
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ANNEX A ( .8le*'tii Criteria
for y ,ogti, &rvlctee O(ffi',r to.

aceic ral Order

I'Idi4. i)ep.artnent
Ialtimoro, Maryland

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR YOUTH SERVICES OFFICER

1. Members of this Agency, Police OffleerlAgent with one
year or more of Patrol experience.

A. Demonstrate inlsreet in assignment to position and:

a. Obtain favorable Command recommendation
based on first-lie supervisory recommendations

b. I'oeses a favorablu ' educational and profeesional
performance background;

c. Merit approval by Oral Interview Board, composed
of Director, Pereonnel Division; Director, Youth
Sectioe; ad * Patrol District Commander, subject
to the approval of the Chief of PatroL

d4. Dnstrato sensitvIty to the Community;

e. Upon tentative appointment, saccessful complete ,
of the training curriculum as developed. See
Appendix I - Training Curriculum for Youth Ser-
vices Offlcure.

D. Do Pomerleau
0 Commessioner

DistribuUao "A"
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G. 0.

SPECIALIZED TRAINING PROGRAM

FOR PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO THE COURT

SANCTIONED JUVENILE OFFENDER ADJUSTMENT PRG.iRAM

INTRODUCE ON
The continuing involvement of juveniles in criminal or anti-social

acts, coupled with an ever increasing youthful population has aroused the
concern of the total community.

The victimization of adult and youthful residents of this city is
Increasing, while the facilities and services designed to remedy the
problem are overburdened. Simply stated the Juvenile Justice System
as it sow operates finds it lbcreasingly difficult to cope with the
complexity and gravity of the problem.

The police, in turn, the primary input agency into the Juvenile
Justice System plays an extremely limited role. In Baltimore the
current diversion practices of the police department are informal and
unstructured.

The proposed court sanctioned police adjustment program is
designed to' divert some of the youthful offenders from the cou rts and
Institutions of the state's Juvenile Justice System. Not only will
diversion place the police in a position of actively participating in
continuing programs of delinquency prevention but it will also provide
relief to the over-extanded Department of Juvenile Services. Thus.
this agency will be able to deal more effectively with the more troubled
youth.

This proposed training program will be presented by the
Education and Training Division of the Baltimore Police Department
and will call upon the knowledge and expertise of university professors,
practitioners to the field of Juvenile Justice and qualified police
personnel.

The ten (10) day program will be presented to personnel
selected to become youth services officers. Candidates will be
expected to complete this course satisfactorily as a prerequisite
to selection.
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PURPOSE

The Purpose of the training progarn is:

I To famillaiste the officer with the hilosophy atd legal processes
of the 3wnLie Justice System.

2. To discuss and explain the police role i controlling and preventing
juvenile delinquency.

3. To develop a better understanding of adolescence and its attending
problem.

4. To review costributing factors of juvenile delinquency.

S. To introduce and explain the concept and philosophy of diversion.

6. To train police officers in Interviewing and conseUlug techniques.

7. To review and discuss judicial decisions affecting the JuvenUe
Justice System.

OBJECT1Vef

1. To establish a better munerstanding of the police function as it
relates to juvenile delinquency.

2. To assllg a hlghy trained officer in the diversion program.

3. To acknowledge the need and appreciate the objectives of the
diversion process.

4. To create greater sensitivity to the community and its seeds.

S. To Lnvolve the community in delinquency prevention program.

6. To have the police department actively participate In community
based juvenile prevention programs.

7. To alleviate the burden of the Department of Juvenile Services.
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PROPOSED CURRICULJM

1. Orientation ...... . .,., ... . .. . Z Hours
An explanation and review of the Education
and Training Center's rules of conduct and
general orientation. A review of the program
to demonstrate Its application to the course
objectives, ... Police Commissioner's
opening address of welcome ....... (Staff)
(Police Commisioaer)

Z. Police Role In Contemporary Society... 1 Hour
This block of instruction stresses the
need to redefine the police role In order
to deal with the complexity of urban
problems. It Indicates the relationship
existing between the traditional role of
the police and the contemporary approach
of reaching objectives. (Staff)

3. Police Discretion .................... Hours
An exploration of the discretionary
concept and its application to youthful
offenders. Emphasis will be placed on the
court sanctioned programs and the various
factors to consider when utilizing
discretionary authority. (Staff).

4. History Xand Philosoihy of the Juvenile 4 Hours
Justice Sytem . ....... * . .. ... *

The history of the development of the
Juvenile Justice System discusses the
philosophy and the motivating factors
leading to the establishment of Juvenile
courts. Historical examples are presented
along with audio-visual presentation depicting
the workings of the Juvenile Justice System -
Addresses Itself to parole. probation,
commitment and foster care. Describes the
functions of the Department of Juvenile
Services. (Staff) (Gest)
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5. Understand ina iuvc.tlie Delinquency. 3 Hours
This orientation lecture presents an overview
of the problem of juvenile delinquency and
describes the various contributing factors. -
(Staff)

6. Adolescent Growth and DevelopMent,...,, 5 Hours
This module describes and explains the
physical and psychological changes
occurring during adolescence and theif
impact upon the individual. This portion
of the program discusses fads, peer group
influence, conformity and other behavioral
characteristics common to adolescents.
Consideration is Stven'to normal and
abnormal methods of adjusting to this
most difficult period. (Consultant)

7. The 3uvenfle and the Law,: ........ S Hours
The application and ramifications of
juvenile law and legal procedures.
Case law to include Supreme Court
decisions Is discussed and explained.
Consideration is given to the legal
res ponsibilities of parents and children
and the marriage contract. (Staff)

8. The Family In ContemporarY Socity ... 3 Hours

A study of the family as the basic unit
of society and its impact upon the child.
Family disorganization including the
broken home, sibling conflicts,
fragmentation and other anomUies having
a negative Influence on the cbud are also
examined. (Staff)
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.6.

14.. Community Resources .. *........... 4 Hours
A Panel presentation of representatives
of community resources that may be used
by the youth service officer. (Staff)
(Cuest Speaker)

15. Field Trig .' * *.."'*""'"'" 7 Hours
Supervised field trip to agencies in the
Maryland Juvenile Justice System to
Include intake department, court and
training schools, diagnostic center, etc.

16. Departmental Juvenile Procedures .... 3 Hours
A discussion and explanation of departmental
procedures to be followed if the Diversion
Program. (Staff)

17. Practicum......................... 7 Hours
A general review and demonstration end
application of the diversion process through
role play. (Staff)

18. Critique and Examination ......... o 3 Hours
Course Evaluation and Final Examination
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*AN~rX h (Li,-t
Eligible Offenses) to
General Order

% Assault and Batter
non-aSgravated

, Craelty to Animali

3. DestrucUon of Pro
under $500.00

V4. Disturbing the Pea
Disorderly Cnthuc

5. ,oes.,.piion iii Aql

- )76. False Alarm of Ft

V 7. False Statement to

8. Glue Sniffing

2,. ladring or Obste
a Police Officer, S

'fOfflcer, Osard, ot

v 10. Imersonating a P
Officer

VI. Indecent Exposure

,/'12. laterferlg with Fi

13. Killing and injurial

/14. Larceny under $10
(including RhopUt

/S. Littering

V16. Loiterag

I Telephone Misuse/

,'. Placing urious S
Street

Baltimore, Maryland

LIST OF ELIGIBLE OFFENSES

'y t'9./ Possesion of Alcohol

,20. 0. possession of Pyrotechnics
0 (Fireworks)

party 1 .Z Receiving Stolen Goods
Valued under $100.00

Lu ancl/oJr y-Z. I,.nirting A arrest

4A3.--Ilnlawful Itenovai of
i'ih4 Griwery Carts anti

Personal Property
re

_,,Z4- Rogue and Vagabond
,Police

P2 Threats and Threatening

Letters

ucting -tE Tampering with Autos
Security€. ityL4fr Throwing Trash on Land

of Another or Public Property
)lice

/pI ' Trespassing on Private
or Public Property

£Z9. Wrongful Opening of Mali
romanI

r n-,S0: Public Nuisances
Animals 4 I

31. Plying ball unlawfultly0100 in the Sir**&@..;... '+

nl}
' 4 tO2._. Violations - Minors in
F . public places of amusement

(bowling alleys, pool rooms,
etc. }

Harassment Lof3. Minors Gamb"l

ubetance in Refusing to pay Mass Transit
or other Public Conveyances
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^918611f.4 4.0 1* AuvvU

Reports and Fnrnit) too
'Cnoral Order

I.ill ini ,r . KlP%1 r y la

FLOW OF REPORTS AND FORMS

APPENDIX I

APPENDIX 11

* Flow of Reports and Forms

Sample Reports and Forms

D. D. P,,mericau
Cernrinsis.int,

Distribution "A"
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SAMPLE REPORTS AND FORMS

Child Contact llilstory

Juvenile Custody Report

Tracking Report

Program Fact Sheet/Rights and Waiver Form

• llL,. I it)}

6*6,nal, , Ordehr
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Child Contact History
Form 7S/148

Last Name First Middle Date of Birth Race Sex

Address RequestedoBy: Assignment

AKA Remarks. .

Date and Time Request .eived Photo/Fingurprin B. P.i. No.
_ _ _ _I___ Y e s N o K ,_

Date Custody Number C. C. Number Dispohitlon Yes/No

__ _ _ __ _ _ _ I . , , . .. . _ . .

Cerk: .t t ToI" Adtional
Cadet: . ... Yes No
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AWOKE~ CUSTODYA11o0, UT POLICE DEPARTMENT
roa,., i;i/' BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
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Frmw ?NJ 4sft Police i.eparlmcurl

Ita inor.e Marylad

.. , .i'4stJhmrd I'reolatak Adjustment Irograto Fact '4w.*t

The Concept *I diversion of child offenders to limited adjustment pro-
swaUm tI bSIm of form4 adjudicati to iathorlsed wuder the Annotateo Cnde
of Marylad. The Coit Sanction d Pro-Itake Adjustment Prograist operates
Is CoapO eion wth the Juvenile Division ad the Sepreme Beach of Baltimore

The MIaewo PoUce Departmet shall operate this Pro-Intake Adjust.
owut Progrem to the mn tal benefit of the child and the commnity. Its
speciaUy trained" Youth Services Oficers have the exclusie authority to
deormaso A*e CUld. ellgibiUty il keeping with standards approved by the
Juvenile Court -- as weU as his/her sutabilty for program enrollment.

Md4 the You* Services Officer determine the chIlt to s t-lixible ur
i Ist selected 9w program enrollment. the ease may be forwarded to the
Dopertmet of JuveMe Services for Arther review.

M0014 dte eMW be demed eligible and selected for enrollment in the
system. holehe will be expected to participate in one or more of the fullow-
Lag services:

La Lketed Cuselft - Interview sessions with parent.
ecum MAd Touth Servies Mfier (and arresting officor.
whew. petfieabaL Tkto oerv4 e 0-L. o wtiq
~ee rehuwale;

aR, "' Itdhre ft Clouimiumity lceo - as determined by the
* o Servies Officer, the child may be scheduled to

Panicipab In eductinal, recreational. medical, soclal
a" such ewr progams as the Youth services Officer

- rods be* moetsO needs of the child. This may aleo
• dee lsmporary employnl for t!s child In the com-

* The Courts ad 3udicial Procedures Article, 8eitiu... 1.8Kb
t.f the Amtated Code of Maryland sta% e in pert

"Tb beMAke Offlcor may propose an informal adjastmne-e
Sof IM matter It based on the complaint, his preliminary in ury,

and euck Ihther iaestiplloa as he may mko, he concludes that
the comt bae juwedictie but that an Informal adjustment. rather
thm JudicW actio. is in the best Iterests of the public and th.

.ch d. f fef ieee Gcer proposes a Iformal adjustment, he
shaR lnorm the pres of the natro of the complaint, the object -
givee 4f the adj-us-ment process, the comditoss and procedures
under whh it wMl be conducted and the fIee tha it to not obU-

., . 8 Y Tim' boom Officer shall not proceed with an Informal
e1jme1 wese Al parties to se 1proceedig consent to th

... a. drsln partloo deoet coenn to an lformal adjust.
... m e o tr a, r juaeet.cauin, ds Los Jdgn , of the intake

* ' - Odoer, be eemplabed sfossfely. le shll fortwith author ho
• S. t h ew i l l aI ti ,,t i lm . "

'." "Yd Besid..o OinceIu wil me these respoelbillie
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rorIn 75/l$I

XPUI4A11OH or ltoHrslwAr tv FORm

It ON a I 932MCILD mOWD R!Tgr Co7p c!rnowro PR S.-iKr

IAJL ,4 ,111,1 0Al to hav e I Is i eG s II Ipr eso dari g Ohw It ilral
, A4tC tAlile essl ma

13) May ot have el Itawrimatliag statomsade use,.4 aalnat
• bimberatsaytlaw,

IttouwlrMerrta mOE 9LDNO L mjt, r IN Till (01111T %ANrloNwn
PRI.D4TAKr ADJUSTMET PEOGNAMi

III Admits to have Ceomtad the .uaa. ot________
e _ . wltaIR the purviw of the Coort
bactiese Pre-tolke AdJqetmet Progrsm.

(2) Is dotermled sebl. for program oweltlmm by the Yovh
Service$ Offlear.

()) KL 0 . , ,cer"W4 pott .miovies ei s Appbrehaedla Officer. parea
or lesl usrdlaa Chlid MA the Cemptalmol.

I let mdeotam te provleas of this program, &A the RIGHTS
ol the child, ee velintvuUy &aree to prktiadefla sadior &Ue* psrtlclpstloa.

(Pareat or teg Guridia)

IT= ervices OM.eer.

mpprbf.e Q ...cer.

(Data)

(Date.)

(1ate)
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ftrom 1%/ I I

Sid. Intervl wit4h ' td

with/

spoc.ift

atmM

3rd. gat

Wlthl

4th. Wl

Withj

IPavrma/G..dlila)

'3 (U .. NtiS. .peetty to'.,..

irv-ew

•Wi P.O.

(PtVm"0..rl~m)

rviow

4byl P. =_

w.remumr~aI

3.me*ai

Tin.

-Ie

Datb@ ____________

Tin".________Tlm

-____ ~Deft ___

11;".ify %*&goo. for txpules)

bl.qm iity A rr..4a _ _ _ _ _ _ _

StaM Stvcdr4 b", P.O4

Date

Dl ._

IC. C. Nvmmo )

Distriet

oat*
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H efer .1
TrackilI, RontHfonr.% +t

'. t*. dl

Vi,. P

(Approlwn.iim (Jlt arl

. IChans ad Dae)

(Address)

(8<3.ool Alieaded)

sea R O Do 0. _

(MCKh0e0 Adduce4)

mpe.ilys (Paewgatlardiaa Name)

Akove Idlomei1e Recorded by-

lAdfys) Iphuh,)

#OCfker eIIan/Mrlalct of Axaftanco()

lWlW Iftervlow wft CMld

C4mlActed bys PO, _ _

Wmhl

$Poe P;TvzMlOMPinm.m , reee,,,.eeree).....

D- _"_____
TIe____

~Ib

PIr[rRA .. , _. _ _ ., , ,

CMil Referred I"

or arreel Goieer

Wehit

r

~eeu NaineIbIitai..e ed Ass4mteeSl

18-406 0 - TO - S7

(Adduce.) (ftactea)

_ + _ ...

_ _ I I I

|

I
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jMPIN.',X fl (Syi1.iyie
Orogvii4aetifin Chart) to
G Cneral Order

olwe Uop.astosrA

-lIMltlaof o. r ykwwn

SYSTEM ORGANIZATION CHART

Proeoa4x by:
Rafh"q cad Itooearch Division
Sbalmort Police bepeuiatsut

6,0mb1 197I

"deto Poh4. Dpanaos

Cowle Sati..d Pro-labbhe Adjuotmome Program

... E. lSUIf Amd.ity

- Co uwd Authority

olEach Imotrki Lackedest
YoU Services Oftfcer.
CwfwMm. t etaas srg"At
ColsoI PreideM &mI
Adif
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CITY OF BALTIMORE MAYORS WOCIV ^ATI COUN(IL
ON CRDMINALJUSTICE

WIUJAM DONALD S-AIJ MIasm RIC W. IUMA. IXnsc
N Iek~ Caen Il blme Manha !i _

/

December 1, 1975

Honorble Robert L. Karwacki
Sprme Bench of Baltimore City
Division for Juvenile*Causes
Court House - Rom 1$
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

RE: Court Sanctioned Pre-Intake
Adjustment Program

Dear Judge Marncki:

I have reviewed the original and revised proposed General Order on the
above referenced program as developed by Commissioner Pomerleau. I also reviewed
earlier today a copy of Ed Lang's memorandum to you of November 28. In addition,
I have received a copy of a N1ovember 24 letter to Bob Hilson from John Romer, III
Executive Director of the American Civil Liberties Union of Maryland, expressing
their concerns over a Police Departmnt administered pre-trial diversion project.

The Commissioner Is to be complimented for.attempting to emphasize and
formalize the police role In the provision of appropriate services for youth
allegedly involved in violations of law. A netwrk of youth services, involving
A variety of City and State resources, Is vital to our basic crime prevention
objectives and critical throughout the Juvenile justice process.

According to statistics provided by the Juvenile Services Adenistration,
the City Juvenile Services offices handled 20,690 cases during FY '75 and Police
Oepartmnt referrals accounted for 751 (15,607) of this total caseload. Of this
total, 43.51 (6,790) of the police referrals were heard by the Court in formal
Petitions. Therefore, it Is evident that a viable pro-Intake program emphasizing
police participation In referrals to counseling services, educational alternatives,
Job training and placement options, and related supervision services are Important
to a well coordinated youth service delivery system. The cooperation of the Police,
Juvenile Services. Juvenile Court, and the community-at-large is critical for this
program to function appropriately.

I would like to raise several Issues for further discussion and clarIfication
as highlighted in the Police Department's proposal. These concerns primarily
relate to the intake process as determined by statute, Court rules, and Juvenile
Services policy, the role of Juvenile Services In this program, record keeping,
and the need for evaluation of the effectiveness of all police diversion efforts.
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1. The screening done by Juvenile Services at Intake follows the discretion
already available to the Police at the point of arrest and at the decision to refer
to Juvenile Services. It is part of Dor cheCks-4nd-blances and separation of
executive powers. Whatever diversion efforts are established within thePolfce
Depar et should be viewed as separate and distinct from the foral/informl
decision-making process mandated to the JSA Intake Officer. The best interests
of the commiity and child must agatn be reviewed by Intake without bias toward "
previous program. It Is critical to mhasize that if the presenting problm
can be resolved without the filing of a petition, it would certainly be to the
benefit of all concerned.

2. There must be voluntary participation in the Police Pr-Intake program
just as there is at the point of participation in the Informal decision of JSA
Intake. I could find no explicit procedure t t ore to be ftllowed If a youth
does not perform satisfactorily In the proposed Police progr . If a youth admitsi
participation In the alleged offense - and perhaps randa warnings ad assistance
of Jarent or counsel Is appropriate - and fails to 0 in alternative program
attsfactorily. is the youth to be refe.red to Intake with an expectation for a

formal court airing? mat records are available at Intake of the success or
filue of the youths participation In the Pre-Intake Program? Are out-of-Court
statpens to the Police In ere to participate in the PrtIntake program or
subeque statamnts to ntk, Acceptable as evidence In fturb court bearings?

3. If this Is ti be a "Cort Sanctioned O pgi at the pro-Intake level
how does this affect a futuiv Intake Officer's decision? Will Intake still exercise
Indpenden jd -ent on a nm charge filed by tie Police? The role of the judiciary
as a participant in I "Court Sanctioned' Pred|ntaka Progra Is quite sensitive and
care must be taken to maintain neutralJ In future herings on specific matters.

4. Is the Police/youth/family/victim decision to voluntarily participate in
this program upon admission of guilt op Irrevocable one? What tim frames are
approWiate for measuring success or failure of the efforts? If specific counseling
or Job referral options are presented and the youth or family does not participate
to the fullest extent (i.e. ftal to appear after first ftw sessions), should the
police wait for a new alleged law-vlolation or can they refter the original complaint
into Intake with the notation f a failure in the Pre-Istake Progrm?

5. The record of previous warnings by the Police and/or referrals to
community resources for appropriate diversion services become sn Important part
of considering a Juvenile as a past or mltiple offender. how long will records
of participation in a police diversion pyIrom be kept and o will have access to
tha? Are they subject to review by ousel, Juvmnile And part, in order to
supply additional information?

6. In order to clarify the population to be serve this pr"ram anddetermine existing services to these youth, it wuld be hl pftl to know the number
and percentage of cases am the list of thirty-for (34) proposed offenses
currently handled informally by JSA or closed at Intake.
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The City was allocated $120,000 in LEAA funds by the Governor's Comission on
Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice in 1975 in order to provide
alternative services to a community arbitration program similar to that being
implemented In Anne Arundel County. Since Juvenile Services has withdrawn from
the City their portion of LEAA funds for an arbitration program, a question remains
as to whether we will be ble to use the federal funds for the proposed police
program. As soon as this structure is agreed upon, however, I will pursue this
matter with Commission staff. The role of Comunity and neighborhood organizations
remains critical to any successful Juvenile diversion program.

I hope these questions and similar concerns will be carefully reviewed at
the December 3 meting. If appropriate, I would be glad to seek the assistance
of the City Solicitor or Attorney General In order to claritfy the program prior
to Its iplementation. I believe that with mxinar in-put from a variety of
interests the Police Pre-Intake Adjustament Program will become a vital link in
our City's juvenile Justice system.

I erely yours,

RICNARD W. FRIEDMAN, Director
Mayor's Coordinating Council
on Criminal Justice

cc: Commissioner Pomerleau
Robert Kil1son
Edward Lang

7a-406 0 - 7s - S
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MARYLAND ASSOCIATION OF PRE-TRIAL DivERsioN PROGRAMS, INC.

MEMORANDUM

To: Board of Directors, Members of Limited Adjustment Program Review Committee.
From: Eddie Harrison, President.
Re: Meeting with Colonel Bishop L. Robinson.
Date: March 30, 1976.

On the day that I was scheduled to meet with Colonel Robinson, March 22, 1976,
1 received a letter from Commissioner Pomerleau (copy attached) acknowledging receipt
of my letter and indicating that Colonel Robinson would be in touch with me to
discuss the concerns raised. Colonel Robinson and Colonel Watkins met with me
on the afternoon of March 22, 1976. Colonel Robinson assured me of the Police
Department's willingness to consider the issues and change anything that might be
inappropriate. He further stated that the Police Department should have a broader
community role and the increasing number of juvenile offenders was the rationale
for expanded involvement by the Police Department.

In discussing the issues raised in the letter, Colonel Robinson did not answer all
the questions to my satisfaction. On certain pertinent issues, his response is indicated
below:
Confdentaflity

All standards of confidentiality will be strictly adhered to, special instructions and
care will be taken to insure the greatest degree of protection. Records of project
involvement will be strictly confidential and destroyed after termination.
Legal Status

Participants will not have been arrested. Police complaints will be written but not
processed. Successful completion would stop the complaint from being filed. Non-
successful completion would reactivate the complaint which would then be forwarded
to Juvenile Services Administration.
Voluntary Partkcipation

Colonel Robinson gave his assurance that it was the intent of this program to only
serve those who were willing to be a part of the program and every attempt would
be made to preserve the voluntary nature of enrollment.
Consent Agreements

All parties involved would be required to agree to active participation including
N parent (or guardian), complainant and the potential enrollee.

Cost Per Client
No funds would be available to programs who accept referrals from the Police

Department. All cost involved would have to be absorbed by the agency providing
the service. There are not expectations that this situation will change in the future.
Legal Safeguards

In my opinion, this area was not satisfactorily addressed. I am not convinced that
the program has a solid legal foundation, and I suspect that a class action suit will
be forthcoming if modifications or clarifications are not made in this area.
Other Contingencies

Colonel Robinson frankly did not know how to answer some of the policy or procedu-
ral questions presented in the letter. He stated that policies will be developed as
the situation warrants and admitted some discomfort with trying to answer a lettr
which presented hypothetical situations.
Summary Statement

As I pointed out to Colonel Robinson, the major concern of MAPDP is the lack
of procedural guidelines for the Limited Adjustment Program. It was also explained
that MAPDP has the operational experience to be of assistance in the development
of procedural guidelines.

Colonel Robinson appeared to be sincerely interested in the Association assisting
with the development of procedural guidelines for the operation of the Limited Adjust-
ment Program. I am satisfied that the offer to assist in procedural matter is genuine
and some type of follow-up should be Instituted. Colonel Robinson is aware of the
concerns expressed by the American Civil Liberties Union and is prepared to address
those concerns at the appropriate time.
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1 will write a letter expressing our thanks for the meeting and to indicate our
willingness to assist as indicated.

It was also pointed out that our meeting was not considered a formal response
to our letter, and Colonel Robinson stated that he would get back to me, which
I feel indicated a reluctant agreement to respond in writing.
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Mr. lddie Harrison
Presidnt
Maryland A.isociatin of

Pre-Trial Diversion Programs, Inc.
Post Office Box 3785
B altimoire. Maryland Z1217

Dear Mr. Harrison:

i hts will acknowledge receipt of your letter of
March 3. 1)76 concerning the Pre-Trial Diversion Program.

During my absence from the city appropriate
Command and Staff officials have been responsive to your
requt:0.t aund it is my understanding you have an appointment
to discuss the content of your letter with the Chief of our
Patrol Division, Colonel Bishop L. Robinson. I feel
certain Chie.f iP.h.nson will b, responsive to your needs.

Sincerely,

Co n isjuner
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MARYLAND ASSOCiAON OF P33-TRIAL DwsmON PxooasS, INc.,
March 3, 1976.

Commissioner DONALD POMIIRL.AU,
Baltimore City Police Department,
Baltimore, Md.

DuAR COMMISIONER POMERLPAU: The Marland Association of Pre-Trial Diversion
Programs, Inc. represents, among others, all of the youth diversion programs and youth
service bureaus in the City. One of the Association's purposes is to coordinate the
activities of its membership and develop new programs to increase opportunities for
youthful offenders. As the time grows near for implementation of the Police Department
Pre-intake Limited Adjustment Program, our Association is attempting to establish
policy recommendations regarding possible referrals from the police to our programs.

Lieutenant Codd has met with some individual members o our Association to discuss
the possibility of the Police Youth Servikes Officers referring to our programs. Because
of the potential impact of the Limited Adjustment Program, we feel it is essential
for the Association to establish guidelines for participation in the program by its mem-
bership. An ad hoc committee has formulated- the following questions which we
wish to have addressed prior to referrals being made to our membership organizations.

A number of local and national organizations have developed extensive standards'
for pre-trial services. As you are well aware, legal and operational safeguards in this
area are essential to the guaranty of due process and equal protection. Our concerns
about the Baltimore Police Department Limited Adjustment Program lie in primarily
two areas:

How will the following individual rights be protected?
the right against self-incrimination
the right to counsel
the right to voluntarily participate in the police program or elect to be

referred to Intake
the assurance of confidentiality
the right against double jeopardy (i.e. if the youth makes a poor adjustment

in the Police Program, is he then referred to Intake?)
What procedures will be involved from arrest to termination from the program?

What is the legal status of persons enrolled?
When is the decision made about the child's eligibility to enter the program,

the same day as the arrest or much later?
What are the specific procedures involved when the child appears before the

Police Youth Officer?
What role does the victim play in the decisionmaking process? Is he present

when the decision is made? If not, is he informed of the decision?
If a youth is referred to one of our programs, by what method will he be

referred? (telephone, information data sheet with reason for referral, etc.)
Do you expect process reports or any other communication?
Do you wish to be informed of the youth's adjustment?
Have you established pertinent data forms for city-wide use by programs to

which you refer?
How do you plan to evaluate your program?
Is our success your success? If so, what constitutes success?
Does every child who fails in our program get referred to Intake?
What fundin; is available through the Police Department to enable our programs

to service its clientele?
Specifically, from your General Order, revised, please clarify:
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Eligibility criteria: E. Voluntarily admits guilt with no self-incrimination. Isn't
thi contradictory? (p.3)

Selection and Participation Criteria: B. Welfare of the child as determined by
possible removal from the environment/home setting. When would the police be
considering this as a factor? After arrest for a misdemeanor? (p.3)

Required action: Why is an extension of supervision requested of the court?
What role does the court play heretofore? How long of an extension? What con-
stitutes "the best interest of the community of the child'? (p.8)

0. No. 3: Why is the complainant and apprehending officer informed of the
child's expulsion from the program? Does this violate the child's right to con-
fidentiality?

Proram Administration B. No. 4: What ate other behavioral modification indica-
tors? .10)

C. No. 2: How will Community Relations generate new service groups. Through
existing staff? With whose consultation? (p. 12)

Selection Criteria for Youth Services Officers: (Annex A: d) Shouldn't Youth
Officers demonstrate sensitivity to youth?

The Maryland Association of Pre-Trial Diversion Programs, Inc. and particularly
its Baltimore City membership is desirous of providing service to youthful offenders.
We acknowledge that the Police Pre-intake Limited Adjustment Program msy afford
us tis opportunity. However, we do not wish to undertake service to a large number
of youths without assurance of firm legal grounds and responsible planning of a clearly
defined program which will be helpful to Baltimore City residents. As proposed, the
objectives of the program are unclear to us and the method of measuring the program's
success and effectiveness seem undefined.

We Are asking for this clarification both as potential participants in the program
and in our role as exL,tent community service programs concerned with the quality
of justice for our youth and the public at large.

Your response is anticipated.
On behalf of the Board of Directors,

EDDIE HARRISON,
Prejldnt.



PART 2-NEWSPAPER ARTICLES FOR THE RECORD

(From the Baltimore Sun, Nov. 1, 19741

JUVENILE JUSTICE DEFENDED-POMERLEAU Is ACCUSED OF "SCAPEGOATING"

(By Robert P. Wade)
The head of the city's Juvenile Court yesterday called the city police commissioner's

criticism Wednesday of the juvenile justice system an attempt to find a scapegoat
for a rising crime rate.

At the same time, the director of the state Department of Juvenile Services &aid
he has "hard data" to show his department has been coping with the problem of
juvenile crime.

Donald D. Pomerleau, the commissioner,\criticized the Juvenile Court and the Depart-
ment of Juvenile Services for failing to handle the problem of juvenile delinquency
adequately. "The juvenile courts and juvenile services are obviously not doing the
right thing," Mr. Pomerleau said through a spokesman Wednesday."'The commissioner, I believe is very frustrated over the hi;h incidence of crime
and over the apparent failure of his gun bounty program," said Judge Robert I. H.
Hammerman, the head of the city Juvenile Court.

JUDGE'S ADVICE

Judge Hammerman said instead of "attempts at scapegoating," the commissioner
should look to his own department for improvements in dealing with juvenile delinquen-
cy.

"I have urged for a long time that they ought to substantially beef up their juvenile
squad," the judge said. "They are lagging behind other cities."

Judge Hammerman was also critical of the department's handling of warrants from
his bench.

"They have not been doing a good job of servin# warrants on juveniles who don't
appear for court. Most, not allbut most of them stay in the drawer,' Judge Hammerman
said.

Mr. Pomerleau said half of all persons arrested so far this year for major crimes
were juveniles. Robert C. Hilson, the director of juvenile services, agreed, but said
he thinks his department has been doing a creditable job "protecting public safety"
by rehabilitating convicted youths.

-24.5 PER CENT REPEATERS"

To back up his assertion, Mr. Hilson produced figures from an unreleased study
of offenders from 1967 to 1973. The study, based on 98,733 juveniles convicted
over that period, shows that "only 24.5 per cent were repeaters," Mr. Hilson said.

Mr. Pomerleau said "many" of those arrested are repeaters, citing a nationwide
trend that was discussed at a recent police chiefs convention.

"It's time that the juvenile authorities do something more effective to protect society
from young hoodlums," he said.

Mr. Hilson compared the results of his study to a national recidivist rate of between
60 and 70 per cent to show the effectiveness of the state's programs.

The word repeater, he said, means any youth convicted of one offense who later
"becomes involved in a crime for a second or more times."

A spokesman for Mr. Pomerleau said he could not respond to the study but was
incredulous at Judge Hammerman's criticism of the police juvenile section.

"Their primary mission is to follow up cases of juveniles against juveniles," said
Dennis S. Hill, the spokesman. "They apparently feel they have enough men to do
that."

Other crime committed by juveniles are investigated by detectives, he said.

( 81)
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"ACROSS THE BOARD"

Mr. Hill said the only figures on the service of juvenile warrants are from September
and show that 107 of the 172 issued were served, mostly by members of the juvenile
section.

He said the department does not feel it is responsible for solving the problem
of juvenile delinquency.
o None of several professionals in the field interviewed yesterday blamed any particular
agency or program for the rise in juvenile crime. Judge Hammerman, for example,
placed the "blame across the board."

"1 would blame the homes, the schools, the legislative and executive branches, the
police, the courts and the Department of Juvenile Services." the judge said.

Judge Hammerman said he is glad to see the concern on the part of the Police
Department about juvenile crime and added he hopes the concern spreads to the
community.

POUCE CO-OPERATION

While community organizations have expressed concern for the rising crime rate
and have started neighborhood patrols at night, several of them also are funding some
of the more successful efforts to combat juvenile delinquency.

The East Baltimore Youth Diversion Program, sponsored by the East Baltimore
Community Corporation, handled the cases of 100 young offenders last year, of whom
only 2 returned to court, according to its director.

&version programs intervene in cases of first offenders before the case gets to
court but after an arrest has been made. One of the criticisms police officials tradi-
tionally make is that youngsters they arrest never appear before a judge.

Marie Washington, the director of the East Baltimore program, said sne gets excellent
co-operation from Eastern district policemen and the first refcrralA for the project
came from the district.

She said youthful crime in her area has barely increased in the last year.
Commenting on Mr. Pomerleau's charges, she said she thinks "it's not fair to blame

it (rising crime) on a set of programs. It's a multitude of things that causes the
problem."

John Ramsey 3d, the director of the Southeast Corporation's Youth Diversion Project,
said his year-old program dealt with 39 youths last year. Five have gotten in trouble
again, he said.

While the diversion projects deal with first offenders who have committed serious
crimes, one of Mr. Pomerleau's most serious criticisms is of the treatment of violent
and incorrigible youths.

During a radio interview yesterday, he lashed out at 'avenile authorities, saying
that there is a "need for a different philosophy in handling juvenile offenders."

He said the system must "recognize that there are people who need to be removed
from society, incarcerated and kept there if we are to reduce crime."

JAIL FOR SOME

Both Mr. Hilson and Judge Hammerman said they agree with the need to lock
up certain juveniles to protect public safety.

"The one thing I'm most anxious to emphasize is that every single day of the
week we commit juveniles to certain facilities. Every single day of the week we waive
jurisdiction to the adult courts on serious crimes," the judge said.

Mr. Hilson said that while "it's been proven that incarceration is not the answer
to the protection of the community" in most cases, "there will always be some need
for an institutional program for a relatively few children who cannot adjust to many
community programs."

IFrom the Baltimore Sun, Nov. 4, 19741

JUVENILE CRIME STUDY URGED HERE

(By Robert Timberg)
Walter S. Orlinsky, the City Council president, has proposed a comprehensive

research study of juvenile crime here, a problem which he said is reaching "monumentalp r tirons."

purpose of the study, Mr. Orlinsky said, is to develop a detailed profile of
the juvenile offender as a first step in formulating a "constructive and positive ap-
proach" to the problem.
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The study group which the council president said would be comprised of professionals,
would eek to sseble confidential information on all juvenile offenders in the city
over the past two years.

"A number of people have been talking about the problem of juvenile crime, but
I have learned that there is simply no comprehensive research on what the juvenile
offender is all about," Mr. Orlinsky said.

MEMO TO MAYOR

The proposal was contained in a memorandum to Mayor Schaefer who Friday
criticized Mr. Orlinsky for his denunciation last week of Donald D. Pomerleau, the
police commissioner, as an uncreative, unresponsive and unimaginative man whose
ineffective leadership has resulted in a "largely demoralized" po lice force.

Though Mr. Schaefer for the most part, couched his criticism of Mr. Orlinsky in
general terms, he strongly suggested that the council president had failed to couple

his remarks about Mr. Pomerleau with constructive criticism.
Mr. Orlinsky sent both Mr. Schaefer and Richard Friedman, executive director of

the Mayor's Coordinating Council on Criminal Justice, a general outline of a rant
proposal he hopes to submit to obtain federal Law Enforcement Assistance Admin= -
tion funds to underwrite the study.

DETAILED GRANT PROPOSAL

He said a detailed grant proposal, including the anticipated cost of the study, will
be submitted in two weeks.

Results of the study are to be used to determine three things, Mr. Orlinsky said.
They are:

Have public agencies which deal with juveniles been functioning properly, or do
they require greater authority to effectively deal with and reduce juvenile crime?

Should the Council consider new legislation to deal with the juvenile crime problem?
What recommendations, if any, should the council make to the Gene raAssembly

to reduce juvenile offenses?
The research, Mr. Orlinsky said, "must be done with the utmost integrity and

thoroughness if the ultimate findings are to be meaningful and have the necessary
credibility."

He has suggested a trained staff approved statistical methods and a target completion
date of six months from the start of the project.

The statistical data the study group would be required to d'.velop would include
information on the following:

Geographic, including the residence of both assailant and victim and location of
the crime.

Type of crime.
Disposition of the case.
Family of the assailant, including income level and "significant sociological factors."
Race and ethnic background of assailant and victim.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Dec. 10, 19741

YouTHs, OFTEN REPEAT OFFENDERS, COMMIT HALF OF Crr's ASSAULT-RODsERIES,
PoucE REPORT SAYS

(By Robert A. Erlandson)
Assault and robbery, one of the most feared crimes in any city, is being committed

increasingly by Baltimore's young people, many of them repeat offenders, according
to Police Department statistics.

For the first 10 months of 1974, the figures show that persons under 18 represented
51.7 per cent of all those arrested for assault and robbery.

City police arrested 1,332 youths for that crime between January and October.
However, the statistics showed that 231, or 17.3 per cent, were repeat assault and
robbery offenders within the same 10-month period.

Of 21 juveniles arrested in October who were repeaters this year, 4 of them had
been arrested earlier in the same month for assault and robbery, the report showed.

The report was a huge accumulation of statistics and case histories of juvenile
criminals this year compiled for Donald D. Pomerleau, the city police commissioner.

Commissioner Pomerleau distributed it to the chief state and city judges-to bolster
his argument to them that juvenile crime in Baltimore is out of control.

The commissioner blamed this on the philosophy and judicial handling of young
criminals, which he asserted has broken down completely.
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He pointed out that the arrest percentage by his men far exceeds the national
averages in all categories for cities of comparable size. The commissioner argued,
in effect, that an overwhelming desire to handle juvenile offenders delicately puts
them back on the streets, repeating their crimes, before the officers who arrest them
get back on ihe beat.

Of the juveniles arrested for assault and robbery, 65 per cent had previous records
and 9.3 per cent had been arrested 10 or more times, the statistics showed.

The Police Department maintained a separate record on the 8,688 reported victims
of assault and robbery from January to October that did not classify them as adultsor juvniles.victim record did show, however, that blacks predominated as both known

assailants (12,668, or 94.5 per cent) and as victims (4, 85, or 56.2 per cent). Black
and white males were most frequently the robbery victims, according to the record.

Commissioner Pomerleau maintained that a "domino effect" of crime exists. When
ouths found that they "got away" with the so-called "minor offenses" such as vandal-
m or trespassing, they became bolder and moved progressively into more serious

crime: burglary,.assault and robbery, even murder, he said.
The commissioner argued for the imprisonment of juveniles on their first arrest

for a violent crime. This is not simply a "get-tough" policy, he said, because the
chances are great that it is not their first brush with the law and is probably symptomatic
of future behavior.

Many of the case history records included in the report appear to bear out Commis-
sioner Pomerleau's assertion that there is a progression of criminal behavior, and many
of the progressively more serious crimes bear the notation "Released to Parents."

The commissioner said the present Juvenile Court system should be abolished in
favor of Family Courts that would involve the entire "family structure" in the solution
of the juvenile problem.

Commissioner Pomerleau said the overall statistics for the first nine months of 1974
showed persons under 18 represented 36.6 per cent of all arrests in Baltimore, but
that they also represented 53 per cent of all arrests for the most serious crimes:
murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny and car theft.

"The number of juvenile criminal offenders and their involvement is awesome,"
the report declared. "These data reflect failures in system and programs designed
to insure some degree of stability and safety in our city.

"They reflect occasions of human suffering and loss at the hands of juvenile criminals
in overwhelming numbers. More succinctly, they reflect and overt disregard for the
victims of crime, not only those who have been exposed to these horrors but those
who daily live in fear of such exposure."

(From the Washington Post. Dec. 13, 19741

MANDEL SEEKS JUVENILE JUSTiCE SIrs

(By Fred BMbash)
ANNAPOLIS, Dec. 12-Maryland Gov. Marvin Mandel is preparing legislation designed

to increase uniformity in processing juvenile offenders throughout the state and remove
some of the informality in the current juvenile justice system.

The Mandel package, to be proposed to the upcoming session of the General As-
sembly, will also include a renewed drive for legislative appropriation of money to
build the state's first maximum security prison for offenders under the age of 18,
according to Alan M. Wilner, Mandel's chief legislative aide.

Mandel's program, as described by Wilner, would also require Montgomery County
to automatically refer armed robbery suspects over 16 years old to criminal court.
Because of variations in juvenile crime laws among jurisdictions, Montgomery is now
the only county where such suspects are first referred to a juvenile court, which
may then send the case for adult treatment in the criminal courts.

Under the Mandel bill, the criminal court would be able to refer a case to juvenile
court if it so desired.

Much of the program is designed to eliminate such differences between counties,
creating a uniform system. Montgomery's exclusive use of district courts for juvenile
offenders, as opposed to circuit courts, would also be ended.

One of the main targets of the bill is the system now used in about four Maryland
jurisdictions-including Prince George's County-in which "masters" act as advisors
to the court in disposing of juvenile cases.
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Wilner said that matter' proceedings are generally informal, unrecorded and extreme-
ly flexible. Although technically masters only advise judges, Wilner said, "they have
in effect become judges."

The bill would require approval by the chief judge of Maryland's Court of Appeals
of each master appointed-in a jurisdiction and would require following certain
procedures, much like those in a regular court proceeding, in conducting a case.

Wilner said that he and the governor have been studying juvenile court problems
for many months, although a recent controversy over Baltimore city's rate of juvenile
recidivism has increased the pressure for new measures.

A report released yesterday by the state Department of Juvenile Services said that
about 25 per cent of the youths referred to the juvenile justice system are brought
in again on new c barges. The rate is about 23 per cent in Prince George's and
Montgomery counties

Witier said that a maximum security prison for juveniles would remove the "10
per cent who need to be locked up" from t*e state's minimum security juvenile
centers so that the other 90 per cent could get proper help.

The legislature has twice refused to approve such an institution, Wilner said, because
"no one wants it in his county."

IFrom the Baltimore Sun, Dec. 19, 19741

Too MUCH CRmcISM, Too LrrrLE AcTIoN

(Editorial)

In advance Police Commissioner Pomerleau shunted off blame for rising crime by
going on the offensive with statistics to show that the Police Department was arresting
youthful offenders by the thousands, but juvenile authorities were letting them go
free. Juvenile authorities have tried to shore up their own defenses by discounting
the Poinerleau statistics and citing their own more favorable ones. Mr. Pomerleau
says he can't elicit responses from Juvenile Judge Hammerman, and the state juvenile
director, Robert Hilson, says he can't get reports from Mr. Pomerleau. And so it
goes.

Everyone officially concerned with juvenile crime is busily calling attention to
someone else's shortcomings, while the crime becomes more prevalent and vicious,
fueled in part by the lawlessness set loose by the police strike. Concurrently, but
off in another corner, a series of hearings in the schools has produced an outpouring
of complaints from the teachers about the small, disruptive minority in the school
population that drinks, curses, fights, assaults, steals and otherwise makes life miserable
or the majority. The troublemakers in the schools are the same youths who, now

or later, are going to make trouble for the police, juvenile court and juvenile authorities,
but there is little indication of a rational, coordinated approach to the handling of
the disruptive element.

The anguished teachers want only to have the bad actors out of their classes and
isolated in specially designated schools. Mr. Pomerleau wants them locked up after
their first violent offense. Juvenile judges want a maximum security institution, to which
they can send the worst of them, while juvenile authorities want lots of small communi-
ty-base centers to take care of the bulk of them. Nobody has an answer that is
big enough, or comprehensive enough or rooted firmly enough in realities to offer
much hope, and there is little indication so far that the Mandel administration is
thinking in large terms.

What Mr. Pomerleau has called the Baltimore "horror story" is, of course, a national
phenomenon, with suburban ramifications but acutely concentrated in large urban cen-
ters. It is hardly coincidental that the upswing in violence has occurred as the anti-
poverty war has petered out, to be replaced by the callous Nixon policy of benign
neglect and more recently by devastating inflation and unemployment. Much of the
hope has gone out the the inner cities, and in its place has come the feeling of
rejection from early school days onward, reinforced now by the goods and jobs beyond
reach. In the absence of a more profound national commitment to urban ills there
is not a great deal that a city or state can do on its own. But certainly an obvious
starting point is to have the schools, police, courts and juvenile authorities working
together instead of wasting time pointing critical fingers at the other fellow.
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(From the Baltimore Sun, Dec. 19, 19741

OpctAt To MEET ON JUVENILE CRIME

(By Robert A. Erlmndon and Steven M. Luxenberg)
Judge Robert 1. H. Hammerman of Juvenile Court, yesterday invited Donald D.

Pomerleau, the police commissioner, to meet to discuss the city's rising juvenile crime
problem.

The two men have been publicly at odds about the extent of the problem and
the responsibility for reducing it.

Dennis S. Hi, the Police Deparment spokesman, said, "Of course the commissioner
will meet with Judge Hammerman."

Mr. Hill said he expects the meeting to take place early next month.
Judge Hammerman offered his chambers for it and said he feels the "time is particu-

larly propitious for such a meeting in view of the General Assemty( beginning its
new session shortly." The Legislature convenes Januasry 8.

Judge Hammerman also invited Robert C. Hilson, director of the State Department
of Juvenile Services, and Edward J. Lang, director of its city office, to the meeting.

Mr. Hilson applauded Judge Hammerman's initiative in seeking the meeting "of
all those agencies most intimately involved, in an effort to seek methods of reducing
the problem."

In offering the resources of his department, Mr. Hilson said, "It does no good
to point fingers at the causes of the problem without at the same time, offering
viable methods to resolve them."

Three weeks ago, Commissioner Pomerleau gave to the chief city and state judges,
and the press, a voluminous statistical study on juvenile crime this year in Baltimore.

At the same time, the commissioner declared that the figures reflect a "horror
story" of rising juvenile crime of increasing violence and with a large recidivism rate
which he blamed on the current "philosophy that permeates the juvenile justice spec-
trum."

Earlier in November, Commissioner Pomerleau also criticized the Juvenile Court
system, and Judge Hammerman accused him of using juvenile crime as a "scapegoat"
for police failures.

Judge Hammerman refused comment on the statistical report, saying he had not
seen it. However, he denied that the Juvenile Court "coddles" young criminals.

On Tuesday Mr. Lang challenged the arrest statistics in the commissioner's report
as an attempt to "snow the public" into believing the juvenile system has broken
down.

Fewer than half the 18,831 arrests cited in the report reached his department,
Mr. Lang said. He continued: "The reason I'm raising the issue is that the commissioner
has accused juvenile services of not doing anything to solve the problem. We can't
do anything with juveniles we never see."

Because of the discrepancies between police and juvenile department statistics, Walter
S. Orlinsky, the City Council president, requested the two agencies to reconcile their
date for presentation next month to the special Council committee on juvenile crime.

Mr. Hill said yesterday that Maj. Ron Mullen, chief of research and planning, is
studying the statistics to see if he can find the disparities.

Mr. OrIinaky and Mr. Lanp suggested that the commissioner was using overall arrest
figures as his crime picture instead of those cases actually referred to the Department
of Juvenile Services.

Mr. Niison said yesterday that he has made several calls to Lt. Col. Bishop Robinson
and Major Mullen to schedule a meeting for reconciling the statistics but that no
date is set.

In his invitation, which was hand-delivered to Commissioner Pomerleau's office, Judge
Hammerman said he felt a meeting between them "is perhaps past due."

Judge Hammerman noted in his letter that they had met before on particular issues"and have effected some meaningful changes" without the public being aware of the
sessions.

The latest proposed meeting, however, "should not be with any notion of defending
a particular status quo anywhere," Judge Hammerman wrote, but to probe for improve-
ment in the existing system and to find areas where others can provide improvements.

He said he believes "the community rightfully wants and expects us to promote"
the use of collective judgment and expertise to help guide elected and nonelected
community leaders.
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(From the Baltimore Sun, Dec. 21, 19741

JUVENILE AoaNcY, POLICE CONFER

(By Steven M. Luxenberg)
Juvenile services officials asked Baltimore city police yesterday to evaluate their

arrest procedure and determine whether the police should turn over more arrested
youths to the Department of Juvenile Services.

William C. Litsinger, one of the officials, said he made the request at a 2% hour
meeting between officials of the juvenile services agency and the Police Department
to reconcile apparent discrepancies in each agency's statistics.

Mr. Litsinger said that the youth agency would use sample cases cited in a recent
report by the police commissioner, Donald D. Pomerleau, to trace the route of juvenile
offenders through the juvenile justice system and calculate the system's effectiveness.

According to Mr. Litsinger, the police conceded at yesterday's meeting that they
turned over les than half of the 23,020 youths arrested in the first I I months of
this year.

Under the present juvenile system, police have discretionary powers to release ju-
veniles without referring them to the Department of Juvenile Services.

The juvenile services agency, in turn, reviews all complaints filed by police, and
an agency consultant decides which cases should be sent on to the court.

The two departments will meet again soon to discuss their findings, although they
have not set a date, Mr. Litsinger said.

None of the three police officials who attended the meeting could be reached for
comment.

The meeting was called after Edward J. Lang, director of the city's juvenile services
office, challenged arrest statistics released by Mr. Pomerleau as an attempt to "snow
the public" into believing the juvenile justice system had collapsed.

Mr. Lang said Tuesday that of the 18,831 arrests cited in the commissioner's re-
port-a three-volume study released three weeks ago-the police had referred only
8,000 to the office.

Mr. Pomerleau's report was based on the first nine months of 1974.
Dennis S. Hill, a spokesman for the commissioner, replied that the police could

not explain the discrepancies, and said the department did not know how many arrested
youths were released.

The police were represented yesterday by Lt. Col. Bishop Robinson, chief of patrol,
Lt. Edward Eben, of the Planning and Research Division, and Maj. Ron Mullen, who
compiled the commissioner's report.

Mr. Litsinger, Mr. Lang, and Sandra Green, data coordinator, for the Department
of Juvenile Services, appeared on behalf of their agency.

[From the Baltimore News American, Dec. 29, 19741

JUVENILE COURT PROCEDURES REVISED

(By Robert Bomboy)
In a major change in the operation of the Juvenile Court, Judge Robert Hammerman

Jr. has agreed to make the recommendations of probation officers available to defen-
dants and their lawyers.

The recommendations weigh heavily on the judge's decision whether to commit
a young offender to an institution or put him on probation. They often are the only
experts or professional advice available to the court.

Previously a youth's defense attorney was not permitted to know whether probation
had been recommended. He was forbidden to see the probation officer's report or
ask questions about it.

"I have changed my policy in that regard," Judge Hammerman said. "The recommen-
dation can now be made available and the probation officer can be questioned about
it at a disposition hearing."

The new rule is expected to five defense lawyers a stronger basis for arguing against
a youth's commitment to a training school.

Where the judge commits a youth to an institution against the advice of a probation
officer, the defense may have a basis for further appeal.

Judge Hammerman agreed the probation officer's recommendation could "add a
weapon on to the arsenal of the defense."' He said probation officers' reports, without
the recommendations, had always been available.
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Court sources also pointed out that many Baltimore youths accused of crimes are
indigent and cannot afford to hire the battery of experts who would normally be
retained to examine a child and determine what is in his best interest.

Making the probation officer's recommendation available will provide the defense
with that kind of professional opinion.

The change in the use of the probation officer's recommendation resulted from
a conflict between Judge Hammerman and Rev. Smith, deputy director of the Juvenile
Services Administration.

Last October, Smith ordered the probation officers to begin making their recommen-
dations available. The jurisdictional dispute between Juvenile Services and the court
was settled during a conference and an exchange of letters between Smith and Judge
Hammerman led to the judge's action.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Jan. 2, 19751

CONTROVERSY DEVELOPS IN JUVENILE AGENCY

(By Robert A. Erlandson and Steven M. Luzenberq)
Juvenile services, once considered a bright spot within the state health department,

now finds itself in the middle of a controversy that may result in a reorganization
of the juvenile agency.

A rift has developed between juvenile services and state health officials over the
degree of autonomy that juvenile services should have within the Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene.

Some juvenile officials contend that since 1969, when the agency became a part
of the health secretariat, it has been swamped by bureaucratic problems and, as a
result, is losing its effectiveness.

These officials argue that juvenile services should be restored to autonomous status,
which it had when the department was created in 1967.

Even Judge George B. Rasin, Jr., who chaired the 1966 commission that drafted
the blueprint for comprehensive services to juvenile offenders, is critical of the way
his program has worked out.

"The time has-come to break juvenile services out of the health secretariat," Judge
Rasin said. "Morale everywhere in the department and good people are being stymied
by bureaucratic red tape."

Dr. Neil Solomon, the state health secretary, said he has heard "rumblings" with
the state government of possible efforts to strip the juvenile services from his department

.14 and place it under the corrections agency.
"If anyone can show me that any of the (health department) divisions could be

better offsomewhere else, I would consider it," Dr. Solomon said.
During its first two years, juvenile services was an independent agency that reported

directly to the Governor and his staff.
Before 1967, Maryland's capacity to deal with young lawbreakers was limited-the

police, juvenile court, probation and welfare departments providing what services they
could.

Each subdivision ran its own system, and that system usually differed from county
to county, with Baltimore city dominating the scene.

When it became apparent that conflicting budgetary requests to provide the same
services for the same people were coming from different agencies, the General Assembly
created a committee headed by Judge Rasin to make recommendations for a single,
coordinated juvenile services agency.

Richard A. Batterton, now state director of energy policy, was the first director
of juvenile services when the department began operations in July, 1967. He had
been superintendent of the Maryland Children's Center and assistant director of the
state welfare department. -

Judges initially were fearful that creation of the new department, intended to central-
ze services, would reduce the court's authority-and "it took ajoq ofeducation to

convince them otherwise," Mr. Batterton said.
In 1969, when Governor Mandel reorganized the executive branch, juvenile services

wound up under the health department umbrella&
One juvenile service official said this decision was made to end a strugge for agency

control between the social services and corrections department, each of which had
provided some juvenile services prior to 1967.

Although Dr. Solomon controls juvenile services, he says he has imposed no restric-
tions on how the juvenile agency allocates its budget.

Juvenile services has grown from a $9,905,666 first-year budget to its current
$21,099,733 in state funds and a $1.6 million federal grant.
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In the same time, the number of employees has risen from 1,218 to 1,395, with
most of the additional staff assigned to administration and the juvenile court services
branch.

Although half of the current budget is set aside for maintaining the state's juvenile
institution-the training schools and the forestry camps, among others-the mos signifi-
cant increase since 1969 has been the money spent of commumty services.

In 1969, the first year the department provided any type of community programs,
00 only $380,242 was spent. This year, the department paid out $4,260,249 for community-
fbased programs.

Despite Dr. Solomon's assertion he has allowed juvenile services to function au-
tonomously on a financial level, some juvenile authorities insist the agency is "lost
in the swamp of bureaucratic reaction and red tape."

According to Rex C. Smith, the agency's deputy director, "we are having to respond
more to the pressures of bureaucracy above than to the pressure from below, from
the people we are supposed to be helping."

All requests, he said, for personnel, for programs, for equipment, must be sent
to the health secretariat "and they get bogged down there for weeks at a time."

"Our mission was to provide an effective system to help juveniles and that has
been lost sight of within the health department," he said.

Dr. Solomon defended his department, however, and said it belonged under his
wing.

"Governor Mandel wanted health services to be very broad when he reorganized
the state government in 1969," he said. "We tried to change the 'reform school'
stigma. The idea was to bring to bear every possible service to help juveniles and
most of them are in the health department."

But Judge Rasin said the initial momentum of the juvenile services agency has
dissipated since it became a part of Dr. Solomon's department, and that juvenile
services must be made independent again if it is to have any effectiveness.

He says there is less and less communication between the juvenile services personnel
and the courts, a development which he says occurred after a directive from Dr.
Solomon's office.

"I have the feeling that word has come down from on high for the middle-level
staff to be careful in talking to judges," he said. "I notice a reticence that wasn't
there a year or two ago."

Judge Rasin suggested the state purchase the old Post Office and Courthouse, on
Calvert street, for use as a consolidated youth headquarters.

He said a central facility could help eliminate delays in processing young offenders
and could lead to better court-juvenile service relations if all the agencies involved-the
court, the state's attorney and juvenile services-had offices in the building.

IFrom the Baltimore Sun, Jan. 3, 19751

INTAKE COUNSELORS "PLAY GOD"

(By Robert A. Ertandson and Steven M. LuxenberS)
Five years after its inception, the critical element in Maryland's juvenile justice

system-the intake consultant-has yet to prove itself.
Although juvenile justice experts defend the intake system as a progressive and

innovative concept, they argue that it is too early to evaluate the program's success
or failure.

Juvenile services officials, juvenile judges and police officers all agree, however,
that the intake staff has accumulated considerable power since it was created in 1969.

"The intake consultant plays the role of God,"' Judge Robert I. H. Hammernan,
of the city's Juvenile Court, said in a recent interview. "He has a more important
role than I do."

As envisioned by the General Assembly, this new juvenile officer would do two
things: first, divert from court insignificant cases that could be better handled informally,
and second, find counseling help for those juveniles who commit minor crimes.

GIGANTIC BUFFER ZONE

in effect, the intake consultant would become a gigantic buffer zone between the
police and the juvenile court, and as such, -hare the credit and the blame for the
problems of juvenile justice.

The Legilature gave the intake staff a wide-ranging role that encompasses a variety
of duties, but specifically provided the intake counselor with four basic decisions.

He can:
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Throw out a case that he feels is lacking in sufficient evidence.
Close a case-that is release the offender after informal discussions with his parents.
Refer the case to another agency, where the child will receive treatment for his

problem.
Send the case to court.
Over the last five years, the intake staff has sent fewer and fewer cases to the

court, and juvenile services officials hope that this trend continues.
In fiscal 1970, intake's first full year of operation, only 23.6 per cent of the cases

in Baltimore city ended at the intake level.
In fiscal 1974, a whopping 56.6 per cent ended at intake.
The Department of Juvenile Services has set up strict guidelines for the intake

staff to follow in deciding how to dispose of a case, but considerable leeway exists.
The guidelines cite 11 factors, including the seriousness of the offense; the child's

family ife; previous number of arrests; ae and attitude of the child; his school record,
resources available for coping with his problem.

In practice, however, the intake consultant, assumes the roles of parent and adviser,
state's attorney and )udge.

It is a responsibility that cannot be taken lightly, and DJS personnel, police officials,
and juvenile court judges say they are fully aware of the tremendous influence that
intake has had on the system.

"We must make sound decisions at the intake level," Robert C. Hilson, juvenile
services director, said recently. "it is a weighty responsibility."

Intake is the beginning point of all complaints, Mr. Hilson said. The judge gets
only those cases that the intake consultant allows to go on to court.

PROGRAM DEFENDED

Mr. Hilson vigorously defended the intake program. although he stressed "that we
will not see the results immediately."

"These programs are too new to reach any really evaluative conclusions," he said.
"At a minimum, we'will not see the results for 5 to 10 years."

The police, however, do not seem content to wait 5 to 10 years. The police commis-
sioner, Donald D. Pomerleau, released a report recently that he said showed the
juvenile justice system had broken down.

Mr. Pomerleau, who said that juveniles comprised 36.6 per cent of all arrests in
the first nine months of 1974, attacked the philosophy of the system, charging "the
current philosophy worked to the detriment of society."

Among juvenile squad officers, however, the attitude is: let the intake consultant
handle the juvenile, since intake is trained specifically for that job.

Yet the police apparently turn over only a portion of those they arrest. Edward
J. Lang, the director of the city's juvenile services office, says the police referred
to his office only 8.000 of the 18,831 youths city police said they arrested for the
first nine months of 1974.

Mr. Pomerleau also complained that the intake consultants are releasin# too many
youths without sending them on for trial, and despite the fact that police officers
have the right to appeal the intake consultant's decision, almost none do.

"Why go through the effort when the judges let them off anyway?" asked one
veteran of the city juvenile squad. "If the case is closed by intake, at least I'm off
the hook."

This type of attitude is the opposite of what the Legislature had in mind when
it created intake. Dr. Nell Solomon, director of the Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene, recalled that the debate focused on what he termed "trivial" crime.

"The thinking at the time was to screen the trivia from the court, and let the
intake people, who would know the range of services available in the community,
handle those cases,'. Dr. Solomon said.

When Governor Mandel reorganized the executive branch in 1970, the Department
of Juvenile Services was placed under Dr. Solomon's department.

For the most part, intake consultants spend the majority of their time handling
the so-called "trivia"-that is, crimes like vandalism, petty larceny, disorderly conduct
and shoplifting.

A CRTCAL POINT

Leading juvenile justice experts-those who expound theories of preventive mea-
sures-consider the first brush with the law a critical point in halting a delinquent
who might be headed for a life of crime.

Yet the intake consultant has woefully few programs at his fingertips that he can
use to combat early warning signs of juvenile delinquency.
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"I've got only six places I can refer a kid to," John C. Crouch, a city intake
worker, said. "Some areas in the city have no youth programs at all."

In fiscal 1974, city intake consultants referred only 945 of the 10,068 cases handled
at the intake level-apparently the limit of the community's resources.

This represented a drop from fiscal 1973 of 433--even though total complaints
rose slightly. And the commitment to community youth programs seems on the decline.

Just this year, a program called the Youth Advocacy Pro)ect ended, apparently
because of lack of funds. And last year, the Governor's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment threatened to cut off federal funds from the Youth Service Center, the only
vocational program in the city for juvenile offenders.

Mr. Crough admitted that the lack of community resources has sometimes resulted
in an intake consultant closing a case in which he would prefer to give the child
additional help.

But the help just doesn't exist, at least not in great great numbers. And the reason,
according to state officials, is the perennial lament-lack of money.

"We must have more community programs and better-trained staff," Dr. Solomon
said. "Still, intake is an excellent idea."

Mr. Hilson points to the staff as a major concern at the present time. He sa
that while the caseload has increased from 8,391 in 1970 to 17,769 in 1974, the
intake staff has not kept pace.

RELATIVELY FEW MISTAKES
At present, there are about 80 intake officers around the state-the city has 27-and

Mr. Hilson says he would like about 14 more.
He says that in the city, each intake consultant has a monthly caseload of 60

youths, about 30 more than the ideal level he has suggested.
Judge Hammerman, who praises the intake staff, says that the consultants are over-

worked, and "there's no doubt that they make mistakes of judgment."
Mr. Hilson says that while mistakes are made, they are relatively few. He cites

a 25 per cent recidivism rate-meaning that one of every four juveniles whose case
is closed at intake commit a second crime.

"We're making the right decision about 75 per cent of the time," Mr. Hilson says.
"I'd like to bat 100 per cent, but that's not likely."

That 75 per cent figure has little meaning, however. The national recidivism rate
is about the same as Maryland's and that includes systems that do not have intake
consultants.

Other judges have criticized the intake program, poirzing specifically to the time
lag that it has apparently created. According to Mr. Hilton, it takes three months
for a city case to get into juvenile court.

Despite all these problems, the Department of Juvenile Services is firmly committed
to the intake concept, and each year, DJS provides more and more training designed
to help the intake consultants learn how to divert the juvenile offender from the
formal judicial process.

"It's difficult to determine the success of intake," Dr. Solomon said. "Just because
75 per cent haven't come back doesn't mean they haven't committed any crimes.
It may mean they haven't been caught."

And no one has statistics on that.

(From the Baltimore Sun. Jan. 5. 19751

OFiCIALS UNHAPPY Wm CRIME FUROR

(By Robert A. Erlandson and Steven M. Luxenberg)
As far as juvenile services, officials are concerned, the recent furor about rising

juvenile crime came at a bad time.
Just as the Department of Juvenile Services was beginning to make the transition

from an institution-dominated system to a community-based program, the police com-
missioner released a report that blamed "the current philosophy" of juvenile justice
for what he called the "horror story" of juvenile crime.

This direct attack on community programs has thrown juvenile authorities slightly
off balance-and some officials talk openly about their fears that the commissioner's
report may result in a giant step backward.'My greatest fear is that the direction people now want to take will be more
punitive,' said Robert C. Hilson, director of juvenile services. "That would be a tragic
mistake."

76.404 0 - 76 - 39
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As if to confirm Mr. Hilson's fears, a number of respected figures have called
for more emphasis on incarceration of youthful law-breakers since Donald D. Pomer-
leau, the police commissioner, dropped his statistical bombshell just after Thanksgiving.

Judge Robert 1. H. Hammerman, of the city's Juvenile Court, renewed his call
for a "medium-maximum" security institution for extremely aggressive juveniles-a
proposal he first made three years ago.

And Mr. Pomerleau-who has said Judge Hammerman is too lenient and thus is
partially responsible for the alleged failure of the juvenile justice system-has suggested
that "dangerous" first offenders be jailed.

Maryland's present situation has some similarities to the crisis Massachusetts faced
four years ago. Convinced that their institutional-type system did not work, the Mas-
sachusetts juvenile authorities undertook a radical restructuring of their youth agency.

Instead of opting for more incarceration, however, Massachusetts firmly rejected
that philosophy by closing all its training schools.

The decision ij described as a good one by Massachusetts juvenile officials. According
to them, the state has reduced its recidivism rate-that is, the percentage of juveniles
who are convicted for second offenses-from 80 per cent to about 50 per cent.

"The new system is at least as good as the old one, just about as expensive, and
incalculably more humane," said Wlliam Madaus, assistant director of aftercare in
Massachusetts. "In those terms, it's worth it."

Maryland juvenile experts have watched the Massachusetts experiment closely, but
Mr. Hilson said in 1972, that immediate phasing out of the training schools would
create chaos.

He favors a gradual transition over a 10-year period, a risky gamble because it
does not take into account change in public opinion-a change that appears to have
come since Mr. Pomerleau released his report.

And public opinion will carry some weight with the Maryland Legislature, which
opens its 1975 session Wednesday. If the General Assembly heeds these cries for
stiffer punishment for juvenile offenders, it will be repudiating its own work of recent
years-as well as the work of a United States Senate subcommittee.

The Senate subcommittee -headed by Senator Birch Bayh (D., Ind.)-concluded
four years of hearings last year with a harsh rejection, of the imprisonment of juveniles
as a means of rehabilitation.

"Witnesses have testified again and again that once a young person enters the
(present) system he will probably be picked up again and again for delinquent acts,
and eventually he will graduate to a life of adult crime," the subcommittee said.

The subcommittee's work produced a bill, which President Ford signed September
7, 1974.

One thrust of the law, known as the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974, is to discourage the state's reliance on training schools and regimented
forestry camps by making money and resources available for community-based pro-
grams.

The Massachusetts experiment played a prominent role in the subcommittee's
hearings. Dr. Jerome G. Miller, the man who was responsible for the overnight closing
of the Massachusetts training schools, testified about his decision in May, 1972.

He told the subcommittee that training schools still existed because of political
considerAtions-symbolically, he said, the public felt safer if it knew that the state
was locking up its young lawbreakers.

This was "false reassurance," he said. "We will no longer claim that we protect
public safety by locking up the offender. The only public safety guaranteed is that
of a certain time lag while the youngster is locked up . . . but he returns, less
able to function, more cynical, more isolated."

Dr. Miller, who left Massachusetts in 1972 to take a similar post in Illinois, had
been hired in 1969 with specific instructions to change things.

A believer in the community-based system, Dr. Miller applied his theories to reality.
He tried to make the institutions more humane, allowing long hair and weekend fur-
loughs.

In 1972, despite the opposition of employees in his own department who stood
to lose their jobs, he closed the institutions so quickly that 100 of the youths were
temporarily housed in student quarters on the Amherst campus of the University of
Massachusetts.

Over the last two years, the system has held its own. The recidivism rate apparently
has gone down, and the crime rate in Massachusetts is increasing at a slower rate
than in Maryland.

Massachusetts has adopted a wide range of programs, everything from traditional
counseling to on-the-street efforts to reach wayward youths.
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"At first, we concentrated on group homes where kids from broken homes -could
live," Mr. Madaus said. "But we realized that over the years, if attitudes changed,
group homes could rapidly deteriorate into institutions, and we would have the same
problem all over again."

So, Mr. Madaums said, a conscious effort was made to diversify the residential program,
and increase the number of foster homes, shelter-care places, and other facilities in
the private sector.

ore han 1,500 people have vested interest in the success of programs purchased
from private citizens, Mr. Madaus said. As a result, youths who formerly "had no
political power whatsoever now have a link to power through private citizens."

Maryland is attempting to increase community involvement, but some local groups
have shown considerable resistance to having juvenile offenders housed in their commu-
niced with local opposition, juvenile officials say that Mr. Pomerleau's criticism

of the current philosophy may make their task more difficult in the coming year.
If Maryland does return to an institutional-based system, it may mean that the

juvenile agency will be cut adrift from the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene,
which it has been a part of since 1969.

The agency was put under the health umbrella because it was felt that the correctional
elements of delinquency should be de-emphasized, while the health aspects should
be stressed.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Jan. 13. 19751

NEW TICKET SYSTEM SET IN CITY FOR JUVENILES

(By Larry Carson)
A new system, using tickets issued by policemen and quasijudicial arbitrators, is

being planned for dealing with juvenile first offenders accused of minor crimes in
Baltimore city.

Called the Community Arbitration Program, the system is already working in Anne
Arundel county. It brings the victim and 'the accused perpetrators of misdemeanor
crimes committed by juveniles face to face quickly-within one week after an offense
is committed.

According to the administrator of the county program, the quick action also dispels
the notion among youths that they can get away with minor crimes without ever
having to appear in court.

PART OF STATE PLAN

Rex C. Smith, deputy director of the Juvenile Services Department, said yesterday
that the program is part of a plan for Maryland being submitted to the federal Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration through the Governor's Commission for Law
Enforcement and the Administration of Justice.

The size of the Baltimore program will depend on how much money is received.
Word on that should come in February, Mr. Smith said, and the program should
be in operation sometime between May and August.

Anne Arundel's program, in operation since June, was the idea of Warren B. Duckett,
Jr., the county state's attorney, and David Larom, the Anne Arundel county director
of the state juvenile services department.

$55000 BUDGET

Using a $55,000 LEAA provided budget, Mr. Larom hired one arbitrator, a lawyer,
two field workers to keep track of cases after arbitration, a coordinator to help with
referral work and act as liaison and a secretary.

Mr. Smith said he hopes to get at least $150,000 for the city program, and would
hire as many arbitrators as the money would provide for.

Mr. Duckett drew up a list of misdemeanors or minor offenses to distribute to
the police, along with new juvenile summons books. Under the program, a policeman,
instead of automatically filing juvenile petitions against a youth, can issue him a ticket
specifying the date and time of a hearing before the arbitrator.

FIVE DAY WAIT

Hearings in Anne Arundel are now held about five days after the tickets are issued,
Mr. Larom said.
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Most cases, he said .involve vandalism, neighborhood disputes, youths caught with
illegal alcohol or marijuana and some minor assault cases. Mr. Larom said he is
considering hiring another staff member to deal specifically with neighborhood feuds.

The arbitrator seeks to get the youth to agree to pay restitution or work in a
community improvement work project on weekends or to a 45-day supervised probation.
Younpters perceived as having more serious problems are referred to other county
agencies.

Mr. Larom stressed that this contact, often a youth's initial one with the process
of law, is important in preventing the gradual development of an inclination toward
more serious crime.

UP TO PATROLMAN
"if they feel they can get away with minor things, later you may have a breaking

and entering," Mr. Larom said.
In Baltimore city, the patrolman on the beat is responsible for the initial decision

on whether to release a child picked up for a crime.
Once a youth is charged with an offense, it takes an average of 90 days before

the trial is held. Often youths simply do not appear for arraignments in juvenile court
and the complaints are eventually dismissed if of a minor nature.

Judge Robert I. H. Hammerman of the juvenile court has recently announced a
new system for distributing summonses to youths who don't respond to the initial
mailing requiring them to appear, but the 90-day average delay is still the case especially
for minor offenses.

Mr. Larom said that if a youth ,Jots not fulfill the agreement he makes before
the arbitrator, he still technically may be prosecuted in juvenile court for the original
offense.

lFrom the Baltimore Sun, Jan. 15, 19751

MARYLAND JUVENILE COURT MASTERS SCORED As "2D-HAND JUDGES"

(By tarry Carson)
The director of the University of Maryland Law School juvenile law clinic last

night attacked Juvenile Court masters as "second hand judges" often with limited
legal knowledge.

Peter S. Smith, a lawyer who daily directs the legal defense of accused juveniles
in Baltimore city's eight juvenile courts made his comments during a discussion of
a proposed recodification of the state's juvenile law to be submitted to the legislature
at its current session.

The discussion was sponsored by a group called Citizens Concerned for Juvenile
Justice, and was held at St. Mary's Seminary in the 5400 block Roland avenue. About
65 people attended.

AGREES WrrH ASSESSMENT

Judge George B. Raisin, chairman of the Juvenile Services Department advisory
board and a Circuit Court judge from Kent county agreed with Mr. Smith's assessment
of the master system.

The recodification bill, prepared and explained last night by Alan M. Wilner, an
aide to Governor Mandel, retains the master system as it is now apparently because
of the cost of replacing masters with fully qualified judges.

There are seven juvenile court masters in Baltimore city, all under the jurisdiction
and control of Judge Robert I. H. Hammerman, who may reverse or change their
decisions if he feels it is warranted. Four of the masters were chosen since 1970
to keep up with the rising juvenile caseload and the cases created when 16 and
17-year-old city youths changed from the adult to the juvenile legal category.

MUST BE LAWYERS

Masters are chosen by the Supreme Bench judges and must be lawyers with at
least five years experience and at least 25 years of age. They make about $22,000
a year.

Juvenile Court proceedings are closed to public scrutiny except when Judge Hammer-
man allows a visitor to watch. He has done this on the condition that the names
of juveniles involved W cases are not repeated outside the courtroom.

Juvenile cases, guaranteed this amount of anonymity, are not reported in the press
either.
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Mr. Wilner's bill would require that trials before masters be transcribed, a move
he said would hopefully prompt masters to be more careful about how they conduct
themselves.

The master system is used mainly in Maryland's metropolitan Baltimore and Washing-
ton area counties, except for Montgomery, which has two full-time Juvenile Courtjudges.Montgomery county's exemption from state juvenile law prompted the recodification
bill.4Judge Raisin, said he has observed masters conducting trials while smoking, or with
their feet on their desk, while Mr. Smith said that he has often had to indicate
to several masters that the trial was not concluded when the prosecution finished
presenting its case.

He said several masters sometimes also decide on a youth's intelligence by asking
him the answer to one multiplication or subtraction question, using the youth's answer
as part of the basis for deciding what to do with him.

He said others have criticized a youth for being poor or allegedly stupid.

"TERRIBLE PROBLEMS"

"There are terrible problems in this state with the quality of people sitting judgment
of children," Mr. Smith said. He said some masters have declared their ruling in
cases in which he was defense attorney, before he even had a chance to present
his case.

"I don't want any second-hand judges trying my cases," he told the audience.
Judge Raisin, in concurring with Mr. Smith's view, said children in the criminal

justice system should have "the best of everything" in terms of defense lawyers, judges
and state's attorneys, so the state can make its best effort with a youth to try to
steer him away from a future crime.

Stephen Montanarelli, former deputy state's attorney in Baltimore, has admitted that
the youngest and most inexperienced state's attorneys are assigned to Juvenile Court.

INSULT TO STATUS

Mr. Wilner admitted that many prospective judges would balk at the idea of sitting
in juvenile court, feeling it an insult to their status as judges.

le added that he too, agreed that masters would be better replaced by judges,
but said that the legislature would not likely agree to vote the money needed for
about 12 new judges staewide and their attendant office and staff needs.

[From the Baltimore News American. Mar. 2, 19751

CURFEw Hrrs LEGAL SNAG, Fo~s WEIGH COURT TEST

(By Drew Marcks)
Legal resistance to a Baltimore youth curfew has grown as the chance for passage

of a bill by the City Council was seen improved.
Mayor Schaefer has received an independent legal opinion that the curfew would

not be constitutional, The News American has learned.
And, as the council's Judiciary Committee prepared for its last public hearing on

the curfew March 20, at least two legally-oriented groups were considering a court
test of the bill..

Meanwhile, Judiciary Committee Chairman Frank X. Gallagher, D-3d, said a majority
of letters received by the committee from individual citizens and civic groups favored
the curfew.

Richard W. Freidman, director of the mayor's Coordinating Council on Criminal
Justice, said his correspondence from individuals has favored the curfew but that letters
from civic groups have not.

Seven council members-three less than the number needed for bill
passage-appeared to be favoring the curfew. Support appeared strongest in the 1st,
3d and 6th District delegations. . . %

Curfew advocates felt that Police Commissioner Donald D. Pomerleau's qualified
endorsement for the proposal aided their cause.

"There are demonstrable fallacies in the underlying rationale of curfew," a committee
of nine University of Baltimore Law School students advised Mayor Schaefer.

"But even if the theory were sound, the particular legislation proposed in Bill 1557
would be both ineffective and constitutionally suspect.

"We therefore recommend against its passage," said the committee report to Schaefer.
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The mayor had asked for the law school's assistance in preparation of this report
and a related report on the area of pares ,al responsibility for crimes committed by
their children.

The student committee on curfew-Bruce Frame, Geoffrey Brown, Louis Gitomer,
Charlotte Krohn-and Barbara Mello--found:

The Supreme Court struck down a Florida vagrancy law as violating the due process
clause of the 14th Amendment to the Constitution.

Some Ian uae in the proposed Baltimore curfew bill is identical to that foundunconstitutional

The vagrancy law was void because it allowed potential for uneven, apparently
discriminatory, law enforcement.

The Florida law was unconstitutional because it proposed to arrest youths to prevent
crimes that might result from their being unsupervised on the streets.

"Our system punishes people only for what they have done to offend society's
laws, not for what they may do if given the chance," said a summary of the committee's
findings.

Councilman Gallagher, a lawyer and advocate of the curfew, believes the bill being
considered is constitutional. "There are too many (curfew laws) across the country
that hait been tested and found constitutional," he said.

There are other are lawyers, however, who vigorously disagree with Gallagher and
already have begun discussing a court test if the bill passes.

"We are seriously thinking of challenging it in court," said Frank Morgan, a member
of the National Lawyers' Guild. "The bill is clearly unconstitutional."

"I've been talking to other folks about a legal challenge if the thing is passed,"
said John C. Roemer, executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union ofMaryland."We're adamantly opposed to any type of curfew. We think it's inconstitutional.

We think its impractical. It's not going to be an effective deterrent against youth
crime," Roemer said.

"I guess anybody could take it (the bill) to court. But [ think they'll lose.
"I think it has an opportunity of passing. The (police) commissioner's presentation

on the bill was helpful," Gallagher said.
He said the bill may be ready to be brought before the full council in April.But it appears he is one vote short of the five needed to get the bill out of the

Judiciary Committee with a favorable report.

(From the Washington Star-News, July 14, 19751

YOUTH CENTER FINANCING FiHT DuE

(By James B. Rowland)

Efforts to block construction of a 100-bed maximum security center for juvenile
delinquents is focusing on a challenge of Maryland's financing of the controversial
project.

Del. Charles A. Docter, D-Montgomery, a leader in a futile legislative fight against
the facility earlier this year, said yesterday he is continuing his battle with hopes
of convincing attorneys who checked the validity of state construction bond sales
that the appropriation for the project was illegally approved this year by the General
Assembly.

Lawmakers cannot approve money for construction items in an annual capital budget
until preliminary plans have been drafted and a site selected, according to Docter.
This has not been done for the projected juvenile center, he contends.

A 1975-76 capital budget of more than $114 million was signed by Gov. Marvin
Mandel on May 14 and includes $8.6 million for the juvenile delinquency center
on a yet-unknown tract. It is to be build using 1969 blueprints intended for a 200-
bed addition at Boys Village, a juenile delinquency facility in Cheltenham, Prince
Georges County.

Bowing to protests by officials and residents of Prince Georges. Mandel earlier this
year decided against expanding Boys Village. The facility is being converted into a
state center for emotionally disturbed children.

Docter argues the proposed 100-bed maximum security center for hardcore juvenile
delinquents will constitute nothing more than the "warehousing" of youth, runs contrary
to modern methods of dealing with the problem, and ignores recommendations in
a costly consultant's report made for the state several years ago.
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But the Mandel administration's insistence on the new project prevailed during last
winter's General Assembly session despite vigorous protest by Docter, along with Sens.
Victor L. Crawford and C. Lawrence Wiser, Montgomery Democrats, and Julian L.
Lapides, D-Baltimore City.

Opposition in the assembly was so persistent the administration finally gave in and
agreed to a virtually unprecedented budget amendment stipulating that "'site selection
is subject to the approval of the Board of Public Works and the political subdivision
in which the facility is to be located but the facility shall not be located at Boys
Village of Maryland and the Maryland Training School for Boys, Baltimore County.
This facility shall be designed for construction on state-owned land only."

Doctor says this violates a state law pertaining to the time at which the administration
submits for General Assembly approval a request for money "for a permanent or
long-time construction project.'

At this particular time the law provides that: "The department, bureau, board, com-
mission or agency of the state government which is to receive the proposed project
or some officer of the state government in its behalf, shall submit to the General
Assembly preliminary plans and outline specifications therefore as to the size, type
of construction and arrangement of the building or buildings included in the project,
and as to the sufficiency of the proposed appropriation to pay the full cost thereof."

Robert C. Hilson, director of the state department of juvenile services, conceded
the 1969 blueprint will have to be altered to suit the topography and other factors
of the site ultimately selected.

Docter said yesterday he feels Atty. Gen. Francis B. Burch is uncertain of the
legality of the assembly's action even though the state's chief legal officer has said
there is no quesion about he validity of the capital budget appropriation.

Doctor bases his belief on the fact that he has tried for three months to get Burch
to put his opinion in writing in a letter to him. Doctor first wrote Burch on April
11, again on June 9 and then last Friday sent a registered letter in hopes of getting
at least an acknowledgement of his queries.

"I do however note in the newspapers your office is able to respond quickly to
opinions involving homosexual marriages. Here is an issue that involves the taxpayers
of this state who pay your salary and the expenses of your office. I would appreciate
your now responding to my letters immediately," Docter wrote in his last letter.

Burch's office last Tuesday advised Montgomery County officials in a formal opinion
not to meddle in the issuance of a marriage license in March to two women who
subsequently were wed. Maryland law forbids marriages between two people of the
same sex.

Doctor contends Burch is afraid to put an opinion on the juvenile center in writing
for fear it will be contested and perhaps delayed or will jeopardize the sale of state
bonds to pay for the center.

Deputy Atty. Gen. Henry R. Lord said he has told Docter verbally the assembly
acted legally and the juvenile center is a valid appropriation, statements Docter con-
cedes Lord made to him. But the delegate wants it In writing so he can prepare
to make any formal challenges.

"Mr. Docter's letters are hardly the most significant matters pending in our office
I have been working on a reply and I hope to get it in the mail next week,"

Lord said.
"i've heard that 'next week' stuff every time I've seen Mr. Lord," Docter replied

when reached later.
Lord also said he doubted bonds to finance the juvenile center would be marketed

before next year.
Hilson said the center is needed immediately, and expects to ask the Board of

Public Works next month to pick one of three counties for the project. He has written
officials in each county asking for permission to build the facility and received affirma-
tive replies from Dorchester and Worcester Counties, on the Eastern Shore and from
Allegany County in Western Maryland.

The sites are on state parkland in the three counties, although in Dorchester state
land also is a possibility near the Eastern Shore State Hospital at Cambridge.

Hilson said he hopes construction can begin next spring. Completion will take 18
months to two years. The center will be comprised of six cottages, each with 15
beds, plus a seventh cottage with 10 beds.
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[From the Baltimore Sun, Aug. 21, 19751

DECISION ON JUVENILE CENTER SITE PUT Olf AGAIN

(By Jeff Valentine)
Annapolis-A decision on a site for the controversial maximum security juvenile

detention center has been stalled once more, this time by the indecisiveness of the
L state health secretary.

The state Board of Public Works yesterday was prepared to endorse a 23-acre
site in the Green Ridge Forest of far western Maryland for the center, which had
been approved by the Health Department.

But, through a top aide, Dr. Neil Solomon, the health secretary, asked the board
to defer action on the request even though just three weeks ago, in a letter to the
board, the health secretary urged the board to make a final decision on a site for
the center "at the earliest possible moment."

TASK FOR HILSON
Assigned the task of confronting the board with a delaying request was - Robert

C. Hilson, state director of the juvenile services administration, who has been a vocal
proponent for such a facility.

Explaining that Dr. Solomon "endorsed the concept" for the center, Mr. Hilson
said Dr. Solomon was concerned that the $2-to-$3 million needed annually to operate
the facility will not be available.

"Where do you get that conclusion?" Governor Mandel demanded angrily. "Who
ever heard of budgeting operating funds before a facility is even built."

"I'm sorry, but I'm not privileged to Dr. Solomon's sources of information," replied
Mr. Hilson.

WOULD BE MISTAKE

Dr. Solomon, responding after the meeting, said he felt it would be a mistake
to move ahead with the center if the funds needed to operate it are not forthcoming.

Noting the state's current austerity program, Dr. Solomon said there was a need
to reevaluate all the juvenile programs before making a decision on the maximum
security facility.

Following prolonged and heated debate last spring, the legislature approved $8.6
million in capital funds for a 100-bed high-aecurity facility to house hard-core
delinquents.

But, the legislators, mindful of opposition in their districts, directed that any proposed
site for the facility would need approval from both the Board of Public Works as
well as from the county in which it is located. All but four jurisdictions-Allegany,
Harford, Worchester and Dorchester counties-opposed locating the center in their
area.

ASKS NO FURTHER DELAY

Senator Edward J. Mason (R., Western Md. Ist), who sees the facility as a boon
to the economically troubled area, told the board, "It's time that we moved ahead
and not allow any further delay on this project."

Noting that the facility had the blessing of a majority of the county's legislative
delegation as well as other area officials, Senator Mason snapped, "All -of a sudden
Dr. Solomon bounces another of his crazy ideas off the wall (by delaying action).
I hope you take his recommendations with a grain of salt."

Other legislators appeared, however, to urge the board to, select another site for
the facility for hard-core juvenile offenders, arguing that the center should be built
closer to the homes and families of the youths.

CONCEPT QUESTIONED

Still others questioned the very concept of the maximum security facility and sug-
gested that community-based group homes offered a cheaper and better alternative.

Presently, these hard-core, street-wise offenders are either housed in adult prisons
or facilities such as the state Training School for Boys which do not offer adeuate
security, countered Mr. Mandel.

"IlI tell you one thing. They're not going to be out there in the streets
making other people in the community worry about what will happen next," the Gover-
nor asserted.

The problem of providing adequate rehabilitation to juvenile offenders has been
an ongoing one. An attempted state move toward community correction centers for
youths has been waylaid by neighborhood opposition.
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ORIGINAL SITE OPPOSED
The state originally had planned a maximum security institution for youths needing

close supervision for lower Prince Georges county but country residents successfully
opposed that site.

Then, during the last session, the General Assembly approved funding for a center.,
with an obvious eye toward Allegany county. The facility is planned to have five
I 8-bed cottages plus one 12-bed higher security cottage.

When it is opened-about two years after construction begins-the state estimates
it will cost from $18,000 to $23,000 a year for each youth it houses.

The board deferred action on the site question until its October meeting.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Aug. 22, 19751

JUVENILE BACKLOG WORSENS-COURTS FACE DRAsTIc RiSE IN WORKLOAD

(By Lloyd Brinson)

The number of criminal charges against children has increased so drastically since
the first of the year that the workload of the Juvenile Division of Criminal Court
has nearly doubled, causing a backlog of cases that may go into the thousands, accord-
ing to the Baltimore state's attorney's office.

The onslaught of cases coincides with a dispute over the effectiveness of the juvenile
justice system between Donald D. Pomerleau, the police commissioner, who claimed
the system has broken down, and the Department of Juvenile Services.

"You have to draw your own conclusions," Barbara G. Daly, the assistant state's
attorney in charge of the juvenile division said yesterday. "1 can tell you that last
year, this office processed a total of 10,347 petitions. We are looking at 15,000,
16,000 this year, if the present rate continues."

Noting that the rate increase began early this year, Miss Daly said her staff of
12 lawyers will pass last year's total workload next week, less than two-thirds of
the way through the year.

"They are taking cases home with them every night," she said of her attorneys.
"The clerk's office needs a computer. They work hard, but they are only moving
paper back and forth. There is no manpower there. We don't know what (cases)
they have down there."

Miss Daly, who has been with the state's attorney's office since 1969, said the
juvenile staff is screening cases more carefully and weeding out marginal cases as
well as avoiding needlessly charging youngsters, yet the referrals by police continue
to increase.

The increase began after Mr. Pomerleau, citing 23,000 arrests of juveniles by police
last year as evidence of the juvenile crime "horror story," was told only 8,000 cases
had been referred to the Department of Juvenile Services.

"We can't do anything with juveniles we never see," the juvenile services director,
Edward J. Lang, said at the time of the dispute. Both police and the state's attorney's
office screen cases to decide if children should be prosecuted.

Despite the fact that the state's attorney's figures support both sides of the argument,
the juvenile staff finds itself in the middle. While police refer more cases to prove
the commissioner's point, the crush slows down the process whereby children are
moved into the care of the Department of Juvenile Services.

And it increases both workloads.
Miss Daly said she has asked for a federal grant to add three lawyers by next

month as a stop-gap, but more is needed.
"This operation has historically been underfunded," she said. "Some 47 per cent

of the court's work is juvenile. Yet, because of the lack of attention, few people
know about it.

"A lot of it is where people think the priorities are. A lot of people will say
that juvenile justice doesn t work. Well, that's because no money has ever been put
into it."

(From the Baltimore Sun, Aug. 23, 19751

LETTERs TO THE EDITOR

TROUBLED YOUTHS

Sir: The board of directors of Lutheran Social Services of Maryland was forced
to act at its August meeting closing its three group homes and residential treatment
services program as of December 31, 1975.
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Our agency which is owned and operated by 92 Lutheran congregations, cannot
survive the massive deficits of the program already incurred and projected for the
next few years. The 1974 program cost us $55,000 more than the state paid and
we're projecting additional losses of $10,000 to $15,000 per year more for each of
the next several years.

,-Present state funding simply is not adequate for the proper care and treatment
of troubled youth. Continuation under present funding policies is not possible since
it would lead to the agency's bankruptcy by 1977. At present, it is necessary for
Lutheran Social Services to supplement the state's payment by more than 25 per
cent to provide care needed for children who are wards of the state. You can un-
derstand why we feel this type of funding policy is tantamount to exploitation of
private charity by the state.

The result of this policy of forcing charity to supplement the state's payment is
to drain the resources of charitable operators of group homes and in the cases of
some, to force them to close to avoid bankruptcy. A second but more serious result
is that it forces Maryland children from areas of greatest need to receive less care
and treatment than children from areas where the charitable dollar is more plentiful.

As children continue to suffer under this policy, our society's welfare is not being
served.

What can be done? The state must change its funding policy for operation of Mary-
land's group homes. It must provide on-going, full-cost funding for Maryland group
homes. It cannot continue to drain the resources of its charities.

THE REv. DR. JAMES M. SINGER,
President, Board of Directors, Luthers Social Services of Baltimore, Md.

FOSTER HOMES
Sir: Your news article on the stabbing death of an I I-year-old Baltimore boy stated

that Juvenile Court sources had confirmed "that the dead boy had been ordered
removed from his home as soon as a group or foster home became available, otherwise
he would have to be sent to an institution, a sentence he neither deserved nor needed."

There are many homes open for this type of boy, with a complete educational,
supervisory and psychiatric program. There are many rooms, too many rooms, empty
and waiting.

Organizations, such as the Boys' Town Homes of Maryland, are available to take
this type of boy in his predelinquent stages. The only drawback is Governor Mandel
and his willingness to gamble that the State of Maryland will not have to spend
$300,000 for his term in the Penitentiary.

Last year the Legislature raised the monthly cost of maintaining this type of boy
in a group home from $400 to $600 a month, far below actual operating costs.
The Governor, trying to make an impression by building a large state surplus, passed
the word down the tine to the Department of Juvenile Services not to fill the existing
vacancies in group homes. In other words, where there were 15 boys at $400 each,
there are now 1 O boys at $600 each. The other five boys are now left to roam
the streets, joining ten thousand others with the same problems.

One of the homes has now closed its doors and two others are to be closed in
three months-reason: lack of operating funds.

It is time for the Governor, Secretaries Neil Solomon and Richard Batterton and
Robert Hilson of the Department of Juvenile Services to recognize the problem and
place the true cost of operating these predelinquent homes in the state budget. This
is no time to play politics with people's lives. Last year Maryland ranked 8th in
the United States in per capita income, but 29th in funds for human services. This
is sick thinking.

MAURICE ANNENBERG, PikeSville.
(From the Baltimore Sun, Aug. 28, 19751

17 YOUTH SERVicEs BUREAUS BEING DROPPED BY STATE

(By Lany Carson)
The director of the state Department of Juvenile Services has decided to sacrifice

17 youth service bureaus next year, rather than let 13 federally funded delinquency
programs die when their federal money runs out.

Robert C. Hilson, the director, said he made the choice because of the severely
limited budget ceiling imposed on him by Governor Mandel. The youth service bureaus,
scattered throughout Maryland, represent the state's only major preventive delinquency
program.
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Three other federally financed programs, including two training programs for juvenile
services personnel, will be dropped unless rescued by some later appropriation of
state money, Mr. Hilson said.

BATTLE FOR FUNDS
The youth service bureaus, which also began as federally funded programs, fought

a hard two-year battle to win supplemental funding from the state.
Their federal money, like that being provided to the 16 pilot programs this year,

had a three-year mandatory time limit imposed as the policy of the Governor's own
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice.

The 16 programs are now in their third year of this funding and thus would be
dropped unless they got state funds for the fiscal year starting July, 1976.

Mr. Hilson has decided to take the $960,000 in state money now used for youth
service bureaus and use it to save 13 of the 16 federally funded programs.

The programs to be saved deal mostly with first offenders, youngsters judged
delinquent but placed on special intensive, supervised probation and others believed
on the thin line between being mixed up but easily correctable and being hard-core
repeaters.

The youth service bureaus, on the other hand, mainly provide walk-in counseling
and referral services, concentrating on trying to deal with young people's problems
before they come to the attention of a public agency or of the police.

It is Mr. Hilson's hope, he said, that the counties where the bureaus are located
will decide to begin paying for them next year. Some localities already contribute
from 15 to 40 per cent of the bureaus' costs.

3 BUREAUS IN CITY
Baltimore city, which has three bureaus, would have to put out about $280,000

to keep them in operation. The largest, eating up $154,000 of the total, is in the
5600 block Park Heights avenue. A newer $70,000 bureau is in East Baltimore, while
the smallest is in the north central section, in the 3300 block Greenmount avenue.

Mr. Hilson is alarmed that the 2.8 per cent increase in his current $26.5 million
budget will be taken up with already committed salary increments, leaving only about
$50,000 for new programs or for increased costs in existing ones.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Aug. 29, 19751

OPTIMISM IN JUVENILE COURT-TEENS CAN BE REHABILITATED: KARWACKI

(By George Hanst)

For most judges, serving in Juvenile Court is like serving in prison. There is an
unremitting dreariness to both activities, which may explain why few judges experience
either one.

The Baltimore court processes about 17,000 juveniles a year, which is too many
for anyone to remember the faces of the repeat offenders, who comprise an estimated
70 per cent to 80 per cent of the case load.

Judge Robert L. Karwacki, who has just assumed command of the Juvenile Court
for the next year or more, brings a cautious optimism to his new assignment.

CHANCE WITH TEENS
The criminal justice system doesn't really rehabilitate an offender who has a record

by the time he reaches his 20's, Judge Karwacki says, "but I think we have a shot
with a teen-ager."

"I think we can be more optimistic of straightening out a boy or girl under 18
than a repeat offender of 25," the judge adds.

"I didn't exactly seek the position of Juvenile Court judge," says Judge Karwacki,
"but I feel ve,y strongly that this is probably the most important area in the criminal
justice system.' About half of those arrested for serious crimes in the city are juveniles.

The 42-year-old jurist had been sitting in Criminal Court, where he says he saw
"the mistakes of people who have come through the juvenile system and haven't
benefited by it."

WASTE OF RESOURCES

Virtually all are on their way to serving extended time in prison, he believes. "It's
just a waste of human resources that bothers me," the judge says, explaining his
willingness to tackle Juvenile Court.
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Besides a willingness to serve, a judge in Juvenile Court must have the appropriate
temperament and special experience or training, according to the legislative criteria.

Appointed to the Supreme Bench in October, 1973, Judge Karwacki soon developed
a reputation for his hard work, his command of the law, and his no-nonsense conduct
of trials. His nearly-round glasses give him an owlish appearance, which enhances
the courtroom image, but he has a ready smile off the bench.

As to juvenile experience, Judge Karwacki cites his own parenthood. His daughter
is 17 and his sons are 14 and 12. "I've got them in this dangerous age," he says.

SCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT

He was also president of the school board in 1970 and 1971. "A lot of the problems
in the juvenile system reflect the shortcomings of the educational system," he says.

As presiding judge in what is officially called the Division for Juvenile Causes of
the Circuit Court, Judge Karwacki is responsible for more than wayward teen-agers.
He is nominally in charge of a system that is still trying to cope with a backlog
generated by two court rulings.

In 1967, the Supreme Court ruled that juveniles in delinquency hearings are entitled
to the same rights adults have in criminal trials. The ruling made juvenile proceedings
more complicated and time-consuming, Judge Karwacki says.

Then in 1971, the federal Appeals Court ruled that the juvenile cut-off age in
Baltimore should be lifted from 16 to 18 to conform with the rest of the state.
"This threw a great burden on a system already overcrowded," the judge says.

NOT A STEPCHILD

There is a need to modernize the clerk's office and the procedures before the
eight court masters so that the Juvenile Court becomes a full-fledged partner in the
system and "not a stepchild," Judge Karwacki says.

He says he will not make final changes until he has sat in the court for a while.
A city Juvenile Court judge usually serves an indefinite term and is not affected

by the one-year rotation of assignments for other judges on the Supreme Bench. A
bench committee is studying the tenure question.

Judge Karwacki replaces Judge Robert 1. H. Hammerman, who decided to go into
the regular rotation after serving in Juvenile Court since 1967.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Sept. 1. 19751

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SOLOMON WAS RIGHT
Sir: Dr. Neil Solomon was 100 per cent correct when he announced that he is

opposed to plans to build a maximum security prison for 100 hard-core juvenile offen-
ders. The entire idea is politically motivated and to fulfill a promise of some jobs
in the Western Maryland area.

The project is badly conceived and inequitable. Using the $8.6 million originally
contemplated cost, but a projected cost of $12 million, the interest and depreciation
would easily run to $I million per year, plus an estimated $2.5--million for operating
costs. This forms a basic cost of $35,000 per year to keep one juvenile isolated
from the public, and buried as far away from the rest of his family as the state
area will permit.

Data that have been released are deliberate falsehoods, a swindle of the taxpayer
and an excuse for new construction. There is overcrowding in existing facilities but
it has been artificially created by the Mandel administration. In 1974 the General
Assembly passed a law that prohibited "children in need of supervision" from being
institutionalized. The primary purpose of the law was to treat these troubled or
pre-delinquent children in community-based homes rather than "warehousing" them
in institutions.

The law was approved, with the intent to reduce or practically eliminate such institu-
tions as the Maryland Training School for Boys. But the Mandel administration "knifed"
the law by not providing funds to keep these boys in foster or group homes. The
final results are occupancy rates that are high as ever. Many of these boys are repeaters,
returning to the Institution for the second, third and fourth terms. They will never
improve because the program can not allow improvement, merely another type of
incarceration. There is a specialized group of homes, part of the Maryland Association
of Residential Facilities for Youth (MARFY), who work with foster children, orphans
and predelinquents. These homes, carefully supervised by the Department of Juvenile
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Services, provide necessary educational and psychiatric care. Fifteen of these homes
are in dire financial straits, with Harford Haven in Bel Air already closed. Boys'
Town Homes of Maryland closing two of their homes, and the Lutheran Social Services
closing all their homes by the end of the year. The boys will be returned to the
community and create additional problems.

Perhaps our Governor, who is reducing operating funds from these homes to establish
,J a large sate surplus, will adise us what to do with a boy of 14 who was found
n sleeping in abandoned autos. Reason. He refused to return to his home when he

discovered his mother was a prostitute. Shall we "lock him up" as a vagrant?
MAURICE ANNENBERG, Baltimore.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Sept. 9, 19751

LErrIR$ TO THE EDITOR

JUVENILE CORRECTION
Sir: Lately, I'm sure that each of us has expressed a certain amount of concern

over the rising juvenile crime rate in Baltimore county. Police statistics show that
in 1974, over 50 per cent of all crimes committed in the county were by juveniles.
And the greatest number of the juveniles arrested were between the ages of 13 and
14, a fact which could scare anybody. Heightened controversy over whether our juvenile
corrections process is truly effective only serves to increase our concern.

So one may ask, what can be done to preo/ent our youth from turning into hardened,
repeated criminals? Does our present system work, and if not, what changes should
be made?

Several months ago, the Baltimore County Young Democrats began a study of the
juvenile corrections process, in an effort to improve the situation. Being a "youthful"
organization, the idea was to help youth, and through a nonpartisan, public effort,
work is being done to find concrete and lasting solutions. By working,,with the public
and the public officials involved, possibly the matter could be better understood.

A public forum on juvenile crime will be held tomorrow at 7.30 P.M. at the Enoch
Pratt Reisterstown road library branch, 6310 Reisterstown road...

The purpose of the open forum is to educate the public on exactly how the system
works, and to get public ideas and stimulation into the project, which may eventually
be worked into a package of legislation to be introduced in the 1976 General Assembly.

KEvrN KAMENErZ,
President, Baltimore County Young Democrats. Wings Mills.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Sept. 12. 1975)

Le1Rms TO THE EDITOR

PREVENTION
Sir: Governor Mandel has become a poor manager of our once proud state! How

can he boast of "no tax increase" when there is a multitude of unmet state obligations
that should be a part of any viable state government?

It seems that Maryland s human services system is in a state of collapse, eroding
into a decay that will cost future citizens millions and million of extra tax dollars.

Service to alcoholics is poor, assistance to retardates is lacking; social services to
troubled youth in their homes are disappearing; recreation centers are being abolished;
and community group homes for delinquent children are being forced to close because
our Governor hasn't given them proper priority.

Maryland led the entire nation in the implementation of alternates to "custodial-
type" state institutions. If our tate government would give this "corrective" and
'preventive" approach to delinquency adequate financial support, it promises to dra-
matically reduce the spiraling crime rate.

However, Marylan 's current juvenile justice system is not wise enough to deal
in 'prevention', but will only 'lock' away crisis children when it is generally too late
and too expensive to save them. Unmeasured quantities of "prevention-responsive"
children will be "passed over" again and again until they finally commit some violent
act and become a part of the rising crime statistics.

Only "prevention" can reduce crime!
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The Governor must stop trying to fool the people... he must forget his politically-
orientated leadership and meet the needs and issues honestly. Everyone knows it is
prudent management to pay the "prevention" price now instead of paying the hor-
rendous price of more aprehension and more containmen later.

Then Maryland would-be a happier and safer place to live for all.
JACK COHEN, Baltimore.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Sept. 14, 19751

AN EVEN COsTLIERt BATrtE AGAINST JUVENILE CRIME

(By Larry Carson)
Though city police say approximately 50 per cent of Baltimore's major crimes are

being committed by juveniles, the state's efforts at controlling the problem seem to
be slowly shrinking, a puzzling phenomenon for state juvenile services people, private
agencies who contract to care for wayward juveniles and even for Governor Mandel,
whose tight budget is blamed for causing the malaise.

If the number of youths committing crimes, breaking windshields, tampering with
cars and being generally a nuisance would only stop growing, then perhaps the increase
of $1.5 million in the Department of Juvenile Services fiscal 1977 budget would not
represent a reduction of services. But the number is, and has been growing, as have
the frequency of viscious street cimes committed by juveniles.

Thus, when Robert C. Hiltson, the director of juvenile services, finds that federally
funded programs which have proven their worth in diverting delinquent young people
will not be provided for in the state budget when the federal financing tor them
runs out next year, he is bewildered.

It is no less confusing to find the operators of residential group homes deciding
to close down because they say underfinancing by the state to pay for the care of
juveniles under state custody is forcing them into bankruptcy.

Nor are the questions cleared up by the Governor's avid support for an $8.6 million
maximum security institution for 100 of the toughest, most uncontrollable delinquents.

These youths, who are all already either in the Maryland Training school or in
adult prisons, would cost about $18,000 a year each to care for in a carefully controlled
environment. Group homes, which now get $7,200 a year for each youth, and the
16 threatened federal programs spend far less on young delinquents who are much
more likely to change their destructive ways.

Because most of the $1.5 million added to his budget for 1977 will be taken up
with salary increases, Mr. Hilson has been forced to decide whether to cut something
out of his current program budget, or to allow the 16 federally funded programs
to die at the end of the current fiscal year. Asked about this dilemma at a recent
news conference, Governor Mandel said he knew nothing of the situation. Specifically,
he said he did not know what programs were being referred to, nor was he aware
of the manner in which the federal funding works.

Ironically, it is his own Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Ad-
ministration of Justice, the agency that distributes federal Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration funds in the state, which placed a three year limit on this method
of funding. The current fiscal year Is the last of three for the 16 programs--including
such highly successful ones such as intensive probation and diversion.

Intensive probation allows a _poAtion officer to work with a small number of youths,
no more than 10 and usually fewer, to try to steer them away from delinquency.
Diversion projects have the same goal, but involve youths who have been charged
by the police but have not yet appeared in Juvenile Court for trial. Personal attention,
combined with restitution or community work which a youth must complete, is calcu-
lated to divert him from a court appearance and from trouble in the future.

Mr. Hilson, who said he cannot sA directly to the Governor, but must follow
the chain of command through Dr. Nell Solomon's Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene, finally decided he could not afford to lose these federally funded programs.
He has now decided to use $960,000 to save 13 of them. But to accomplish this
the 17 Youth Service Bureaus in the state will be taken off the state budget next
year, and thus will be in danger of extinction.

The Youth Service Bureau program provides walk-in counseling and referral centers
for troubled young people. It is considered the only major activity aimed at preventing
delinquency in operation in Maryland. Mr. Hilson said he hopes the counties in which
these centers are located will pick up their costs.
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The group-home problem, meanwhile, continues to fester. Until two years ago, the
state paid $400 a month each for youths-some judged delinquent, others simply
in need of supervision-to be cared for in small residential facilities run by private,
non-profit social agencies.

In July, 1974, the homes began getting $600 a month for each child. They now
complain that it costs from $800 to $1,100 a month for each resident depending
on the home and the number of youths living there.

Three operators, representing about 80 beds, have already begun to close their
facilities because of what they call crippling deficits caused by the state's low payments.
Ironically, the state got out of the group home business itself because state officials
determined that such homes were too expensive a proposition to be operated by
a public agency.

The group home operators have been complaining since the be inning of the program
that they are being forced to dip into their endowments, use the interest from whatever
investments they might have, or simply beg for money from other charitable groups
in order to stay alive. Though most are not in as dire financial straits as Boys Town
Homes, Lutheran Social Services, and Harford Haven, the three operators that are
closing, almost all are using up reserves to keep operating.

Group homes, which typically house about eight young people, are supposed to
represent the progressive trend toward personal, individual attention in community
based facilities. The major expense in running such a home-aside from providing
a building-is salaries. Most homes like to have two adults present at all times, plus
an administrator of some sort to help run the two or three homes owned by a single
operator. Consulting psychologists and possibly maintenance or secretarial help must
also be paid.

The Rev. William Black, who heads the three homes operated by Lutheran Social
Services, says his group has provided three buildings-one constructed specifically for
its purpose-several vehicles, and in-kind secretarial and administrative services. None
the less, he says, the operation is running thousands of dollars in the red. Lutheran's
board of trustees passed a resolution calling on the state to pay the full cost of
care as the only means of reversing its decision to get out of the group home business.

As the fiscal wrangling continues, probation officers in Baltimore find themselves
burdened with caseloads of 50 or 60 youths each, and the- Maryland Training School
is battling overcrowding that sometimes cuts the length of a delinquent's stay down
to 3 months.

The Juvenile Court works against a delay of approximately 3 months-sometimes
longer-between the time a juvenile is arrested and the time he appears in court
for the first time, and the police confront youths who have nothing but contempt
for a system of courts and corrections that in most instances can do little but shuffle
them about with the glut of other juvenile cases, and then place them on infrequently
supervised probation or send them to do a few months at the Training School.

And young offenders are well aware that many cases never get tried because witnesses
won't testify, or lose their nerve after several months of waiting and a day or two
of lost work time.

[From the Baltimore Sun, Sept. 25, 19751

PROGRESS, AND THEN WHAMMY

(By Randi Henderson)
Peter, Avon and Rudy were worried last week about finding themselves a place

to live.
A common enough concern, perhaps, for apartment-hunting college students or young

couples seeking to settle down. Finding a home is not the usual problem of 14-
and 15-year-old boys.

But, Peter, 14, and Rudy and Avon, 15, were the last three residents of Boys
Town Homes of Maryland's 1701 Park avenue, and with the home scheduled to close
at the end of this month they shared the fear that their future lodgings might not
be as pleasant as their current situation.

Licensed to house 12 boys and in operation since 1970, the Park avenue home
is one of two Boys Town homes that is closing this month because of financial difficul-
ties. A third home, on Magnolia avenue in Pimlico, will remain open.

Filled with boys between the ages of 8 and 15 referred by the Departments of
Social Services or Juvenile Services, Boys Town haq always, operated with P I-mw
staff-client ratio so that sorely needed, individualized attention 1ould be given to each
boy and meaningful relationships could be developed with the counselors.
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And to see the three boys joke with 28-year-old Jerry Rogers, director of the home,
to hear them kid each other about their athletic prowess and recent escapades, there
is no question that a warm camaraderie has grown up in the house.

But in social service terms, warm relationships ultimately come down to dollars
and cents.

Boys Town has cost $1,050 a month for each resident and the state has provided
$600 of this. The balance has been supplied by the organization's board of directors,
but, according to the Rev. Joseph Hughes, executive director, "we realized we would
soon be financially bankrupt and we couldn't continue to meet the deficit. The board
had to decide to cut back services."

Mr. Rogers is emphatic about the fact that quality services cost money.
"I don't think there's an institution for child care in the state that's as good as

Boys Town," he said with pride. "That's why we're the first to close-we don't want
to settle for less than the best."

The young black director, who has an academic background iW psychology and
says he is "street-oriented," emphasizes that it is usually not the fault of the boys
that they are removed from their families and placed in a group home.

"We can't hold it against the kids that they're here," he said. "There is usually
parental inability to provide proper care. In many cases there is a history of abuse
from the parents."

"The child is not just an offender," Mr. Hughes confirmed. "He has also been
offended against."

Reluctant to talk about what had brought them out of their homes to Boys Town,
the boys grudgingly admitted to "family problems." They unanimously shared the feeling
that their stays at the Boys Town home, from five months to a year, have been
beneficial.

"I like it here," said Rudy, reserved and diffident, consenting to talk only when
prodded. "It has taught me about sportsmanship."

What brought Rudy to Boys Town, he said, were problems "big as the night"
that just keep building so that he could no longer handle them in his family context.

Peter, who, according to Mr. Rogers, has "come a long, long way," agreed that
Boys Town has helped him. "I made some changes with my temper, I improved
my vocabulary," he said, stumbling on the five-syllable word. "I'm doing a little better
in school."

And Avon, irrepressibly high-spirited, though perhaps the most concerned of the
. . three boys about his future residence, said, "Last year I used to do everything bad-I

hooked school, I did everything. But I've really settled down this year." He looked
at the other boys and at Mr. Rogers and added hastily, "But I'm still a little loud."

The three boys will be placed in other group homes or similar institutions before
the ead of the month, though other homes are also feeling the financial crunch and
several more have announced that they will be closing in the near future.

Peter, however, summed up the poignance and desolation of young people dependent
on the state of a home when he muttered, with eyes downcast, "There ain't a place
I'd rather be on earth than home with my parents. There are some nice people
here and I got to like them. After a while they start to grow on you. But it's not
home. There ain't no place like home."

IFrom the Baltimore News American, Oct. 5, 1975J

BOYS TOWN: SuccEss DOESN'T MEAN SURVIVAL

(By Peggy Cunningham)
Stefan Redd was to have been removed from his home, which authorities had deemed

unfit. He was killed before that was ever accomplished. Ironically, one institution
considered by many to be effective in dealing with youngsters, Boys Town of Maryland,
was forced last week to close two out of three homes because of insufficient funds.

"We're not giving up hope for the future. We're going to retrench and get a better
financial base."

This is not the president of a small company, threatened by the recession, speaking.
It's the Rev. Joseph B. Hughes, executive director of the Boys Town Homes of Mary-
land, a young but fairly successful experiment in group rehabilitation for troubled
bos, 8 to 15 years old.

oys Town just closed two of its three group homes, cutting its capacity from
31 youths fo ju-st seven.
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"1 think this really is a loss," said Gorman Davis, who is in charge of the purchase
of child care for the Baltimore City Dept. of Social Services. "We should be opening
new homes, not closing them."

He said the city had 49 referrals-children who needed to be taken from their
homes for some reason and placed in a different environment-and was able to find
spots for only IS.

The closing of Boys Town homes meant the city had to find places for nine children.
"And there are not many places in the state where we can rush out and put nine 7
boys who need help," said Davis.

One went back to his parents, one to live with a brother, seven to other institutions,
and four to temporary foster homes until better arrangements can be made for them.

"Boys Town Homes did a very good job," said Davis. "They did some intensive
work with the boys."

There is no going back now. The home at 1701 Park Ave. has been sold. The
headquarters at 1801 Eutaw Place is on the market.

"They were not ideally suited for our needs anyway," said Hughes. "When we
get new locations they will be different." The only remaining facility is a homey-
type house unlike the two mansions. It is a frame dwelling at 5506 Magnolia Avenue,
at Northern Parkway.

Boys Town homes will continue this program of a high staff-resident ratio and
behavior modification. The latter is administered with the emphasis on the carrot,
not the stick. Boys at the home learn exactly what is expected of them and what
is forbidden, then earn points toward privileges by doing what they are supposed
to do.

The reason for closing two homes, for cutting back drastically the number of youths
being helped, is strictly money, said Hughes.

"We had about a $75,000 deficit last year and it would have been $100,000 this
year," he said. "We considered the alternatives and chose to continue with one home
on a full program."

He explained all of the boys are referred by the Dept. of Juvenile Services or
Dept. of Social Services, all are in the custody of the state. And the state is supposed
to pay the bills.

The amount is set by the legislature at $600 per month; up from $100 two years
ago. The care given by Boys Town, Hughes said, costs about $1,000 a month. In
the past, he said, much of the difference has been made up by federal grants, but
these are running out.

Agencies which refer children to Boys Town know the sum is inadequate, he said,
* but their hands are tied by their budgets and rules.

"It's time the state lived up to is responsibilities," he said. "All the child care
residents are running from year to year, wondering if they're going to make it."

Some have not, Harford Haven, Lutheran and Catholic homes have been or are
about to be closed.

Margaret Clark, a spokeswoman for Boys Town, said, "'If this happened to all group
homes, where would the crime rate go?-

"And what happens to the boys? They go back to the home which created the
trouble, or into an institution." Boys Town worked with parents as well as boys to
try to clear up the conflicts that caused boys to get into trouble which could lead
to delinquency.

"Some homes are heavily endowed and can dip into their reserves month after
month," said Mrs. Clark. "Those that are privately financed through donations just
can't keep the contributions coming in as fast as the debts."

One of the most frustrating aspects of child rehabilitation is deciding how to measure
success. Hughes said that since the first homes opened in 1970, about 100 troubled
young boys have been admitted to the program.

Some of these, especially at first when no methods had been worked out to determine
who would benefit by this program, left within hours or days of admission. So about
75 really became part of the program, said Hughes.

He estimated that 65 could be considered "successes," youths who have adapted
well to the group home living and showed some improvement in behavior.

This does not mean their problems are solved. But it shows what methods help
some individuals. Mafly of the boys have progressed well in their own homes or
foster homes after leaving Boys Town, Hughes said.

Some who could not adjust, went to what Hughes called "more structured situations,"
training schools.

Robert C. Hilson, director of the state department of juvenile services, said the
cost of keeping a boy in a training school is about the same as the cost of Boys
Town but the prognois is poorer.

?78406 0 - 76. 40
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"We really need beds in the community for this group (8 to 15 years)," he said.
"There are many children who might otherwise end up in training ,chools who simply
don't belong there."

He said the current $600-a-month rate "might be adequate at this time in rural
areas" but is not enough in the city, where Boys Town operates.

Hilson said he could not very well compare the boys in residential homes with
those in maximum security areas of training schools who are "more hardened offen-
dens."

He said Boys Town has been successful, especially with first offenders, and has
only a 25 per cent recidivism rate with its boys.

"This seemed like such an up-to-date, sensible way of trying to solve the juvenile
problem," said Robert B. Watts, an associate judge of the Supreme Bench and president
of Boys Town. "I am very disheartened.

"When you sit in court and send people to jail, you often know that if maybe
someone had gotten to them sooner it might not have happened."

He said he is convinced Boys Town was on the right track, trying to instill new
values and understanding in the boys, easing their emotional problems before sending
them home.

As evidence he pointed to boys returning to school and developing better relationships
with their parents through training and counseling at Boys Town.

The five-year statistical followup planned by Boys Town will have to be curtailed,
he said, but the nearly bankrupt group "will continue to fight."

"I can see very clearly how tragic this is," said Judge Watts. "These homes are
closing while public institutions are flooded."

Judge Robert I. H. Hammerman of the Supreme Bench has been interested in the
Boys Town Homes organization since its beginning, although he is not now associated
with it. "I think this is very definitely a severe loss," he said.

"They perform a marvelous service. They give us a desperately needed alternative
to incarceration. They've done a marvelous job.

"I've sent a number of boys there and I'm familiar with the staff and their commit-
ment."

Judge Hammerman said he believes the immediate loss of the resource is important,
but equally serious is the long-range effect of the closing.

"It will be a long time before we see organizations like this take up the fight
again. They will become so discouraged, so worn out they will just not come into
the field again."

He added that the "short-sighted policy" of allowing private rehabilitative homes
to close for lack of money will cost more in the long run. "The cost in stolen property,
injuries, perhaps deaths, and putting these juveniles through the criminal justice system
again is incalculable," he said.

Judge Hammerman said the closing of the Boys Town Homes is like losing "my
good right arm."

(From the Baltimore News American. Feb. 15. 19761

MARYLAND AGENCY FIGHts DELINQUENCY WITHOUT SENDING JUVENILES To JAIL

(By Carol Keiser)
Maryland became a national innovator in 1966 when it initiated a massive program

to combat the problems of troubled youth. Young offenders who were once treated
as adult criminals and punished as such were seen as young people with problems
in need of rehabilitation.

"The primary goal of the Dept. of Juvenile Services is to prevent delinquency and
provide rehabilitation programs for youths coming through the system," said Robert

Hilson, director of the department.
When the Maryland General Assembly created the juvenile services unit, the agency

was mandated to provide direct services to troubled youths; Prior to the new agency
probation and aftercare services were handled through the local courts.

The legislation creating the Dept. of Juvenile Services became a model for the
nation and embodied a six-point goal.

Protection, care, and sound mental and physical development of each child coming
through the system.

Removal of the stamp of criminality and the consequences of criminal behavior
from a youth committing a delinquent act.

Provision of a centralized statewide program of treatment, training and rehabilitation
for the youth while protecting the community that is victimized by the young offender.
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Placement of a child in a wholesome family environment whenever possible.
Separation of a child from his parents only when necessary for the child's welfare

or the protection of the public.
Judicial procedures to carry out the provision of the law.
To accomplish these goals, Juvenile Services has three broad areas of responsibility:

intake, community treatment and institutional treatment.
A revision to the Juveniles Causes statute in 1969 called for a "preliminary investiga-

tion into all complaints lodged against juveniles." Intake officers working throughout
the state's eight regions review all charges against a youth regardless of the source
of complaint. These include complaints from police, parents, school officials and private
citizens.

The intake officer is the key to the how far and in what direction the youth's
case will go. After screening the complaint, interviewing the charged youth and his
family, and taking into consideration cerain legal stipulations, the inte officer may:

Close the case at intake.
Place the youth on 90-day informal supervision.
Refer the youth to another unit of the Dept. of Health and Mental Hygiene.
Refer the youth to another child service agency or community counseling program.
Prepare and file a petition alleging the youth to be a child in need of assistance

or one in need of supervision (CINS), or request the local state's attorney to prepare
and fie a petition alleging the youth be delinquent; in these cases the youth appears
in juvenile court and a legal decision can be rendered.

Authorize the youth to be placed in detention for alleged delinquency offenses or
in shelter care for alleged CINS offenses until the court hearing.

There are two categories of young offenders. Delinquents are youths who have
committed criminal offenses such as stealing a car. The category termed CINS are
those young people guilty of offenses that wouldn't be a crime if committed by an
adult, e.g., truancy and running away.

The intake officer is the youth's first contact with the juvenile system. His role
is vital in that he prevents youths from going through the agonizing court procedures
when it is unnecessary.

He channels each individual to the area best suited to the individual problem. Less
than 50 per cent of the intake officer's cases go all the way to court.

In Maryland law, 14-year-olds committing murder or rape, and 16-year-olds commit-
ing robbery with a deadly weapon, are not within the juvenile court's jurisdiction.
The intake officer automatically waives this offender to adult court. The confidentiality
and special protection afforded to juveniles is also waived for that can.

The Community Treatment program began when it was realized that youths were
being placed indiscriminately in training schools. The majority could better learn to
cope with their problems while living in L community.

Juvenile Servwes began to purchase care for juvenile offenders in the community
in 1970. The community programs were designed to meet the specific needs of the
young offender while protecting the community at the same time.

The range of community treatment alternatives includes private and state-operated
group homes, shelter and specialized foster homes, day treatment programs, residential
treatment centers for emotionally disturbed youths, community counselhn; centers, youth
service bureaus, programs to divert youths from court, community detention, community
arbitration, and purchase of specific treatment and training services.

The available resources now operate at capacity. There are still many youths being
Inappropriately placed in institutions because of insufficient community resources for
their treatment.

"The community treatment programs help the young person learn to cope with
their problems in real life situations," said Terry Diener of Juvenile Services. "Almost
97 per cent of the youths coming into the system are placed in community-based
program."

Community programs range from "Ma and Pa." homes where the youth is taken
into the family as a member, to the Youth Service Center where the youth lives
in his own home and reports to the Center for school.

The third area of Juvenile Service is the training school which the Department
attempts to use as little as possible. [a 1968, eight percent of all referrals to the
Department were placed in Institutions. Today, less than three per cent are placed
in these juvenile facilities.

Contributing to the declining use of the training schools Is a 1974 state law prohibiting
CINS from being placed in these institutions. Maryland has become one of those
states commiting the least amount of youths to training schools.
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"Realistically, as much as we'd like all the youths who come through the system
to be treated in the community, there are just some kids who have to be completely
separated into training schools," Ms. Diencr said.

Youths needing the close control that the training schools provide benefit from
a vocational and educational program that in many ways surpasses the public school
system.

Through the education program the youth can improve his academic achievement
by 1.6 grades for every month in the program. The vocational program teaches specific
marketable skills that are in demand.

"The 16-17-year-old dropout is the most unemployable group today," Ms. Diener
said. "We offer a kid his high school equivalency, and if he shows an interest in
college, we offer scholarships. For those wanting a skill we work with vocational
schools and local businesses in providing training in cosmetology, electronics, mechanics,
dry cleaning, brick laying and other fields. We also place them in job positions when
they leave the juvenile system."

The youths in the institutions participate in a nationally-acclaimed treatment program,
unique to Maryland, known as Guided Peer Influence, (G.P.I.).

Through a structured group process, the youths help each other with their ani-
social behavior problems. The process is complemented by behavior modification and
one-to-one counseling.

The youths participate in their own aftercare plans, and each is accepted by a
school, job, training program or armed forces before being released.

The recidivism rate for training school youths is 50 per cent. Of the 50 per cent
of the cases that the intake officer does not send to court, 75 per cent of these
youths do not appear in the juvenile system again over a period of six years.

"Our intake procedures also aid in lowering the youths' recidivism rates," Ms. Diener
said. "We believe that the farther the youth gets into the system, the more likely
he is to recidivate. By screening each case, the intake officer prevents youths from
going farther into the system than necessary."

Responding to a 1971 legislative mandate, Juvenile Services is working with communi-
ties to provide prevention services to youths.

The prevention program operates on a two-fold philosophy; that the farther the
youth gets into the juvenile justice system, the harder it is for him to extricate himself;
and that local communities are in the best position to recognize and serve the needs
of the maladjusted youth who is not functioning within that community.

"Youth Services Bureaus provide counseling for youths and are run by individual
communities," Ms. Diener said. "Youths may be referred to these bureaus or they
may just walk in off the street with their problems."

Ms. Diener said it is difficult to meai6.ir j the effectiveness of the prevention efforts,
but she does believe many youths benefit from it.

The Department of Juvenile Services' biggest problem, according to Ms. Diener,
is the inablity to effectively deal with youths who don't fal under any specific program.

"We have some kids who are falling through the slats, so to speak. For example,
agressive retardates who are very streetwise, but not very bright, don't fall into any
o the community-based programs. We have only one very small program at Boys
Village for these youths."

Another problem is the lack of facilities for mentally handicapped and emotionally
disturbed youths. "Hospitals ar not equipped to give these youngsters the special
attention they need."

Ms. Diener also expressed a need for more staff, volunteers, group homes, and
shelter care parents.

The broad concepts creating the Dept. of Juvenile Services and placing it within
the Department of Health and Mental Hyiene, have given the health and juvenile
justice administrators in the state the flexibility to seek" Innovative ways to help troubled
youth.

The changes since 1967 have been progressive and historic. All are directed to
relevant and effective treatment programs, and to reducing the number of children
entering the juvenile justice system each year.

Maryland has accomplished much since 1967. There is still much left to do.
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(From the Baltimore News American, Apr. 18, 19761

JUDGE HAMMERMAN SAYS STATE SYSTEM DoEsN'T WoRK

(By William Stump)
Under Maryland law status offenders are called Children in Need of Supervision-and

Judge Robert I. H. Hammerman says we're doing a rotten job helping them.
Hamerman, a city Supreme Bench justice who until 1975 was judge for eight

years of the bench's Juvenile Court, was a major supporter of successful state legislation
which now keeps truants out of the courts and thus out of the Training School.

But these children, plus ungovernables and runaways, the other broad classifications
of status offenders, do not get sufficient rehabilitative treatment, and nothing much
is being done to improve the situation."Nobody seems to have the guts and the imagination to bring about effective
changes," says the judge.

"These kids don't belong in the judicial system," he continues. "They have emotional
problems, and if you don't deal with those, you don't do anything. If treatment is
going to be successful, is has to be intensive. The state is geared to short-term treatment,
six months or so, but we need a long range approach. It can take a long time to
help some of these kids.'Historically we've dumped them into the courts, and the excuse is always 'Who
else is going to take care of them?' That's self-serving and self-perpetuating. It will
continue unless we say it has to stop; when you give the authorities an option, you
get inertia. You'll get changes only if you make them act."

Judge Hammerman believes that treatment centers should be established within com-
munities, and he thinks the state legislature should mandate which agencies-either
existing ones or perhaps an entirely new youth bureau-should have the responsibility
of providing services to help troubled children with emotional and family difficulties.

He says that Maryland has the resources to do the job. He believes the costs would
be no greater than they are now, maybe even less. He sees some form of care purchase,
in which the state pays agencies or homes a share of the treatment, and he sees
the involvement of a variety of volunteer agencies.

"It will be a difficult transition, and some kids will get dropped through the cracks
during it," he says. "But we have to find places to help the ungovernable kids, the
runaways and the truants make better lives for themselves. Truants are people with
entirely bleak futures and during the last school year there were nearly 36,000 of
them-that means 36,000 who were absent more than 40 days-in Baltimore."

Adding to the difficulties, Judge Hammerman is convinced, is fear of failure. "We're
afraid to fail," he says. "We're going to rail with some kids, and when we do, why
don't we just admit it? The way we handle these people now is archaic, discredited.
We simply sweep the problems under the rug. If we deal with children through treatment
instead of the courts, I think the kids will be better served, and the courts will
be more effective because they'll be able to concentrate on dealing with delinquents."

Judge Hammerman blames the city's schools for much of the trouble. He calls
the school system rigid, unimaginative and uncaring. Last month, in testimony before
the City Council, he said the schools are too "unbending" in the emphasis on straight
academics, resulting in the alienation of thousands of youngsters not suited for a
traditional curriculum.

He recommended that students be tested for aptitudes at an early age and channeled
into programs designed to stimulate their potentials, and he cited the successful results
of New York's mini-schools, which are vocationally-oriented; "imaginative courses,"
he told the council, have turned truants into youngsters eager to come to school.

"The truancy rate dropped and the reading level went up," Judge Hammerman
says in further describing the results. "it could be done here. But the people who
run the schools basically are very conservative. And they don't have time to think.
All the systems concerned wih children ought to have think-tank people-planners,
innovators-to help us get Into the future."

The current state of juvenile justice in Baltimore? Judge Hammerman is gloomy
about it. It is better than it was a few years ago, he says, and better than in many
other large cities. But it is a long way from approaching adequacy; the failures in
handling status offenders extends to lawbreakers as well.

"We have not made any commitment to deal with juvenile problems," he says.
"Kids are in trouble for many reasons-their exposure to violence on the street and
on television, broken families, lack of jobs, poor health, emotional deprivation, drugs,
the constant mobility."
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In fiscal 1975 a total of 1,794 Children in Need of Supervision-or CINs, as the
courts call them-came to the official attention of the state's office of the Dept.
of Juvenile Services in the city. Included were 990 ungovernables, 414 runaways and
330 truants; most were 15, 16 and 17 years old.

During the same period 18,268 boys and girls came through the department's intake
process, and 7,348 went to court. According to Edward J. Lang, regional supervisor
of the department's city office, the number of CINs and delinquents jumped 16.4
per cent over 1974."There's been a steady upward movement since 1970," says Lang. "The real jump
has come since 1974."

"Unless we make changing the situation a top priority we're going to pay a heavy
price," Judge Hammerman concluded. "We're talking about thousands of troubled
or delinquent children in Baltimore alone. We're talking about 45 per cent of the
11,000 children born last year being illegitimate-that's 5,000 children.

"But young people have no voice. They're the constituency of no one. And we
squander money because of lobbyists and special interests. The Jones Falls Expressway
extension is an example. $30 million for no reason except self-serving special interests.

"So for the future I'm hopeful; but I'm not optimistic. Being hopeful means that
something may happen if you work and try for it."

(From the Baltimore Sun, May 23, 19761

JUVENILE JUSTICE HELD "FAILURE"

New York-The chairman of a six-year national study of youth crime said yesterday,
"It has become increasingly apparent that our traditional system of juvenile justice
is a failure.

"It neither safeguards our society from violent juveniles nor provides adequate protec-
tion for the alarmingly large number of children reared in brutal environments," said
Chief Judge Irving R. Kaufman, of the United States Court of Appeals in New York.

He said the study will recommend a number of reforms including diverting first
offenders in appropriate cases to youth-service agencies instead of the formal court
process where detention may mean "expert training in crime."

It also will call for upgrading family courts, providing lawyers for children in
delinquency proceedings, giving notice and hearing before school discipline and helping
children, not punishing them, he said.

Judge Kaufman was head of the joint commission of the American Bar Association
A and the Institute of Judicial Administration that produced the forthcoming 23-volume

study.
Since 1960, violent crime arrests of youths have~increased by 246 per cent-twice

as fast as the comparative rate for adults, Judge Kaufman said.
"Indeed, children between 10 and 17-a mere 16 per cent of the population-account

currently for almost 50 percent of all arrests for theft and criminal violence," he
said. "Other satistics reflect the distressing magnitude of violent conduct directed against
children.

"Millions of our children grow up in home atmospheres of hate and squalor which
breed hostility and failure."

(From the Baltimore Sun, May 24. 19761

FROM EVERY VIEWPOINT, JUVENILE JusTIcE FALLS SHORT

(By Michael Wentzel and Joan Jacobson)
Mayland's juvenile justice system is a system in trouble.
As seen through the eyes of police, rosecutors and juvenile workers in the Baltimore

suburbs, the system suffers from a nigtmare caused by a lack of funds, an overworked
staff and the steadily expanding role of youths in crime.

High-ranking administrators as well as street-level counselors say the system is blunted
further by a lack of coordination among the agencies that handle family problems
and by a lack of knowledge on just how to best handle troubled and delinquent
youths.

The juvenile justice system as it operates in the suburbs shows the same stark
symptoms that clog and almost neutralize the system in Baltimore City.

These symptoms-from bureaucratic inefficency to the swelling numbers of youths
in trouble-erode juvenile justice across the state and the nation.
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It is not simply an urban problem or a suburban crisis. It is seen by critics as
the failure of every phase and step within the maze that makes up the state's juvenile
justice system to reverse the darkening shadow of juvenile crime.

Each facet of the system has a philosophy and a set of problems that contribute
to reducing the system s effectiveness:

Police and prosecutors, who each day must face both the juveniles on the street
and the victims of crime, argue that the system lets the youth go too easily without
punishment or actual treatment.

"The law clearly states that the first responsibility of the state is to the youngster,"
says Robert 0. Mathews, Jr., Howard county police chief, "and the second one is
to public safety. We've got to reverse that or at least make it equal."

The administrators of the Department of Juvenile Services, the office that attempts
to diagnose and rehabilitate juvenile offenders, complain that theirs is not a system
that has failed but one that never has been allowed to operate on an effective level.

The DJS budget for next year has no funds for additional counselors, for example,
yet the caseload has increased 19 per cent. This is like asking the same staff to
do a sixth day of work in the same five-day work week.

Juvenile counselors, those who interview the youth and his parents after he has
been charged with an offense, live in a crowded world that frequently demands they
diagnose in 30 minutes problems that have been developing for 15 years.

Probation counselors throughout the metropolitan area must deal with caseloads
of between 30 and 75 juveniles, a situation that an Anne Arundel county counselor
says means that counselors deal only with emergencies and not with each youth who
needs help to keep him from another burglary or shoplifting."We put out fires." Mildred B. W. Rayhart says. "And we just go from one fire
to the next."

The juvenile masters, who administrate part of the system and hear cases, act with
a weak, second-hand judicial power and characterize themselves as personifications
of the low priority of the Juvenile justice system in the state.

Most masters, along with judges and juvenile experts, believe that the master system
should be abolished.

Judges in the state, while calling for a full-fledged court to handle juvenile and
family cases, have heavy caseloads and avoid juvenile cases, perhaps for lack of glamour,
and because, as Judge James L. Wray, of the Anne Arundel County Circuit Court,
says, "There is just an endless parade of depressing, hopeless cases."

And one common, insistent complaint comes from many quarters: There are not
enough competent training camps, rehabilitation centers, foster homes, diagnostic facili-
ties, psychologists and counselors.

Increases in crime by juveniles in suburban Baltimore counties are reflections of
trends throughout the country.

The cases handled by the state Department of Juvenile Services have shown steady
growth in recent years. And the department's figures don't include cases handled
and cleared by police.

In Anne Arundel county, 5,296 cases involving some offense by a juvenile were
handled in fiscal 1975, an increase of 42.9 per cent over the 1974 figure. In Mont-
gomery county, there was a 48.7 per cent increase in juvenile cases.

Baltimore county handled 6,838 juvenile cases, a 23.6 per cent increase.
Harford county experienced a 9.1 per cent increase in juvenile cases while Carroll

county figures show a 21.9 per cent increase and Howard county a 19.4 per cent
increase.

Baltimore city with 20,690 cases in 1975 still led the state, but the percentage
shift is to the suburbs. In 1973, Baltimore city accounted for 42.2 per cent of the
cases in the state involving juveniles. Last year, the city had 36.2 per cent of the
cases.

The number of youngsters under 18 arrested in the United States in 1973 increased
144 per cent over the total arrested in 1960. The increase for those over 18 was
only 1 6.8 per cent.

Of the 316,000 people arrested for burglary in the country in 1974, 54 per cent
were under 18. At least a million youngsters under 18 were involved with the nation's
juvenile courts during 1975.

The recidivism rate of juvenile offenders, a topic of great debate but one difficult
to study accurately, also is a growing concern to Maryland officials.

The Department of Juvenile Services conducted a study of cases between 1968
to 1973 which showed a 24.5 per cent rate of juveniles in the state who are repeat
offenders.

This means, a departmental study says, one out of every four get in trouble again
while a juvenile.
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A study by the Maryland Bar Association showed a 25.5 per cent recidivism rate
statewide, but an intensive study by the bar group of a smaller group of cases in
Baltimore city and six counties found a 45.5 per cent rate of recidivism.

Critics say this high rate shows that the system is not working, while juvenile officials
say a ".750 batting average in any league is damned good."

Much of the controversy surrounding the juvenile justice system involves the
philosophy of Maryland's "progressive" juvenile law, which says basically that juveniles
should not be punished for their crimes.

The purposes of the law, outlined in the law itself, are: "To provide for the care,
protection, and wholesome mental development of children . . . and to provide for
a program of treatment, training and rehabilitation consistent with the child's best
interests and the protection of the public interest."

The law also lists as a goal the removal from children committing delinquent acts
the taint of criminality and the consequences of criminal behavior.

The police, the Department of Juvenile Services and the courts administer the law's
philosophy with input from a number of other agencies, including the Department
of Social Services.

Yet, officials in all of them admit there is little or no coordination and each of
the agencies may be providing services to the same family and never contact each
other.

While the size of police forces has increased, the size of the police departments,
Juvenile divisions probably has not. The beat patrolman handling troubled youths and
delinquents frequently has little training and little respect for "the social workers"
he feels are easy on the kids.

The Department of Juvenile Services experienced a 19.3 per cent increase in cases
across the state in 1975. The department's budget, which has remained at about 1.5
per cent of the state's total budget for the last five years, increased only 1.6 per
cent for fiscal 1977 with no increases in staff except for federally financed programs.

Robert C. Hilson, DJS director, says a major change in the low state commitment
to juvenile justice will be needed to begin to turn the problem around.

"We have one of the best laws in the United States and not enough services to
back it up," Mr. Hiison says.

This means that the 15-year-old arrested for a second or third time by police probably
will survive a short interview by a juvenile counselor with a heavy schedule and
be back to freedom. If he is placed on probation, the counselor will have little time
for him unless It is an emergency or the youth is in serious trouble.

The res tlt often is the 15-year-old feels he has beaten the system. And the police
and the frightened community agree.

The obvious answers are more money, more staff and more services, things the
state has been reluctant to fund. But the first answer, most critics agree, is coordina-
tion-perhaps the establishment of a family court to organize and administer all fami-
ly-connected services, including juvenile delinquency.

Many experts feel that money isn't the only ingredient. These experts call for involve-
ment on the community level.

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards wrote: "If this
country is to reduce crime, there must be a willingness on the part of every citizen
to give of himself, his time, his energy and his imagination."

Still, there seem to be real limits on how much anyone can understand or accomplish
in the complex and often bleak world of troubled youth and juvenile crime.

(From the Baltimore Sun, May 25, 19761

JUVENILE DELINQUENT SYsTEM FRUSTmArIs POLICE

(By Michacl Wentul and Ann Jacobson)

Day after day police arrest juveniles for burglary, auto theft and other adult crimes.
The law says the police must treat them as children.

Chronic juvenile delinquents know the juvenile justice system will keep them on
the streets even after they are caught a few times burglarizing or vandalizing a neighbor-
hood.

The Maryland juvenile delinquency law emphasizes rehabilitation, not incarceration.
Delinquents today are starting out younger and committing more serious crimes.

And police In once quiet suburbs of Baltimore are facing a delinquency problem
that has overwhelmed their city counterparts for years.

With the changes, most police have become extremely critical of the juvenile justice
system.
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One of those critics, Robert 0. Mathews, Jr., Howard county police chief, cites
county crime statistics:

"Here's a youngster born in 1961," says Chief Mathews, thumbing through a pile
of files. "Two counts of burglary and one peeping tom, trespassing, runaway, rogue
and vagabond, vandalism, burglary, trespassing-and this is all between September,
1974, to August, 1975. This youngster never served a day in training school. He
never even went to juvenile court."

"I think more cases ought to -ome to us," says Howard Merker, deputy state's
attorney for Baltimore county. "Kids today know their records have to be pretty
bad before theyll be taken to court. But I think they ought to get that traumatic
experience in court."

Police officers who cruise the streets day after day express outrage when they con-
tinually see the same youngsters they have arrested, sometimes more than once, for
stealing, destroying property and breaking into homes and stores.

"We've got to face the fact that there are bad boys but there are also animals
at the age of 16, like there are animals at the age of 35. We cannot continually
patronize and placate these kids," says Chief Mathews.

Anyone under 18 is considered a juvenile and cannot be ut in jail after arrest.
Exceptions to the age cutoff are 16 for armed robbery and 15 for murder and forcible
raInstead, when a juvenile is apprehended, the police officer, after reading the youngster
his rights and writing a routine report, must call the youth's parents to take the
child home to await a call from the Department of Juvenile Services.

From here, a juvenile services intake counselor will decide if the case will go to
juvenile court, will be handled informally without court action or will be dropped
altogether.

Many police officers and prosecutors argue that the intake officer is not trained
legally for the decisions he makes in dropping cases or sending them to juvenile
court.

"You see what happens now, you arrest the youngster, and within 30 days an
intake counselor decides to adjudicate the case on an informal basis," Chief Mathews
says. "Then you see the continual offenders. Our police officers become frustrated
with the system because they keep arresting the same face over and over again for
the same basic offense.

"And they have no idea why the person hasn't been confined."
Police and juvenile services have opposing definitions of juvenile delinquency. Police

who are confronted daily by juveniles are looking for punishment as an answer to
the crimes.

Juvenile services counselors, on the other hand, accuse police of ignoring the young-
sters' behavorial problems which are often the root of the crimes.

They criticize prosecutors for being too hasty in asking judges to waive juveniles
into the adult system when the resources of the juvenile system-repeated probation
and training school-have not been exhausted.

But the number of cases sent from the police to the juvenile services administration
is climbing and exceeds both the manpower of juvenile services and the suburban
police departments.

The system's malfunction, some plice say, begins in the home and is only deteri-
orated further by the law. "Once the family breaks down the system will not work,"
says Lt. John E. Koontz, of the State Police in Westminster.

Maj. Patricia A. Hanges, head of Baltimore County Police Department's youth bureau,
says she worries the system does not make juveniles and parents accountable for
crimes.

"it takes a week or two before Department of Juvenile Services even talks to the
child after he is apprehended by police," Major Hanges says. "The juvenile justice
system is so overcrowded it's becoming totally ineffective.

"Here's little Johnny Joneb who gets picked up for stealing Joey Smith's $70 bike.
Police bring him in. They have a little interview with him. Jones is back out in
the neighborhood that night and he's telling everbody, 'man, I stole that bike and
here I am out on the street.' "

Major Hanges' blunt arguments are repeated by police throughout Baltimore's sub-
urbs.

Because of the frustration with the state juvenile law and with the overcrowded
Department of Juvenile Services, the larger suburban jurisdictions like Baltimore and
Montgomery counties have turned to a program they call diversion.

Diversion applies to first-time offenders and is an alternative to sending a case
to the intake counselors at the Department of Juvenile Services.
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The police department takes the first-time offender, the teen-ager who smashes a
neighbor's windows or shoplifts some lipsticks from a drug store.

The youngster is counseled by police department staff who try to find the root
of the youngster's problem before he or she $ets into more serious trouble. Police
often urge the child and parents pay the victim either with money or services.

But Major Hanges cautions: "We don't coddle these kids. If they come in here
and they have a bad attitude, and they're arrogant . . . then the kids go to juvenile
court."

Anne Arundel county does not use diversion because it has a community arbitration
system, a quasi-judicial hearing that deals with misdemeanor offenses. An arbitrator
meets with the young offender, his parents and the victim to find a way to deal
with the problem, such as restitution by working in the community.

Diversion is not practiced in the smaller jurisdictions where all cases are sent to
Department of Juvenile Services.

In the five counties that surround the city-Baltimore, Anne Arundel, Carroll, Harford
and Howard-the number of cases sent from the police department to DJS between
1974 and 1975 has grown by 32 per cent-from 9,530 in 1974 to 12,593 in 1975.

Large percentages of the total arrests in the suburbs are juveniles, with burglary,
assault and auto theft the most frequently committed crimes by juveniles. In 1975,
44 per cent of the arrests in Baltimore county were juveniles; 25 per cent in Harford
county; 25 per cent in Carroll county; 24 per cent in Anne Arundel county, and
2 per cent in Howard County.

However, despite the large percentage of juvenile arrests, suburban police departments
utilize few if any of their officers to deal specifically with youth.

In Baltin%.,:,' s five suburban counties, only two have youth bureaus in their police
departments. Baltimore county has a staff of 19-detectives, officers and one counselor
for 11-, diversion program. Anne Arundel has three detectives.

[From the Baltimore Sun, May 26, 19761

FUNDS, STAFF LACK GivEs DJS FEELINGS OF FUTILITY

(By Michael Wentzel and Joan Jacobson)

"The-utter futility of articulating the chronic staff shortage and attendant problems
has become obvious. Nothing will happen, no one who has the authority to correct
the situation will respond."
Memo to state from David W. Larom, Anne Arundel county supervisor of Department

of Juvenile Services.
Dave Larom is a juvenile delinquent from New York who made good.
He remembers being arrested and going to court, but most of all he remembers

his probation officer.
"I was only one of a few cases he had," he recalls. "It's no wonder he was able

to help me."
Mr. Larom now heads a county department that will handle more than 7,000 cases

this year, nearly a 20 per cent increase over the last. The state did not fund any
increase in staff.

Many of his probation officers will have 70 cases each,-whilk the demand for the
time of his intake counselors will be so much that they sometimes can spend only
15 minutes with each case.

The only new people he can get he obtains through what he calls "the creative
art of writing federal grants."

But, federal grants run out. So there never are enough people."We don't have enough people to accurately diagnose and plan treatment for
delinquents," he says. "We lose track of them, and they are out in the community
and will finally come back in to us after they've done something else and will have
to be put away because they haven't had the treatment the law says they deserve
to have."

"Ultimately, our judgment is a subjective judgment based on a feeling for the kid
and the family and for the personality of the child. We are a bureaucracy dealing with
an imperfect science.'

Laurens Carner, Anne Arundel county intake supervisor.

The intake counselor has a great deal of power in the juvenile justice system. This
counselor decides if there is a case against the juvenile and if the pase should go
to court.
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In fiscal 1975 in Maryland, only 36.9 per cent of the 57,162 cases handled by
the Department of Juvenile Services went to court.

Intake counselors across the state last year disapproved or closed 50.1 per cent
of the cases. This means the counselors decided the legal case was insufficient or
could be dismissed after a warning and without further supervision.

This crucial decision, because of staff problems in most of the metropolitan counties,
is made after only a short interview."I regret saying this," says Ann E. Sentman, intake counselor in Anne Arundel
county, "but the number of bodies out in the hallway determines the amount of
time I take. I try to take as much time as I can."

The hallways often are crowded with children and parents. On her first day at
work in the county, Ann Sentman had 50 interviews.

"I try to find out what the act-a burglary or whatever-meant to the kid," she
says. "I try to find out what is in his head, what his attitudes are, what kind of
supervision he gets at home. I look at the attitude of his parents during the interview.
I check prior records if I can. I try to make the interview as therapeutic as I can.
I explain what the alternatives are and what might happen if he continues. I admit
that what I decide is almost a gut reaction."

This is done in about 45 minutes.
The intake counselor also can put a youth on informal supervision and, if the

counselor has time, work with the child and his family.
Intake counselors handled 13 per cent of their 57,162 cases this way in fiscal 1975.

This is in addition to the 50.1 per cent closed or disapproved by the counselors.
It is this visible 63.1 per cent of 57,162 cases that intake counselors kept out

of court that draws fire from police, prosecutors and communities.
"We are trained to work with kids and to know what is the best course of action

and best treatment for kids," Dave Larom, the DJS supervisior in Anne Arundel,
says. "Law enforcement officials have no business in treatment."

"I would have a horrible time here and I would be terribly overworked if it were
not for the great agencies in the county."

Joseph E. Walter, intake counselor in Carroll county.
Joe Walter is the only intake counselor in Carroll county. Lat year he handled

more than 800 referrals.
Since he is the only intake counselor, he also must handle night calls that roust

him out of bed about twice a week.
"The Youth Services Bureau here is one of the very best agencies I have ever

known," Mr. Walter says. "Junction, the agency that handles drug cases in the county,
is trememdous. Without them, I'd be lost."

Joe Walter knows the pressures of the job. He has worked in Flagstaff, Ariz., and
Baltimore city as an intake counselor. In the 2% years he has been in Carroll county,
he has watched the rate of referrals increase.

"I get along great with about half the police and the other half hate me for not
sending everything into court," he says. "We have a good state's attorney here and
the police and the victim have the right to petition my decision to the state's attorney.
He has reversed me more than previous state's attorneys but I trust his discretion."

"We only stamp out fires. If a kid isn't afire, you don't do anything."
Mildred B. W. Rayhart, supervisor of probation in Anne Arundel county.

There are four probation counselors in Anne Arundel county who carry more than
70 cases. The other probation counselors have less but only because they are on
grants and cannot go above a certain level.

'rh probation counselor gets a juvenile who has been through court. The juvenile
knows the system and has had to be involved in a number of crimes before he
reaches the probation stage.

By the time probation gets involved, the youths are streetwise and the families
are in trouble. The job asks for the probation counselor to handle both.

Charles Ford, who handles the southern part of Anne Arundel county, has a case
load of more than 60 juveniles each month. He travels hundreds of miles every week.

Charles Pettibone handles the heart of the county. His caseload peaked at 67 in
December, 1975. But, a federal employment program enabled him to split his territory.
He now has 35 youths on his list.

"I aim to see everyone," Chip Pettibone says. "But, I never can. Some I see often.
Others, I don't see at all. It makes a big difference having fewer cases. I can spend
time with the kid and his family and I can spend more time with more people.
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If I can't spend time with them, they just go back with the friends they got in trouble
with."

Chip Pettibone, who inherited a caseload of 25 on his first day at work and never
received any training until the fourth month on the job, knows he can't do it all.

"We need more foster homes, group homes, vocational training, schools for re-
education," he says.

"There are definitely some kids who take to rehabilitation. But when a kid corne
to court over and over and he is sent to a counseling agency 10 times, I don't think
it's been terribly successful.

"We have to rehabilitate, but at times you'd think the kid has no right to punishment.
I can't see where It doe, any good to force $10,000 worth of psychiatry down his
throat If it doesn't help him."
Greg D. Corbin, juvenile counselor, Baltimore county Department of Juvenile Services.

As long as the Maryland law calls for reforming delinquents instead of punishing
them, juvenile counselors will keep referring them to tutors and family counselors
with state money.

Only as a last resort are delinquents sent to training schools.
Most youths, who come to juvenile services by way of the police department or

the school system, never come back after their fimn visit.
But sometimes a youth is referred one, two cr maybe five times before juvenile

services will send him to court. Then the court might put him on probation.
"So, the next day, he goes out and comm'tn th. same offense. He wasn't punished

so he tried it again," says Rudolph J. Horried, a probation supervisor for Baltimore
county.

"As long as we have a law that says they're delinquent (rather that criminal)
we must help them."

"CINS cases are almost Impossible to deal with because we have no hammer, no
alternative when dealing with these kids."

Robert T. Jacobs, juvenile counselor in Baltimore county.
CINS, or Children in Need of Supervision, are youths who run away from home,

are truant from school, or whose parents can no longer control them. In January
1974, a law was paused preventing courts from sending CINS to training school.

If a youth refuses to go to school, or continually runs away from home, it is an
educational or a family problem. An outside counselor can do little to help if the
family or school won't cooperate with the counselor.

"Maybe the kid is heavily involved in drug use, but he's never been caught for
drug use, only for running away,'. says Mr. Jacobs.

"A man came in here one day with his son. The man had two or three marriages.
He's had 16 kkd, and he's tired now. He has trouble with his teen-age son. He doesn't
want the responsibility anymore."

James L. Scagg, supervisor for Harford county Department of Juvenile Services.
Mr. Scagg continues the story.
"He says, 'I've had this kid for 16 years and I'm tired of him.' Little does he

know that for 16 years he's screwed the kid's mind up.
"Parents want to leave their kids here with us. They start walking out the door

and we have to say, 'hey, wait a minute, come back here. this is your responsibility.'
"We're dealing with human nature, not with cop and wheels you can put back

together again."
Today's troubled teen-agers often are the products of irresponsible parents. Mr.

Scan says the Department of Juvenile Services has become a last resort for parents
who have lost control of their children.

He argues that juvenile services also has become the dumping ground, not only
for unwanted teen-agers, but for the Board of Education's acute truancy cases and
for the Department of Social Services family cases that develop into juvenile delinquen-
cy cases.

"Not much is being done to make parents responsible. We've become a babysitting
service. The Depiartment of Juvenile Services is often thought of as a second-class
citizen. We don t carry the clout that social services and the board of education
carry."

"My job is prevention. -1 go everywhere to talk to people-sto schools, communtie-I
try to reach as many peopl as possible. We have to start early to prevens Juvenile
problems. We have to start in the schools, to teach kids how to be responsible parents
when they grow up, and how to decie whether or not to be parents at all.
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"We have people coming in here with their kids. They say, 'We had no idea it would
be this difficult to bring up a child. We don't want him anymore.'

Harry Langmead, prevention specialist,
Baltimore county Department of Juvenile Services.

Mr. Langmead is paid as a prevention specialist through a federal grant. The money
will run out this fall and his position will be eliminated.

His job is to go into the communities, to explain to people they can't run away
from neighborhood youth problems. They must let rehabilitation agencies like group
homes and Youth Service Bureaus come into their backyards.

"But communities don't want to deal with prevention," he says.
Mr. Langmead, the only prevention specialist in the county, says he is overwhelmed

by the scope of his job.
"Yes, I guess my job is to change society," he says.

(From the Baltimore Sun, May 26, 19761

JUVENILE SERVICES CHIEF WANTS HIGHER PRIORITY, MORE MONEY
Robert C. Hilson has that quiet look of a man who has learned to weather the

storms of government.
He heads the Department of Juvenile Services, a state Health Department agency

under attack and blamed for the increase in juvenile crime.
He faces a department that he feels is understaffed and often troubled with morale

problems.
And each year he must go to the state almost begging for funds.
"The needs of the troubled youth, and the youth in trouble, in Maryland must

receive a higher priority within state government if we are to have any impact upon
reducing the ever increasing incidents of juvenile crime and thereby make our society
a safer place in which to live," Mr. Hilson wrote in a cover letter to his 1975 annual
report to Dr. Neil Solomon, state health secretary.

It is a letter he has written many, many times.
"Our services are grossly inadequate," Mr. Hilson says. "Every aspect of the depart-

ment is underfunded. We have not kept pace with the demands made by increasing
juvenile crime or changing philosophies of treatment.

"The law we have is a very good law if we had the tools to implement it. There
is no increase in our budget for fiscal 1977 for intake counselors, yet referrals to
intake are up 19 per cent. That's like adding another day's work.

"Something has to give. Unfortunately, it's the quality of work that goes. An intake
counselor can't spend a half hour with a family and get the job done."

On his desk he has a thick report with rumpled edges. It is a recently completed
five-year plan for the department.

He describes it as "conservative, realistic and definitely not the ideal budget."
"This plan will only meet our minimum program needs," Mr. Hilson says. "it will

not keep pace with the increasing workload. It is a realistic approach to money,
not our needs."

Yet, this proposed five-year plan calls for budget increases the department has not
seen in years.

For fiscal 1977, the department received a state-funded increase of 1.6 per cent.
The department's budget has been 1.5 per cent of the total state budget for years.

The plan includes three budgetary option levels-a 5 per cent increase, an 8 per
cent increase and a 10 per cent increase for each of the 5 years.

The 10 per cent budget alternative for fiscal 1978 calls for a total departmental
budget of $32,627,652 providing 124 new positions to the statewide staff of 1,462.

This is up from the current budget of $29,436,390.
The 10 per cent alternative budget of $35,940,448 providing 130 new positions.
The director predicts that with proper case load levels, the recidivism rate could

be cut by as much as 10 per cent, down from a level that varies in the metropolitan
area from 25 per cent to 45 per cent.

Mr. Hilson says the 10 per cent budget is the minimum increase the department
must have to handle the expanding workload.

"Actually, we need to double our staff to do the job," Mr. Hilson says. "There
must be a major turnaround in commitment of state funds If we are to do our job.
If the state is concerned, they must stop paying only lip service to the problem.
It's been a long time since we received a 10 per cent budget increase, but I'm op-
timistic."

On an equal plane with money in Mr. Hilson's eyes is coordination.
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"We have a nonsystem," he says. "Everyone in the juvenile justice 'system, every
component, has a responsibility and an interdependence upon the other. This implies
coordination. And I don't see any.

"There is a real fragmentation of duties and duplication of duties. And I don't
see anyone doing anything about it. I support anything that will end fragmentation
and bring about coordination."

He will not say outright that his department should be separated from Dr. Solomon's
far-flung Health Department. But, he does support a family court concept and a reor-
ganization of his department.

"I don't consider myself a health official," Mr. Hilson says. "Dr. Solomon knows
that. A better answer might be a department of youth affairs."

He says the state must place juvenile problems higher in its list of priorities, but
adds that communities must do the same.

"The tough test for the juveniles comes in living in the community, not in living
in institutions," he says. "We must have programs that show the troubled youth how
to live in the community. And the community must accept these programs and become
involved in them."

(From the Baltimore Sun, June 17, 19761

PANEL ASKS JUDGES FOR JUVENILES

(By Michael Wentzel)
The Governor's Commission on Juvenile Justice has voted to recommend to the

General Assembly that the use of masters for hearing juvenile cases be abolished.
The commission's recommendation is that judges should be handling all juvenile

cases in the state by July, 1978.
"The kids have a right to a better shake and to better justice than they are receiving

now," said Delegate David (. Ross (D., P.G. 24th), a member of the commission
who is a former master.

The commission recommendation parallels one by the Maryland Judicial Conference,
the organization of state judges, which in April called for the abolition of masters.

The judge's conference recommendation, however, is more conservative, calling for
a rive-year phasing out of masters.

The commission describes its recommendation as the opinion and direction the com-
mission would like to proceed but lists it as tentative until public hearings are held.

In a series of articles on juvenile justice in The Evening Sun in May, the masters
t6 system was described by many officials and judges as "illustrative of the low priority

of juvenile justice."
The series pointed out that a number of those involved in juvenile justice in the

state have urged the abolition of masters.
There are 7 full-time masters in Baltimore city and 1 I other masters in eight counties.
Under the masters Srstem, the masters act as referees hearing the charges against

a juvenile and then writing up a report that includes a decision in the cases.
The masters cannot make final decisions. A judge must review the cases and sign

the final orders. If the defense or the prosecution objects, another hearing is required
before a judge.

"I feel very strongly about accountability," Delegate Ros said. "I think that the
man who looks the kid in the eye should make the decision and that man should
be a judge.

"The idea that a judge knows about a case before a master is a fable," he said.
"To say that the circuit court judge reviewing cases is involved is just not true.
The master is the real judge yet the Court of Appeals has said he has no power.
A juvenile deserves the same justice as an adult."

Alfred J. O'Farrell, deputy state public defender, agreed that "juveniles" get a dif-
ferent kind of due process than adults.

"One of the ultimate alms of the commission is to upgrade the juvenile court,"
Mr. OFarrell said. "Instead of being a secondary court, we ought to put the court
at the highest level. You don't when you try kids before masters."

Mr. O'Farrell, a commission member, said that the masters system also leads to
constitutional problems involving double jeopardy.

The vote on the abolition of masters Tuesday night was 9 to 0 with Christian
Kahl, a master in Baltimore county, abstaining.

The commission Is appointed by the governor but reports to the legislature. The
commission plans to present a series of recommendations for legislation on juvenile
justice before January 1.
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The commission is divided on establishing a state juvenile or family court.
The commission did vote Tuesday night to recommend the establishment of a position

of chief state juvenile judge on the level of an associate judge of the Court of Appeals.
This judge would be the administrator of all juvenile judges.

(From the Baltimore News American, July 18, 19761

Grvn Two CHEERS

(Editorial)
Baltimoreans have reason to murmur a cheer or two-not three cheers-at the

crime statistics for the first half of this year, as issued by the Police Dept.
Murders, rapes, robberies and aggravated assaults were almost 18 per cent fewer

than during the same period of lst year. Larceny is the only crime category in
which there was substantial increase and police attribute this in considerable part,
to an epidemic of citizens' band radio thefts from autos.

There is an extremely disturbing note, however, in the department's otherwise gratify-
ing, if unspectacular, report.

Juveniles-persons under 18 years old-committed 49.6 per cent of all crimes and
well over half of the crimes against property. This is 4A per cent above the national
average.

The statistic is alarming not only in it,.lf but in its implications for the future.
There can be much speculation as to the reasons that Baltimore has a higher propor-

tion of youthful criminals than the nation. A combination of factors are undoubtedly
involved. The high truancy rate and other failings in the school system probably are
involved. And since many juvenile offenders are repeaters, inadequate facilities and
operation of the correctional system probably play a substantial part. Underlying all
other causes are societal ills, which affect rearing of the young-jobs, housing condi-
tions, social welfare services, etc.

Whatever the explanations, the grim fact is that lawbreaking by juveniles is abnormally
high in Baltimore and that, in absence of effective action, this presents dark prospects
as to prevalence of crime in the future.

Therefore, while there is mild comfort from the police report, its chief impact should
be to bring the gravity of the juvenile crime problem starkly home, to the citizenry
as well as officias, and to foster firm determination to do whatever is necessary
to alleviate it.

(From the Baltimore Sun, Sept. 20, 19761

DIVERSION PLAN AiDS JUVENILES, STATE, Too

(By Joan Jacobeon)
Within the bureaucracy's maze of programs for juvenile delinquents, city police

have something new for teen-agers arrested for such crimes as shoplifting, playing
ball illegally in the street or destroying a few hundred dollars worth of property.

The program, commonly called, "diversion" or "limited adjustment," is designed
for the first time offender-a juvenile who gets in trouble, sometimes because of
emotional family problems or because his friends dared him or merely for the lack
of anything better to do.

The program began in May after 38 police officers went through a two-week training
session with lectures in adolescent psychology and how to deal with youths' problems.

The officers act as counselors for the children, mostly teen-agers, who, for the
first time, may have committed such crimes as drinking, disturbing the peace, tampering
with a car or even impersonating a police officer.

These are some of 34 offenses which fall under the guidelines of the new program.
"The primary purpose is to prevent a juvenile from being labeled a delinquent,"

said Lt. Charles Codd, administrative coordinator at the Police Department's youth
section.

A juvenile can only enter the program if he or she first admits guilt. Then the
parents, the victim and the police officers involved must agree to let the youth enter
the program.

Baltimore county has had a similar diversion program for the last year for first
time offenders involved in minor crimes. However, it has only a few volunteer coun-
selors and is not as structured as the city's.
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Officer William Wielechowiki, one of the city's new Youth Service Officers, said
he always enjoyed working with juveniles when he was on patrol.

"But in patrol you don't have the time to help them. You never see the kid agan,
unless you bump into him," he said.

During the program's first three months in operation the department reports 578uveniles entered the program. Of these, 352 were warned and released by the Youth
rvice Officer, statistics show.
Most of the others were either given counseling by the officers or sent to outside

agencies for special juvenile or family counseling.
However, 21 were expelled from the program and one youth, police statistics show,

was referred to a work project. Lieutenant Codd said "archaic child labor laws,"
prohibiting teen-agers from working many jobs, make it difficult to find work for
a teen-ager whose idle time gets him or her into trouble.

The program gives the officer a chance to get at the root of the child's problems.
Officer Jose ph M. Russell, another diversion officer, cited one example. "Once I

said to a kid, 'If you were alone (and not with friends) would you have done this?"
The teen-ager realized he had not made up his own mind and was only dared

by is peers, Officer Russell said. He really was not bad, the policeman said. "You'dle him if you me t him."

One of the biggest problems the officers face is that they find they have no control
over the child's home environment.

"The parents and kids don't see eye to eye," Officer Wielechowski said. "You
sit down with the kid and he's normal, but you get the mother and father in there
and he clams up-he's got a negative attitude."

A lack of recreational facilities in the city is another problem, Officer Russell said.
"At the ages from 14 to 16 they're neither here nor there (not old enough to

drive)," he said. "They need some place to go to be with their friends but away
from adults."

The program is an alternative to the usual procedure where the youth is arrested
and sent to the state's Department of Juvenile Services. There an intake counselor
decides whether to dismiss the child's case, to continue counseling or to send the
case to court.

The Police Department's program was set up to alleviate the state's heavy case
loads. Without the diversion program, all iuvenies i the police program would have
gone to the Department of Juvenile Services.

Officer Russell said the difference between his job and that of a counselor at the
Department of Juvenile Services is, "we are counselors with a hammer (with the
authority to arrest). We're not social workers in the broad sense, but we had experiences
as police officers and we know kids."
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